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1 
Approaching shamanism

On the Monday evenings of October and November 2005 I attended a course in 
so-called ‘shu’em’ shamanism meditation in my hometown of Groningen, which 
is situated in the northern part of the Netherlands. The course was managed by 
the Asha Institute, which organises a range of other workshops and educational 
programmes in what they call ‘mystical shamanism’.1 As one of the meditation ses-
sions came to an end and I prepared to go home, one of the workshop assistants 
approached me. I had met him before, on different occasions during the period of 
fieldwork, and I knew that he was a student of the Asha Institute. He knew that 
I was participating in their workshops because of my research project. At other 
meetings he had told me that shu’em shamanism had helped him to acquire bliss 
and deep spiritual insights. Now, he wanted to tell me about a book that he had 
recently discovered. It was a fascinating study of shamanism, he told me, and he 
wanted to know if I had ever heard of it. As a matter of fact, I had. And no wonder, 
his recent discovery was Mircea Eliade’s 1964 landmark study Shamanism. Archaic 
Techniques of Ecstasy.

The conversation surprised me as it was the first time that I had heard a shaman-
ist refer to a scholar whom I knew from my training in religious studies.2 A con-
versation about Eliade with an informant was atypical, as it linked the scholarly 
background of the term ‘shamanism’ with the contemporary practice known as 
shamanism. The shamanists I had met during my fieldwork practically never re-
ferred directly to scholarly works about shamanism, and yet I could not but won-
der about their possible link. Could it be possible to compile a line of interpreters 
of shamanism that would include both Eliade and Dutch shamanists?

In this chapter, I will set out to explain how my early experiences directed me 
towards my genealogical approach. I will start with my introduction to the world 
of contemporary Dutch shamanisms, as these experiences had a considerable im-
pact on the way I conducted my research project. The effect of these encounters 
are the subject of the second part of this chapter. The third part consists of an 
outline of the reflexive genealogical approach that I opted to use. I will distinguish 
my genealogical approach from three major historiographies of shamanism in the 

1  For a few sites related to the Asha Institute, see www.shuem.com; www.shuem.eu; www.
shuemamsterdam.nl; www.asha-institute.org.

2  I use the term ‘shamanist’ for individuals practising contemporary Western shamanism.
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fourth part and will introduce the approach of Pierre Bourdieu and that of James 
Beckford in the fifth and the sixth respectively, as their perspectives guided my 
research on the genealogies of shamanism. My argument and an outline of this 
book conclude this chapter. Ultimately, I use this chapter to introduce the ways I 
approach the genealogies of interpreters who have created, and still create, their 
own profile of the shaman, ‘from the shifting sands of what was published before 
them’, as the late historian Gloria Flaherty (1938-1992) put it so nicely.3

Dutch shamanisms

I was introduced to shu’em shamanism at the Eigentijdsfestival, in June 2004.4 At 
this annual Dutch festival devoted to ‘Art, Spirituality and Nature’, the Asha Insti-
tute presents its shu’em shamanism amidst a range of other Dutch shamanisms. 
The festival lasts from Thursday evening to Sunday evening and takes place at a 
large camping site in between woods and tracts of heather. Hundreds of individu-
als and many organizations present over 500 different workshops in more than 100 
tepees, yurts and other types of tents on different fields of the terrain. Approxi-
mately 1750 people can taste a massive assortment of dance, theatre, music, lec-
tures, workshops in different kinds of healing, meditation, spiritual growth, and so 
on. Certain places on the terrain are singled out as ‘power spots’ and have ‘energy 
statues’ to which visitors can connect. One field is set up as a marketplace with 
booths filled with, for example, books, drums, crystals, clothes, incense, jewellery 
and dream catchers. Another field is fitted up as a ‘healing field’ where visitors can 
consult different kinds of healers who, for this occasion, practice their crafts in 
tents. 

On Friday morning, after I had registered for the workshops I wanted to attend, 
I participated in a workshop on shu’em shamanism. The leader of the Asha Insti-
tute, Stefan Wils, told the participants to be inactive and relax on mats on the floor 

3  G. Flaherty, Shamanism and the Eighteenth Century (Princeton, 1992) 208. Most scholars 
are probably familiar with the term ‘shamanisms’ through Jane Monnig Atkinson’s classic 
article ‘Shamanisms Today’, Annual Review of Anthropology 21 (1992) 307-30. She adopted 
the term from David Holmberg, who introduced it in his ‘Shamanic Soundings: Female-
ness in the Tamang Ritual Structure’, Signs 9 (1983) 40-58 at 41, note 5, to indicate that 
shamanism needs a ‘critical review in the same terms as “totemism”, in other words, as an 
artefact of anthropological history and an illusion’. 

4  See www.eigentijdsfestival.nl. To translate Eigentijdsfestival is complicated as the word 
combines several word that have different connotations. The Dutch word ‘Eigen’ can be 
translated as ‘Own’, ‘Private’, ‘Peculiar’, and ‘Intimate’. ‘Tijd’ means ‘Time’ and thus ‘Eigen-
tijds’ can be translated as ‘Contemporary’, ‘Present-day’, ‘Modern’ and ‘Private time’. So the 
name of the festival refers to the private, present and modern time, and it suggests that at 
the festival people can spend time on themselves on the road to emerging new times.
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of the tent, while he and his assistants meditated, chanted and played the drums. 
With their activities, he told us, they would function like a strong electromagnet. 
They would facilitate an energetic setting in which we, the participants, could leave 
our standard rational mindset behind and explore our inner, ‘deeper dimensions 
of perception’ in a ‘mood of compassion and ease’. We were not supposed to share 
and discuss our experiences afterwards because talking about them would only 
bring us back to the usual, restless ‘dimension of perception’ of our everyday life. 
Wils explicitly told us that this ritual was not a New Age practice but based on an 
‘ancient technique’.

On Friday afternoon I went to a so-called trance travel workshop in one of the 
seven tepees of the School for Shamanism. The instructors told us that while we 
were lying down on mats, they would make our trance possible by beating their 
shamanic drums. When in trance, we could start our journey by visualizing a tree 
and looking for an entrance at its base. The passageway behind it would lead us 
to the world of the spirits. Participants without previous experience should look 
out for a power animal, a spirit in the form of an animal that would guide us in 
the underworld. Those who had already met their power animal should enter the 
underworld with an intention in mind so that their power animal could help them 
on their quest. At the moment the rhythm of the drums changed, after twenty 
minutes, we were supposed to travel back, go through the passageway, leave the 
tree through the same door and come back to the room. Afterwards, we were in-
vited to discuss our experiences. Impressive stories were told. People had passed 
through spectacular worlds, they had met exotic power animals and some wanted 
know how to interpret their adventures. Instead of telling us what she thought it 
all meant, one of the instructors told us that we should try to grasp the meanings 
of our experiences without her help. She advised us to use books of reference such 
as biology books and she mentioned Jamie Sams’s 1988 bestseller Medicine Cards. 
Ultimately, however, your own intuition was decisive.5 

The next morning, self-proclaimed shaman Searching Deer from my hometown 
of Groningen started his workshop with a lecture on ‘the healing tree’.6 While he 
lectured, we sat on chairs, but when he wanted us to recite and sing with him, he 
asked us to rise. We also had to stand up for an exercise in which we could experi-
ence the ‘life tree’ in ourselves by waving our arms in the air like the branches of a 
tree. When Searching Deer asked us who had ever experienced the energy of trees, 
I was surprised to see that almost everyone in the tent raised their hands. Trees, he 
explained, absorb our heavy and sombre feelings, just as plants get nutrition from 

5  See www.jamiesams.com/medicinecards.html. This website states that, ‘The Medicine 
Cards package contains an expanded text in a hardback book and a set of beautifully il-
lustrated cards with the messages of animals’. The animals ‘teach us the evolving life-lessons 
that we need to embrace as human beings facing the new millennium and our continued 
healing processes’. 

6  See www.searchingdeer.nl.
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dung and, at the same time, trees radiate a very light energy. At one point, Search-
ing Deer told us to close our eyes and imagine ourselves walking through a forest 
towards a large tree in a field of grass. When he asked us what the guided fantasy 
had brought about, several people talked about the different kinds of animals they 
had met, and one man claimed that when he had looked up into the tree from 
below, the branches of the tree appeared to be his beard and the crown of the tree 
his head. Instead of leaving the interpretation to the participants, Searching Deer 
took the lead. For example, he told us that because squirrels climb up and down 
trees, they stand for mediators between the different worlds.

The final workshop I attended at the 2004 Eigentijdsfestival was the ‘shamanis-
tic life tree’ workshop of the Institute of Siberian Shamanism.7 I remember most 
vividly the technique in which we were supposed to travel back and forth in our 
family history to deal with spells that had been put on our ancestors by witches or 
sorcerers. While the instructors drummed, we moved through past generations 
of our family trees by taking steps backwards and forwards. One step backwards 
meant one generation back. Ultimately, in seven steps back and seven steps for-
ward seven generations could be healed. The intense emotional outbursts of some 
of the participants, their shouting, screaming and crying, made me feel uncom-
fortable. One woman was so overwhelmed by the ritual that she almost vomited 
in the tent. Instead of reducing her anxiety, which I would have preferred, the 
instructors increased the pressure by encircling her and beating the drums even 
more forcefully. The workshop took more than three hours and I found partici-
pating in it emotionally so exasperating that immediately after it was finished I 
decided to skip the Saturday evening and Sunday morning sessions. I packed up 
my tent, grabbed my bags and left the festival.

Methodology

My early departure from the Eigentijdsfestival was a response to the acting out of 
other participants and was not motivated by the ‘inner’ or ‘spiritual’ effects of my 
ritual activities: my endeavours to travel into the world of spirits did not yield the 
spectacular experiences others seemed to have had. True enough, I had seen a cat 
during my first trance journey – the cat my parents used to have as a pet when 
I was a small boy – but this experience did not exceed my regular sensations of 
daydreaming or fantasizing. In none of my workshops did my experiences come 
even close to something that I would consider ‘spiritual’, ‘religious’, ‘mystical’ or 
‘visionary’. I have not always been ‘religiös unmusikalisch’, as Max Weber claimed 
he was, but now I appeared to be like that. It did not surprise me, I must confess, as 
I already seemed to have lost the ability to have ‘spiritual’ experiences as a student 

7  See www.siberischsjamanisme.nl/ and www.esoterischcentrum.com.
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of religious studies, years before I started to study shamanism. Accordingly, dur-
ing fieldwork, I regularly fell asleep when I had to lie down to undertake a trance 
journey or while I made an effort to explore deeper dimensions of perception. 

Soon, a methodological question imposed itself, namely what were the impli-
cations of my experiences for my study of shamanism? I was confronted with 
the classic sociological problem that the great German sociologist Norbert Elias 
(1897-1990) had already considered in his 1956 ‘Involvement and Detachment’. 
Indeed, in the words of Elias, I ‘faced myself ’ and had to find a blend between 
involvement and detachment that suited my research project better.8 Needless to 
say, I directed my research towards a more detached approach. I could not identify 
with my subject in the way that the French sociologist ‘Busy’ Loic Wacquant did, 
who became a pugilist during his fieldwork in a boxing gym in Chicago. I would 
not become an initiate in shamanism the way Tanya Luhrmann became an initiate 
in ‘the witch’s craft’ whilst investigating contemporary witchcraft in England.9 In 
other words, my experiences with the various Dutch shamanisms guided me away 
from the kind of ethnographic approach that is known as ‘experiential anthropol-
ogy’ and that comes close to going native.

Then again, the remarkable study of shamanism of Galina Lindquist (1955-2008) 
inspired me, even though she did ‘go native and come back’ and absorb herself in 
‘experiencing participation’ in her empirically rich 1997 Shamanic Performances 
on the Urban Scene. Because her work is such an insightful and empathetic study 
of ‘neo-shamanism’ in Sweden, her main arguments deserve extra attention here.10

Lindquist described neo-shamanism as a set of notions and techniques borrowed 
from non-Western tribal peoples and adapted to the life of contemporary urban 
dwellers. She approached neo-shamanism as a social field, a concept that she adopt-
ed from Pierre Bourdieu (1930-2002), whose theory of practice I will introduce 
later in this chapter, as his notions also guide my study of shamanism. Lindquist’s 
rendering of Bourdieu, however, significantly differs from mine, as she argued that 
the logic of the field of neo-shamanism called for theoretical premises in terms of 
meanings, while characteristically, Bourdieu’s emphasis was on social positions and 
power struggles. Lindquist principally used Bourdieu’s analogy of a game, as the 

8  N. Elias, ‘Problems of Involvement and Detachment’, British Journal of Sociology 7 (1956) 
226-52, 234. See also C. Rojek, ‘Problems of Involvement and Detachment in the Writings 
of Norbert Elias’, British Journal of Sociology 37 (1986) 584-96.

9  T. Luhrmann, Persuasions of the Witch’s Craft (Oxford, 1989); L. Wacquant, Body and Soul. 
Notebooks of an Apprentice Boxer (Oxford, 2004). 

10  G. Lindquist, ‘Travelling by the Other’s Cognitive Maps or Going Native and Coming Back’, 
Ethnos 60 (1995) 5-40, Shamanic Performances on the Urban Scene. Neo-Shamanism in Con-
temporary Sweden (Stockholm, 1997) and ‘ “Being a hostage to the other”: Levinas’s ethi-
cal epistemology and dysphoric fieldwork experiences’, in D. Spencer and J. Davies (eds.), 
Anthropological Fieldwork: a relational process (Newcastle upon Tyne, 2010) 195-203. See S. 
Coleman, ‘In Memoriam. Galina Lindquist, 1955-2008’, Social Analysis 52 (2008) 5-6. 
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idea of ‘playing’ was crucial for her basic argument. While I will perceive contem-
porary shamanism, also in line with Bourdieu, as an arena of struggles, Lindquist 
focused on neo-shamanism as a loosely patterned arrangement of multiple and 
open-ended meanings, or in her words, as a ‘particular ecology of discourse’.11 

Lindquist perceived the field of neo-shamanism as a sphere of play that repre-
sents a distinct variety of spirituality in contemporary society. Cultural creation 
is one of the main themes of her book, and to study the ways of internalisation 
that are part of processes of cultural creation Lindquist participated unreserved-
ly, using her own experiences as important sources of data. It is noteworthy that 
Lindquist interpreted neo-shamanism as a field largely informed by the values and 
concerns of the embracing society. Even seemingly exotic conceptualisations have 
roots in premises that are already shared and culturally accepted. Neo-shaman-
ism, however, offers a ‘ludic space’ that provides experiences of comprehensibil-
ity, manageability and meaningfulness. This is important for contemporary urban 
dwellers, she argued, as their life is harsh. Most of them are familiar with the feel-
ing of powerlessness and being trapped in circumstances not of their own making. 
The neo-shamans’ world, in contrast, is full of mystery and wonderment, like the 
world of fairy tales or make-believe children’s play.12

Lindquist distinguished three forms of cultural capital current in the field of 
neo-shamanism, namely mastery of the language (1), performative mastery (2) 
and the ability to clothe one’s shamanic experiences in a convincing and aestheti-
cally satisfying narrative (3). All three are closely related to the ‘spirit of play’ that 
Lindquist identified as the crucial feature of neo-shamanism. Neo-shamanic play 
and performances are closely related to societal issues as they have the ability to 
expose the sores of society. A neo-shamanic performance is not only theatrical. It 
is, in Lindquist’s words, ‘a game of mirrors through which society sees itself, a tool 
of reflection and reflexivity’.13 

Lindquist perceived contemporary shamanism as a ‘mirror of society’. Rather 
than as a mirror, however, I wanted to perceive shamanism as a dispersive prism, 
to make it represent a stage on which relatively common issues are thrown into 
sharp relief. Lindquist’s study also provided me with some interesting research 
questions. For instance, did I agree with her findings that the ‘disembedded and 
deculturalized nature of neo-shamanic practices, conceived by the practitioners 
as the universality of shamanism, is to a large extent responsible for their success 
in the West’? Are contemporary shamanists in the Netherlands also engaged in 
playful attempts to ‘re-enchant’ the world? Would I also find reflections of societal 
issues in contemporary Western shamanic practices?14

11  Lindquist, Shamanic Performances on the Urban Scene, 4-5.
12  Idem, 4-8, 121, 182-3, 284.
13  Idem, 294-8.
14  Idem, 123.
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Thus, even though I understand the ways in which the aforementioned scholars 
bridged the distance between them and their subjects, I decided to refrain from 
using myself as an experimental subject the way they did. Although I still wanted 
to achieve verstehen, I chose to accomplish it without einfühlen. With Clifford 
Geertz, I agree that it is possible to find out ‘what the devil they think they are up 
to’ without ‘achieving communion’. I also took an important clue from Elias, who 
argued that in order to make sense of what is happening in the present, we need to 
know something of the past. To prevent Zustandreduktion, I would not ‘retreat into 
the present’ and I therefore decided to put current shamanic ideas and practices 
into a historical perspective. I set out to discover the patterns along which knowl-
edge about shamanism was produced, the ways it had been transferred during the 
last centuries and how this knowledge had moved to Eliade and his contemporar-
ies, then from them to contemporary interpreters, spokesmen and entrepreneurs 
of shamanism and, eventually, to the practitioners I had met.15

What, for instance, was the connection between the ‘ancient techniques’ of 
shu’em shamanism and Eliade’s Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy? How and where 
had these modern shamanists found their knowledge about shamans? Had they 
gathered it by reading about their supposed tribal counterparts? What about the 
specific shamanic knowledge they claimed to have? How could it be that both 
the archetypal shamans and the contemporary shamanists suggested that they in-
voked spirits in trance-like states? The shamanists’ affection for and appropriation 
of ‘ethnic’ themes and designs in clothing, chanting and ornaments also made me 
curious about the correspondences with the prototypical ethnographic Siberian, 
Native American or other shamans. I intended to find out more about the rela-
tionship between the Dutch shamanisms and the shamans that I first read about 
during my academic education in religious studies. I wanted to uncover the conti-
nuities with the past and turned to the genealogy of shamanism.

Genealogical reflexivity

The contemporary genealogical approach was made popular by the French phi-
losopher Michel Foucault (1926-1984). Foucauldian genealogies do not search for 
origins but investigate lineages of development and, in general, they have a special 

15  C. Geertz, ‘“From the Native’s Point of View”: On the Nature of Anthropological Under-
standing’, in idem, Local Knowledge. Further Essays in Interpretive Anthropology (New York, 
1983) 55-70; J. Goudsblom, ‘Interview with Norbert Elias’, Sociologische Gids 17 (1970) 
133-40; N. Elias, ‘The Retreat of Sociologists into the Present’, Theory, Culture and Society 4 
(1987) 223-47. See also G. Davie, ‘Creating an Agenda in the Sociology of Religion; Com-
mon Sources/Different Pathways’, Sociology of Religion 65 (2004) 323-40 and ‘Sociology of 
Religion’, in R.A. Segal (ed.), Blackwell Companion to the Study of Religion (Oxford, 2006) 
171-91.
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focus on power.16 For my genealogical project, Talal Asad’s 1993 Genealogies of 
Religion was most important. He traced some of the ways in which the notion of 
‘religion’ was constructed and authorised. His argument, he stressed, was not

just that religious symbols are intimately linked to social life (and so change 
with it), or that they usually support dominant political power (and occasion-
ally oppose it). It is that different kinds of practice and discourse are intrinsic 
to the field in which religious representations (like any other representation) 
acquire their identity and truthfulness. (...) their possibility and their authori-
tative status are to be explained as products of historically distinctive disci-
plines and forces.17

Along the lines of Asad, I wanted to explore the ways in which the notions of sha-
man and shamanism came to be constructed and authorised historically, within 
the specific ‘fields’ in which they acquire their ‘identity and truthfulness’. Without 
losing sight of the perspectives of the interpreters, I aspired to construct genealo-
gies of shamanism in which I could arrange contemporary Western shamanisms.

Obviously, this venture must be distinguished from the historiographies of sha-
manism that, in the line of Carlo Ginzburg, look for shamanic survivals. In his 
1966 Il Benandanti (published in English in 1983 as The Night Battles), Ginzburg 
speculated on the possible ancient origins of the strange beliefs of the so-called 
benandanti, who were dealt with by the Roman Inquisition from 1575 to around 
1675. Born with the caul, that is, wrapped in the amniotic membrane, these ‘well-
farers’ or ‘good-doers’ from Friuli were supposed to battle with warlocks and 
witches to protect their own crops and those of their fellow villagers. The inquisi-
tors were concerned, as the stories about night battles related to their own demon-
ology. Gradually, as the fertility rites of popular culture and the demonology of the 
elite culture collided, the Inquisition’s stereotypes of witches were internalised by 
the Friulians. As a result, the latter-day benandanti became increasingly similar to 
their earlier foes, that is, warlocks and witches.18 

Ginzburg interpreted this process as the gradual assimilation of an archaic be-
lief system to the learned concepts of witches’ sabbaths under the constraints of 
inquisitorial interrogation. But he also traced the stories of the night battles back 
to an archaic belief system. Ultimately, he hypothesised that elements of the night 
battles, such as the magical flight of the benandanti and their metamorphosis into 
animals, derived from a shamanic origin. Indeed, Ginzburg proposed that he had 

16  C.G. Prado, Starting with Foucault. An Introduction to Genealogy (Builder, 20002).
17  T. Asad, ‘The Construction of Religion as an Anthropological Category’, in idem, Genealo-

gies of Religion: Discipline and Reasons of Power in Christianity and Islam (Baltimore, 1993) 
27-54 at 53-4.

18  C. Ginzburg, The Night Battles. Witchcraft and Agrarian Cults in the Sixteenth and Seven-
teenth Centuries (London, 1983). 
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found traces of an extremely ancient shamanic nucleus. He elaborated on his spec-
tacular thesis in his erudite and highly ambitious 1990 Ecstasies. Deciphering the 
Witches’ Sabbath.19 It is a complex book that cannot be summarised easily. For 
here, it is enough to note that Ginzburg analysed a range of cults with supposed 
shamanic traits in different regions: Friuli, Balkan, Caucasus, Hungary and Lap-
land. Astonished by ‘the resemblances between the ecstasies of the Euroasian sha-
mans and their European counterparts’, he speculated about a complex process in 
which shamanic beliefs and practices diffused from Asia into Europe.20 Ginzburg’s 
work, impressive and admirable as it is, has some shortcomings that cannot be 
ignored, as different critics have also detected.21 One might ask whether the sha-
manic practices at the Eigentijdsfestival carry the shamanic nucleus into the twen-
ty-first century. However, that is not my intention. Instead, I am going to focus my 
genealogical historiography on the construction of knowledge about shamanism.

There is good reason to distinguish between the ‘anthropological skepticism’ of 
a genealogical project and other kinds of approach that can be labelled sceptical.22 
In 2002, two years before I started my study of shamanism, I published an article 
on Dutch shamanism in Skepter, the Dutch version of the Skeptical Enquirer. In the 
article I ridiculed those who claim to be practising shamanism in the Netherlands 
and argued that they are not practising ‘authentic’ shamanism. It was a shallow 
article, I must admit now, in which I merely wanted to show that contemporary 
shamanism is an invented tradition based on faulty truth claims. I disregarded the 
longue durée completely, did not try to approach contemporary shamanisms histor-
ically, and I completely disregarded the perspectives of contemporary shamanists.23

19  C. Ginzburg, Ecstasies: deciphering the witches’ Sabbath (London, 1990).
20  Ginzburg, Ecstasies, 172; For an elaborate introduction to Ginzburg’s work, see Y. Kuiper, 

‘Witchcraft, Fertility Cults, and Shamanism. Carlo Ginzburg’s Il Benandanti in Retrospect’, 
in B. Luchesi and K. von Stuckrad (eds.), Religion in Cultural Discourse. Essays in Honor 
of Hans Kippenberg on the Occasion of his 65th Birthday (Leiden, 2004) 33-60. See also C. 
Ginzburg, ‘European (Re)discovery of Shamans’, Elementa 1 (1993) 23-39, reprinted and 
updated in Ginzburg, Il filo e le trace (Milano, 2006) 94-11; ‘Witches and Shamans’, New 
Left Review 200 (1993) 75-85 and Ecstasies: deciphering the witches’ Sabbath (London, 
1990). See also J. Martin, ‘Journeys to the World of the Dead. The work of Carlo Ginzburg’, 
Journal of Social History 25 (1991) 613-26.

21  Critical evaluations can be found in R. Kieckhefer, ‘Review of Ecstasies’, American Histori-
cal Review 97 (1992) 837-8; W. de Blécourt, ‘Spuren einer Volkskultur oder Dämonisier-
ung? Kritische Bemerkungen zu Ginzburgs “Die Benandanti”’, Kea. Zeitschrift für Kultur-
wissenschaften 5 (1993) 17-29; I.M. Lewis, Ecstatic Religion: An Anthropological Study of 
Shamanism and Spirit Possession (London, 20033) xix; Kuiper, ‘Witchcraft, Fertility Cults, 
and Shamanism’, 50.

22  D. Scott and C. Hirschkind, ‘Introduction: The Anthropological Skepticism of Talal Asad’, 
in Scott and Hirschkind (eds.), Powers of the Secular Modern. Talal Asad and his Interlocu-
tors (Stanford, 2006) 1-11.

23  J. Boekhoven, ‘Contact op de koop toe. Nederlandse sjamanen en hun praktijken’, Skepter 
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Apart from this youthful indiscretion, I call attention to this kind of scepticism 
because it is widespread among scholarly interpretations of contemporary West-
ern shamanism. Sure enough, most contemporary books on shamanism are writ-
ten by advocates of contemporary Western shamanism, but in academic circles 
the dominance of sceptical approaches gives good reason to say that there is an 
academic ‘anti-shamanic polemic’ taking place.24 In this polemic, different inter-
est groups are involved in a specific ‘struggle for recognition’ in which they try 
to control or even monopolize the right to conceptualize shamanism. They do so 
by debunking contemporary Western shamanisms and by devaluing their social 
esteem.25 

This devaluation is so prevalent that it cannot be neglected in any analysis of 
contemporary Western shamanism. So, before I say more about my genealogi-
cal approach, I would briefly like to shed light on some sceptical approaches to 
contemporary Western shamanism. First and foremost, sceptical scholars contest 
that contemporary shamanism should be considered as authentic shamanism. 
Their principle argument is that contemporary shamanism, or ‘neo-shamanism’ 
as it is called in this line of argument, should be distinguished from ‘traditional’ 
shamanism, which is considered authentic. A conspicuous example of this kind of 
scepticism can be found in the 2001 collection of articles The Concept of Shaman-
ism: Uses and Abuses. In his review of the book, the scholar of religion Kocku von 
Stuckrad criticised the ‘strong moralistic tone’ of some of the articles that carry 
‘out the title’s overconfident presupposition that there is “a” concept of shaman-
ism (singular), and differing uses are “abuses”’. Indeed, the title suggests that it is 
possible to ‘abuse’ the concept of ‘shamanism’. Apparently, proper ways to use the 
concept of ‘shamanism’ can be distinguished from ‘abuses’ of the concept.26 

15/1 (2002) 24-7.
24  The term ‘anti-shamanic polemic’ is inspired by the term ‘anti-esoteric polemics’ that 

Wouter Hanegraaff uses to describe the ‘procedures of exclusion’ by which ‘Western eso-
tericism’ is banned from the historiography of ‘genuine science’; see his ‘Forbidden Knowl-
edge: Anti-Esoteric Polemics and Academic Research’, Aries. Journal for the Study of West-
ern Esotericism 5 (2005) 225-54.

25  On recognition, see A. Honneth, ‘Integrity and Disrespect. Principles of a Conception of 
Morality Based on the Theory of Recognition’, Political Theory 20 (1992) 187-201; ‘Recog-
nition and Moral Obligation’, Social Research 64 (1997) 16-35; ‘Recognition or Redistri-
bution? Changing Perspectives on the Moral Order of Society’, Theory, Culture & Society 
18 (2001) 43-55 and ‘Recognition and Justice. Outline of a Plural Theory of Justice’, Acta 
Sociologica 47 (2004) 351-64. See also A. Petersen and R. Willig, ‘An Interview with Axel 
Honneth. The Role of Sociology in the Theory of Recognition’, European Journal of Social 
Theory 5 (2002) 265-77.

26  H. Francfort and R. N. Hamayon (eds.), The Concept of Shamanism: Uses and Abuses (Bu-
dapest, 2001). Von Stuckrad published his review in Numen 50 (2003) 119-21.
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Another case in point is Shamanism: Traditional and Contemporary Approach-
es to the Mastery of Spirits and Healing, in which Danish anthropologist Merete 
Demant Jakobsen juxtaposed an interpretation of what she considers historical 
shamanism in Greenland with an analysis of contemporary Western shamanism. 
She argued that contemporary Western shamanism should be termed ‘shamanic 
behaviour’ but not ‘shamanism’, as this term ought to be restricted to the real thing, 
so to speak. Alas, Jakobsen not only disregarded the problematic character of the 
term ‘shamanism’, but also the multifaceted nature of contemporary Western sha-
manism, as she equated its diverse forms with so-called core-shamanism, about 
which I will come to write later in this book. Moreover, she argued that people 
participate in ‘neo-shamanism’ solely because it brings solace to members of a 
fragmented, disillusioned society, even though she also asserted that they were 
intelligent, articulate, educated and well-informed. So, in her one-dimensional 
conclusion, she explained contemporary ‘shamanic’ practices by some unfulfilled 
‘need’ on part of the seekers. Unfortunately, she did not provide a thorough analy-
sis of what contemporary Western shamanism entails and did not uncover the 
rationale of the conceptualization of shamanism by the different contemporary 
Western shamanisms.27

Other scholars go even further in their misrecognition, claiming that con-
temporary Western shamanism is ‘inauthentic’ because it is produced by frauds 
and charlatans. For example, the famous Hungarian expert on shamanism, Mi-
háli Hoppàl, who is the editor of Shaman: Journal of the International Society for 
Shamanistic Research, argues that some shamans are ‘charlatans’, while others are 
‘bearers of continuous traditions in the ethnographic sense’. This last category is 
‘entirely authentic’, while the first is not.28 In consequence, Hoppàl claims that some 
contemporary shamanisms not only use the concept incorrectly, they also make 
use of the concept ‘shamanism’ to deceive others. A vivid example of the same 
‘pattern of disrespect’, to use a term from the German philosopher Axel Honneth, 
occurred at a meeting of my own research group at the University of Groningen in 
which I was invited to introduce the subject of my thesis. Right after I finished the 
presentation of my paper on ‘Shamanism in the Netherlands’ the chairman of the 
research group, a renowned scholar, exclaimed: ‘Charlatans!’.29

Obviously, quarrels and discussions about the outlines of shamanism are cru-
cial elements of the genealogy of shamanism, as it is shaped by the authorisation 

27  For the reviews of the book see K. Kelly, Spirit Talk 10 (2000) (www.shamaniccircles.org/
spirit_talk/); S. Coleman, Ethnos 65 (2000) 148-9; J. Townsend, American Anthropologist 
103 (2001) 253-4.

28  M. Hoppàl, ‘Shamanism in a Postmodern Age’, Folklore 2 (1996) 1-5 (www.folklore.ee/folk-
lore) and ‘Shamanism at the Turn of the Millennium’, Pro Ethnologia 8 (1999) 1-7 (http://
erm.ee/?node=163).

29  A. Honneth, ‘Integrity and Disrespect: Principles of a Conception of Morality Based on the 
Theory of Recognition’, Political Theory 20 (1992) 187-201.
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of some definitions of shamanism on the one hand and the discrediting of other 
definitions on the other. The power to sanction definitions is a crucial element in 
my genealogical approach. I will not separate the ‘fakes’ from the ‘authentic’ sha-
mans; I want to concentrate on the ways in which scholars and others claim and 
have claimed the authority to tell the difference between sham and shaman.30 Still, 
I think it is important to clarify the problems in the facile use of the labels ‘shaman’ 
and ‘shamanism’, as Alice Beck Kehoe did in her 2000 Shamans and Religion. In 
her ‘anthropological exploration in critical thinking’, she compellingly argued that 
the terms ‘shamans’ and ‘shamanism’ are used so loosely and naively by anthro-
pologists no less than the general public that they convey confusion more than 
knowledge. That is to say, lumping healers, diviners and priests outside the global 
‘religions of the book’ under the label ‘shamans’ primarily demonstrates misin-
formed and stereotypical thinking. Kehoe argued that anthropologists should 
apply the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ primarily to Siberian practitioners so 
called in their homelands. Instead of stating what shamanism is, however, my fo-
cus will be on the multiple ways definitions were and are constructed.31 

Three historical studies on shamanism

As I turned away from experiential anthropology towards a more genealogical and 
sociological approach to shamanism, it appeared that some scholars had recently 
published their reconstructions of the history of shamanism, or to use a short-
hand expression, their historiographies of shamanism. As a matter of fact, the first 
decade of the twenty-first century has seen no less than three historiographies of 
shamanism, a sure sign of the great interest in the subject. Ronald Hutton’s 2001 
Shamans: Siberian Spirituality and the Western Imagination, Kocku von Stuckrad’s 
2003 Schamanismus und Esoterik. Kultur- und wissenschaftsgeschichtliche Betrach-
tungen and Andrei Znamenski’s 2007 The Beauty of the Primitive are all significant 
contributions to the study of shamanism.32 In spite of their excellence, they do not 
make my own project superfluous. By reflecting on these three books, in turn, I 
will distinguish my genealogical project from their historiographies.

30  For a discussion on the distinction between ‘sham’ and ‘shaman’, see R. J. Wallis, Shamans/
neo-Shamans. Ecstasy, Alternative Archaeologies and Contemporary Pagans (London, 2003) 
200-6.

31  A. Beck Kehoe, Shamans and Religion. An Anthropological Exploration in Critical Thinking 
(Long Grove, 2000) 2, 102.

32  R. Hutton, Shamans: Siberian Spirituality and the Western Imagination (London, 2001); K. 
von Stuckrad, Schamanismus und Esoterik. Kultur- und wissenschaftsgeschichtliche Betrach-
tungen (Louvain, 2003); A. Znamenski, The Beauty of the Primitive. Shamanism and the 
Western Imagination (Oxford, 2007).
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The historian Hutton convincingly argues that ‘Siberian shamanism’ has been a 
problematic term ever since records of it began. While the Tungusic term ‘shaman’ 
is in itself a crude and convenient European label, the phenomena labelled as ‘sha-
manism’ did not entail a specific social institution. Moreover, most Europeans who 
contemplated shamans and shamanism based their interpretations on informa-
tion that was potentially flawed, as the scholars and travellers that collected most 
information on shamans were often hostile or, at least, indifferent to the supposed 
shamans. Detailed information on shamanism from the period before Buddhist, 
Christian and Islamic missionaries were active in the area was lacking, and there 
were no direct testimonies from supposed shamans working in a traditional Si-
berian society.33 Although Hutton convincingly argues that the label ‘shaman’ is 
flawed, he still explores ‘what shamans did’ and ultimately, he even suggested that 
it ‘seems to be correct’ that ‘the traits which underpin Siberian shamanism occur 
naturally in individuals throughout humanity, although they are given different 
cultural expressions at particular times and places’.34 

As a deconstruction of knowledge about Siberian shamans, Hutton’s Shamans 
inspired me. Yet I wanted my genealogical project to include Western interpreta-
tions of shamans in general and not limit my focus to Western interpretations of 
Siberian shamans only, as Hutton has done. I also aimed at a sharper focus on the 
sociopolitical contexts in which knowledge about shamans was constructed.

The scholar of religion Kocku von Stuckrad, on the other hand, focuses on ‘com-
munication and action’ instead of on ‘states of the mind’, as Hutton partly does.35 
Von Stuckrad’s 2002 article ‘Reenchanting Nature: Modern Western Shamanism 
and Nineteenth-Century Thought’ argues that the ‘central leitmotiv’ of contempo-
rary Western shamanism is nature and that the concept of nature as it was used in 
neo-shamanic discourse is a direct successor of Western mysticism and philoso-
phy of nature. Von Stuckrad convincingly justifies his ‘construction of lineages’ 
(1) by pointing out that ‘the image of the shaman is the product of European imag-
ination as early as the eighteenth century’, (2) by identifying the ‘intrinsic continu-
ities’ of ‘nineteenth century philosophical thought to contemporary deep ecology 
(...) and shamanic discourse in Europe and North America’, and (3) by indicating 
that ‘Euro-America forms an inseparable field of discourse’.36 Von Stuckrad argues:

The analysis of contemporary western shamanic fields of discourse, whereby 
practitioners, scholars, representatives of native cultures, politicians, artists, 
and others negotiate their respective assumptions concerning “shamanism,” 

33  Hutton, Shamans, 27, 47, 51.
34  Hutton, Shamans, 149.
35  K. von Stuckrad, ‘Discursive Study of Religion: From States of the Mind to Communication 

and Action’, Method & Theory in the Study of Religion 15 (2003) 255-71.
36  K. von Stuckrad, ‘Reenchanting Nature: Modern Western Shamanism and Nineteenth-

Century Thought’, Journal of the American Academy of Religion 70 (2002) 771-99 at 777-8.
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often claiming a master perspective – for instance, because academic scholar-
ship or religious experience is a highly complex enterprise. It necessitates a 
historical awareness of the formation of identities, the power of definitions, 
and the endurance of older concepts.37

Von Stuckrad developed his thesis about shamanism in more detail in his 2003 
Schamanismus und Esoterik. Again, he focuses on ‘nature’ as a central concept. 
This time, he also presented the ‘soul’ as a central concept in contemporary West-
ern shamanism, tracing its lineage from Platonic perspectives to the ‘Psycholo-
gisierung der Religion’ and the ‘Sakralisierung der Psyche’ that are crucial for the 
formation of contemporary Western shamanism. In the conclusion, he states:

Ich halte deshalb das neunzehnte Jahrhundert für die Formierungsphase 
des modernen westlichen Schamanismus. In der Auseinandersetzung mit 
Aufklärung, Mechanisierung des Kosmos und Desakralisierung der Natur 
wurden jene Diskurse geformt, die auch heute noch maβgeblich auf die re-
ligiösen Identitäten und naturphilosophischen Anschauungen einwirken. 
Damit ist freilich nicht gesagt, dass die Faszination des Schamanismus heute 
die gleiche ist wie die Orpheus-Idealisierung bei Rohde oder Rilke. Die je un-
terschiedlichen historischen, gesellschaftlichen und religiösen Kontexte gilt es 
selbstverständlich zu berücksichtigen. Allerdings muss man festhalten, dass 
die wesentlichen Stränge des schamanischen Diskurses, systematisch betra-
chtet, ein hohes Maβ an Kontinuitäten aufweisen.38

Von Stuckrad touches upon important aspects of the genealogy of shamanism, 
and his historiography traces some of the main philosophical streams that shaped 
contemporary shamanisms. His historiography focuses on a selection of lineages 
of thought that are crucial for the development of contemporary Western shaman-
ism, disregarding conceptualisations that do not fit these lineages but which, in 
their time and in certain milieus, were highly influential. My historiography dif-
fers in two respects: I also wanted to focus on the lineages that Von Stuckrad has 
overlooked and, moreover, I wanted to consider much more explicitly the socio-
political contexts in which interpreters favoured some definitions of shamanism 
above others.

Andrei Znamenski’s 2007 The Beauty of the Primitive is the most comprehensive 
historiography of shamanism so far. It is an impressive and admirable piece of 
scholarship as the anthropologist Znamenski gathered more information on the 
lives of the major interpreters than any other scholar before him. Both Hutton 
and Von Stuckrad profusely praise the book as one of the best ever written on 

37  Von Stuckrad, ‘Reenchanting Nature’, 791.
38  Von Stuckrad, Schamanismus und Esoterik, 272.
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modern shamanism.39 Indeed, The Beauty of the Primitive describes, often in great 
detail, how, after explorers picked up the word shaman in Siberia at the end of the 
seventeenth century, writers, anthropologists and other scholars introduced the 
term in different Western contexts. Subsequently, a variety of interpreters, often 
overwhelmed by the supposed ‘beauty of the primitive’, imagined that the shaman 
suited their specific tastes.

Znamenski describes his historiography as an intellectual and cultural history 
that treats shamanism as a ‘metaphor’ and as a ‘living spiritual technique’. Accord-
ing to him, his book is ‘a story about those American and European seekers who 
pursue archaic techniques of ecstasy as spiritual practice’. Without dissociating 
shamanism from its contexts, he discusses the evolution of Western perceptions of 
shamanism from the eighteenth century to the present.40 In his 2004 ‘Adventures 
of the Metaphor: shamanism and shamanism studies’, he argues that shamanism 
became a convenient metaphor for all kinds of spiritual experiences involving di-
rect contact with spiritual forces both in non-Western and Western cultures.41 

Znamenski’s use of the concept of ‘metaphor’ is noteworthy and reminded me 
of Hayden White’s concept of ‘tropes’, or, in other words, figures of style that are 
relevant to narratives and stories that bring about history. As a metaphor, the term 
‘shaman’ is part of the communication and action through which the genealogies 
of shamanism took shape.42 Ultimately, Znamenski concluded that the growing 
appreciation of shamanism in the West is part of increasing anti-modern senti-
ments, which have become especially noticeable since the 1960s. Yet, similarly to 
Hutton and Von Stuckrad, Znamenski came to his conclusion without critically 
reflecting on the sociopolitical contexts in which shamanism came to be appreci-
ated.

Although the historiographies of Hutton, Von Stuckrad and Znamenski differ in 
scope and approach, they have all contributed to the understanding of the gene-
alogies of shamanism. I have gratefully made use of the information they collected 
and their conclusions offered me some of the foci for my own research. My study 
differs from theirs, however, in several ways. Firstly, I want to focus more intensely 
on the sociopolitical contexts in which the notions of shaman and shamanism 
came to be constructed and authorised in past centuries. Secondly, my genealogies 
will include interpretations of shamanism that they left out of their historiogra-
phies and vice versa. A third aspect of my study that differs from theirs is that I 

39  Both are cited in the blurb on Znamenski’s Beauty of the Primitive.
40  Znamenski, The Beauty of the Primitive, ix.
41  A. Znamenski, ‘General Introduction - Adventures of the Metaphor: shamanism and sha-

manism studies’ in idem (ed.), Shamanism. Critical Concepts in Sociology I (2004) xix-lxxx-
vi at xix.

42  For trope, see H. White, Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century 
Europe (Baltimore, 1973) and ‘Interpretation of History’, New Literary History 4 (1973) 
281-314.
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make use of a distinctly different conceptual framework. The theoretical and em-
pirical approaches of Pierre Bourdieu and James Beckford will help me to explore 
the ways in which the notions of shaman and shamanism came to be constructed 
and authorised historically, within specific fields. Therefore, before I embark on 
my journey along the types of interpretations, in the next sections I will present 
the specific methodology and terminology with which I intend to enlighten the 
historiography of the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’.

Pierre Bourdieu

Unmistakably, the Eigentijdsfestival illustrates that ‘shamanism’ is not a self-evi-
dent concept. Different individuals, institutes and ‘schools’ present different ver-
sions of shamanism in progress. Visitors can learn what shamanism is by attending 
trance travel sessions organized by the School for Shamanism, they can experience 
the ‘life tree’ with shaman Searching Deer and they can participate in a shamanic 
meditation session arranged by an organization specialized in a practice called 
shu’em shamanism. These shamanisms are not identical and the various shamanic 
creations are not static. Interpretations of shamanism are constantly adapted to the 
changing circumstances of the environment. The variable nature of shamanism 
is exemplified by the current development of a ‘shamanic’ version of the healing 
therapy called ‘family constellations’.43

Admittedly, interpretations of shamanism have always been produced in differ-
ent and varying settings. All the way through the genealogies of shamanism, every 
distinct form of knowledge about shamanism was a product of specific circum-
stances. Every perspective on shamanism has always depended on the social and 
intellectual framework of the interpreter. The Eigentijdsfestival is a contemporary 
social arena in which different persons and organizations produce different ver-
sions or forms of shamanism. Other social arenas, such as the academic world, 
brought forth other kinds of interpretations of shamanism. In a sense, however, 
contemporary shamanisms at the Eigentijdsfestival are alike in that they are prod-
ucts of the same Dutch context. The creators invite and try to persuade the same 
groups of individuals of the significance of their specific shamanism. Scholarly 
interpretations also differ while they are also alike. What about these different con-
ceptualisations? What about this variety of shamanisms? How are they related to 
each other?

The history and grouping of interpretations of shamanism can be fruitfully ana-
lyzed with the concepts of the theory of practice developed by Pierre Bourdieu. 
His concepts can facilitate an analysis of interpretations of shamanism as a range 
of fluid conceptualisations, constructed by active, inventive interpreters and their 

43  See www.familyconstellations.net/ and http://familieopstellingen.startpagina.nl/.
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intentions, without losing sight of the social contexts in which these construc-
tions are engendered. It is important to perceive his model as a heuristic device 
with a specific focus. Indeed, it is a ‘locative map’ that ‘is not territory’.44 As such, 
it is a conceptual framework that makes it possible to examine the production of 
knowledge about shamanism and shamanic knowledge critically. The key notions, 
or conceptual tools, are captured by the short formula with which Bourdieu sum-
marized his model: ‘[(habitus) (capital)] + field = practice’.45 

Fields and habitus

No interpretation of shamanism is created outside a ‘field’, which means that all in-
terpreters of shamanism play a part in a social arena. A field is not an aggregate of 
isolated elements; it is a configuration of social roles or a network of relationships. 
Relatively autonomous from the external environment, a field is structured by its 
own internal mechanism of development. Organizations and persons engaged in 
a field tend to defend the autonomy of their field against other fields. Yet within a 
field all agents have a specific ‘weight’ or authority, so that the field is a distribution 
of power as well. The agents in the field struggle for control over valued resources, 
or forms of capital, and they occupy positions in relation to each other. Hence, 
they are in competition and make efforts to achieve certain goals. The people who 
are active in a field agree that the struggle is worth working for and they invest in 
it. The stakes are high because people active in a field have an ‘enchanted relation’ 
with the practices that are produced in the field. Bourdieu used the term ‘illusio’ 
for the conviction that what is at stake in their field is important. Individuals who 
take part in the illusio are engaged in the logic of the field and, even if they ap-
pear to be disinterested, they take their involvement and investment in the field 
seriously.46

Fields are regulated by specific philosophical, aesthetical and ethical disposi-
tions that guide the ways people act, feel and think in the field. The term ‘habitus’ 

44  J.Z. Smith, ‘Map is not Territory’, in idem, Map is not Territory: Studies in the History of 
Religions (Chicago, 1978) 288-309.

45  P. Bourdieu, Distinction. A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (London, 1984) 101. 
For introductions to Bourdieu’s model, see L. Wacquant, ‘Towards a Reflexive Sociology: 
A Workshop with Pierre Bourdieu’, Sociological Theory 7 (1989) 26-63, ‘Pierre Bourdieu 
(1930-2002) (Obituary)’, American Anthropologist 105 (2003) 1-3 and ‘Following Pierre 
Bourdieu into the Field’, Ethnography 5 (2004) 387-414; G. Calhoun, ‘Pierre Bourdieu’, in 
G. Ritzer (ed.), Blackwell Companion to Major Contemporary Social Theorists (Malden, 
2003) 274-309.

46  F. Ringer, ‘The intellectual field, intellectual history, and the sociology of knowledge’, The-
ory and Society 19 (1990) 269-94; P. Bourdieu, Practical Reason: on the Theory of Action 
(Oxford, 1998); P. Bourdieu and L.D. Wacquant, ‘The Purpose of Reflexive Sociology (The 
Chicago Workshop)’, in eidem, An Invitation to Reflexive Sociology (Chicago, 1992) 61-215. 
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refers to these dispositions. Habitus is the way people are socialized in a field, 
or, in other words, the way the mores of a field are embedded in people. It refers 
to embodied and cognitive dispositions. The embodiment of one’s disposition is 
important as all senses, such as the sense of good taste and the sense of disgust, 
are incorporated in human bodies. There are compatibilities, elective affinities 
(Wahlverwandtschaften) between the durable ways of moving, speaking, dressing 
and walking and so on and they form a practical sense of knowing what to do in 
certain circumstances.47 These senses are products of history, just as the field and 
the creation of belief in a field are products of a specific ‘social alchemy’, that is, 
processes in which arbitrary relationships are transformed into legitimate rela-
tionships. This means that interpretations of shamanism are the results of strategic 
actions guided by dispositions that reflect the genesis and logic of a field.48

It is crucial for the genealogy of shamanism that the genesis of any field is a 
‘process of autonomization’ and thus that fields are institutionalised through spe-
cific socio-historical developments. Bourdieu emphasised that the struggle creates 
the history of the field. Yet ‘genesis implies amnesia of genesis’ as every field is a 
‘universe of belief ’ that misrecognises the workings of the social world: ‘The logic 
of the acquisition of belief, that of the continuous, unconscious conditioning that 
is exerted through conditions of existence as much as through explicit encourage-
ment or warnings implies the forgetting of acquisition, the illusion of innateness’.49 

Similarly, through a self-legitimising imagination a ‘happy few’ habitually ac-
count for their authoritative positions in the field with a ‘charismatic ideology’ 
that inscribes a quasi-creative power to ‘persons’. The artistic field, for instance, 
involves aesthetic dispositions that endorse the unique capacity of the ‘pure gaze’, 
which is a distinct break with the social world. The academic version of this il-
lusion is the concept (or ideology) of ‘neutral and disinterested science’, or Fre-

47  For Bourdieu on elective affinities, see Distinction, 241-4 and ‘Elective Affinities, Insti-
tutionalised Connections, and the Circulation of Information’, in The State Nobility. Elite 
Schools in the Field of Power (Stanford, 1998) 360-9. Max Weber (1864-1920) borrowed 
the term ‘Wahlverwandtschaften’ from Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832) and 
introduced it to sociology (where it is regularly misspelled as ‘Wahlverwandschaften’). 
See R.H. Howe, ‘Max Weber’s Elective Affinities: Sociology Within the Bounds of Pure 
Reason, American Journal of Sociology 84 (1978) 366-85; R. Swedberg, ‘Elective affinities 
(Wahlverwandschaften)’ in idem, The Max Weber Dictionary: Key Words and Central Con-
cepts (Stanford, 2005) 83. 

48  P. Bourdieu, Outline of a Theory of Practice (London 1977) 87-95, ‘Belief and the Body’, in 
idem, The Logic of Practice (Cambridge, 1990) 66-79, ‘How Can One be a Sportsman?’, in 
idem, Sociology in Question (London, 1993) 117-31 at 129-30; Bourdieu and Wacquant, 
‘The Chicago Workshop’, 98; L. Wacquant, ‘Habitus’, in J. Beckert and M. Zafirovski (eds.), 
International Encyclopedia of Economic Sociology (London, 2005) 315-9.

49  P. Bourdieu, ‘The Market of Symbolic Goods’, Poetics 14 (1985) 13-44 and ‘The Imaginary 
Anthropology of Subjectivism’, in idem, Logic of Practice, 42-51 at 50.
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ischwebende Intelligenz. It is the ‘official fiction’ that conceals the social conditions 
of the production of scientific works. The captivated academic ‘players’ that take 
action in the field can only see the game from their specific ‘scholastic point of 
view’. Homo Academicus uses learned language and other forms of capital to try to 
impose that definition of science that best conforms to his specific interest. Schol-
ars play the specific games of their scientific discipline, so to speak. In academic 
fields, as in fields of art, in fields of religion and in other fields, people are engaged 
in processes of disqualification and distinction.50 The crucial point is that art, sci-
ence and esotericism are social practices that are constructed in social interaction 
in broader social contexts.

Economies and capital

Every field functions as an ‘economy’ in which several forms of capital are ac-
cumulated and exchanged. Not only economic capital (the most obvious form of 
capital: material wealth in the form of money, stocks and shares, property, etc.), 
but cultural capital (knowledge, skills and other cultural acquisitions), social capi-
tal (the possession of a durable network or membership of a group), symbolic 
capital (accumulated prestige, charisma, honour, or distinction) and other forms 
of capital are used in the struggle. In a specific field specific forms of capital are 
esteemed highly, for only certain goals are considered worthwhile in a specific 
field. The ability to write or speak the idiom that is fashionable in a specific field 
is cultural capital as well. In Bourdieu’s intricate vocabulary: ‘the power of words 
is never anything other than the power to mobilize the authority accumulated 
within a field (a power which obviously presupposes specifically linguistic compe-
tence – cf. mastery of liturgy)’. A good bond with an authority in the field is social 
capital and can lead to a central position in the field. This may lead to prestige or, 
in Bourdieu’s terms, ‘symbolic capital’.51

Again and again, Bourdieu emphasised the significance of symbolic capital and 
symbolic power as these are fundamental for ‘the production of belief ’ in any 
‘economy of symbolic goods’. Drawing on Max Weber’s notions of charisma and 
legitimacy, Bourdieu stressed the major role of taken-for-granted assumptions in 
the constitution and maintenance of power relations. Symbolic power is based 

50  P. Bourdieu, ‘The Specificity of the Scientific Field and the Social Conditions of the Prog-
ress of Reason’, Social Science Information 14/6 (1975) 19-47; Distinction, 30-1;‘The Scho-
lastic Point of View’, Cultural Anthropology 5 (1990) 380-91 and ‘The Peculiar History of 
Scientific Reason’, Sociological Forum 6 (1991) 3-26; Science of Science and Reflexivity (Chi-
cago, 2004); R. Lenoir, ‘Scientific Habitus: Pierre Bourdieu and the Collective Intellectual’, 
Theory, Culture, Society 23 (2006) 25-43.

51  P. Bourdieu, ‘The Economics of Linguistic Exchanges’, Social Science Information 16 (1977) 
645-68 at 649, and ‘The Forms of Capital’, in J.G. Richardson (ed.), Handbook of Theory and 
Research for the Sociology of Education (New York, 1986) 241-58.
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on social recognition. This social recognition, however, is based on the misrecog-
nition of interest or, stated differently, the ‘disavowal of the economy’. In other 
words, through ‘symbolic labour’ the specialists transform relations of power into 
forms of disinterested honorability. To quote Bourdieu again: ‘For the author, the 
art dealer, the publisher or the theatre manager, the only legitimate accumulation 
consists in making a name for oneself, a known recognized name, a capital of con-
secration implying a power to consecrate objects (with a trademark or signature) 
or persons (through publication, exhibition, etc.) and therefore give value, and to 
appropriate the profits from this operation’.52 

One of the properties of capital is that it can be converted into other forms of 
capital. Economic capital can be exchanged for cultural capital by education and 
cultural capital can be converted into economic capital. Some forms of capital are 
converted more easily than others. Qualifications that are well respected in a field 
can help to gain a distinct position in that field. Distinction, prestige or status 
(symbolic power) can be achieved by accumulating forms of capital that are highly 
valued in the specific economy of a field. In other words, individuals achieve their 
distinctive, sometimes charismatic, position in a field by appealing to the assets 
that are highly valued in this field. A distinctive position in one field is not always 
compatible with recognition in another field, but in specific circumstances some 
forms of symbolic capital can help to acquire recognition in other fields. The au-
thority that comes with an academic position, for instance, is often valued highly 
in other fields as it symbolizes profound scholarly knowledge.53

From a Bourdieuan perspective, any interpretation of shamanism should thus 
be related to the economies wherein the interpretations were produced. It is, there-
fore, crucial for fields not to be strictly autonomous from the external environ-
ment. Fields overlap and interpretations of shamanism are often products of more 
than one field at the same time. For instance, some scholars of religion are in-
volved in the academic field while they also take action in the field that they focus 
on as scholars, namely the field of religion. When an academic scholar of shaman-
ism has also invested in economies of esoteric, aesthetic or political capital, it is 
important to take note of this ‘double belonging and double play’.54 

The term ‘economy’ should not be misunderstood. The economy of a field is not 
limited to those practices and exchanges of capital that are generally recognized 
as economic. Moreover, the different forms of capital are not only valued as a way 
to gain economic capital. When visitors pay to listen to scholarly or shamanic 

52  P. Bourdieu, ‘The Production of Belief: Contribution to an Economy of Symbolic Goods’, 
Media, Culture and Society 2 (1980) 261-93 at 261-2. See also idem, ‘Symbolic Power’, Cri-
tique of Anthropology 4 (1979) 77-85 and ‘Social Space and Symbolic Power’, Sociological 
Theory 7 (1989) 14-25.

53  Bourdieu, ‘The Forms of Capital’.
54  P. Bourdieu, ‘Sociologists of Belief and Beliefs of Sociologists’, Nordic Journal of Religion 

and Society 23 (2010).
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teachings, money is probably not the most important form of capital involved. 
The specific knowledge involved in the teachings is a form of capital with intrinsic 
value. To be recognized as a respected scholar, as a brilliant artist or as a renowned 
shamanic teacher is inherently worthwhile in particular fields. Capital is gained by 
making use of the talents that are precious in the economy of the field. The struc-
ture of fields is determined by the distribution of different forms of capital. So, in 
that sense, the accumulation of any kind of capital is an economic act.55

Strategies and games

Bourdieu’s notion of strategy is important but prone to be misunderstood. In 
his model, strategy is neither the product of an unconscious programme nor the 
product of a conscious, rational calculation. The players who take action in a field, 
be it the field of shamanism or an academic field, do not mechanically obey ex-
plicit, codified rules: there is freedom of invention and improvisation. People who 
take part in a social game conform to certain regularities that shape the action. 
Unlike other games, these social games have no fixed rules. Explicit norms are not 
written down, and the game did not begin with a referee laying down the rules. In 
other words, the players have specific ways of speaking, thinking, moving, danc-
ing, laughing, eating and so forth. Individuals who are successfully socialized in a 
field have a ‘feel for the game’ or, in other words, a practical sense of knowing what 
is appropriate in certain circumstances. Playing the game successfully includes a 
cognitive as well as an embodied sense or knowledge of what the specific trump 
cards are in the game.56

The game analogy can spotlight the concepts of ‘play’ and ‘performance’, but 
the analogy should be used cautiously. People who take action in a field have an 
‘enchanted relation to a game’ and this immersion means that the liberty of ex-
perimentation should not be overestimated. A game has an immanent logic. This 
means that the actors cannot do just anything and get away with it. In Bourdieu’s 
theory, ‘Players are taken in by the game, they oppose one another, sometimes 
with ferocity, only to the extent that they concur in their belief (doxa) in the game 
and its stakes; they grant these a recognition that escapes questioning.’ The play-
ers agree that their game is worth playing and for that reason they invest in it. The 
concept ‘doxa’ stresses the naturalisation of ideas and alludes to the set of funda-
mental beliefs of players in a field. They do not even need to be asserted as they are 
taken for granted. The stakes of a social game are high because the players do not 
consider their activities as a game. Bourdieu argued that, ‘Each field calls forth and 

55  Bourdieu, ‘The Forms of Capital’; Bourdieu and Wacquant, ‘The Chicago Workshop’.
56  P. Lamaison, ‘From Rules to Strategies: An Interview with Pierre Bourdieu’, Cultural An-

thropology 1 (1986) 110-20; P. Bourdieu, ‘From Rules to Strategy’, in idem, In Other Words: 
Essays Towards a Reflexive Sociology (Cambridge, 1990) 59-75.
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gives life to a specific form of interest, a specific illusion, as tacit recognition of the 
values of the stakes of the game and as practical mastery of its rules.’57

To consider scholarly or shamanic practices as play or performance is not to 
imply that the individuals who take action in these practices are merely ‘playing 
a part’ and that their ‘performance’ is not ‘real’. Shamanic practitioners object to 
these terms because of the equation of ‘performance’ with ‘acting’, ‘faking’, or ‘mak-
ing up’, but these objections are not the main issue here. The issue is that all indi-
viduals can be described as ‘actors’ who ‘play’ in distinct fields in the way that all 
people are involved in ‘the presentation of self in everyday life’, to cite the sociolo-
gist Erving Goffman (1922-1982), with whom Bourdieu shared a fascination with 
the exotic minutiae of everyday life.58

Not surprisingly, Bourdieu reduced the religious field to religious organizations 
like the Roman Catholic Church, which was his frame of reference. His scope on 
religion was also restricted in another way, as he associated religion with oppres-
sion, indoctrination and exploitation. Moreover, Bourdieu interpreted religious 
power primarily as the power of religious elites to influence the practices and 
worldviews of lay people. His perspectives can be understood by applying his the-
ories to himself. Bourdieu was a man of the left, a gauche de gauche, an anti-estab-
lishment French academic who worked in a field in which religion was not highly 
regarded. Guided by his anti-religious habitus and in accordance with his leftist 
political opinions, he erroneously claimed that religious capital could only be ac-
cumulated within the closed system of the hierocratic institutional frameworks by 
those who produce it, and he explicitly denied that lay people might accumulate 
and wield religious capital.59 

Because of his own dispositions, Bourdieu had no eye for the more subtle dy-
namics of other religious fields and the comparatively recent but significant pro-
cess in which different fields of religion have accepted the ‘ethic of consumption’ 
as a substitute for the traditional ‘ethic of obligation’.60 The subtle dynamics of con-

57  P. Bourdieu and L.D. Wacquant, ‘The Chicago Workshop’, 98, 114, 117; P. Bourdieu, Practi-
cal Reason: on the Theory of Action (Oxford, 1998) 77; P. Bourdieu and T. Eagleton, ‘Doxa 
and Common Life: An Interview’, in S. Zizek (ed.), Mapping Ideology (London, 1994) 265-
77.

58  E. Goffman, The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life (New York, 1959); P. Bourdieu, ‘Erving 
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Blain and R.J. Wallis, ‘Ritual Reflections, Practitioner Meanings: Disputing the Terminol-
ogy of Neo-Shamanic ‘Performance’’, Journal of Ritual Studies 20 (2006) 21-36.

59  Bourdieu, ‘Symbolic Power’, 77-85 and ‘Genesis and Structure of the Religious Field’, Com-
parative Social Research 13 (1991) 1-44; B. Verter, ‘Spiritual Capital: Theorizing Religion 
with Bourdieu Against Bourdieu’, Sociological Theory 21 (2003) 150-74; L. Wacquant, 
‘Pointers on Pierre Bourdieu and Democratic Politics’, Constellations 11 (2004) 3-15.
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sumption and manipulation of capital in contemporary fields of esotericism and 
shamanism will come into view in later chapters, however. Therefore, I will now 
turn to the perspectives of the British sociologist of religion James Beckford, who 
has made a name as a receptive and insightful scholar specialising in the theoreti-
cal and empirical aspects of the sociological study of religious topics.61 

James Beckford

James Beckford’s social constructionism can fruitfully be applied to focus on con-
temporary power and power struggles in religion, and, in addition, to deal with 
the struggles over the definition of religion.

Religion

Fundamental to his line of reasoning is that in Western societies religion does not 
have the fixed position it used to have. It has ‘come adrift from its former points 
of anchorage’ and has evolved into a ‘free floating phenomenon’, which means that 
individuals and groups can use religious symbols and meanings in a bewildering 
variety of ways. The rise of opportunities for more extensive experimentation with 
the use of religious symbols went hand in hand with a process in which main-
stream religious institutions lost the ability to control the definition and use of 
religious symbols. Accordingly, formal membership of religious groups has ceased 
to be the norm and religious leaders have started to authorize their specific reli-
gious practices in what is known as a spiritual marketplace. Religion has became 
transformed, and, simultaneously, interpretations of religion have changed. It is no 
longer the ‘sacred canopy’ providing meaning, identity, inspiration and consola-
tion to very large numbers of people. Instead, religion has become a ‘highly vari-
able set of social and cultural practices credited by many people with conveying 
the ultimate significance of anything and everything’.62

In fact, Beckford argues that religion has no fixed, timeless properties. It is 
formed by

constellations of immensely variable beliefs and practices by means of which 
human beings attribute the highest significance to all manner of objects,  

the Start of the 21st Century’, Paper presented at a seminar on European Secularity in Berlin 
(2001).

61  E. Barker and J.T. Richardson, ‘Introduction’, in E. Barker (ed.), The Centrality of Religion in 
Social Life. Essays in Honour of James A. Beckford (Aldershot, 2008) 1-11.

62  J.A. Beckford, ‘Social Movements as Free-floating Religious Phenomena’, in R.K. Fenn 
(ed.), Blackwell Companion to Sociology of Religion (Oxford, 2003) 229-48 at 232-4.
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events, ideas, values, sentiments and ways of living. The boundaries of the 
religious are constantly being negotiated, contested, and renegotiated.63

This struggle of different groups in our advanced industrial society to conceptual-
ize religion has important implications for the study of shamanism. Like religion, 
shamanism is the subject of social struggles, not only at the Eigentijdsfestival. As 
I will show in the next chapter, ‘shamanism’ has been a contested and problematic 
concept from the start of its long genealogy. In the same vein that Beckford argues 
that religion is a continually shifting state of affairs, I suggest that the notion of 
‘shamanism’ can and should be interpreted as a continually shifting state of affairs. 
Therefore, I shall not start with a definition of shamanism. To assume that there 
are generic qualities of shamanism and to search for them would put the scholars’ 
criteria and boundaries of shamanism at the centre of analysis, while the focal 
point of this study is, and should be, the conceptualisation of shamanism. The va-
riety of conceptualisations should be approached, therefore, by aiming the analysis 
at the various situations in which concepts and practices of shamanism are con-
structed, attributed or challenged during the long genealogy of shamanism.64

Power

Power is one of Beckford’s key notions. He claims that in general sociologists of 
religion have wrongly limited the meaning of the notion of power to the ability 
or function of religion to provide meaning and identity. This misunderstanding 
was primarily caused by their interpretation of religion as world-view or system 
of meaning. However, as Beckford argues, this classic sociological model puts the 
‘theoretical cart’ before the ‘empirical horse’. In other words, the sociologists’ inter-
pretations of religious phenomena have been mistaken for their subjects’ motives 
and intentions.65 According to Beckford, religious actors do not respond to ques-
tions of meaning and identity directly; they respond to perceived sources of power. 
Whether their actions do or do not supply meaning and identity is an empirical 
question and not one that is solved by a definition of religion. Despair, doubt, 
confusion, misgivings, rationalisations and evasiveness are also common charac-
teristics of religious life. Like Bourdieu, Beckford argues that scholars should focus 
on power and power struggles in religion, but in his analysis power is more than 

63  J.A. Beckford, Religion and Advanced Industrial Society (London, 1989) 170.
64  J.A. Beckford, ‘The Politics of Defining Religion in Secular Society: From a Taken-for-
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65  J.A. Beckford, ‘The Restoration of “Power” to the Sociology of Religion’, Sociological Analy-
sis 44 (1983) 11-32 at 29.
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the power and influence of religious groups or the religious legitimisation of the 
positions and privileges of powerful groups and individuals. Beckford includes the 
different perceived manifestations of power in his perspective, which means that 
religion should be perceived as a source that is used by different groups of people 
to acquire a more powerful stance in the world. In that way, Beckford argues, re-
ligion can empower the believer to be more effective in daily life and cope more 
adequately.66

It is noteworthy that Beckford uses his theoretical outlook to analyse so-called 
New Religious and Healing Movements (NRHM), a category that is of importance 
here as it bears a resemblance to Dutch shamanisms in which healing is one of the 
key concepts. One of the main characteristics of NRHMs is their holistic imagery. 
Holism signifies a distinctive understanding of the self in relation to others, an 
integrated view of spirit and matter and a worldview that considers all of nature 
as interconnected and integrated. Holism refers to perceptions of deep reciprocity 
between a whole and its constituent parts. Holistic imagery is typically integrative, 
associative, remedial and monistic rather than analytical, dissociative, conflictual 
and dualistic. One of its basic assumptions is that mind and body are one and, 
connected to this, that health is the key to unlocking personal potential. ‘Whole-
ness’ can be achieved by unblocking or releasing flows of energy that permeate the 
body/mind. In the process, the ‘true self ’ can be discovered and enacted.67

According to Beckford, membership of an NRHM can empower people. Par-
ticipants can get ‘the chance to cultivate various spiritual qualities, personal goals 
or social arrangements’ and they can perceive the healing power of religious phe-
nomena. This power is not dependent on the objective physical outcomes of a 
healing session. When a healing session is experienced as powerful, then it serves 
as a source of power for the one who experiences this healing power. In such a 
case, the symbolic power of healing, which is based on the recognition of its pow-
er, becomes a source of empowerment for the healer and the healed.68

While many scholars depict alternative healing practices as a series of exces-
sively individualistic activities, Beckford argues against this tendency. Contrary to 
the often too simplified portrayals of these practices as strictly self-centred, narcis-
sistic, subjective or individualistic, Beckford stresses that self-centred and selfless 
practices coexist in what is referred to as ‘New Age’, which he calls a ‘notoriously 
slippery’ term. The word ‘self-religion’ may be ‘appropriate for the many new and 

66  Beckford, ibidem, 11-32. See also M.B. McGuire, ‘Discovering Religious Power’, Sociologi-
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alternative forms of spirituality and religion which encourage practitioners to 
draw inspiration and guidance from within their own minds and bodies rather 
than from external texts, traditions or human authorities’, but this does not mean 
that ‘true self ’ is conceived as an island or atom. It can also be thought of as ‘social, 
compassionate and attuned to the rhythms of the natural world’. Indeed, ‘from a 
truly holistic point of view’ experiencing wholeness can only be achieved in har-
mony with other people and the physical surroundings. Furthermore, Beckford 
denounces the suggestion that so-called New Age believers use inner sources of 
authority instead of outer sources as too dichotomous, as the distinction between 
inner and outer sources of authority is not always clear.69

For the study of changing religious ideas, forms and practices, Beckford encour-
ages the critical assessment of macro-sociological processes. He emphasizes that 
the imagery and ethics of new religious movements closely relate to present-day 
conditions of life. At the same time, however, religious movements create what 
Beckford has called a ‘free space’, in which religious experimentation can take 
place. Even though these experiments should not be interpreted too easily as re-
sistance against the hegemony of larger societal developments, this ‘free space’ al-
lows people to experiment with new meanings and new forms.70

The argument

The overarching goal of this book is to explore the ways in which the notions of 
shaman and shamanism came to be constructed and authorised historically. To 
arrive at my goal, I embark on a long genealogical journey in which I focus on 
the successive interpretations and conceptualisations of shamanism and the ways 
in which they were and are authorised in distinct fields. In this expedition we 
will encounter a range of conceptualisations and interpretations from a variety of 
truth-seekers who have struggled to demonstrate and authorise their knowledge 
about shamanism by deploying the specific kinds of capital that are valued in the 
fields in which they took or take action. 

Bourdieu’s framework will help me to chart several aspects of the genealogy of 
shamanism. The concepts ‘habitus’, ‘field’, ‘capital’ and ‘strategy’ form the frame-
work of a perspective that interprets conceptualisations of shamanism by relat-
ing them to the fields from which they emerged. This framework can be used to 
shed light on the genesis of fields and the specific logic of these fields. This logic 
includes the perspectives of individuals who, guided by specific dispositions, take 
or have taken actions in these fields from distinct positions. In other words, the 

69  E. Hedges and J. Beckford, ‘Holism, Healing and the New Age’, in S. Sutcliffe and M. Bow-
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concepts enlighten the logic of past interpreters of shamanism who, working from 
a variety of fields, were crucial for the different ways in which the terms ‘shaman’ 
and ‘shamanism’ were used and negotiated. Finally, Bourdieu’s theory of practice 
will help to interpret the genealogy of shamanism as a collection and succession 
of strategic actions of scholars, artists and other cultural guides or ‘taste-makers’ 
within a variety of sometimes overlapping fields that culminates, in this study at 
least, in the genesis of the field of shamanism in the Netherlands.

Beckford’s social constructivist approach, on the other hand, can and will help 
me to explore the genealogies of shamanism as a continuing struggle about the 
boundaries of the concept of ‘shamanism’. Yet Beckford’s perspectives come into 
focus more explicitly in the later chapters of this book, as he, above all, enables me 
to interpret the recent development of contemporary Western shamanism, which 
is, from his social constructionist perspective, a ‘free floating phenomenon’ that 
people experiment with for the sake of empowerment.

As I have argued before, it would not be fruitful to start with an essentialist 
definition of shamanism. To conclude with such a definition would also be un-
rewarding. It may be superfluous here, but I must stress that my genealogies of 
shamanism do not include a search for the essence of shamans or shamanism. 
On the other hand, my genealogies do include interpretations of the construction 
of essentialist definitions of shamanism. A quote from the scholar of shamanism 
Caroline Humphrey may illustrate my point, as she convincingly argued that sha-
manic practices ‘should be seen as reactive and constitutive in relation to other 
forms of power, and this may be a means by which we can understand, in a broad 
regional context, their character at given places and periods, and their transforma-
tion through history’.71 This is in accordance with my perspectives as I intend to try 
to understand the character and transformation of conceptualisations and inter-
pretations of shamanism within their contexts. That is to say, I perceive shaman-
ism as a contested concept that constantly evolves because individuals have de-
fined, created and challenged shamanism in various continuously changing fields. 
In other words, I understand the production of knowledge about shamanism as a 
social practice that involves power and authority. 

My task, therefore, will be to identify the repositioning of the concepts ‘shaman’ 
and ‘shamanism’ and to identify the sometimes hidden dispositions of shamanolo-
gists, shamanovelists, shamanthropologists and other individuals who have concep-
tualised shamanism. Their policies, methodologies and approaches are significant 
aspects of the genealogies of shamanisms, as well as their power, authority and 
position-taking within distinct fields. Of course, it is impossible to explore all the 
interpretations and conceptualisations of shamanism and to describe them all as 

71  C. Humphrey, ‘Shamanic Practices and the State in Northern Asia: Views from the Center 
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(Michigan, 1996) 191-228 at 192.
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strategic steps within fields in one book. Therefore, my genealogy is a somewhat 
simplified reconstruction of a complex and multifarious history. To get a better 
grip on the material, I have arranged the interpretations of shamanism region-
ally and chronologically. I start with the eighteenth-century discovery of Siberian 
shamans and finish with the contemporary field of shamanism in the Netherlands. 
For the sake of my argument, however, as we will see in most chapters of this book, 
I have to deviate occasionally from the chronological order. There is no easy way to 
map the disorderly territory of interpretations in an orderly way.

Before I turn to the outline of this book, I must introduce and clarify some of the 
terms that will be used in the following chapters. For instance, as I have already 
noted, I use the term ‘shamanist’ for individuals practising contemporary Western 
shamanism. The term ‘shamanology’, on the other hand, refers to the scholarly 
study of shamanism. Again, I must stress that shamanology is not a term preserved 
for the study of ‘real’ shamanism, so to speak, but a term that refers to the study of 
subject matters that are labelled shamanism. Shamanology is studious and can be 
practised in academia as well as in other fields. A field of shamanology, therefore, 
is the social arena in which scholarly knowledge about shamanism is produced by 
academic and other scholars who conceptualise shamans and shamanism. In this 
field academic and other scholars struggle to get their conceptualisation or inter-
pretation of shamanism recognised as legitimate.

A field of shamanology is not the same as a field of shamanism, which is struc-
tured by people who offer shamanic goods. This field consists of shamanists and 
shamanic experts who offer products that they classify as shamanistic. In the field 
of shamanism or, in other words, an economy of shamanic goods, shamanic goods 
and expertise are authorised by a claim of shamanic knowledge, which refers to 
practical and experiential knowledge of shamanism. As I have already argued, 
fields overlap, and shamanic experts often also claim to have knowledge about 
shamanism, which is the kind of scholarly knowledge produced by scholars in 
the field of shamanology. Some renowned scholars of shamanism are shamanic 
experts and, conversely, some shamanic experts are also scholars of shamanism. 
As we will see, their double belonging and double play decisively shaped the gene-
alogies of shamanism. 

Outline of the book

My panorama of this collection of uneven paths starts in Chapter 2 with a rep-
resentative selection of the interpretations that appeared in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. I will note that from the moment that the terms ‘shaman’ and 
‘shamanism’ grabbed the attention of Western observers, most of them drew their 
speculative and generalising broad conclusions without ever having witnessed any 
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‘real’ shamans. Alongside the theological interpretations, most of these early inter-
pretations can be categorised as either enlightened or romantic, but the complex-
ity of the variety of interpretations does not permit them to be classified along a 
crude scale of modern versus anti-modern. 

Chapter 3 focuses on the American genealogies of shamanism of the first half 
of the twentieth century. This meandering string of interpretations began with 
Franz Boas and his anthropological students. Some of them were closely related to 
the American avant-garde artists who gave a boost to the idea that shamans were 
holders of timeless wisdom. To complicate the picture of this lineage, however, 
some of the interpreters also took steps in the field of esotericism. In Chapters 
6 and 7 I will return to the development of American genealogies of shamanism 
during the second half of the twentieth century. First, however, I turn to some 
other genealogies of shamanism. 

In Chapter 4, twentieth-century European interpretations of shamanism will 
pass the review. One part of the chapter is devoted to British social anthropolo-
gists, who habitually used the term ‘spirit possession’ instead of the terms ‘sha-
man’ and ‘shamanism’. When they used the terms, however, they used them as 
analytical labels to refer to a social category. Their interpretation differed radically 
from other European interpretations of the same period. Historians of religion, for 
instance, habitually equated shamanism with mysticism, and some of the most in-
fluential European interpretations of shamanism came from folklorists, amongst 
whom were historians of religion, who used the term ‘shamanism’ for the ancient 
religious foundation of the cultural identity of their nation. A considerable part 
of Chapter 4 considers the renowned interpretations of Sergey Mikhalovich Shi-
rokogoroff, whose much-cited 1935 Psychomental Complex of the Tungus still is 
very influential but who is, as I will argue, habitually misrepresented by later in-
terpreters. The chapter concludes with a short examination of the genesis of the 
scholarly field of shamanology in Europe during the second half of the twentieth 
century.

Chapter 5 captures Mircea Eliade’s seminal publications on shamanism and the 
fields in which he took action when he constructed his interpretation of shaman-
ism. To interpret his work, the chapter focuses on the remarkable steps that took 
him from Romania to Chicago, where he eventually became known as the ultimate 
scholarly authority on shamanism. These steps will be crucial for my interpreta-
tion of the dispositions that guided his scholarly work. Ultimately, however, the 
chapter is devoted to one of the social networks that was vital for Eliade’s success, 
namely the network that I call ‘the Bollingen connection’. Named after Carl Gustav 
Jung’s Bollingen Tower, this loosely constructed network of scholars, artists and 
therapists comprised the people surrounding Jung. The chapter thus also features 
Jungian interpretations of shamanism and interpretations of shamanism related to 
these, such as those of the anthropologist Paul Radin and the mythologist Joseph 
Campbell.
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In Chapter 6 I turn to American countercultural images of shamanism that were 
created from the 1950s onwards. The supposedly countercultural revolts will be 
put in a sociological perspective by relating them to the simultaneous socioeco-
nomic changes in American society. I will also concentrate on the institutionalisa-
tion of countercultural shamanic visions in the fields of psychology, psychedelics 
and literature. The story continues in Chapter 7 with a look at the genesis, growth 
and logic of the American field of shamanism. I will argue that the establishment 
and success of this field was closely related to the socioeconomic changes that 
came with the implementation of neoliberal capitalist structures. However, the 
chapter starts with the 1960s institutionalisation of psychedelics in the academic 
field of anthropology and the subsequent transfer of anthropological psychedelic 
anthropology into the field of esotericism. In short, the chapter focuses on the 
transformation of 1960s American shamanology into the flourishing economy of 
shamanic goods from the 1980s onwards. 

Chapter 8 is a case study that focuses on the genesis and logic of the field of 
shamanism in the Netherlands. In order to grasp the logic of the Dutch economy 
of shamanic goods I will first interpret the structuring structures and the manoeu-
vrings of the main players in the field through an historical perspective. I will 
argue that the genesis and growth of the Dutch field of shamanism, similarly to 
the American field of shamanism, are part of the rise and dominance of neoliberal 
capitalism. Nonetheless, as the agents and groups involved in the ‘consecration’ 
of shamanic practices in the Netherlands differ from their American colleagues, 
the field of shamanism in the Netherlands differs from its American counterpart. 
Many actors in the field are guided by scholarly dispositions, similarly to Ameri-
can shamanists, but in the Netherlands the academic field was not involved in the 
genesis of a field of shamanism and, moreover, the Dutch field lacks academic 
positions. The focal points of the final part are the four main players in the field 
whom I already introduced at the beginning of the chapter. 

Chapter 9, finally, will recapitulate some of the main points of the preceding 
chapters. Using the case of a shamanic ceremony in the Netherlands that involved 
a Siberian shamanca, I will consider the logic of fields of shamanism, the continui-
ties and discontinuities of the genealogies of shamanism and the classification of 
shamanism. The epilogue starts, however, with a brief reflection on my own strug-
gles in the academic field. This is necessary, given that, in the words of Bourdieu, 
‘the reflexive return is not the expression of a sort of epistemological “sense of 
honor” but a principle that leads to constructing scientific objects into which the 
relation of the analyst to the object is not unconsciously projected’. I cannot but 
reflect on my strategic manoeuvring in a world that is ‘the site of an ongoing strug-
gle to tell the truth of this World’.72

72  Wacquant, ‘Towards a Reflexive Sociology’, 33-5
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Eighteenth and  

nineteenth-century interpretations

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the Swedish traveller and journalist 
Jonas Jonsson Stadling (1847-1935) criticised the overwhelming variety of inter-
pretations of ‘shamans’ and ‘shamanism’ and, above all, the extraordinary overgen-
eralisations of some interpreters:

To give a general description of the fundamental traits of the Shamanistic reli-
gion is no easy task, because this has to be made out of a chaos of often appar-
ently contradictory details, which have not been preserved in written original 
documents but only in vague and fragmentary second-hand allusions, in con-
stantly changing traditions, or in personal observations among the still living 
adherents of those tenets.1

Stadling’s personal observations made him conclude that ‘shamanism’ was not a 
term known to those who were supposed to adhere to it. As a common denomina-
tor it was a European idea. Moreover, the Europeans who gravely misrepresented 
shamanism as ‘devil-worship’ and shamans as ‘sorcerers pure and simple’ primar-
ily based their opinions on prejudice or ignorance. According to Stadling, there 
was a remarkable contrast ‘between man in books and man in real life’ as the dif-
ferences ‘drawn up in the books between “the savages” of those inhospitable far-off 
regions and “the civilized” peoples of more favoured climes appeared to me to be 
mainly artificial and non-essential’.2

Indeed, when Stadling wrote his reproachful words in 1901, a multitude of in-
terpretations of shamanism had emerged. These interpretations, constructed from 
the end of the seventeenth century until the end of the nineteenth century, are the 
subject of this chapter. In these two centuries, interpreters from different fields 
used the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ in accordance with the logic of the fields 
in which they took action and, as can be expected, they came to diverse and some-
times contrasting interpretations. Of course, even though Stadler was right about 
the common habit of making misconstrued sweeping statements about shamans, 

1  J. Stadler, ‘Shamanism’, Contemporary Review 79 (1901) 86-97 at 87-8, 92.
2  Stadler, ‘Shamanism’, 94.
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it must be recognised that through his reproving words, he positioned himself 
and his knowledge vis-à-vis these other interpreters and their knowledge. As an 
explorer, he implicitly argued, he had acquired knowledge that was more accurate 
than the knowledge of the Europeans who had acquired knowledge about sha-
mans merely by reading about them. Stadling had travelled through Siberia and, 
as he had observed real-life shamans, this experience distinguished him from the 
majority of scholars, who had reached their speculative and generalizing broad 
view conclusions about shamans and shamanism without ever having witnessed 
any ‘real’ shaman.

As this chapter focuses on the interpretations of shamanism that were produced 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it is divided into two parts. The first part 
[1] will focus on eighteenth-century interpretations. It starts with the ‘discovery’ 
of shamans in Siberia and continues with three categories of eighteenth-century 
interpretations: the enlightened, the romantic and the theological. My account of 
nineteenth-century interpretations [2] begins with folkloristic interpretations of 
shamanism. The second category of interpretations were produced by comparative 
theologians. Nineteenth-century Dutch and British colonial projects and their use 
of the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ are covered by the third part. The fourth 
part is devoted to British and American anthropological perspectives on shaman-
ism. At the end of this chapter theosophical and other occult interpretations of 
shamanism will pass the review. This chapter concludes with some early twen-
tieth-century interpretations that were inspired by nineteenth-century socialism 
and esotericism.

The eighteenth-century discovery of Siberian shamans

Western Europeans could read the word ‘shaman’ for the very first time at the end 
of the seventeenth century when Adam Brand, a participant in the expedition from 
Moscow to Beijing led by the Dutch merchant Evert Ysbrants Ydes, used the term 
in his travel account in 1698.3 Ydes used the same term in his own travel account 
of 1704, and, subsequently, the term found its way into other European travel ac-
counts and into the Völker-Beschreibungen (description of peoples) that were part 
of the new scientific practice of Völkerkunde or Ethnographia that developed in 
the context of the expanding Russian Empire. Indeed, as a western term, ‘shaman’ 

3  J.N. Bremmer, ‘Travelling Souls? Greek Shamanism Reconsidered’, in idem, The Rise and 
Fall of the Afterlife (London and New York, 2002) 27-40 at 27-8. See also M. Hundt (ed.), 
Beschreibung der dreijährigen chinesischen Reise: die russische Gesandtschaft von Moskau 
nach Peking 1692 bis 1695 in den Darstellungen von Eberhard Isbrand Ides und Adam Brand 
(Stuttgart, 1999). Znamenski argues that Nikolaas Witsen already used the term in his 1692 
North and East Tartary. However, the term ‘shaman’ actually only appeared in the 1705 
second printing of Witsen’s book.
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originated in the preliminary phase of the discipline of anthropology. It was estab-
lished within the context of the Russian colonial project that was aimed at Siberia.4

Ethnographers and travellers had adopted the term from the Russian colonizers 
of Siberia who, in the seventeenth century, had put a diversity of Siberian healers, 
priests and other local experts on a par by designating them as shamans. Most of 
these native practitioners, however, did not call themselves shaman and most Si-
berians did not use the word ‘shaman’ for these experts. The indigenous groups of 
Siberia spoke different languages and not only did they use different names for all 
the individuals that later would be categorized as shamans, the practices of these 
experts differed considerably as well. Of all the indigenous peoples in Siberia, only 
the Tungusic-speaking people used the word ‘shaman’.5

Yet shamanism soon became a category with great powers of attraction. Almost 
from the beginning of the emergence of literature on shamanism in the western 
world, western interpreters identified different sorts of specialists as shamans and, 
not surprisingly, they conceptualized the category in different ways. Consequently, 
the term shaman came to mean a whole range of different things in the various 
fields in which the term was used. For most interpreters, shamanism merely be-
longed to the category of the uncivilized and wild as the first Western observers 
thought that shamans were irrational figures or imposters whose shamanic behav-
iour sharply contrasted with their own civilized behaviour. For instance, the Ger-
man professor of chemistry and botany Johann Georg Gmelin (1709-1755), who 
had spent ten years in Siberia, wrote in his travel books that a shamanic ritual was 
‘a lot of hocus pocus and sweating’. His hostile perceptions were strongly coloured 
by the enlightened dispositions that would also guide many other unfavourable 
eighteenth-century interpretations.6 

4  H.F. Vermeulen, ‘Anthropology in colonial contexts. The second Kamchatka expedition 
(1733-1743) and the Danish-German Arabia expedition (1761-1767)’, in J. van Bremen 
and A. Shimuzu (eds.), Anthropology and Colonialism in Asia and Oceania (Richmond, 
1999) 13-39, ‘The German Invention of Völkerkunde. Ethnological Discourse in Europe 
and Asia, 1740-1798’, in S. Eigen and M. Larrimore (eds.), The German Invention of Race 
(New York, 2006) 123-45 and Early History of Ethnography and Ethnology in the German 
Enlightenment. Anthropological Discourse in Europe and Asia, 1710-1808 (Dis. Leiden, 
2008).

5  R. Hutton, Shamans. Siberian Spirituality and the Western Imagination (London, 2001) 47-
58; Bremmer, ‘Travelling Souls?’, 27-9; A.A. Znamenski, ‘General Introduction. Adventures 
of the Metaphor: Shamanism and Shamanism Studies’, in the three-volume collection he 
edited, Shamanism. Critical Concepts in Sociology 1 (London, 2004) xxi and Beauty of the 
Primitive, 3-38; M. Knüppel, ‘Nochmals zu alttürkisch šaman’, Zeitschrift für Religions- und 
Geistesgeschichte 62 (2010) 77-80.

6  J.G. Gmelin, ‘Shamans Deserve Perpetual Labor for Their Hocus-Pocus’, in J. Narby and 
F. Huxley (eds.), Shamans Through Time: 500 Years on the Path to Knowledge (New York, 
2001) 27-8 (translated from J.G. Gmelin, Reise durch Siberien von dem Jahr 1733 bis 1744 
(Göttingen, 1751-1752). See also J.L. Black, ‘J.-G. Gmelin and G.-F. Müller in Siberia, 1733-
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Enlightened interpretations

The enlightened opposition to shamanism reached a peak with the debut of the 
play The Siberian Shaman at the St Petersburg Hermitage Theatre in 1786. It was 
written by the Empress Ekaterina II, the German princess who became known 
as Catherine the Great (1729-1796). Notwithstanding her Enlightenment-derived 
utilitarian religious toleration, her play, initially called The Tungusic Shaman, de-
picted the shaman as a charlatan who was drawn to money, even when in a trance. 
Catherine stressed that the shaman could only be successful in deceiving an au-
dience if the audience wanted to be deceived. This is crucial, as Catherine, the 
monarch-playwright, intended to release her audience from the spell of shamans 
and other mystic imposters. For Catherine, shamanism was more than just a folly: 
it was her version of what the historian J.G.A. Pocock has called the ‘antiself of En-
lightenment’. The shaman was her metaphor for freemasonry and all other treach-
erous forms of insubordination regarding her efforts to enlighten Russia.7

Catherine’s play was, in the terminology of Bourdieu, a cultural product.8 While 
counting on already existing enlightened tastes, she was also in the position to 
authorise and legitimise this taste, as she had the distinctive symbolic power to 
impose her likes and dislikes on her audiences. For information on shamans, the 
empress depended on the reports of her historians and cartographers who had 
travelled through Siberia. More vital for her interpretation, however, was the work 
of the French philosopher and writer Denis Diderot (1713-1784). He visited Cath-
erine in Russia in 1773, after he had completed his Encyclopédie. In this seventeen-
volume work, he wrote: 

Shamans. This is the name that Siberians give to those imposters who perform 
for them the functions of priests, jugglers, witches and doctors. These sha-
mans claim to have credit with the devil, who they consult to learn the future, 
to heal ailments and to make tricks which appear supernatural to ignorant 
and superstitious people. To do this, they vigorously beat drums, dancing and 
turning with surprising speed until they are dizzy with twisting and exhaus-
tion. They claim that the devil appears to them when he is in a good mood. 
Sometimes the ceremony ends by pretending to cut themselves with a knife, 

43: A Comparison of their Reports’, in A. Wood and R.A. French (eds.), The Development 
of Siberia. People and Resources (London, 1989) 35-49.

7  G. Flaherty, Shamanism and the Eighteenth Century (Princeton, 1992) 57-9, 117-31; J.G.A. 
Pocock, ‘Enthusiasm: The Antiself of Enlightenment’, Huntington Library Quarterly 60 
(1997) 7-28; M.C. Levitt, ‘An Antidote to Nervous Juice: Catherine the Great’s Debate with 
Chappe d’Auteroche over Russian Culture’, Eighteenth-Century Studies 32 (1998) 49-63. 
N.B. Breyfogle, Heretics and Colonizers: Forging Russia’s Empire in the South Caucasus (New 
York, 2005) 19-20.

8  P. Bourdieu, Distinction. A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (London, 1984) 230-1.
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which redoubles the astonishment and respect of their imbecilic spectators. 
These contortions are usually preceded by a sacrifice of a dog or horse which 
is eaten while guzzling brandy and the farce finishes by giving the shaman 
some money to which he is no more indifferent than other imposters of the 
same type.9

Catherine had invested in Diderot by buying his library and paying him a salary 
as librarian, primarily because it was en vogue to have a philosophe at her disposal, 
and she went along with his disapproving and sceptical interpretation of shaman-
ism. It fitted her strategy to enhance her reputation as the enlightened monarch of 
Russia, which she wished to present as an honourable and glorious empire, espe-
cially in contrast with France. In her play, as in her convictions, shamanism repre-
sented ignorance, superstition, mysticism and all the other forms of backwardness 
that she was trying to eradicate from her empire.10

Meanwhile, the ethnological discourse that emerged from Völkerkunde effec-
tively fitted the universalistic tendencies of European intellectual elites and their 
enlightened dispositions. Ethnologists positioned shamans low down on a scale 
of human development whereas, at least in their own perspectives, they figured 
in the top rank. The ethnographic metaphor of progress and the shaman as the 
embodiment of the primitive could not but attract European elites as it authorised 
and legitimised their dominant position.11 No wonder that in other parts of Eu-
rope enlightened elites also took an interest in shamans. For example, in its 1792 
review of the Dutch translation of the bestselling travel accounts of Count Maurice 
August Benyowsky (1746-1786), the Dutch literary journal Algemeene Vaderland-
sche Letter-Oefeningen considered the story of the Count’s meeting with a shaman 
in Kamchatka interesting enough to cite. Benyowsky had invited a shaman to his 
tent to witness the practices of this ‘charlatan’ who passed as a soothsayer and who, 
according to the natives, had intercourse with the devil. The shaman undressed 
in the tent, put on a horned cap, took a drum and, after he had drunk something 
that, as Benyowsky learned later, was made of mushrooms and was reminiscent of 

9  D. Diderot, ‘Shamans’, in Encyclopedia of Diderot & d’Alembert Collaborative Translation 
Project. Transl. by Steve Harris. Ann Arbor: Scholarly Publishing Office of the University 
of Michigan Library, 2007: http://hdl.handle.net/2027/spo.did2222.0000.882 [accessed 30 
March 2009]. Originally published as ‘Schamans’, in D. Diderot, Encyclopédie ou Diction-
naire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des métiers 14 (Paris, 1765) 759; A. Lentin, ‘Cath-
erine the Great and Denis Diderot’, History Today 22 (1972) 313-20; L.D. O’Malley, ‘The 
Monarch and the Mystic: Catherine the Great’s Strategy of Audience Enlightenment in 
The Siberian Shaman’, Slavic and East European Journal 41 (1997) 224-42 and ‘‘How Great 
Was Catherine?’: Checkpoints at the Border of Russian Theatre’, Slavic and East European 
Journal 43 (1999) 33-48.

10  Lentin, ‘Catherine’, 314; O’Malley, ‘The Monarch and the Mystic’, 238.
11  Vermeulen, ‘Anthropology in colonial contexts’ and ‘The German Invention of Völkerkunde’.
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opium, the shaman spent fifteen minutes on the floor, motionless. Then, all of a 
sudden, the shaman started to scream and move frantically. After the shaman told 
Benyowsky that his journey would be successful, he fell asleep.12

Were enlightened perspectives on shamanism all the same, then? No, they were 
not, as the first Russian philosophe, the political writer Aleksandr Radishchev 
(1749-1802) demonstrated. He had tried to enlighten Catherine by criticizing 
serfdom, autocracy and censorship in his 1790 Journey from St. Petersburg to Mos-
cow but, despite his progressive goals, Catherine rewarded him with exile to Sibe-
ria. Moreover, Radishchev’s radical enlightened dispositions guided him towards 
an interpretation of shamanism that was much more positive than Catherine’s.13 In 
a letter to a Russian friend and supporter, he wrote:

This custom known as Shamanism is regarded by the common people as a 
means of addressing the devil and often as a form of swindling aimed at mis-
leading trustful spectators. I see in this ritual only one means revealing feel-
ings towards the almighty recognizable being, whose greatness appears in the 
smallest things.14

Romantic interpretations

Notwithstanding Catherine’s efforts and other Enlightenment projects, radically 
different perspectives on shamans also became fashionable. These were primarily 
produced by the interpreters who were attracted to what they imagined to be the 
unspoiled noble savages of primitive cultures. Not surprisingly, Völkerkunde was a 
source of inspiration for these romantic interpreters, but as they opposed the idea 
of the ‘progress of the human race’ and focused, instead, on the originality and the 
nobleness of ‘folk-life’, their intellectual, aesthetical and philosophical disposition 

12  N.N., ‘Gedenkschriften en Reizen des Graaven van Benyowsky, door hem zelven beschree-
ven, naar de Engelsche Vertaaling uit het oorspronglyk Handschrift overgezet’, De Vad-
erlandsche Letteroefeningen (1792) 159-61. German and American audiences marvelled 
at Benyowsky’s Siberian adventures through the tragicomedy Count Benyowsky (or The 
Conspiracy of Kamtschatka) by the German playwright August Friedrich Ferdinand von 
Kotzebue (1761-1819). It  had its premiere in the US in Baltimore in 1814, see T.M. Barrett, 
‘“Thrills of Horror”: Siberia and the American Melodramatic Imagination’, in E. Stolberg 
(ed.), The Siberian Saga (Frankfurt am Main, 2005) 131-44.

13  A. Walicky, ‘The Culmination of the Enlightenment in Russia: Aleksandr Radishchev’, in 
idem, A History of Russian Thought: From the Enlightenment to Marxism (Stanford, 1979) 
35-52; A. Gleason, ‘Ideological Structures’, in N. Rzhevsky (ed.), The Cambridge Compan-
ion to Modern Russian Culture (Cambridge, 1998) 103-24 at 108.

14  S.K. Frank, ‘Aleksandr Radishchev’s Interpetations of Shamanism in the Russian and Euro-
pean Contexts of the Late Eighteenth Century’, in Stolberg, The Siberian Saga, 43-61 at 43.
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guided them towards distinctly different conclusions about shamans.15 
Romantic conceptions of shamans had already been construed during the 

Frühromantik, for instance by the poet and philosopher Johann Gottfried Herder 
(1744-1803). He considered shamans not as imposters but as creative personalities 
with sophisticated poetic gifts and the ability to appeal to the imagination of oth-
ers. Herder did not think that the theatrical tricks of shamans deserved contempt. 
On the contrary, he appreciated them as people with a special gift who believed 
that they had the power to intercede in the world of spirits in which they and their 
tribes believed. Herder equated shamans with artists and viewed them as experts 
on perception and communication between souls who allowed ‘the common man 
to comprehend the meaning of birth, life, death and regeneration’. 16

Herder’s interpretations are noteworthy as he would become a major source of 
anthropological thinking at the beginning of the twentieth century, first and fore-
most through the influence of Franz Boas, as we will see in the next chapter.17 
Herder is also significant for other reasons. By identifying the essence of shaman-
ism as a charismatic and a-historical mastery over aesthetics, Herder and others 
affirmed their own charismatic position as they imagined themselves to be sha-
mans of a higher civilization, claiming a distinct form of capital in the process. As 
the father of cultural nationalism, who argued that the bonds that linked members 
of a nation into a relational whole were shared meanings and sentiments that form 
a people’s collective soul, Herder positioned himself as a poet-shaman, as one of 
the elite with the gift to create the national soul. He, therefore, can be considered 
the first to position shamans in a cultural nationalist framework. Many later in-
terpreters of shamanism would also be guided by cultural nationalist dispositions, 
albeit in different ways.18

Herder was one of the most important instigators of the search for authentic-
ity that was imperative for the ‘invention’ of the ‘folk’ category and the formation 
of folklore studies. This is important as folkloristic interpretations of shamanism 
form a highly significant category of interpretations that will return in later chap-
ters. One of Herder’s main metaphors was ‘nature’ and in line with this he per-

15  G. Gerrard, ‘The Enlightenment and Its Enemies’, American Behavioral Scientist 49 (2006) 
664-80; Vermeulen, ‘The German Invention of Völkerkunde’, 133-5 and Early History of 
Ethnography and Ethnology in the Germen Enlightenment, 226-8.

16  J.G. Herder, ‘Misled Imposters and the Power of Imagination’, in Narby and Huxley, Sha-
mans Through Time, 36-7, translated from Herder’s Sämtliche Werke 13 (Berlin, 1885); G. 
Flaherty, ‘The Performing Artist as the Shaman of Higher Civilization’, MLN 103 (1988) 
519-39 cited at 528 and Shamanism and the Eighteenth Century, 132-49; Von Stuckrad, 
Schamanismus und Esoterik, 68-70.

17  D. Denby, ‘Herder, Culture, Anthropology and the Enlightenment’, History of the Human 
Sciences 18 (2005) 55-76.

18  R.J. Schmidt, ‘Cultural Nationalism in Herder’, Journal of the History of Ideas 17 (1956) 407-
17; F.M. Barnard, Herder on Nationality, Humanity and History (Montreal, 2003) 45.
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ceived the Volk as an organic whole that contrasted with the artificial urban art, 
language and behaviour. Folk poetry was a treasury of truth and authenticity that 
constituted an expression of distinct peoples. As folk songs were archives of the 
folk from which they emerged, authentic poets, and thus in some cases shamans, 
expressed the distinctive Volksgeist.19 

Herder’s focus on authenticity was closely related to his primitivism, which is 
noteworthy as primitivism would structure many later conceptualisations of sha-
manism. In their classic work on primitivism, Arthur Lovejoy and George Boas 
described primitivism as the philosophical position that associates the best exist-
ence either at the beginning of time or in ‘nature.’ They distinguished two forms: 
(1) chronological primitivism, which locates the best human condition in terms 
of time, namely primordial times, and (2) cultural primitivism, which locates the 
best human condition in contemporary ‘primitive’ cultures, especially because of 
their perceived relationship to ‘nature’ or their ‘natural’ way of living. According to 
the anthropologist Armin Geertz the first type can neither be proven nor disprov-
en, but the second type can be shown to be the product of misrepresentation.20 

The organic metaphor and the essentialist idea of an authentic Volksgeist would 
also form basic elements of later folkloristic interpretations of shamanism. As 
we will see in later chapters, some highly influential folkloristic interpreters of 
shamanism were religionists. That is to say, while they asserted the primacy and 
authority of religion in regulating society, they made use of the shaman concept 
to identify the natural ‘spirit’ of their people as religious. Primitivism would also 
shape the genealogies of shamanism as it would structure some of the major con-
ceptualisations of shamanism. In addition to the interpretations based on the ro-
mantic or ‘Arcadian’ form of primitivism, in which primitive societies are seen 
as pristine, harmonious and therapeutic, however, some interpretations were 
founded on the idea that primitive society can be characterised by degeneration, 
disruption and pathogenesis or, in other words, on ‘Barbaric’ primitivism.21 Chris-
tian theologians, for instance, habitually equated shamanism with the supposed 
darkness of pre-Christian times.

19  R. Bendix, In Search of Authenticity. The Formation of Folklore Studies (Madison, 1997) 34-
44. See also P. Burke, Popular Culture in Early Modern Europe (London, 1978) 3-22.

20  A.O. Lovejoy and G. Boas, Primitivism and Related Ideas in Antiquity (Baltimore, 1935); 
E.E. Reed, ‘Herder, Primitivism and the Age of Poetry’, Modern Language Review 60 (1965) 
553-67; A.W. Geertz, ‘Contemporary Problems in the Study of Native North American Re-
ligions with Special Reference to the Hopis’, American Indian Quarterly 20 (1996) 393-414 
at 393.

21  I have taken the terms ‘Arcadic’ and ‘Barbaric’ primitivism from R.H. Lucas and R.J. Bar-
rett, ‘Interpreting Culture and Psychopathology: Primitivist Themes in Cross-Cultural De-
bate’, Culture, Medicine and Psychiatry 19 (1995) 287-326 at 289.
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Theological interpretations

In fact, the first Christian authorities who studied shamanism radically disap-
proved of shamans. For instance, in his 1742 survey of religions, a British clergy-
man of the Church of England, Thomas Broughton (1704-1774) emphasized that 
shamanism was superstition, idolatry, pagan religion and thus, ‘an entire defection 
from the knowledge of the true God, and a transferring to the creature of that wor-
ship, which is due only to the Creator of the world’. About shamanism, he wrote:

Schamman. The name given to the principal, or superior, of the priests among 
the Tunguses, a people of Chinese Tartary. These priests wholly devote them-
selves to the study of magic, or the black art.22 

Hannah Adams (1755-1831), an early scholar of religion, disagreed with 
Broughton’s hostile treatment of dissenting Christian sects, and this motivated her 
to present a comprehensive view of the religions of the world from an impartial 
perspective. As she even tried to consider non-Christian religions ‘impartially’, her 
perspectives on shamans were considerably more positive than Broughton’s. Did 
that make her an unbiased scholar? It did not, as she still argued that ‘Christianity 
broke forth from the east like a rising sun, and dispelled the universal darkness 
which obscured every part of the globe’.23 About shamanism, she wrote:

Sammans, Shamans, or Schamans (as the first letter is differently pronounced,) 
were originally worshippers of the heavens (in Heb. Shemim,) and the heaven-
ly bodies. Such were the ancient Chaldeans, Syrians, and Canaanites, whose 
idol was Baal-Samen, or El-Samen, the Lord or God of heaven, by which they 
meant the sun; and they had a city and temple, called Beth-Shemesh, the city 
or temple of the sun, whose Hebrew name is Shemesh.

From these Sammans seem to have sprung the Sammanes, an ancient sect 
of philosophers in India, from whom Dr. Priestley thinks the Hindoo religion 
was originally derived. The Sammanians (or Sammans) being persecuted by 

22  T. Broughton, ‘Preface’ and ‘Schamman’, in idem, An Historical Dictionary of all Religions 
from the Creation of the World to this Present Time (London, 1742) iii-viii, 375.

23  The first edition of her book appeared under the title An Alphabetical Compendium of the 
Various Sects Which have appeared from the Beginning of the Christian Era to the Present 
Day in 1784. The second and third editions appeared as A View of Religions in 1791 and 
1805, while she published the fourth edition in 1817 under the title Dictionary of all Reli-
gions and Religious Denominations, Jewish, Heathen, Mahometan, and Christian, Ancient 
and Modern (cited at 11). See H. Adams, Memoir of Miss Hannah Adams written by Herself 
with Additional Notices by a Friend (Boston, 1932); T.A. Tweed, ‘An American Pioneer in 
the Study of Religion. Hannah Adams (1755-1831) and her Dictionary of All Religions’, 
Journal of the American Academy of Religion 60 (1992) 437-64.
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the Brahmins, and driven by them out of India proper, are thought to have 
taken refuge in Pegu, Siam, and other countries beyond the Ganges; and it 
is supposed that the religion of those countries was derived from their prin-
ciples. The religion of the Lamas in Tibet is also said to be reformed Scha-
manism. See Thibetians. And from the same source this author, with great 
probability, derives the modern Schamans of Siberia.24

As the first woman in America to earn her living through writing, Adams was 
successful, influential and one of the most widely read authors in New England be-
tween 1787 and 1830.25 She based her interpretation of shamanism on the 1799 A 
Comparison of the Institutions of Moses with Those of the Hindoos and other Ancient 
Nations by the Unitarian scientist and author Joseph Priestley (1733-1804). Evi-
dently, Adam’s work was part and parcel of the intellectual and theological ferment 
typical of the New England of her time. Arminian-Unitarians and Calvinist-Con-
gregationalists were passionately struggling over power and authority, and their 
theological disputes were closely connected with the differences between Republi-
cans, who stressed freedom of conscience, and Federalists, who wrote apologetics 
for Puritan repression. In her case, a conflict with the Congregational clergyman 
Jedidiah Morse (1761-1826) played a part as well. They had both produced an 
abridged New England history school textbook, but while Adams stressed the ‘ar-
dent love of liberty’ of the first colonists in her book, Morse sympathized with the 
efforts of the Puritan fathers to control dissenters.26

Joseph Priestley’s book reflected the radical political and religious position for 
which he was famous and infamous in his lifetime. His attempts to take philoso-
phy forward included the comparison of Christianity with other religions, as this 
would enlighten the Christian world. He argued that true belief came from rev-
elation and that ‘in the tenets and practices of the Schamans we may see a faint 
outline of the religion of the Hindoos’ which meant, ultimately, that it ‘was formed 
on principles fundamentally different from those of the Hebrew scriptures’.27 Five 
years before he wrote this, he had settled in the United States as one of the most 
prominent celebrities among the immigrants. He had left England to get away 
from his opponents, to join in the struggles over power and authority in the Unit-
ed States that would later absorb Hannah Adams.28

24  H. Adams, ‘Sammans, Schamans, or Shamans’, in idem, Dictionary of all Religions (Boston, 
1817) 254-6.

25  Tweed, ‘An American Pioneer in the Study of Religion’, 437-64.
26  M.W. Vella, ‘Theology, Genre, and Gender: The Precarious Place of Hannah Adams in 

American Literary History’, Early American Literature 28 (1993) 21-41. 
27  J. Priestley, Comparison of the Institutions of Moses with Those of the Hindoos and other 

Ancient Nations (Northumberland, 1799) 106-7, 111; S. Schaffer, ‘Priestley’s Questions: An 
Historiographic Survey’, History of Science 22 (1984) 151-83 at 173,

28  T.H. Huxley, ‘Joseph Priestley’, MacMillan’s Magazine 30 (1874) 473-85; C. Robbins, ‘Hon-
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Broughton, Adams and Priestley would not have a major impact on the geneal-
ogy of shamanism, but they are of interest here as their struggle was exemplary 
for many struggles to come. To be precise, their debates concerning the definition 
of shamanism were part of a larger religious, political and theological struggle 
within Christianity. Describing dissenters as true Christians went hand in hand 
with depicting shamanism in less denunciatory terms. As we will see all through 
this study, the interpretations of shamanism that formed the genealogies of sha-
manism should be understood as both the parts and the products of struggles that 
were closely related to other matters of interest.

What can we learn from the eighteenth-century interpretations of shamanism? 
Three points stand out: first of all, almost none of the eighteenth-century inter-
preters of shamanism based his or her interpretation of shamanism on direct ob-
servations of the practices of the individuals whom they had labelled as ‘shamans’. 
Second, the information on which they based their interpretations of shamans 
was potentially flawed, as Ronald Hutton has shown throughout his book on the 
European understandings of ‘Siberian Spirituality’.29 Third, the terms ‘shaman’ and 
‘shamanism’ were habitually used as concepts in the political, religious, theological 
and/or philosophical struggles that engaged the interpreters. On the one hand, 
progressive and enlightened interpreters perceived shamanism as a category that 
consisted of the out-of-date superstitions that they wanted to abolish. In contrast, 
romantic interpreters attributed the timeless and charismatic qualities to shamans 
that they aspired to themselves. Theologians turned shamanism into a category of 
‘false belief ’ that stood out against their own ‘true religion’. This common lack of 
precision, however, would not impede the growing magnetism of the terms ‘sha-
mans’ and ‘shamanism’ during the nineteenth century. 

Nineteenth-century interpretations

Some of the dispositions that guided eighteenth-century interpretations of sha-
manism also structured nineteenth-century interpretations. For instance, the 
Dutch enlightened gentleman-farmer, and in his time renowned ‘opponent of su-
perstition’, Marten Douwes Teenstra (1795-1864) denigrated shamanism as a scam 
similar to other sorcery and fortune-telling (‘Tooverijen en Waarzeggerijen’). In 

est heretic: Joseph Priestley in America, 1794-1804’, Proceedings of the American Philo-
sophical Society 106 (1962) 60-76; J.G. McEvoy, ‘Joseph Priestley, Scientist, Philosopher 
and Divine’, Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society 128 (1984) 193-9; S. Schaf-
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R. Watts, ‘Joseph Priestley (1733-1804)’, Prospects: The Quarterly Review of Contemporary 
Education 24 (1994) 343-53.

29  Hutton, Shamans.
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1846, he criticized shamanic practices and approved of Nicholas I (1796-1855) 
who had sent Roman Catholic priests to Siberia to put an end to the outrageous 
abuse of power of the ‘Schamannen’. Teenstra depicted shamans as a specific Si-
berian type of swindlers and quacks who could be found all over the world. Like 
other sorcerers and fortune-tellers, shamans turned the stupidity of the common 
people to their own profit.30 The nineteenth century would witness the construc-
tion of many other enlightened and romantic types of interpretations. In addition, 
as we will see in the next sections, several other types of interpretations would also 
emerge.

Folklore and nationalism

During the nineteenth century the concepts ‘shamans’ and ‘shamanism’ became 
major themes in several nationalist discourses that brought about several highly 
influential folkloristic interpretations of shamanism. A case in point is the work of 
the Finnish linguist and ethnographer Matthias Alexander Castren (1813-1853), 
who located shamanism in an ancient Finnish past and interpreted shamanism as 
an ancient indigenous form of spirituality. Castren set off to uncover the shared 
ancient mythological and linguistic roots of the Finno-Ugrian-speaking people 
and found its cradle in the Siberian Altai. His efforts were part of his struggle for 
the establishment of a Finno-Ugric nation. The region that is nowadays known as 
Finland had been part of the Kingdom of Sweden until 1809, after which it was 
ceded to the Russian Empire, becoming the autonomous Grand Duchy of Finland. 
Despite these changes, Finland was still governed by a Swedish-speaking elite, and 
the use of Finnish for official purposes was limited despite the fact that Swedish 
speakers constituted only 14% of the population. During his quest, Castren also 
talked to shamans. In one case, ‘der berühmteste Schaman in der ganzen Gegend 
(...) liess sich in seine allertiefste Geheimnisse eindringen. (...) Ausserdem theilte 
er mir eine Variante der ersten rune der Kalewala mit’.31

30  M.D. Teenstra, Verscheidenheden betrekkelijk Booze Kunsten en Wetenschappen door eene 
Phantastische Wereld geschapen en wel inzonderdheid die der Tooverijen en Waarzeggerijen 
zijnde eene Rapsodie van Sprookjes van Vroegere en Latere Dagen (Kampen, 1846) 21, 27, 
281; G. Zijlma, Marten Douwes Teenstra (Winsum, 1917); IJ. Botke, Boer en Heer. ‘De Gron-
ingse boer’ 1760-1960 (Assen, 2002).

31  M.A. Castren, Reiseerinnerungen aus den Jahren 1838-1844 (St. Petersburg, 1853) at 87 
and Ethnologische Vorlesungen über die Altaischen Völker nebst Samojedische Märchen und 
Tatarischen Heldensagen (St. Petersburg, 1857); D. Fewster, Visions of Past Glory. National-
ism and the Construction of Early Finnish History (Helsinki, 20062) 99-100; J. Siikala, ‘The 
Ethnography of Finland’, Annual Review of Anthropology 35 (2006) 153-70 at 158. See also 
N.N., ‘Mathias Alexander Castren, Travels in the North’, London Quarterly Review, Ameri-
can Edition 94 (1854) 104-13.
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His reference to the Kalevala is crucial. Elias Lönnrot (1802-1884) composed 
and presented five versions of the Kalevala between 1833 and 1862. This inventive 
collection of a multitude of oral fragments, effectively envisioned and written by 
Lönnrot, became the Finnish national epic. It was supposed to raise Finnish cul-
ture to the level of that of Sweden and Russia and it would become a vital element 
in the process that lead to the formation of Finnish identity during the nineteenth 
century and the foundation of Finland as a new nation, declaring independence 
in 1917. Still, most educated Finns could only read the work after Castren’s 1841 
Swedish translation had appeared, since few of them could read Finnish, the lan-
guage of the majority. As shamans were considered the source of the Kalevala and 
some of its chief heroes were recognized as shamans, Finnish folklore, nationalism 
and shamanism became strongly interwoven.32

A similar cultural-political struggle inspired a distinct group of Siberian eth-
nographers, the Siberian regionalists, from 1870 until the 1920s. They used the 
study of shamanism to upgrade the cultural status of Siberia. To counteract the 
prevailing idea that Siberia was just a backward region and nothing more than a 
place where convicts were dumped, they represented shamanism as a unique Sibe-
rian spiritual tradition that should be cherished. Some of these Siberian scholars 
claimed that shamanism was the origin of Buddhism, and one interpreter even 
perceived shamanism as the origin of the entire Judeo-Christian spiritual herit-
age.33

A much more influential pioneer in the scholarly study of shamanism, how-
ever, was the German linguist Wilhelm Radloff (1837-1918), who was also known 
as Vasilij Vasilievic Radlov after he moved to Russia. He became renowned for 
his collections and translations of Turkic oral poetry from Central Asia, the Al-
tai and other Siberian regions, and his ethnographic letters, published in 1884 
as Aus Siberien. Lose Blätter aus meinem Tagebuche, remained a main source for 
Asian shamanism in the West during the twentieth century. In his chapter on ‘Das 
Schamanentum und sein Kultus’, however, Radloff contended that it was difficult 
to describe shamanism in general, as the phenomenon of shamanism consisted 
of many diverging variants with contradictory elements. The absence of written 
sources also hindered the creation of an overall picture, he argued, and it did not 

32  P. Alboniemi, ‘The Reception of the Kalevala and Its Impact on the Arts’, in L. Honko (ed.), 
Religion, Myth, and Folklore in the World’s Epics: The Kalevala and Its Predecessors (Berlin 
and New York, 1990) 231-44 at 234; J.Y. Pentikäinen and R. Poom, Kalevala Mythology 
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33  S. Watrouw, ‘The Regionalist Conception of Siberia, 1860 to 1920’, in G. Diment and Y. 
Slezkine (eds.), Between Heaven and Hell. The Myth of Siberia in Russian Culture (New 
York, 1993) 115-32; Znamenski, ‘General Introduction’, xxviii-xxxiii, ‘The Beauty of the 
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(2004) 145-71 and Beauty of the Primitive, 27-33, 42-52.
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help either that shamans were not eager to share their secrets. According to Rad-
loff, shamans were legitimate tribal spiritual practitioners for whom the bounda-
ries between truth and poetry had dissolved, as was the case with priests of other 
religions. Ultimately, Radloff did not think shamans were worse than clerics from 
other religions.34

Comparative theology

Not surprisingly, because of their ‘double belonging and double play’, most schol-
ars of comparative theology, in contrast, could not agree less with Radloff.35 For 
them, shamanism was merely a part of the almost undifferentiated world of primi-
tive religion. Every now and then, a scholar of religion brought shamanism to the 
fore as a separate category of analysis, but even in these cases shamanism remained 
within the class of heathenism. For example, the British Reverend Henry Christ-
mas (1811-1868), a librarian and the author of a popular treatise on ‘universal my-
thologies’, demonstrated this perspective in his 1840 article on ‘schamanism’ in the 
Church of England Magazine. According to him, ‘Siberian tribes’ were backwards, 
superstitious and ‘thoroughly sensual’, and even though shamans believed in one 
God they also venerated different ‘malevolent deities or devils’: 

Of all the forms of heathen worship there are none which extend over so vast 
an extent of country as that which is called schamanism. Presenting an as-
pect little varied, among the nations which profess it, it is the dominant re-
ligion over nearly all the north of Asia, and the islands of the north-eastern 
sea. Great antiquity has been claimed for it, and it has been even said that 
the systems of Brahma, Budha, and the Lama took their rise from corrup-
tion of schamanism. Without spending much time to investigate an opinion 
so absurd as this, it may be granted that the religion under consideration has 
prevailed, to the exclusion of all others, ever since the countries where it is 
professed have been known. The term schaman is applied to the priest, though 
the signification of it is a lonely hermit, a man master of his passions, a title to 
which the schamans have but little claim.36

34  F.W. Radloff, Aus Siberien: Lose Blätter aus meinem Tagebuche (Leipzig, 18932); A. Temir, 
‘Leben und Schaffen von Friedrich Wilhelm Radloff (1837-1918). Ein Beitrag zur Ge-
schichte der Türkologie’, Oriens 8 (1955) 51-93; L. Harvilahti, ‘Altai Oral Epic’, Oral Tradi-
tion 15 (2000) 215-29; J.P. Laut, ‘Radloff, Friedrich Wilhelm’, in Neue Deutsche Biographie 
21 (Berlin, 2003) 96-7; Znamenski, Shamanism, xxviii-xxx and Beauty of the Primitive, 
33-8.

35  Bourdieu, ‘Sociologists of Belief and Beliefs of Sociologists’.
36  H. Christmas, ‘Mythology – Schamanism’, Church of England Magazine 8 (1840) 396-7.
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Comparative theology was practised by armchair scholars who had never ob-
served the shamans they wrote about. The theologians who came into contact 
with shamans were not positive either. To be precise, the perceptions of Christian 
missionaries who had settled in Siberia, and whose accounts were vital for the 
interpretations of their armchair colleagues back home, were strongly coloured by 
the distinct Christian dispositions that also guided their missionary task to spread 
Christianity amongst non-Christians. It must be noted, however, that, just like the 
eighteenth-century theological interpretations, their dispositions were akin and 
not identical. Whereas the Russian Orthodox missions showed a certain amount 
of tolerance towards the natives’ spiritual world, the mission of Evangelical Protes-
tants, sent out by the London Missionary Society, was downright hostile. For these 
missionaries, shamans represented the dark side of humanity.37

Yet, even while they influenced the Western perceptions of shamanism by de-
monizing it, Christian missionaries did lend a hand in promoting the study of sha-
manism. The 1884 prize-winning essay The Heathen World; its need of the Gospel, 
and the Church’s obligation to supply it may count as an example of the Christian 
trend at large. The author, the Canadian Presbyterian clergyman and member of 
the Foreign Missionary Board George Patterson, devoted a chapter to ‘Shamanism 
– and the devil-worshippers of Asia’. The ‘basic system’ of shamanism, he argued, 
was the worship of evil spirits.38 

Was shamanism therefore a matter of interest for all scholars of religion? On 
the contrary. For instance, the scholars who were involved in the genesis of the 
international field of religious studies at the end of the nineteenth century did 
not treat shamanism as a key subject. One of the most prominent scholars in this 
emerging field, the German-British scholar Friedrich Max Müller (1823-1900), 
scarcely mentioned shamans. The same is true for his main competitor for the 
title of founder of comparative religion, the Dutchman Cornelis Petrus Tiele 
(1830-1902).39 His younger Dutch colleague, Pierre Daniel Chantepie de la Saus-
saye (1848-1920), even though he had read Castren and Radloff, merely described 
shamanism as the ‘eigentümliche Form (…) der Animismus und die Zauberei (of 
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the) mongolischen Rasse’, in his long authoritative 1887 Lehrbuch der Religions-
geschichte.40

Dutch and British colonial projects

The horizon of the concept ‘shamanism’ expanded when British and Dutch colo-
nial administrators and missionaries ‘discovered’ shamans in the field of study that 
is known as Orientalism. In this field the academic constructions of the concepts 
‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ were, in accord with Edward Said’s polemical 1978 Ori-
entalism, highly imaginative and, furthermore, closely related to the political, re-
ligious and military domination and restructuring of the Orient.41 Exemplary for 
the Dutch field were the interpretations of the internationally acclaimed professor 
in ethnology and colonial administrator George Alexander Wilken (1847-1891). 
He detected shamanism in the Dutch East Indies, nowadays known as Indonesia, 
and described it as ‘the conjuring of spirits into certain people – in order to get the 
words of the spirits from these people (…) while the person is called a shaman’. 
According to Wilken, the first shamans were clearly lunatics and persons who suf-
fered from hysteria, epilepsy or hypnosis. Their shamanic fits came naturally from 
their diseases. In a later stadium of shamanism, he argued, drugs evoked the fits 
and in the next phase, weak, sickly and excitable individuals were selected to be-
come shamans because of their capacity to stir up these fits.42

Dutch ethnographers employed the term ‘shamanism’ for the various healers, 
mediums and necromancers they found in the Dutch colonies and they would still 
do so in the twentieth century, as the 1914-1917 Encyclopædie van Nederlandsch 
West-Indië, the 1921 Beknopte Encyclopædie van Nederlandsch Indië and the 1934 
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Geïllustreerde Encyclopædie van Nederlandsch Indië demonstrate.43 The erudite 
Dutch Sanskritist and Indologist Johan Hendrik Caspar Kern (1833-1917) is an 
important case in point. Following the contentions of Wilken, he wrote:

The belief that persons during madness, epilepsy, and sometimes abnormal 
states of mind, are possessed by spirits has led to attempts to reproduce the 
same phenomenal conditions in order to get into contact with spirits to learn 
from them what medicines to apply or how to act in matters of importance. 
The medium through whom the spirits manifest themselves is the shaman, 
who is brought into a state of abnormality by artificial means, the rites em-
ployed for this purpose being multifarious among the peoples of Indonesia, 
but, in general, similar to what we find elsewhere – e.g., among the Buriats 
(q.v.).44

Although Kern asserted that the function of shaman and priest ‘are not seldom 
analogues’, he also made a clear distinction between the priest, who ‘gives his deci-
sion based on knowledge on the books of his craft, in full consciousness’, and the 
shaman, who ‘acts unconsciously, under inspiration’.45 

A noteworthy inclination among Dutch interpretations was the association of 
Islam with shamanism. For instance, one leading Dutch historian and ethnologist 
argued that the story of Muhammad’s journey to heaven could be explained as a 
case of ‘Muhammedanisierung älteren Musters’.46 The Dutch missionary Albert 
Christiaan Kruijt (1869-1949), in his turn, connected shamanism with Islam and 
contrasted shamans disapprovingly with priests, thereby making a case against 
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both shamans and Islam. According to him, the shaman was the ‘human medi-
um’ through whom spirits acted and spoke. He was ‘simply a medium who allows 
himself to be used as a mouthpiece of the spirits’. The priest, on the other hand, 
made ‘his soul-substance rise up to the lord of the heavens, (…) to reclaim the lost 
soul-substance of a man’. Yet it was not as clear as that, for among some ‘Indone-
sian tribes’ shamanism and priesthood had blended. Here, ‘priests perform some 
shamanistic actions’. The priesthood of the inhabitants of Halmahera and Parigi, 
for example, ‘has been resolved into shamanism’. Their priests were inspired by 
‘a spirit called jinn’ and, Kruijt concluded: ‘It may be demonstrated with all but 
absolutely certainty that both these peoples have adopted shamanism from the 
Muhammadans’.47 

Alternatively, the association of shamans with Tibet was a British construction. 
The 1829 London Encyclopaedia, for instance, already described the Dalai-Lama 
as ‘the great head of the Shaman religion’, and two years later the Encyclopaedia 
Americana did the same.48 In particular, the work of the Bengali Tibetologist and 
English secret agent Sarat Chandra Das (1849-1917) was notable for the associa-
tion of Tibetan Bon religion with shamanism. His publication in the Journal of the 
Asiatic Society of Bengal on ‘The Bon (Pön) Religion’ in 1881 became the authori-
tative source for Western representations of Bon. In his most important scholarly 
contribution, the 1902 Tibetan-English Dictionary, he defined ‘the ancient religion 
of Tibet’ as, ‘the kind of Shamanism which was followed by Tibetans before the 
introduction of Buddhism and in certain parts still extant’. Although Das did not 
specify shamanism precisely, he made clear that it comprised all the superstitious 
practices of Tibetans before Buddhism appeared.49

The idea that Buddhism had brought Tibetans most of the ‘little civilization’ 
which they possessed was still advanced during the twentieth century, for instance 
by the orientalist Laurence Austine Waddell (1854-1938). He even interpreted the 
‘aboriginal pre-Buddhist religion’, or ‘Bon’, as ‘a shamanist, devil-charming, necro-
mantic cult with devil-dancing, allied to the Taoism of China and, like the latter, 
[it] has become largely intermixed with Buddhist externals. But it still retains its 
essentially demonist character’.50 His negative understanding of Bon and shaman-
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ism as ‘animistic devil-dancing’ and his interpretation of Buddhism as a ‘religion 
of reason’ was, needless to say, closely related to the wider concerns of the Brit-
ish crusade in India and elsewhere. Waddell played a part in this campaign as 
he served as assistant sanitary commissioner for the Darjeeling district. Britain 
was actively seeking to control Tibetan Buddhism and considered the Tibetan La-
mas as the Roman Catholics of Tibet, as they restricted their Buddhist learning to 
themselves, keeping the laity ignorant and superstitious. For Waddell, Lamaism 
was a kind of ‘Papism’ from which the Tibetans should be freed. As a colonial 
conqueror, Waddell himself played an active role in the English ideal of ‘rescuing’ 
the pure and original spirit of Buddhism by looting their monasteries and taking 
books and manuscripts to England. The deceit he used to gain information from 
monks and lamas exemplified his feeling of superiority; he convinced them that 
he was the fulfilment of a prophecy that an incarnation of the Buddha of Infinite 
Light would come from the west.51 

Not all British scholars from this field were as negative as Waddell, however. For 
instance, the former English District Officer in India William Crooke (1848-1923) 
argued that ‘savage and civilized man’ differed in that ‘one expends his intellec-
tual energy in directions which the other regards as unimportant’. In 1907 Crooke 
wrote:

Shaman, medicine-man, wizard, or warlock, is recognized as the agent who 
controls the unseen spiritual powers and compels them to cure disease, fore-
tell the future, rule the weather, avenge a man upon his enemy, and generally 
intervene for good or evil in human affairs.52 

What made Crooke different from Waddell? He was concerned with the future 
of ‘relations between the foreigner and the native races’ and ‘the decay of primi-
tive industries in the face of industrial competition’, and he urged anthropology 
to do what it might to preserve what was seen as demising savage societies. The 
predominant goal of his salvage anthropology, however, was firmly colonial, as he 
intended it to serve stability in the colonies.53 
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British armchair anthropology

The founding fathers of evolutionary British anthropology also perceived sha-
manism as part of the uncivilised ‘primitive world’. They set up an academic field 
that aimed at the discovery of universal laws of human development and, accord-
ingly, they lifted a variety of ethnographic interpretations of shamanism out of 
context to formulate supposedly universal truths about shamans and shamanism. 
Edward Burnett Tylor (1832-1917), for instance, who was, according to the obitu-
ary in American Anthropologist, ‘one of the very last figures rooted in the heroic 
age of nineteenth century science’, categorised Siberian shamans under the label 
‘demoniacal possession’. He positioned shamanism in his sweeping evolutionary 
schemes and made it an aspect of animism that stood very low in his scale of hu-
manity. In his renowned 1871 Primitive Culture he wrote:

Among Siberian tribes, the shamans select children liable to convulsions as 
suitable to be brought up to the profession, which is apt to become hereditary 
with the epileptic tendencies it belongs to. Thus, even in the lower culture, a 
class of sickly brooding enthusiasts begin to have that power over the minds 
of their lustier fellows, which they have kept in so remarkable a way through 
the course of history.54

At about the same time, one of the other ‘giants of the founding evolutionary gen-
eration’, the banker, biologist, politician and archaeologist John Lubbock (1834-
1913), gave shamanism a more prominent position. Lubbock, also known by his 
title Lord Avebury, created an evolutionary scheme of religion in which shaman-
ism was a separate stage in the intellectual development of humanity. Shamanism 
followed the stages of atheism, fetishism, nature worship and totemism, and pre-
ceded the stages of anthropomorphism, monotheism and, finally, ethical mono-
theism. In the shamanic stage of progress the gods were supposed to live in an-
other world where they did not care much for life on earth. The shaman, however, 
was visited by the gods from time to time and, when he received their permission, 
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could enter their world. Although the word shamanism originated in Siberia, Lub-
bock wrote, the religious standpoint of shamanism is universal.55 

Tylor, Lubbock and their peers thought of themselves as agents of improvement, 
as their scholarly work could help to accelerate the pace of evolution. Their main 
ambition was to eradicate survivals of non-rational beliefs and practices from 
modern society. Yet they also provided scholarly justification for colonial rule 
and were thus part and parcel of the broader Western colonial project. Further-
more, they derived their psychological and intellectual theory of primitive religion 
primarily from introspection, as E.E. Evans-Pritchard rightly remarked. Most of 
them had never seen any of the ‘primitives’ they wrote about and they interpreted 
the thought and mental state of ‘primitives’ in terms of their own psychology, in 
the ‘if I were a horse’ manner of thinking.56 It is no wonder, then, that almost from 
the beginning of the anthropological study of shamanism, scholars analyzed sha-
mans in terms of psychiatric disorders. In fact, in the subsequent scholarly study 
of shamanism this psychological perspective became dominant; more often than 
not, scholars characterized the shaman as insane, hysteric, psychopathic or men-
tally disturbed.

The most influential British armchair study of shamanism was published by the 
Polish-born Maria Antonina Czaplicka (1884-1921) at the end of the ‘long’ nine-
teenth century. Her famous 1914 Aboriginal Siberia gained a considerable repu-
tation, especially outside the academic world. For many scholars the book was 
particularly valuable because Czaplicka had made use of Russian sources that were 
not accessible to most of her colleagues. In her study, she connected the psycho-
logical characteristics of shamanism to the ethno-geographical characteristics of 
Siberia and concluded that shamanism seemed to be the ‘natural product of the 
Continental climate with its extremes of cold and heat, (…) of the hunger and fear 
which attend to long winters’. According to her, ‘arctic hysteria’ lay at the bottom 
of the shaman’s vocation and this is what most readers seemed to obtain from 
reading her book. Yet, in fact, Czaplicka’s interpretation was not that straightfor-
ward. Even though arctic hysteria was especially prevalent in Siberia, it was not 
distinctively ‘arctic’, as the same symptoms could be found ‘among the people of 
the Equatorial regions’. Therefore, Czaplicka suggested, extreme climates instead 
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of the arctic climate might account for the development for the disease.57 
The difference between shamans and ordinary patients of arctic hysteria was 

that the shaman possessed an ‘extremely great power of mastering himself in the 
period between the actual fits, which occur during the ceremonies’, Czaplicka ar-
gued. She also gave weight to ‘the mystical change of sex among shamans’. In most 
cases, this involved male shamans, ‘soft men’, who arranged their hair like women 
and wore women’s clothes. According to Czaplicka, this strange behaviour was 
more evidence of the special rights and position of the shaman.58

Czaplicka had studied geography in Poland, where she was associated with a 
Polish socialist, anticlerical and pro-emancipation radical journal. Subsequently, 
she went to Britain, where she became a student of one of the last British armchair 
anthropologists, Robert Ranulph Marett (1866-1943). Marett, who was Tylor’s 
successor and biographer at Oxford, intended to use ‘social psychology’ as the 
method to study religion and criticized the ‘method of Individual Psychology’ of 
his predecessors. Marett emphasised the emotional aspects of religion rather than 
the intellectual aspects, as Tylor had done. He perceived religion essentially as a 
mode of feeling, its characteristic emotion being awe.59

Her geographical education and the views of her tutor had guided Czaplicka’s 
interpretation. Probably, her own melancholy was also important. Her downheart-
ed moods took over when her academic career remained unsuccessful, her finan-
cial problems increased and, in addition, there was unrequited love. She poisoned 
herself in 1921.60 Shortly before she died, however, she was considered enough of 
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an authority on ‘Ostyaks’, ‘Samoyed’, ‘Siberia’, ‘Slavs’, ‘Tungus’, ‘Turks’ and ‘Yakut’, to 
be invited to write about these topics in the Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics. In 
her contributions, she described a variety of categories of shamans, all connected 
to the specific physical and cultural conditions in which they practised.61

It is worth mentioning that, at that time, the idea that shamanism was not a 
strictly Siberian phenomenon had already made its way into anthropological 
thinking. For example, in 1877, the German authority on Australia and Oceania 
Karl Emil Jung (1833-1902) told the Berliner Gesellschaft für Anthropologie, Et-
nologie und Uhrgeschichte that native Australian ‘superstitions’ could be described 
as shamanism. Australian sorcerers, like sorcerers or shamans all over the world, 
Jung argued, were credited with the powers to heal or to bring disease (‘humbug’, 
according to Jung).62 Shamanism was now perceived as a worldwide phenomenon, 
to be found on all continents. The continents that became especially important 
for the genealogy of shamanism were the Americas, where anthropologists found 
shamans among the Native Indians.

American art and anthropology

The first US professor of anthropology, Daniel Garrison Brinton (1837-1899), ac-
quired his chair in Philadelphia in 1886. He was an evolutionist who focused spe-
cifically on human ‘races’, some of which were, he argued, superior to others. Ac-
cording to him all humans had a common psychic heritage, but long-term effects 
of the environment allowed certain races to become superior to others, mentally as 
well as physically.63 His interpretation of shamans was clearly guided by his white 
supremacy disposition, as he argued in his 1868 Treatise on the Symbolism and 
Mythology of the Red Race of America: 

Shamans, conjurers, sorcerers, medicine men, wizards, and many another 
hard name have been given them, but I shall call them priests, for in their 
poor way, as well as any other priesthood, they set up to be the agents of the 
gods, and the interpreters of divinity. No tribe was so devoid of religious sen-
timent as to be without them. Their power was terrible, and their use of it 
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unscrupulous. Neither men nor gods, death nor life, the winds nor the waves, 
were beyond their control. Like Old Men of the Sea, they have clung to the 
neck of their nations, throttling all attempts at progress, binding them to the 
thraldom of superstition and profligacy, dragging them down to wretchedness 
and death. Christianity and civilization meet in them their most determined, 
most implacable foes. But what is this but the story of priestcraft and intoler-
ance everywhere, which Old Spain can repeat as well as New Spain, the white 
race as well as the red? Blind leaders of the blind, dupers and duped fall into 
the ditch.64

His racist and evolutionary theories would not make a lasting impression on 
the American anthropological genealogy of shamanism but, rather unpredictably, 
his 1894 pioneering work on so-called ‘nagualism’ would. According to Brinton, 
naguals were priests of ‘secret cults’ who used ‘intoxicants’ such as tobacco and 
peyote during their ‘secret rites’. As we will see in chapter 7, during the 1960s the 
terms ‘nagual’ and ‘shaman’ would become almost interchangeable psychedelic 
concepts, mainly through the bestselling works of Carlos Castaneda. Brinton, 
however, did not even use the term ‘shaman’ in his work about naguals, and he 
clearly disapproved of these ‘sorcerers’ and ‘magicians’ as he described nagualism 
as ‘the Central American system of the black arts’.65 Nagualism, he argued,

has been recognized as a cult, no less powerful than mysterious, which united 
many and diverse tribes of Mexico and Central America into organized op-
position against the government and the religion which had been introduced 
from Europe; whose members had acquired and were bound together by 
strange faculties and an occult learning, which placed them on a par with the 
famed thaumaturgists and theodidacts of the Old World; and which preserved 
even into our own days the thoughts and forms of a long suppressed ritual.66

Not all nineteenth-century American anthropologists were so negative about sha-
manism, however. As they found shamans in their own backyard, so to speak, 
their interpretations of shamanism were not related to a colonial project in far-off 
territories. Most British anthropologists made efforts to understand primitives by 
distinguishing them from their own civilised selves, and Brinton was, of course, 
concerned with the same issue. In contrast, many other American anthropologists 
were part of the broader American struggle to construct an American identity in 
opposition to European identity. In their cultural nationalist project, American 
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nineteenth-century ethnographers gradually adopted the Indian as their classical 
heritage, as the American alternative for Greece and Rome. Through a combina-
tion of literary and scholarly vocations and a nationalist streak, they converted the 
figure of the Indian into the national theme that became a figure around which a 
white nation could be constructed.67

In fact, some American ethnographers presented remarkably positive views on 
shamans. This was related to their positive views on Native American Indians. For 
example, in his paper on ‘the prayer of a Navajo shaman’ for the Anthropologi-
cal Society of Washington on 3 January in 1888, Irish-born poet, ethnographer 
and US Army surgeon Washington Matthews (1843-1905) told an intimate story 
of his collaboration with the ‘venerable Navajo shaman’. Matthews presented his 
English translation of the ‘Navajo prayer’ in a remarkably positive tone. Even more 
noteworthy was the discussion that followed. One of the anthropologists present 
called attention to the resemblances in thought and expression between the Nav-
ajo prayer and ‘similar productions from Eastern countries’. The position of the 
shaman even reminded him of the contemplative Buddha he knew from temple 
images.68

Matthews was a clear example of an ethnographer for whom Native American 
Indians were also the subject of his literary work. He depicted Native American 
Indians and their history from an obviously romantic stance, calling them ‘pa-
gan martyrs’. In one of his poems, he described his entrance to the ‘estufa of the 
Zuni’, in which were chanting ‘learned priests who hold / A law as ancient as the 
code Mosaic, / A cult as that of Baal and Indra old’.69 With his poetry, Washington 
was involved in the cultural phenomenon called Indianism or, in other words, the 
advocacy and emulation of Indian culture by non-Indians. Anthropologists and 
poets such as Washington contributed notably to the ‘imperial nostalgia’ of white 
Americans and the process in which the figure of the Indian became the national 
icon. Not all Indianism involved shamans, but in some cases, such as Washington’s, 
the figure of the shaman spiced up the distinctly American classical tradition.70

At about the same time, the romantic, picturesque and spiritual image of the na-
tional ‘savages’ also became a source of inspiration for more fulfilling ways of life, 
as they came to represent nature, the past and the land, in opposition to the socio-
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economic developments that characterized America at the end of the nineteenth 
century, namely industrialization, immigration, urbanization and a rapid growth 
of powerful corporations. Even when people acknowledged that modern life of-
fered more comfort and less suffering, they also thought it offered less intense 
experiences and was becoming impersonal and bland.71 The fast changing envi-
ronment was thought to strain the nerves and bring about psychosomatic reac-
tions. In this context, most physicians routinely diagnosed white Americans with 
neurasthenia, a disorder with an array of symptoms including anxiety, emptiness, 
exhaustion and other indicators of ‘lack of nerve strength’. The disease did not af-
fect the so-called primitive people, however, as they did not suffer from the ills of 
modern society.72

The supposed Native American healthiness became a kind of capital that was 
strategically used, for instance during Indian Medicine Shows, a popular form 
of entertainment at which alienated white people quenched their ‘thirst for the 
primitive’, and focused on the mystique of the Indian. These shows portrayed Indi-
ans as natural physicians with secret healing powers. While the hired Indians and 
Indian impersonators sang, danced and chanted, their employers sold Sagwa and 
other brews of roots, herbs and barks. At about the same time, mediums in white 
spiritualist circles regularly claimed to be speaking as Native Indians, sharing their 
knowledge of herbs and plants, praising God and hailing whites as bearers of the 
gospel of their lands. According to Catherine Albanese, the process ‘transformed 
“savage” Indians into better Christians than whites’. One could also argue that the 
mediums converted the alleged spiritual nobility of Native American Indians to 
their own use. By adopting Indianness from the ‘savages’, mediums gained capital 
that helped them to acquire a distinct position in the field of spiritualism.73
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At the turn of the century, this supposedly authentic source of power also at-
tracted artists, some of whom settled in colonies in New Mexico, to paint Indian 
culture before the advancing civilization could destroy it. They were guided by 
dispositions assumed to be countercultural as they included an aversion to mass 
culture. Nonetheless, their art, infused with the designs and colours they found 
on Indian pottery and blankets, primarily became successful with the help of the 
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railways (ATSF). Through its purchases and by 
utilizing the paintings for its calendars, the ATSF played a major role in the es-
tablishment of New Mexico as an internationally recognized cultural centre. In 
exchange for paintings they transported artists, and because they also brought 
tourists into the region, the ATSF helped to establish the romantic, so-called anti-
modernist view of traditional Indian life. The amalgamation of artists and cultural 
nationalists strengthened the romantic view of traditional Indian life. Gradually, 
in this process, the shaman became one of the major metaphors for the pure and 
uncorrupted aesthetic authority, and slowly but surely, shamanism came to be per-
ceived as a natural and authentic form of spiritual and artistic mastery.74

Theosophy and other esotericisms

It is therefore hardly surprising that shamans and shamanism also grabbed the at-
tention of several fields of esotericism, that is, fields in which participants focused 
on the realization of hidden and revealed knowledge that they considered ‘real’ and 
absolute. Fields of esotericism blossomed at the end of the nineteenth century.75 
The most crucial case was the Theosophical Society that the Russian-born cosmo-
politan ‘priestess of the occult’ Helena Petrovna Blavatsky (1831-1891) founded in 
1885. In Blavatsky’s evolutionary scheme shamans figured as occult adepts, which 
was, in her field, a very positive depiction. In 1877, in her first major work, Isis Un-
veiled: A Master Key to the Mysteries of Ancient and Modern Science and Theology, 
she attributed to the shaman marked telepathic and other extrasensory powers. In 
the highly improbable account of her journey from Kashmir to Tibet, the guide, 
a Tartar shaman, proved unequivocally that his ‘astral soul was travelling at the 
bidding of (his) unspoken wish’. Later in the story, the shaman used his powers to 
call a party of horsemen to her rescue when Blavatsky was in serious trouble. Even 
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so, Blavatsky declared that the shamans of Siberia were all ignorant and illiterate. 
Their shamanism was a perverted form that could not match up to the original 
shamanism of their ancestors. Siberian shamans were merely mediums, and so 
they were nothing but victims of the spirits. The shamans of ‘Tartary and Thibet’, 
on the other hand, were learned men ‘who would not allow themselves to fall un-
der control of spirits of any kind’. They were magicians who were ‘learned in the 
mysteries of the priestly colleges of Thibet’ and thus with ‘great knowledge of the 
nature of invisible enemies’.76

In Blavatsky’s theosophical glossary, posthumously published by her personal 
secretary George Robert Stowe Mead (1863-1933) in 1892, she described shamans 
as follows:

An order of Tartar or Mongolian priest-magicians, or as some say, priest-sor-
cerers. They are not Buddhists, but a sect of the old Bhon religion of Tibet. 
They live mostly in Siberia and its borderlands. Both men and women may be 
Shamans. They are all magicians, or rather sensitives or mediums artificially 
developed. At present those who act as priests among the Tartars are generally 
very ignorant, and far below the fakirs in knowledge and education.77

Madame Blavatsky and her associate Henry Steel Olcott (1832-1907) founded the 
Theosophical Society in an attempt to uplift the spiritualist tradition, which they 
considered morally backward and philosophically naïve. They wanted to wake up 
the Western world from what they thought of as a dogmatic Christian slumber and 
at the same time they challenged science, which, according to them, was too lim-
ited. In other words, they created a field in opposition to both the academic field 
and others in the field of esotericism. Secret laws had to be scientifically investi-
gated in order to seek knowledge of God and the higher spirits. The knowledge 
of the secret forces of nature would bring a new era. A key innovative element in 
the theosophical doctrine was that instead of mediums, as spiritualists believed, 
‘adepts’ were the cause of spiritual manifestations. These adepts were initiated into 
ancient mysteries, were able to manipulate secret forces in accordance with secret 
laws, and they could tap into the secret and eternal record of past thoughts and 
events. In Blavatsky’s esoteric doctrine, magic was science, a divine science. Ma-
gicians – and thus shamans – had a profound knowledge of the secret forces in 
nature that scientists did not acknowledge.78
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In theosophy, as in other fields of esotericism that embraced the concept of 
shaman, knowledge about shamans and shamanism often came to be presented 
as shamanic knowledge. This suggested that it was a scarce, secret and precious 
knowledge in the possession of a select few. Through the discursive strategies of 
occultists, shamanism acquired a distinct value in the specific economy of ex-
changes that characterized the field. Shamanic knowledge acquired specific dif-
ferentiating properties because it was experiential knowledge that only the ‘expe-
riencer’ could claim. Habitually, shamanic knowledge came to be associated with 
knowledge of the innermost self and the process of understanding was thought of 
as a way of knowing oneself.79

The impact of the Theosophical Society can hardly be overemphasized. As a 
matter of fact, theosophy was a key force in the genealogy of shamanism and 
therefore it is appropriate to pay extra attention to it here. Theosophy was part of a 
powerful cultural torrent of occult knowledge and practices that developed at the 
end of the nineteenth century. Regularly, but erroneously, occultism is analyzed as 
a vulgar opposition to the trend towards enlightenment. Descriptions of occult-
ism as a reaction against science and secularism, as an anti-modern enchantment 
against the disenchantment of the world, or as a by-product of secularization, can 
be interpreted as part of a polemical discourse or, in the words of Wouter Hane-
graaff, as a ‘procedure of exclusion’ that obscure the tensions and contradictions 
within the modern world. Fin-de-siècle occultism can and should be interpreted 
as an alternative and modern form of enchantment, closely related to and in ac-
cordance with a variety of modern trends and fashions.80

The doctors, lawyers, teachers, artists and public intellectuals that theosophy 
attracted set up local societies in, among other countries, England, America, Ger-
many, Switzerland, Russia and the Netherlands. Technological advances in print-
ing made theosophical publications readily available in all urban areas in Europe 
by the end of the century. These were crucial for the dissemination of occult doc-
trines and, moreover, they gave theosophical doctrines a distinctly cultured and 
intellectual standing by presenting them as scholarly texts. Theosophical societies 
and publications became a repository of professional occult knowledge and they 
changed the fragmented field of occultism into a more or less coherent discourse.81
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As an esoteric school, the Theosophical Society intended to teach an esoteric 
philosophy in which the recovery of ‘ancient wisdom’ wherein religion and sci-
ence were undivided was one of the main ingredients. This supposed perennial 
philosophy was the source of all the great religions of the world, and thus they 
all taught the same secret doctrine. Blavatksy and Olcott converted to Buddhism 
in 1880, but they lamented modern Buddhism as a degenerated outgrowth while 
they lauded the ancient form, which they defined as identical to their own mysti-
cal cosmology. Asian gurus and magicians were Blavatksy’s principal teachers and 
not shamans. Yet, in her philosophy, shamans were magicians too, and so they 
were supposed to have access to the divine principle that, in her view, lies behind 
all that exists. Characteristic of this perennialist outlook and the way shamans fit 
in it is the way The Path, a theosophical magazine that was published from 1886 
until 1896, alternated quotes from Blavatsky, Zoroaster, Confucius, Buddha, Lao 
Tse, Jesus, the Bhagavad Gita, the Rig Veda and ‘kabbalistic books’ with quotes 
from shamans.82

At the end of the long nineteenth century, some remarkable esoteric interpreta-
tions of shamanism were produced by British utopian socialists. Like the theo-
sophical circles, they identified shamans as occult exemplars for individuals who 
wanted to transform society by means of the perfection of individual lives. Mainly 
through the works of the ethical reformers and sexual liberators Edward Carpenter 
(1844-1929) and Havelock Ellis (1859-1939), who were both world famous at the 
turn of the century, the shaman came to represent sexual and spiritual freedom.83 

Edward Carpenter was a world fellow at Cambridge and ordained priest, but he 
renounced his holy orders and resigned his fellowship to become a university ex-
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tension lecturer. He journeyed to the United States to visit his hero, the poet Walt 
Whitman (1819-1892). Inspired by him and an interpretation of the Bhagavad 
Gita that was reminiscent of the theosophical interpretation, Carpenter developed 
a religious socialist philosophy in which history was the evolution of an immanent 
God and socialism the final realization of the unity of all. His socialist ideal could 
only be attained, he thought, if people would transform their personal lives and 
link up with their inner selves. In addition to his struggle for religious socialism, 
the ‘English Whitman’ also became known for his struggle for homosexual equal-
ity. In the exceptional evolutionary scheme that he set up to fortify his ideals intel-
lectually, he put shamans in a leading position.84

Shamans were precursors on the road to civilization, as Carpenter suggested in 
1914. They were the first sole representatives of the class of ‘intermediates’, transi-
tional types of men and women who formed a kind of superior being who helped 
the human race to reach a higher pedestal of civilization. Shamans, ‘almost in-
variably, in some degree or other, of Uranian temperament’, were ‘supervirile’ and 
inspired and uplifted their contemporaries in both prophetic and divinatory ways. 
The successors of shamans, Carpenter claimed, branched out in the directions of 
art and science.85

His construction of the shaman fitted well in Carpenter’s combination of pro-
gressive evolutionist ideals, his sexual principles and his belief in the simple life, a 
return to nature and the elimination of possessions. These were related to his idea 
that the paradisiacal state of ‘simple consciousness’ of primitive man had been 
lost in modern society. Carpenter was not a theosophist and would not become 
one, notwithstanding his friendship with Annie Besant (1847-1933), the impor-
tant feminist and socialist who became the president of the Theosophical Society 
in 1907. According to Carpenter she had failed to penetrate the ‘ideas and inspi-
rations of the ancient East’ and she lacked the ‘intuitive perception, the mystic 
quality of mind, which should enable her to reach the very heart of the old Vedan-
tic teaching’. He even wrote Blavatsky’s Secret Doctrine off as ‘rot and confusion’. 
Carpenter’s scolding of theosophy must be seen as part of his struggle to establish 
himself as a guru of mystical utopianism within the larger field of esotericism, 
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where, of course, theosophy took a more dominant position. As an intermediate 
himself, similar to the shamans before him, he positioned himself as a harbinger 
in the ‘evolution of consciousness’ that would, ultimately and triumphantly, lead to 
a universal brotherhood of socialism.86

Shamans also appeared in the works of Havelock Ellis (1859-1939), the ‘intellec-
tual titan’ who struggled for socialism and sexual freedom alongside Carpenter.87 
Ellis’ interest in mysticism, occultism, psychic phenomena, ‘primitives’ and self-
development had already developed when he started to experiment with mescal 
buttons, also known as peyote, in 1896, together with, inter alia, the Anglo-Irish 
poet and occultist William Butler Yeats (1865-1939). British avant-garde artists 
who took steps in the field of esotericism habitually used hashish and opium to 
pursue mystical experiences. Ellis and his team were the first to try mescal. It is 
noteworthy that they did not associate their use of hallucinogens with shaman-
ism; this combination would only become established during the 1950s. Ellis was 
impressed with the results of peyote; ‘a certain consciousness of energy and intel-
lectual power’ and ‘an orgy’ of brilliant visions that revealed ‘an optical fairyland’, 
where ‘all the senses now and then join the play, but the mind itself remains a self-
possessed spectator’. Ultimately, he concluded that mescal was ‘the most demo-
cratic of the plants which lead men to an artificial paradise’.88

In Ellis’s utopian philosophy, shamans featured as primitive mystics who ex-
celled in ‘the art of dancing’ and in ‘the art of religion’ and, Ellis argued in 1911, 
shamans

combine the functions of priests and sorcerers and medicine men. It is nearly 
everywhere found that the shaman - who is often, it would appear, at the out-
set a somewhat abnormal person – cultivates solitude, fasting, and all manner 
of ascetic practices, thereby acquiring an unusual aptitude to dream, to see vi-
sions, to experience hallucinations, and, it may well be, to acquire abnormally 
clairvoyant powers.89
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Years later, in 1923, at the time that Ellis was widely read among those American 
artists and anthropologists who, as we will see in the next chapter, embraced the 
shaman metaphor to signify authentic and pure aesthetic experiences, Ellis wrote:

It is the business of the Shaman, as on the mystical side we may conveniently 
term the medicine-man, to place himself under the conditions – and even in 
primitive life those conditions are varied and subtle – which bring his will in 
harmony with the essence of the world, so that he grows one with that essence, 
that its will becomes his will, and, reversely, that, in a sense, his will becomes 
its.90

According to Ellis, this ‘harmony with the essence of the universe’, or, in other 
words, ‘the art of finding our emotional relationship to the world conceived as a 
whole’, was nothing but the ‘quintessential core’ of religion, which is ‘best termed 
“mysticism”’.91

Conclusion

So, what can we conclude from this history? The main point is that from its very 
beginning in western thinking, the term ‘shaman’ was used for a collection of very 
different individuals from an overwhelming variety of distinct social and cultural 
contexts. Most eighteenth and nineteenth-century interpretations of supposed 
shamans and shamanism were ‘grave misrepresentations’, based on ‘prejudice or 
ignorance’, as Stadling noted. Indeed, the early phase of the genealogy of shaman-
ism demonstrates that, as Tomoko Masuzawa correctly observed, ‘Poor grammar, 
fuzzy semantics, or uncertain orthography can never stop a phrase from gaining 
currency if there is enough practical demand for it in the spirit of the times’.92 

Stadling was not the only one to recognise the problematic character of the term 
‘shamanism’. Others also realised that it was a product of simplified distortions of 
the complex ethnographic realities of Siberia. Yet the few critical observations on 
the complexity of the term did not prevent the expansion of the meaning of the 
terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ in different directions, especially after they were 
used to make sense of various colonial projects around the globe. Indeed, a critical 
view on the variety of early interpretations of shamanism reveals that they form a 
spectrum of interpretations too complex to understand through broad generalisa-
tions. 
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The anti-shamanic perspectives of most Enlightenment intellectuals and the ro-
mantic-primitivist conceptions of counter-enlightenment thinkers seem to repre-
sent the basic opposite positions with regard to shamanism, but it is too simplistic 
to play down all stances as positions in one of these two camps. For instance, while 
both can be found on the romantic side of this crude scale, Siberian regional-
ists offered a distinctly different perspective on supposed shamans than German 
counter-enlightenment artists. The same is true for anthropologists and theolo-
gians. Both groups occupied evolutionary positions vis-à-vis shamans, but their 
perspectives on shamans – and religion in general – differed considerably. Similar 
to both groups, theosophists positioned themselves at the peak of evolutionary 
progress but, unlike the others, considered the supposed ancient shamanic knowl-
edge of shamans as a valuable asset.

Along its specific genealogical routes, a number of significant clusters of mean-
ings stuck to the term shamanism. In short, shamanism became a metaphor for 
prehistoric or ancient religion, sorcery, knowledge or wisdom, and the shaman 
became a symbol of the unsophisticated imposter or devil-worshipper on the one 
hand and, on the other, a recognized symbol of an authentic personality with dis-
tinct creative and/or occult gifts. Indeed, the concept ‘shaman’ gradually became 
a powerful metaphor, representing both the essence of religion and its opposite, 
representing both the ills of supposed primitive irrationality and a potent antidote 
to the supposed ills of excessive rationality. Yet again, romantic and idealistic in-
terpretations of shamanism cannot simply be explained as an anti-modern under-
current in the margins of the process of modernisation. 



3 
Early twentieth-century  

American interpretations

The German immigrant of Jewish descent Franz Boas (1858-1942) played a key 
role in the structuring of the American field of cultural anthropology and the 
gradual but major shift in which evolutionary and armchair anthropology gave 
way to new perspectives and new methods of inquiry. For his interpretation of 
shamanism, Boas depended primarily on the biographical accounts of his princi-
ple informant Maxulagilis, the man who became known under his shamanic name 
Quesalid. In the 1930 version of Boas’s story, Maxulagilis started with a by now 
famous opening line:

I desired to learn about the shaman, whether it is true or whether it is made 
up and whether they pretend to be shamans.1

In the story, Maxulagilis was obliged to become a shaman during a shamanic heal-
ing ceremony in which a crystal entered his body. Although other shamans feared 
that he might expose them, they taught him the tricks of their trade. Maxulagilis 
learned different healing rituals and he was taught secrets known only to initiated 
shamans, for instance how to fall into a fit and how to produce blood from his 
mouth. Later in the story, Maxulagilis received the name Quesalid from a chief 
after he had cured his grandson. From his adventures, Quesalid learned that some 
shamanic practices were more false than others and despite his lingering reserva-
tions, he was able to initiate a profitable shamanic career.2

Boas presented his informant and his activities as representative of typical long-
established Kwakiutl behaviour. Yet a closer inspection of Boas’s informant is re-
vealing. The shaman Quesalid may have practised ‘shamanism’ among the Kwak-
iutl, but he was not a Kwakiutl himself. He was born George Hunt (1854-1933). 
His father was an Englishman who ran the store and trading post in Fort Rupert 
and his mother was a Tinglit noblewoman. At Fort Rupert Hunt lived among 

1  F. Boas, Religion of the Kwakiutl Indians Part I – Texts (New York, 1930), Religion of the 
Kwakiutl Indians Part II – Translations (New York, 1930) 1.

2  Idem. See also his ‘Religion’ in H. Codere (ed.), Kwakiutl Ethnography (Chicago, 1966) 120-
70.
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Kwakiutl and immersed himself in their social life, especially after he married two 
high-ranking Kwakiutl women. Although Hunt was initiated as a ‘shaman’ and 
practised as such for a couple of years, he was never considered a Kwakiutl and 
he never learned how to write the Kwakiutl language without errors. These details 
make the reliability of his material questionable. Without a doubt, Hunt was a cul-
tural expert and an important figure in Kwakiutl society, but he was a white man 
when in contact with Boas and an Indian at other times. He may have represented 
his own shamanic activities carefully and truthfully, but they certainly cannot be 
considered age-old Kwakiutl shamanic behaviour.

As a relative outsider in the different cultures in which he was involved, Hunt 
became a cultural broker. Before he started to work with Boas in 1888, Hunt had 
already worked as an informant and collector for other leading figures in ethnol-
ogy and museum collection. Hunt became the single largest Kwakiutl collector, 
and ultimately he became one of the most prominent originators of the current 
view of ‘traditional’ Kwakiutl culture, and thus of Kwakiutl shamanism. Whereas 
Boas used Hunt in his quest to document the vanishing Kwakiutl culture before 
it disappeared altogether, Hunt used Boas to launch his career as a professional 
collector of Indian specimens. Boas tried to preserve what he thought of as the es-
sence of Native American culture before it was lost and he tried to reconstruct an 
integral, maybe even imagined, whole that might have existed in the past, but he 
did not take into account that Hunt was also guided by specific dispositions, nor 
that Hunt had constructed Kwakiutl shamanism as a cultural broker, negotiating 
between the Kwakiutl culture and the anthropological field and struggling for a 
position in both. 3

This chapter focuses on the American lineages of shamanism of the first half of 
the twentieth century. I shall start with Franz Boas’s determining steps in the field 
of anthropology [1] and go on with a depiction of the interpretations of shaman-
ism that were produced in Boasian and other American anthropological schools 
[2]. After a brief interlude that focuses on the anthropological subfield of ethno-
botany, where shamans and hallucinogenic drugs came to be entwined [3], I shall 
continue with an examination of the important link between anthropologists and 
avant-garde artists [4]. In this final part an amalgamation of scholarly, esoteric 

3  J. Cannizzo, ‘George Hunt and the Invention of Kwakiutl Culture’, Canadian Review of 
Sociology and Anthropology 20 (1983) 44-58; I. Jacknis, ‘George Hunt, Collector of Indian 
Specimens’, in A. Jonaitis (ed.), Chiefly Feasts. The Enduring Kwakiutl Potlatch (New York, 
1991) 177-225; J. Berman, ‘George Hunt and the Kwak’wala Texts’, Anthropological Lin-
guistics 36 (1994) 482-514; C. Briggs and R. Baumann, ‘“The Foundation of All Future 
Researches”: Franz Boas, George Hunt, Native American Texts, and the Construction of 
Modernity’, American Quarterly 51 (1999) 479-528; P. Raibmon, ‘Theatres of Contact: The 
Kwakwaka’wakw Meet Colonialism in British Columbia and at the Chicago World’s Fair’, 
Canadian Historical Review 81 (2000) 157-86; H. Whitehead, ‘The Hunt for Quesalid: 
Tracking Lévi-Strauss’ Shaman’, Anthropology & Medicine 7 (2000) 149-68.
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and therapeutic authorities come into view that had an enduring impact on the 
genealogy of shamanism. The focal point of the last section is the exemplary artist-
shaman-therapist-anthropologist Jaime de Angulo. He represents the blurring of 
the fields in which the shaman came to be recognised as the healer-poet-shaman. 

Franz Boas

Boas opposed evolutionary anthropology and pushed the discipline away from 
the largely speculative Eurocentric schemes in the direction of what is called his-
torical particularism and cultural relativism. As was customary in the German 
geographical field in which he was educated, Boas focused on regional cultural 
history.4 It is interesting to mention Adolf Bastian (1826-1905) here, as this Ger-
man folk psychologist prepared the intellectual ground for Boas. Bastian was in-
spired by Johann Gottfried Herder’s romantic philosophische Anthropologie and, 
like him, he explicitly dealt with shamanism. Not surprisingly, Bastian related it to 
specific Völkergedanken and focused on the ‘easily excitable temperament of the 
polar ethnic groups and their shamans’. He argued that the shaman was a ‘subjec-
tive interpreter who, by somatic manipulation, puts himself into a state of inner 
excitement and interprets everyday affairs according to the fantastic pictures of his 
inner mind’.5

According to his admirers, Boas turned anthropology into a science. In the new 
anthropological discipline, scholars did not study human races, but culture and re-
ligion. These did not follow a single course and they were not simply a realization 
of inherent potentials. Instead, their development involved many historical fac-
tors and, as Boas argued, anthropologists should understand cultural phenomena 
within their own cultural-historical context.6 Boasian anthropological endeavours 

4  S. Bennison, ‘Geography and the Early Career of Franz Boas’, American Anthropologist NS 
5 (1949) 523-6; C. Kluckhohn and O. Prufer, ‘Influences During the Formative Years’, in W. 
Goldschmidt (ed.), The Anthropology of Frans Boas. Memoir 89 of the American Anthropo-
logical Association 61 (1959) 4-28; A. Krupat, ‘Anthropology in the Ironic Mode: The Work 
of Franz Boas’, Social Texts 19/20 (1988) 105-18 at 105.

5  K. Koepping, Adolf Bastian and the Psychic Unity of Mankind. The Foundations of Anthro-
pology in Nineteenth Century Germany (St. Lucia, London and New York, 1983) 203-5; M. 
Bunzl, ‘Franz Boas and the Humboldtian Tradition. From Volksgeist and Nationalchara-
kter to an Anthropological Concept of Culture’, in G.W. Stocking, Jr. (ed.), Volksgeist as 
Method and Ethic. Essays on Boasian Ethnography and the German Anthropological Tradi-
tion (Madison and London, 1996) 17-78; W.A. Koelsch, ‘Franz Boas, Geographer, and the 
Problem of Disciplinary Identity’, Journal of the History of the Behavioral Sciences 40 (2004) 
1–22.

6  G.W. Stocking, Jr., ‘The Basic Assumptions of Boasian Anthropology’, in idem, The Shap-
ing of American Anthropology 1883-1911. A Franz Boas Reader (New York 1974) 1-20 and 
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were reminiscent of folkloristic approaches as they were oriented toward the re-
capturing of ethnic essences that were rapidly being obscured by the impact of Eu-
ropean civilization. Anthropologists, therefore, should analyze cultures not from 
their armchairs, as their evolutionist predecessors had done, but by spending time 
with them and learning their language. Boas thus dismantled the cultural hierar-
chy that located so-called primitive cultures on the bottom rung of social progress 
and considered them inferior to Western culture.7

Boas merged his personal, political and scientific goals in his anthropology, that 
was partly a Kulturkampf as it was closely related to his social activism, such as 
his struggles against racism and evolutionism. His defence of minority groups 
can be understood against the background of the anti-Semitism that he had been 
confronted with.8 In their search for authentic cultural forms, Boas and other so-
called salvage anthropologists produced empathetic and perceptive ethnographies 
but they tended to overlook their own constructional work and that of their in-
formants, as we have already seen in the introduction to this chapter. This myopic 
quality also characterized Boas’ analysis of North American shamanism. In his 
short exposé of American Indian religion, published in 1910, he described dif-
ferent forms of shamans or medicine men, thereby using the term ‘shaman’ for 
a range of different practitioners from Algonquian, Iroquois, Kwakiutl, Pawnee, 
Salish, Siouan and other ‘American tribes’. Two categories of shamans could be 
found ‘practically all over the continent’. The first category obtained their power 
through the assistance of guardian spirits, while the other category was personally 
endowed with magic powers. Both types of shaman were entrusted to cure dis-
eases and protect against them. Boas wrote: ‘In treating the patient, the shamans 
almost everywhere use various means to work themselves into a state of excite-
ment, which is produced by singing, by the use of the drum and rattle, and by 

‘From Rousseau to Rivers’, Rain 61 (1984) 6-8; A. Kuper, The Invention of Primitive Society. 
Transformations of an Illusion (London and New York, 1988) 125-51. M. Hyatt, ‘The Rise 
of the Professional’, in idem, Franz Boas. Social Activist. The Dynamics of Ethnicity (New 
York, 1990) 41-66. See also A. Lesser, ‘Boas, Franz’, International Encyclopedia of the Social 
Sciences 2 (1968) 99-110.

7  I. Jacknis, ‘Franz Boas and Exhibits. On the Limitations of the Museum Method of Anthro-
pology’, in G.W. Stocking, Jr., Objects and Others. Essays on Museums and Material Culture 
(Madison and London, 1985) 75-111.

8  Hyatt, Franz Boas, 156; G.W. Stocking, Jr., ‘Anthropology as Kulturkampf. Science and Poli-
tics in the Career of Franz Boas’, in idem, The Ethnographer’s Magic and Other Essays in the 
History of Anthropology (Wisconsin, 1992) 92-113; G. Frank, ‘Jews, Multiculturalism, and 
Boasian Anthropology, American Anthropologist NS 99 (1997) 731-45; H.S. Lewis, ‘The 
Passion of Franz Boas’, American Anthropologist NS 103 (2001) 447-67; R. Bauman and 
C.L. Briggs, ‘The Foundation of All Future Researches: Frans Boas’ Cosmopolitan Charter 
for Anthropology’, in idem, Voices of Modernity: Language Ideologies and the Politics of 
Inequality (Cambridge, 2003) 255-97. 
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dancing’. In some regions, shamans mainly extracted the material disease from the 
body by sucking or pulling with the hands. In other regions, the shamans princi-
pally went in pursuit of the absent soul, recovered it and restored it to the patient. 
These shamans were believed to free themselves of their bodies to visit the spirits 
in their domain. Some shamans were ‘hostile shamans’ who used their powers to 
throw disease into the bodies of enemies and to abduct souls.9

The Russian connection

For the study and interpretation of shamanism, Boas’s collaboration with the 
Russian ethnographers Waldemar Jochelson (1855-1937) and Waldemar Bogo-
ras (1865-1936) was of great importance. They had become ethnographers after 
the Tsarist regime convicted them for their anti-governmental activities and sent 
them to Siberia as political exiles during the second half of the nineteenth century. 
They were narodniki, that is, members of the anti-Tsarist opposition movement 
that idealized peasants or the ‘common people’ (narod in Russian). In Siberia, 
they started to collect ethnographic and folkloric material concerning the people 
amongst whom they were living.10 When Boas conceived and directed the Jesup 
North Pacific Expedition (1897-1902), to pursue his interest in the Siberian coast-
al region, it was Radloff (Chapter 2) who recommended Jochelson and Bogoras 
for the project. In what still counts as the most important expedition in American 
anthropology, Siberia and North America were regarded as an interconnected cul-
tural area.11

Under Boas’s guidance, the anthropologists working together claimed that sha-
manism had originated in North Asia and had travelled to North America in a 

9  F. Boas, ‘The Religion of American Indians’, in Stocking, The Shaping of American Anthro-
pology, 257-67 at 264-5, originally published in F.W Hodge (ed.), Handbook of American 
Indians North of Mexico (Washington, 1910) 365-71.

10  F. Boas, ‘Waldemar Bogoras’, American Anthropologist NS 39 (1937) 314-5; L. Krader, ‘Bo-
goraz, Vladimir G.; Sternberg, Lev Y.; Jochelson, Vladimir’, in International Encyclopedia of 
the Social Sciences 2 (1968) 117-9.

11  N.N., ‘The Jesup North Pacific Expedition’, Science NS 12 (1900) 235-6; F. Boas, ‘The Je-
sup North Pacific Expedition’, in Stocking, The Shaping of American Anthropology, 107-16, 
originally published in Publications of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition 1 (1898) 1-11; 
S.A. Fried et al., ‘Capitalist Philanthropy and Russian Revolutionaries: The Jesup North 
Pacific Expedition (1897-1902)’, American Anthropologist 90 (1988) 7-24; L.P. Kuz’mina, 
‘The Jesup North Pacific Expedition: A History of Russian-American Cooperation’, in W.W. 
Fitzhugh and V. Chaussonnet (eds.), Anthropology of the Northern Rim (Washington, 1994) 
63-77; I. Krupnik, ‘Jesup Genealogy: Intellectual Partnership and Russian-American Co-
operation in Arctic/North Pacific Anthropology. Part I. From the Jesup Expedition to the 
Cold War, 1897-1948’, Arctic Anthropology 35 (1998) 199-226 at 201; P.P. Schweitzer, ‘The 
Social Anthropology of the Russian Far North’, in M. Nuttall and T.V. Callaghan (eds.), The 
Arctic. Environment, People, Policy (Amsterdam, 2000) 411-39 at 414-7.
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process of diffusionism. As a primordial form of religion, shamanism had passed 
from culture to culture, and on this road it had changed form, function and mean-
ing. In line with this view, anthropologists used the concept of shamanism for 
Native American medicine men as well. Boas and his colleagues located the ‘sha-
manic complex’ that they explored in Siberia and North America, and in their 
perspective it included all kinds of spiritual practices involving direct contact with 
spiritual forces. Boas and his colleagues thus accelerated the pace by which an-
thropologists habituated themselves to appropriating the term shamanism.12

Jochelson and Bogoras linked Siberian shamanism with ‘arctic hysteria’, arguing 
that mentally unstable individuals were prone to become shamans. Another aspect 
of shamans they focused on, which other scholars would pick up later, such as, 
for instance, the aforementioned Edward Carpenter (Chapter 2), was the sexual-
ity of shamans. In a 1901 article on ‘The Chukchi of Northeastern Asia’, Bogoras 
explained that in some cases, Chukchi men who became shamans underwent a 
sexual transformation. As shamans, these men not only assumed female cloth-
ing and speech but even forgot their ‘former masculine knowledge’. In his 1904 
article on ‘The Mythology of the Koryak’, Jochelson also described ‘transformed 
shamans’; shamans who changed their sex by order of the spirits.13

In addition to the sexually transformed shamans, Bogoras perceived three other 
categories of shamans that, he warned, could not be demarcated very clearly, as 
shamans skilled in the practices of one group also had general knowledge of the 
others. The first group consisted of those shamans working as ventriloquists, with 
tricks that resembled those that were known from spiritism. The medicine men, 
the second group, casted evil spells, whereas the third group, the prophets, oc-
cupied themselves with divination. Jochelson, in his turn, made a distinction be-
tween ‘family shamanism’ and ‘professional shamanism’. In the first category, the 
eldest member of the family usually acted as the priest of the family cult while 
some female members acquired particular skill in the art of beating the drum and 
singing. Professional shamans practised outside the limits of the family cult and 
could be popular within a range of hundreds of miles. They treated patients with 
the help of a particular kind of spirit, they struggled with other shamans and they 
caused injury to their enemies.14

During the last years of his life, Bogoras was interested in what he liked to call 
the grand generalization of anthropology and, according to Boas, ‘he gave freer 
rein to his imagination than he could do in the narrower field of faithful presenta-

12  Fried et al., ‘Capitalist Philanthropy and Russian Revolutionaries’, 7-24; L. Krader, ‘Bo-
goraz; Sternberg; Jochelson’, 117-9; Znamenski, ‘General Introduction’, xix, xxxii-xxxvi and 
Beauty of the Primitive, 65-6.

13  W. Bogoras, ‘The Chukchi of Northeastern Asia’, American Anthropologist 3 (1901) 80-108 
at 98-100; W. Jochelson, ‘The Mythology of the Koryak’, American Anthropologist 6 (1904) 
413-25 at 421. 

14  Bogoras, ‘The Chukchi’, 99; Jochelson, ‘The Mythology of the Koryak’, 420-1.
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tion and careful analysis of observed facts’. In these years, Boas argued, ‘it was the 
artist rather than the scientist who spoke when he dwelled on these problems’.15 
Although Bogoras was certainly a scholar, he was also a poet and novelist. His 
heart, however, was in politics. He wrote revolutionary pamphlets, novels, stories 
and poems under his pseudonym Tan, a name that he had derived from his Jewish 
surname. His artistic writings unmistakably demonstrate a primitivist stance. For 
example, his Zhertvy drakona, published in the United States in 1929 as Sons of the 
Mammoth, was presented as a ‘dramatic novel’ about the Siberian Yarry and his 
adventures in the ‘primeval wilderness’ with ‘tribal mysteries’.16 

Four years before, in 1925, Bogoras had made a noteworthy contribution to the 
genealogy of shamanism in a scholarly publication that credited shamans with 
special gifts of perception. Bogoras praised shamans for their special capacities 
and he even argued that shamans foreshadowed the theories of modern physics, 
as ‘the ideas of modern physics about space and time, when clothed with con-
crete psychical form, appeared as shamanistic’. Resembling modern physicists, 
shamans were conscious of the unstable, ever-changing dimensions of space and 
time. Their dreams represented one of the principal sources of religious knowledge 
and religious experience, and because the quality and character of dreams had not 
changed in the least, Bogoras argued, ‘one could assert with some confidence: Our 
dreams are more ancient than the other part of our physical self. Our dreams are 
palaeolithic’. In a peculiar line of reasoning, in which he related dreams to myths 
in the way individual psychology is linked to social psychology, Bogoras stressed 
the correlation between the ‘religious and psychico-mathematical conceptions of 
the Universe’, both ‘impersonal conceptions of the Universe’, with a more ‘precise 
orientation in their modern form’.17 Bogoras was not the first to praise shamans for 
their special abilities and he would not be the last. Increasingly, shamans were per-
ceived as inventors and pioneers in different spheres and as the originators of many 
different cultural forms. Boas’s students would take a leading role in this process.

American anthropological schools

From the turn of the century onwards, American anthropologists increasingly 
made use of the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’, and they furnished shamanism 

15  F. Boas, ‘Waldemar Bogoras’, American Anthropologist NS 39 (1937) 314-5 at 314.
16  W. Bogoras, Sons of the Mammoth (New York, 1929), citations from the dustjacket; Freed 

et al., The Jesup North Pacific Expedition, 19; K. Gernet, Vladimir Germanovic Bogoraz 
(1865-1936). Eine Bibliographie (München, 1999) 13. Znamenski refers to Bogoras’s 1935 
novel The Resurrected Tribe in which he portrays shamans as pitiful victims of savage igno-
rance, Beauty of the Primitive, 334. 

17  W. Bogoras, ‘Ideas of Space and Time in the Conception of Primitive Religion’, American 
Anthropologist 27 (1925) 205-66 at 205, 242, 266.
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with an ever-increasing cultural prominence. This tendency was demonstrated 
during the 1914 exhibition at the American Museum of Natural History, where 
materials from Asia and North and South America were used to portray shaman-
ism as a global archaic faith, even older than Judaism.18 In the same year, the Rev. 
Dr. John Lee Maddox told an audience of anthropologists that most scientific 
and effective methods of treating disease had derived from shamans or medicine 
men. Maddox, who was a chaplain in the United States Army and, significantly, 
a supporter of the so-called Body and Soul Clinic (‘Where clergyman and physi-
cians mobilize the combined power of religion and science for the cure of hu-
man ailments’), argued that the practices of shamans may have been ‘barbarous, 
sometimes ridiculous’, but ‘the shamanistic class (…) has aided social progress by 
enforcing an unbending, irresistible discipline upon wild and loosely governed 
tribes’. According to Maddox, the shaman, called ‘Medicine Man’ in the language 
of the North American Indians, ‘was the first musician, painter, teacher, writer, 
historian, reckoner of time, physician, priest and astronomer’.19

Different major anthropologists contributed to the wide acceptance of the sha-
man as the archaic individual predecessor of different cultural forms. Among them 
Alfred Louis Kroeber (1876-1960), the first student to receive a PhD from Boas in 
1901. He defined shamanism, in 1907, rather wide-ragingly, as ‘the supposed in-
dividual control of the supernatural through a personally acquired power of com-
munication with the spirit world’. Kroeber, who would become one of the most 
influential anthropologists of the first half of the twentieth century, also stated: 
‘the simpler the stage of culture the more important the shaman’. In other words, 
increasing civilization and more complexity made the shaman less important. Yet 
the shaman was ‘fundamentally unvarying in form through all successive periods 
of civilization to the highest’.20

18  P. Jenkins, Dream Catchers. How Mainstream America Discovered Native Spirituality (Ox-
ford, 2004) 57.

19  D. Folkmar, ‘Meeting of November 17, 1914’, American Anthropologist 17 (1915) 611-12; 
J.L. Maddox, ‘The Body and Soul Clinic’, North American Review 228 (1929) 474-80 and 
‘The Spirit Theory in Early Medicine’, American Anthropologist 32 (1930) 503-21 at 503, 
505, 514. It is illustrative for the increasing popularity of the term ‘shamanism’ in recent de-
cades that Maddox’s book, originally published as The Medicine Men: A Sociological Study 
of the Character and Evolution of Shamanism (New York, 1923), was reissued as Shamans 
and Shamanism (New York, 2003).

20  A.L. Kroeber, ‘The Religion of the Indians of California’, University of California Publica-
tions in American Archaeology and Ethnology 4 (1907) 319-56 at 327. See also D. Hymes, 
‘Alfred Louis Kroeber’, Language 37 (1961) 1-28; J.H. Steward et al., ‘Alfred Louis Kroeber 
1876-1960’, American Anthropologist 63 (1961) 1038-87; T. Buckley, ‘Kroeber’s Theory of 
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62 (1989) 15-26; I. Jacknis, ‘The First Boasian: Alfred Kroeber and Franz Boas, 1896-1905’, 
American Anthropologist NS 104 (2002) 520-32.
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One can only wonder what Kroeber would have thought of the development 
of shamanism as a popular practice in the complex contemporary western world 
from the 1970s onwards. Probably Kroeber would have been surprised to see that 
he could recognize some of their techniques, as they are similar to the ways his 
Californian shamans acquired their ‘shamanistic power’. That is to say, he found 
shamans acquiring their power through dreams in which spirits visited them, 
through ‘waking vision and trance’ and, furthermore, the shaman ‘sometimes ac-
quires his powers through seeking for them rather than by having them thrust 
upon him during dream or vision’.21 Kroeber evidently associated shamanism with 
the communal living of the ‘simple’ stages of culture. Yet at the same time he as-
sociated shamanism with individualism, as a 1923 article demonstrated in which 
he argued that ‘admission is by individual supernatural experience’ and defined 
‘shamanistic’ as ‘individualistic-control of spirits and disease’.22

Another anthropologist who gave the concept of shamanism a firm position 
in American anthropology was Roland Burrage Dixon (1875-1934), who had ac-
quired a reputation as an anthropologist by participating in the Jesup Expedition. 
Dixon argued that, although there were considerable differences among shamans, 
both in character and position, ‘fundamentally the shaman is everywhere much 
alike’. As Znamenski already noted, Dixon emphasised the democratic nature of 
American Indian shamanism in his 1908 ‘Some Aspects of the American Shaman’. 
Yet, in his definition of shamans, he credited shamans with autocratic features, as 
they formed 

that motley class of persons, found in every savage community, who are sup-
posed to have closer relations with the supernatural than other men, and who, 
according as they use the advantages of their position in one way or another, 
are the progenitors alike of the physician and the sorcerer, the prophet, the 
teacher, and the priest’.23

Another Jesup expedition participant, the German anthropologist Berthold Laufer 
(1874-1934), illustrated the acceptance of the term within the field in his notable 
and well-known 1917 article on the ‘origin of the word shaman’. Laufer, who had 
come to the United States in 1898 at the suggestion of Boas, thought that it was 
time for an ‘ethnologist to take an interest in the history of a term which has be-
come part and parcel of anthropological nomenclature, and the origin of which 

21  Kroeber, ‘The Religion of the Indians of California’, 327.
22  A. L. Kroeber, ‘American Culture and the Northwest Coast’, American Anthropologist NS 25 
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has given rise to numerous discussions and speculations’. Laufer endorsed the 
words ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ and concluded that

it is obvious that the word ŝaman has now legitimately secured an absolute 
and irrevocable decree of divorce from its pseudo-mate çramaņa, or ŝa-men, 
and that this mismated couple cannot live together any longer. Tungisian sa-
man, ŝaman, xaman, etc., Mongol ŝaman, Turkish kan and xam, are close and 
inseparable allies grown and nourished on the soil of Northern Asia, - live 
witnesses for the great antiquity of the shamanistic form of religion.24 

One of the most famous students of Boas was Ruth Fulton Benedict (1887-1948). 
With her popularizing anthropology and ‘anthropology for the common man’ she 
reached millions of readers. In her work, she disconnected the term ‘shamanism’ 
from its Siberian roots and habitually used it to designate a range of different reli-
gious practitioners around the world. In her analysis of what she labelled ‘cultural 
patterns’ she dealt with the term shaman almost habitually, using it for completely 
different characters and without critically reflecting on the term.25 In her 1922 
article on ‘Plains Culture’, for example, Benedict argued that on the Western Plains 
a special ‘spiritual-sanctified profession’ was absent, and that because of the com-
mon access of all men to supernatural powers, there was a ‘lack of laity-shaman-
istic distinction’. The shamans of the Dakota of the Eastern Plains, on the other 
hand, were organized in cults. They ‘possessed an esoteric vocabulary’ and their 
initiation was the outcome of supernatural experiences. In contrast, the shamans 
of the Pawnee of the Eastern Plains depended on prolonged training. Their sha-
mans formed ‘a ranked and vested College of Cardinals’.26

As Clifford Geertz (1926-2006) brilliantly put in words, with her ‘rhetoric strat-
egy’, Benedict juxtaposed ‘the all-too-familiar and the wildly exotic in such a way 
that they change places’.27 Indeed, her views on shamans were part of her larger 
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commitment to advocate cultural relativism that would, she hoped, alter individ-
ual sensibilities to other cultures. In her best-selling 1932 Patterns of Culture, she 
argued that the shaman had to be distinguished from the priest, as the priest ‘is 
the depository of ritual and the administrator of cult activities’. In contrast, the 
North-American shamans ‘are characteristically those who have the experience of 
the vision’. Benedict defined shamanism as

one of the most general human institutions. The shaman is the religious prac-
titioner who, by whatever kind of personal experience is recognized as super-
natural in his tribe, gets his power directly from the gods.28

By emphasising the highly individual experiences of shamans, Benedict strength-
ened the idea of the shaman as an exceptionally gifted individual. Yet, as a typical 
proponent of the so-called culture and personality school of anthropology, she 
also suggested that shamans and shamanism were part of the basic personality 
structure of cultures. In her 1934 ‘Anthropology and the Abnormal’, Benedict used 
shamans as ‘illustrations of the fact that those whom we regard as abnormals may 
function adequately in other cultures’. Further, with their ‘cataleptic seizures’ sha-
mans gained ‘cultural approval’. Benedict even went so far as to claim that, not-
withstanding their ‘neurotic condition’, the ‘shamans of Siberia dominate their 
communities’.29 

In line with this movement, Benedict’s friend and pupil, the influential histo-
rian of medicine and former Trotzkyite Erwin H. Ackerknecht (1906-1988) also 
stressed the contingency of pathological categories. He made a case for the healthy 
social functioning of shamans. They were ‘healed madmen’ who had overcome a 
‘preshamanic psychosis’. Shamanism, therefore, was not a disease ‘but being healed 
from disease’.30 In 1945, Ackerknecht fruitlessly argued that it was ‘extremely re-

28. See also S.W. Mintz, ‘Ruth Benedict’, in S. Silverman (ed.) Totems and Teachers. Per-
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grettable that the term, shaman, has been used very loosely as a synonym for 
medicine man in all four corners of the world’.31 The mental health of shamans 
remained an unsettled issue in the field of anthropology, but, in general, American 
anthropologists agreed that shamanism and shamans were essential components 
that helped to integrate the dispersed aspects of cultures. The interpretation of 
the shaman as a wounded healer stuck and remained important for many future 
interpreters.32 

Needless to say, it is impossible to mention all American anthropologists who 
made use of the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’. In general, along the dominant 
lineage of shamanism, the concept shaman travelled a long way, from disturbed 
individuals to intelligent, spiritual gifted leaders. For instance, in his 1938 Shaman-
ism in Western North America, the American anthropologist Willard Zerbe Park 
(1906-1965) defined the shaman as ‘one who acquires supernatural power through 
direct personal experience’. According to him, ‘The great diversity of practices and 
beliefs presented by a survey of shamanism does not readily yield a clear definition 
of the term’. Yet, he also wrote:

One point is held common by all these definitions: the shaman in all cases is 
one who has direct relationships with spirit powers in contrast to the priest 
who fulfils his office largely by virtue of his knowledge of rituals.33

Wider audiences came to appreciate shamans through the 1948 anthropological 
best-selling classic The Heathens, in which Harvard physical anthropologist Wil-
liam White Howells (1908-2005) portrayed shamans as ‘men and women with 
extraordinary powers of their own’, whose ‘purposes are good, and who are given 
public recognition and respect’. Howells taught his readers that shamans displayed

a combination of expert showmanship and management and of autohypnosis, 
so that while the shaman knows perfectly well he is faking much of the perfor-
mance he may at the same time work himself into a trance in which he does 
things he believes are beyond his merely human powers.34

31  E.H. Ackerknecht, ‘Typical Aspects’, in Walser and Koelbing, Erwin H. Ackerknecht, 17-29 
at 28, originally published as ‘Primitive Medicine’, Transactions of the New York Academy of 
Science, Series II 8 (1945) 26-37.
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34  W.W. Howells, The Heathens. Primitive Man and His Religions (Salem, 1948) 125.
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Shamans used ‘ventriloquism and histrionics’ and ‘other tricks to heighten their 
effects’ and when they went ‘into action the result is not a rite but a séance, which 
is full of drama and which the people enjoy immensely’. Clearly, Howells had a 
high opinion of shamans: ‘shamans are among the most intelligent and earnest 
people of their community, and their position is one of leadership’.35

Is it justifiable to interpret the American anthropological genealogy of shaman-
ism as a straightforward road to sanctification, then? No, it is not, as a quick look at 
some other schools of anthropology demonstrate. For instance, from the 1940s on, 
Leslie Alvin White (1900-1975) interpreted shamanism ‘as a social process’ and ‘as 
a form of division of labor’. White was guided by an evolutionary materialist per-
spective that, to the dismay of some of his colleagues, contrasted with, in White’s 
words, the ‘anti-evolutionist fallacy’ of Boas and his followers. As Communism 
would never acquire legitimacy in the American struggle for symbolic order, it is 
no wonder that White played but a minor role in the genealogy of shamanism.36 

Robert Redfield (1897-1958) should also be mentioned here as he was an im-
portant and influential anthropologist, whose interpretation of shamanism was 
related to his concern for the people who were caught in the process in which 
Gesellschaft replaced Gemeinschaft, as Ferdinand Tönnies (1858-1936) stated in 
1887.37 Redfield described the transformation of the ‘shaman-priests’ and the ad-
justment of their position, meaning and function in the new circumstances. The 
‘increase of sorcery in the city’ was ‘an adaptation to the greater insecurity and 
instability of life in the city among a people still partly illiterate and primitive in 
habit of thought’. In village life

the forms are still full of meaning; the layman understands and follows what 
the shaman-priest says and does. In the towns this is less true. The shaman-

35  Idem, 125-40.
36  L.A. White, ‘“Diffusion vs. Evolution”: An Anti-Evolutionist Fallacy’, American Anthropolo-
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priest is not a member of the town-community; he is brought in from a village, 
and the symbolism of what he does is less understood. It is simply an act of 
prudence to have him perform his ceremonies: otherwise the crop might fail. 
In a word, this functionary becomes less of a priest and more of a magician.38

In his 1941 The Folk Culture of Yucatan, Redfield described the changing position, 
function and meaning of the ‘shaman-priest’, or ‘h-men’ as he also called them in 
this study. In cities, ‘efficiency appeared as a rival virtue’ to ‘piety’ and, thus, the 
‘city man (…) looked with disfavor or contempt upon the shaman-priest. The old-
er view regarded him as a leader of the religious life’. In short, the cult of ‘h-men’ 
suffered from what Redfield called ‘incompatibles’.39 City life turned shamanic 
cults from ‘sacred and discharged by the community’ to ‘secular, and discharged 
by an individual on his own account’.40 In villages the ‘knowledge and practice of 
the h-men holds religious and medical conceptions together in something that 
approximates a system of ideas’, but in towns and cities ‘the power of professional 
diagnosis and treatment’ are no longer in the hands of a ‘single functionary, the 
h-men’. As a consequence, Redfield lamented, the ‘consistency of conceptions as to 
sickness’ and the ‘integration into the religion of the people’ disappear.41

Remarkably, notwithstanding their elegance, Redfield’s interpretations would 
not make a significant impression on the scholars who structured the dominant 
lineages of shamanism. His anthropological school in Chicago would not intensify 
the use of the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’. On the contrary, one of the most 
prominent exponents of Redfield’s anthropological school, Clifford Geertz, would 
dismiss the concept shamanism as one of those ‘desiccated types’ or ‘insipid cat-
egories’ by means of which scholars ‘devitalize their data’ in 1975.42 

Nonetheless, during the first half of the twentieth century, most American 
anthropologists started treating as shamans any spiritual practitioner, first in 
Northern America, and later in every ‘savage society’. Most of them considered 
the shaman as an outstanding individual, whose individuality contributed to the 
communalism of his people. At the same time, however, the meaning of the term 
remained contested and indistinct, as anthropologists used the term ‘shaman’ for a 
range of different specialists in different cultures. Thus, even though most Ameri-
can anthropologists treated shamanism as a universal category, it remained an im-
precise and problematic concept. 

38  Redfield, ‘Yucatan Culture Changes’, 66.
39  R. Redfield, The Folk Culture of Yucatan (Chicago, 1941) 142.
40  Idem, 182-3.
41  Idem, 309-10.
42  C. Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures (New York, 1975) 122.
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Ethnobotany

One of the major connotations of shamanism that was established during the first 
half of the twentieth century was related to hallucinogenic drugs. Highly impor-
tant for this genealogical course of shamanism were the popular travel accounts 
of the Norwegian discoverer and ethnographer Carl Sofus Lumholtz (1851-1922) 
who, at the beginning of the twentieth century, focused on the shaman’s use of 
hallucinogenic drugs among Mexican tribes. Lumholtz travelled among the Tara-
humare, the Huichols and other tribes in what he called Unknown Mexico, where 
he interviewed many Tarahumare shamans. Without these ‘wise men’, the Tara-
humare tribe would feel lost, ‘both in this life and after death’, as the shaman was 
priest and physician combined and ‘performs all the ceremonies and conducts all 
the dances and feasts by which the gods are propitiated and evil is averted’. Lum-
holtz argued that shamans sometimes also used ‘rational means’, for example ‘a 
kind of sweating-bath’ and several medicinal herbs.43

Lumholtz took a special interest in the different sacred cacti that the Tahamuha-
ra used. He did not doubt their medicinal properties, but their use was connected 
to so many rites and ceremonies that the ‘therapeutic value has been obscured’. 
Lumholtz observed that ‘to the Indians, everything in nature is alive’, and he found 
that the Huichols valued peyote as the plant with the highest mental qualities. 
Lumholtz ingested peyote, felt stimulated by it and even bought some cacti from 
a shaman. He concluded that peyote ‘exhilarates the human system, and allays all 
feeling of hunger and thirst. It also produces color visions’.44 

Thus Lumholtz took a step in the direction of the development of the distinct 
anthropological subfield known as ethnobotany, which would focus on the rela-
tionship between indigenous peoples and their use of plants. It would affect the 
perception of shamans profoundly. The ‘father’ of this field was Richard Evans 
Schultes (1915-2001). His ethnobotanical research focused, for instance, on ‘the 
appeal of peyote as medicine’, and the ‘teonanacatl: the Narcotic Mushroom of the 
Aztecs’, a mushroom that became known as the ‘flesh of the gods’.45 Succeeding 
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anthropological investigations would increasingly denote peyote or lophophora 
williamsii as ‘divine mushrooms’ with healing and religious capacities that were 
closely connected to shamanistic practices. The association of peyote with sha-
manism was not habitual, however, as a 1930 Science News-Letter demonstrated. 
Without using the term ‘shaman’, it proclaimed that ‘Peyote Button Induces Reli-
gious Fervor’.46 In some articles, however, such as the 1925 ‘Peyote, the Giver of 
Visions’, the leader of peyote ceremonies was labeled ‘shaman’.47 

For many white observers peyote symbolized the awfulness of Native Indian 
religion, while for many Indians, on the other hand, peyote was part of the pan-In-
dian movement and a symbol of resistance to assimilation. Within the American 
field of the avant-garde artists, however, peyote acquired a distinct other meaning 
as they supposed that it could be used to achieve authentic spiritual experiences. 
For example, in 1914 the anthropologist Mark Raymond Harrington (1882-1971) 
invited a group of artists from the Greenwich Village milieu to reproduce authen-
tic Indian religious rituals. It is noteworthy that one of the principal avant-garde 
‘curators of culture’, Mabel Dodge Luhan (1879-1962), was there. As wealthy salon 
host, patron and inspiration to an assortment of artists, writers and political radi-
cals (‘creators of culture’ and ‘opinion makers’, in Bourdieu’s terminology), she was 
in a position to consecrate symbolic goods and organise cultural devotion. During 
the ceremony they used arrows and feathers and built a fake fire with an electric 
light bulb and a red shawl. In their attempt to experience Native American spiritu-
ality, they ingested peyote. It would not take long before this experience would be 
considered shamanic.48

This anecdote is noteworthy as it points to the fact that some of the scholars 
who gave shamanism a distinctive appealing flavour inspired an elite network of 
avant-garde artists to explore Native American Indian culture and religion. What 
is more, several anthropologists closely collaborated in the artistic, esoteric, thera-
peutic and cultural political ventures of avant-garde intellectuals. As we will see in 
the next sections, as artists started to identify with shamans, powerful charismatic 
leaders of their community, they conferred legitimacy to the idea of the shaman as 
the embodiment of charisma and as the noble master of genuine culture. 
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The quest for genuine culture

The participation of anthropologists in the Greenwich Village milieu of avant-
garde artists and intellectuals had an enormous influence on the inspirational use 
and spread of the shaman concept. Greenwich Village avant-garde artists formed a 
cultural elite that was closely engaged with the formation a specific American na-
tional identity, especially during the period between the wars. America had come 
out of the First World War with greater political and economic power, and this had 
contributed to a specific anti-European American nationalism. Avant-garde art-
ists, anthropologists and other intellectuals demanded the status of a new cultural 
aristocracy that would awaken a new and heightened sense of individual and na-
tional purpose. In the new national élan, the Native American Indian was, as it had 
been before, a key symbol. Gradually, the image of the shaman acquired a specific 
distinctive significance in this project.49

The cultural upper crust included anthropologists such as Margaret Mead (1901-
1978), Edward Sapir (1884-1939) and Ruth Benedict. They participated in the 
field of art, for instance by writing and publishing poetry. As academic authorities 
on ‘primitive cultures’, their regular suggestion that these cultures could be models 
for American society acquired a strong legitimacy. A noteworthy case in point is 
Sapir’s momentous 1923 article ‘Culture, Genuine and Spurious’, in which he criti-
cized America’s individualism and its mass culture. Sapir, whose own poetic work 
profoundly shaped his anthropological theory, suggested that individuals needed 
a ‘rich cultural heritage’ to enable the individual ‘to find himself ’. In the process 
towards genuine culture, he argued, art should play a crucial role.50

Sapir belonged to the ‘rebellious’ generation of intellectuals who searched for 
‘true culture’ and battled for what they considered to be authenticity and sincerity. 
‘Personal growth’, ‘self-fulfilment’, ‘free love’ and, above all, ‘self-expression’ were 
major themes in this field and they were sought after via mysticism, esotericism 
and psychotherapy. Havelock Ellis and Edward Carpenter were widely read au-
thorities on the issues of love and sex in whose days, while the teachings of the 
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Swiss psychiatrist Carl Gustav Jung (1875-1961) and the Armenian-Greek ‘magi-
cian’ George Ivanovich Gurdjieff (1866-1949) were highly influential on the thera-
peutic stage. Avant-garde artists and intellectuals linked creativity, another impor-
tant issue that was closely related to the urge for self-expression, to a mystical new 
primitivism, and they started to perform Indianness in an aesthetic way. Instead of 
merely picturing the romantic Native American Indian life, as their predecessors 
had done, avant-garde artists wanted to experience the life of Native American 
Indians. Moreover, they truly believed that they could.51

Gradually, the charismatic image of the shaman started to inspire a variety of 
poets, musicians and other artists as it became a vital part of the romantic image 
of the Native American Indian. The publication of a special ‘Indian’ issue of Poetry: 
A Magazine of Verse in 1917 was a significant demonstration of the standing of 
Native American culture. It included a number of interpretations of Native song 
and dance and a list of anthropological texts including poems and myths.52 The 
issue contained a primitivist plea from the feminist writer Mary Austin (1868-
1934), who stated that ‘the poetic faculty’, as ‘the most responsive to the natural 
environment’, was the basis for ‘new national ideals’. She also argued that there was 
a ‘whole instinctive movement of the American people (...) for a deeper footing 
in their national soil’.53 Austin, a participant in Luhan’s salon and a major spokes-
person for the study of Indian poetry, found the answer to her own problem of 
creativity in putting ‘on the character of an Indian woman’ and ‘getting inside the 
universe by imitating it’, as described in her 1932 autobiography Earth Horizon.54 

Austin sometimes wore Indian-inspired clothing, she wrote in a tree house and, 
in her 1923 The American Rhythm, she acknowledged the influence of anthropolo-
gists on the development of her Amerindian aesthetic. Yet she claimed a distinct 
other position, as her knowledge was experiential:

I felt myself caught up in the collective mind, carried with it towards states 
of super-consciousness that escape the ethnologist as the life of the flower 
escapes between the presses of the herbalist. So that when I say that I am not, 
have never been, nor offered myself as an authority on things Amerindian I  
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do not wish to have it understood that I may not, at times, have succeeded in 
being an Indian.55

Some of Mary Austin’s protagonists were ‘medicine women’, others were ‘sha-
mans’, but they all were wise women and prophets who initiated others into their 
mysteries. Not surprisingly, her explorations of Indian culture mirrored her own 
ambitions and struggles. Significantly, a friend reported that she ‘was not only 
gifted with ESP, but she practiced some kinds of homely “magic” she had doubtless 
learned from her Indian friends’.56

One of the other key figures in the Greenwich Village milieu, the poet and radi-
cal intellectual Max Eastman (1883-1969), also accentuated the spiritual in art 
when he wrote, in 1929, that poetry should aim at the realization of a ‘heightened 
consciousness’. His own spiritual quest also involved psychoanalysis with several 
practitioners from competing schools of psychotherapy, whose practices he de-
scribed as ‘a kind of magic’.57 Even though Eastman wanted to abolish religion as 
illusory, he interpreted the shaman as an inspirational figure in ‘the tendency to-
ward pure poetry’. The ‘shaman’ (or ‘medicine man’ or ‘poet-magician’), he wrote, 
‘knew the right words for things’ and had the ability to produce an ‘original and 
pure form of poetry’.58 
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In the noteworthy 1922 volume American Indian Life by Several of Its Students, 
the artistic competence of anthropologists was put to the test. The book contained 
twenty-seven brief texts written by prominent anthropologists such as Robert 
Lowie (1883-1957), Edward Sapir, Alexander Goldenweiser (1880-1940), Paul Ra-
din (1883-1959), Alfred Kroeber and Franz Boas. They all made fictional attempts 
to reproduce Native Indian life, and many of them habitually used the terms ‘sha-
man’ and ‘shamanism’. The editor of the volume, Elsie Clews Parsons (1875-1941), 
introduced herself as a ‘Member of the Hopi tribe’. More than anything else, how-
ever, she was a member of the field of Boasian anthropologists and Greenwich 
Village intellectuals, where she was well known for her feminist dispositions and 
the ways she used ethnographic material to demonstrate that women’s lives were 
constrained by taboos, confinement and exclusion from male affairs. In one of her 
stories in American Indian Life, shamans played prominent roles as authorities, 
‘charged with the welfare of the whole village’.59

Other contributors also conspicuously used the term ‘shaman’. For example, in 
his ‘The Trial of Shamans’, Lowie told the tale of a magic battle between the sha-
mans Big-dog and White-hip, leaving White-hip blind and defeated but, in a way, 
morally superior.60 Paul Radin’s story about ‘Thunder-cloud, a Winnebago Sha-
man’ started with: ‘I came from above and I am holy’ and was loaded with spirits, 
holiness, blessings, offers, powers and animals.61 In Kroeber’s story, ‘Earth-tongue, 
a Mohave’ kills a shaman who had failed to cure his relatives and Sapir’s tale of 
‘Sayach’apis, a Nootka Trader’ focused on ‘supernatural experiences’, ‘magic proce-
dures’, ‘medicine men’ and ‘potent shamanic power’.62

It must be recognised that the courses of action of the avant-garde elite were 
closely related to the changes in mainstream American culture. To be precise, the 
emergence and spread of the ‘therapeutic ethos’, that is a habitus defined by an 
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ambition of self-realization in this world and a concern with psychic and physi-
cal health, was closely related to the reshaping of the American workplace. This 
change was especially enforced in American corporations where employees turned 
into homo communicans and even homo sentimentalis for the sake of ‘rationality’, 
‘self-interest’ and ‘efficiency’. The avant-garde elite contributed fundamentally to 
this transformation, assuming a privileged and distinctively charismatic position 
as artistic, spiritual and cultural aristocrats with regard to the masses, their sup-
posedly alienating culture and their inner emptiness. From the 1920s onwards, 
advice literature was a growing cultural industry that diffused psychological ideas 
throughout mainstream USA. Movies and advertising also helped to instigate the 
therapeutic discourse as the cultural norm, shaping and organising experiences. A 
select few, however, immersed in the same trend, distanced themselves from wider 
trends as ‘the natural champions of the charismatic ideology’, as Bourdieu called it. 
They authorised their esoteric, therapeutic and primitivist language by drawing on 
the social field for authority. Moreover, they imagined themselves to be the right 
personalities to function as guides towards genuine culture.63 

Jaime de Angulo

Exemplary for the amalgamation of academic, aesthetic, esoteric and therapeutic 
knowledge were the steps taken by the Jungian anthropologist Jaime de Angulo 
(1887–1950). He was vital for introducing academic anthropological capital to 
the American genealogy of shamanism as it occurred in the field of esotericism. 
De Angulo was linked to Jung via his ex-wife Cary de Angulo (1883-1977), later 
known as Cary Baynes after she married Jung’s associate, the British psychiatrist 
Helton Godwin ‘Peter’ Baynes (1882-1943). In a letter to his ex-wife, De Angulo 
wrote that Jung had liberated his mind. Jung had given him ‘the philosophical key 
which I had been groping for so long and was so vital to me’. Especially the ‘para-
doxical knife edge’ of balancing the rational and irrational profoundly affected 
his work. Before, he had ‘believed in the spirits’ when he called on the spirits with 
Indians, now he knew these spirits were ‘equivalents in the world of biology’.64

63  Bourdieu, ‘Outline of a Sociological Theory of Art Perception’, 608; T.J. Jackson Lears, 
‘From Salvation to Self-Realization: Advertising and the Therapeutic Roots of the Consum-
er Culture, 1880-1930’, in R.W. Fox and T.J. Jackson Lears (eds.), The Culture of Consump-
tion: Critical Essays in American History, 1880-1980 (New York, 1983) 3-21; E. Illouz, ‘The 
Rise of Homo Sentimentalis’, in her Cold Intimacies. The Making of Emotional Capitalism 
(Cambridge, 2007) 1-39 and Saving the Modern Soul. Therapy, Emotions, and the Culture of 
Self-Help (Berkeley, 2008) 56-7. See also J. Pfister, ‘Getting Personal and Getting Personnel: 
U.S. Capitalism as a System of Emotional Reproduction’, American Quarterly 60 (2008) 
1135-42.

64  S. Shamdasani, Jung and the Making of Modern Psychology: the Dream of a Science (Cam-
bridge, 2003) 318. At the beginning of the 1920s,, Cary de Angulo had gone to live in 
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De Angulo defined the concept of ‘shamanism’ in a specific psychological way 
in American Anthropologist in 1926, arguing that shamans were in ‘a somewhat 
dangerous state of autism during the performance’. Even though most shamans 
‘are markedly neurotic’, De Angulo praised Indians as their way of life was ‘nothing 
but a continuous religious experience’. According to De Angulo, ‘primitive tribes’ 
had a ‘mystical attitude’, and they got their ‘religious emotion’ from their ‘intimate 
contact with the life-power that permeates the world’. Implicitly claiming expert 
knowledge for himself, he argued that this ‘conception of the mystical life-power’ 
was difficult to understand for ‘the rational man’.65 A year later, De Angulo sharp-
ly contrasted shamans, with their authentic and pure religious experiences, with 
what he interpreted as the corrupted and impure priests and their religion:

The shaman is the very opposite of the priest of an organized religion. The true 
shaman goes by no traditional ceremonies. He has his own way of operating. 
This is indeed religious experience. It is subjective, religious experience, pure 
and unalloyed, unmixed with social complexes.66

It is illuminating to see how De Angulo came to his opinions. For a start, he was 
one of the first anthropologists in the genealogy of shamanism who was, in the 
terminology of the Native American writer and scholar Gerald Robert Vizenor, 
‘native by concession’.67 Convinced that the best way to study native cultures was to 
experience their life to the fullest by ‘going native’, he considered himself particu-
larly competent to go native because as a Spaniard, he was more native than other 
white men. During fieldwork, he sometimes even pretended to be a non-white 
descendent of ‘the Castilian tribe’. As we will see in the next chapters, many oth-
er influential interpreters of shamanism would use the same strategy to enhance 
their symbolic capital and to authorise their knowledge about shamans and/or 
their ‘shamanic’ knowledge. Similarly to these successors, De Angulo believed that 
ingesting peyote, drinking and gambling with the Native Americans were crucial 
parts of his research method. He assumed that peyote helped him to experience 
the spiritual dimensions of Native American culture. Even so, his self-legitimis-
ing imagination and his claims of privileged knowledge could not convince other 
anthropologists. Kroeber in particular disapproved and called his methods into 

Zürich to work with Jung. She would later translate the I Ching into English at Carl Jung’s 
request.

65  J. de Angulo, ‘The Background of the Religious Feeling in a Primitive Tribe’, American An-
thropologist NS 28 (1926) 352-60 at 353, 357, 360.

66  J. de Angulo, ‘Anthropological Notes’, American Anthropologist NS 29 (1927) 146-57 at 150.
67  G.R. Vizenor, Fugitive Poses: Native American Indian Scenes of Absence and Presence (Lin-

coln, 2000) 88. Concerning Vizenor, see the first issue of American Indian Quarterly 9 
(1985), which is dedicated to The Literary Achievements of Gerald Vizenor, and A.R. Lee 
(ed.), Loosening the Seams: Interpretations of Gerald Vizenor (Madison, 2000).
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question. When De Angulo found himself excluded by other anthropologists and 
marginalised in the anthropological field, he complained that ‘decent anthropolo-
gists don’t associate with drunkards who go rolling in ditches with the shamans’.68

Anthropologists looked in disdain at De Angulo’s methods, but in the field of 
avant-garde artists his experiential knowledge only enhanced his status as an au-
thority. His expert knowledge was highly valued here, also because he combined it 
with academic capital. As a regular visitor to the literary colony that Mabel Dodge 
Luhan had started in Taos, New Mexico in 1917, De Angulo was in a position to 
strengthen the popularity of the shaman-figure in literary circles. His connection 
to Luhan was important – she remained a prominent curator of culture as several 
Greenwich Village artists who had participated in her salon came to live with her. 
She even attracted European artists, including D.H. Lawrence (1885-1930), who 
shared her primitivist dispositions but could not stand her domineering will and 
her demands to control the subjects he wrote about.69 Luhan thought of her stay 
on the ‘sacred mountain’ of Taos as an ‘escape to reality’, where she ‘was offered 
and accepted a spiritual therapy that was cleansing, one that provided a difficult 
and painful method of curing me of my epoch and that finally rewarded me with 
a sense of reality’.70 With her artists, she considered the world of the Pueblos as a 
world of beauty and harmony. From their colony they promoted indigenous life-
styles and art, which they contrasted sharply with what they considered the in-
dustrial corruption of the modernizing world, or with ‘mechanical’ America, as 
Lawrence described it.71

Jaime de Angulo became a major source of ethnographic information for the 
network surrounding Luhan. He also taught the household members Jungian 
thinking and even invited Jung to come to Taos, which he did in 1925.72 His ana-
lytical psychology dovetailed with the avant-garde quest for self-expression, per-
sonal growth and self-fulfillment, as Luhan and her avant-garde elite considered 
esotericism and psychotherapy highly compatible ways to achieve authenticity 

68  J. Friedman, ‘An Interview with Eric Wolf ’, Current Anthropology 28 (1987) 107-18 at 110; 
Jenkins, Dream Catchers, 146-7; W. Leeds-Hurwitz, Rolling in Ditches with Shamans: Jaime 
de Angulo and the Professionalization of American Anthropology (Lincoln, 2004).

69  L. Cline, ‘D.H. Lawrence in Taos’, in idem, Literary Pilgrims. The Santa Fe and Taos Writers 
Colonies, 1917-1950 (Albuquerque, 2007) 87-95.

70  M.D. Luhan, Edge of Taos Desert: An Escape to Reality (Albuquerque, 1987 [1937]) 298.
71  Truettner, ‘Science and Sentiment’, 17-41; J. Blythe, ‘Escape to Reality: The Ecocritical Sym-

biosis of D.H. Lawrence and Mabel Dodge Luhan’, ANQ 96 (1996) 40-61 at 52; M. Torgov-
nick, Primitive Passions. Men, Women, and the Quest for Ecstasy (Chicago, 1996) 43-57; 
P.D. Stanton, ‘Processing the Native American through Western Consciousness: D.H. Law-
rence and the Red Indians of America’, Wicazo Sa Review 12 (1997) 59-84; Jenkins, Dream 
Catchers, 146-7.

72  Rudnick, Mabel Dodge Luhan, 185-7; Leeds-Hurwitz, Rolling in Ditches with Shamans, 45-
8.
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and genuine culture. Luhan, for instance, had engaged herself in Divine Science, 
New Thought and the occult practices of a certain Lotus Dudley, who told her that 
she had a ‘cosmic task’ to perform. She also tried different Freudian and Jungian 
‘new soul doctors’, as she called them.73 Gurdjieff ’s philosophies impressed her so 
much that she even sent a letter to him in France in 1926, to ask him to set up a 
branch of his institute at her colony in Taos. Gurdjieff declined.74 

Although the ‘American Ovid’, as Ezra Pound (1885-1972) called De Angulo, 
worked on the margins of academia, intermittently supported by small grants ir-
regularly disbursed, he functioned at the heart of the bohemian artistic milieus of 
his time and contributed fundamentally to their aesthetic, esoteric, therapeutic 
and primitivist ideals. At the interface among Berkeley anthropology, the artistic 
centres in Taos and California and the field of analytical psychologists, he created 
and distributed his romantic concept of shamanism, using the academic capital he 
acquired through his academic work in combination with the symbolic capital he 
acquired through his specific experiential knowledge as a Jungian initiate and as 
a native by choice.75 

Long before it became trendy, De Angulo embodied his Indianness by dress-
ing up as a West Coast American Indian range rider with headband, jeans and a 
huge belt knife. His fascination for the Pueblo berdaches and the supposed gender 
bending of shamans went so far that he even practised transvestitism, walking 
the streets of San Francisco in stockings and high heels. Wider audiences got to 
know him through the Indian Tales he told for children’s hour on Pacifica Radio, in 
1949. The stories, among them his Shaman Songs, were published posthumously 
in 1953, at the instigation of Ezra Pound.76

De Angulo’s lasting impact on the genealogy of shamanism is also due to the 
poet Robert Duncan (1919-1988), who took care of De Angulo in the last years of 
his life. In that period Duncan was a leader and centre of the emerging West Coast 
poetry scene that became known as the Berkeley Renaissance, and that would lead 
to the San Francisco Renaissance which intersected with the circle of the so-called 
Beat Generation, a circle of poets that will be reviewed in Chapter 6. When Dun-
can spent some years in New York, in the early 1940s, he was part of the bohemian 
group around the French author Anaïs Nin (1903-1977). Duncan also befriended 

73  N.G. Hale, The Rise and Crisis of Psychoanalysis in the United States: Freud and the Ameri-
cans, 1917–1985 (New York, 1995) 62, 66-8; G.M. Harley, Emma Curtis Hartley: Forgotten 
Founder of New Thought (New York, 2002) 92-129.

74  J. Moore, Gurdjieff: the Anatomy of a Myth (Shaftesbury, 1991) 215-6.
75  R. Brightman, ‘Jaime de Angulo and Alfred Kroeber. Bohemians and Bourgeois in Berkeley 

Anthropology’, in R. Handler (ed.), Significant Others. Interpersonal and Professional Com-
mitments in Anthropology (Madison, 2004) 158-95.

76  E. Faas, Young Robert Duncan. The Portrait of the Poet as Homosexual in Society (Boston, 
1983) 282-4; M. Lasa, Pacifica Radio. The Rise of an Alternative Network (Philadelphia, 
20002) 89-91; Leeds-Hurwitz, Rolling in Ditches with Shamans, 68-9.
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Henry Miller (1891-1980), with whom Nin had shared her bed and bohemian 
lifestyle in Paris in the 1930s. Miller, who had settled in Big Sur, California in 1940, 
also knew De Angelo and would later, in his 1971 My Life and Times, describe him 
as a shaman. Duncan took up the idea of the charismatic shaman from De Angulo 
and blended it with his own main themes: homosexuality and, not surprisingly, as 
he was brought up in a theosophical milieu, mysticism. In the 1930s, he worked 
on a never-to-be-published novel that was variously titled The Shaman, Toward 
the Shaman and The Shaman as Priest and Prophet of which he published excerpts 
in the Experimental Review in 1940. Duncan considered himself a poet-shaman. 
From his prominent position in the literary field he inspired others to use the 
term ‘shaman’ as well. For Duncan and many other individuals participating in 
this field, the anthropologist-storyteller-turned-shaman Jaime de Angulo was a 
culture hero who embodied the ultimate healer-poet-shaman.77

Conclusion

During the first half of the twentieth century, a range of artists and scholars con-
structed an image of the shaman as a cultural hero who could be indentified with 
for the sake of art, therapy, self-expression and authentic culture. Shamans were 
supposed to possess valuable experiential knowledge and, moreover, they preced-
ed a range of other practitioners, albeit in a more condensed form, as shamans 
combined many cultural functions that would be separated in a later phase of cul-
tural development. By and large, the dominant schools of anthropology presented 
shamans as ancient, creative, charismatic practitioners who contributed signifi-
cantly to different cultural wholes. 

77  H. Miller, My Life and Times (New York, 1971) 104; R. Duncan, The H.D. Book (New York, 
1980) 73, 380 (www.ccca.ca/history/ozz/english/books/hd_book/HD_Book_by_Rob-
ert_Duncan.pdf); E. Faas, Young Robert Duncan. The Portrait of the Poet as Homosexual 
in Society (Boston, 1983) 282-4; T. Materer, ‘Robert Duncan and the Mercurial Self ’, in 
idem, Modernist Alchemy. Poetry and the Occult (New York, 1995) 107-24; Jenkins, Dream 
Catchers, 146-7; K. Stenger, ‘Robert Duncan (1919-1988)’, in E.S. Nelson (ed.), Contempo-
rary Gay American Poets and Playwrights. An A-to-Z Guide (Westport and London, 2003) 
130-40; W. Lawlor, ‘Duncan, Robert (1919-1988)’, in idem, Beat Culture. Lifestyles, Icons, 
and Impact (Santa Barbara, 2005) 89-90; L. Jarnot, ‘The Dance’ (chapter three from Rob-
ert Duncan: The Ambassador from Venus. A Comprehensive Biography), Origin 6 (2007) 
92-102. The poet Lisa Jarnot is preparing a biography of Duncan. Parts of it can be found 
at www.angelfire.com/poetry/lisajarnot/duncan.html. See also A. Gelpi and R.J. Bertholf 
(eds.), Robert Duncan and Denise Levertov: the Poetry of Politics, the Politics of Poetry (Stan-
ford, 2006).
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American anthropologists used the term ‘shaman’ for a collection of social and 
cultural practitioners from an overwhelming variety of social and cultural con-
texts. Moreover, shamanism was conceptualized differently in different schools 
of anthropology. The idea of the shaman as a distinctly gifted individual, how-
ever, became dominant and took root, above all, in the avant-garde artistic fields 
in which anthropologists participated, and which had created a distinctly char-
ismatic image of the shaman. Yet, while anthropologists collected ethnographic 
information and constructed knowledge about shamans, artists searched for and 
acquired experiential knowledge of shamans. 

In search of authentic culture avant-garde artists had already started to identify 
with Native American Indians and their supposedly healthy, authentic, spiritual, 
communal and aesthetic cultural patterns. The shaman intensified their primitiv-
ist identification, as the shaman concept dovetailed with their elitist and therapeu-
tic dispositions. In other words, the small cultural elite that embraced this concept 
of the shaman perceived it as an icon in their ‘revolt’ against the ills of modern 
times. As a cultural aristocracy they assumed a privileged position in opposition 
to the masses. At the same time, they assumed a distinct position versus anthro-
pologists, who did have scholarly knowledge, but not the artist’s secret or intimate 
knowledge of shamanism.

Anthropologists and avant-garde artists thus gave the genealogy of shamanism 
a direction that fitted their own specific strategic positioning as a cultural elite 
within the process of modernisation. Through their conceptualisation of the sha-
man as a charismatic figure, and their identification with the shaman, artists and 
intellectuals misinterpreted their supposedly pure taste as intrinsic. Like the sup-
posed shamans, they presented themselves as authentic individuals with the right 
amount of experiential knowledge and inborn or ‘natural’ gifts to guide other 
Americans towards authentic culture. 

This ‘illusion of the fresh eye’ as a ‘naked eye’, however, is, in the intricate words 
of Bourdieu, ‘an attribute of those who wear the spectacles of culture and who do 
not see that which enables them to see, any more than they see what they would 
see what they would not see if they were deprived of what enables them to see’. In 
other words, Eastman and other avant-garde artists misinterpreted their art com-
petence as innate. Yet, as Bourdieu emphasised, the source of the creative power of 
artists should not be located in their ineffable charisma. Instead, the avant-garde 
demand of breaking the aesthetic code presupposes an accomplished mastery of 
the code which is the result of education and other processes of cultural enrich-
ment.78 

78  P. Bourdieu, ‘Outline of a Sociological Theory of Art Perception’, International Social Sci-
ence Journal 20 (1968) 589-612 at 591.



4 
Twentieth-century  

European constructions

One of the most renowned European anthropological interpretations of shaman-
ism of the twentieth century was produced by the French structural anthropolo-
gist Claude Lévi-Strauss (1908-2009). With his momentous analysis he turned 
Boas’s story of Quesalid into classical anthropological literature and Quesalid into 
the prototypical example of a practising shaman. Ignoring the problematic aspects 
of Boas’s work, Lévi-Strauss, began his examination as follows: 

Quesalid (for this is the name he received when he became a sorcerer) did 
not believe in the power of the sorcerers – or, more accurately, shamans, since 
this is a better term for their specific type of activity in certain regions in the 
world. Driven by curiosity about their tricks and by the desire to expose them, 
he began to associate with the shamans until one of them offered to make him 
a member of their group.1

In Lévi-Strauss’ account, the sceptic Quesalid adopted the craft of the shamans 
‘conscientiously’, and lost sight of ‘the fallaciousness of the technique which he had 
so disparaged at the beginning’. Lévi-Strauss used the story of Quesalid to show 
that a threefold experience founded the shamanic complex and the ‘fabulation of 
a reality unknown in itself ’ that was connected to it. The experiences of the sha-
man (1), the experiences of the sick person (2) and the experiences of the public 
(3) were clustered around ‘the intimate experiences of the shaman’ on the one 
hand, and ‘group consensus’ on the other. This ‘fabulation’, Lévi-Strauss suggested, 
was a language ‘whose function is to provide a socially authorized translation of 
phenomena whose deeper nature would become once again equally impenetra-
ble to the group, the patient, and the healer’. In his skilful and elegant analysis of 
shamanism, Lévi-Strauss compared psychoanalysis with shamanism, and claimed 
that his comparison could encourage the former to re-examine its principles and 
methods.2

1 C. Lévi-Strauss, ‘The Sorcerer and his Magic’, in idem, Structural Anthropology (New York, 
1963) 167-85 at 175, 178. 

2 Lévi-Strauss, ‘The Sorcerer’, 179, 183, 185.
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In a later article, Lévi-Strauss compared shamanism and psychoanalysis for a 
second time. He now argued that both the shaman and the psychoanalyst provoke 
and structure experiences, but whereas the psychoanalyst listens, the shaman talks. 
In one case the patient constructs an individual myth; in the other the patient re-
ceives a social myth from the outside. Both establish a direct relationship with the 
patient’s conscious and an indirect relationship with his unconscious. Lévi-Strauss 
pointed to the parallels and inversions, turning shamans and psychoanalysts into 
each other’s counterparts, with inverted elements. Again, in an ingenious exami-
nation, Lévi-Strauss directed his readers to the conclusion that ultimately enfolded 
the core of his structural anthropology: ‘the myth form takes precedence over the 
content of the narrative’.3 His case seemed the more compelling because he could 
apparently range the most modern therapeutic practitioners and their most an-
cient ‘precursors’ side by side.

Bourdieu must again be mentioned here, as he used the shamanic complex as 
Lévi-Strauss described it to clarify the symbolic power of religious agents that con-
fers on them the ability to believe in their own symbolic power, that is, charisma. 
He who demands to be believed on his word must seem to believe in his word, 
Bourdieu argued. According to him, ‘the power to express or impose by discourse 
or oratorical action faith in the truth of the discourse makes an essential contribu-
tion to the persuasive power of discourse’.4 As we will see in this chapter, however, 
it is not surprising that Bourdieu hardly ever used the term ‘shaman’.

This chapter will primarily examine the main European interpretations of sha-
manism that were produced in the first half of the twentieth century. The first part 
concentrates on the renowned interpretations of the Russian anthropologist Ser-
gey Mikhalovich Shirokogoroff, whose 1935 Psychomental Complex of the Tungus 
was a landmark study that is habitually referred to in different resultant lineages of 
shamanism [1]. The British field of social anthropology is the subject of the second 
part [2]. I will also consider the social anthropological lineage as it took shape 
during the second half of the twentieth century, as social anthropology will not 
appear again in later chapters. The third part of this chapter considers the scholarly 
interpretations from fields of religious studies [3]. Some of the most influential 
interpretations of shamanism in the twentieth century came from folklorists who 
considered shamanism as part of an ancient cultural tradition, often as part of a 

3 C. Lévi-Strauss, ‘The Effectiveness of Symbols’, in idem, Structural Anthropology, 186-205 
at 204, originally published as ‘L’efficacité symbolique’, Revue de l’Histoire des Religions 135 
(1949) 5-27; J. Neu, ‘Lévi-Strauss on Shamanism’, Man NS 10 (1975) 285-92.

4 Bourdieu described the shamanic complex as follows: ‘the dialectic of inner experience 
and social image, a quasi-magical circulation of powers in the course of which the group 
produces and projects the symbolic power that will be exercised upon itself and in the terms 
of which is constituted, for the prophet as for his followers, the experience of prophetic 
power that produces the whole reality of this power’, P. Bourdieu, ‘ Genesis and Structure 
of the Religious Field’, Comparative Social Research 13 (1991) 1-44 at 21.
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scholarly authorisation of cultural nationalism [4]. This chapter concludes with a 
very brief look at the genesis of a scholarly field of shamanology [5].

The establishment of this field cannot be detached from the developments that 
will pass the review in the next chapters. The seminal and authoritative interpreta-
tions of shamanisms that Eliade produced from the 1950s onwards, for instance, 
were of major importance for all shamanologists. Eliade, however, was not one of 
the scholars who took steps to establish a field of shamanology in Europe. Instead, 
he created his own scholarly field in Chicago, as we will see in the next chapter. 
Again, it must be stressed that any orderly mapping of the genealogies of sha-
manism involves an arrangement that brings order to a rather disorderly field of 
interpretations.

Sergey Mikhalovich Shirokogoroff

The interpretations of the Russian anthropologist Shirokogoroff (1887-1939) oc-
cupy a peculiar position in the genealogy of shamanism. His authority as a scholar 
of shamanism is recognised and celebrated by most later scholars of shamanism. 
Yet, while Shirokogoroff ’s interpretation gained him a considerable reputation, the 
impact of his work was generally coloured by misinterpretations. This was due to 
the fact that most scholars have ignored his crucial, explicitly made and perceptive 
theoretical and methodological considerations. It must be noted, however, that 
his curious style and the mass of misprints in his book could also easily lead to 
misunderstandings.5

Shirokogoroff was an isolated ‘ethnographer-historian’ who, because he could 
not abide the Soviet government and its anthropology, emigrated to China in 
1922, where he lectured at universities in Shanghai and Beijing. He had studied 
anthropology in Paris and in St Petersburg, where he was a student of Radloff and, 
with some interruptions, he did fieldwork research among the Tungus, from 1912 
to 1918. Before he went to China he spent six years in Vladivostok at the Uni-
versity of the Far East.6 From his marginal position he was not able to establish a 
school of thought that could respond to the many distortions of his interpretation 
of shamanism.

5 In his review of the book, the Sinologist Eduard Erkes (1891-1958) wrote: ‘Dr. Sh. writes in 
a curious, sometimes what cumbrous and not always very lucid style’ (and the text) ‘simply 
swarms with misprints’, Artibus Asiae 7 (1937) 324-6.

6 W. Mühlmann, ‘Nachruf auf S.M. Sirokogorov (nebst brieflichen Erinnerungen). Mit 
einem Lichtbild und einer Bibliographie’, Archiv für Anthropologie, Volkerforschung und 
kolonialen Kulturwandel 26 (1938) 55-65. For a more detailed biographical sketch of 
Shirokogoroff and his fieldwork adventures, see A. Znamenski, The Beauty of the Primitive. 
Shamanism and the Western Imagination (Oxford, 2007) 107-113.
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His European connections and audiences must have been important for him as 
his most famous book on shamanism appeared in London in 1935, the year that he 
spent travelling through Europe. The Psychomental Complex of the Tungus was not 
a translation of a Russian text; he published it in English. In the same year, he also 
published a German version of an article on shamanism that he had published be-
fore in Russian, in 1919.7 In his Psychomental Complex of the Tungus Shirokogoroff 
emphasised that his work on shamanism could only be understood as part of his 
main concern as ‘ethnographer-historian’. The ‘field ethnographer, armed with all 
possible theoretical knowledge, is describing and analyzing “living” complexes, 
as complexes in their functional and historical aspects’.8 To position his own ap-
proach, he criticised Boas for not having moved far enough away from evolution-
ism. Moreover, functionalist and psychological theories lacked historical analysis: 
the ‘new approach’ of ‘S. Malinowski’ [sic], for instance, could never ‘disclose the 
origin of ethnographical elements’.9 Nonetheless, his Psychomental Complex of the 
Tungus was a combination of regional cultural history (Boas) and psychological 
functionalism (Malinowski).

Shirokogoroff focused on ‘living complexes’ that were dynamic processes 
through which ethnical units formed and disintegrated through responses to pri-
mary (natural), secondary (cultural) and tertiary (interethnic) milieus. The devel-
opment and practices of shamanism of the Tungus, he argued, can only be com-
prehended in relation to their specific ‘psychomental complex’ or, in other words, 
to ‘those cultural elements which consist of psychic and mental reactions on mi-
lieu’. Together with material culture and the social organisation, the psychomental 
complex formed the larger ethnographic complex.10 As if Shirokogoroff already 
knew that scholars to come would disconnect his analysis of shamanism from the 
other, indispensable parts of his work, he wrote:

the Tungus Psychomental Complex can be understood only as a whole, as a com-
plex, and reading of isolated chapters and sections may give a distorted picture 
of the Tungus and of the author.11

According to Shirokogoroff the investigator should ‘forget, if it is possible, his own 
complex’, as ‘the investigator must not treat the alien complexes from the point of 
view of his own ethnographic complex’. An ethnographer can, for example, be hin-
dered by the ‘sympathy-complex’, or, in other words, by the ‘sentimental naiveté 

7 S.M. Shirokogoroff, Psychomental Complex of the Tungus (London, 1935) and ‘Versuch 
einder Erforschung der Grundlagen des Schamanentums bei den Tungusen’, Baessler-
Archiv für Volkerkunde 18 (1935) 41-96.

8 Shirokogoroff, Psychomental Complex, v.
9 Idem, 8.
10 Idem, 1.
11 Idem, xii.
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of a European complex’. Ethnographers could also be misled by their presupposed 
ideas of the inferiority or superiority of complexes.12 In addition, Shirokogoroff 
warned against pre-existing theoretical conceptions. Ethnographic facts were 
often adapted to these theories, he argued, and the result was often nothing but 
‘picking up facts for a mosaic picture, and a regrouping of facts’. The hypotheti-
cal evolutionary theories of animism, for example, were mere by-products of the 
European complex. More ‘dangerous’ for the investigator was the assumption of 
a primitive mentality. The ‘deep ethnographic reasons’ for this ‘primitivism’ and 
this ‘classification of human groups into primitive, civilized, superior, inferior, etc.’, 
reside in the ‘European complex’, and thus not in the ethnographic facts.13

Remarkably relevant is Shirokogoroff ’s warning against the ‘dangerous’ theo-
ry of the ‘complex of superiority in the form of belief in the “mysticism” of the 
non-scientific mentality’. The introduction of the terms ‘mystic’ and ‘mysticism’ 
enabled the ethnographer to hide himself from himself and his readers his own 
lack of understanding of an ‘alien complex’, he claimed, and the ‘naïve investigator 
puts in this box everything that is beyond his understanding’. With these remarks, 
Shirokogoroff aimed primarily at ‘the “anti-mystic” scientists’ who accused others 
of ‘mysticism’. He seems not to have taken into account that his contemporaries 
also used this label for what they considered the finest and most essential form 
of religion, nor did he consider the cases in which scholars suffering from the 
‘sympathy-complex’ equated shamanism with mysticism. One can only wonder 
what Shirokogoroff would have thought about such an analysis, but it is probable 
that he would have denounced it as another ‘dangerous’ theory affecting the inves-
tigator’s work.14

In his 1935 landmark work, Shirokogoroff summarised the ‘essential formal 
characters indispensable for shamanism in full function’ as follows:

(1) the shaman is the master of spirits; (2) he has a group of mastered spirits; 
(3) there is a group of paraphernalia recognized and transmitted; (4) there is a 
theoretical justification of the practice; (6) [sic] the shamans assume a special 
social position.15

The shamanism of the Tungus was ‘a group process that originated ‘only on the 
susceptibility of falling into the state of extasy [sic]’ and only in those ‘ethnical 
units’ among which there is ‘a need of treatment of harmful psychomental condi-
tions in a particular form affecting a great number of people’. His case against the 
‘pseudo-scientific generalizations’ in which the meaning of the term ‘shaman’ was 

12 Idem, 2-3.
13 Idem, 6-9.
14 Idem, 10.
15 Idem, 274.
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extended to groups such as magicians, medicine men and European witches is 
noteworthy. It was possible to abstract some common elements, he argued, but 
shamanism was an ethnographical phenomenon only observed among the Tungus 
and Manchus.16

It is crucial to note that Shirokogoroff did not or did not want to set up the ter-
minology for a comparative perspective of shamanism. He did not perceive the 
shamanism that he examined as a type of shamanism. Instead, he simply argued 
that scholars were wrong to use the term ‘shamanism’ for anything but the phe-
nomenon he described. Shamanism was part of a particular historic and cultural 
development and could not be equated with other particular cultural develop-
ments. Shirokogoroff thus asked for a distinct use of the term ‘shamanism’ and 
took possession of it, so to speak. However, later scholars habitually adopted Shi-
rokogoroff ’s definition of shamanism as a definition of a universal phenomenon.

Shirokogoroff also argued that shamanism was not the very old cultural complex 
other scholars thought it was. He made this point most clearly in his 1924 article 
on the ‘etymology of the word “shaman”’, in which he stressed that shamanism was

a relatively recent phenomenon which seems to have spread from the west to 
the east and from the south to the north. It includes many elements directly 
borrowed from Buddhism introduced among the peoples, using the word sa-
man, by the Mongols, some predecessors of the Manchus, and Chinese.17 

Shamanism, therefore, was not ‘an initial complex in a chain of an “evolving” pro-
cess, but a complex of secondary formation’.18 Moreover, Shirokogoroff did not 
think that shamanism would survive under the different political and economic 
developments. If the Tungus were to survive, the ‘shamanism will not be the same 
as it was observed by me and there will be a new complex to be investigated from 
beginning to end, element by element, and in a new ethnical complex’. Ultimately, 
Shirokogoroff was ‘inclined’ to see ‘in my investigation into shamanism chiefly 
one side, namely, that of a study of the function of the psychomental complex under 
the variable conditions of an ethnographical complex in a variable ethnical and in-
terethnical milieu’.19

16 Idem, 275.
17 N.D. Mironov and S.M. Shirokogoroff, ‘Śramana-shaman. Etymology of the Word 

“Shaman”’, Journal of the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 55 (1924) 105-30. 
In the article, he also dealt with the perspectives of Laufer on the same subject: ‘Dr. Laufer’s 
anxiety to legalize the divorce (‘from its pseudo-mate çramaņa, or ŝa-men, and that this 
mismated couple cannot live together any longer. Tungisian saman, ŝaman, xaman, etc., 
Mongol ŝaman, Turkish kan and xam) is necessary for him to prove the great antiquity of 
shamanism’.

18 Shirokogoroff, Psychomental Complex, 276.
19 Idem, 402.
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His 1940 article on the ‘general theory of shamanism among the Tungus’ suc-
cinctly summarised his perspectives on shamanism in eight points. He argued (1) 
that ‘animism forms the milieu of shamanism and also provides the basis for the 
special shamanist system of ghosts’. The principal characteristics of shamanism, 
he went on, 

consist in the recognition on the part of some persons of their ability to possess 
spirits whenever they desire to do so, and, by the aid of these spirits, using par-
ticular methods unknown to other men, to know phenomena of a supernatural 
order.20 

This was not peculiar to shamanism, however, as (2) the ‘characteristics peculiar 
to shamanism consist in the recognition of the special rites, clothing, instruments, 
and the peculiar social position of the shaman’. Some of these ‘phenomena can char-
acterize other prayer-professionals and sorcerers, but shamanism is the complex 
of the phenomena mentioned above’.21 According to Shirokogoroff (3), ‘during the 
shamanist performance, the shaman must always fall into esctacies [sic]’. Even 
though the consciousness of the shaman is almost suppressed, ‘the influence of the 
shaman on the people and his superior knowledge got by special means, unusual for 
the present ethnographical milieu, are highly developed’. It was crucial for the sha-
man to (4), ‘have a healthy body, good nervous and normal psychological func-
tions’ as the special methods he used to fall ‘into ecstasies and of maintaining this 
state throughout his operations’ would be obstructed by ‘illness and infirmity’. Yet, 
(5) shamanism is related to the ‘nervous and physical maladies which are com-
monly found among the Tungus tribes’ as ‘maladies of this kind are stopped just 
in the nick of time, when all harmful ghosts, being possessed by some person of 
the clan, are submitted to the “master”. Such a “master” is the shaman, who be-
comes, if the analogy be allowed, the safety valve of the clan’. Ultimately, this was 
Shirokogoroff ’s basic argument (6): ‘shamanism as a preventative is a kind of clan 
self-defence and an apparent aspect of its biological functions’.22

As (7) the ‘safety valve’ of the clan, the shaman can have great personal influence 
over people outside his clan but his special position can also have repercussions on 
his private life, where he ‘has incessant troubles which make his life a sort of exploit’. 
Especially when, ‘at the time of nervous depression’, he loses his quality as ‘safety 
valve of the clan’. As the spirits ‘become very restless and dangerous to the clan’ the 
shaman may enter a conflict ‘with the spirits until his victory or death’. Shamanism 
could ‘not be considered a religion in the ordinary sense of the word’ (8). It can 

20 S.M. Shirokogoroff, ‘General Theory of Shamanism Among the Tungus’, Journal of the 
North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 22 (1940) 246-9 at 246.

21 Shirokogoroff, ‘General Theory’, 246.
22 Idem, 247-8.
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exist simultaneously with ‘other animistic systems’ and can be practised alongside 
‘Buddhism, Christianity, etc’. In other societies, ‘for example, European, the func-
tions of the shaman are partly exercised by the physician and the church.23 In his 
concluding sentence, he summarized his findings as follows:

The theory of ghosts or spirits, their relations to men, are only the forms that in 
the mind of the shamanist generalize all the phenomena of normal and patho-
logical psychic life. The shaman and shamanism are the organs and system regu-
lating these phenomena and have for their principal concern the hygienic and 
preventive quality, par excellence.24

Sure enough, Shirokogoroff only interpreted shamanism among the Tungus, and 
explicitly refuted the idea of a universal phenomenon called shamanism. Most 
scholars who referred to his work, however, disregarded these crucial aspects of 
his interpretation. American anthropologists, as we will see in the next chapter, 
primarily made use of his work to affirm the shaman’s good health and his mas-
tery of spirits, habitually ignoring some of his basic methodological arguments 
against primitivism, ethnocentrism and universalism.25 In contrast, as we will see 
in the next sections, some of the main British anthropologists who made use of the 
term ‘shamanism’ were inspired by Shirokogoroff to construct a more sociologi-
cal interpretation of shamanism. As we will see, Shirokogoroff ’s work motivated 
the eminent social anthropologists Raymond Firth (1901-2002) and Ioan Lewis to 
emphasise the social role of shamans. Before I turn to them, however, I will first 
shed some light on the establishment and logic of British social anthropology.

23 In his letters to the ethnographer and sociologist Wilhelm Mühlmann (1904-1988), 
Shirokogoroff hypothesised about the ‘britischen psychomentalen Komplexes’ and the 
‘deutsche Kulturkomplex’, see Mühlmann, ‘Nachruf auf S.M. Sirokogorov’, 59-60.

24 Shirokogoroff, ‘General Theory’, 248-9. 
25 For instance, in the 2003 Encyclopedia of Shamanism, Eliade’s and Shirokogoroff ’s 

perspectives on shamanism are put side by side without any recognition of Shirokogoroff ’s 
elaborate methodological warnings. Moreover, the fact that Eliade and Shirokogoroff used 
the term ‘shamanism’ for different subject matters is ignored. According to the author, 
who is a shamanist herself, the Psychomental Complex of the Tungus is one of the most 
authoritative ethnographic studies of Siberian shamanism. In contrast with Eliade’s 1964 
Shamanism, in which the true shaman’s trance is the visionary ecstasy of spirit flight, or the 
shamanic journey, Shirokogoroff posits that the most basic attribute of the shaman’s trance 
is the mastery of spirits, or embodiment of the helping spirit, see C. Pratt, An Encyclopedia 
of Shamanism (New York, 2007) xxxiv.
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British social anthropology

Alfred Reginald Radcliffe-Brown (1881-1951), the foremost initiator of a distinct 
British ‘structural and sociological anthropology’, instituted British structural 
functionalism by introducing French sociology into British anthropology. Want-
ing his ‘scientific comparative sociology’ to focus on social structures, he moved 
British anthropology away from the evolutionary interpretations of his armchair 
forebears.26 Social anthropologists never abandoned psychology altogether, how-
ever. The Polish-born anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski (1884-1942), namely, 
whose self-consciously wrought creation myth provided the charter for the mod-
ern British fieldwork tradition, directing British anthropology from the armchair 
into the field, turned towards a psychological functionalism that focused on hu-
man needs and stability.27 

The turn towards social anthropology diminished the importance of the study of 
shamanism, as the French scholarly predecessors of British social anthropologists 
had already recognised the term ‘shaman’ as highly problematic. Marcel Mauss 
(1872-1950), for instance, expressed his dislike of the term in his 1902 classic work 
on magic. Yet, he still interpreted the phenomena known as shamanism, as he 
wrote:

(A)ll these individuals – the disabled and the ecstatic, the peddlers, hawk-
ers, jugglers and neurotics – actually form kinds of social classes. They pos-
sess magical powers not through their individual peculiarities but as a conse-
quence of society’s attitude towards them and their kind.28 

With this interpretation he implicitly distanced himself from the interpretations 
of shamanism that merely focused on the individual capacities of shamans. Mauss 
did not subscribe to a form of sociologism, however, as he described the ‘magician’ 
– the term he preferred above the term ‘shaman’ – as ‘any individual who has the 
power to send forth his soul’. According to him, it was ‘the basic principle behind 
the whole institution designated by the poorly chosen name of shamanism.’29

26 A. Kuper, ‘Preface’, in idem, The Social Anthropology of Radcliffe-Brown (London, 1977) 
1-7 at 3; E.E. Evans-Pritchard, ‘Radcliffe-Brown (1881-1955)’ in idem, A History of 
Anthropological Thought (London, 1981) 200-2 at 200.

27 G.W. Stocking, Jr., ‘Radcliffe Brown and British Social Anthropology’, in idem, Functionalism 
Historicized. Essays on British Social Anthropology (Madison and London, 1984) 131-91 at 
156.

28 M. Mauss, A General Theory of Magic (London, 1972) 34. Originally published in 
collaboration with H. Hubert as ‘Esquisse d’une théorie générale de la magie’, Année 
Sociologique 7 (1902-1903) 1-146.

29 Mauss, A General Theory of Magic, 28.
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In the same year, another French scholar, Arnold van Gennep (1873-1953) fore-
warned that the term ‘shamanism’ was so dangerously vague that scholars should 
not use it. Certainly, the word ‘shaman’ could be used to denote a sorcerer, or a 
certain kind of person with a specific religious role, and in this sense the sha-
man was essentially no different from medicine men all over the world but, Van 
Gennep argued, the terms ‘shamanism’ and ‘shamanic’ did not apply to anything 
definite. Therefore, ‘one would do better, it would seem to me, to leave it out’.30 As 
we have seen in the previous chapter, his words of warning did not catch on. In 
the American field of anthropology his comments only reached the bibliographic 
notes of some American journals. In France, however, even though Van Gennep 
was an outsider in the academic field, his interpretation of shamanism matched 
those of other sociologists.31

In line with their French colleagues, British anthropologists also had difficulties 
with the term ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’. Sir Edward Evan Evans-Pritchard (1902-
1973), who was one of the most influential British anthropologists of the twentieth 
century, at least in the scholarly field, is a case in point. In his 1956 classic Nuer 
Religion, he argued that the meaning of the term ‘shamanism’ was too indistinct 
for scholarly use. Evans-Pritchard, whose own powerful ‘theatre of language’, as 
Clifford Geertz noted, lacked jargon, anthropological or other, wrote:

Although the considerable literature on primitive religions which appeared 
towards the end of the last century and the early years of the present century 
made us familiar with such terms as animism, fetishism, totemism, mana, 
tabu, and shamanism, their meanings are still obscure. The very fact that these 
terms are borrowed from native languages is an indication of the failure to 
built up an adequate and agreed-upon terminology in Comparative Religion, 
a subject which, moreover, has been since sadly neglected, especially in this 
country.32

30 A. van Gennep, ‘Shamanism Is a Dangerously Vague Word’, in Narby and Huxley, Shamans 
Through Time, 51-2 (translated from ‘De l’Emploi du Mot “Chamanisme”’, Revue de 
l‘Histoire des Religions 47 (1903) 51-7.

31 A.F.C., ‘Recent Articles of a Comparative Nature in Folk-Lore and Other Periodicals’, 
Journal of American Folklore 16 (1903) 278-80 at 279; A.F. Chamberlain, ‘Periodical 
Literature’, American Anthropologist NS 5 (1903) 707-22 at 707; R. Zumwalt, ‘Arnold van 
Gennep: The Hermit of Bourg-la-Reine’, American Anthropologist NS 84 (1982) 299-313; 
W.W. Belier, ‘Arnold Van Gennep and the Rise of French Sociology of Religion’, Numen 41 
(1994) 141-62.

32 E.E. Evans-Pritchard, Nuer Religion (New York, 1977 [1956]) vi; C. Geertz, ‘Slide Show. 
Evans-Pritchard’s African Transparencies’, in idem, Works and Lives. The Anthropologist as 
Author (Stanford, 1988) 49-72 at 59-60.
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British anthropologists differed considerably from most of their American coun-
terparts. For many American cultural anthropologists, British social anthropolo-
gists even constituted a negative reference group.33 The American anthropologist 
Robert Lowie (1883-1957), for instance, in 1937 criticized Mauss and Hubert for 
their too strict sociological approach to shamanism and their ‘refusal to consider 
the individual at all’. He argued that the British ‘phobia’ of psychology was ‘logi-
cally indefensible’ and presented shamanism as a crucial subject to explain the 
limitations of social anthropology in 1953. According to him, the term ‘shaman-
ism’ was nothing but ‘a meaningless counter unless we ascertain to the fullest ex-
tent possible the mental state of the shaman and the responses of his group’.34 

Years later, in 1964, the leading social anthropologist Raymond Firth wrote 
that British anthropologists used the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ ‘relatively 
infrequently’. They often used ‘spirit possession’ instead, or interchangeably, even 
though, according to Firth, ‘spirit possession seems too broad a term to specify the 
social functions and active controlling role characteristic of the shaman’. Indeed, 
Firth, whose interpretations will appear later in this section, was one of the few 
social anthropologists who made use of the term ‘shaman’.35

The British hesitance to accept the terms was consistent with ‘our British focus 
on comparative analysis, our focus on societies rather than cultures and our pref-
erence for etic rather than emic categories’, as the British social anthropologist 
Ioan Lewis argued in 1984.36 That may be true, but another aspect of the intellectu-
al habitus of British anthropologists must also be acknowledged. Without accusing 
anthropologists of imperialism, reluctant or not, the British anthropological inter-
est in social organization cannot be separated from the issues that were crucial in 
the British colonial administration, namely order and control.37

33 G. Watson, ‘The Social Construction of Boundaries between Social and Cultural 
Anthropology in Britain and North America’, Journal of Anthropological Research 40 (1984) 
351-66, at 351.

34 R.H. Lowie, The History of Ethnological Theory (New York, 1937) 213 and ‘Ethnography, 
Cultural and Social Anthropology’, American Anthropologist NS 55 (1953) 527-34 at 527 
and 529-30. Malinowski’s South African student, the clinical psychologist and social 
anthropologist Meyer Fortes (1906-1983) wrote that Radcliffe-Brown and Malinowski had 
pushed social anthropology away from ‘the interest in the thoughts, feelings, actions of 
individuals’, ‘Radcliffe-Brown’s Contribution to the Study of Social Organization’, British 
Journal of Sociology 6 (1955) 16-30 at 17.

35 R. Firth, ‘Shaman (Also Shamanism)’, in J. Gould and W.A. Kolb (eds.), A Dictionary of the 
Social Sciences (New York, 1964) 638-9.

36 I.M. Lewis, ‘What is a Shaman’, in M. Hoppál (ed.), Shamanism in Eurasia. Part 1 (Göttingen, 
1984) 3-12 at 4.

37 T. Asad (ed.), Anthropology and the Colonial Encounter (London, 1975); A. Kuper, 
‘Psychology and Anthropology: The British Experience’, in idem, Among the Anthropologists. 
History and Context in Anthropology (London, 1999) 79-97 at 79.
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Siegfried Frederick Nadel 

The first notable use of the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ that emerged from the 
British field of social anthropology came from the Austrian-born and naturalized 
British scholar Siegfried Frederick Nadel (1903-1956). His work on shamanism 
stands out for its empiricism and its nuanced and cautious reasoning. Neverthe-
less, it never acquired a leading position in the genealogy of shamanism. Nadel 
had studied psychology, music and philosophy in Vienna. From 1932 onwards, 
however, he became one of Malinowski’s ‘mandarins’ in London. His interest in 
psychology remained and he participated in meetings of the Socio-Psychological 
Discussion Group in London.38 Nadel primarily worked as an anthropologist, 
however. He did extensive fieldwork in Africa, joined the British armed forces 
during the Second World War, ending up as Secretary of Native Affairs. His field-
work became explicitly government-requested and, working as a practical and 
even applied anthropologist, he played his part in organising a sound and harmo-
nious Native Administration.39

Nadel’s 1941 article on ‘A Shaman Cult in the Nuba Mountains’ is exemplary in 
its carefulness. It was concerned with ‘bayel divinations and ordeals’, which were 
forms of shamanism that, he thought, would ultimately cease ‘to count even as a 
uneasy memory’. At the moment of publication, however, ‘the office of the bayel 
priest is more indispensible to Koalib society than ever’.40 Nadel related the ‘abun-
dance of bayel priests’ and the increase of spirit cults to the advent of British rule. 
Cultural adjustments had produced ‘the mental conditions under which bayel be-
lief and bayel magic would thrive’. These changes had also caused an increase in of-
fences that demanded ‘the ministration of bayel priests’. Moreover, the new condi-
tions had resulted in violations of traditional rules of conduct, some of which were 
deemed ‘fraught with danger’. Stressing the unconscious psychological motives of 
the Koalib, Nadel argued that the bayel priests were called upon to deal with ‘the 
unwitting sins’ and the guilt that demanded ‘to be spirited away by bayel magic’.41

Nadel wrote: ‘Stripped from its mystic terminology, the description of the bayel 
cult reads almost like a chapter of a textbook on psycho-analysis’. Yet, he did not 
interpret shamanism psychologically. Instead, he was more interested in the ‘ste-
reotyped pattern’ of shamanism and ‘the conventions of spirit possession’ that ‘aid 

38 R. Firth, ‘Siegfried Frederick Nadel, 1903-1956’, American Anthropologist NS 59 (1956) 
117-24; J.D. Freeman, ‘Siegfried Frederick Nadel, 1903-1956’, Oceania 27 (1956) 1-11; J. 
Salat, Reasoning as Enterprise. The Anthropology of S.F. Nadel (Göttingen, 1983) 23-30.

39 J.C. Faris, ‘Pax Britannica and the Sudan: S.F. Nadel’, in Asad, Anthropology and the Colonial 
Encounter, 153-70.

40 S.F. Nadel, ‘A Shaman Cult in the Nuba Mountains’, Sudan Notes and Records 24 (1941) 
85-112 at 112. Von Stuckrad and Znamenski, on the other hand, do not mention Nadel in 
their historiographies of shamanism.

41 Nadel, ‘A Shaman Cult in the Nuba Mountains’, 112.
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the psychological response’. Ultimately, his psychological interpretations served 
his sociological interpretations as he emphasised the wholly subjective nature of 
these visionary experiences’.42 It is noteworthy that Nadel took care to underline 
that his work on Nuba shamanism related to the specific Nuba ‘spirit cults’ only 
and not to shamanism per se, as ‘the possession cult varies characteristically with 
the social structure of the societies in which it appears’.43 

It is noteworthy that Nadel’s socio-psychological interpretation of shamanism 
prefigured his idea of ‘role’, a concept that, he argued, acted as an intermediary 
between ‘society’ and ‘individual’. The concept operated in the strategic area where 
individual behaviour became social conduct. Max Weber’s influence on Nadel is 
significant. Years before the American sociologist Talcott Parsons (1902-1979) 
provided his British colleagues with English translations of Weber, Max Weber 
had already inspired Nadel. Above all, Nadel considered shamanism as a type of 
social action.44 

Nadel’s most influential text on shamanism was his remarkably careful and nu-
anced 1946 study of ‘shamanism in the Nuba mountains’. Without using the con-
cept of ‘role’, Nadel brought the individual shaman and the society in which the 
shaman practised together. He interpreted the shaman as a ‘mouthpiece of the 
spirits and an officiant of the cult addressed to them’. The shaman was a ‘passive 
medium when possessed, but through his ability to induce possession he is also 
a master of these supernatural powers’.45 Shamanism in the Nuba mountains cor-
responded

in all essentials to the classic shamanism of Central Asia and North West 
America. Like the latter, it rests on the belief that spirits may possess human 
beings, and on the practice of establishing communication with the super-
natural through human beings so possessed.46

Nadel refuted the idea that shamanism could be correlated to ‘incipient or latent 
abnormality’ and, indeed, he ‘recorded no case of a shaman whose professional 

42 Idem, 89, 93, 99, 105.
43 Idem, 85-6.
44 Salat, Reasoning as Enterprise, 100-3, 110-5. See also I.C. Jarvie, ‘Nadel on the Aims and 

Methods of Social Anthropology’, British Journal for the Philosophy of Science 12 (1961) 
1-24.

45 S.F. Nadel, ‘A Study of Shamanism in the Nuba Mountains’, Journal of the Royal 
Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland 76 (1946) 25-37 at 25.

46 Nadel, ‘A Study of Shamanism in the Nuba Mountains’, 25. See also idem, The Nuba. An 
Anthropological Study of the Hill Tribes in Kordofan (Oxford, 1947) in which Nadel argued 
that, ‘Like the classical shamanism of North America and Central Asia, the spirit cult of 
these Nuba tribes centres round individuals capable of producing a state of trance and 
mental dissociation which is interpreted as spirit possession’ (440).
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hysteria deteriorated into serious mental disorders’. He wrote: ‘No shaman is, in 
everyday life, an ‘abnormal’ individual, a neurotic or a paranoiac; if he were, he 
would be classed as a lunatic, not respected as a priest.’ Ultimately, Nadel suggested 
that there was no conclusive answer to the ambiguous question of psychologi-
cal causes and cultural effects. He even found the ‘Psychology of Shamanism’ the 
most difficult aspect of his analysis.47 The importance of shamanism did not rest 
on ‘private experiences separating the visionary from the rest of the community’. 
On the contrary, even the dreams of shamans were ‘public property’. The shaman’s 
vocation was ‘a public ideal’ and 

it is by persons such as he and by visions such as he is apt to have that the com-
munity is guided. It is here that the full significance of dreams and other spirit 
manifestations is revealed.48

Nadel found two groups of shamans in the Nuba Mountains. The first were quali-
fied to deal with the ‘irregular, contingent needs of individuals’, while the others 
were qualified to deal with the needs of the community. They became leaders of 
the community, but shamans did not make ‘real leaders’ as human life and thus 
leadership was almost totally dominated by descent. Alternatively, the leadership 
of shamans was ‘irregular, fluid, and often conflicting’ and therefore, shamans 
could be connected to cultural change as they sometimes departed from tradition, 
instead of upholding it. In other words,

shamanism introduces into the lineage framework a different order of align-
ment. The spirit priest is the centre of a new, more fluid grouping, which ex-
tends as far as does his reputation. This extent is localized, and coincides with 
the zone of community life. Shamanism thus provides a spiritual focus for a 
community otherwise rigidly divided along lines of descent.49

Nadel observed that psychologically unsettling cultural changes that ‘create and 
foster emotional instability, neurotic and hysterical leanings’ enlarged the clientele 
of shamans and multiplied the occasions that required shaman intervention. Thus, 
greater nervous instability lead to the spreading of shamanism. These ‘facts’, he 
suggested, seem ‘to weigh down the scales in favour of the hypothesis that sha-
manism exploits and at the same time canalizes existing neurotic leanings and 
relieves mental stresses’.50 

47 Nadel, ‘A Study of Shamanism in the Nuba Mountains’, 36.
48 Idem, 30.
49 Idem, 31.
50 Idem, 36.
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By interpreting shamanism primarily as a social phenomenon, Nadel followed 
the logic of his own social anthropological field. The dominant lineage of inter-
pretations of shamanism focused on the shaman as an individual, however, and 
Nadel’s interpretations were largely ignored by later interpreters of shamanism. 
Eliade, for instance, as we will see in the next chapter, ignored the most crucial 
part of Nadel’s analysis, and merely took over Nadel’s comments on the sanity of 
shamans.51 

Social anthropological interpretations of shamanism would not shape a domi-
nant genealogy of shamanism and they were not important for the genesis of a 
contemporary field of shamanism. Therefore, I will not return to social anthropo-
logical perspectives on shamanism in later chapters of this study. However, I can-
not leave out the two primary social anthropologists who focused on shamanism 
in the second half of the twentieth century, namely the abovementioned Raymond 
Firth and Ioan Lewis. As I have noted before in this chapter, both were highly in-
spired by Shirokogoroff ’s work. 

Raymond Firth

In his 1959 Huxley Memorial Lecture, Firth distinguished ‘spirit possession’ (‘a 
form of trance in which behaviour actions of a person are interpreted as evidence 
of a control of his behaviour by a spirit normally external to him’), from ‘spirit 
mediumship’ (‘a form of possession in which a person is conceived as serving as 
an intermediary between spirits and men’) and from ‘shamanism’: 

a term I prefer to use in the limited North Asiatic sense, a master of spirits. 
Normally himself a spirit medium, the shaman is thought to control spirits by 
ritual techniques.52 

In his entry on ‘Shaman (Also Shamanism)’ in the 1965 Dictionary of the Social 
Sciences, Firth referred to anthropologists such as Czaplicka, Radloff, Howells, 
Redfield and Shirokogoroff to argue that the difference in usage of the terms ‘sha-
man’ and ‘shamanism’ depends primarily upon ‘the criteria regarded as distinctive 
of a shaman’. He also mentioned Eliade briefly, referring to his French 1951 Le 
Chamanism, but only for Eliade’s suggestion that it was ‘inacceptable to assimi-
late the typical condition of the shaman to the category of a mental malady’. Firth 
wrote: 

51 See, for instance M. Eliade, ‘Einführende Betrachtungen über den Schamanismus’, 
Paideuma. Mitteilungen zur Kulturkunde 5 (1950-4) 87-97.

52 R. Firth, ‘Problem and Assumption in an Anthropological Study of Religion. Huxley 
Memorial Lecture 1959’, Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and 
Ireland 89 (1959) 129-48 at 141.
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In modern ethnography the terms shaman and shamanism have been extend-
ed to cover a range of analogous phenomena in many parts of the world (…) 
but there has not been agreement as on their scope. Thus, by some writers the 
term shaman has been used very broadly for any specialist who is concerned 
with the maintenance or restoration of the equilibrium of individuals or a soci-
ety by ritual means.53

His own definition of shamanism was clearly inspired by Shirokogoroff. In Firth’s 
social-anthropological version, shamanism was

that particular form of spirit mediumship in which a specialist (the shaman) 
normally himself a medium, is deemed to exercise developed techniques of 
control over spirits, sometimes including mastery of spirits believed to be pos-
sessing another medium.54

Ioan Lewis

A later major exemplary social anthropological interpretation of shamanism was 
also inspired by Shirokogoroff.55 Ioan Myrddin Lewis, a student of Evans-Pritchard, 
presented an analysis of spirit possession that would turn out to be the most in-
fluential social anthropological interpretation of shamanism. Lewis argued, from 
1966 onwards, that by means of spirit possession, ‘women and other depressed 
categories exert mystical pressures upon their superiors in circumstances of dep-
rivation and frustration when few other sanctions are available’. According to him, 
possession cults were ‘forms of hysterical possession which are largely institution-
alized as a means by which women, and sometimes other subject categories, are 
enabled to protect their interests and prefer their claims and ambitions through 
occasional rather than chronic affliction’.56

As a ‘psycho-dramatic’ outlet and expression of frustrations, possession could 
offer comfort, Lewis argued. Moreover, when the afflicted woman was at the centre 
of attention, the possessing spirits could demand gifts. The husband could even 
be constrained to modify his behaviour towards her. Lewis also pointed to the 
‘sex-war’ aspects of arctic hysteria, as this ‘hysterical condition, which is generally 
attributed to spirit possession, plays a vital role in the selection, training and ritual 
performances of Siberian shamans – who are frequently women’.57

53 R. Firth, ‘Shaman (Also Shamanism)’, 638-9.
54 Firth, ‘Shaman (Also Shamanism)’, 638-9.
55 In an e-mail, Lewis told me that Shirokogoroff was his main source of inspiration [e-mail 

message received on 19 November 2007]. 
56 I.M. Lewis, ‘Spirit Possession and Deprivation Cults’, Man NS 1 (1966) 307-29 at 308, 318, 

322.
57 Lewis, ‘Spirit Possession and Deprivation Cults’, 316, 318.
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In accordance with Nadel, Lewis attributed ‘great social as well as psychological 
importance’ to shamanism. The ‘shaman’s role as fortune-teller, diviner, healer and 
mediator’ was important, but it was also crucial that ‘adherents gain assurance, 
security and enhancement of status, even if only vicariously’. Shamans ‘not only 
answer recurring problems within their own cultural tradition, but in response to 
new stimuli and pressures, announce messianic revelations and inaugurate spir-
itually inspired religions with a new and wider appeal and a strong embodiment 
of moral teaching’.58 As Lewis explained in a debate that his work had aroused, 
spirit possession in general was not a product of the deprivation of women in 
male-dominated societies per se. Instead, he had focused on the type of possession 
that he called ‘peripheral possession’, and in these cases ‘certain social categories 
of men and psychologically disturbed individuals’ could also be ‘caught’ by spirits. 
He defined ‘peripheral’ cults as ‘those cults involving spirits which are not cen-
tral to the maintenance of morality in a particular society’. Moreover, in ‘societies 
where possession cults are institutionalized within a main morality cult, it is men 
rather than women who figure as shamans’.59 

Lewis’s 1971 Ecstatic Religion: An Anthropological Study of Spirit Possession and 
Shamanism became an instant classic. A lengthy citation from Ecstatic Religion il-
lustrates Lewis’s sociological approach to shamanism: 

The shaman is thus the symbol not of subjection and despondency but of in-
dependence and hope. (...) hard-won control over the ground of affliction is 
re-enacted in every shamanistic séance. This, rather than the repetition of any 
personal crisis, is the message of the séance. For at the séance the gods enter 
the shaman at his bidding, and are thus brought into direct confrontation with 
society and its problems. It is by dragging the gods down to his level, as much 
by soaring aloft to meet them, that the shaman enables man to deal with his 
deities on an equal footing.60

58 Idem, 322-3.
59 I.M. Lewis, ‘Spirits and the Sex War’, Man NS 2 (1967) 626-9.
60 I.M. Lewis, Ecstatic Religion: An Anthropological Study of Spirit Possession and Shamanism 

(Hammondsworth, 1971) 189. Remarkably, the second and third editions, published in 
1989 and in 2003, were titled Ecstatic Religion: An Anthropological Study of Shamanism and 
Spirit Possession. This is not very surprising, however, as Lewis had become an international 
authority in the field of shamanology, participating in the International Society for Shamanic 
Research and publishing in its journal Shaman. Alas, Znamenski has demonstrated that his 
social anthropological perspectives can easily be misinterpreted, as he incorrectly argued 
that ‘Lewis extended the Eliadian vision to Africa’. In contrast, I would suggest that Lewis’s 
sociological approach is very far removed from Eliade’s essentialist approach, as we will 
also see in the next chapter, Beauty of the Primitive, 188.
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Building on his earlier sociology of possession and ecstatic cults and on the works 
of Nadel and Shirokogoroff, whom he considered the ‘main authority’, even as late 
as 1997 Lewis approached shamanism as a social phenomenon with distinctive 
psychological traits. He related the practices of shamans primarily to social prob-
lems. Definitely, like other social anthropological perspectives on shamanism, 
Lewis’s diverged from the main streams of shamanism studies. Instead of mis-
recognising the interactions that may play significant roles in the formation of 
shamanisms, as most shamanologies habitually do, he focused on the social power 
of the shaman. For Lewis, as for other social anthropological interpretations in 
general, the main significance of shamanism lay in its sociopolitical role.61 

Theology and religious studies

Social anthropological interpretations of shamanism contrasted sharply with the 
shamanological constructions that were produced in the field of religious studies. 
Both anthropologists and scholars of religion dropped evolutionary perspectives 
in favour of new perspectives in the first decades of the twentieth century, but the 
result was entirely different. This was related to the way these scholars conceptual-
ized religion as an autonomous system that, instead of something that they had 
to explain, was something that accounted for the deplorable condition of modern 
society. Crucial for their interpretations was their investment in both the academ-
ic and the religious field or, in Bourdieu’s terminology, their ‘double belonging 
and double play’. From different national contexts these scholars interpreted the 
threats of modern society differently but in general they aspired to rescue disen-
chanted modern society from the loss of genuine identity. Without openly reflect-
ing on their tacit religionist presuppositions they suggested that religion could and 
should function as an antidote to the dangers of disenchanted modern society. 
Religion was their answer to the powerful estranging and disenchanted systems 
of economics and politics. In accordance with their timeless model of religion, 
scholars of religion started to search for general structures and universal laws.62 

61 I.M. Lewis, ‘The Shaman’s Quest in Africa’, Cahiers d’Études Africaines 145 (1997) 119-35 at 
122, 130.

62 H. Kippenberg, Discovering Religious History in the Modern Age (Princeton, 2002) and 
‘Explaining Modern Facts by Modern Religions’, in S. Hjelde (ed.), Man, Meaning & 
History. Hundred Years of History of Religions in Norway. The Heritage of W. Brede Kristensen 
(Leiden, 2000) 7-11; Bourdieu, ‘Sociologists of Belief and Beliefs of Sociologists’. See also 
A.L. Molendijk, ‘At the Cross-Roads: Early Dutch Science of Religion in International 
Perspective’, in Hjelde, Man, Meaning & History, 19-56; I.S. Gilhus, ‘The Phenomenology 
of Religion: An Ideal and its Problems’, ibidem, 191-202.
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In a way, the term ‘shamanism’ would be the subject of a similar transformation 
process as the term ‘religion’. In most cases, scholars of religion who used the term 
‘shamanism’ before and during the nineteenth century wanted to explain, interpret 
or understand a phenomenon that was known as shamanism. In the twentieth 
century, scholars also started to use the term ‘shamanism’ to account for formerly 
unexplained or mysterious phenomena. In other words, shamanism gradually 
turned from an explanandum to an explanans. 

Shamanism definitely came to the fore as a separate category of analysis in 1920, 
with the publication of the eleventh volume of the Encyclopaedia of Religion and 
Ethics that appeared between 1908 and 1926. This was a momentous episode in 
the history of the scholarly approach to shamanism, as the encyclopaedia became 
an unrivalled reference work for more than half a century.63 A range of anthro-
pologists and other scholars made use of the term ‘shaman’ in their contributions 
in an incredible variety of ways, but in the eleventh volume a separate article on 
‘Shamanism’ appeared.

The author was John Arnott MacCulloch (1868-1950), Canon of the Cathedral 
of the Holy Spirit in Cumbrae, Scotland. He defined the ‘primitive religion’ of sha-
manism as ‘polytheism or polydæmonism, with strong roots in nature-worship, 
and generally with a supreme god over all’. The ‘priestly, prophetic, and mag-
ico-medical’ functions of shamans had not been differentiated yet, MacCulloch 
claimed, and so the healing powers were ‘partially medical’ and ‘connected with 
the belief that diseases were caused by spirits which have lodged themselves in the 
sufferer’. The shaman had priestly functions but his main powers were connected 
with healing and divination. These ‘magical acts are done by virtue of his power 
over or influence with spirits’. During the exercise of his powers, his altered mental 
states were ‘in evidence’. Even though he distinguished the special capacities of the 
shaman, MacCulloch confirmed the common idea that the shaman is ‘abnormal, 
neurotic, and epileptic’.64

MacCulloch paid attention to the shaman’s dress and accessories and the dif-
ferent kinds of shamans, such as the ‘shaman among the Eskimos’, the ‘American 
Indian shaman’ and the ‘shaman in Malaysia’. These different shamans had dif-
ferent functions, MacCulloch argued. In some cases, ‘possession of or by spirits 
as the fundamental fact in healing and wonder-working marks the true shaman’. 
According to MacCulloch the shaman’s methods were ‘semi-religious’ and not 
fundamentally ‘magical’. Basically, shamanism was mysticism of a primitive kind 
as it involved the seeking of intimate communion with the spirit world. The word 
‘shaman’ should only be used to denote ‘one whose procedure is based on the fact 
that he is en rapport with spirits or has them at his command’. This method could 

63 E. Sharpe, Comparative Religion. A History (London, 1975) 135.
64 J.A. MacCulloch, ‘Shamanism’, in J. Hastings (ed.), Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics XI 

(Edinburgh, 1920) 441-6.
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be found among medicine-men and among magicians in a wide area, MacCulloch 
claimed, but the ‘Asiatic shaman is a highly specialized user of shamanic meth-
ods’.65

Throughout the Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics scholars interpret shaman-
ism as a kind of mysticism. For instance, the first Danish professor in the History 
of Religions, Edvard Lehmann (1862-1930), used his 1909 article on ‘mysticism’ 
in the encyclopaedia to repeat the claims he had made before in his influential and 
widely read 1908 Mystik in Heidentum und Christentum. In the Encyclopaedia he 
wrote: ‘Religious mysticism in the higher sense of the word, as an intuitive ecstatic 
union with the deity obtained by means of contemplation and other mental exer-
cises, is very rarely found among primitive races’. Yet, ‘we often meet a “mystical 
union” in the lower sense of the word’ and in this sense, ‘Most forms of shamanism 
come within the sphere of mysticism’. His trances ‘reduce him to a state of uncon-
sciousness in which his soul has left the body to unite with the god or at least dwell 
in his immediate presence’. Lehmann argued that the mystical element in ‘shaman-
izing’ was the presence of the divine essence in the shaman and his distribution of 
it to others.66

Lehmann’s double belonging was vital for his interpretations. He exhibited his 
Christian dispositions most clearly through his efforts to introduce the teaching 
of religion in schools so that students would realise the superiority of Christian-
ity, which was both a natural and necessary task, he thought. Not surprisingly, 
he rated Christian mysticism above shamanism as it was, at least in its Siberian 
shape, ‘largely influenced by the great Indo-Iranian religions of Asia’. Therefore, 
he argued, in line with his notion that he, as a scholar of religion, should guide the 
population past the pitfalls of the many dubious novel religious movements such 
as spiritualism and theosophy: ‘we cannot regard it as a genuine type of primitive 
mysticism’.67

Shamanism was also associated with mysticism by the Dutch theologian and 
scholar of religion Gerardus van der Leeuw (1890-1950). In his 1924 booklet on 
mysticism he suggested that the drumming of shamans lead to intoxication and, 
subsequently, to an unconscious, mystical bliss. In other words, shamans prac-
tised a primitive form of mysticism.68 In the same year, Van der Leeuw referred to 

65 MacCulloch, ‘Shamanism’, 446. 
66 E. Lehmann, Mystik in Heidentum und Christentum (Leipzig, 1908), ‘Mysticism (Primitive)’, 

in Hastings, Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics IX (1917) 85-7 at 85.
67 Lehmann, ‘Mysticism (Primitive)’, 85; J.P. Asmussen, ‘Lehmann, Edvard’, in L. Jones (ed.), 

Encyclopedia of Religion 8 (20052) 5404-5; T. Tyberg, ‘The Introduction of History of 
Religions as an Academic Discipline in Denmark’, in Hjelde, Man, Meaning, Mystery, 237-
52 at 237; M. Strausberg, ‘The study of Religion(s) in Western Europe (I): Prehistory and 
History until World War II’, Religion 37 (2007) 294-318 at 310 note 46.

68 G. van der Leeuw, ‘Mystiek’, in idem, Geschriften uitgegeven van wege de Studie-Commissie 
der Ethische Vereeniging 1-4 (1924) 1-40 at 10. See also W. Hofstee, Goden en Mensen. De 
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shamans, sorcerers and medicine men as ‘holy people’, who were able to provide 
superhuman help because of their connection with superhuman powers. Shamans 
were always truthful and not charlatans, notwithstanding their conscious use of 
tricks.69 

In 1932, Van der Leeuw focused on the use of pious fraud by shamans, sorcerers 
and medicine men. Shamans believed that their communion with higher powers 
enabled their marvellous practices, Van der Leeuw argued, making this case by 
appropriating the often-misunderstood work of Lucien Lévy Bruhl (1857-1939), 
who had analyzed ‘primitive mentality’ sociologically by classifying human socie-
ties in the broadest possible way, namely, in two types: the primitive and the civi-
lised. Primitive thinking, Lévy Bruhl had claimed, was pre-logical and primitive 
patterns of thought were bound to collective representations. Primitive represen-
tations were mystical in the sense that primitives believed in ‘forces, in influences, 
and in actions imperceptible to the senses, though nonetheless real’. In a letter to 
Evans-Pritchard, who was an exception, according to Lévy-Bruhl, as he had un-
derstood and represented his theories correctly, he had admitted that his classifica-
tion had presented the ‘savage’ as more ‘mystical’ and the ‘civilized man’ as more 
rational than they ‘in fact are’.70

In his own phenomenological (mis)interpretation of Lévy-Bruhl’s theory, Van 
der Leeuw claimed that primitive people do not know the world as we know it. 
For the ‘primitive man’ there was no subject vis-à-vis an object, as he perceived 
the world as a living unity of which he is a part. Van der Leeuw accentuated the 
differences between ‘primitive’ and ‘civilized’ thinking and claimed that primitive 
people share their ‘primitive mentality’ with artists, children, dreamers and even 
with the mentally defective.71 

The general idea of the shaman-as-a-mystic was that the essential element of 
shamanism was the personality of the shaman. Some scholars perceived the sha-
man as an abnormal personality with mystic-like qualities, while others converted 
the shaman into a truly charismatic personality with the mystic ability to experi-
ence the basic core of religion, which was, according to many interpreters, a facility 
that was imperilled by modernisation. As archetypical ‘primitive’ representations 
of mystical enchantment, shamans could become exemplary antidotes of what was 
perceived as the disenchanting world. Albeit in a primitive from, shamans pos-
sessed the archaic or timeless qualities that alienated modern people lacked.

godsdienstwetenschap van Gerardus van der Leeuw 1890-1950 (Kampen, 1997).
69 G. Van der Leeuw, ‘Heilige Menschen’, in idem, Inleiding in de Godsdienstgeschiedenis 

(Haarlem, 1924) 142-50 at 142-3.
70 L. Lévy-Bruhl, ‘A Letter to E.E. Evans-Pritchard’, British Journal of Sociology 3 (1952) 117-23 

at 119; E.E. Evans-Pritchard, ‘Lévy-Bruhl (1857-1939)’, in idem, History of Anthropological 
Thought, 119-31 at 124.

71 G. van der Leeuw, ‘Pia Fraus’, Mensch en Maatschappij 8 (1932) 365-80 at 365-66. See L. 
Leertouwer, ‘Primitive Religion in Dutch Religious Studies’, Numen 38 (1991) 198-213.
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Folklorism

The archaic or timeless features of shamans were also emphasised by different 
twentieth-century European folklorists. They came to their views in their search for 
the archaic or timeless features of distinct populations. In fact, some of the most in-
fluential twentieth-century interpretations of shamanism were products of folklor-
istic research that was closely related to cultural-political struggles. In these cases, 
the term ‘shamanism’ was strategically used to form and develop a spirited national 
identity. Certainly, not all folkloristic interpreters of shamanism were involved in 
cultural nationalist politics. As we will see, more than a few interpreters used the 
terms to denote folkloristic and religious universals, to be found all over the world. 

Finnish forefathers

One of the foremost twentieth-century European interpreters of shamanism, the 
Finnish scholar of religion Uno Harva (1882-1949), was an outspoken cultural 
nationalist. When he described ‘Lapp shamans’ in the Encyclopaedia of Religion 
and Ethics in 1914, he was still known under his Swedish name Uno Holmberg. 
Harva, whose interpretation would have an enormous bearing on the genealogy 
of shamanism, depicted ‘Lapp’ shamans as mediators between humankind and 
the spiritual world. They were ‘extremely nervous individuals whose characteristic 
troubles passed from generation to generation’. The shaman could ‘enter into touch’ 
with the spirit world ‘when in an ecstatic state, a trance’ that was often produced by 
the ‘Lapp drum’. His soul went to ‘the kingdom of death’ to ask advice of the dead 
and on this journey he was assisted by ‘tutelary spirits’ that, Harva suggested, were 
parts of his own soul that, ‘severed from the body, could put on different shapes’.72

The ‘Lapps’ used the drum to produce the ecstatic trance, and ‘to liven up the 
shaman’s fantasy the Lapps painted figures and signs with blood or alder-bark juice 
on the drum-skin’. With the multiplication of figures, they ‘became a perfect mi-
crocosm, representing the whole range of ideas of the Lapps’. ‘Lapp’ shamans also 
functioned as sacrificial priests.73 In his other contribution to the Encyclopaedia, 
Harva attributed the same functions to Finno-Ugric priests. In earlier times, ‘when 
shamanism prevailed it was the duty of the shaman to attend to the sacrifices. The 
shaman priest was held in very high esteem among his people’. His advice and 
opinion were valued highly, people gave him the best seat in the house and they 
presented him with valuable gifts.74

72 U. Holmberg, ‘Lapps’, in Hastings, Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics VII (1914) 797-800 
at 799. Nowadays, the term ‘Lapps’ is considered derogatory and scholars use the term 
‘Samis’ instead.

73 Holmberg, ‘Lapps’, 799.
74 U. Holmberg, ‘Priest, Priesthood (Ugro-Finnish)’, in Hastings, Encyclopaedia of Religion 

and Ethics X (1918) 335-6.
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For a proper understanding of Harva’s interpretation, a closer look at his career 
and the struggles he was involved in are necessary. Harva had studied theology 
and served as a priest for one year before he became a student of the Finnish an-
thropologist, sociologist and philosopher Edward Westermarck (1862-1939). He 
introduced Harva to the comparative-typological method and taught him the im-
portance of fieldwork. Yet, while Westermarck carried out his fieldwork in Mo-
rocco, Harva concentrated on researching the roots of the new Finnish nation. 
Even though he advocated the comparative study of religions, his primary object 
of study became the Finno-Ugric people. In addition, whereas Westermarck was 
active in the Prometheus Society, a freethinker’s association, Harva was active in 
the Saturday Theological Society. From both Finnish factions, scholars put for-
ward interpretations of shamans in their polemic struggle over the doctrines and 
institutions of Christianity.75 

For example, when Rafael Karsten (1879-1956), another student of Westermarck 
and a member of the Prometheus Society, claimed, in 1910, that the prophets of 
the Old Testament were very similar to the ‘inspired shamans’ of the ‘primitive 
people’, his opponents interpreted his views on the pagan origin of Christianity as 
a fierce attack on Christianity.76 Years later, in 1935, another Finnish scholar, the 
theologian Antti Filemon Puukka (1875-1954) contributed to this debate by using 
the work on shamanism of his Finnish colleague Kai Donner (1888-1935) to shed 
light on the ‘Ekstatische Propheten’ of the Old Testament. Puukka was a member 
of the Theological Saturday Society, like Uno Harva, and he was very critical of the 
anti-clerical work of Karsten. According to Puukka, both prophets and shamans 
could be typified by ‘Lärmende Musik, eigenartiger Tanz, convulsive Zuckungen 
des Körpers, Ritzen des Körpers’ and ‘trance-artiger Schlaf ’. Yet shamans did not 
have an ethical value and they were merely of ‘religionsgeschichtlichen’ interest, as 
shamans believed in spirits and not in the one ‘sittlichen Gott’. Although he denied 
the historical relationship between shamans and the ecstatic prophets, Puukka 
claimed that ‘die Völker Asiens haben schon in uralter Zeit viel mehr voneinander 
gelernt, als wir ahnen können’.77

75 K. Pipping and A. Åbo, ‘The First Finnish Sociologist: A Reappraisal of Edward 
Westermarck’s Work’, Acta Sociologica 25 (1982) 347-57; K. Pipping, ‘Who reads 
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Sociologica 43 (2000) 299-306; V. Anttonen, ‘Harva, Uno’, L. Jones (ed.), Encyclopaedia of 
Religion 6 (Detroit, 20052) 3782-4.

76 R. Karsten, Hedendom och Kristendom (Helsinki, 1910) 118; I. Salomaa, Rafael Karsten 
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(Helsinki, 2002) 229.
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Harva’s nationalism was fostered by his other mentor, the nationalist scholar of 
Finnish and comparative folklore Kaarle Krohn (1863-1933). Krohn had started 
out as an evolutionist thinker, arguing that Finnish epic songs were not Finnish at 
all but rather reworked Christian saints’ legends borrowed from abroad. However, 
from 1918 onwards, he was a devolutionist who made claims about the ancient, 
heroic and independent Finnish past. He provided his nation with historical jus-
tification for the new role they wished to play on the world political stage. Only a 
year before, Finland had still been a grand duchy of Russia.78 Krohn looked to the 
folklore records of heroic forefathers for inspiration in determining the direction 
his country should take. Harva was his associate and related the worship of ances-
tors to an instinctive nationalistic feeling, most clearly demonstrating his cultural 
nationalism when he hailed the ‘Finnish national spirit, just as we have inherited 
it from our fathers’.79

Although Harva’s work was a part and a product of the struggle for Finnish 
culture, it was also the product of a religionist scholar who made efforts to identify 
religion as an essential category that had to be studied on its own terms, for its own 
sake. His intellectual habitus guided him towards the construction of a religious 
core of Finnish identity. The finding of universal religious forms also fitted his 
religionist strategy. Harva presented a very influential interpretation of one sup-
posed universal religious phenomenon in his 1923 comparative phenomenologi-
cal study Der Baum des Lebens. It focused on the religious symbolism of the ‘tree 
of life’, ‘world pillar’ or ‘axis mundi’. Harva argued that when shamans went to the 
heavenly world, they climbed a version of the tree of life. He suggested that this 
universal mythological figure could also be identified in Islamic minarets, Egyp-
tian images, various sacred mountains and even in the biblical story of the tower of 
Babel. This association of shamans with the axis mundi became popular especially 
after Mircea Eliade picked it up from Harva.80
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In his 1927 ‘Finno-Ugric Mythology’, Harva interpreted shamans as the neces-
sary mediums to consult the spirits who, at times, also filled the role of sacrificing 
priest. The ‘psychic qualities’ that were ‘necessary in its service’ ran in families and 
appeared either in early childhood or after a severe illness. Arctic people ‘would 
seem to be specially inclined to nervous diseases’, Harva argued: ‘The mere trifle 
scares them, they faint on the slightest provocation or become furious, when they 
act like maniacs’.81 Harva approached Siberian shamans by linking the Siberian to-
temic system to the inheritance of shamanic supernatural powers and to the myths 
concerning the origin of the ancestors from certain animals and their relationship 
to the ‘first shaman’.82

His other highly influential and much cited work, the 1938 Die religiösen Vorstel-
lungen der Altaischen Völker was the German version of a book he had published 
earlier in Finnish in 1933. It focused on the mythic structure in the cosmology of 
the peoples of ancient North-Eurasia and Central Asia. Harva pointed to morpho-
logically related themes in the mythic narratives of shamanistic hunters, cattle-
breeding agriculturalists and nomadic pastoralists. These included the concepts of 
the shaman’s tree, the shaman’s ascent to the heavens, the journey to the centre of 
the world and, again, the symbolism of the axis mundi.83

In 1940, at the height of the Finnish-Soviet war, the shamanic heart of Finn-
ish culture was endorsed by the Swiss philologist and historian of religions Karl 
Meuli (1891-1968). He called the composer of the ‘Kalewala, das Nationalepos 
der Finnen’, Elias Lönnrot, ‘der finnische Homer’ and claimed that the core of it 
was ‘Schamanenpoesie’. He thus confirmed the shamanic-poetic basis of Finnish 
identity.84 Five years before, in 1935, Meuli’s influential article ‘Scythica’ had in-
terpreted the funeral customs of the Scythians as described by Herodotus in a 
shamanic key. Via a highly speculative comparative study of folklore, he argued:

Wir haben das skytische Schamanentum (...) durch Beiziehung gleichartigen 
Erscheinungen bei Alt-Türken, Sibiriern und nordamerikanischen Indianern; 
Reste eines offenbar ganz ähnlichen Schamanentums bei den Skythen näch-
stverwandten Persern und Indern erwiesen es als uralten Bestandteil der in-
doiranischen, wohl sogar der indogermanischen Kultur.85

81 U. Holmberg, ‘Finno-Ugric Mythology’ , in J.A. MacCulloch (ed.), The Mythology of all 
Races IV (Boston, 1927) 1-295 at 282-3.

82 U. Holmberg, ‘Siberian Mythology’, in MacCulloch, The Mythology of all Races IV, 299-559.
83 U. Harva, Die Religiösen Vorstellungen der Altaischen Völker (Porvoo and Helsinki, 1938).
84 K. Meuli, ‘Kalewala, das Nationalepos der Finnen’, in idem, Gesammelte Geschriften II 

(Basel and Stuttgart, 1975) 677-98, originally published as Kalewala. Altfinnische Volks- 
und Helderlieder (Basel, 1940); U. Vento, ‘The Role of Kalevala in Finnish Culture and 
Politics’, Nordic Journal of African Studies 1 (1992) 82-93.

85 K. Meuli, ‘Scythica’, in idem, Gesammelte Geschriften II, 817-79 at 835, originally published 
in Hermes 70 (1935) 121-76.
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Shamans were individuals with ‘besonderer seelisher Anlage, die Berufsmässig in 
absichtlich hervorgerufenen Erregungszuständen mit der Geisterwelt verkehren, 
um auf diese Weise Kranke zu heilen, Unglück und Not abzuwenden oder Ver-
borgenes zu erkunden’. According to Meuli, shamans could be found all over the 
world, among countless peoples.86 

An essential element of shamanic practices was the ‘Schamanenerzählung’, Meuli 
claimed, and traces of these could be found the world over. Yet, in general, ‘nur der 
Fachmann in seinem Gebiet schamanistische Elemente in Mythos und Dichtung 
der einzelnen Völker nachzeweisen um stande sein’. An authority himself, he con-
cluded that, ‘Die Existenz einer skytischen Schamanendichtung, die bei so entwick-
eltem Schamanentum ohnehin anzunehmen war, darf nun als erwiesen gelten’.87

Meuli was an original scholar who was more active and influential among folk-
lorists than among scholars of Greek religion. Initially, he favoured the idea of Kul-
turkreise but at about the time that he published ‘Scythica’ he practised a compara-
tive folklore that focused more on the universal and parallel elements of culture.88 
His use of the term ‘shaman’ became influential especially after it was picked up 
by other scholars of Greek religion. Some of them would make even bolder claims 
about ‘Greek shamans’, others denounced Meuli’s claims. For instance, in the suc-
cessive editions of his authoritative introduction to Greek religion, the Swedish 
historian of religion Martin Persson Nilsson (1874-1967) interpreted shamanism 
as ‘eine arktische Erscheining und den Griechen wie den übrigen indogermanis-
chen Völkern fremd’. Yet, the ‘Hinaustreten der Seele aus dem Körper und die 
weiten Reisen’ in some Greek stories were similar to shamanism.89 

In contrast, the Anglo-Irish classicist and cultural nationalist Eric Robertson 
Dodds (1893-1979) argued in 1951 that shamanism, with its individualistic reli-
gious experience of an occult self of divine origin, set the process going in which 
Greek society changed from shame culture to guilt culture. The ‘doctrine of pos-
session’ should not be equated with shamanism, he argued, as the ‘characteristic 
feature of shamanism was the liberation of the shaman’s spirit, which leaves his 
body and sets off on a mantic journey or “psychic excursion”’. Guided by the same 
dispositions that also guided his work as a psychical researcher, he even claimed 
that Pythagoras was a shaman.90 

86 Meuli, ‘Scythica’, 842.
87 Idem, 849, 865-6.
88 F. Jung, ‘Biographische Nachwort’, in Meuli, Gesammelte Geschriften II, 1153-1209; A. 
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1992) 129-67.
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90 E.R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley, 2004 [1951]) 71, 88, 143; Bremmer, 
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Although the interpretations of Meuli and Dodds were incorrect, Jan Bremmer 
concluded in a thorough analysis and refutation of their rhetoric and reasoning, 
they intensified the trend in which shamans were interpreted as a kind of archaic 
basic form of a range of different practices, and they greatly expanded the possi-
bilities for using the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’. Indeed, shamanism became 
a catchword that could explain cultural forms and practices instead of a phenom-
enon that scholars had to explain. As we will see, scholars and other interpreters 
would later point to traces of shamanism to account for a variety of cultural forms 
and practices.91 

The Hungarian táltos

In Hungarian ethno-political struggles about the ‘Ugric’ part of Finno-Ugric cul-
tural history, the origin of the so-called táltos became an important issue. The tál-
tos would later, mainly through the works of Géza Róheim (1891-1953), become 
known as the Hungarian shaman. The debates about Hungarian traditions flared 
up shortly after Hungary became an independent national state in 1920. From 
that year onwards, the so-called ‘Europeanizers’, who asserted a predominantly 
European cultural heritage, passionately contested the views of the scholars of the 
‘Asian gravity school’ who argued that the Hungarian language and folklore had 
preserved remnants of an Asian heritage. Réheim dismissed both the Finno-Ugric 
and the Asiatic shamanic heritage and argued that ‘Hungarian folk belief is Slavic 
folk belief ’.92 Disposed to write a new Hungarian mythology, Róheim had turned 
to folklore to search for aspects peculiar to the Hungarians. At the same time, as 
a psychoanalyst, he was searching for human universals. The ironic combination 
lead him to interpret the táltos as the Hungarian shaman.93

From his peculiar Freudian interpretation of shamanism Róheim perceived ‘the 
nucleus of shamanism’ as ‘the flying dream’, which was an ‘erection dream’ with 
‘oedipal content’. The unique trait of the Hungarian shaman was that he was born 
with a tooth which was, he argued, a phallic symbol. Even shamanic drumming 
had erotic meaning in his odd cultural psychoanalysis. Róheim interpreted the 
performance of the Hungarian shaman as a defence against ‘castration anxiety’, 
and Hungarian shamanism as ‘a case in which the regression from the genital to 
the oral level might be historically demonstrated (Asia versus Hungaria)’. The same 
eccentric Freudian twist led Róheim to link Yurok shamanism to ‘the anti-female 
attitude of Yurok mythology’. He maintained that shamans were all women, and 

91 Bremmer, ‘Travelling Souls?’, 27-40.
92 L. Kürti, ‘The Way of the Táltos: A Critical Re-assessment of a Religious-Magical Specialist’, 

Studia Mythologica Slavica 3 (2000) 89-114 at 89.
93 E. Pocs, ‘Géza Róheim and the Study of Hungarian Folk Beliefs’, Acta Ethnographica 

Hungarica 38 (1993) 31-41 at 39.
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even argued that ‘All transvestites are ipso facto shamans’.94

Again, the scholarly debates about shamans were inextricably linked to ethno-
political struggles concerning the cultural roots of a newly designated nation. The 
independent Hungarian state was the result of the Trianon Peace Treaty that was 
signed in 1920, after the defeat of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy in the First 
World War. The borders of Hungary were established in such a way that it lost 
two thirds of its territory and one third of the Hungarian ethnic population. The 
Hungarian political elite tried to revise the consequences of the Trianon Treaty 
by allying with fascist Italy and Nazi Germany. They ratified anti-Jewish laws and 
excluded hundreds of thousands of Jews from obtaining Hungarian citizenship. By 
the end of the Second World War, six hundred thousand Hungarian Jews had been 
deported and killed.95

This may account for Róheim’s disapproving view of politics. According to him 
politics derived from sorcery, while sorcerers, and thus modern politicians, were 
symbolic castrators who suffer from castration anxiety and unconsciously defend 
themselves by symbolically castrating others rather than being castrated them-
selves.96 Róheim, born to a prosperous Jewish bourgeois family, was a ‘deliberate 
Hungarian’, especially when he lived as an exile in the United States, from 1938 
onwards. Working as an anthropologist and psychoanalyst, he become famous for 
his eccentric Freudian anthropology. Among intimates, he was also known as a 
Hungarian patriot who infuriated his clients by scrupulously observing Hungar-
ian holidays and often ignoring American ones. By testamentary wish, his coffin 
was wrapped in the Hungarian flag.97 

94 G. Róheim, Psychoanalysis and Anthropology (New York, 1950) 286 and ‘Hungarian 
Shamanism’, Psychoanalysis and The Social Sciences 3 (1951) 131-69. Not surprisingly, 
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primitive myths he tried to explain by it’, see J. van Baal, Symbols for Communication. An 
Introduction to the Anthropological Study of Religion (Assen, 1971) 149-50. See also A.L. 
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Radical Freudian?’, American Imago 28 (1971) 146-57; HRH Prince Peter of Greece and 
Denmark, ‘Géza Róheim’, RAIN 11 (1975) 1-5; S. Caldwell Morales, ‘Géza Róheim’s Theory 
of the Dream Origin of Myth’, The Psychoanalytical Study of Society 13 (1988) 7-28.
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63 (1996) 247-87.
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However, the most influential Hungarian folkloristic interpretations of shaman-
ism in the second half of the twentieth century were produced by Vilmos Dio-
szegi (1923-1972). His 1963 Glaubenswelt und Folklore der Sibirischen Völker was 
a collection of articles by, inter alia, Swedish, Russian, German and Hungarian 
interpreters of shamanism about, for instance, ‘die Ekstase des ungarischen Scha-
manen’, ‘Ein ostjakisches Märchen in M.A. Castrens handschriftlichen Nachlaβ’ 
and ‘Die Schamanentrommel der Tuwa und die Zeremonie ihrer “Belebung”’. An 
English translation was published in 1967.98 More influential for the genealogy 
of shamanism was Dioszegi’s widely read 1968 travel diary, Tracing Shamans in 
Siberia, recording his 1957-1958 trip through Siberia. He addressed a general pub-
lic with an account of a quest that had been intriguing him since his childhood: 
‘What was the “religion” of the “heathen” Hungarians like, how was the creed that 
notably determined their thinking, their attitudes and lives, and of which “neither 
stone nor writing speak”?’99 Dioszegi already knew the answer, as he wrote:

The Finnu-Ugrian as well as the Turk peoples were shamanists and from this 
very fact we may logically deduce that the Hungarians were shamanists too, 
before having been converted to Christianity. Our shamans were táltos, or tá-
tos. (...) Under shamanism we understand a form of religion: a certain definite 
grade of cult of the spirit.100

In Siberia, Dioszegi recorded songs and photographed artefacts in museums that 
he deemed shamanistic. More important for his story, however, was that, in spite 
of the pessimistic predictions of his Russian colleagues, he met ‘several shamans 
personally’. After he had observed them ‘for longer periods’, he concluded: ‘there 
were notable individual traits in every single one of them, which were not charac-
teristic of the other members of their ethnic group in general’.101 Shamans ‘were, 
doubtlessly, mostly nervous, neurotic individuals’ and these ‘abnormalcies’ must 
have been inherited, which would explain ‘the belief in the hereditary order of 
becoming a shaman’. Yet, someone could only become a shaman if he possessed ‘a 

98 V. Dioszegi (ed.), Glaubenswelt und Folklore der sibirischen Völker (Budapest, 1963). 
99 V. Dioszegi, Tracing Shamans in Siberia. The Story of an Ethnographic Research Expedition 
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tendency, a feeling of vocation’. In some cases individuals, ‘although they have no 
shaman-ancestors – “feel” their vocation, they “see” the spirits, consequently, they 
become shamans’. At the end of his trip Dioszegi concluded: 

The shamans distinguish themselves not only with the sensitivity of their 
nervous system, but also with some other special talent: in one way or another 
they excel, they are above average. (...) A soaring imagination, a suggestive 
interpretation, the possession or the lack of a well-developed aesthetic signifi-
cance enhances or lessens the rank of a shaman.102

Dioszegi was a pivotal figure in the genesis of the field of shamanology. Posthu-
mously he also reached wide audiences through his entry on ‘Shamanism’ in the 
fifteenth edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, replacing Eliade’s interpretation, 
from 1974 onwards. His interpretation is still considered authoritative, as it can 
be found in the 2009 Encyclopaedia Britannica Online.103 Most current readers, 
however, are unaware of the original meaning of Dioszegi’s folkloristic quest for 
shamans.

Old Norse Seiðr

One of the earlier major stepping-stones for the development of a distinct field 
of shamanology was also guided by nationalist identity politics. The Swedish his-
torian of religion Åke Ohlmarks (1911-1984) never intended to write a book on 
shamanism per se but, not surprisingly in view of its title, his 1939 Studien zum 
Problem des Schamanismus definitely was perceived as such. The book was a re-
sult of Ohlmarks’s work on Seiðr, the complex of divination techniques within 
Old Norse religion in which a female seer, or Völva, contacts the spirits. Different 
scholars before Ohlmarks had connected Seiðr to shamanism, with different find-
ings. Ohlmarks, in his turn, attempted to demonstrate that the Seiðr had originat-
ed in the highly developed ‘sub-arctic culture’ and not, as his main scholarly critic 
and opponent Strömbäck had maintained, in the more ‘primitive’, ‘high-arctic’, 
Saami culture.104

102 Idem, 314-6.
103 Among others, his bibliography includes Czaplicka, Eliade, Holmberg and Ohlmarks. 
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Ohlmarks straightforwardly argued that the essence of shamanism was arctic 
hysteria. Shamans were abnormal psychotic individuals, whose hysterical attacks 
caused deliriums of persecution and spirit hallucinations. The only ‘typical sha-
manism’, Ohlmarks argued, was ‘the high-arctic with catalepsy, flight of the soul 
and an omnipotent dominance of the shaman’s spirit-assistants’.105 In a German 
article, Ohlmarks also distinguished the ‘reinen Schamanismus’ of the ‘rein-ark-
tischen Primitivkulturen’ from the ‘subarktischen’: ‘Die subarktischen Kulturvölk-
er (...) spurt man nur gewisse schamanistische Einflüsse in den medizinische oder 
divinatorischen Manipulationen, aber sowohl die arktische Schamanenextase wie 
jeder Gedanke an einem Geistenflug fehlt’. In a sharp tone he criticised Strömbäck, 
whose book ‘bei Nicht-Fachleuten eine gewisse Zustimmung gefunden und somit 
vielleicht schon schwere Schaden angerichtet hat’.106

Ohlmarks considered the part played by women in shamanism the ‘most im-
portant problem in the phenomenology of the comparative shamanology’. He in-
sisted that ‘female magic of ecstatic nature’ had dominated in the ‘pre-shamanism’ 
that had developed in sub-arctic border-regions. When forced into the arctic zone, 
however, ‘the great hysteroid reactions burst out in full bloom’ and only men were 
able to ‘raise their stronger mind out of the hysteroid background to the psychi-
cally rescuing great-shamanistic action’. Afterwards, Ohlmarks speculated further, 
this male dominance influenced the sub-arctic, where ‘new male imitators’ ap-
peared alongside the ‘female preshamans’.107

Ultimately, Ohlmarks took part in a scholarly debate as well as in a debate con-
cerning the national cultural identity of Sweden. He offered academic capital that 
connected Swedish culture to the German tradition he admired. After he lost the 
scholarly debate his opponents obstructed his academic career in Sweden, and he 
left Sweden to work on a scientific career in Nazi Germany, balancing between 
actively participating in the scientific field and dissociating himself from other 
institutions of the Third Reich. At the end of the war, when he returned to Sweden, 
his academic career was finished. His book on shamanism, however, put shaman-
ism even more firmly on the agenda of scholars of religion. Instead of recognizing 
the book as a product of specific Swedish academic and ideological struggles about 
Swedish identity, they welcomed it as a study of shamanism per se.108
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Ancient poets

In contrast to the folkloristic interpretations outlined above, the British scholar of 
folklore and literature Nora Kershaw Chadwick (1891-1972) exalted the shaman 
as a ‘specialist in oral literature’. Moreover, shamans were wise ‘seers’, ‘poets’ and 
‘prophets’ that could be found all over the world. From 1932 onwards, Chadwick 
argued, against the British anthropological mainstream of her time, that the help 
of the synthetic work of armchair anthropologists was indispensable for the un-
derstanding of shamanism.109 In the 1936 second part of the massive three-volume 
The Growth of Literature that she published from 1932 until 1940, together with 
her husband, professor of Anglo-Saxon at the University of Cambridge Henry 
Munro Chadwick (1870-1947), shamans came to the fore as individuals with ‘su-
pernatural knowledge of nature’.110 The Chadwicks’ chapter on ‘The Shaman’ was 
primarily inspired by Castren and Radloff but also, if to a lesser extent, by Shi-
rokogoroff. The authors interpreted shamans as ‘an important class of poets who 
are chiefly responsible for spiritual and intellectual poetry’.111

Chadwick made far-reaching, romantic, speculative but influential claims about 
shamans. Remarkably, even though the amount of literature on shamanism had 
expanded enormously, she wrote: ‘there is probably no professional class of equal 
prominence of whom we know so little’. According to her, ‘no other single profes-
sional class whose intellectual life is carried on without the aid of writing has ex-
tended its influence over so wide an area of the earth’s surface as the shamans’. She 
repeatedly emphasised that Czaplicka had disproportionately stressed the roles 
of arctic hysteria and ‘bi-sexualism’ in shamanism. Against Radloff she claimed 
that the manifestations of shamanism presented ‘a striking uniformity’ through-
out Siberia. According to her, ‘shamanism is probably the most democratic of all 
religions’. The shaman, ‘officiating on behalf of his tribe in a solemn religious func-
tion, (…) is performing sincerely and wholeheartedly a religious service, he is of-
ficiating as a priest of a religion of nature’. The shaman was ‘not a victim of but the 
master of his moods’ and his ‘performance is an astonishing revelation of mystical 
and spiritual symbolism made dynamic by a synthesis of all the arts’.112

109 N.K. Chadwick, ‘Shamanism among the Tatars of Central Asia’, Journal of the Royal 
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Chadwick argued that the ‘large body of spiritual poetry of the Tatars’ could be 
used to ‘supplement what we know of shamanism from actual observation’. After 
scrutinizing Tatar texts, Chadwick concluded that their atmosphere was identical 
with that of the world of shamanistic ideas, and that many of the incidents in the 
poems were identical with actual shamanistic practices and beliefs. Even though 
she admitted that the word shaman rarely occurred in the poems, Chadwick em-
phasised that, ‘a large number, if not the majority of men and women of these 
poems have shamanistic pretensions’.113 

She dedicated her 1942 Poetry and Prophecy to ‘The Prophets and Poets of other 
Continents, whose Spiritual Vision and Art has been perfected and transmitted 
from generation to generation without the aid of writing’. Not surprisingly, the 
book endorsed an exceptionally positive view of shamans and other ‘mantic per-
sons’ or, in other words, ‘leaders of thought, the prophetic poets’ of ‘unlettered 
communities’.114 The shaman prophesied or spoke ‘on religious subjects in an ex-
alted condition of mind’ and, by a ‘kind of religious ballet’ in which the shaman 
sang, danced and improvised poetry, the shaman created illusions for the sake of 
his tribe. The shaman was in full possession of his faculties throughout the whole 
performance, Chadwick stressed. Moreover, the ‘seers are generally the best intel-
lects of their own milieus’.115

Chadwick also pointed at ‘manticism’ among, for example, the ‘ancient Irish’, the 
‘ancient Gaul’ and the ‘Brahmins of ancient India’. Furthermore, by associating sha-
mans with the ‘wit and wisdom’ of ‘early Norse and Irish records’, the ‘dramatic po-
etry of the Island of Mangaia in Central Polynesia’ and the ‘spiritual vision and art’ 
of seers, poets, priests and prophets from all over the world and from all ages, she 
uplifted the image of shamans in an exceptional way. At the same time, she paved 
the way for scholars of literature to ‘discover’ shamanism or shamanic aspects in 
‘ancient Irish’ and many other literary traditions.116 Following Chadwick’s lead, 
with even more sweeping generalisations, other scholars would eventually claim 
that ‘every primitive poet was to some extent a shaman or magician’.117 A variant of 
this theme became fashionable during the 1960s, when, inter alia, the German an-
thropologist Andreas Lommel argued that shamanism was the beginning of art.118 
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Again, the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ were turned into answers instead of 
questions.

A field of shamanology

Notwithstanding the quirky expansion of the European genealogy of shamanism, 
the second half of the twentieth century witnessed the establishment of a European 
field of shamanology. A major event in the genesis of this field was the symposium 
on shamanism held at the Finnish Donner institute for Religious and Cultural 
History in 1962. At the symposium the wide range of shamanism studies avail-
able at the beginning of the 1960s came together. Participating scholars focused 
on Eskimo, Hungarian, Swedish, Nepalese and North American Shamanism, as 
well as on shamanistic features in the Old Testament. The editor of the resultant 
1968 Studies in Shamanism emphasised the inexhaustibility of the subject: while 
classical scholars used the term for varieties of pre-Hellenic, Hellenic and Etruscan 
religion, other scholars found shamanism in the ancient cultures and religions of 
the Far East, in China, Afghanistan, Japan, the Philippines, Indonesia and even in 
Central and South America.119 

schöpferische Mensch’. The shaman had to be distinguished from medicine men because of 
the ‘inneren Drang’ of the shaman. This craving was the result of a ‘Psychose’ that was ‘so 
stark, daβ dem davon befallenen Individuum als Ausweg nur bleibt, in eine schamanistische 
Handlung, also im wesentlichen durch künstlerische Produktivität, Tanzen, Singen uzw., 
daraus zu entweichen’ (12). Lommel found shamanic motifs the world over. Not all 
representations of animal forms were shamanistic, he warned, but still, a range of artistic 
motifs could be traced back to shamanism. As shamans tended to represent ‘geistige 
Wesenheiten’, they were predisposed to produce abstract art. Therefore the ‘Felsbilderkunst’ 
also had to be interpreted as shamanic art. Ultimately, Lommel presented shamanism as the 
beginnings of art. Significantly, the 1967 English translation was published as Shamanism: 
the Beginnings of Art (New York, 1967). While the title was indicative of the popularity 
of the term ‘shamanism’, the reviews were indicative of the struggles about shamanism. 
Praised by some scholars as ‘interesting’, ‘admirable’, ‘clever and well-written’, others 
criticized Lommel’s book for its ‘dogmatic assertions’ and its ‘speculations’. According to 
some, ‘here for the first time the knowledge of modern psychology is successfully used to 
grasp shamanism as a mental and psychological problem’ and ‘Lommel makes it concretely 
visible the way in which shamanism has grown out of the presuppositions and conditions 
of hunting life and how many stimuli it has contributed to the beginnings of art’. Others 
described the book as ‘a rather gratuitous enumeration of different phenomena reduced 
to a common denominator’ and the book ‘cannot be considered seriously either as an 
anthropological treatise or even as a decent popularising work. It misleads’, see O. Buhociu 
et al., ‘Shamanism: the Beginnings of Art by Andreas Lommel’, Current Anthropology 11 
(1970) 39-48.

119 C. Edsman (ed.), Studies in Shamanism. Based on the Papers read at the Symposium on 
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A field of shamanology had taken shape, but not without a struggle. For instance, 
in a 1968 review of Studies in Shamanism, an American anthropologist lamented:

Is there really such a phenomenon as shamanism or is it that the term itself 
leads into a semantic trap? (...) One cannot help noting that shamanism is not 
an exclusive category; societies that allow the ostensibly ecstatic individual 
to come to the fore are not necessarily preoccupied with such individualized 
patterns. (…) In any case, no shaman seems ever to act outside of a group 
context. Thus to note that this or that behavior pattern is characteristically 
shamanistic fails to tell the reader very much. (…) By the reasoning of these 
authors, shamanism is thus a specific category. Yet “techniques of ecstasy” ap-
pear from Bali to the Sun Dance and can clearly be found in contemporary 
Pentecostalism. But the authors choose not to see it that way and so treat a 
potentially random phenomenon as though it were a discrete kind of social 
institution. The result can scarcely be expected to inform.120

According to the reviewer, the symposium on shamanism was not the break-
through that the study of religion called for (‘ones that get away at least from the 
purely semantic implications of particular pigeon-holes’), although the contribu-
tions to the symposium clearly suited the ambitions of the initiator of the institute, 
Uno Donner (1881-1956), the president of the Finnish section of the Anthropo-
sophical Institute. His will even stipulated that a Donner Institute was to be estab-
lished to promote the study of Rudolph Steiner’s ideas and the study of ‘mystery 
religions’ and ‘mysticism’. Again, shamanology was practised on the interface be-
tween academic fields and the field of esotericism.121

One of the most influential scholars at the symposium was the Swedish professor 
of the history of religion Ǻke Hultkrantz (1920-2006), who argued that although 
the term ‘shamanism’ seemed ambiguous, the term ‘shaman’ was not. The shaman 
was ‘a practitioner who, with the help of the spirits, cures the sick or reveals hid-
den things etc. while being in an ecstasy’. Opposing Eliade, who explicitly distin-
guished shamans from medicine men, Hultkrantz declared that ‘all manifestations 
of the American medicine-men may be called shamanism, and shamanistic’.122 

Hultkrantz combined a comparative perspective with ethnographic fieldwork, 
and came to be regarded as one of the leading experts on the history, culture and 
religion of North American Indians. Yet Hultkrantz was also a ‘Mother Eartholo-
gist’ and a member of a Swedish ‘Indian Club’, who was attracted to American In-

Shamanism held at Åbo on the 6th-8th of September, 1962 (Stockholm, 1967).
120 See the review by R.F. Spencer in American Anthropologist NS 70 (1968) 396-7.
121 H. Ringgren, ‘The Donner Institute for Research in Religious and Cultural History’, in 

Edsman, Studies in Shamanism, 11-4. 
122 Ǻ. Hultkrantz, ‘Spirit Lodge, a North American Shamanistic Séance’, in Edsman, Studies in 

Shamanism, 32-68 at 32.
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dians for their supposed love of nature and their harmonious ways of life. His dou-
ble belonging accounts for his interpretation of Native American Indian religion 
as ‘primordial spirituality’ and his disapproval of the ‘inauthentic’ lives of western-
ers. He thought that ‘authentic’ and ‘genuine’ American Indian culture could be a 
source of inspiration and even claimed to have experienced ‘Mother Earth’ himself 
during peyote sessions. According to his American editor, Hultkrantz had a ‘hu-
manistic devotion’ to his subjects and adhered to ‘an intuitive process of controlled 
imagination’ rather than ‘the models of social science’.123 

Hultkrantz’s preference for an ‘intuitive process of controlled imagination’ as 
a way to gain knowledge was also described by Znamenski, who observed that 
nowadays, Hultkrantz’s books and lectures serve as an inspiration for contempo-
rary Swedish shamanists. They appeal to his scholarly authority to back up their 
practices.124 As a matter of fact, Hultkrantz’s experiences had convinced him that 
‘much of what is experienced in the North American Indians shamanic séances 
cannot be measured with current scientific methods’. Still, Hultkrantz was to be 
one of the major scholarly forces in the genesis of a scholarly field of shamanolo-
gy.125 

The other main instigator of the field of shamanology was Dioszegi’s student, 
co-worker and successor as the leader of shamanology in Hungary, the folklorist 
Mihály Hoppál, whom I already mentioned in the first chapter. I referred to him as 
a representative of a specific academic sceptical stance concerning contemporary 
western shamans. Here, I want to add that his academic primitivism and essential-
ism guided him to the conclusion that some shamans are authentic while others 
are not. From the 1980s onwards he made significant non-English interpretations 
of shamanism available to English-reading audiences and he organised interna-
tional conferences on shamanism. It was largely on his initiative that the Interna-
tional Society for Shamanistic Research (ISSR) was instituted in 1988. Hoppál be-
came the president of the ISSR in 1991 and established Shaman, An International 

123 A.B. Kehoe, ‘Primal Gaia Primitivists and Plastic Medicine Men’, in J.A. Clifton (ed.) The 
Invented Indian. Cultural Fictions and Government Policies (New Brunswick, 1990) 193-
210 and ‘Eliade and Hultkrantz: The European Primitivism Tradition’, American Indian 
Quarterly 20 (1996) 377-92; T.C. Parkhill, Weaving Ourselves Into the Land: Charles Godfrey 
Leland, ‘Indians’, and the study of Native American Indians (New York, 1997) 121-30. See 
also U. Dobrin, ‘Ǻke Hultkrantz (1920-2006)’, Numen 55 (2008) 99-100; H. Siverts et al., 
‘On Hultkrantz’, Current Anthropology 10 (1969) 221-2; G. McCall, ‘On Hultkrantz and His 
Critics’, Current Anthropology 11 (1970) 80.

124 Znamenski, Beauty of the Primitive, 226-7.
125 H. Mebius, ‘Ǻke Hultkrantz and the Study of Shamanism’, Shaman 13 (2005) 7-27. The 

author concluded the article with a significant question: ‘Ǻke Hultkrantz: shamanologist 
or wanderer on the shaman’s path?’. Hultkrantz had inspired him as he had used a similar 
headline in his critical yet appreciative article about Eliade: ‘Mircea Eliade. Schamanologe 
oder Zauberlehrling’.
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Journal for Shamanistic Research in 1993. The journal was presented as ‘strictly 
academic’ and it became the official publication of the ISSR. The honorary editor-
in-chief of Shaman was Hultkrantz.126 

Within the field of shamanology, scholars from different disciplines contributed 
historical, ethnographic, psychological and other exposés on a wide variety of sub-
jects that, they supposed, had to do with what they considered shamanism, often 
misrecognising the highly problematic nature of the term. Hultkrantz argued that 
the publication of Shaman was a ‘sign that shamanic studies have come of age’.127 
He used the same metaphor to evaluate Geertz’s view of ‘shamanism’ as an ‘insipid 
category’ (see also Chapter 3) as he declared: ‘Such immature declarations do not 
deserve our attention’.128 Notwithstanding the explicitly stated scholarly intent of 
the initiators, the field instantly incorporated scholars and other interpreters who 
were as much engaged in the field of esotericism as in the academic field. As we 
will see in the next chapters, some of the scholars who contributed to Shaman and 
who participated in the international conferences of the ISSR combined academic 
positions as shamanologists with positions in the field of shamanism as practising 
shamanists. 

Conclusion

The paradoxes and complications of shamanology can best be exemplified by the 
treatment of Shirokogoroff ’s work within the field of shamanology. That is to say, 
Shirokogoroff gave particulars of a phenomenon that he found among the Tungus. 
He explicitly argued against the use of the term ‘shamanism’ to denote a universal 
phenomenon. In the field of shamanology, however, scholars made use of his work 
to affirm the good health and the mastery of spirits of individuals who would not 
have been labelled shamans by Shirokogoroff. His warnings against the universal 
use of the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ did not prevent European scholars from 
using precisely these terms, however, and they did so in a wide variety of ways.

In fact, European scholars produced a patchy collection of studies about differ-
ent subject matters that included the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’. Conceptual-
ised as a social type, the concept ‘shaman’ was a fruitful sociological category as it 
enabled the comparative study of shamanism as social practices that are related to 
processes of social interaction within broader social contexts. Alas, this conceptu-

126 M. Hoppál, ‘Shamanism in a Postmodern Age’, Folklore 2 (1996) 1-5 (www.folklore.ee/
folklore) and ‘Shamanism at the Turn of the Millennium’, Pro Ethnologia 8 (1999) 1-7 
(http://erm.ee/?node=163); Ǻ. Hultkrantz, ‘Mihály Hoppál is Sixty’, Shaman 10 (2002) 5-6.

127 Ǻ. Hultkrantz, ‘Introductory Remarks on the Study of Shamanism’, Shaman 1 (1993) 3-14 
at 1.

128 C. Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures (New York, 1975) 122; Ǻ. Hultkrantz, ‘Some Points 
of View on Ecstatic Shamanism’, Shaman 5 (1997) 35-46 at 35-6. 
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alisation of shamanism did not shape the dominant genealogy of shamanism. Brit-
ish social anthropological conceptualisations of shamanism primarily remained 
confined within the field of social anthropology. Moreover, they did not afford 
artists with a figure to identify with.

Other European scholars used the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ radically dif-
ferently. By and large, the terms that characterise the conceptualisations of sha-
manism that structured the major European genealogy of shamanism are cultural 
nationalism, essentialism, primitivism and religionism. Instead of treating sha-
manism as a social practice and as a scholarly puzzle, as Shirokogoroff and social 
anthropologists did, some of the main European shamanologists turned shaman-
ism into an essence and an explanation. 

Theologians and other scholars of religion habitually conceived shamans as 
primitive poets or mystics. Their double play and double belonging was crucial 
for their scholarly constructions. Guided by nationalist and religionist disposi-
tions, they used the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ for an ancient shamanic nu-
cleus that, in most cases, was restricted to a specific area. In general, the concep-
tualisation of shamanism was part and parcel of the struggles around the cultural 
identities of nations. European cultural nationalists who made use of the term 
‘shamanism’ were often also religionists. Abhorred by what they interpreted as 
the disenchantment of the world, they used their scholarly position to authorise a 
specific religious identity forb their nation.

As we will see in the next chapter, Eliade’s interpretation of shamanism, which 
would turn out to become the most influential European conceptualisation of sha-
manism, was also a rationalization of a scholar whose cultural nationalism, es-
sentialism, primitivism and religionism were crucial for his universal definition 
of shamanism. 



5 
The Bollingen connection, 

1930s-1960s

Mircea Eliade’s 1964 Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy is undoubtedly one 
of the most influential publications about shamanism ever. Eliade (1907-1986) 
published his book as a professor in the history of religions at the University of 
Chicago, a position from which he played a pivotal role in promoting the study 
of religion at American universities. This position also enabled him to establish 
his interpretation of shamanism as the most authoritative. There were only three 
such significant professorships in the United States when he came to Chicago in 
the 1950s. Twenty years later there were thirty and Eliade’s students occupied half 
of these positions. As the leading intellectual of the academic school of thought 
that he had established, Eliade had become the ultimate scientific authority on 
shamanism.1

Time was right to identify Eliade as ‘probably the world’s foremost living inter-
preter of spiritual myths and symbolism’ in 1966. It acknowledged his humanistic 
perspectives and wrote:

Eliade also believes that an awareness of mythology and legend is vital to un-
derstanding the history of nonreligious modern man. Only within the last 
few centuries has man emerged from a cosmos controlled by God and godlets 
into a desacralized universe. And even while consciously rejecting mythology, 
man is still subject to it: modern psychology has amply proved that the sub-
conscious mind of man is an uncharted inner universe of symbols.2

1  P. Bourdieu, ‘The Specifity of the Scientific Field and the Social Conditions of the Prog-
ress of Reason’, Social Science Information 14 (1975) 19-47; D.L. Pals, ‘The Reality of the 
Sacred: Mircea Eliade’, in idem, Seven Theories of Religion (Oxford, 1996) 158-97. Russell 
McCutcheon argued that the shift from confessional to tax-supported humanistic studies 
of religion may have been related to the perceived Soviet threat. The new academic disci-
pline was funded by those who wished to ensure the spread of liberal democracy, see R.T. 
McCutcheon ‘“Just follow the money”: the Cold War, the Humanistic Study of Religion, 
and the Fallacy of Insufficient Cynicism’, Culture and Religion 5 (2004) 41-69.

2  Time, 11 Feb. 1966 [www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,842489,00.html].
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Not all scholars were convinced by Eliade’s approach, to say the least. For in-
stance, in his notorious 1966 review of Eliade’s scholarly work the British social 
anthropologist Edmund Leach (1910-1989) condemned Eliade’s work and called 
it ‘bad history’, ‘bad method’, ‘bad ethnography’ and ‘bad psychology’.3 Likewise, 
the American anthropologist Thomas Beidelman assessed Eliade’s work as ‘ram-
shackle, misconceived and superannuated’ and even as ‘pathetic and ludicrous’4 
The eminent Dutch anthropologist Jan van Baal (1909-1992) insisted that Eliade’s 
work was ‘a philosophy of life (that) doesn’t make a science, even not science of 
religion’ [sic].5 Notwithstanding these critical opinions, Eliade’s fame rose, and not 
only among scholars.

Indeed, Eliade’s lectures on yoga, myth, mysticism, shamanism and other reli-
gious themes enchanted many enthusiastic students with esoteric leanings. For 
instance, Eliade once had a ‘hippie’ student who identified himself as a ‘shaman 
mystic’ and who wrote a term paper on his drug-induced ‘initiatic experiences’. 
For this student and for other admirers Eliade was more than just a scholar of 
religion, he was also an authoritative spiritual celebrity.6 Definitely, Eliade’s inter-
pretation of shamanism found fertile soil in academia as well as in American fields 
of esotericism.

Yet his interpretation of shamanism was the product of an environment that 
differed considerably from the American setting in which his career flourished. 
Therefore, to interpret his constructions I first have to shed light on the different 
fields in which he operated before he came to Chicago. One of these fields de-
serves extra attention as it was the field from which some other highly significant 
interpretations of shamanism sprang. I call this field the Bollingen connection. 
Named after the so-called Bollingen Tower, which was a building that Carl Gustav 
Jung built next to his house in Switzerland, the Bollingen connection was an in-
ternational and loosely constructed network of academic and other scholars who 
surrounded Carl Gustav Jung. Mircea Eliade was the most prominent authority 
on shamanism in this configuration, but he was not the only one. For instance, the 
anthropologist Paul Radin and the mythologist Joseph Campbell were also highly 
influential shamanologists who participated in this network. Consequently, they 
will also feature in this chapter.

The chapter starts with an outline of Eliade’s steps towards his shamanology. It 
goes on to review the Eranos network, which was the part of the Bollingen con-
nection that consisted of the scholars participating in the so-called Eranos meet-

3  E.R. Leach, ‘Sermons by a Man on a Ladder’, New York Review of Books 7/6 (20 October 
1966) 28.

4  T.O. Beidelman, ‘Ramshackle, misconceived and superannuated’, Journal for the Scientific 
Study of Religion 12 (1973) 365.

5  J. van Baal, Symbols for Communication: An Introduction to the Anthropological Study of 
Religion (Assen, 1971) 177.

6  M. Eliade, No Souvenirs. Journal, 1957-1969 (New York, 1977) 322-3. 
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ings that were organised by Carl Jung. Joseph Campbell and other interpreters of 
shamanism who were subsidised by the Bollingen foundation are the subject of 
part three. The chapter concludes with the scholarly field of the history of religion. 
It was a field that Eliade established as a professor in Chicago, and from this field 
Eliade established himself as the main authority on shamanism.7

Archaic techniques of shamans

A momentous interpretation of shamanism entered the English-speaking world 
with the publication of the 1950 volume Forgotten Religions (including some living 
primitive religions). The upcoming Romanian scholar of religion Mircea Eliade, 
who wrote the chapter on shamanism, argued that the shaman should not be con-
fused with the medicine man or the sorcerer:

the shaman is distinguished from them by a magico-religious technique 
which is in a way exclusive to him and which may be called: the ecstatic trip to 
Heaven, to the Lower World, or to the depths of the ocean.8

According to Eliade, shamanism, ‘although its most complete expression is found 
in the Arctic and North-Asiatic tribes, must not be considered as limited to those 
countries’. Notwithstanding the abundance of publications on shamanism, Eliade 
argued that the ‘morphological and historical study’ of shamanism had scarcely 

7  Here, my approach and interpretation distinctly differs from those of of Hutton, Von 
Stuckrad and Znamenski. While Hutton rightly acknowledges that Eliade manipulated 
ethnographic information to arrive at the main thesis of his Shamanism, he does not relate 
his scholarly manoeuvring to the religious and political context in which Eliade came to 
his conclusions, see R. Hutton, Shamans: Siberian Spirituality and the Western Imagination 
(London, 2001) 120-7. Likewise, Von Stuckrad highlights Eliade as ‘Drehscheibe der Reli-
gionsgeschichte’ and thus, he pays ample attention to Eliade’s philosophical starting points. 
Yet, the contexts in which Eliade came to develop them and the contexts in which his inter-
pretation of shamanism became so authoritative for many other interpreters remains less 
clear, see K. von Stuckrad, Schamanismus und Esoterik. Kultur- und wissenschaftsgeschich-
tliche Betrachtungen (Leuven, 2003) 123-35. Znamenski, on his turn, considers Eliade’s 
perspectives in the American context of the 1960s and interprets Eliade’s Shamanism as the 
product of an anti-modern ‘phenomenologist’ who ‘rehabilitated spiritual practitioners in 
nature religions’ which is a rather inapt depiction of Eliade, as we will see in this chapter. 
Similar to Hutton and Von Stuckrad, Znamenski does not sufficiently focus on the con-
struction and authorisation of Eliade’s viewpoints on shamanism within the fields in which 
they acquired their authority, see Znamenski, The Beauty of the Primitive. Shamanism and 
the Western Imagination (Oxford, 2007) 165-202. 

8  M. Eliade, ‘Shamanism’, in V. Ferm (ed.), Forgotten Religions (New York, 1950) 299-308 at 
299-300.
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begun, echoing Chadwick, whose work is greeted in his bibliography. Eliade ac-
knowledged that ‘the majority of shamans are (or have been) psychopaths’, but he 
thought it was wrong to explain shamanism by psychopathology, as Ohlmarks had 
done, as

the shaman, although generally a former psychopath, has succeeded in cur-
ing himself. In spite of his “trances”, the shaman presents a reintegrated con-
science.9

Eliade’s bibliography contained a remarkable range of different studies on shaman-
ism, such as those by Chadwick, Harva, Jochelson, Laufer, Ohlmarks, Radloff and 
Wilken. In the same vein as other comparative armchair scholars, Eliade imported 
interpretations of shamanism from their specific cultural domains into his own 
without reflecting on the context in which they had been produced. He reinter-
preted and censored the various concepts of ‘shamans’ and ‘shamanism’ accord-
ing to the imperatives of his own field and habitually ignored the original field of 
production. Through what Bourdieu would have called his ‘heretical import of 
texts’, Eliade authorized the idea that the essence of shamanism was, ‘the ecstatic 
technique which permits the shaman to fly up to the Heavens or to descend to Hell’.10

Before I turn to Eliade’s field of production and the dispositions that guided 
his interpretations, I shall focus on his interpretations in some more detail. In a 
1950 German translation of a paper on shamanism that he had presented at the 
University of Rome, Eliade used ethnographic examples from Indonesia, North 
America, Siberia, Sudan and other parts of the world to characterise shamanism 
by the ecstatic techniques that the shaman used to journey to the heaven and the 
underworld. Shamanic diseases were often misinterpreted by other scholars as 
psycho-pathological phenomena, he argued. He claimed, instead, that they were 
part of the ecstatic initiation. Shamans were in dialogue with the deities and not 
possessed by them, as some other scholars presumed. The bibliography referred to, 
inter alia, Chadwick, Harva, Jochelson and Radloff. He also referred to the works 
of Nadel and Shirokogoroff, but he only selected those aspects of their interpreta-
tions that suited his conclusions and he omitted their fault-finding remarks.11 

A year later, in 1951, Eliade published Le Chamanisme et les techniques ar-
chaïques de l’extase, a scholarly tour de force that he even improved on in the 1964 
English rendition, which was a revised and enlarged version. At that time, he had 
already acquired such a prominent position as a scholar that he was asked to write 
the entry on ‘Shamanism’ for the fourteenth edition of the Encyclopaedia Britan-

9  Eliade, ‘Shamanism’, 306.
10  Idem, 304, 306; P. Bourdieu, ‘The Social Conditions of the International Circulation of 

Ideas’, in R. Schustermann (ed.), Bourdieu, A Critical Reader (Oxford, 1999) 220-8.
11  M. Eliade, ‘Einführende Betrachtungen über den Schamanismus’, Paideuma. Mitteilungen 

zur Kulturkunde 5 (1950-4) 87-97.
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nica. Illustrative of his self-esteem was the bibliography he provided. He ignored 
most important interpretations and, besides Czaplicka’s 1914 Aboriginal Siberia, 
only mentioned his own 1951 Le Chamanisme. As we will see, he regarded his own 
interpretation as the comprehensive study of shamanism that surpassed all other, 
in his view more limited, studies of shamanism.12

I will not describe all Eliade’s texts on shamanism extensively here as, on the 
whole, his basic views on shamanism remained unchanged. His most pronounced 
article on shamanism was his 1953 ‘The Yearning for Paradise in Primitive Tradi-
tion’, in which he argued that the universal ‘paradise myth’ revealed the ‘paradisial 
quality’ of the ‘primordial situation’. These myths showed the blessedness, spon-
taneity and liberty of ‘primitive man’ before heaven and earth came apart. In this 
illo tempore, the axis mundi connected earth with heaven. After a ‘cosmic rup-
ture’ the shaman became essential as he could ‘reconstitute the state of primordial 
man’ through the exercise of special techniques of ecstasy. By ‘recovering animal 
spontaneity (imitating animal behavior) and speaking animal language (imitation 
of animal sounds)’ the shaman advanced beyond the ‘general situation’ of ‘fallen 
humanity’ and returned to illud tempus of the ‘paradisial’ myths’. Shamans, there-
fore, signified ‘a mystic journey on the Cosmic Tree’ and restored the ‘paradisial’ 
state, establishing the ‘easy communication as in illu tempore between Heaven and 
Earth’.13

‘In other words’, Eliade argued, ‘the ecstasy restores, though only provisionally 
and for a restricted number of persons – the “mystics” – the initial state of all 
humanity’. Eliade also argued that ‘it is mysticism, then, that best reveals the res-
toration of the paradisial life’ and thus, analogous to Christian mysticism, which 
was ‘the most recent and most elaborate mysticism in existence’, the focal point of 
shamanism was the ‘yearning for paradise’. Even though Eliade claimed that ‘we 
do not pretend to make value judgments on the content of the various mystical 
experiences’, he argued that ‘all the strange behaviour of the shaman reveals the 
highest form of spirituality; it is actually part of a coherent ideology, possessing 
great nobility’.14

12  M. Eliade, ‘Shamanism’, Encyclopaedia Britannica 20 (196414) 462-4.
13  M. Eliade, ‘The Yearning for Paradise in Primitive Tradition’, Diogenes 3 (1953) 18-30. 

Znamenski describes Eliade’s ‘The Yearning for Paradise in Primitive Tradition’ as a ‘kind 
of condensed summary of Le Chamanisme prepared for college students’, Beauty of the 
Primitive, 175. In his critical perspective on Eliade’s use of the concept ‘Axis mundi’, Frank J. 
Korom argues that it is virtually impossible to generalise about the symbolism of the centre 
of the universe. According to him, Eliade’s ‘construction of the a universal axis mundi lent 
meaning to his own subjective vision of what the world ought to be and how homo religiosus 
ought to act, rather than how the world really is and how homo religious actually does act’. 
See F.J. Korom, ‘Of Navels and Mountains: A Further Inquiry into the History of an Idea’, 
Asian Folklore Studies 51 (1992) 103-25 at 116.

14  Eliade, ‘The Yearning for Paradise in Primitive Tradition’, 18-30.
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Young Eliade 

For a proper interpretation of Eliade’s ‘yearning for paradise’ and his design of an 
archaic shamanic substratum, his manoeuvrings in and between fields should be 
taken into account. Eliade was a strikingly erudite and ambitious individual with 
great intellectual talents as well as an impressive talent for networking. Even before 
he studied at the Faculty of Philosophy and Letters at the University of Bucharest 
from 1925 until 1928, he indulged in esotericism, philosophy, literature, history, 
religion and magic. He corresponded with internationally acclaimed scholars of 
religion and published fiction as well as popular scientific articles. His interest in 
comparative religion was stirred by James Frazer’s Golden Bough and a range of 
theosophical, anthroposophical and other esoteric literature.15

Eliade became one of the principal intellectual leaders of a ‘new generation’ of 
cultural nationalists who struggled for a Romanian identity with a new élan vital. 
As ‘mystical revolutionaries’ they wanted to dethrone the older generation that 
had created Great Romania and they considered that it was time for a new aris-
tocracy to create a great Romanian culture. Eliade wrote polemic articles argu-
ing for the revitalisation of individual experiences and the meaning and value of 
religion in particular, the essence of which was, he suggested, formed by occult 
practices and mystical experiences.16 Although the young Eliade’s ‘secret megalo-
mania’ was vital for his career, the recognition of others was the most important. 
They acknowledged his authority, also because he published abundantly and was 
profusely well read.17

Eliade defended his 1933 doctoral thesis on ‘The Psychology of Indian Medita-
tion’ after he had spent three years in India from 1928 until 1931. Revised versions 
of his thesis were published in French in 1936 as Yoga: essai sur les origines de 
la mystique indienne and in English in 1954 and 1956 as Yoga: Immortality and 
Freedom. This impressive book was well-received in the academic field as well as 
in artistic fields. Unmistakably, however, his sympathetic and ahistorical interpre-
tation of yoga as a ‘modality of archaic spirituality’ was rather speculative. It was 
clearly guided by the same ‘nostalgic theology’ that directed his nationalism. He 
positioned yoga within the pre-Aryan culture that he also perceived as the origi-
nal Eurasian Romanian culture. Eliade argued that traces of it could still be found 
among the Romanian rural population. In Yoga, he argued that shamanism was 
a form of ‘primitive mysticism’ that involved ‘techniques of ecstasy’, whereas yoga 
was ‘an archaic form of mystical experience’ that could be found only in India as it 
had disappeared everywhere else. Like shamanism, yoga consisted of techniques 

15  F. Turcanu, Mircea Eliade. Der Philosoph des Heiligen oder Im Gefängnis der Geschichte 
(Schnellroda, 2006) 27-41.

16  Idem, 43-79.
17  M. Calinescu, ‘Rereading Mircea Eliade’s Youth Without Youth, a story of suspicion and 

camouflage’, Religion 38 (2008) 375-81 at 379.
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aimed at transcending the human condition. The goal of yoga was to be reborn ‘to 
a transcendent modality’ and ‘to realize absolute concentration in order to attain 
enstasis’.18 It is hardly remarkable that Eliade, whose literary works were contro-
versial in Romania for their eroticism, praised Tantra yoga as the much-needed 
affirmation of the powers of the human body and sexuality, and, moreover, as the 
highest form of yoga.19

Traditionalism

Eliade’s turn to the so-called traditionalists was vital for his fascination for and ap-
praisal of what he considered archaic religious practices. From the 1930s onwards 
Eliade maintained long-term contact with the French occult scholar of religion 
Rene Guénon (1886-1951), the Italian philosopher Julius Evola (1898-1974) and 
the Ceylonese-English art historian Ananda Coomaraswami (1877-1947), who 
were all traditionalists. That is, they detested the optimistic evolutionary philoso-
phy of theosophists and emphasized, instead, the loss of transmission of primor-
dial and universal traditions. In line with others in the international network of 
traditionalists, Eliade supposed that the modern world was in a state of spiritual 
crisis. Against what they considered the superstitious cult of reason, progress and 
change, the traditionalists emphasised the ahistorical, essential and eternal truths 
that shaped the so-called perennial philosophy. They aspired to overcome the con-
ditio humana or, in Eliade’s terms, the ‘terror of history’ by discovering essential 
truths in tradition, universals and orthodoxy. Their esoteric views habitually coin-
cided with völkisch right-wing political opinions.20

18  M. Eliade, Yoga: Immortality and Freedom (Princeton, 1968) 361-2; R. Gombrich, ‘Eliade 
on Buddhism’, Religious Studies 10 (1974) 225-31; C. Olsen, ‘Theology of Nostalgia: Re-
flections on the Theological Aspects of Eliade’s Work’, Numen 36 (1989) 98-112. See also 
K.A. Jacobsen, ‘The Anthropocentric Bias in Eliade’s Interpretation of the Sāmkhya and 
the Sāmkhya-Yoga Systems of Religious Thought’, Religion 25 (1995) 213-25; K. Baier, ‘Die 
ersten religionsgeschichtlichen Gesamtdarstellungen des Yoga durch J.W. Hauer und M. 
Eliade’, in idem, Yoga auf dem Weg nach Westen. Beiträge zur Rezeptionsgeschichte (Würz-
burg, 1998) 257-300; H.B. Urban, ‘Religion for the Age of Darkness. Tantra and the History 
of Religions in the Twentieth Century’, in idem, Tantra: Sex, Secrecy Politics, and Power in 
the Study of Religions (Berkeley, 2003) 165-201.

19  Urban, Tantra, 184; Turcanu, Mircea Eliade, 109-44.
20  Evola, for instance, bestowed ‘the State’ with transcendent meaning, and in his most fa-

mous elucidation of his metaphysical mysticism, his 1934 Revolt Against the Modern 
World, he interpreted the essence of human existence as a means of arriving at a spiritual, 
transcendent reality. Even though the Fascists condemned his traditionalist proposals for 
a return to Roman paganism, Evola sympathized with Mussolini, see T. Sheehan, ‘Myth 
and Violence: The Fascism of Julius Evola and Alain de Benois’, Social Research 48 (1981) 
45-73. For Eliade’s traditionalism, see W.W. Quinn, ‘Mircea Eliade and the Sacred Tradi-
tion (A Personal Account)’, Nova Religio. The Journal of Alternative and Emergent Religions 
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Eliade became one of the foremost scholars among the traditionalists. Yet he 
rarely cited other traditionalists and did not openly acknowledge their influence, 
much to the chagrin of Evola. Eliade, however, never made a great effort to ad-
vance his position as a traditionalist per se. He aimed at an academic career and 
he knew that most prominent scholars in the academic world were not taken in 
by traditionalist views and even less by their speculative approach. In his defence, 
Eliade declared to Evola that he wrote for a general public and that overtly tradi-
tionalist publications would lose him readers. Furthermore, he argued that in this 
way he could be a ‘Trojan horse’ that would introduce traditionalist views on the 
perennial philosophy into the academic milieu. In other words, Eliade translated 
and rearranged traditionalist views so that these would be accepted in the aca-
demic field.21

When Eliade became associate professor at the Faculty of Letters at Bucharest 
in 1933 he also became involved in the political upheaval of Romania. Democracy 
and Communism were anathema to Eliade. They crushed the ‘state instinct of our 
leaders’ and ‘prevented all attempts at a national awakening’. On the other hand, 
the struggle of Romanian Fascists to establish their version of orthodox religion as 
the basis for Romanian spirituality and the Romanian nation did appeal to him. 
Like many others of his generation, Eliade was charmed by the ‘sacralised politics’ 
of the Iron Guard or Legionary movement, a violent and radical anti-Semitic Fas-
cist movement that aimed at totalitarian spiritual wholeness in Romania. Eliade 
would later argue that he considered the Iron Guard a ‘mystical sect’ and not a 
political movement.22 Indeed, in a 1938 issue of the Legionary journal Buna Vestire 
(Good News) he wrote:

3 (1999) 147-53; N. Spineto, ‘Mircea Eliade and Traditionalism’, Aries 1 (2001) 62-87; M. 
Sedgwick, Against the Modern World. Traditionalism and the Secret Intellectual History of 
the Twentieth Century (Oxford, 2004). Admittedly, Znamenski identifies Eliade as a tradi-
tionalist in his ‘Quest for Primal Knowledge: Mircea Eliade, Traditionalism, and ‘Archaic 
Techniques of Ecstasy’’, Shaman 17 (2009) 181-204. See also V. Tismaneanu, ‘Romania’s 
Mystical Revolutionaries’, Partisan Review 61 (1994) 600-9; H.T. Hakl, ‘Die Magie bei Ju-
lius Evola und ihre Philosophische Voraussetzungen’, in R. Caron et al. (eds.) Ésotérisme, 
Gnoses & Imaginaire Symbolique: Mélanges offerts à Antouine Faivre (Leuven, 2001) 
415-36; Turcanu, Mircea Eliade, 80-84. 

21  Turcanu, Mircea Eliade, 323-4; Sedgwick, Against the Modern World, 110-1.
22  R. Ioanid, ‘The Sacralised Politics of the Romanian Iron Guard’, Totalitarian Movements 

and Political Religions 5 (2004) 419-53; Turcanu, Mircea Eliade, 173-253. On Romanian 
Fascism, see E. Weber, ‘The Men of the Archangel’, Journal of Contemporary History 1 
(1966) 101-26; Z. Yavetz, ‘An Eyewitness Note: Reflections on the Romanian Iron Guard’, 
Journal of Contemporary History 26 (1991) 597-610; W. Brustein and A. Ronnkvist, ‘The 
Roots of Anti-Semitism: Romania before the Holocaust’, Journal of Genocide Research 4 
(2002) 211-35.
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The Legionary movement has a spiritual and Christian meaning. If all the 
contemporary revolutions have as their goal the conquest of power by a so-
cial class or by a man, the Legionary revolution aims, on the contrary, at the 
supreme redemption of the nation, the reconciliation of the Romanian nation 
with God, as the Captain said. That is why the Legionary movement has a dif-
ferent meaning with regard to everything that has been done up till now in 
history; and the victory of the Legion will lead not only to the restoration of 
virtues of our nation, of a hardworking Romania, worthy and powerful, but 
also to the birth of a man who is in harmony with the new kind of European 
life.23 

It is not my intention here to portray Eliade as a Fascist scholar. The radical and 
vile anti-Semitic and patriotic articles in which he promoted the sacrificial dis-
course of the Iron Guard and glorified the ‘fruitful death’ of their ‘martyrs’ should 
not be ignored, but do not make his publications on shamanism Fascist literature. 
Moreover, he was probably a ‘nice man’, as Martin Marty observed shortly after 
his death in 1986. However, the political-religious dispositions that Eliade shared 
with the traditionalists and the Romanian Fascists clearly shaped his interpreta-
tion of shamanism. But his amiability is not the issue here, and nor are his ‘happy 
guilt’ and his supposed ‘political naïveté’; what is is the genesis and logic of Eliade’s 
shamanology.24

It is not easy to identify Eliade’s involvement in the Iron Guard, as he later worked 
for the Romanian regime that destroyed the Iron Guard. Conversely, Eliade clearly 
remained faithful to traditionalist causes after his exile from Romania and he con-
tinued to invest in milieus with concerns analogous to his ‘mystical revolutionar-
ies’. To begin with, Eliade became a Cultural Secretary in the Romanian Embassy 
in London in 1940, and later, in 1942, Press Secretary at the Romanian Embassy 
in Lisbon, where he became an admirer of the Salazar regime. During the war he 
befriended the German political philosopher and jurist Carl Schmitt (1888-1985), 
who was a member of the Nazi party at that time. Schmitt set himself up to be-
come the crown jurist of the Third Reich with his doctrine of powerful leadership, 
the Gleichartigkeit of the Volk and notions of the political as an intense, existential  

23  Cited in Ioanid, ‘The Sacralised Politics of the Romanian Iron Guard’, 439.
24  M.E. Marty, ‘That Nice Man’, Christian Century 103 (1986) 503. For evaluations of Eliade’s 
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Mythologist. Mircea Eliade and the Politics of Myth’, ReVision 34 (2002) 32-8; M. Cali-
nescu, ‘The 1927 Generation in Romania: Friendships and Ideological Choices (Mihail 
Sebastian, Mircea Eliade, Nae Ionescu, Eugène Ionescu, E.M. Cioran)’, East European Poli-
tics and Societies 15 (2002) 649-77; C. Grottanelli, ‘Fruitful Death: Mircea Eliade and Ernst 
Jünger on Human Sacrifice, 1937-1945’, Numen 52 (2005) 116-45. 
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phenomenon. Significantly, Schmitt presented his critique of liberalism and mod-
ern political culture as Political Theology.25

In exile

After the Communist regime established itself in Romania, Eliade became an exile 
and moved to Paris in 1945. Here he engaged in the field of esotericism as well as 
in the academic field. In some cases these fields overlapped, as in the case of Elia-
de’s acquaintance with and enthusiasm for the anthropologist, colonial comman-
dant and ‘ethnophilosopher’ Marcel Griaule (1898-1956) who, in his infamous 
Dogon ethnographies, had purportedly revealed the esoteric Dogon knowledge 
into which he was supposedly initiated during fieldwork.26 Eliade provisionally 
taught at the École Pratique des Hautes Études in Paris – as a result of the recom-
mendations of his friend Georges Dumézil (1898-1986), who held the chair in 
Comparative Religion of Indo-European Peoples there. Although a secure aca-
demic career was obstructed by scholars who pointed to his Fascist past, Dumézil, 
on the other hand, recognized in Eliade a fellow homme de la droite and became 
Eliade’s invaluable parrain in the French academic field. Dumézil’s erudite and 
influential interpretation of Aryan and Indo-European society as uniquely inte-
grated, hierarchical and consisting of workers, soldiers and leaders was highly ap-
preciated by Eliade. Conversely, many other scholars have argued that Dumézil’s 
ideas stemmed as much from his admiration of the politics of Fascist Italy as from 
the Vedas or the Eddas.27 

25  Turcanu, Mircea Eliade, 276-7; C. Grottanelli, ‘Wartime Connections: Dumézil and Eliade, 
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Notwithstanding his Parisian opponents, Eliade steadily positioned himself 
within an international network of scholars of religion, amongst whom were the 
Italian historian of religion Raffaele Pettazzoni (1883-1959), the Dutch proponent 
of phenomenology of religion Gerardus van der Leeuw and the German Religion-
swissenschaftler Joachim Wach (1898-1955). Eliade participated in several inter-
national congresses and was involved in the establishment of the International 
Association of the History of Religion (IAHR) in 1950. His participation in the 
Eranos meetings in Switzerland, from the same year onwards, was also decisive 
for his career.28 Before I return to Eliade’s transformation into the world’s leading 
authority on shamanism, I shall focus on the Eranos network, which partly over-
lapped the Bollingen connection.

The Eranos network

The Eranos conferences were held annually in Ascona, Switzerland. Olga Fröbe-
Kapteyn (1881-1962), who initiated the meetings, was a widow whose wealthy 
Dutch parents had left her enough money to buy Casa Gabrielle on Monte Verità, 
where she lived from 1920 onwards. The so-called Mountain of Truth was well 
known as the location where a range of artists, writers, dancers, political radicals 
and other cultural rebels had established communes from the late nineteenth cen-
tury onwards. Fröbe-Kapteyn acquired a position amongst the nudists, feminists, 
pacifists, freethinkers, theosophists, Naturmenschen, vegetarianians and other al-
ternative Lebensreformer who had settled there. The colonies of idealists, vegetar-
ians and artists especially have often been cited as examples of the anti-Modern-
ism of the Lebensreform movement, but, as the Dutch historical anthropologist 
Yme Kuiper has convincingly argued, the validity of such sweeping interpretations 
should be questioned. A too great an emphasis placed on cultural pessimism and 
anti-Modernity has obscured the dynamic agenda of the Lebensreform movement 
in terms of its attitude towards the future. In their own publications, namely, the 
life reformists did not see their ideas and ideals as anti-modern. Instead, they 
were convinced that a particular attitude towards life would change the world as it 
would bring about a more vigorous personality.29

28  H.T. Hakl, Der verborgene Geist von Eranos. Unbekannte Begegnungen von Wissenschaft 
und Esoterik (Bretten, 2001) 61.

29  H. Szeemann (ed.), Monte Verità. Berg der Wahrheit (Milan, 1980); M. Green, The Moun-
tain of Truth, The Counterculture Begins, 1900-1920 (Hanover and London, 1986); W. Mc-
Guire, Bollingen. An Adventure in Collecting the Past (Princeton, 19892) 22; Y.B. Kuiper, ‘On 
Monte Verita: Myth and Modernity in the Lebensreform Movement’, in idem, J. Dijkstra 
and J. Kroesen (eds.) Myths, Martyrs, and Modernity: Studies in the History of Religions 
(Leiden, 2010) 629-50 at 631.
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At first, Fröbe-Kapteyn set up the School of Spiritual Research at her estate in 
1930, with former theosophist Alice Bailey (1880-1949). This project did not 
fare well. Subsequently, she instigated the Eranos Conferences, after she had ap-
proached the eminent German theologian Rudolf Otto (1869-1937) for advice. 
Although Carl Gustav Jung, invited to the first Eranos conference in 1933, turned 
into the mastermind of the meetings, Fröbe-Kapteyn provided the funds and the 
site.30 It must be noted that from the start of his career, Carl Jung had been in-
volved in esotericism. His 1902 doctoral dissertation, for instance, Zur Psychologie 
und Pathologie sogenannter okkulter Phänomene, was a study of his cousin, the me-
dium Helene Preiswerk (1880-1911). His personal library contained at least eight-
een different studies written by the leading theosophist G.R.S. Mead (see Chapter 
2). Many of these works were concerned with ‘gnosis’, a theme that would become 
of key importance in Jung’s career. Jung was also substantially influenced by para-
psychology. His important work on the supposed ‘acausal connection of meaning 
between inner psychological states and outer events’ that he called ‘synchronicity’ 
was inspired by the work of the famous American ‘father of parapsychology’ J. B. 
Rhine (1895-1980).31

Jung focused on the unconscious, which he interpreted as a creative force that 
pushed the world towards an awakening of consciousness. He suggested that re-
ligion could be best understood by relating it to the ‘collective unconscious’, a 
psychic reality, shared by all humans, that could be discovered with the help of 
myths, dreams, visions, religious symbolism and the creative use of the imagi-
nation. He also reasoned that through these practices the collective unconscious 
expressed itself, bringing unconscious aspects of the mind to the surface. Jung in-
terpreted myths as archaic stories that were saturated with archetypical essentials. 
They could enrich the lives of individuals with spiritual and psychological insights. 
While Jung claimed scholarly authority as a psychiatrist, he also claimed a privi-
leged position as an initiate in secret knowledge by asserting that he possessed ex-
periential knowledge of the healing and wholesome process of ‘individuation’, that 
is, the process by which the different parts of one’s inner reality became integrated. 
After Jung set up his own field of analytical psychology, he alternatively attracted 
and appealed to esoteric and scholarly fields to position himself as the supreme 
authority on a rather broad range of subjects.32
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Ultimately, Jung would not acquire a place in mainstream academic fields. Peo-
ple taking action in the fields of esotericism, on the other hand, habitually em-
braced his concepts and often even idolised him. This is not surprising, in light of 
the debunking yet convincing reassessment of Jung by the American psychologist 
Richard Noll, who interpreted Jung’s inner circle as The Jung Cult. According to 
Noll, it was a charismatic movement, based on the cult of his own personality. As 
the Aryan Christ, as Noll labelled him, rather sensationally, Jung not only compet-
ed with academic psychologists, but also with esoteric authorities such as Gurdji-
eff, who has already been mentioned in Chapter 3. Jung and Gurdjieff functioned 
as gurus for their followers, but while Gurdjieff presented himself as an occult 
master, Jung primarily presented himself as an intellectual scholar. It is telling, 
however, that some followers of Jung switched to Gurdjieff and vice versa.33

Jung’s elitist dispositions are illustrated by the remarkable network of wealthy 
patients surrounding him, amongst whom were members of the Rockefeller fam-
ily. For instance, Edith Rockefeller McCormick (1872-1932) went to Zurich to 
be analysed by Jung in 1913. She was the daughter of John D. Rockefeller (1839-
1937), the founder of Standard Oil Trust, and wife of Harold Fowler McCormick 
(1872-1941), the heir to the International Harvester Company. Consequently, she 
could afford to become an ostentatious socialite (she presided over Chicago high 
society and was patroness of several artists, amongst whom was James Joyce) and 
to endow the Analytical Psychology Club in Zurich in 1916. The Club was organ-
ised around the analysands who had come to Jung in increasing numbers. It was 
designed to provide a social outlet during their stay in Zurich, which sometimes 
lasted several years. Around the club other gatherings formed, made up of his in-
ner circle, with whom he discussed his ideas.34 

Jung did not visit the Institute for the Harmonious Development of Man that 
Gurdjieff had established in Fontainebleau in 1922, as he kept aloof from most 
other esoteric teachers. On the other hand, he did go to the gatherings of the 
School of Wisdom in Darmstadt, Germany. The School of Wisdom was established 
by the Modephilosoph Count Hermann Keyserling (1880-1947) to train a new ar-
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istocracy. Keyserling wanted his pupils to experience a spiritual awakening via 
the teaching of yoga and other esoteric practices and ideas. He objected to what 
he perceived as the one-sided intellectualism that would cause Europe’s downfall 
and wanted to counter it with a Geisteskirche. He positioned it vis-à-vis the theoso-
phists – he knew Annie Besant personally – as a movement with historical conse-
quences. Theosophy, in contrast, was a religious movement that would not change 
the world. Still, stuck between esotericism and academia, the School was too exotic 
for most intellectuals and too rationalistic and scholarly for many persons with 
esoteric inclinations.35 

Jung knew Keyserling well and even interpreted his dreams for him. At the tenth 
anniversary gathering of the school in 1930, Jung met Fröbe-Kapteyn for the first 
time. This is significant, as when the Eranos conferences started in 1933, many 
of the lecturers of Keyserling’s school transferred to the new setting, taking with 
them their specific mixture of scholarly and esoteric dispositions.36 From the start, 
Carl Gustav Jung advised Fröbe-Kapteyn which themes to chose and which speak-
ers to invite. Furthermore, his idea of the archetypes occupied a central position 
in the Eranos meetings. The setting represented the scholastic view of the par-
ticipants well: high up in the mountains, overseeing the world, not restrained by 
academic restrictions, the interdisciplinary team of philologists, anthropologists, 
scholars of religion and other intellectuals discussed the timeless structures at the 
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basis of yoga, myths, gnosis, alchemy, rituals and symbols.37 
The genesis of the Eranos conferences is noteworthy as it confirms that the 

meetings took place in a combination of fields, namely the field of esotericism and 
the academic field. Eliade, who was enchanted by what he later called ‘the spirit of 
Eranos’, also noticed this, as he thought the atmosphere was ‘partly secular, partly 
theosophical’. He considered it as ‘one of the most creative cultural experiences 
of the modern Western world’. In fact, he became one of the most faithful Eranos 
scholars, attending the meetings almost every year until 1963. He was a confidant 
of Fröbe-Kapteyn, whom he considered the ‘high-priest of a new religion’. Jung’s 
ideas on archetypes and the collective unconscious encouraged Eliade’s essentialist 
and religionist notions, but he never became a Jungian, to the disappointment and 
even frustration of Jung.38 

Unmistakably, Eliade was committed to the intellectual habitus that guided 
most scholars at the Eranos meetings: the privileging of the hidden and mystical 
side of religion. Most participants focused on the so-called coincidentia opposito-
rum, that is, the paradoxical coincidence of opposites that makes the transcend-
ent reality comprehensible through symbols. Driven by their search for the trans-
cendent unity of all religions and the universal primordial tradition (the so-called 
perennial philosophy), the study of religions became a kind of mystical vocation. 
Their philosophy of self-knowledge and cultural psychology conceived modern 
man as sick in soul and, moreover, they supposed that the culture needed Eranos. 
As a kind of Laien-Priester they could reawaken the necessary spiritual capacities. 
From the same privileged disposition, they supposed that they come to grips with 
the generic, essential mythic and mystical core of religion, whereas ordinary em-
pirical and historical-analytic science could not.39

37  Turcanu, Mircea Eliade, 329.
38  Eliade, No Souvenirs, xiii; Turcanu, Mircea Eliade, 331-3.
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Scholars from different academic fields were invited to lecture at the Eranos meet-
ings. Not all were committed to Jung’s conceptual framework, but they all shared 
elements of his intellectual habitus. Some of them took an interest in shamanism. 
Gerardus van der Leeuw, for instance, who attended the Eranos meetings from 
1948 until his death in 1950, used the term ‘shaman’ in his lecture on ‘Urzeit und 
Endzeit’ in which he focused on the ‘Kreisgang der Zeit’ or ‘zyklischen Bewuβtsein’ 
of ‘primitiver Menschen’ who, through their rites, actualize their mythical past or 
their ‘Urzeit’. The function of shamanic activities, Van der Leeuw argued, was to 
make these myths work. Equating artists, poets and primitive people, he claimed 
that the only contemporary Westerners ‘die ihre Seele aus den ewigen quellen des 
Mythos tränken’ were ‘Der Dichter und Neurotiker’.40 In his lecture on ‘Unsterbli-
chkeit’, Van der Leeuw referred to a Winnebago ‘shaman’ who remembered that he 
had died twice. Van der Leeuw refused to interpret this as merely fantasy. On the 
contrary, the shaman had experienced the ‘It’ that stood outside death and living. 
People die, of course, but ‘völlig abhängig von Tod oder Leben ist das “Es”, das 
wahrnimmt, die Existenz auch über die Tod hinaus statuiert’.41 

Jung himself did not regularly mention the concepts ‘shaman’ or ‘shamanism’ 
but in the rare cases that he did, he referred primarily to Eliade’s study of sha-
manism. Jung depicted shamanism as ‘philosophical alchemy’ and argued that the 
practice of shamanism could lead to individuation, which was, in essence, a trans-
formative process. Shamanic accounts thus revealed an underlying archetypical 
structure. In his analysis, the ‘cosmic tree’ that was planted ‘with the creation of 
the first shaman’ was a ‘symbol of wholeness’. Jung also claimed that some of his 
patients had spontaneously drawn pictures of this ‘philosophical tree’ to express 
their inner feelings, without any previous knowledge of alchemy or of shaman-
ism.42 When Jung recommended Eliade’s work in a letter to his friend Willi Bremi, 
in 1953, he wrote:

All mythological ascents and descents derive from primitive psychic phenom-
ena, i.e., from the trance states of sorcerers as found in the universal dissemi-
nation of shamanism.43

40  G. van der Leeuw, ‘Urzeit und Endzeit’, Eranos Jahrbuch XVII, Der Mensch und die Mythische 
Welt (Zürich, 1949) 11-51 at 28; Hakl, Eranos, 242-5. See also O. Fröbe-Kapteyn, ‘In Memo-
riam Gerardus van der Leeuw’, Eranos Jahrbuch XIX, Mensch und Ritus (Zürich, 1950) 9-11.
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Jung’s recommendation illustrates Eliade’s authority on shamanism in the Bol-
lingen connection. His erudite and supposedly all-encompassing scholarly tour de 
force towered over all other studies of shamanism. 

The Eranos network had a preference for the universal knowledge attained 
through the bird’s-eye view of Eliade and other armchair scholars, but Eranos also 
attracted anthropologists. Among Van der Leeuw’s audience, for instance, was 
Paul Radin, the Polish-American anthropologist who was the scholarly authority 
on Winnebago culture and Winnebago shamans. Radin was never a full-fledged 
Jungian, but he supported the use of Jung’s doctrine of the collective unconscious 
in anthropology and he played a prominent part in the Bollingen connection. For 
instance, he lectured at Eranos in 1949 and 1950 and at Jung’s Institute in Zurich 
from 1952 until 1957.44 Radin’s 1956 The Trickster, which was one of his most fa-
mous and influential works, was co-authored by Jung.45 

Born in a part of the Russian Empire that is nowadays Polish, Radin studied 
zoology at Columbia and returned to Europe in 1905 to study anthropology in 
Munich and Berlin. He returned to Columbia in 1907, where he received his doc-
torate under Boas in 1911. Gradually, he wandered off in a more philosophical 
direction, focusing on religion, mythology and the worldviews of ‘primitives’ who, 
he thought, differed in degree but not in kind from their civilised counterparts. 
Among ‘primitive man’, Radin argued, religion had not become divorced from ‘the 
corporate life of the community’, which was essential, as religion was ‘one of the 
most important and distinctive means of maintaining life values’. Exemplary for 
Radin’s elitism was that he supposed that to understand religion, anthropologists 
had to study ‘those individuals who possess religious feeling in a marked degree’, 
for the reason that these individuals thought about the questions the anthropolo-
gists wanted to ask. In one of his most notable books, the 1927 Primitive Man as 
Philosopher, he focused exclusively on ‘the thinker’.46

Within the ‘religion of North American Indians’, the ‘intellectual class of think-
ers’ consisted of shamans. According to Radin, they arranged and synthesized the 
general folkloristic material to hand and interpreted and theorized ‘the religious 
complex’. ‘Lay Indians’ also transmitted ‘the religious complex’, but they lacked 
the intense religious feelings of the shamans. As a result, in their hands prayers 

44  P. Radin, ‘History of Ethnological Theories’, American Anthropologist 31 (1929) 9-33 at 26-
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became mere formulas. Radin thus interpreted shamans as positive figures in the 
creation of culture. With their performances and theorizing they created symbols 
and provided the lives of lay people with meaning.47 The shaman represented the 
‘unenacted portion of our consciousness’ or, in words that would gain popularity 
half a century later, human cultural potential.48

It is noteworthy that while he was considered a sceptic, a rationalist and ‘a rare 
bird’ in the field surrounding Jung, some of his American colleagues criticized 
Radin for his too romantic and poetic anthropology.49 Some boldly positioned 
Radin outside the scientific field as they accused him of losing ‘critical objectiv-
ity’ by picturing ‘primitive society and preliterate man (…) startlingly idyllic and 
endearing’.50 Moreover, he had derived his ideas on the supposed primitives ‘from 
his imagination, from his literary and poetic feeling, rather than from any data 
that he could bring to bear’. As a matter of fact, although Radin spoke many lan-
guages, the book in which he expressed his most elaborate view on ‘primitive man’ 
was based on poetic translations by other people, in languages he was completely 
unfamiliar with.51 Some American colleagues also criticised him for his too close 
identification with ‘his’ Winnebago.52

The ‘autobiographies’ of American Indians that Radin published from 1913 on-
wards clearly contain the same myopic quality that characterizes Boas’s work with 
George Hunt. In his attempt to situate the individual experience at the centre of 
ethnographic enquiry, he let his main source of information, a native American 
Indian called Sam Blowsnake, also known as Crashing Thunder, tell stories about 
a shaman, or ‘holy man’.53 Radin used the Crashing Thunder stories for his own 
description of social reality, without placing them in a social context. Moreover, 
he repeatedly stressed the authenticity and truthfulness of these accounts, for ex-
ample by saying that he had not guided his informants, who, for their part, ‘did 
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very little arranging’.54 Nevertheless, Sam Blowsnake confessed that he had ‘lied all 
the time’ and that he had always been ‘telling falsehoods’ to his family members.55 
Radin acknowledged this as a fact and wrote that

he passes through life, or, better, life passes through him – lying, boasting, 
swaggering, stealing, murdering, fornicating, interpreting dreams in the most 
approved Jungian fashion, and finally philosophizing and adding a new proof 
of the truth of Trinity – consistently lying to the world about him and never 
lying to himself.56 

It is, of course, noteworthy that Radin claimed that Sam Blowsnake’s analysis of 
his dreams was Jungian: it illustrated the timeless qualities he credited the ‘Jun-
gian fashion’ with. It was even more striking that he did not acknowledge the self-
defeating paradox of considering the accounts of his ‘consistently lying’ informant 
as authentic and truthful. Even though his informant had previously exploited 
his ‘Indianness’ for money, acting in a Wild West show, Radin claimed that Sam 
Blowsnake was ‘free from all outside influence’. Clearly, Radin disregarded the fact 
that Blowsnake had grown up and lived in the boundary culture, located on the 
zone of contact between Amerindians and Anglo-Americans. In other words, Sam 
Blowsnake knew how to achieve authentic ‘Indianness’ for white Americans.57 

Although Radin never associated himself for any length of time with a particular 
university or college, he was influential in different scholarly fields. This becomes 
clear from the 1960 Festschrift that was dedicated to him. The list of contribu-
tors to the Festschrift contains notable anthropologists such as Evans-Pritchard, 
Lévi-Strauss, Lowie, Kroeber, Redfield and White. Not surprisingly, the list also 
contains two significant scholars from the Bollingen connection: Mircea Eliade 
and an intriguing man who will appear later in this chapter, Joseph Campbell.58

Another ‘rare bird’ at Eranos, but much less influential, was the anthropologist 
John Willoughby Layard (1891-1974), who attended the meetings in 1937, 1938, 
1947, 1954 and in 1958. He was educated as a social anthropologist in Britain 
but his ideas differed radically from those of his British colleagues. His Jungian 
interpretations of shamanism are noteworthy particularly because he, long before 
others, interpreted shamans as the ‘primitive’ predecessors of Jungian analysts. He 
took Jungian analysts to be ‘modern’ shamans who travelled into the depths of the 
human psyche. Layard’s interpretations, however, did not gain undisputed accept-
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ance. He never acquired an authoritative position in any field, and consequently he 
could not persuade others to accept his interpretations. It is telling that he called 
parts of the autobiographical papers left behind at his death ‘History of a Failure’.59

Layard could not attain a prominent academic position despite having done in-
tensive fieldwork even before Malinowksi arrived at the Trobriands. He had no 
anthropological following, was considered ‘mad’ by his friend Evans-Pritchard, 
and leading figures in social anthropology strongly opposed his way of philoso-
phizing about human nature. Even in the field surrounding Jung he was not a great 
success. His disagreements with Jung resulted in conflicts, and eventually, in 1969, 
Layard would openly criticize him for his ‘falsification of data in support of the 
collective unconscious being independent of personal relationships’.60

Layard was an unconventional character, whose psychic difficulties led him to a 
series of therapists. The first, his mentor and teacher W.H.R. Rivers (1864-1922), 
focused on the problem-solving effects of dreams. Later, in 1924-1925, Layard 
consulted the unorthodox and controversial American psychologist Homer Lane 
(1875-1925), who combined Freud’s and Jung’s ideas and interpreted all disease as 
psychosomatic and in itself a cure. According to him, people could restore their 
health by releasing their natural impulses and fulfilling their creativity.61 In the late 
1920s and the early 1930s, Layard promoted Lane’s ideas in the bohemian and ho-
mosexual scene of Wystan Hugh Auden (1907-1973) and Christopher Isherwood 
(1904-1986) in London and Berlin, portrayed by the latter as the ‘poshocracy’. 
Layard made a great impression on Auden, who called him ‘loony Layard’ in his 
Orators.62

In 1936, after another emotional breakdown, Layard sought out the psychiatrist 
Helton Godwin ‘Peter’ Baynes for therapy. Baynes, who as we have seen in Chap-
ter Three was married to Jaime de Angulo’s ex-wife, was a supporter of Lane, but 
above all, Baynes was closely associated with Jung and had established his psychol-
ogy in Great Britain, for example by translating Jung’s works into English. In his 
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1941 Germany Possessed Baynes produced a remarkable Jungian interpretation of 
shamanism to interpret the rise of National Socialism and the role of Hitler in the 
process. Like a shaman, ‘whose prestige among his savage tribesman rests upon his 
capacity for surrendering himself to, and becoming possessed by, the unconscious’, 
Hitler was ‘a medium’ and his ‘power over the German people rests upon the same 
primitive foundation as that of the shaman’. According to Baynes, Hitler was a 
‘God Criminal’ who, ‘demonically possessed’ by the ‘archaic content of the uncon-
scious’, betrayed and murdered the ‘messianic possibility’ as he ‘seduced’ German 
‘energy’ towards collective destruction, away from ‘wholeness’ and the ‘fuller flame 
of individual consciousness’.63

Through Baynes, Layard became initiated into Jungian knowledge and he became 
part of the field surrounding Jung. His interpretations of shamanism changed ac-
cordingly. In 1930 Layard still focused primarily on the ‘nervous condition’ of sha-
mans and their ‘fits of unconsciousness’. He argued that shamans had turned their 
affliction into an asset and had acquired the power to induce these fits themselves. 
Eventually, shamans could induce ‘epileptoid symptoms, and even (…) the desired 
state of unconsciousness’ with the help of drums and dancing. Layard concluded 
that shamans attained supernatural powers due to their supposed death and resur-
rection, their ‘animal-metamorphic powers’ and their ‘power of flight’. One of the 
most remarkable features of shamans was what Layard called their tendency to 
‘ritual homosexuality’. He also pointed to ‘a certain type of epileptic who experi-
ence before their fits a period of religious ecstasy’. In these experiences, the sha-
man felt ‘the presence of the eternal harmony perfectly attained’, in other words, 
‘it’s as though you apprehend all nature and suddenly say: “Yes, that’s right”’.64

His new intellectual habitus became evident in his 1940 review of Willard Park’s 
book on shamanism, as he argued that

any new light on shamanism is of the utmost importance, since shamans are 
the psychologists of primitive peoples, and, as such, are more closely in touch 
with the impersonal forces that regulate men’s lives, than are the representa-
tives of more highly organized and stereotyped religions.65
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Layard argued that the analytical psychologists could enhance their method by 
looking at the shaman’s use of collective symbols and concepts. Research could 
‘gain some insights into the more universal laws on which shamanism is based’. In 
another review of the same book, Layard went even further, equating the shaman’s 
guardian spirits with Jung’s archetypes. He even claimed that shamans, like ana-
lytical psychologists, attuned their receptive powers to those of their patient ‘on 
the impersonal level’. Spirit ‘in its symbolic form’ came to shamans the way it did to 
‘the prophets of old’ and ‘to modern man he opens his heart, in dreams’. According 
to Layard, Jungian analysts and shamans were healers with primordial knowledge:

Now in the twentieth century, after a rule of pure so-called “reason” that has 
devastated mankind, we are rediscovering the knowledge that Christ had, and 
that the Shamans had before him, namely, that healing is not a matter of drugs 
nor yet of the mere recovering of personal memories as Freud thinks, but of 
the reawakening of primordial knowledge that works independently of intel-
lect and is as much more powerful than intellect as bombs are more powerful 
than unprotected human flesh.66

Layard thus clearly did not recognise the knowledge of analytical psychologists 
as the result of the workings of the social world. In Bourdieuan terminology, he 
used the idea of the charismatic shaman to uphold the ‘illusion of innateness’ of 
analytical psychology.67 Yet although his interpretations were in accordance with 
the intellectual dispositions of Jungians, he lacked the social power to authorize 
his interpretations of shamanism. Similar interpretations of shamanism, however, 
became legitimate interpretations, within the anthropological field as well as in the 
Jungian field, because they were produced by more powerful Jungians. The dean of 
American Jungian analysts, Joseph Henderson (1903-2007), who was nicknamed 
‘the shaman from Elko’ in the Festschrift for his seventy-fifth birthday, is a case in 
point. In his 1963 ‘personal evaluation’ of Jung he clearly demonstrated the cha-
risma ideology in which a concept of shamanism was used to present analytical 
psychology as an ahistorical practice that offers access to perennial knowledge:

There was, however, another aspect of Jung’s character which refused to con-
form to European cultural patterns because it seemed to come totally from 
outside any culture. It seemed to burst upon him from an absolutely compel-
ling primitive level of being. I think of it today (thanks to some of his own 
formulations) as the shaman which made Jung at times into a man of uncanny 
perception and frightening unpredictability of behavior.
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The same shamanistic tendency, freed from any tricksterism, was an essen-
tial part of the psychological doctor who came to the rescue over and over 
again during analysis, placing the healing fingers of his intuition upon our 
symptoms. He diagnosed and cured them frequently before we ever had a 
chance to describe them or even to complain of them.68

The myth of the shaman

When, in 1940, Olga Fröbe-Kapteyn had spent nearly all of her inheritance on 
Eranos, the American Bollingen Foundation started to subsidize Eranos. The 
foundation was set up in 1940 by the wealthy American couple Paul Mellon (1907-
1999) and Mary Conover Mellon (1904-1946), primarily to publish Jung’s writings 
and to propagate his ideas in the United States. It is noteworthy that Paul and Mary 
Mellon had been in Jungian-oriented analysis with Ann Moyer, who had attended 
Fröbe-Kapteyn’s School of Spiritual Research and whose wealthy Dutch husband 
Erlo van Waveren had been Alice Bailey’s business manager. It is another indica-
tion of the wider field of esotericism in which Jung and his Eranos circle operated. 
The Mellons travelled to Ascona after they had heard Jung lecture in New York in 
1937. In Ascona they became friends with Fröbe-Kapteyn, Jung and other lectur-
ers. It inspired them to become financial patrons of Eranos.69

Soon after its establishment the American Bollingen Foundation started to invest 
in the study of shamanism. The first Bollingen fellow, Maud Oakes (1903-1990), 
an artist who had previously been involved with Gurdjieff, was granted her stipend 
during a dinner party the Mellons gave in early 1941. During the party, Oakes ex-
claimed that she would ‘give anything to go out and work with Navaho shamans’. 
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Paul Mellon was not inhibited by her lack of qualifications and, subsequently, 
Oakes would spend two years on a Navaho reservation. During her fieldwork she 
came to know Jeff King (1865?-1966), a Navaho ‘shaman-artist’, whose narratives 
formed the basis of Oakes’s first Bollingen publication. While she prepared replica 
paintings of King’s sand paintings, the mythologist Joseph Campbell (1904-1987) 
wrote the text and a commentary to place it in a comparative perspective.70

Years later, in her 1963 The Wisdom of the Serpent. The Myths of Death, Rebirth, 
and Resurrection, a joint publication with the aforementioned Joseph Henderson, 
Oakes interpreted the ‘shamanic initiation’ as an ‘experience of psychic liberation’.71 
The book was one in a series called Patterns of Myth that was edited by Alan Watts 
(1915-1973) who, like Oakes, drew up his chair at the tables of Californian ‘coun-
tercultural’ heroes such as Henry Miller. Following his 1958 visit to the C.G. Jung 
Institute in Zürich, which had been established by Jung in 1948, Watts had started 
to organize seminars based on Jung’s model in the San Francisco Bay area, adding 
to the fertility of this ‘cultural seedbed’ of the ‘consciousness reformation’. Watts 
became a powerful opinion maker, also because his KPFA radio lectures on ‘Way 
Beyond the West’ provided him with cultural legitimacy. On air, he praised the 
‘shaman state of religion’, which was, according to him, ‘away from the commu-
nity interpretation of how one ought to think and feel’. In his 1972 autobiography, 
Watts claimed:

I am not so much a priest as a shaman. The difference is that whereas a priest 
is a duly ordained corporate officer and caste member in an agrarian culture, 
a shaman is a loner who gets his thing from the wilds, and is usually found 
in hunting cultures. Priests follow traditions but shamans originate them, 
though truly original traditions stem from the origins of nature and thus have 
much in common.72
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By assuming the position of the shaman, Alan Watts self-confidently claimed a 
charismatic position. While suggesting that he was a truly original person who 
was liberated from social structures, at the same time he implicitly assumed an 
authoritative position for himself within a field that had come to value the shaman 
for his distinctive charisma. As we will see in the next chapters, he shared his quest 
for authenticity and perennial knowledge with many others who, from the 1960s 
onwards, structured the so-called ‘counterculture’. Watts and other prominent Bol-
lingen fellows would take authoritative positions in the field of esotericism that 
blossomed in the same era. The interpretations of shamanism that they proposed 
would be crucial for the course of the genealogy of shamanism.

The most influential Bollingen fellow in the popularization of shamanism in the 
United States was Joseph Campbell. Not only was he responsible for propagating 
the Eranos messages to a wider American audience, for instance as the editor of 
the Eranos Yearbooks, even more importantly, his bestselling 1949 The Hero with 
a Thousand Faces presented shamans as mythical heroes and masters of spiritual 
principles. Campbell’s mythology focused on the ‘immediately apparent’ parallels 
and ‘the basic truths by which man has lived throughout the millenniums of his 
residence on the planet’. Shamans were crucial figures in a remarkable range of 
stories from all over the world. Maori, Kwakiutl, Hindu, Arthurian and other folk 
stories were all versions of the ‘myth of the hero’ or the ‘monomyth’. In this myth, 
as Campbell argued, the hero journeys to an unknown land where he meets de-
mons and undergoes great suffering. The hero triumphs, is reborn in the process, 
and when he returns home he is enriched by new insights that will benefit his 
people. Realising his own identity through these spiritual experiences, the hero 
experiences a kind of self-psychotherapy. He has confronted his own darker side 
and thus, Campbell supposed, come to a greater understanding of himself and his 
culture. Shamans were heroes; they also undertook perilous adventures for others, 
often to seek out and recover the lost or abducted souls of the sick.73

Campbell participated in the Eranos meeting of 1953. As was the case with Ra-
din, Fröbe-Kapteyn considered him ‘too rational’ for the Eranos ambiance, but 
Campbell shared many of the intellectual dispositions of Jung, Eliade and others 
from the Eranos circle. In his introduction to the 1953 Eranos Yearbook, for in-
stance, he argued that the Eranos scholars had the ‘common purpose of allowing 
the truth to reveal itself ’, a clear indication that he identified the knowledge of 
Jung, Eliade and other Eranos scholars as primordial and not as structured accord-
ing to the Eranos tenets.74 

progressive radio station, broadcasting to the San Francisco Bay Area. During the 1950s 
and 1960s it was well known for its controversial programming.
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This charisma ideology was also a crucial aspect of his strategy to empower 
his comparative mythology, as he argued that it uncovered ‘some of the truths 
disguised for us under the figures of religion and mythology’. He supposed that, 
whereas ‘primitives’ unconsciously identified with the ‘timeless vision’ and ‘dream-
web’ of myths, for modern man ‘these mysteries have lost their force; their sym-
bols no longer interest our psyche’. Campbell offered a solution, as the ‘modern 
hero-task’ was to ‘discover the real cause for the disintegration of all of our inher-
ited religious formula’. That was exactly what Campbell supposed he did. With 
what others dubbed his ‘comparative esotericism’, he offered mystical yet schol-
arly insight into the supposed perennial philosophy and offered these insights to 
a wider audience.75 As a ‘modern’ variant of the mythical hero, he contested what 
he considered ‘religion’. It had, he argued, interpreted ‘sacred writings’ historically, 
literally and anti-mystically, thereby misconstruing its own myths. To a certain 
extent, his anti-religious disposition accounts for his venomous anti-Semitism: he 
interpreted Judaism as the chief ‘religious’ offender against the supposed wisdom 
of myths.76

The dispositions that guided Campbell’s mythology were formed by his roman-
tic fascination for Native American Indians that was initiated by a trip with his 
father to Buffalo Bill’s Wild West show in 1910. Although Campbell started to 
study anthropology under Boas, according to his biographers a meeting with the 
theosophical ‘messiah’ Jiddu Krishnamurti (1895-1986) in 1924 was more influ-
ential. It stirred his romantic interpretation of Hinduism and he even considered 
himself ‘almost a Hindu’ when he wrote The Hero With a Thousand Faces. From 
the early 1950s on, Campbell would befriend Aldous Huxley (1894-1963), Alan 
Watts and others from the movement who brought ‘the wisdom of the East’ to the 
United States. But during his 1955 trip to India with members of the New York 
Ramakrishna-Vivekananda Center, he concluded that nothing ‘was quite as good 
as the India I invented’. Disgusted by the real India, he returned home more patri-
otic than ever, hailing the progressive trend towards ‘individualism’.77
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Campbell’s popular fame as a mythologist rose with the publication of his sub-
sequent four-volume series of collected and annotated mythologies The Masks of 
God. He focused on Primitive Mythology (1959), Oriental Mythology (1962), Oc-
cidental Mythology (1964) and Creative Mythology (1968) respectively. Following 
his standard esoteric and erudite ‘rhetoric of authority’, he adapted myths to his 
own purpose. Neglecting the social, political, historical, and economic aspects, 
he highlighted the supposed ‘perennial knowledge’ of myths. Shamans featured 
prominently in his Primitive Mythology, in which Campbell contrasted the priest, 
‘the socially initiated, ceremonially inducted member of a recognized religious 
organization’, with the shaman, who, ‘as a consequence of a personal psychological 
crisis, has gained a certain power of his own’. Campbell argued that the ‘shamanis-
tic, individualistic principle’ had produced a ‘mythological and ritual life’ that was 
‘less richly developed’. It had, however, a ‘lighter, more whimsical character’, with 
great ‘depths of insight’. Campbell made use of ethnographic material from a range 
of anthropologists and referred to Eliade to make a case for shamanism as a ‘phe-
nomenon sui generis’: the shaman represented the ‘non-historical’ and ‘mystical’ 
principle on ‘the primitive level’, bringing ‘sense and depth to whatever imagery 
may be cherished in the local tradition’. In ‘the higher reaches of the culture scale’, 
however, this was represented by ‘the mystic, the poet, and the artist’.78 

Campbell worked from a relatively marginal academic position at Sarah Law-
rence College, a position that corresponded to his stance vis-à-vis the academic 
field as he pitted his mythology against the ‘tough-minded’ anthropologists with 
their ‘reductive interpretations’ of mythological and religious metaphors. Instead 
of placing religious discourses and experiences within their social context, he 
made a plea for a science that would focus on the significance of the ‘metaphysi-
cal insights’ of ‘dreamers, shamans, spiritual heroes, prophets and divine incarna-
tions’. According to him, in a too rational and reductive scholarly approach reli-
gious phenomena ‘lose their force, their magic, their charm for the tender minded 
and become mere archaeological curiosities, fit only for some sort of reductive 
classification’.79 
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The literate public as well as literary and drama critics approved of Campbell’s 
work, and, as we will see in the next chapters, Campbell would play a major role in 
the countercultural elite that structured the American field of esotericism from the 
1960s onwards. In contrast, most academic anthropologists criticized him. More 
often, however, they merely ignored him.80 As we will see in the next sections, 
Eliade’s work on shamanism, on the other hand, could not be ignored as it had 
more academic weight.

Eliade’s History of Religions

Bollingen funding helped Eliade to finish his 1951 Le Chamanisme et les techniques 
archaïques de l’extase and to publish some articles on shamanism. Eventually, his 
1964 Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy, the book that ultimately estab-
lished Eliade’s position in the academic field as the main authority on shamanism, 
was a Bollingen publication.81 Years before, in 1955, Joachim Wach, who held a 
chair at the University of Chicago Divinity School, had invited Eliade to deliver the 
Haskell Lectures. Eliade came to the United States as a relatively unknown scholar, 
but his status changed abruptly. When Eliade arrived in Chicago, in 1956, Wach 
had suddenly died. Subsequently, Eliade was asked to remain in Chicago and was 
even offered the vacant chair of professor in the History of Religion. From this 
influential academic position, Eliade was able to create his own academic field, 
structured by his own rules. He also launched two journals. He set up the Ger-
man journal Antaios in cooperation with Ernst Jünger (1895-1998), a controver-
sial German writer with whom he had come into contact via their mutual friend 
Carl Schmitt. The journal lasted from 1960 until 1971 and contained texts by, inter 
alia, Evola and Keyserling. In his first contribution, Eliade focused on the libera-
tion and transcendence involved in the ‘archetypical’ magical and ecstatic flight of 
shamans.82

In Chicago he set up the History of Religions in 1961, even though the Divin-
ity School already published the Journal of Religion. It became the main platform 
for the field in which Eliade was the most important scholar.83 In the first issue of 
History of Religions, Eliade positioned his field within the academic arena, arguing 
that the historian of religion would pass ‘beyond the stage of pure erudition’ when 
he, after collecting, describing and classifying religious data, made ‘an effort to un-
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derstand them on their own plane of reference’. In other words, similar to analytical 
psychologists, who had to be initiated into the world of the transpersonal uncon-
scious, the historian of religion had to enter this ‘plane of reference’. The historian 
of religion had to become a kind of esoteric scholar to understand the ahistorical, 
essential meanings of religious phenomena. According to Eliade, on the basis of 
this ‘deeper knowledge of man’, a ‘new humanism, on a world-wide scale, could 
develop’.84 Indeed, as Alice Kehoe remarked: ‘Eliade embodied the erudite Conti-
nental savant’. Yet, notwithstanding his erudition, ‘his pronouncements were more 
religious revelation than scholarly conclusion’.85

In his foreword to Shamanism Eliade positioned his own academic territory on 
top of other academic fields even more boldly. He declared that his discipline went 
beyond others in the academic field that approached shamanism as it synthesized

all the studies of particular aspects of shamanism (…) to present a compre-
hensive view which shall be at once a morphology and a history of this com-
plex religious phenomenon. (…) Certainly, the psychologist, the sociologist, 
the ethnologist, and even the philosopher or the theologian will have their 
comment to make, each from the viewpoint and in the perspective that are 
properly his. But it is the historian of religion who will make the greatest num-
ber of valid statements on a religious phenomenon as a religious phenomenon 
– and not as a psychological, social, ethnic, philosophical, or even theological 
phenomenon.86

It is useful to concentrate on Eliade’s foreword to Shamanism further as it offers 
one of Eliade’s most transparent and informative introductions to his approach 
to shamanism. He argued, for instance, that the historian of religions studied ‘re-
ligious facts as such, on their specific plane of manifestation’. While this ‘specific 
plane of manifestations’ was always ‘historical, concrete, existential’, the so-called 
‘hierophanies’ or ‘manifestations of the sacred’ always pointed to ‘an eternal return 
to an atemporal moment, a desire to abolish history, to blot out the past, to recre-
ate the world. All this is “shown” in religious facts; it is not an invention of the 
historian of religions’.87 

Eliade argued that only the historian of religion knew how ‘to decipher the 
properly religious meaning of one or another fact’. Other approaches focused on 
temporal, phenomenal, historical, social or psychological aspects of religious phe-
nomena, only the historian of religion recognised the ‘transhistorical’ meanings of 
these ‘religious facts’. The ‘sacred’ revealed itself in ‘a series of archetypes’, which 
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indicated that there was a ‘tendency on the part of the hierophanic process to 
repeat the same paradoxical sacralization of reality ad infinitum’. Paradoxically, 
while there were ‘archetypes’, the ‘process of sacralization reality is the same; the 
forms taken by the process in man’s religious consciousness differ’. Ultimately, Eli-
ade thought that: ‘No religious form, however vitiated, is incapable of producing 
perfectly pure and coherent mysticism’.88

Even though Eliade acknowledged a connection between ‘types of civilizations’ 
and ‘certain religious forms’, he claimed that this ‘in no sense excludes the spon-
taneity and, in the last analysis, the ahistoricity of religious life. For all history is 
in some measure a fall of the sacred, a limitation and diminution. But the sacred 
does not cease to manifest itself, and with each new manifestation it resumes its 
original tendency to reveal itself wholly’. History, therefore, ‘does not paralyze the 
spontaneity of hierophanies; at every moment a fuller revelation of the sacred re-
mains possible’. And here, as Eliade’s foreword gradually turned to shamanism, it 
presented an outline of his basic stance that is so revealing that I quote it at length:

As we shall frequently show, particularly coherent mystical experiences are 
possible at any and every degree of civilization and of religious situation. (…) 
for certain religious consciousnesses in crisis, there is always the possibility 
of a historical leap that enables them to attain otherwise inaccessible spiritual 
positions. Certainly, “history”- the religious tradition of the tribe in question 
– finally intervenes to subject the ecstatic experiences of certain privileged 
persons to its own canons. But it is no less true that these experiences often 
have the same precision and nobility as the experiences of the great mystics 
of East and West.

Now, shamanism is precisely one of the archaic techniques of ecstasy – at 
once mysticism, magic, and “religion” in the broadest sense of the term. We 
have sought to present it in its various historical and cultural aspects, and we 
have even tried to outline a brief history of the development of shamanism in 
central and North Asia. But what we consider of greater importance is pre-
senting the shamanic phenomenon itself, analyzing its ideology, discussing 
its techniques, its symbolism, its mythologies. We believe that such a study 
can be of interest not only to the specialist but also to the cultivated man, and 
it is to the latter that this book is primarily addressed. (…) We make bold to 
believe that a knowledge of it is a necessity for every true humanist; for it has 
been some time since humanism has ceased to be identified with the spiritual 
tradition of the West, great and fertile though that is.89

88  Eliade, Shamanism, xvi-xviii.
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It is quite clear that even as an established historian of religion, Eliade never aban-
doned his esoteric dispositions and political ambitions. In Chicago, however, he 
reinvented himself as a humanist, and reformulated his objectives for the new 
scholarly field that he had created in his new environment. Using the method by 
which he and his fellow historians of religion were supposed to unveil the hidden 
and ‘true’ meanings of religious symbols, he was still striving for religious revitali-
sation. This time, however, his goal was a ‘new humanism’. Revealing the essence 
of shamanism was part of it, as he thought that his ‘creative hermeneutics’ was ‘a 
spiritual technique that possessed the ability of modifying the quality of existence 
itself ’. Indeed, ‘a good book ought to produce in the reader an action of awakening’. 
As a matter of fact, ‘the History of Religions envisages, in the end, cultural creation 
and the modification of man’.90 Indeed, as Armin Geertz and Russell McCutcheon 
argued, as a kind of ‘meta-psychoanalysis’, Eliade wanted his history of religions 
to awaken modern mankind and save it ‘from its cultural provincialism and its 
historical and existential relativism’.91

Eliade remained ambiguous about what ‘creative hermeneutics’ entailed exactly, 
but for his interpretation of shamanism it involved writing fiction. As Von Stuck-
rad also noted, Eliade’s work was a mix of academic, literary and biographical 
work.92 To be precise, in the period when he was working on his interpretation of 
shamanism, he was also working on his most ambitious novel, the semi-autobio-
graphical The Forbidden Forest. This magical realistic tale was closely related to his 
personal quest for deliverance from history and it had been one of his ‘instruments 
of knowledge’, as Eliade argued in the preface to the English edition. The main 
character in the novel, Stefan, escaped from the terrors of Romanian history in 
the Second World War to a dream world that was connected to a secret room up-
stairs, where Stefan went beyond the ‘terror of history’ by discovering the lost time 
of myths. According to some commentators, Stefan’s secret room was the place  
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where Eliade imagined his shamanism or where his interpretation of shamanism 
was born.93 

In contrast, I would suggest that Eliade constructed his supposed timeless wis-
dom of archaic shamanism in the midst of different scholarly and sociopolitical 
configurations. Yet as we will also see in the next chapter, the different groups of 
individuals that acknowledged Eliade’s authority, and who recognized shamanism 
as timeless techniques of ecstasy, all made efforts, each in their own way, to break 
out of supposed inhibiting structures. They habitually tried to authorise their own 
interpretations of shamanism by relating them to supposedly timeless and archaic 
knowledge.

Conclusion

Some of the most influential twentieth-century shamanologies were products of 
the Bollingen connection, which was a loose international configuration of artists 
and scholars. In general, members of the Bollingen network were guided by an 
esoteric quest for spiritual awakening. They considered their knowledge as a form 
of secret knowledge that could not be unearthed by regular scientific endeavours 
as these were, in their eyes, reductive academic practices. Their esoteric pursuit of 
secret universal truths was crucial for their perspectives on shamanism.

Jung, Eliade, Campbell and other members of the Bollingen network saw them-
selves as intellectual and spiritual aristocrats, whose erudite scholarly knowledge 
about shamanism surpassed other academic forms of knowledge about shaman-
ism, as their scope was wider. They habitually misconstrued their social practices 
and constructions as timeless and intrinsic, and as products of what can be de-
scribed as a scholarly pure gaze. Their elitism, essentialism, primitivism and reli-
gionism stand out as the main features of their interpretation of the world, which, 
they supposed, was endangered by disenchantment and, in Eliade’s terminology, 
the ‘terror of history’. Their shamanologies can be characterised by the same fea-
tures, as their image of the shaman represented the thinker, the archaic mystic and 
the privileged guide of less significant individuals, who depended on the shaman’s 
capacities to introduce them to essential and universal truths. Without the sha-
man, people became lost in trivial historical configurations. 
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Some of the major scholars who participated in the Bollingen connection took 
steps in both the academic field and the field of esotericism. In other words, the 
Bollingen connection overlapped both fields. It is significant that Carl Gustav 
Jung’s analytical psychology competed with academic psychology as well as with 
esoteric practices such as those of Gurdjieff. More important for shamanology, 
however, was Joseph Campbell, as his mythology was crucial for the American 
genealogies of shamanism that will feature in the next chapters. Campbell con-
structed his shamanology from a marginal position in academia, but, at the same 
time, as a celebrated mythologist in the field of esotericism. Mircea Eliade, on 
the other hand, even though his perspectives remained authoritative in the field 
of esotericism, focused primarily on the academic field that he had established 
himself. His authoritative academic position enabled him to legitimize his own 
construction of shamanism as the ultimate and all-encompassing scholarly defini-
tion of shamanism. 





6 
Post-war American visions

In 1975 the North American Review observed that the Big Sur Coast was ‘so full of 
far-out people that some residents think the license plates should read, “California 
– the Altered States”’. One of the intellectual centres of this vogue was the Esalen 
Institute. Located at Big Sur, on the Californian coast, in the area where Henry 
Miller, Alan Watts, Jaime de Angulo and others had already explored their po-
tential, the institute was the nucleus of the so-called Human Potential Movement. 
Esalen had ‘so many trips going on in so many directions it would run a constant 
risk of losing touch with the world altogether if it weren’t so well grounded’. One 
of the ‘trips’ involved shamanism:

A scholarly, academic anthropologist lectured on shamanism at Esalen Insti-
tute a while ago. His explanation of the shaman making rain was expressed 
in the form, “If you want to make rain here’s what you do ... Everybody stand 
up, and let’s try it a minute. We won’t really do it, but just get the feel of it’.” A 
visiting psychiatrist from Michigan was later overheard protesting to the pro-
gram’s director. “I really feel there are moral and ethical objections to teaching 
people that they can make rain”.

I don’t know how he felt, if he was still there, a few hours later when the 
learned professor danced and chanted, shaking a rattle, over an upset seminar 
member, then stooped over her, sucking in through a small tube, and spun 
away retching as though his mouth were full of deadly poison. I do know, 
though, that after a twenty-minute session she said she felt much better.1

Years before, in 1968, Life magazine had already observed that Esalen ‘sometimes 
is like a religious retreat, sometimes a Southern revival meeting, sometimes a Dio-
nysian revel’. Visitors danced, shouted, cried (‘crying is a sort of status symbol’) 
and worked on other ‘techniques to unlock the human potential’. In short, they 
threw their ‘inhibitions’ to ‘the Gentle Winds’. Life also detected that the Human 
Potential Movement was ‘not only a mystique but a business, and a thriving one 
at that’.2 

1  D. Crownfield, ‘American Eye: Californian Notes’, North American Review 260/3 (1975) 
6-10 at 8.
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Certainly, notwithstanding its supposedly countercultural focus on individual 
psychological development, the establishment and success of Esalen were closely 
related to the major structural transformation of post-war American society. Es-
sential to the new American circumstances were the dramatic improvements in 
the standard of living. These resulted in a proliferation of distinctive and alterna-
tive lifestyles. From the 1950s onwards, the new cultural circumstances brought a 
ferment of shifting dispositions, also because different interest groups perceived 
the cultural forms of authorities and/or their parents as straightjackets that re-
strained them from achieving freedom. Lifestyle choices entailed new leisure ac-
tivities, new political beliefs, new family relations, a ‘sexual revolution’, new moral, 
ethical and aesthetic standards, new social networks and new consumption pat-
terns; the world was thick with potential.3

The self-proclaimed countercultural forces that emerged in this changing 
American environment were momentous for the genealogy of shamanism and the 
genesis of a field of shamanism. This chapter will single out some of the lineages 
of countercultural interpretations of shamanism that developed from the 1950s 
onwards. To be exact, the institutionalisation of countercultural interpretations 
of shamanism in the fields of psychology, psychedelics and literature will pass the 
review. The field of anthropology, which led the way in the genesis of a field of 
shamanism, will feature in the next chapter. I must also stress that these lineages 
converged, as countercultural poets, psychonauts, psychologists and anthropolo-
gists took steps in interconnected fields. Therefore, the categorisation in this chap-
ter is a tool to organise a range of complex and interconnected interpretations of 
shamanism that were not strictly separate.4

The first part of this chapter focuses on the occurrence and institutionalisation 
of countercultural revolts in post-war America. The chapter will continue with 
the development of American psychology and the psychological interpretations of 

Please Touch. A Guided Tour of the Human Potential Movement (New York, 1970). Jane 
Temple Howard (1935-1996) was a journalist who worked for Life magazine from 1956-
1972, in the positions of reporter, assistant editor associate editor and finally staff writer. 
She was known as one of the most adventurous correspondents during the 1960s and early 
1970s. Her most acclaimed work, however, was the biography Margaret Mead: a Life (New 
York, 1984).

3  B.D. Zablocki, and R.M. Kanter, ‘The Differentiation of Life-Styles’, Annual Review of So-
ciology 2 (1976) 269-98; H. Righart (ed.), De Wereldwijde Jaren Zestig. Groot-Brittannië, 
Nederland, de Verenigde Staten (Utrecht, 2004).

4  The periodisation of ‘the sixties’ is a continuing debate. In my approach, the ‘sixties’ devel-
oped at different paces within distinct fields. From the 1950s onwards countercultural per-
spectives were institutionalised within relatively separate fields which, while closely related 
to wider societal changes, had their own pace and their own momentum. See, for instance, 
P. Jenkins, Decade of Nightmares. The End of the Sixties and the Making of Eighties America 
(Oxford, 2006); A. Petigny, The Permissive Society. America, 1941-1965 (Cambridge, 2009).
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shamanism, as the institution of countercultural prospects within this field would 
be vital for the genealogy of shamanism and, moreover, for the interpretation of 
shamanism in other countercultural fields. Exemplary is the establishment of the 
Esalen Institute, which was a central location for the Human Potential Movement 
and the field of esotericism. It would also be crucial for the genesis of a field of sha-
manism. They are the subject of the third part of this chapter. In the fourth part I 
focus on the Native American Indian teachers who started to offer ‘medicine pow-
er’, which is important as this category of teachers would later intersect with the 
genealogy of shamanism. The genealogy of shamanism and the genesis of a field 
of shamanism would also be structured by the advance of so-called psychedelics, 
as we will see in part five. I conclude this chapter with an examination of the poets 
and literary authorities who put the shaman-poet forward as the universal and 
supreme guide of the tribe.

Countercultural revolts

Not all of the so-called countercultural revolts that occurred in post-war America 
had a bearing on the genealogy of shamanism. In general, civil rights activists, 
who struggled for a sociopolitical version of freedom, were not interested in sha-
manism. On the other side of the hippie-politico spectrum, however, ‘shaman-
ism’ became an important concept. Here, the so-called hippies and their advocates 
prioritised individual therapeutic quests for healing, authenticity, transcendence, 
self-actualisation and intimate community. They embodied their struggle for a 
playful, tolerant, nonviolent, non-hierarchical and anti-materialistic society with 
conspicuous long hair, loose and colourful clothing and/or nakedness. In con-
trast to supposed ‘phonies’ who conformed to the conventional codes of behav-
iour, hippies struggled to live their lives in line with their authentic selves. Some 
of the hippies started ‘grooving on Jesus’, other parts of the ‘hip subculture’ were, 
in the words of Alan Watts, using ‘Yoga, Vedanta, Zen and the chemical mysti-
cism of psychedelic drugs’ as an ‘earnest and responsible effort (...) to correct the 
self-destroying course of industrial civilization, which is alienated from nature’.5 
Gradually, the term shaman would enter the legitimate discourse of this esoteric 
configuration.

5  A. Watts, ‘Psychedelics and Religious Experience’, California Law Review 56 (1968) 74-85 at 
76, 82; S. Thomas, ‘Grooving on Jesus’, First Things 174 (2007) 10-2; G. Lemke-Santangelo, 
Daughters of Aquarius. Women of the Sixties Counterculture (Lawrence, Kansas, 2009); A. 
Cheever, Real Phonies: Cultures of Authenticity in Post-World War II America (Athens and 
London, 2010).
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Countercultural interpretation of a counterculture

In his 1969 classic The Making of a Counterculture, which was one the most influ-
ential interpretations of the American post-war struggle for individual freedom, 
the historian Theodore Roszak presented shamanism as a valuable solution for the 
problems of ‘technocratic society’. Roszak, who had edited a pacifist newspaper 
before acquired public prominence with his book, was well disposed, to say the 
least, to what he labelled ‘counterculture’, and approved of Alan Watts and oth-
ers who ‘were on hand to achieve the “mystic revolution”’. In Roszak’s unusually 
optimistic and apocalyptic cultivation of the ‘new spiritual freedom’ the shaman 
was an important figure, as he was an ‘artist, poet, dramatist, dancer, his people’s 
healer, moral counsellor, diviner, and cosmologer’ who could and should func-
tion as a role model for what Roszak supportively identified as the new national 
consciousness. The shaman could teach ‘the meaning of magic in its pristine form: 
magic not as a repertory of clever stunts, but as a form of experience, a way of ad-
dressing the world’.6

According to Roszak, churches performed ‘bad magic’ and indulged in ‘obscu-
rantism’, ‘authoritative manipulation’ and ‘privileged control of the sacraments for 
personal gain’, whereas the shaman performed ‘good magic’. The shaman was an 
antidote to ‘technocratic society’ as he ‘opens the mysteries to all’. Roszak wrote:

Indeed, the shaman might properly lay claim to being the culture hero par ex-
cellence, for through him creative forces that approach the superhuman seem 
to have been called into play. In the shaman, the first figure to have established 
himself in human society as individual personality, several great talents were 
inextricably combined that have since then become specialized professions.7

Essential for Roszak’s interpretation of the ‘shamanistic worldview’ were Eliade’s 
Shamanism and the ‘fascinating treatment of a surviving contemporary shaman 
at work’ that the anthropologist Carlos Castaneda (1925-1998) had published in 
1968 under the title The Teachings of Don Juan: A Yaqui Way of Knowledge.8 In 
the same year Roszak interviewed Castaneda for KPFA radio, the radio station 
that, as we have seen in Chapter 5, also put Alan Watts on air. Roszak introduced 
Castaneda as a UCLA anthropology student who during fieldwork had become an 
apprentice of a Yaqui Indian brujo or sorcerer named Don Juan. The University of 
California Press had recently published Castaneda’s The Teachings of Don Juan in 
which Castaneda recounted his experiences with Don Juan. This Indian had intro-

6  T. Roszak, The Making of a Counterculture. Reflections on the Technocratic Society and Its 
Youthful Opposition (London, 1970) 243-4.

7  Roszak, Making of a Counterculture, 243-4.
8  Idem, 243.
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duced him to the ‘strange world of shamanic lore and psychedelic experience and 
adventures in (…) states of non-ordinary reality’.9

Castaneda told Roszak and the listeners that Don Juan might as well be called 
sorcerer, witch, medicine man, herbalist, curer, or ‘of course, the technical word 
shaman’. Castaneda explained that the experiences were ‘designed to produce the 
knowledge that reality of consensus is only a very small segment of the total range 
of what we could feel as real’. Instead of calling it distortion of reality, or interpret it 
as hallucination or madness, shamans ‘have learned through usage in a thousand 
years, perhaps, of practice, they have learned to reclassify the stimuli encoded in 
a different way.’ Don Juan had taught him that ‘the whole, totality of the universe 
is just perception’ and that ‘there are no facts, only interpretations’. No wonder 
Roszak recommended Castaneda’s ‘fascinating’ book to his audience. Don Juan’s 
teachings were reminiscent of Roszak’s own ‘visionary’ criticism of scientific forms 
of knowledge.10

Undeniably, Roszak exaggerated the contrast between the supposedly oppres-
sive culture and the pure intentions of the young people who were the forerun-
ners in this change of consciousness. Psychedelic drug users, for instance, often 
shared the pursuit of ‘instantness’ with ‘technocratic society’.11 Moreover, Roszak 
had no eye at all for the relationship between politics, the economic boost and the 
coinciding institution of countercultural ideas and practices. In fact, the counter-
culture was primarily structured by the Americans who benefited from the surplus 
of possibilities that came with the thriving economy. This was already noted in an 
issue of Life in 1969. A reviewer critically reflected on Roszak’s interpretation: 

The counter culture is in fact a subculture of middle-class white youth. In 
contrast to them, young men and women who are trying hard to get into the 
System (or to make sure to stay in) don’t have the time or energy for subjectiv-
ity, symbiosis and the organic – much less for shamanism. (...) However radi-
cal this analysis may be philosophically, it is essential anti-political. Indeed, if 
I were President Nixon, I would urge my radical opponents to accept Roszak’s 
view that “objective consciousness” is the core problem, and that a return to 
shamanism is the way out.12 

9  Idem, 82; The interview can be heard on the online archives of KPFA, see (and listen) at 
www.archive.org/details/DonJuanTheSorcerer-CarlosCastanedaInterviewedByTheodor-
eRoszak.

10  Roszak, Making of a Counterculture, 82; N. Wade, ‘Theodore Roszak: Visionary Critic of 
Science’, Science NS 178 (1972) 960-2.

11  H. Sebald, ‘The Pursuit of “Instantness” in Technocratic Society and Youth’s Psychedelic 
Drug Use’, Adolescence 7 (1972) 343-50.

12  K. Keniston, ‘Counter Culture: Cop-Out or Wave of the Future?’, Life 67/19 (1969) 8-9.
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Escape or not, esoteric practices boomed, also because of the new socioeconomic 
configuration, as the British historian Hugh McLeod convincingly argued in his 
2007 The Religious crisis of the 1960s. The booming economies and the individual 
affluence of the long 1960s generated a situation that offered so many choices that 
it was hard to figure out what was ‘the right thing to do’. Many self-liberating peo-
ple thus strove for ‘doing your own thing’ or, in Joseph Campbell’s famous phrase, 
to ‘follow your bliss’. Experience became one of the ultimate criteria in the search 
for pleasure, happiness and enjoyment and, as a result, experiential knowledge 
became highly significant. This process undermined traditional authorities: schol-
arly, religious and otherwise.13 At the same time, however, the authority of coun-
tercultural experts increased. Roszak and Watts, for instance, were radio hosts and 
this position enabled them to authorise, legitimise and institutionalise counter-
cultural dispositions. Indeed, as powerful arbiters of taste, they had the symbolic 
capital to impose their etiquette of consciousness.14

Routinisation and institutionalisation

Gradually, through the ‘routinization’ and ‘institutionalisation’ of countercultural 
dispositions, to use the terminology of Max Weber (1864–1920), distinct counter-
cultural fields emerged in post-war America, in some prominent cases as subfields 
of already existing fields.15 These ‘processes of autonomization’, as Bourdieu called 
them, were the results of specific struggles within fields that developed in rela-
tion to wider societal changes. For instance, a distinct countercultural econom-
ic infrastructure developed, in which personal authenticity in everyday lifestyle 
choices and truthfulness in product and marketing messages were the main issues. 
Hippies opened their own stores with food, music, clothing and other goods that 
suited their own countercultural tastes. The Bodhi Tree Book and Tea Shop, for 
example, nowadays known as the Bodhi Tree Bookstore, was founded in Los An-
geles where, since 1970 onwards, it ‘has grown into a flourishing landmark with its 
roots strongly grounded in the spiritual community’.16 As we will see later in this 

13  H. McLeod, The Religious crisis of the 1960s (Oxford, 2007). See also idem, ‘Why Were 
the 1960s so Religiously Explosive?’, Nederlands Theologisch Tijdschrift 60 (2006) 109-30. 
Even though Znamenski relates the development of contemporary western shamanism to 
the so-called 1960s ‘consciousness revolution’, he does not relate it to the wider social and 
political context in which this revolution took place, see A. Znamenski, The Beauty of the 
Primitive. Shamanism and the Western Imagination (Oxford, 2007) 165-205. 

14  V. Crapanzano, ‘The Etiquette of Consciousness’, Social Research 68 (2001) 627-49.
15  G. Roth, ‘Socio-Historical Model and Developmental Theory. Charismatic Community, 

Charisma of Reason and the Counterculture’, American Sociological Review 40 (1975) 148-
57.

16  P. Bourdieu, ‘The Market of Symbolic Goods’, Poetics 14 (1985) 13-44; S. Binkley, ‘Cos-
mic Profit: Countercultural Commerce and the Problem of Trust in American Marketing’, 
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chapter, the Esalen Institute was exemplary for the institutionalisation of counter-
cultural esotericism.

This internal development should be distinguished from the parallel develop-
ment that involved the co-optation of countercultural themes by mainstream cor-
porate decision-makers. They welcomed the creative impulses of the countercul-
ture and used images of rebellion, authenticity, individuality and personal choice 
to tap the gigantic youth market. The countercultural dispositions significantly re-
vitalised the American business and consumer order. Indeed, implanted through 
the up-and-coming medium television, the new system of possibilities and dif-
ferences stimulated the social significance of consumption as it became crucial 
for the forming and expressing of distinct life styles. Youth in particular spends 
time and money on fashion and automobiles. The triumph of music, interpreted 
by some commentators as the triumph of vulgarity, also because of its rebellious 
content, was essential for the breaking of social boundaries and for the genesis of a 
transnational youth market. The ‘conquest of cool’ that guided ‘hip consumerism’ 
was a major force in the establishment of the commercial template for our times.17 
As we will see later, this template would also structure the field of esotericism.

The institutionalisation and mainstreaming of countercultural dispositions was 
structured by an intricate combination of circumstances. The process that changed 
mass markets into more individualised and more personalised consumerism or, in 
other words, post-Fordism, during the 1970s, for instance, was highly influential. 
The new circumstances were more centred on the subtle and nuanced meanings 
underpinning lifestyle choices than on the narrower needs of the mass-market 
consumer. A new ‘spirit of capitalism’ transpired. Central to the tenet of this new 
‘spirit’ were demands for personal authenticity and emancipation. Hierarchy and 
bureaucracy were rejected in favour of a striving for liberation, competition and 
permanent change. While the workforce became flatter, leaner and more flexible, 
individual security diminished. Individuals were increasingly supposed to be flex-
ible and mobile.18 In the new world the fixed highbrow criteria of the old cultural 
elites gave way to a mobile awareness of personal and individual lifestyle needs 
and a drive for authenticity on the part of individualised consumers. Gradually, 
the lifestyle experiments of the counterculture fused into the fabric of everyday 
life, as something to be relaxed into, lived and experienced in the moment. The 

Consumption, Markets and Culture 6 (2003) 231-49 and ‘The Seers of Menlo Park. The 
Discourse of Heroic Consumption in the “Whole Earth Catalog”’, Journal of Consumer Cul-
ture 3 (2003) 283-313. For the Bodhi Tree Bookstore, see J.G. Melton et al. (eds.), New Age 
Encyclopedia (Detroit, 1990) 59 and www.bodhitree.com.

17  T. Frank, The Conquest of Cool. Business Culture, Counterculture, and the Rise of Hip Con-
sumerism (Chicago, 1997); Binkley, ‘Cosmic Profit’ and ‘The Seers of Menlo Park’; P. Jen-
kins, ‘Mainstreaming of the Sixties’, in idem, Decade of Nightmares, 24-46.

18  L. Boltanski and E. Chiapello, ‘The New Spirit of Capitalism’, Journal of Politics, Culture, 
and Society 18 (2005) 161-88 and idem, The New Spirit of Capitalism (London, 2006).
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‘ethic of looseness’ now became the mainstream disposition for the affluent white 
middle class.19

The routinisation of self-loosening and individualist dispositions was also 
strengthened by the 1970s economic malaise. Triggered by the economic stagfla-
tion, the conservative politics of Richard Nixon, the energy crisis and the Water-
gate scandal, some countercultural dreams of societal change turned into rude 
awakenings. The former optimistic faith in professional expertise as a way to solve 
social problems and as a catalyst for progress vanished, and increasingly Ameri-
cans relied on the private sphere and concerned themselves with self-expression 
and self-fulfilment. The same ‘revolt’ also occurred in the medical world, where 
doubts concerning science, professional expertise and orthodox medicine in-
creased. Many people turned to faith, folk and other remedies instead. This ten-
dency was a continuation of the trends that had already advanced in the counter-
cultural fields that opposed the New Left ‘politicos’ and, instead, had embraced 
‘magic politics’.20 

As esoteric ideas and practices flourished, an ‘occult establishment’ emerged, 
making use of forms of capital that were valued in countercultural milieus. It 
started out as a ‘secret religion of the educated classes’, but at the beginning of 
the 1970s the ‘occult-metaphysical circle’ was not the ‘ominous underground’ that 
many people took it to be. ‘Occultism’ was increasingly linked up with ‘mainline 
culture’, for instance by adding a ‘scientific base’, as Martin Marty observed in 
1972. According to his ‘establishmentarian thesis’, the ‘aboveground expression’ or 
‘respectable and established public versions of this ‘sub-culture’ positioned itself 
‘securely and safely at home in middle America’.21 In the same year, the British 
sociologist Colin Campbell also made some noteworthy observations about what 
he labelled the ‘cultic milieu’. He described it as including ‘the worlds of the occult 
and the magical, of spiritualism and psychic phenomena, of mysticism and new 
thought, of alien intelligences and lost civilizations, of faith healing and nature 
cure’. These diverse elements were connected by a shared consciousness of their 
deviant status, an ensuing sense of common cause, an overlapping communication 
structure of magazines, pamphlets, lectures and informal meetings, and, above 
all, by a common ideology of ‘seekership’. Another important point of his seminal  

19  S. Binkley, Getting Loose. Lifestyle Consumption in the 1970s (Durham, 2007); S. Zukin, 
‘Consuming Authenticity. From Outposts of difference to means of exclusion’, Cultural 
Studies 22 (2008) 724-48.

20  Binkley, Getting Loose. See also B.J. Schulman, The Seventies. The Great Shift in American 
Culture, Society, and Politics (New York, 2001); E.D. Berkowitz, Something Happened. A 
Political and Cultural Overview of the Seventies (New York, 2006); P. Jenkins, Decade of 
Nightmares.

21  M. Marty, ‘The Occult Establishment’, Social Research 37 (1972) 212-30 at 227, 230.
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article was that he identified the milieu as a point where deviant science meets 
deviant religion.22

Indeed, the affinities between the authorities who shaped the ‘occult establish-
ment’ and the scholarly authorities who constituted the Bollingen network was 
crucial for the recognition of Joseph Campbell, Mircea Eliade, Carl Jung and Alan 
Watts as authorities. Campbell, for instance, seemed to urge people to experience 
the deeper and essential core of myths instead of listening to religious authori-
ties.23 When Mircea Eliade explained the ‘craze for the occult’ by ‘the attraction 
of a personal initiation’ and the ‘hope for renovatio’ in a paper he delivered in 
1974, he primarily seemed to echo the principles of the so-called seekers, instead 
of analysing them.24 The approaches of Campbell and Eliade not only reflected the 
countercultural discourse of self-authority, they are also similar to the ‘sociology 
of spirituality’, as Matthew Wood called the sociological school of thought that 
emphasises the self-authority of religious seekers.25

The messages of the Bollingen authorities neatly fitted the outlook of the hip-
pies who institutionalized an ‘anti-institutionalizing ideology’, as they thought 
that American institutions stunted the full development of human personhood, 
a theme with a strong affinity with primitivism as they habitually conceptualized 
themselves as ‘tribes’. They revived communal living by establishing supposedly 
organic communities without authorities, continuing a cultural lineage of colonies 
such as those of Mabel Luhan (see Chapter 4). Still, the ‘hippie tribes’ imagined 
themselves closer to the supposedly timeless qualities of the savage mind than to 
western history. Whilst primitivism went hand in hand with radical environmen-
talism, hippies romanticised Native American Indian cultural forms as ‘natural’. 
They took up Indianness in the hope of accomplishing self-transformation, but 
they remained aloof from Native American Indian people. And no wonder: visits 
to Native communities did not bring the sought-after inspiration, as the commu-
nities were often unexpected socially restricted. It did not accord well with the hip-

22  C. Campbell, ‘The Cult, the Cultic Milieu and Secularization’, Sociological Yearbook of Reli-
gion in Britain 5 (1972) 119-36 at 122.

23  C. Campbell, ‘The Secret Religion of the Educated Classes’, Sociological Analysis 39 (1978) 
146-56; McLeod, ‘Why Were the 1960s so Religiously Explosive?’, 110-6; E. Illouz, Saving 
the Modern Soul. Therapy, Emotions, and The Culture of Self-Help (Berkeley, 2008) 161-2. 
Colin Campbell is professor emeritus of sociology at the University of York and has written 
on sociological theory, the sociology of religion and on the sociology of consumption, and 
should not be confused with the mythologist Joseph Campbell.

24  M. Eliade, ‘The Occult in the Modern World’, in idem, Occultism, Witchcraft and Cultural 
Fashions. Essays in Comparative Religions (Chicago, 1976) 47-68 at 63-5.

25  M. Wood, ‘The Sociology of Spirituality. Reflections on a Problematic Endeavor’ in B.S. 
Turner (ed.), The New Blackwell Companion to the Sociology of Religion (Oxford, 2010) 
267-85.
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pies’ use of drugs, their sexual dispositions and their flamboyant outrageousness.26 
Yet, as we will see in later in this chapter, various Native American Indians would 
act up to the image of the white man’s Indian along the lines of Castaneda’s Don 
Juan, translating Native American knowledge into hippie wisdom. They acquired 
prominent positions in the field of esotericism.

American psychology

In a way, the ‘occult establishment’ structured an esoteric wing of what the futur-
ologist Alvin Toffler called the ‘experiential industries’. In his seminal 1970 Future 
Shock he forecasted the emergence of ‘experience makers’:

Under conditions of scarcity, men struggle to meet their immediate material 
needs. Today under more affluent material conditions, we are reorganizing 
the economy to deal with a new level of human needs. From a system de-
signed to provide material satisfaction, we are rapidly creating a new economy 
geared to the provision of psychic gratification.27 

The 1970s steadfast institution of individualism, or ‘turn within’, was mockingly 
interpreted by Tom Wolfe as ‘America’s New Great Awakening’ and as the ‘the Me 
Decade’.28 The social critic Christopher Lasch (1932-1994) even diagnosed this 
trend as a collective mental disorder in his bestselling 1978 The Culture of Nar-
cissism.29 It is not necessary to agree with Lasch’s controversial interpretation to 
acknowledge the 1970s institutionalisation of individualism. As Matthew Wood 
noted, social scientists reacted against structural-functionalism and, instead of fo-
cusing on publicly observable social contexts and institutions, interpreting their 
significance in terms of the structuring and functioning of society, concentrated on 
private, cultural matters in the lives of individuals whether or not they related to in-

26  M. Punch, ‘The Sociology of the Anti-Institutionalism’, British Journal of Sociology 25 
(1974) 312-25; G. Roth, ‘Socio-historical Model and Developmental Theory’, 148-57; T. 
Miller, ‘The Roots of the 1960s Communal Revival’, America Studies 33 (1992) 73-93; D. 
Bousé, ‘Culture as Nature: How Native American Antiquities Became Part of the Natural 
World’, Public Historian 18 (1996) 75-98; P. Deloria, ‘Counterculture Indians and the New 
Age’, in P. Braunstein and M.W. Doyle (eds.), Imagine Nation. The American Counterculture 
of the 1960s and ‘70s (New York, 2002) 159-88 at 163.

27  A. Toffler, The Future Shock (New York, 1971) 217.
28  T. Wolfe, ‘The Me Decade’, New York (23 Aug 1976) 26-40.
29  C. Lasch, The Culture of Narcissism: America in an Age of Diminishing Expectations (New 

York, 1978) 4. Three years before, the ‘new narcissism’ was already harshly criticised as ‘the 
trend in therapy towards a deification of the isolated self ’, P. Marin, ‘The New Narcissism’, 
Harper’s 251 (1975) 45-56. 
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stitutional dimensions of social life. Thomas Luckman’s 1967 The Invisible Religion 
may count as exemplary for this trend.30 The process went hand in hand with the 
institutionalisation and dominance of ‘psychologistic individualism’ or ‘psycholo-
gism’. That is to say, from the 1960s onwards, scholarly and other interpretations 
of social phenomena became increasingly reduced to psychological explanations.31

This trend can be related to the expansion of the authority of psychologists. 
With the new social and economic structures, explicit psychological sensibilities 
were increasingly encouraged, and even demanded. Federal funding of psychol-
ogy and the intervention of psychologists in American corporations were critical 
elements in the process that established the so-called emotional habitus. Psycholo-
gists became professionals with an enormous bearing on American culture; they 
authorised the therapeutic outlook that became a crucial part of the dispositions 
of a majority of Americans.32 It would also be of great consequence for the devel-
opment of American genealogies of shamanism.

Psychoanalysis

As the psychoanalytic movement flourished in post-war America, most psycho-
logical interpretations of shamanism primarily focused on the disorders of sha-
mans. For instance, in his classic 1956 article ‘Normal and Abnormal. The Key 
Problem of Psychiatric Anthropology’ the psychoanalyst and anthropologist 
George Devereux (1908-1985) wrote: 

In brief, there is no reason and no excuse for not considering the shaman as a 
severe neurotic and even a psychotic. In addition, shamanism is also culture 
dystonic. This is a point which is amply documented but often systematically 
overlooked. Thus, the shaman is quite often what we called elsewhere a “trou-
ble unit”. (…) Briefly stated, we hold that the shaman is mentally deranged.33

When Devereux wrote this paragraph, the Freudian idiom, formerly reserved 
for Greenwich Village and other cultural elites, had already become mass jargon. 

30  T. Luckman, The Invisible Religion (New York, 1967); Wood, ‘The Sociology of Spirituality’, 
269.

31  J. Agassi, ‘Institutional individualism’, British Journal of Sociology 26 (1975) 144-55.
32  E. Illouz, Cold Intimacies. The Making of Emotional Capitalism (Oxford, 2006), Saving the 

Modern Soul, and ‘The Culture of Management: Self-Interest, Empathy and Emotional 
Control’, in R. Ziegler (ed.), An Introduction to Social Entrepreneurship: Voices, Precondi-
tions, Contexts (Cheltenham, 2009) 107-32; W. Pickren, ‘Tension and Opportunity in Post-
World War II American Psychology’, History of Psychology 10 (2007) 279-99.

33  G. Devereux, ‘Normal and Abnormal. The Key Problem of Psychiatric Anthropology’, in 
J.B. Casagrande and T. Gladwin (eds.), Some Uses of Anthropology: Theoretical and Applied 
(Washington, 19712) 23-48 at 28. 
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From the middle of the 1950s onwards, mainstream Americans habitually and 
freely began to discuss their ‘neurotic anxieties’ and ‘emotional hang-ups’.34 This 
was also felt within the field of anthropology, where psychoanalytically-informed 
anthropologists assumed influential positions. Géza Róheim, who we met in 
Chapter 4, although ignored by most anthropologists, inspired many psychoana-
lytic scholars.35

Devereux, born to a Jewish family in the Hungarian part of Romania, fled to 
Paris in his late teens where he was baptized a Catholic in 1932 and changed his 
name from Dobo to Devereux. In Paris he first studied physics under Marie Curie 
(1867-1934) before he switched to Mauss and Lévy-Bruhl. They encouraged him 
to go to Berkeley, where he became a student of Kroeber. He switched to psy-
choanalysis, partly because he was not being heard in anthropology. In the 1950s 
and 1960s, he practised psychoanalysis in New York and became one of the main 
psychoanalytic anthropologists. Afterwards, he returned to Paris, to start a new 
career, this time as a classicist. With success, as none other than Dodds invited 
him to All Souls College at Oxford.36 Devereux shared Dodds’s fascination for the 
‘turbulent cluster of unexplained facts’ that they called ‘the occult’.37 In line with 
Dodds’s Greeks and the Irrational, Devereux argued in 1970 that

there also existed - at least in Macedonia, and probably in Greece proper as 
well – a genuine psychotherapy, whose practitioners may well have been sha-
mans and/or pioneers of a kind the hidebound tend to call ‘quacks’.38

In his aforementioned classic 1956 article, Devereux denied that the shaman per-
formed a ‘psychiatric cure’. They merely provided ‘a kind of “corrective emotional 
experience” (…) which leads to a repatterning of the defences without real cura-
tive insight’. The shaman himself was not cured either as he was ‘a severe neurotic 
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J. Gach (eds.), History of Psychiatry and Medical Psychology (New York, 2008) 629-56.
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or psychotic in a state of remission’ and ‘greatly in need of psychiatric help’.39 In-
deed, as Znamenski noted, Devereux was good at capturing the dark side of sha-
manism.40 According to Devereux,

the shaman is a fundamentally neurotic person who is fortunate enough to be 
able to cope with his problems by means of socially sanctioned symptomatic 
defences, instead of having to improvise his own (socially penalized) symp-
toms and defences, like the psychotic in our society.41 

Still, Devereux befriended some ‘psychologically oriented’ Mohave ‘shamans’ and 
learned ‘much that is psychiatrically useful’ from them. As a matter of fact, in 
1969 he wrote that he had nearly created a scandal when he told his students that 
he thought that ‘some primitive shamans and medieval inquisitors understood the 
unconscious better than did Charcot’s intellectualizing psychiatric predecessors’. 
In contrast, the ‘purely ritually (and/or legalistically) oriented Sedang Moi shaman’ 
had no psychological sensitivity and comprehension at all. As a therapist, Devere-
ux had, ‘as far back as 1933-34, occasionally borrowed from the shaman’s bag of 
tricks’. He even did his own ‘shamanizing’ during fieldwork among the Sedang. He 
was a ‘roaring success’ as a shaman, but it ‘did not persuade (him) that curing rites 
were more than placebos or cultural bromides’.42

Not surprisingly, as the psychoanalytic movement was characterized by insti-
tutional splits and controversies, also among anthropologists, Devereux’s inter-
pretations were contested. The psychoanalytic anthropologist L. Bruce Boyer, for 
instance, disagreed with Devereux and found instead that shamans, even though 
they ‘possessed more hysterical features, (...) showed a high degree of reality test-
ing potential, keener awareness of peculiarities, more theoretical interest, and the 
capacity to regress in the ego’s service’.43 The social psychiatrist and anthropolo-
gist Marvin Kaufmann Opler (1914-1981) presented the Ute shaman as ‘a careful 
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observer of people in his culture’ and ‘in the best instances an acute analyst of the 
cultural stresses’.44 Opler criticised Devereux for being ‘willing to generalize in a 
sweeping way upon the shaman’s psychological problems’ and made a case for Ute 
shamans

as the pillars of society. Subsumed under their functions in social leadership 
and ethical-religious thinking, comes their constant functioning in relation to 
the psychological and social health of their community. Every Ute informant 
who knew anything about this community could provide the author with an 
extensive list of actual cures that the shaman had accomplished.45

Opler challenged Devereux’s method as ‘one of distorting and misquoting’, and 
while criticizing him, proposed a more romantic form of primitivism:

It seems to me that the racial stereotypes of the past have been supplanted for 
readers like Devereux with a psychiatric stereotyping of whole cultural groups 
or, as in the present instance, the stereotyping of all shamans as neurotics. My 
own epidemiological findings have been that the prevalence of neurotic and 
psychotic behavior is generally greater among “modern” city dwellers than it 
ever was among functioning primitive cultures.46

The psychoanalytic anthropologist Raoul Weston La Barre (1911-1996) stood up 
for his friend Devereux in his 1970 The Ghost Dance: The Origins of Religion, ar-
guing that ‘some of the disputations over the shaman’s mental state comes from 
diagnostic ineptitude, some from an undiscriminating and monolithic thinking 
about the shaman. Institutionally, shamanism is merely an identifiable social role. 
But as individuals, prophets and shamans run the full gamut from self-convinced 
and sincere psychotics to epileptics and suggestible hysterics, and from calculating 
psychopaths (more rare than commonly believed) to plodding naïfs only follow-
ing the cultural ropes’. La Barre must be discussed here, as he launched a theory of 
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religion and shamanism that rivalled Eliade’s in its scope and comprehensiveness. 
In The Ghost Dance he praised Eliade as the ‘best general source in English’ regard-
ing shamanism. The term ‘shaman’ should be used ‘in the strict sense of Eliade to 
mean ecstatic possession of a human practitioner by a (supposed) alien spirit or 
power’. Yet, he criticized the ‘objectivist’ Eliade for his religionism. In fact, most of 
La Barre’s Freudian interpretations clearly contradict Eliade’s.47 

In La Barre’s psychoanalysis of religion, every religion originated as a so-called 
‘crisis cult’ that occurred as a reaction to a social crisis. He deemed this also a valid 
interpretation of the founder’s vision that was the source of Christianity: ‘A god is 
only a shaman’s dream about his father’, while God was ‘only a biopsychological 
relationship peculiar to human biology’.48 Indeed, the ‘taproot of religion’ was ‘the 
child’s fear and awe against his father, symbolized as his maleness, generalized, 
reified, and projected into the supernatural unknown, but representing a very ar-
chaic stage of ego differentiation’.49 The shaman, La Barre argued, is ‘psychologi-
cally feminized’ and, moreover:

The shaman is preposterous and magniloquently a fatuous child, for he uses 
his mother-learned magic, not the secular ego-techniques of mastery that 
other men use. For the shaman is at base a magician: external powers invade 
and leave his body with practiced ease, so feeble are his ego boundaries and 
so false his fantasies of Total Mana anywhere, inside or out. (...) The shaman 
is the paranoid “father” of his tribesman and protects them from supernatural 
assault and invasion, but even in this imagery he is not wholly a man – indeed, 
though relatively rarely, hysteroid women are often shamannesses too. The 
shaman is a culture hero of the frightened and the infantilized, but psycho-
logically he is a child too.50

Although in the light of the foregoing this may seem curious, La Barre also wrote 
approvingly of shamans, as ‘culture heroes of all the European arts’. His impressive 
list of their important meanings included ‘the magic artists of the caves, the sha-
mans behind the dance-drama of the goat-god that grew into Greek tragedy and 
comedy, the juggler-magicians of secular entertainment, the historian-bards and 
Homers of epic poetry, the Orpheus-shaman of questing Argonauts - and indeed 
shamans are the very ancestors of the gods’.51

While Devereux, La Barre and other psychoanalytic anthropologists squabbled 
about the health of shamans, humanistic psychologists entered the stage. Gradu-

47  W. La Barre, The Ghost Dance: The Origins of Religion (London, 1972) 117, 185-6, 366.
48  La Barre, The Ghost Dance, 19-20.
49  Idem, 366.
50  Idem, 107.
51  Idem, 422. See also W. La Barre, ‘On Dunn’s Review of ‘The Ghost Dance’’, American An-
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ally but definitely, in accord with the development of the permissive society, they 
surpassed their psychoanalytically oriented colleagues with positive psychologi-
cal perspectives. Whereas psychoanalysts focused on the past and on pathologies, 
humanistic psychologists focused on the future and on potential. In line with the 
1960s politics of personal liberation, humanistic interpreters transforming sha-
mans from ‘ancestors of the gods’, as La Barre would have it, to advanced thera-
peutic guides.52 

Humanistic psychology

As humanistic psychologists would structure psychological and therapeutic 
thought and practices in the field of shamanism, we must pay attention to the 
psychological reasoning and the therapeutic techniques of humanistic psycholo-
gists here. One of the main instigators of humanistic psychology was Abraham 
Maslow (1908-1970). In his 1954 Motivation and Personality, he briefly referred 
to shamanism as one of the ancient forms of psychotherapy ‘that support the view 
of psychotherapy as need gratification via interpersonal relations’.53 His use of 
the term ‘shamanism’, however, was not important for the genealogy of shaman-
ism. His optimistic psychological outlook, on the other hand, was. That is to say, 
instead of focusing on unconscious motives and neurotic mechanisms, Maslow 
focused on human potential and on what he called the ‘self actualization’ of the 
‘whole person’. According to him, ‘Self-actualizing people, those who have come 
to a high level of maturation, health, and self-fulfilment, have so much to teach us 
that sometimes they seem almost like a different breed of human beings’. Maslow 
even argued that the ‘person at the peak is godlike’ and, anticipating the 1960s 
countercultural quest for liberation, he referred to Krishnamurti’s phrase ‘choice-
less awareness’ and Huxley’s ‘Perennial Philosophy’ to argue that peak experiences 
were ‘timeless’ and ‘spaceless’.54

The clinical framework of humanistic psychology that would structure sha-
manic practices as constructed in the field of shamanism was the so-called client-
centred-approach, a distinct anti-authoritarian approach that was provided by 
Carl Rogers (1907-1987). In the new method, the therapist should no longer be 
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engaged with ‘patients’ but with ‘clients’ who, moreover, were responsible for their 
own change. Clients were supposed to heal themselves in a process that involved 
self-knowledge and inner exploration, while the therapist facilitated a situation 
in which they were free to help themselves. Rogers also developed group therapy, 
wherein an anti-authoritarian facilitator was supposed to create a non-threatening 
atmosphere, encouraging open and honest sharing among group members who 
were thought to be able to solve their problems and reach their full potential in this 
supportive, permissive environment. No longer were therapeutic practices prin-
cipally aimed at ‘sick patients’. From now on, ‘normal’ people could make use of 
therapeutic practices to achieve their inherent potential.55

Humanistic psychologists suggested that shamans were highly capable individu-
als who had healed themselves. A major step towards the acceptance of this idea 
was the 1967 publication ‘Shamans and Acute Schizophrenia’ by the psychologist 
Julian Silverman (1933-2001). Using Eliade’s Shamanism as a reference, he argued 
that the significant difference between shamans and schizophrenics was the degree 
to which their ‘unique resolution of a basic life crisis’ was accepted culturally. In 
‘primitive cultures’ it was tolerated, with the result that ‘the abnormal experience 
(shamanism) is typically beneficial to the individual, cognitively and affectively; 
he is regarded as one with expanded consciousness’. In ‘our culture’, however, ‘the 
individual (schizophrenic) typically undergoes an intensification of his suffering 
over and above his original anxieties’.56 In other words, ‘The emotional supports 
and the modes of collective solutions of the basic problems of existence available 
to the shaman greatly alleviate the strain of an otherwise excruciatingly painful 
existence. Such supports are all too often completely unavailable to the schizo-
phrenic in our culture’.57

Silverman’s article was hailed by the anthropologist Don Handelman as ‘the 
most sophisticated and parsimonious model to date for delineating the psycho-
logical crisis that shamans apparently undergo at the onset of their careers’. In an 
influential article, Handelman lamented the lack of data on ‘the development of 
shamanic character, of early and later socialization, of personal world view and 
philosophy, in short of the mind and personal experiences of the shaman’. As Sil-
verman did, Handelman accepted Eliade’s definition of ‘what is meant by a sha-
man’ and thought that Eliade’s Shamanism was ‘often brilliantly conceived and 
thought-provoking’. Eliade was, however, ‘often suspect in terms of accuracy of 
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information’. Handelman’s main point was that in general the shaman was treated, 
incorrectly, ‘either as a relatively strange social being whose role is comprehensible 
within structural-functional analysis or as the “primitive” neurotic or borderline 
psychotic, a clinical case-study of psychoanalytic theory.’ To develop ‘more flexible 
approaches to encompass the range and variability of shamanic types’, Handelman 
argued, it would be profitable to adapt to the ideas of Maslow and other humanis-
tic psychologists.58 

Handelman contrasted psychoanalytic theory and its preoccupation with men-
tal disorders with his own attempts ‘to explicate how the creative shaman can alter 
and consolidate his conceptions of the worlds, his techniques, and the social con-
comitants that can flow from such innovations’. Significantly, Handelman regarded 
Castaneda’s The Teachings as ‘the most impressive body of “actual data” gathered 
in this manner’, and he recommended the use of hallucinogenic drugs ‘to induce 
trance and culturally valued visions’. The importance he attached to experiential 
knowledge inspired Handelman to argue that ‘the investigator may have to do like-
wise under the tutelage of a shaman or “man of power” in order to know the mind 
of the shaman’.59 

The humanistic optimism regarding shamans was also cultivated by the radi-
cal movement that became known as ‘anti-psychiatry’, a term that was established 
when the South African psychoanalyst David Cooper (1931-1986) published his 
1967 Psychiatry and Anti-psychiatry. Cooper questioned the authority of psychia-
trists to put medical labels on experiences that should be taken seriously instead 
of labelled as invalid or mad. He envisioned shamans as positive examples as they 
experienced a ‘psychotic breakdown or a creative period of spiritual development’. 
The distinction between ‘breakdown’ or ‘breakthrough’, he wrote, ‘resides mainly 
in the supervening process of social invalidation’. With correct guidance, psychotic 
experiences could lead ‘to a more advanced human state’. Unfortunately, however, 
the experiences could also cause ‘a state of arrest and stultification of the person’. 
In the case of a successful breakthrough, the tribe could benefit from the experi-
ences of the shaman: ‘Through their vicarious, ‘projective’ participation in this ex-
perience, the other members of the tribe would benefit from a therapeusis’, which 
‘meant renewal of each person through death and rebirth achieved by these mi-
raculous means within one life-span’.60

The trend to view schizophrenics as seers and artists was influential for the ge-
nealogy of shamanism. Cooper’s associate, the radical Scottish existential psychia-
trist Ronald David Laing (1927-1989) significantly contributed to this drift.61 La-
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ing regarded a psychotic breakdown as an existential crisis that was potentially an 
attempt to reconstitute the self in a more authentic and integrated way.62 His 1967 
bestseller and campus classic The Politics of Experience made a case for the idea 
that western society was an oppressive structure that estranged humanity from 
its ‘authentic possibilities’. According to him, ‘Experience may be judged to be in-
validly mad or to validly mystical. The distinction is not easy’ and, furthermore, 
‘Psychotic experience goes beyond the horizons of our common, that is, our com-
munal sense’.63 Although Laing did not offer an interpretation of shamanism, his 
views were more significant for the genesis of a field of shamanism than the views 
of many scholars who dealt explicitly with shamanism. It is telling that the major 
shamanologist Joan Halifax, about whom we will learn more in the next chap-
ter, invited Laing to participate in her 1984 conference about shamanism entitled 
‘Awakening the Dream: The Way of the Warrior’.64 Her invitation illustrates the 
remarkable complexity of the genealogy of shamanism.

The Esalen Institute

Crucial for the development of humanistic psychology and the genesis of a field of 
shamanism was the establishment of the Esalen Institute in 1961. It was founded 
by Michael Murphy and Richard Price (1930-1985) after Murphy inherited 150 
acres of coastal land at Carmel, California, in 1961. Alan Watts, who was their 
teacher, and Aldous Huxley motivated them to set up a ‘Garden of the Human Po-
tential’. Esalen, as they called it, after the Native American Indian tribe known as 
the Esselen that had resided in the vicinity, was supposed to probe the boundaries 
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of ‘the human potential’. It would offer a range of different, mostly experimental 
and experiential seminars and workshops in which a synthesis of ‘esoteric tradi-
tions’ and science were explored. The first seminar series, presented in 1962, was 
based on Huxley’s lecture on ‘Human Potentialities’ at the University of California. 
The first speaker was Alan Watts.65

Esalen became the focal point of the Human Potential Movement. Significantly, 
Esalen was also the location where Maslow developed a new psychological move-
ment called transpersonal psychology in 1966. It was directed toward inner explo-
ration, self-transformation and the spiritual aspects of personality. Even though 
transpersonal psychology was also established as an academic discipline, transper-
sonal psychologists move between academia and the field of esotericism. For in-
stance, whereas humanistic psychologists did have an academic background, 
many transpersonalists did not.66 Furthermore, transpersonal psychology did not 
limit itself to theory and research. It was set up as a discipline to explore practices 
that lead to ‘transpersonal directions’ or ‘altered states of consciousness’ as these 
were thought to be positive and healthy.67 It would not take long for shamanism to 
become a transpersonal practice.

Esalen became the hotbed of a range of transpersonal and other esoteric prac-
tices. Transpersonal psychologists and other esoteric authorities offered lectures 
and seminars on Zen, yoga, drugs, Sufism, mysticism, parapsychology and a va-
riety of forms of meditation and therapy through which visitors could allegedly 
free themselves from social, emotional and psychological constraints. Gestalt 
therapy acquired a central position, also because the ‘medical man and bohemian 
artist-intellectual’ Fritz Perls (1893-1970) held an authoritative position at Esalen. 
Characteristically, he held individuals responsible for their own development and 
suggested that through a cathartic display of positive and negative emotions they 
could become aware of their ‘gestalt’ and take their life into their own hands.68 

The phenomenal success of Esalen stimulated the development of numerous 
other growth centres where so-called spiritual seekers went shopping for per-
sonal change. For people who had lost faith in conventional science, medicine 
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and churches, that is, former hippies and many former political activists who 
had abandoned struggles for social change in favour of the struggle for personal 
change, growth centres were places to take one’s life and one’s health into one’s own 
hands. This process epitomised a shift in countercultural practices: these growth 
centres differed from the hippie communes whose ‘tribal’ ethos and full-time 
communal structures appealed to younger and more radical individuals. Instead, 
growth centres attracted affluent middle-aged individuals who only wanted to par-
ticipate part-time in educational, recreational and therapeutic encounter sessions. 

As growth centres developed into privately operated institutions, they were even 
antithetical to the communal ethos. They structured a field in which individuals 
and groups of individuals set out to create and market self-enhancing techniques.69 

Fundamental for the structuring of this field was that the authorities taking steps 
in growth centres emphasised experience, authenticity, self-development, self-re-
sponsibility and anti-authoritarianism. Working from the clinical structures that 
Rogers had proposed, they professed an habitual anti-authoritarian stance, and 
worked in close collaboration with their clients. As a consequence, specific ‘ambi-
guities of authority’ became apparent. The result was the advance of what Matthew 
Wood called ‘nonformative spirituality’, a type of spirituality that involves multiple 
authorities, none of which are formative in shaping their clients’ spirituality as 
they remain unbound and free to choose from other spiritual practices at the same 
time.70 

While it boomed, the field of esotericism was thus structured by a variety of 
nonformative authorities. Their clients, in line with humanistic prospects, were 
self-actualising consumers making lifestyle choices according to countercultural 
dispositions. Consequently, the experts who took steps in this arena could not 
but continuously and explicitly authorise and emphasise their specific forms of 
authentic esoteric capital. Their distinct positions depended on it. As the field of 
esotericism routinised, it became a so-called spiritual marketplace where authori-
ties started to promote their supposedly non-commercial practices. Based on this 
economy of esoteric goods, to use Bourdieu’s terminology, the field became a 
‘community of choice’, to borrow a term from Ulrich Beck.71 
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The aforementioned Julian Silverman took significant strategic steps to routinise 
esoteric practices. He managed a seminar at Esalen entitled ‘Shamanism, Psych-
edelics, and the Schizophrenias’ in 1967, and he lived there from 1971 until 1981, 
being Esalen’s director from 1971 until 1978. Under his tutelage, Esalen became, in 
the words of Tom Wolfe, ‘the Harvard of the me decade’.72 A contemporary com-
mentator put it like this:

The Esalen experience, it was claimed, was not for those who had trouble 
controlling their drives and emotions, but rather for those who had been 
too successfully socialized and who in the process had been left emotionally 
desiccated. This meant that “normals” whose behaviour was not overtly self-
destructive but whose feelings and intellect were chronically out of phase and 
who badly needed to “get back in touch with themselves”.73

Silverman initiated the ‘routinization’ of the ‘charismatic community’ or, in his 
own words, he transformed Esalen from a democratic gathering of ‘a whole bunch 
of hippies’ disposed to dysfunctional ‘emotionalism’ into a ‘damn business’ where 
people ‘set about discovering themselves’.74 In due time, as shamanism became 
one of the practices through which clients could enter transpersonal states of con-
sciousness to discover their true selves and acquire perennial knowledge, Esalen 
became the central location for the genesis of a field of shamanism.

Countercultural Indianness

Esalen and other centres that structured the economy of esoteric goods became 
stages for a range of different kinds of esoteric expert, amongst whom were Native 
American Indian teachers. They acquired a distinctive position as their Indianness 
was accepted as pure and authentic. Yet critics denounced this development as ‘the 
Rise of the Plastic Medicine Men’, and labelled this distinct form of playing Indian 
‘spiritual hucksterism’.75 In the field of esotericism, playing Indian acquired a new 
quality as a range of popular publications presented Native Americans as ‘spiritual 

cal Explorations in the “Meta-change” of Modern Society’, British Journal of Sociology 56 
(2005) 525-57 at 530.

72  Wolfe, ‘The Me Decade’, 33; Anderson, The Upstart Spring, 215.
73  A.L. Mintz, ‘Encounter Groups and Other Panaceas’, Commentary 56 (1973) 42-9 at 44.
74  Cited in Kripal, Esalen, 179-80. See also G. Roth, ‘Socio-Historical Model and Develop-

mental Theory’, 148-57; Anderson, The Upstart Spring, 215. According to the ‘In Memo-
riam’ in the Friends of Esalen Newsletter 13 (2001), Silverman’s teaching and way of life took 
on a whole new direction when he began studying and teaching A Course in Miracles.

75  W. Churchill, ‘Spiritual Hucksterism. The Rise of the Plastic Medicine Men’, in idem, From 
a Native Son: Selected Essays in Indigenism, 1985-1995 (Cambridge, 1996) 355-66.
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teachers’ to white audiences. The artist and publicist Richard Erdoes (1912-2008), 
for instance, repeatedly has Lame Deer calling himself a ‘hippy Indian’ in his 1972 
Lame Deer, Seeker of Visions. Since authenticity was the central self-styled char-
acteristic of the medicine men, it is not surprising that critics disputed the legiti-
macy, faithfulness and genuineness of the ‘Tribe Called Wannabee’.76 

One of the major concepts of Indianness was the so-called ‘medicine wheel’, 
which is of importance here as it would later become identified as shamanic. It 
came to the attention of wider audiences in 1972, when the native American au-
thor Hyemeyohsts Storm published his bestselling and controversial Seven Ar-
rows. The organising framework for this mixture of traditional and fictional nar-
rative, illustration and history is the medicine wheel, which is also represented as 
the cardinal structure of Native American religion. The medicine wheel matched 
remarkably well with the spatial shift from square to round that was part of the de-
velopment of hippie architectural fascination with domes, ‘bubble houses’, ‘medi-
cine tipis’ and ‘magic circles’. In practice, Storm’s medicine wheel functioned like 
the Jungian interpretation of the Hindu Mandala. Hyemeyohsts Storm did not 
present the medicine wheel as a form of shamanism, however.77

The story of Seven Arrows is emblematic for the initiation narratives that would 
inundate the field. Storm claims that he had, from his youth onwards, been ‘the ap-
prentice of the brilliant and powerful Zero Chief, and Holy Woman, Estcheemah. 
(...) She was one of the wisest and most powerful Medicine Chiefs of her time, 
and a Carrier and teacher of the Medicine Wheels’. She taught him the ‘histories 
and sophisticated knowledge of the Zero Chiefs’. Afterwards, he shared ‘with the 
world, in my writing and teaching – the Knowledge of the Medicine Wheels and 
the story of my most precious teacher, Estcheemah’.78 

Native American critics, however, disapproved of what they considered Storm’s 
misrepresentation and even desecration of Cheyenne religion. Storm was, indeed, 
an innovator who had gathered material from all Plain tribes to construct a Pan-
Indian philosophical system that was fashioned in accordance with the individu-

76  R. Green, ‘The Tribe Called Wannabee: Playing Indian in America and Europe’, Folklore 
99 (1988) 30-55; J. Rice, ‘A Ventriloquy of Anthros: Densmore, Dorsey, Lame Deer, and 
Erdoes’, American Indian Quarterly 18 (1994) 169-96.

77  L. Cederstrom, ‘Myth and Ceremony in Contemporary North American Native Fiction’, 
Canadian Journal of Native Studies 2 (1982) 285-301; P. Jenkins, Dream Catchers, 168; A. 
Gordon, ‘Magic Circles’, in idem, Spaced Out. Crash Pads, Hippie Communes, Infinity Ma-
chines, and Other Radical Environments of the Psychedelic Sixties (New York, 2008) 167-
219. See also J.H. Moore’s discrediting review of Seven Arrows in American Anthropologist 
NS 75 (1973) 1040-2. In an article in Philosophy Today, the medicine wheel was perceived 
as a central ‘thought-tool’ that had affinities with the psychological system developed by 
Carl Jung. D.A. Kelly, ‘Jung and the Medicine Wheel’, Philosophy Today 20 (1976) 107-13 at 
107.

78  See www.hyemeyohstsstorm.com/hstorm/about.htm.
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alised and personalised primitivism that was institutionalised during the 1970s. 
His focus on the so-called vision quest as a way to get self-realisation going is a 
critical case in point.79 The publication of Seven Arrows was a decisive part of the 
institutionalisation of Indianness in printed esotericism as it was the first publica-
tion in the Native American Publishing Program that Harper & Row initiated in 
the early 1970s.80 

Indianness thus became a variant of the supposedly perennial wisdom that 
could be found the world over. For instance, in his 1974 bestselling Rolling Thun-
der, which was a ‘personal exploration into the secret healing powers of an Ameri-
can Indian medicine man’, Doug Boyd (1935-2006) sensed that ‘Rolling Thunder 
expressed ideas and concepts that I had heard from spokesmen from India, Japan 
and Tibet’. According to Boyd, Rolling Thunder talked about the ‘law of karma’ 
and was able to communicate without words, an ability that he shared with ‘Prac-
titioners of all times and places from witch doctors to shamans to yogis, swamis 
and sages’ Rolling Thunder, who was one of the first Native Americans to build up 
a white clientele, delighted his listeners when he declared that hippies were ‘the 
incarnation of the traditional Indians who have fallen’.81

Other Native American Indians also became famous as interpreters of suppos-
edly secret Native American Indian knowledge during the 1970s. The former film 
actor Sun Bear, a.k.a. Vincent La Duke (1929-1992), for instance, started to preach 
Native American Indian spirituality to colleges and universities in the early 1970s. 
After his efforts to set up a network of communes failed, he established the Bear 
Tribe Medicine Society. It consisted primarily of non-Indian Americans. Sun Bear’s 
Bear Tribe medicine wheel gatherings were held from the late 1970s onwards. His 
vision that had beheld a medicine wheel was formative for his practices and publi-

79  B. Peyer, Hyemeyosts Storm’s Seven Arrows. Fiction and Anthropology in the Native Ameri-
can Novel (Wiesbaden, 1979).

80  Peyer, Hyemeyosts Storm’s Seven Arrows, 10.
81  D. Boyd, Rolling Thunder (New York, 1974) 7-8; J. Swan, ‘Rolling Thunder at Work: A Sha-

manic Healing of Multiple Sclerosis’, in S. Nicholsen (ed.), Shamanism (Wheaten, 1987) 
145-57; P. Jenkins, Dream Catchers, 156-7, 171; R.F. Berkhofer, The White Man’s Indian: 
Images of the American Indian from Columbus to the Present (New York, 1978). Rolling 
Thunder is an important figure in the 2002 interpretation of ‘Shamanism and the American 
psychotherapeutic counter-culture’ of Eugene Taylor and Janet Piedilato. They admitted 
that shamanism had already pervaded the growing Transpersonal environment, but, ac-
cording to them, the first introduction of shamanism into the organizational structure of 
what was to become formally known as Transpersonal psychology occurred during a 1970 
conference ‘where the parapsychologist Stanley Krippner introduced all those present at 
the conference to Shoshone shaman Rolling Thunder’. As we will also see in the next chap-
ter, however, medicine men only came to be seen as shamans after shamanism had become 
a successful theme in the field of esotericism, see E. Taylor and J. Piedilato, ‘Shamanism 
and the American Psychotherapeutic Counter-Culture’, Journal of Ritual Studies 16 (2002) 
129-40 at 133.
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cations, such as his 1980 bestseller The Medicine Wheel: Earth Astrology.82

The institutionalisation of Indianness is best exemplified in a 1974 publication 
by Brad Steiger, a widely read author on ESP, UFOs, reincarnation and other para-
normal subjects. In his Medicine Power he wrote:

The return of medicine power has fostered New Age Amerindian prophets 
who are speaking to contemporary youth. Ancient Amerindian metaphysics 
are influencing everything from our young people’s popular music, their hair 
styles and manner of dress, to their personal spiritual philosophies. Contem-
porary Amerindian mystics are demonstrating that the medicine of the Great 
Spirit can soar beyond science to present modern man with a system of rel-
evant spiritual guidance for anyone who will learn to walk in balance, to live 
in harmony with Nature and with the Cosmos.83

As we can see from Steiger’s examination of medicine power, the perennial wis-
dom of  ‘Amerindian mystics’ was performed in growth centres all over the United 
States:

Norman Paulson has patterned his Brotherhood of the Sun upon the mystical 
teachings of the Hopis and the principles of Essenic Christianity. (...) Dean 
Frey, former Spiritualist minister and well-known Chicago sensitive, has ma-
terialized Amerindian spirit entities and is a great friend of the Hopis, who call 
her “Little Pumpkin” (...) Irene Hughes has become one of the most renowned 
of the United States contemporary seers. Mrs. Hughes is one quarter Chero-
kee and attributes much of her sensitivity to the example set by her mother, 
Easter Bell Finger (...) Nada-Yolanda, channel for the Mark-Age MetaCenter 
in Miami, has been given impressions which convince her that she is the re-
incarnation of Lobo-Tan, a princess of the ancient Tanoan tribe. She feels she 
has verified these impressions on her subsequent trips to the Southwest.84

Without doubt, Steiger’s Medicine Power offers an inquisitive outlook on the strat-
egies through which Indianness and supposedly native American knowledge in 
the form of ‘medicine power’ was put into effect for middle class white audiences. 
It is important to note that during the 1960s and 1970s medicine power was not 
habitually equated with shamanism. As we will see in the next chapter, medicine 
power and shamanism only became inextricably intertwined during the 1980s. At 

82  C.L. Albanese, Nature Religion in America. From the Algonkian Indians to the New Age 
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that point in time, Indianness would become a major form of capital in the field 
of shamanism.

Psychedelics

Indianness also guided many psychedelic authorities who, even before Eliade built 
up his reputation in Chicago, accepted the idea of shamans as psychedelic experts. 
This image was permanently implanted in the collective imagination of American 
audiences when the international banker Gordon Wasson (1898-1986) published 
his account of his experiences with the Mexican ‘shaman’ Maria Sabina (1888-
1985) in ‘Seeking the Sacred Mushroom’ in Life magazine in the spring of 1957. 
Wasson’s books were too exclusive and expensive for large audiences, but Life at-
tracted a wide public, with lasting consequences for the reputation of shamans.85 
After he had read about them in the ethnobotanic work of Richard Evans Schultes, 
Wasson had travelled to Mexico to investigate the ‘sacred’ mushrooms. Accord-
ing to his account in Life, Wasson and his photographer became, in 1955, the first 
‘white men in recorded history to eat the divine mushrooms, which for centuries 
have been a secret of certain Indian peoples living far from the great world in 
southern Mexico’.86 

During the ‘mushroom rite’ that Maria Sabina arranged, Wasson had visions of 
‘the archetypes, the Platonic ideas, that underlie the imperfect images of every-
day life. The thought crossed my mind: could the divine mushrooms be the secret 
that lay behind the ancient Mysteries?’ Maria Sabina chanted about Jesus Christ, 
the Holy Father and the Virgin during the ‘shamanistic rite’, but Wasson judged 
that she ‘came forth with a full-bodied canticle, sung like very ancient music. It 
seemed to me at the time like an introit to the Ancient days’.87 Moreover, while 
Wasson acknowledged Maria Sabina as the archetypical ‘shaman’, a term that she 
and other ‘curanderos’ in the area never used, he thought the other healers in the 
area were inferior, even though Maria Sabina thought highly of them. Basically, 
Wasson lifted Maria Sabina from her social, cultural and political surroundings. 
Rather than trying to understand the complexity of the practices of the different 
‘curanderos’ on their own terms, Wasson forced his findings to fit his own preoc-
cupations and found what he had been looking for: an archaic loving and devoted 
Mary-like shaman figure.88

85  R.G. Wasson, ‘Seeking the Magic Mushroom’, Life 42/19 (May 13, 1957) 100-20; W. Doni-
ger, ‘“Somatic” Memories of R. Gordon Wasson’, in T.J. Riedlinger (ed.), The Sacred Mush-
room Seeker. Tributes to R. Gordon Wasson (Rochester, 1990) 55-9 at 55. 
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88  A. Letcher, Shroom. A Cultural History of the Magic Mushrooms (London, 2006) 88-113.
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Reflecting on ‘primitive peoples who worship these mushrooms’, Wasson sup-
posed ‘that they open the gates to another plane of existence, to the past and the 
future, to Heaven and God, who then answers truly all grave questions put to 
him’.89 In a paper he presented to the Mycological Society of America in 1960, 
Wasson even argued that the use of mushrooms had brought the ancient civiliza-
tions poetry, religion and philosophy. The same mysterious rites that were per-
formed by the ancient Greeks were still performed in the mountains of Mexico, 
where he had attended them himself: ‘At last you know what the ineffable is, and 
what ecstasy means. Ecstasy! The mind harks back to the origin of that word. For 
the Greek ekstasis meant the flight of the soul from the body. Can you find a better 
word than that to describe the bemushroomed state?’90

Wasson was a literate, well-educated and somewhat eccentric hobbyist who sur-
rounded himself with scholars who supported him. He believed that he, as an 
amateur, was ‘free to range far and wide, disregarding the frontiers that ordinar-
ily segregate learned disciplines’. Academic procedures did not hamper him on 
his search for knowledge, as Znamenski also noted in his depiction of the ‘sacred 
mushroom seeker’. It is significant that Wasson never submitted his ideas to peer 
review.91 In general, scholars did not ‘recognise’ the cultural impact of mushrooms 
in all the instances that Wasson did, but he became respected as a researcher 
among botanists, anthropologists, ethnobotanists, mycologists and historians of 
religion and, in some cases, they combined forces.92 With Wendy Doniger, who 
would later succeed Eliade at Chicago, Wasson worked on his 1968 Soma: Divine 
Mushroom of Immortality. The book argued that soma, the god and the plant cele-
brated in the Vedic hymns, was a mushroom, Amanita muscaria, or fly-agaric and 
that this mushroom was the source for the Vedic hymns. Wasson also regarded it 
as the root of shamanic practices in Siberia.93 

Doniger’s review of Wasson’s 1986 Persephone’s Quest: Entheogens and the Ori-
gins of Religion, which was his last book, is noteworthy. Persephone’s Quest re-
flected his ‘religious mission’ and his writing was ‘primarily visionary’, she argued. 
This book was even ‘the pious meditation of an inspired devotee’ and ‘not an aca-
demic book at all, but an original religious document; it is the work of a shaman, 
not of a scholar (even an amateur scholar, which is what Wasson rightly claimed 
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to be)’.94 This may look like a disqualification in the academic field but some of his 
friends considered Wasson’s non-academic background as an advantage. Guided 
by the fashionable anti-authoritarian stance, the popular religious scholar and 
professor of philosophy Huston Smith claimed that ‘it was in Wasson’s favor that 
he was not an academician’. However, Smith would not go so far as to agree with 
Wasson’s friend, the poet and writer Robert Graves (1895-1985), who thought 
that Wasson’s lack of a university education had preserved his genius.95 

Wasson’s published experiences inspired flocks of psychedelic seekers to go to 
Mexico in search of ecstatic experiences. They also inspired other psychedelic au-
thorities to publish on shamans and mushrooms. A classic example is the 1959 
The Sacred Mushroom. The Secret Door of Eternity by the parapsychologist Andrija 
Puharich (1918-1995), who also reached a wide audience by featuring in a 1961 
documentary called The Sacred Mushroom. It was the most popular and most no-
torious episode in the classic television series Alcoa Presents: One Step Beyond, a 
series that took prime-time audiences on a voyage into the shadowy universe of 
paranormal and psychic phenomena.96 In his 1962 Beyond Telepathy, Puharich 
extensively quoted Shirokogoroff to confirm ‘the fabulous powers of the Shaman’ 
and his use of ‘telepathy and communication at a distance’.97 All in all, Puharich 
thus convinced large audiences that shamans were superior occultists. 

Many years later John Marco Allegro (1923-1988) ruined his academic career by 
arguing, in his bestselling 1970 The Sacred Mushroom and the Cross, that Christian 
religion was based on a psychedelic cult.98 Puharich and Allegro were considered 
’farceurs’ by Wasson and his friends but, like Wasson, they reached and stirred 
wide audiences with bold knowledge claims about the cultural relevance of mush-
rooms and shamans. Ultimately, Wasson’s interpretation of his experience of the 
‘opening’ of ‘gates to another plane of existence’ and Puharich’s Secret Door of Eter-
nity struck the same psychedelic chord.99 
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Psychedelic virtuosi

The psychedelic mantra had commenced with the publication of Aldous Hux-
ley’s 1954 Doors of Perception. After moving from Britain to Los Angeles in 1937, 
Huxley had enrolled in the milieu of ‘British Mystical Expatriates’ who turned the 
Hollywood Vedanta centre into a success. It included Krishnamurti, Christopher 
Isherwood, Alan Watts and Gerald Heard (1889-1971), who set up the Trabacu 
College in the 1940s to create a ‘new race’ of spiritual leaders who could guide the 
transformation of consciousness. Driven by his quest for ‘perennial wisdom’ Hux-
ley ingested mescaline, which opened his ‘doors of perception’ to the other world. 
He even considered that ‘psychedelic’ drugs could produce a new religion that 
would be the answer for ‘a nation of well-fed and metaphysically starving youth 
reaching out for beatific visions’.100

Especially after the Harvard psychology professor Timothy Leary (1920-1996) 
became involved, a psychedelic field was established. Inspired by Huxley’s and 
Wasson’s accounts, Leary went to Mexico to consume hallucinogenic mushrooms 
in 1962. A year later, his notorious psychedelic experiments with students cost 
him his prestigious job at Harvard.101 During that year, Leary had already become 
an authority and leader in his own field, however. The chairman of the Harvard 
Social Relations Department declared that Leary had started as a good sound sci-
entist, but had become a cultist.102 Alan Watts, who kept in close touch with Leary 
and his associates at that time, described Leary as a charismatic religious leader for 
his own circle of friends and students. Leary had converted himself into a ‘store-
front messiah with his name in lights, advocating psychedelic experience as a new 
world-religion’.103 Dropping out of the academic field, Leary fully cultivated his 
‘messiah game’.104
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Leary told Playboy in 1966 that ‘LSD is Western yoga’ and in his 1970 The Poli-
tics of Ecstasy, he described ‘the psychedelic experience’ as ‘the Hindu-Buddha 
reincarnation theory experimentally confirmed in your own nervous system’. Even 
in hard times, he wrote, psychedelics were supplied by ‘shaman-alchemists’ who 
featured as the ultimate countercultural archetypes in his book. Not bound by the 
conventions that supposedly incarcerated others, the

alchemist-shaman-wizard-medicine man was always a fringe figure. Never 
part of the conventional social structure. It has to be. In order to listen to the 
shuttling, whispering, ancient language of energy (long faint sighs across the 
millennia), you have to shut out the noise of the marketplace. You flip yourself 
out deliberately. Voluntary holy alienation.105

Watts, Leary and Huxley were only a few of the ideological virtuosi who formed 
the ‘high church psychedelic’, as Leary called the countercultural charismatic elite 
that set research off in the direction of ‘consciousness expansion’.106 Psychedelic 
research was supported by a range of authorities. Scholars, amongst whom was 
Huston Smith, professed their faith in the ‘religious import’ of drugs in a renowned 
article in 1964.107 The award-winning poet, translator and mythologist Mary Bar-
nard (1909-2001) contributed to the trend by publishing ‘The God in the Flower-
pot’ in The American Scholar in 1963. She referred to Eliade, Huxley and Wasson in 
her musings about ‘sacred plants, magic herbs or shrubs, magic carpets on which 
the spirit of the shaman can travel through time and space’. The experiences caused 
by the intake of ‘drug plants’ had had ‘an almost explosive effect on the largely 
dormant minds of men, causing them to think of things they had never thought of 
before’. Barnard had great faith in what she called ‘theo-botany’ and was even ‘will-
ing to prophecy’ that it would make ‘the current theories concerning the origins 
of much mythology and theology as out-of-date as pre-Copernican astronomy’.108 

Before long, the term ‘shaman’ became part of the legitimate terminology of the 
psychedelic field. For instance, the Psychedelic Review, established by Leary and 
Alpert in 1963, regularly brought shamans into view. The first issue contained a 
reprint of Gordon Wasson’s ‘Hallucinogenic Fungi of Mexico’, an article that also 
earned its place in The Psychedelic Reader in 1965.109 Mary Barnard’s ‘God in the 
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Flowerpot’ appeared in the second issue and the third issue contained Wasson’s 
‘Notes of the Present Status of Ololiuqui and the Other Hallucinogenics of Mexico’. 
In 1965, a review of Eliade’s Shamanism regarded the book as ‘magnificent’. Eliade 
showed care, erudition and a ‘sensitive sympathy for the alien cultures he is de-
scribing’. Yet the reviewer would have preferred him to deal with shamanic experi-
ences at first hand. The reviewer forgave him, however, ‘since one cannot break the 
conventions and be an authority’.110 

Unconventional or not, the psychedelic craze produced a variety of authorities, 
in different fields. LSD and other hallucinogens provided them with vivid impres-
sions of former lives and of ancient Egypt, India or Greece. Moreover, the drugs 
were supposed to enhance the creative process as the origins of creativity were 
supposed to lie in the unconscious. The basic idea was that people failed to be 
creative because their conscious minds were concealed by a layer of dreary con-
ventions. Artists, children, natives, outcasts and the mentally ill were romanticized 
because they were imagined to live close to the unconscious.111 Shamans fitted into 
this category nicely.

Psychedelic rock music

Psychedelics also reached the youth market via the field of popular music, and in 
some cases shamanism was involved. Jimi Hendrix referred to experiences with 
‘acid’ in his 1967 classic ‘Are you experienced’, while Jefferson Airplane’s 1967 hit 
‘White Rabbit’ was a lyrical homage to Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland mixed 
with drug-induced hallucinations, and John Lennon composed an ode to LSD 
with ‘Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds’ in 1967.112 In some other instances, too, psy-
chedelic rock musicians referred to shamanism. The Human Beinz, for instance, 
recorded ‘The Shaman’ on their 1968 album Nobody But Me:

Feathers, bones, feast of herbs / The ring of smoke rise higher/ He’s on his 
knees, he shakes his face / To cast the spell upon you / Glistening bodies, sav-

110 A. Kohsen, ‘Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstasy (book review)’, Psychedelic Review 
7 (1965) 117-23. Significantly, the reviewer illustrated the finesse of Eliade’s writing by 
comparing it with the writing of Joseph Campbell, who was, evidently, better known to the 
readers.

111 S.J. Novak, ‘LSD before Leary: Sidney Cohen’s Critique of 1950s Psychedelic Drug Re-
search’, Isis 88 (1997) 87-110 at 100; G. Roth, ‘Socio-historical Model and Developmental 
Theory’, 148-57.

112 L. Chenoweth, ‘The Rhetoric of Hope and Despair: A Study of the Jimi Hendrix Experi-
ence and The Jefferson Airplane’, American Quarterly 23 (1971) 25-45; M. Elles, ‘Chinese 
Whispers: Jimi Hendrix, Fame and “The Star Spangled Banner”’, 49th Parallel 17 (2006) 
1-13. I.M. Lewis calls Jimi Hendrix and the Beatles ‘shamanic superstars’, Ecstatic Religion 
(London, 20033) 17. 
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age mind / Entranced by tongue of fire / With serpent eyes he screams and 
cries / To curse you with his voodoo, ahhh.

The spell that he is crying it is driving me insane / My mind recalls an age 
where i shove the earth to run / I see the gods within the trees / The moon, the 
sun, the rain / I joined the savage in his trance / The gods and I are one, ahhh.

The poet and rock icon Jim Morrison (1943-1971), who had named his band the 
Doors after Huxley’s book, took the association with shamans a step further. In-
stead of joining ‘the savage in his trance’, he adopted the role of shaman during his 
performances, guiding his audiences. The Doors’ keyboard player Ray Manzarek 
characterised Morrison as ‘the electric shaman’ and the Doors as ‘the electric sha-
man’s band, pounding away behind him’. For their 1969 album The Soft Parade 
the Doors recorded the song ‘Shaman’s Blues’. A year before, famous rock critic 
Richard Goldstein had portrayed Morrison as ‘The Shaman as Superstar’ in New 
York Magazine. Morrison told him: 

The shaman... he was a man who would intoxicate himself. See, he was prob-
ably already an... uh... unusual individual. And, he would put himself into a 
trance by dancing, whirling around, drinking, taking drugs – however. Then, 
he would go on a mental travel and... uh... describe his journey to the rest of 
the tribe.113 

Poetry

Morrison was not the first American poet to identify with shamans, as we have 
seen in Chapter 3. Some poets had already started to identify with shamans during 
the first half of the twentieth century. The trend peaked during the second half of 
the century, especially in the field of ‘ethnopoetics’. This was a subfield of anthro-
pology and linguistics which was established by the poet and translator Jerome 
Rothenberg. His pioneering 1968 anthology Technicians of the Sacred prominently 
featured shamans, for instance his adaptation of fragments of Eliade’s Shamanism. 
For Rothenberg, the shaman was the archetype of the visionary poet.114 From 1970 

113 R. Goldstein, ‘The Shaman as Superstar’, New York Magazine 1/18 (1968) 42-8 at 42; G.D. 
Walters, ‘Electric Shaman’, in idem, Lifestyle Theory: Past, Present, and Future (New York, 
1996) 73-4.

114 J. Rothenberg (ed.), Technicians of the Sacred. A range of Poetries from Africa, America, Asia 
& Oceania (New York, 1968) 54, 429-30. See E. Mottram, ‘Where the Real Song Begins: The 
Poetry of Jerome Rothenberg’, Dialectical Anthropology 11 (1986) 225-38; C.A. Meilicke, 
‘“Abulafia’s Circles”: Shamans, Tricksters, and Transgressors’, in idem, Jerome Rothenberg’s 
Experimental Poetry and Jewish Tradition (Lehigh, 2005) 81-91. Others also ‘discovered’ 
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until 1980 he edited Alcheringa, which was the ‘first magazine of the world’s tribal 
poetries’, in collaboration with the anthropologist Dennis Tedlock. Alcheringa was 
intended to be ‘a place where tribal poetry can appear in English translation & can 
act (in the oldest & newest of poetic traditions) to change men’s mind & lives. (…) 
it will be aiming at the startling and revelatory presentation that has been com-
mon to our avant gardes’.115 Concerning the 1975 First International Symposium on 
Ethnopoetics, Rothenberg referred to ‘our friend’ Robert Duncan (see Chapter 4) 
and told the audience:

Increasingly, the model, the prototype, of the poet has become the “shaman”: 
the solitary, inspired religious functionary of the late Paleolithic. (…) among 
us the poet has come to play a performance role that resembles that of the 
shaman. (…) The poet like the shaman typically withdraws to solitude to find 
his poem or vision, then returns to sound it, give it life. (…) He is also like the 
shaman in being at once an outsider, yet a person needed for the validation 
of a certain kind of experience important to the group. (…) Again like the 
shaman, he will not only be allowed to act mad in public, but he will often be 
expected to do so. The act of the shaman - & his poetry - is like a public act 
of madness. (…) From the first shaman – that solitary person – it flows out to 
whole companies of shamans, to whole societies of human beings: it heals the 
sickness of the body but more than that: the sickness of the soul.116

One of the shaman-poets whom Rothenberg must have had in mind was the poet 
and journalist Lawrence Lipton (1898-1975), who referred to the so-called ‘hip-
sters’ of the ‘beat generation’ as ‘The Holy Barbarians’ in his 1959 book of the 
same name. Lipton regarded himself as ‘the Shaman of the tribe’, the shaman be-
ing ‘the custodian of the tribal drug lore’. Jazz and drugs were central elements in 
his concept of the shaman, as these formed ‘one of those best-kept secrets that 
everyone knows and nobody talks about. Except the beat generation, especially 
the youngsters, to whom the jazz musician is the shaman of the cult’. Still: ‘It is the 
element of shamanistic control that is lacking among users of marijuana or the 

‘shamanic’ and ‘primitive’ poetry, see T. Henighan, ‘Shamans, Tribes, and the Sorcerer’s 
Apprentices: Notes on the Discovery of the Primitive in Modern Poetry’, Dalhousie Review 
59 (1979-1980) 605-20. Willard Trask (1900-1980), for instance, who would also become 
known as the translator of Eliade’s Shamanism, published The Unwritten Son: Poetry of the 
Primitive and Traditional Peoples of the World in 1966. 

115 For ‘The Statement of Intention’ and other selections from Alcheringa, see www.dura-
tionpress.com/archives/ethnopoetics/alcheringa/alcheringa.pdf.

116 J. Rothenberg, ‘From “Pre-Face to a Symposium on Ethnopoetics”’, in idem, Pre-Faces and 
Other Writings (Toronto, 1981) 129-37 at 133. See also his ‘The Poetics of Shamanism’ in 
the same volume. See also V. Turner, ‘A Review of “Ethnopoetics”: A First International 
Symposium’, Boundary 2 6 (1978) 583-90.
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hallucinogenic drugs among the holy barbarians.’117 Allen Ginsberg’s legendary 
1956 performance of Howl, which was celebrated as the opening act of the ‘beat 
movement’, was also hailed as a ‘shamanic performance’ at the end of the Sixties.118 
Roszak contributed to this idea by claiming that Ginsberg’s ‘conception of poetry 
as an oracular outpouring can claim an imposing genealogy that reaches back to 
the rhapsodic prophets of Israel (and beyond them perhaps to the shamanism of 
the Stone Age)’.119 Ginsberg’s 1967 visit to Eliade is noteworthy. During the visit, 
as Eliade recalled in his journal, Ginsberg recited verses of Prajnaparamita ‘while 
singing and striking two little bronze bells’.120

Significantly, beats were immortalised as ‘Dharma Bums’ as they were engaged 
in what they thought was a ‘spiritual quest’ and in what the eminent African Amer-
ican poet and essayist Ishmael Reed mockingly called ‘a Buddhist take-over’.121 
Gradually, as the figure of the shaman-poet advanced in this supposed Eastern 
invasion, beat poets became vital for what a native American critic disparagingly 
called ‘the rise of the white shamans’. Regarded by some critics as ‘a new version of 
cultural imperialism’, the beat poets who used the term ‘shaman’ aimed at timeless 
and universal knowledge, recognising the archetypical poet in shamans. Moreo-
ver, as they often ‘discovered’ the shaman in themselves they typically misrecog-
nised their stance as timeless and not bound by conventions while, in fact, the 
idea of the shaman-poet was a typical convention of beat poets. The Bay Area poet 
Gene Fowler wrote, for instance, ‘My ancestors were shamans. / But i am not my 
ancestors. / I am shaman / to a tribe recently come’, in his 1967 Shaman Songs.122 

117 L. Lipton, The Holy Barbarians (New York, 1959) 77, 177-9. In the ‘Glossary’, Lipton de-
scribes ‘Hip’ as follows: ‘To know, in the sense of having experienced something. A hip cat 
has experiential knowledge. A hip square has merely heard or read about it’.

118 See the review of Ginsberg’s Planet News 1961-1967 in Nation 208 (10 March 1969) 311-
3. See also F. Nolan, ‘Allen Ginsberg: Poet-Musician, Shaman And Bard’, Polar Star 29/24 
(1972) 8; A. Ostriker, ‘Blake, Ginsberg, Madness, and the Prophet as Shaman’, in R.J. Ber-
tholf and A.S. Levitt (eds.), William Blake and the Moderns (New York, 1982) 111-31.

119 Roszak, Making of a Counterculture, 128.
120 Eliade, No Souvenirs. Journal, 1957-1969, 295-6.
121 I. Reed, ‘American Poetry: A Buddhist Take-Over?’, Black American Literature Forum 12 
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Ginsberg and the Search for a Supernatural Language’, Yale Journal of Criticism 18 (2005) 
269-98; J.J. Farrell, ‘The Beat of Personalism’, in idem, The Spirit of the Sixties. The Making 
of Post-war Radicalism (New York and London, 1997) 51-80; J. Lardas, The Bop Apocalypse: 
The Religious Visions of Kerouac, Ginsberg, and Burroughs (Champaign, 2001).

122 G. Fowler, Shaman Songs (El Cerrito, 1967), Fires: Selected Poems, 1963-1976 (Berkeley, 
1972) and The Return of the Shaman (San Francisco, 1980), see www.bigbridge.org/BD-GF.
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tural Imperialism’, in idem (ed.), The Remembered Earth. An Anthology of Contemporary 
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The literati of the beat generation were part of the loose network surrounding 
Timothy Leary and Alan Watts and, hence, also involved in the psychedelic field. 
Ginsberg, for instance, closely cooperated with Leary and took part in his psyche-
delic experiments. Most beat poets used LSD, peyote, marihuana and other drugs 
to create ‘spontaneous prose’. Their associate William Burroughs (1914-1997), the 
‘dignified, sage, complex genius-shaman-poet-guide from a different, but sympa-
thetic tribe’, as Leary described him in 1968, was an icon of underground drug 
culture even before Leary was.123 In general, although the beat stance was more 
anti-intellectual than Watts’ and Leary’s, the dispositions that guided their actions 
were akin. The beats were idealizing ‘spontaneity’ and were constantly On the Road 
to escape mainstream mass culture that they perceived as increasingly totalitarian 
and de-individualizing and that, they thought, required ‘conformity’ at all places 
and all times.124 

Yet while they presented themselves as ‘rebels’ and cultivated their authenticity 
and their outsider art by claiming disinterestedness, for instance by celebrating 
‘dedicated poverty’, the beats were not as opposed to mainstream culture as they 
and their critics imagined them to be. They build up their ‘subterranean’ image 
and developed their position in the literary field successfully precisely because 
they worked strategically within the wider literary field.125 Like their psychedelic 

123 P. Tamony, ‘Beat Generation: Beat: Beatniks’, Western State Folklore Society 28 (1969) 274-
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“The Cult of addiction” in William Burroughs’s Junky’, National Taiwan University Studies 
in Language and Literature 16 (2006) 1-24. 
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rebellion, resistance and “the beats”’, Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers NS 
21 (1996) 412-9; D. Belgrad, ‘The Ideal of Spontaneity’, in M.K. Cayton and P.W. Williams 
(eds.) Encyclopedia of American and Intellectual History 6 (2001) 65-74; M. Levering, ‘Jack 
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World Journal of the Institute of Buddhist Studies 3 (2006) 7-26; A. Johnston, ‘Consumption, 
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Beat Generation’, College Literature 32 (2005) 103-26 at 107.
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ment’, American Literary History 10 (1998) 266-90 at 269; M. van Elteren, ‘The Culture of 
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associates, beat poets made use of ‘primitive’ and eastern images in their struggle 
to create authentic and spontaneous poetry. Beat iconography contained stereo-
typical images of the ‘soulful civilization’ of Mexico, where, they supposed, indi-
viduals were not numbed, alienated and encumbered by standardisation, mecha-
nisation and bureaucratisation. Here, they could ‘hang out’ in a timeless natural 
state. Not surprisingly, Jaime de Angulo was an inspirational figure in their circle 
as well as the shaman-poet Robert Duncan.126 

As they acquired new authoritative positions in the literary field, the beat po-
ets could impose the idea of the shaman-poet more forcefully. William Everson 
(1912-1994), for instance, used the concept shaman in an ideological struggle 
about ‘American destiny’, from his distinguished position as poet-in-residence at 
the University of California in 1971:

O Poets! Shamans of the word! When will you recover the trance-like rhythms, 
the subliminal imagery, the haunting sense of possession, the powerful inflec-
tion and enunciation to effect the vision? Throw off this malaise, this eva-
sion, this attitudinizing and sickliness of urbanity. Penetrate to the discord in 
yourself, the rootlessness, and induce the trance that will heal the rift within. 
Shamanize! Shamanize! The American destiny is in your hands.127 

One of the leaders of the beat consecration of shaman-poets was Anne Waldman. 
She was inspired by Wasson’s accounts of Maria Sabina, but above all by the poetic 
performances of Robert Duncan. When she saw him reading his poetry at the 
1965 Berkeley Poetry Conference with his arms dancing above him as he read, 
she realised that she ‘could really see the poet as a tribal shaman, speaking and 
moving and being embarrassing not just for himself but for you, the audience’. In 
her 1975 Fast Speaking Woman she described her younger self as a ‘downtown-
white-New York-young-sophisticate college-graduate-bohemian (…) dabbling in 
psychotropic drugs, magics, beginning an apprenticeship in tantric Buddhism, at-
tracted to shamanic energies and pulses of all kinds’, describing not merely herself, 
but also an exemplary religious seeker affluent in cultural capital.128 
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Initially, Waldman worked from a marginal position, but she could empower 
the idea of the poet-shaman from an authoritative position later on in her career. 
For instance, while on tour with Bob Dylan’s Rolling Thunder Revue as ‘poet-in-
residence’ in 1976, she wrote a poem called ‘Shaman Hisses You Slide Back into the 
Night’. Two years before, Waldman had institutionalised the idea of the shaman-
poet as founding co-director and teacher, with Allen Ginsburg, of the Jack Ker-
ouac School of Disembodied Poetics at the Tibetan Buddhist Naropa University 
at Boulder, Colorado, where she started to teach on poets as shamans, from 1974 
onwards.129

An even more notable beat shaman-poet was Gary Snyder. He was a friend and 
student of Alan Watts, who would later, in his 1973 autobiography, describe Sny-
der as ‘a mixture of Oregon woodsman, seaman, Amerindian shaman, Oriental 
scholar, San Francisco hippie, and swinging monk’.130 When Snyder went to Japan 
to study ‘Zen’, in 1956, he perceived the chanting of a ‘Zen monk’ as ‘the steady sin-
gle-beat of oldest American-Asian shamanism’. Snyder also took a position in the 
literary milieu of Duncan and De Angelo, whom he praised as ‘a now-legendary 
departed Spanish shaman and anthropologist’. Snyder identified poets with sha-
mans as they both ‘articulate the semi-known to the tribe’ and eventually, Snyder 
started to see himself as a shaman, singing songs ‘going back to the Pleistocene and 
before’. He also related shamanism to the ‘counterculture’ in which he took part 
as a shaman-poet himself, interpreting the 1967 San Francisco ‘Gathering of the 
Tribes for the first Be-In’ as a ‘surfacing (in a specifically “American” incarnation) 
of the Great Subculture which goes back as far as perhaps as the late Palaeolithic’.131
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In a 1979 interview, Snyder responded to accusations of cultural imperialism 
by arguing that a shaman was not ‘a cultural artefact’ and not an ‘Indian thing’. 
Instead, shamanism was related ‘to the most archaic of human religious practices. 
All our ancestors – white, black, mongoloid, Veddah, or !Kung – were doing it 
for most of their prehistory’.132 The ‘subculture of illuminati’ had been a ‘powerful 
undercurrent in all higher civilizations’, Snyder wrote:

Buddhist Tantrism, or Vajrayana as it’s also known, is probably the finest 
shamanistic-yogic-gnostic-socioeconomic view: that mankind’s mother is 
Nature and Nature should be tenderly respected; that man’s life and destiny 
is growth and enlightenment in self-disciplined freedom; that the divine has 
been made flesh and that flesh is divine; that we do not only should but do love 
one another. This view has been harshly suppressed in the past as threatening 
to both Church and State. Today, on the contrary, these values seem almost 
biologically essential to the survival of humanity.133 

Ultimately, Snyder legitimised the idea of the universal poet-shaman from an au-
thoritative position on the literary field. Although his 1960 Myths and Texts already 
contained ‘shaman songs’, his perspectives gained cultural weight when he became 
one of the prominent regular contributors to Alcheringa and when Rothenberg 
included his ‘shaman songs’ in his Sacred Texts. Most important, however, was the 
Pulitzer Prize that he won for his 1974 Turtle Island. The literary prize earned his 
blend of ‘ecological consciousness’, ‘Zen’ and ‘shamanism’ enormous prestige.134

Conclusion

The institutionalisation of countercultural dispositions in different fields from the 
1950s onwards was crucial for the development of American genealogies of sha-
manisms. The particular significance of shamans was perceived differently in the 
four overlapping fields under consideration in this chapter (psychology, esoteri-
cism, psychedelics and poetry), but in general, the shaman came to represent an 
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individual who was not restricted by social structures and who was, therefore, in 
touch with nature, with the deepest layers of the mind and with perennial knowl-
edge. Instead of recognising shamans as social actors, countercultural opinion-
makers identified them as the ultimate charismatic and unconventional leaders of 
their ‘tribes’.

Individualism was a vital inspiration for the scholars and artists who structured 
the dominant American genealogy of shamanism. Paradoxically, this individual-
ism dovetailed well with the communalism of the hippies, who combined a long-
ing for individual freedom with a longing for communal life in tribes. Humanistic 
and transpersonal psychologists were crucial for the genealogy of shamanism, as 
they constructed an image of shamans as individuals with distinct self-actualis-
ing qualities. As wounded healers, shamans had experienced a valuable mystical 
breakthrough through which they had attained a more authentic and integrated, 
and less inhibited state of mind. As humanistic and transpersonal psychologists 
occupied prominent positions in the field of esotericism, their perspectives on 
shamanism also became legitimate here. Their image of the shaman was easy to 
identify with and, moreover, their therapeutic practices became the format for the 
nonformative practices that structured the field.

As the American field of esotericism and the Bollingen network overlapped, it 
is no wonder that countercultural conceptualisations of shamanism resembled the 
conceptualisations of shamanism that were produced in the Bollingen network. In 
fact, Alan Watts and Joseph Campbell were Bollingen authorities who also held 
dominant positions in the American field of esotericism. As in the Bollingen net-
work, the elitism and primitivism of countercultural constructions of shamanism 
stands out. There were, however, some crucial differences between the Bollingen 
network and the American field of esotericism. On the whole, the Bollingen net-
work was structured by scholars who supposed that they were able to grasp the 
truth intellectually. Their authority had a charismatic twist, as they unearthed per-
ennial truths behind the observable facts, but their knowledge remained scholarly. 
In the field of esotericism, on the other hand, the ultimate key to truly authentic 
knowledge about shamanism was experience.

Psychedelics were important in this process as they allowed anyone to become 
experienced. Drugs made it easy to taste a secret and archaic perennial knowl-
edge that, in some cases, was perceived as shamanic. Shamanism remained an 
elitist concept, however, and it was primarily popular amongst the individuals and 
groups who considered themselves the vanguard of a new cultural consciousness. 
The elitism was most strongly propounded in the literary field, where the idea 
of the poet-shaman was structured by a literary cultural aristocracy. As self-pro-
claimed shaman-poets, they legitimised their position as leaders of their ‘tribe’, 
guiding others by introducing them to the poetry and performances that con-
cerned their awe-inspiring experiences. For them, the shaman was the ultimate 
representation of deep, untamed, liberated, uninhibited and perennial expertise.





7 
The genesis of a field of 

shamanism, America 1960s-1990s

Throughout his career, Joseph Campbell visibly paid heed to shamanism and other 
issues that engaged the field of esotericism, shifting his focus on occasion by adopt-
ing modish subjects. His 1968 Esalen lecture on ‘Schizophrenia: The Inward Jour-
ney’ may count as an example. Campbell talked about the imagery of the schizo-
phrenic fantasy, which perfectly matched that of the mythological hero journey, 
and he argued that the ‘inward journeys of the mythological hero, the shaman, the 
mystic and the schizophrenic’ were in principle the same. Yet instead of swimming 
in it and achieving a richer, stronger and more joyous life, the schizophrenic was 
drowning.1 As esotericism turned mainstream during the 1970s, Campbell caught 
the attention of wider audiences, for instance through a sympathetic interview 
with his pupil and friend, the humanistic psychologist and former professor of 
philosophy and religion Sam Keen, in Psychology Today in 1971.2

A year after the interview, Campbell retired from Sarah Lawrence College and 
started to promote his mythology energetically in the booming field of esotericism, 
where he was already a recognized authority with a great scholarly reputation. 
More than before, he travelled around and lectured at growth centres. He became 
one of the most prominent and regular visitors to Esalen, where he lectured on 
subjects such as Tarot, Carl Jung, Kundalini Yoga, the Tibetan Book of the Dead 
and shamanism. Again and again, Campbell stressed the need for new myths and 
the possibilities for individuals to realize their own identity by enjoying the stories 
of the hero. Identification with the hero and his world as well as understanding 
the hero myth would lead to spiritual enrichment. As we have seen in the previous 
chapter, his urging to experience the deeper and essential core of myths instead of 
listening to religious authorities was heartily embraced by countercultural fields.3 

1  J. Campbell, ‘Schizophrenia: the Inward Journey’, in idem, Myths to Live By (New York, 
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1971) 35-9, 86-95. Sam Keen is a pioneer in the ‘personal mythology movement’. Together 
with Joseph Campbell, Keen regularly led seminars at Esalen, see S. Larsen and R. Larsen, 
Joseph Campbell. A Fire in the Mind. The Authorized Biography (Rochester, 19912), 487, 
489-91. See also http://samkeen.com.

3  D. Crownfield, ‘American Eye: Californian Notes’, North American Review 260/3 (1975) 
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Unusually, his fame increased and reached a peak after he died in 1987. This 
was the result of the much-admired 1988 PBS special series of interviews about 
The Power of Myth and the companion book to the series. On television Joseph 
Campbell was the embodiment of the ideal academic. He was gentle, informative, 
reassuring, unworldly, spiritual and articulate, without being incomprehensible.4 
Campbell impressed his audience with his erudition and with a range of beautiful 
stories concerning myths as ‘clues to the spiritual potentialities of the human life’. 
Myths could help people to put their minds in touch with the ‘experience of being 
alive’ and thus with the ‘inner being’ and the ‘mystery’. Artists were the mythmak-
ers of today, Campbell argued, while the mythmakers of ‘early elementary cultures’ 
were shamans. They understood myths and symbols as they had ‘mythological 
experience’. Unlike the priest, who ‘is a functionary of a social sort’, the ‘shaman’s 
powers are symbolized in his own familiars, deities of his own personal experi-
ence. His authority comes out of a psychological experience, not a social ordina-
tion’. Shamans translated their visions into ritual performances and brought their 
‘inner experience into the outer life of the people themselves’. Campbell lamented 
the fact that shamans had lost their function in the evolution of mankind. Unfor-
tunately, the priests who had taken over were not gifted with the individual powers 
of shamans.5 

The positive reception of Campbell’s Power of Myth is significant. Obviously he 
remained faithful to the basic ideas of his mythology, but this time his lectures 
touched the nerve of the so-called ‘Aquarian conspiracy’ that swept the United 
States from the 1980s onwards.6 It involved a tremendous boost in the institution-
alisation of shamanism within the mainstream phenomenon that became known 
as the New Age movement. On this esoteric surf, Campbell and other experts 
struggled to authorise their supposedly timeless and countercultural aspirations. 
They were doing well, not so much because their ideas revealed a perennial wis-
dom but, instead, because of the Wahlverwandtschaften between the logic of their 
fashionable esotericism and the logic of the up-and-coming neoliberal capitalism.7

6-10 at 9; R. Ellwood, The Politics of Myth. A Study of C.G. Jung, Mircea Eliade and Joseph 
Campbell (New York, 1999) 134-7, 148; F. Sandler and D. Reeck, ‘The Masks of Joseph 
Campbell’, Religion 11 (1980) 1-20 at 6.

4  M.R. Lefkowitz, ‘The Myth of Joseph Campbell’, American Scholar 59 (1990) 429-34.
5  J. Campbell and B. Moyers, The Power of Myth (New York, 1988) 5-6, 87-9, 99-101.
6  M. Ferguson, The Aquarian Conspiracy: Personal and Social Transformation in the 1980s 

(Los Angeles, 1980).
7  In a controversial article in the New York Review of Books, the journalist Brendan Gill 

(1914-1997) related Campbell’s ‘follow your bliss’ to the selfishness of Ayn Rand, Ronald 
Reagan and Wall Street yuppies. See idem, ‘The faces of Joseph Campbell, New York Review 
of Books 36/14 (September 28, 1989) 16-9. See also a series of rebuttals to Gill, R. Finch et 
al., ‘Brendan Gill vs. Defenders of Joseph Campbell-Joseph Campbell: An Exchange’, New 
York Review of Books 36/17 (9 November 1989) 57-61. According to Finch, who was a col-
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Neoliberalism gained dominance from the early 1980s onwards, especially after 
the 1981 election of Ronald Reagan (1911-2004), who combined a moral nostal-
gia with the optimistic faith that he could unleash America from the constraints 
of government. The Reagan administration inaugurated a ‘market theocracy’ that 
hailed the free movement of capital and the loosening of state control over capital 
as the realistic proven route to freedom, individual opportunities and social co-
hesion.8 Neoliberal dispositions gave new meaning to Campbell’s motto ‘follow 
your bliss’ as it superbly fitted the idea that individuals are entrepreneurs manag-
ing their own lives. Inspired by Campbell, one economist even interpreted ‘the 
entrepreneur as capitalist hero’ in 1994. According to him, Campbell was right 
to say that a ‘system creates roles for us that are not of our own choosing. This 
dehumanizes us’. Heroes and entrepreneurs, on the other hand, ‘are called to and 
take part in the greatest and most universal adventure that life has to offer: the 
simultaneous journey of self-discovery, spiritual growth, and the personal creativ-
ity they make possible’. In other words, they ‘follow their bliss; thus, they revitalize 
our economy’.9

Indeed, according to the sociologist Sam Binkley the ‘entrepreneurial self ’ or, in 
other words, the highly mobile, self-reliant, self-choosing player in the world of 
neoliberal economics and accelerated consumption, was composed from the cul-
tural and ethical legacy of the counterculture. In the process looseness was tight-
ened up, as the new looseness was opposed to both the radical social objectives 
of the New Left and the expressive life-style programmes of the 1970s. Instead of 
celebrating the liberation of the body from regimes of competition, as was habitual 
in the 1970s consciousness movement, 1980s yuppies started to explore the possi-
bilities of esoteric practices for the purpose of increasing productivity at work and 
the expansion of social networks yielding greater access to a variety of rewards.10 

This chapter’s target is the genesis and logic of the American field of shaman-
ism. I interpret this ‘process of autonomization’ as the result of strategic steps by 
academic authorities who, while incorporating their psychedelic experiences into 

league of Campbell’s for many years at Sarah Lawrence, ‘Joe Campbell’s romantic fascism 
was a function of his political naiveté, but also of his violent anti-Communism, aggravated 
by the politically repressive atmosphere at Sarah Lawrence’.

8  L. Kintz, ‘Finding the Strength to Surrender. Marriage, Market Theocracy and the Spirit of 
America’, Theory, Culture & Society 24 (2007) 111-30. See also J.A. Reichley, ‘The Conser-
vative Roots of the Nixon, Ford, and Reagan Administrations’, Political Science Quarterly 
96 (1981-1982) 537-50; J.D. Hoeveler, ‘Conservative Intellectuals and the Reagan Ascen-
dancy’, History Teacher 23 (1990) 305-18; J.S. Hacker, ‘Privatizing Risk without Privatizing 
the Welfare State: The Hidden Politics of Social Policy Retrenchment in the United States’, 
American Political Science Review 98 (2004) 243-60.

9  C. Morong, ‘Mythology, Joseph Campbell, and the Socioeconomic Conflict’, Journal of 
Socio-Economics 23 (1994) 363-82 at 370. 

10  S. Binkley, Getting Loose. Lifestyle Consumption in the 1970s (Durham, 2007) 70-3.
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their academic pursuits, started to transfer their knowledge to the field of eso-
tericism. My interpretation of the genesis of this field starts with an analysis of 
Carlos Castaneda [1], whose work was a major part of the institutionalisation of 
psychedelic dispositions within the academic field of anthropology [2]. The third 
part of this chapter focuses on the process in which academic experts used their 
shamanology to position shamanic practices in the field of esotericism [3]. Finally, 
after my interpretation of the progression of these practices within the booming 
field of esotericism within the context of neoliberalisation [4], I interpret the logic 
of the economy of shamanic goods [5]. 

Carlos Castaneda

Among historiographers of shamanism it is commonly assumed that the publica-
tion of Carlos Castaneda’s 1968 The Teachings of don Juan: A Yaqui Way of Knowl-
edge was the beginning of a new phase in the study of shamanism.11 Remarkably, 
however, they failed to spot that Castaneda used the terms ‘brujo’, ‘nagual’, ‘sorcer-
er’ and ‘warrior’ instead of the term ‘shaman’. Occasionally, he used the term ‘sha-
man’ during interviews, as we have seen in the previous chapter, but he presented 
the term as a ‘technical word’ that was used mainly by scholars. In his books, Cas-
taneda started to exchange the word ‘sorcerer’ for the more popular word ‘shaman’ 
only from the 1990’s onwards. At that time, the field of shamanism had already 
been established and Castaneda had published eight hugely successful books.12

Notwithstanding the near absence of the term ‘shamanism’, however, Castane-
da’s work is important for the genealogy of shamanism as it allocates a clear focus 
on the academic field that was crucial for the genesis of a field of shamanism. 
Castaneda constructed a kind of scholarly knowledge that his colleagues at UCLA 
also constructed, albeit in a highly theatrical and exaggerated form. Or, in the 
words of Richard de Mille: Castaneda’s books ‘brilliantly melodramatise theoreti-
cal and methodological controversies that [were] troubling social science deeply’.13 

11  K. von Stuckrad, Schamanismus und Esoterik. Kultur- und wissenschaftsgeschichtliche Be-
trachtungen (Leuven, 2003) 152; Znamenski, The Beauty of the Primitive. Shamanism and 
the Western Imagination (Oxford, 2007) 188.

12  According to former devotee Gaby Reuter, Castaneda did so to chime in with ‘the much 
derided new age community’. See idem, Filming Castaneda. The Hunt for Magic and Reason 
(Bloomington, 2004) 183-4. In his portrayal of Castaneda, Znamenski simply calls Don 
Juan a ‘shaman’ and ‘sorcerer’, see Beauty of the Primitive, 189-93. Von Stuckrad argues that 
Casteneda’s works were constitutive for the ‘schamanischen Diskurses’, see Schamanismus 
und Esoterik, 153-5.

13  R. de Mille, ‘Review of The Second Ring of Power by Carlos Castaneda’, American Anthro-
pologist NS 81 (1979) 188-9; J.C. Fikes, Carlos Castaneda, Academic Opportunism and the 
Psychedelic Sixties (Victoria, 1993).
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Castaneda’s academic career, however, went wrong. A year before he published 
his fourth bestseller, the 1974 Tales of Power, an issue of Time Magazine fuelled 
the already existing doubts about the validity and reliability of his publications by 
uncovering some of Castaneda’s lies about his past. Shortly afterwards, Castaneda 
left the academic field. Ultimately, he became the charismatic leader of a cult with 
the intriguing name Cleargreen Incorporated, teaching his devotees a combina-
tion of kung fu and Tai Chi under the names ‘Tensegrity’ and ‘don Juan’s Magical 
Passes’. Apparently, Castaneda had learned many of these moves when he studied 
kung fu in Los Angeles with the ‘energy master’ Howard Y. Lee. It highlights that 
Castaneda habitually camouflaged the fact that he had not travelled far to acquire 
his knowledge of the ’separate reality’.14

Indeed, Castaneda’s works are a most ingenious, successful and lucrative series 
of anthropological hoaxes – maybe even the ‘greatest hoax since the Piltdown 
Man’, as one critic wanted his readers to believe.15 For the wider audience that 
turned his books into international bestsellers, although the scholarly capital of 
the book initially enhanced the magnetism of its content, ultimately it was not 
the kind of capital they valued most. That is to say, apologists still argue that it 
does not matter if Castaneda’s tales are falsifications as the books contain deep 
truths.16 Castaneda attracted millions of readers in seventeen languages and he 

14  For a staggering insider’s view of Castaneda’s cult, see A. Wallace, Sorcerer’s Apprentice. My 
Life With Carlos Castaneda (Berkeley, 2003). For an interview with Howard Lee, see www.
thelightoflife.com/eng/interviews_eng/dimitri.php. See also M. Brown, ‘The Sorcerer’s Ap-
prentice’, The Age (7 November 1998) [www.geocities.com/skepdigest/sorcerer.html].

15  Undoubtedly, there is a significant amount of support for the thesis that Castaneda’s works 
were hoaxes. For instance, the chronology of events in his different books do not match, 
and Castaneda failed to show any field notes. Moreover, independent experts have dis-
proved Castaneda’s claims about various details of his life during fieldwork: the mush-
rooms he claimed to have smoked did not grow at the place where he found them and can 
only be ingested, the effect of drugs on Castaneda were radically different from what other 
users had reported, and his hour-long walks in the Sonoran desert at the hottest time of 
the day would surely have killed him of sunstroke. See R. de Mille, Castaneda’s Journey. The 
Power and the Allegory (Santa Barbara, 1976) and idem (ed.), The Don Juan Papers. Further 
Castaneda Controversies (Belmont, 19902); D. Noel (ed.), Seeing Castaneda. Reactions to 
the ‘Don Juan’ Writings of Carlos Castaneda (New York, 1976); R.K. Siegel, ‘Castanedas 
Privatapotheke’, Ethnologica 9 (1981) 716-23. 

16  C.E. Hardman, ‘“He may be lying but what he says is true”: the sacred tradition of don Juan 
as reported by Carlos Castaneda, anthropologist, trickster, guru, allegorist’, in J.R. Lewis 
and O. Hammer (eds.), The Invention of Sacred Tradition (Cambridge, 2007) 38-55. For 
instance, the popular British esotericist with a passion for shamanism Nevill Drury argues 
that, ‘the fact remains that whether Castaneda’s shamanic accounts are totally authentic 
or include fictional components, the essential themes and world-view presented remain 
consistent with the shamanic perspective’. Furthermore, Castaneda’s experience of ‘aerial 
flight’ is ‘remarkably similar to that of the Greek shaman, Aristeas of Proconnesus’. See N. 
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even received a PhD for his ‘ethnographic’ reports, which, to use Bourdieu’s term, 
‘sanctified’ his work so that many scholars could easily receive The Teachings as a 
valid and valuable scholarly anthropological publication about shamanism. The 
group of anthropologists that he worked with at UCLA did not recognise his work 
as a hoax because it agreed with their findings, and they more or less interpreted 
shamans and hallucinogens from the same dispositions that had guided the writ-
ing of Castaneda’s fictitious accounts.17 Vincent Crapanzano was right when he 
argued that this was ‘popular anthropology’, and he may have been right to claim 
that Castaneda was ‘duped by the idiom of his age’. One could also argue that, by 
using this idiom, Castaneda duped his audiences, but the main point here is, in the 
words of Bourdieu: ‘Unconscious borrowing and imitations are clearly the most 
obvious expressions of an age, of that general sense which makes possible the par-
ticular sense in which it finds expression.’18 

Castaneda conjured up a magic universe by embellishing the made-up teachings 
of the invented Don Juan with all the esoteric, academic and psychedelic capital 
that was valued highly in the Californian countercultural milieu in which he par-
ticipated. Through a paradoxical rope trick, Castaneda’s Teachings were perceived 
as ethnographic accounts in which the protagonist unintentionally supported the 
countercultural ideals. For instance, The Teachings starts like the spiritual adven-
tures that Joseph Campbell wrote about, as Crapanzano rightly observed.19 Un-
deniably, Castaneda’s first books are heaving with psychedelic significance. And 
no wonder, Castaneda’s work was primarily inspired by psychedelic authors such 
as Wasson, Puharich and especially Huxley, whose Doors of Perception ‘contrib-
uted most to his interest in respectable occultism’, as his ex-wife Margaret Runyan 
Castaneda wrote in her memoir. According to her, Castaneda also thought that 
Timothy Leary and he would be on the same ‘wavelength, both scientists probing 
social unknowns’.20

Drury, The Shaman and the Magician. Journeys Between the Worlds (London, 1982) xi, 112.
17  P. Bourdieu, ‘Intellectual Field and Creative Project’, Social Science Information 8 (1969) 

89-119, 107; S.O. Murray, ‘The Scientific Reception of Castaneda’, Contemporary Sociology 
8 (1979) 189-96; J.C. Fikes, Carlos Castaneda, Academic Opportunism and the Psychedelic 
Sixties (Victoria, 1993). In his Beauty of the Primitive, Znamenski recalls a conversation 
with a scholar who suggested that the attacks on Castaneda originated from sheer envy. 
He commended Castaneda for making it easier for anthropologists to study paranormal 
phenomena, see Znamenski, Beauty of the Primitive, 210.

18  Bourdieu, ‘Intellectual Field and Creative Project’, 115 and ‘Did You Say “Popular”?’, in 
idem, Language and Symbolic Power (Oxford, 1991) 90-102; V. Crapanzano, ‘Popular An-
thropology’, Partisan Review 41 (1973) 471-82 at 481.

19  Crapanzano, ‘Popular Anthropology’, 478.
20  M. Runyan Castaneda, A Magical Journey with Carlos Castaneda. Life With the Famed Mys-

tical Warrior. A Memoir (Lincoln, 2001) 59, 89, 121. When he met Leary at a party in 1964 
Castaneda was disappointed: Leary was the hip and stoned centre of a drugs party that 
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Castaneda had a superb feeling for the games that were played in the partly 
overlapping academic and esoteric fields. It is telling that one of the UCLA schol-
ars who approved of Castaneda’s ‘ethnographic’ texts was Harold Garfinkel, the 
sociologist known for his ethnomethodology. With his influential yet controver-
sial 1967 Studies in Ethnomethodology, Garfinkel contributed to what philosopher 
and anthropologist Ernest Gellner (1925-1995) called the ‘re-enchantment indus-
try or Californian way of subjectivity’. Castaneda must have been familiar with 
Garfinkel’s claim that ‘other meanings of rationality should be taken into account 
and treated as data in empirical research’.21 In fact, Mary Douglas (1921-2007) 
recognized in Castaneda’s ‘campus cult’ a mixture of ‘words of surrealists, phe-
nomenologists and ethnomethodologists’ in a ‘split level version of what everyone 
is currently hearing’.22 

Castaneda’s intriguing narrative begins with the meeting of the protagonist of 
Castaneda’s books – the UCLA anthropology student Carlos Castaneda himself 
– with don Juan Matus, an old Yaqui Indian from Sonora, Mexico, in Arizona, 
where Castaneda planned to collect information on ‘the medicinal plants used 
by Indians in the area’, in 1960.23 Don Juan appeared to be a ‘brujo’, or ‘medicine 
man, curer, witch, sorcerer’ with ‘secret knowledge’ and thus the ideal inform-
ant for Castaneda.24 Under his tutelage, Castaneda found, prepared and took vari-
ous hallucinogenic plants that introduced him to a non-ordinary reality through 

appalled Castaneda. Leary, in turn, mockingly recalled that when Castaneda visited him in 
Mexico, Castaneda supposed that they were ‘twins, soul-brothers’, see T. Leary, Flashbacks, 
an Autobiography (Los Angeles, 1983) 164-9.

21  H. Garfinkel, ‘The Rational Properties of Scientific and Common Sense Activities’, Behav-
ioral Science 5 (1960) 72-83 at 72; E. Gellner, ‘Ethnomethodology: the re-enchantment in-
dustry or the Californian way of subjectivity’, in idem, Spectacles and Predicaments. Essays 
in Social Theory (Cambridge, 1979) 41-64; R. de Mille, ‘Ethnomethodallegory: Garfinkel 
in the Wilderness’, in idem, The Don Juan Papers, 68-90; D.W. Maynard and S.E. Clayman, 
‘The Diversity of Ethnomethodology’, Annual Review of Anthropology 17 (1991) 385-418; 
Runyan Castaneda, A Magical Journey, 117-8. Bourdieu agreed with the ethnomethodolo-
gists that social reality was constructed, but ‘it also has to be pointed out, in opposition to 
ethnomethodology, that this principle of construction is itself socially constructed and that 
it is common to all agents socialized in a particular way’, Practical Reason: on the Theory of 
Action (Oxford, 1998) 66. 

22  M. Douglas, ‘The Authenticity of Castaneda’, in idem, Implicit Meanings. Essays in Anthro-
pology (London, 1975) 193-200 at 193, 200. In his review of The Teachings of Don Juan, 
Edmund Leach recognised Castaneda’s work ‘as a work of art rather than of scholarship, 
and it is as a diary of unusual personal experience that the book deserves attention’. He also 
wrote: ‘In this area of literary aesthetics the competition is pretty tough’, New York Review 
of Books 12/11 (1969).

23  C. Castaneda, The Teachings of don Juan: a Yaqui Way of Knowledge (Middlesex, 1975 
[1968]) 14; Wallace, Sorcerer’s Apprentice, 353.

24  Castaneda, The Teachings, 14.
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mysterious, terrifying and beautiful visions. In the first year of their acquaintance 
Castaneda met don Juan several times ‘in the capacity of an anthropological ob-
server’. From 1961 on, however, Castaneda became don Juan’s apprentice. Echoing 
Huxley’s classic, don Juan explained: ‘There is a crack between the two worlds (…) 
it opens and closes like a door’. Castaneda found the trips to the other world too 
frightening and decided to refrain from taking don Juan’s lessons in 1965.25

It is highly probable that Castaneda created the image of don Juan and the other 
‘sorcerers’ in his books from information he acquired from his -anthropologist 
colleagues, especially from Peter T. Furst and Barbara Myerhoff (1935-1985). 
They introduced Castaneda to Ramon Medina Silva, their main Huichol inform-
ant, who was a ‘mara’akame’, or ‘shaman priest’. He was, in all probability, one of 
the foremost models for Castaneda’s don Juan. Castaneda concocted a celebrated 
account of don Genaro’s balancing act at a waterfall, for instance, right after My-
erhoff told him about the balancing act of her informant-shaman at a waterfall. 
Instead of suspecting a sham, Myerhoff and Furst merely took Castaneda’s account 
as confirmation of their own ethnographic data. They supposed that in general, 
Mexican shamans demonstrated their ‘shamanic equilibrium’ at waterfalls. In his 
‘alleglossary’ Richard de Mille assembled a number of cases in which Castaneda’s 
accounts seemed directly inspired by ethnographic and other scholarly texts. Al-
most certainly, one of the sources of inspiration was Eliade’s Shamanism.26 In his 
turn, Castaneda was a source of inspiration for many others in the field of esoteri-
cism. That is to say, his stories functioned as schemas that structured the accounts 
by which later shamanic authorities would validate their authenticity. Znamenski 
also stressed that Castaneda’s ‘tales of power’ were constitutive for the ‘spiritual ap-
prenticeship genre’ and the ‘print culture of modern western shamanism’.27

In his 1971 A Separate Reality Don Juan provided Castaneda with new rounds 
of ‘hallucinogenic smoking mixtures’ and ‘psychotropic mixtures’. Again, they 
brought about a series of amazing experiences, adventures and ‘states of nonordi-
nary reality’.28 From his 1972 Journey to Ixtlan onwards, however, Castaneda broke 
away from psychedelics. He suddenly announced that his previous assumptions 
about the ‘states of ordinary reality produced by the indigestion of psychotrop-
ic plants’ were ‘erroneous’. Coincidentally or not, as the psychedelic momentum 
moved on, the public commotion about drugs crested and the final issue of Psyche-
delic Review appeared in 1971, Castaneda turned his attention from psychotropic 

25  Idem, 182-5; de Mille, Castaneda’s Journey, 94-5.
26  B. Myerhoff, ‘Shamanic Equilibrium: Balance and Mediation in Known and Unknown 

Worlds’, in W.D. Hand (ed.), American Folk Medicine: A Symposium (Berkeley, 1976) 99-
108; R. de Mille, ‘Alleglossary’, in idem (ed.), Don Juan Papers, 390-437; Fikes, Carlos Cas-
taneda, 70-102. 

27  Znamenski, Beauty of the Primitive, 214-31.
28  C. Castaneda, A Separate Reality, (New York, 1971) 9.
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plants to other subjects, especially to the ‘techniques of stopping the world’.29 
Without using the terms ‘self-development’ or ‘peak-experience’, Castaneda 

clearly related to the perspectives of humanistic psychologists. His assessment of 
don Juan was, for instance, warmly welcomed by the aforementioned psychologist 
Sam Keen, who published an encouraging interview with Castaneda in Psychol-
ogy Today in 1972. Keen recognised Castaneda’s significance and conferred le-
gitimacy on Castaneda’s distinct combination of academic and esoteric expertise. 
Castaneda, for instance, told Keen that he had come ‘to understand sorcery in 
terms of Talcott Parsons’s idea of glosses. A gloss is a total system of perception 
and language’. Keen came back with: ‘Wittgenstein is one of the few philosophers 
who would have understood don Juan.’30

Castaneda’s accounts also reminded Keen of a Zen story. With good reason, 
as don Juan taught Castaneda some exemplary Zen-like lessons, similar to the 
ones Alan Watts taught. Castaneda had to ‘pay attention’ and ‘shut up the internal 
dialogue’ for short periods of time. Don Juan told him that he was ‘chained’ to his 
‘reason’ but also that he would ‘change directions, and break the chains’.31 Further-
more, Castaneda moulded the don Juan figure in the form of the stereotypical ‘In-
dian guide’, a legendary figure in the Western genre, never determining don Juan’s 
cultural settings, but only vaguely hinting at an underground tradition of sorcer-
ers.32 Castaneda thus strategically spiced up the image of the ‘Indian guide’ with an 
aroma of ‘guruism’. In effect, don Juan served as a ‘guru’. It is a sign of Castaneda’s 
profound feel for the game that a commentator in Christian Century found ‘re-
markable parallels’ between the ‘basic motifs of the teachings of the Yaqui Indian 
sorcerer Don Juan’ and ‘Buddhist teachings’ without doubting the authenticity of 
Castaneda’s work. According to his ex-wife, Castaneda transformed ‘rather basic 
Eastern philosophical ideas into pure shamanic aperçus’.33 

29  C. Castaneda, Journey to Ixtlan: The Lessons of Don Juan (New York, 1974 [1972]) vii, xiii.
30  S. Keen, ‘Sorcerer’s Apprentice’, Psychology Today 6/7 (1972) 92, also in Noel (ed.), See-

ing Castaneda, 73. Talcott Parsons (1902-1979) was an American sociologist whose action 
theory was inspired by Max Weber, whose works he translated into English.

31  Castaneda, A Separate Reality, 165, 214, 219, 260-3; R. Needham, ‘An Ally for Castaneda’, 
in idem, Exemplars (Berkeley, 1985) 188-218.

32  Castaneda, The Teachings, 18; M. Averbach, ‘The Return of the Indian Guide. New formu-
lations of the Indian guide at the end of the 20th century’, Comparative American Studies 2 
(2004) 75-90.

33  J.W. Boyd, ‘The Teachings of Don Juan from a Buddhist Perspective’, Christian Century 90 
(1973) 360-3; Runyan Castaneda, A Magical Journey, 5. For ‘guruism’, see R. Green, ‘The 
Tribe Called Wannabee: Playing Indian in America and Europe’, Folklore 99 (1988) 30-55 
at 40, 43-5. For an example of a fashionable countercultural interpretation of Zen, see D. 
Riepe, ‘The Significance of the Attack upon Rationality by Zen Buddhism’, Philosophy and 
Phenomenological Research 26 (1966) 434-7.
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Psychedelic anthropology

Needless to say, Castaneda’s knowledge was not the knowledge of a solitary ‘na-
gual’, ‘sorcerer’ or ‘warrior’, but the product of the field of anthropology in which 
he participated. Without participating in his hoax, at least not consciously, other 
scholars also incorporated countercultural perspectives in their ethnographies. 
They also highlighted experience as a means of acquiring ethnographic knowledge 
and were ‘shaped in the same mould’, as Bourdieu called it. As they were guided 
by the dispositions that also guided Castaneda, they had in common ‘a certain cast 
of mind’.34

It is noteworthy that even the scholars from this field who disregarded Castane-
da perceived shamanism in ways that were clearly affiliated to Castaneda’s stance. 
One of the scholars on Castaneda’s dissertation committee, for example, a profes-
sor in the departments of psychiatry and anthropology at UCLA, Douglass Price-
Williams, made a plea for ‘an experiential analysis of shamanism’ in 1980. Yet, 
while he referred to Jung, Eliade, Boyer, Opler, La Barre, De Angulo, Devereux, 
Silverman, Shirokogoroff and to Castaneda’s closest colleagues at UCLA, he did 
not refer to Castaneda himself, who is also conspicuously absent in Price-Wil-
liams’s 1994 article on ‘Shamanism and Altered States of Consciousness’.35 

Barbara Myerhoff

One of Castaneda’s closest allies at UCLA was the aforementioned Barbara My-
erhoff. She considered Eliade’s Shamanism as the ‘definitive work on shamanism’ 

34  Bourdieu, ‘Intellectual Field and Creative Project’, 115.
35  L.G. Peters and D. Price-Williams, ‘Towards an Experiential Analysis of Shamanism’ Amer-

ican Ethnologist 7 (1980) 397-418; D. Price-Williams’ ‘Shamanism and Altered States of 
Consciousness’, Anthropology of Consciousness 5 (1994) 1-15. Curiously, Price-Williams 
was also the academic advisor of an anthropology student who would later become famous 
as Florinda Donner. Under that name she published the controversial and bestselling scam-
ethnography Shabono in 1982. Donner was one of Castaneda’s ‘witches’ at Cleargreen, see 
R.B. De Holms, ‘Shabono: Scandal or Superb Social Science?’, American Anthropologist NS 
85 (1983) 664-7; D.R. Price-Williams et al., ‘Journey to a Shabono’, Anthropology Newslet-
ter 24 (1983) 6-7; M. Vesperi, ‘Mystery Clouds the Air of Indian Tale’, St. Petersburg Times 
(Florida) (25 April 1985). According to the parapsychologists and transpersonalists Stanley 
Krippner and Alberto Villoldo, Price-Williams submitted Castaneda to a series of dream-
experiments in 1975 to examine whether Castaneda could use his magical capacities to 
send images telepathically, see S. Krippner and A. Villoldo, The Realms of Healing (Milbrae, 
1976) 300-2 and M.A. Schroll and S.A. Schwartz, ‘Whither Psi and Anthropology? An 
Incomplete History of SAC’s Origins, Its Relationship with Transpersonal Psychology and 
the Untold Stories of Castaneda’s Controversies’, Anthropology of Consciousness 16 (2005) 
6-22.
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and suggested that the shaman’s ‘trance is a return to the lost paradise’ in 1966.36 
Echoing Eliade, Meyerhoff emphasised ‘nostalgia’, ‘paradise’ and ‘no history, only 
the timeless present’ in her 1970 interpretation of the ‘Peyote Hunt’. This ‘shaman-
ic complex’ circled round ‘a symbolic re-creation of “original times”’ or, in other 
words, ‘a kind of lost paradise’.37 Echoing the vocabulary of Eliade and the shaman-
beat-poets, Myerhoff also interpreted American youth culture. By perceiving their 
revolution as a trip, the ‘poet-warriors’ of youth culture embraced the opposing 
elements of militant struggle and joyous creation, she argued. Their utopian vision 
was more reactive than innovative and similar to the vision of ‘Lost Paradise’ in 
some societies. Ultimately, she concluded:

And so the poet-warrior remained, for a time, clear as who he was, who the 
enemy was, and who his comrades were. With a foot in two different planes, 
like a classical shaman, the poet-warrior bridges the real world of men’s fanta-
sies, the world of grim, militant determination and struggle, and the world of 
whimsy, pleasure, and frivolity.38 

She even perceived the young Americans as ‘new humanists’ who, she thought, 
moved towards ‘genuine culture’. Instead of focusing on ‘external influences’, they 
turned to ‘internal influences’, affirming ‘the body, physical sensations, sexuality 
and hedonic pleasures’. In their ‘promiscuous’ borrowing, the ‘most conspicuous 
influential’ element seemed to be the ‘American Indian’.39 Myerhoff would later 
turn her attention to the Jewish community in Los Angeles, and away from sha-
manism, even though her study on shamanism had resulted in a well-received 
1974 empathetic classic Peyote Hunt. The Sacred Journey of the Huichol Indians. In 
this book she interpreted ‘the journey to Wirikuta as a prototypical ritual – a re-
turn to Paradise, a journey back to human origins, a retrieval of man’s beginnings, 
before Creation, when all was oneness’. Obviously Eliade’s writings had been help-
ful, but this time Myerhoff was also inspired by authors such as Carl Jung, Joseph 
Campbell, Maud Oakes and Alan Watts.40 In 1975 Myerhoff even interpreted the 
‘mystic visions’ of the Huichol as a version of the ‘coincidentia oppositorum’.41

36  B.G. Myerhoff, ‘The Doctor as Culture Hero: The Shaman of Rincon’, Anthropological Quar-
terly 39 (1966) 60-72 at 66, 68, 70.

37  B.G. Myerhoff, ‘The Deer-Maize-Peyote Symbol Complex among the Huichol Indians of 
Mexico’, Anthropological Quarterly 43 (1970) 64-78.

38  B.G. Myerhoff, ‘The Revolution as a Trip: Symbol and Paradox’, Annals of the American 
Academy of Political and Social Science 395 (1971) 105-16 at 109, 111, 116. 

39  B.G. Myerhoff, ‘New Styles of Humanism. American Youth’, Youth and Society 1 (1969) 
151-77 at 151, 163, 165.

40  B.G. Myerhoff, Peyote Hunt. The Sacred Journey of the Huichol Indians (Ithaca, 1974) 15, 21, 
248-9.

41  B.G. Myerhoff, ‘Peyote and Huichol Worldview: The Structure of a Mystic Vision’, in V. 
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Peter Furst

Peter Furst also named Eliade’s Shamanism as the ‘definitive study of shamanism’ 
in his 1965 article about pre-Colombian tomb sculptures. He interpreted these 
so-called Colima ‘warriors’ as ‘shamanic guardians of the dead’ and, referring to 
Harva, noticed striking similarities between the Mexican and the Asian ‘shamanic 
complex’ with their ‘shamanic tree’. The ‘shamanic complex’ contained ‘survivals 
from an extremely ancient common substratum’ but ‘certain aspects of shamanism 
may arise spontaneously in stress situations, and especially where a community or 
individuals find themselves unable to cope with the effects of onrushing industrial 
civilizations’.42

Later, in his famous 1972 volume Flesh of the Gods, Furst made a case for ‘Sha-
manism as a universal Ur-religion’. Yet again he found ‘striking similarities’, this 
time between ‘the basic premises and motifs of shamanism the world over’. These 
suggested ‘great antiquity as well as the universality of the creative unconscious 
of the human psyche’ and ‘the antiquity of the “psychedelic phenomenon” in 
shamanism’.43 According to Furst the ‘hallucinogenic drug use in contemporary 
society’ recalled elements of ‘their use in traditional non-Western magico-reli-
gious contexts’.44 Furst thought of the ‘primordial peyote quest’ as a ‘return to the 
mythical original state’ and attached great importance to the ‘true shaman’, who 
assumed ‘the enormous burden’ of responsibility for the welfare of his community. 
To function as ‘psychopomp’ or soul guide during the ‘peyote pilgrimage’, he must 
have accumulated sufficient ‘spirit power’, he ‘must “see” with the inner eye’ and he 
must have the capacity for ‘balance’ as he must ‘venture without fear onto the “nar-
row bridge” across the great chasm separating the ordinary world from the world 
beyond’. In other words, he must ‘complete himself ’ before he becomes a shaman 
and this condition could not be faked. As an example, Furst described the ‘memo-
rable demonstration of the meaning of “balance”’ of his shaman-informant at a 
‘spectacular waterfall’. Indeed, a note referred to Castaneda’s ‘striking similar expe-
rience’ with don Genaro.45 Furst not only proposed an exalted view on shamans, 
he also made shamanic experiences an option for non-shamans as he downplayed 
the differences between ‘true shamans’ and other ‘peyoteros’. According to him, 
‘participation in a peyote journey makes each man a kind of shaman or priest’.46 

Rubin (ed.), Cannabis and Culture (The Hague and Paris, 1975) 417-38; NN, ‘Barbara My-
erhoff ’s Life Celebrated’, Visual Anthropology Review 1 (1985) 2.

42  P.T. Furst, ‘West Mexican Tomb Sculpture as Evidence for Shamanism in Prehistoric Meso-
america’, Antropologica 15 (1965) 29-80 at 33, 67, 75.

43  P.T. Furst, ‘Introduction’, in idem (ed.), Flesh of the Gods (London, 1972) vii-xvi at viii-xi.
44  Furst, ‘Introduction’, xii.
45  P.T. Furst, ‘Peyote Among the Huichol Indians of Mexico’, in idem, Flesh of the Gods, 136-84 

at 145, 152-3.
46  Furst, ‘Peyote Among the Huichol Indians of Mexico’, in idem, Flesh of the Gods, 183.
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Most contributors to Flesh of the Gods incorporated countercultural considera-
tions in their interpretation of shamanism. For instance, the ethnobotanist Rich-
ard Evans Schultes wrote: ‘Western civilization’s new found ways of attaining the 
“mystic experience” by altering the chemical homeostasis of the body represents 
nothing new; for thousands of years, primitive societies the world over have used 
psychometric plants for purposes of religious ritual, divination or magic’.47 An-
thropologist Johannes Wilbert argued that ‘the various forms of shamanism prac-
ticed today by the Warao with the aid of tobacco (…) constitute true survivals of 
a more ancient shamanistic stratum with roots in Mesolithic and even Paleolithic 
Asia’.48 The Austrian-born Colombian anthropologist Gerardo Reichel-Dolmatoff 
(1912-1994) promoted interdisciplinary and comparative research on the ‘psycho-
biological’ effects of hallucinogens to ascertain an ‘important reference point on 
which to base informed opinion and decisions on the use of hallucinogens in ad-
vanced cultures’.49 Gordon Wasson made his well-known point about the origins 
of ‘poetry and philosophy and religion’.50 Flesh of the Gods was a landmark in psy-
chedelic and experiential anthropology and as such, pivotal for the genealogy of 
shamanism.

Furst deserves some extra attention as he remained a highly influential academ-
ic interpreter of shamanism. Although he dissociated himself from Castaneda, 
for instance by publicly vilifying an anthropologist who accused him of helping 
Castaneda with his fabrication, his work was laden with the countercultural com-
monplaces that also permeated Castaneda’s work.51 Moreover, it shaped the trend 
among scholars of Mesoamerican Art to use the term ‘shaman’. A highly critical 
and convincing reassessment of this trend points out the specific problems of us-
ing the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ in Mesoamerican Art studies. In a delib-
erately sharp tone, the authors wrote:

Unless Mesoamericanists can come to agreement on a valid definition of “sha-
man”, we recommend that the term be dropped. Instead, we encourage art 
historians, historians of religion, and social scientists to work together to cre-
ate a more refined, more nuanced terminology that would distinguish, cross-

47  R.E. Schultes, ‘An Overview of hallucinogens in the Western Hemisphere’, in Furst, Flesh of 
the Gods, 3-54. 

48  J. Wilbert, ‘Tobacco Among the Warao of Venezuela’, in Furst, Flesh of the Gods, 55-83 at 83.
49  G. Reichel-Dolmatoff, ‘Cultural Context of Banisteriopsis Caapi’, in Furst, Flesh of the Gods, 

84-113 at 111.
50  G. Wasson, ‘The Divine Mushroom of Immortality’, in Furst, Flesh of the Gods, 185-200. In 

his other contribution Wasson argued that ‘the Soma of the Aryans’ had also been a mush-
room (201-13).

51  S. Romero, ‘Peyote’s Hallucinations Spawn Real-Life Academic Feud’, New York Times (Sep-
tember 16, 2003) [www.nytimes.com/2003/09/16/science/peyote-s-hallucinations-spawn-
real-life-academic-feud.html?pagewanted=1].
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culturally, among the many different kinds of roles currently lumped together 
under the vague and homogenizing rubric of “shaman”. (...) Indeed, the “sha-
man” lives in a timeless space occupied by spirits rather than real people, a 
mystical space-time much like the otherworld of shamanic lore. He or she, 
in other words, is a phantom, a member of what Taussig (1989) has called “a 
made-up, modern, Western category” – a category of people who, some Mes-
oamericanists seem to think, are not like us at all.52

In his dismissal, Furst retorted by claiming that his critics were ‘stuck in a very old-
fashioned idea of shamanism’. According to him, it was not true that ‘shamans and 
societies in which they serve as “technicians of the sacred” and (to borrow again 
from Eliade) “masters of ecstasy” are steeped in “magical thinking” and mysticism. 
Abundant literature shows shamans to be, typically, indigenous intellectuals and 
philosophers, careful observers and interpreters of nature and the natural forces of 
the universe, whatever metaphors they may employ to make them comprehensible 
to their people.’53

52  C.F. Klein et al., ‘The Role of Shamanism in Mesoamerican Art. A Reassessment’, Cur-
rent Anthropology 43 (2002) 383-419; J.D. Lewis-Williams, ‘On Sharpness and Scholar-
ship in the Debate on “Shamanism”’, Current Anthropology 45 (2004) 404-5; P. Jolly, ‘On 
the Definition of Shamanism’, Current Anthropology 46 (2005) 127. Michael Taussig is a 
controversial Australian-born anthropologist known for his provocative and unconven-
tional ethnographic studies. He studied medicine in Australia in Sydney, and he earned 
a PhD in anthropology at the London School of Economics. He is currently a professor 
of anthropology at Columbia University in New York. In his complex 1987 ethnography 
on shamanism and terror in Colombia he combined fact and fiction and used a symbolic 
Marxist approach to examine how shamanic power is produced and reproduced by com-
plex historical forces: the colonially generated savagery attributed to the indios of the Ama-
zonian lowlands, experiences of terror unleashed by capitalism and the state, and attempts 
by missionaries to demonize and suppress shamanism. According to him, the missionaries’ 
struggle against shamanism has contributed to creating and strengthening its magic as a 
new social force. See M.T. Tausig, ‘History as Sorcery’ Representations 7 (1984) 87-109 and 
idem, Shamanism, Colonialism, and the Wild Man: A Study in Terror and Healing (Chi-
cago, 1987). See also D. Stoll, ‘Smoky Trails: On Taussig’s Shamanism, Colonialism and the 
Wild Man’, Anthropology Today 3/6 (1987) 9-10; J.F. Miller, ‘Paradox, Process, and Mystery: 
An Exploration of Anthropology and Healing’, Arizona Anthropologist 11 (1994) 1-29; G. 
Huggan, ‘(Post)Colonialism, Anthropology, and the Magic of Mimesis’, Cultural Critique 
38 (1997-1998) 91-106; G. Gordillo, ‘Shamanic Forms of Resistance in the Argentinean 
Chaco. A Political Economy’, Journal of Latin American Anthropology 8 (2003) 1104-26. 
Taussig’s version of Cultural Studies is contested, as a review of the anthropologist Micaela 
di Leonardo shows: ‘Taussig’s whole is wholly false, a product of a romantic antimodern-
ism that falsifies the very lives he claims to be representing’, see idem, ‘It’s the Discourse, 
Stupid!’, Nation (17 March 1997) 35-7 at 35.

53  P. Furst, ‘Reply to Klein et al.’, Current Anthropology 43 (2002) 404-5.
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In essence, Furst thus stuck to his essentialist and primitivist interpretation of 
shamanism. Illustrative of his neglect and even misrecognition of social circum-
stances is his interpretation of the advance of Huichol art. It began when he asked 
his informant, the artist-shaman Ramon Medina Silva, to make a series of yarn 
paintings to accompany a series of myths they were recording in 1965. Afterwards, 
other Huichol began to produce similar paintings, in some cases based on peyote 
experiences. The paintings evolved into a major indigenous art form sold around 
the world. Furst thus instigated a new tradition of shamanic narrative yarn paint-
ings, but he also took decisive steps for the positioning of Huichol art on the global 
marketplace by emphasising the ‘pure gaze’ of the artists: in his 2003 Visions of a 
Huichol Shaman Furst described ‘the uniquely Huichol yarn paintings’ and ex-
plained their development from ‘folk art’ to ‘fine arts’ by pointing to ‘the creative 
genius of a handful of a superbly trained and inspired Huichol interpreters of vi-
sions and mythology’. Furst acknowledged that the paintings were intended from 
the start for the market but argued that this ‘has not detracted from the sacredness 
of their content and continuing role in Huichol devotional practice’. Ultimately, 
he did not recognise his own academic work as position-taking in what Bourdieu 
called ‘the struggle for the dominant principle of hierarchization’.54

Michael Harner

A remarkably bold anthropological volume appeared in 1973 and was a break-
through in the genealogy of shamanism. Hallucinogens and Shamanism was edited 
by the anthropologist Michael Harner. A year before he had published the ethnog-
raphy The Jívaro: People of the Sacred Waterfalls, which was surprisingly conven-
tional for an anthropologist who had ‘gone native’.55 That is to say, Harner would 
later claim that he had learned ‘firsthand how to practice shamanism the Jivaro way’ 
after a ‘barefoot, blind shaman’ encouraged him in his ‘new quest’. The shaman told 
him that ‘he did not know of anyone who had encountered and learned so much on 
their first ayahuasca journey. “You can surely be a master shaman”, he said’.56 

54  P.T. Furst, ‘To Find Our Life: Peyote Among the Huichol Indians of Mexico’, in idem, Flesh 
of the Gods, 136-84 at 153 and Visions of a Huichol Shaman (Philadelphia, 2003) xi and 1; 
Myerhoff, Peyote Hunt, 46; P. Bourdieu, ‘The Field of Cultural Production, or: the Econom-
ic World Revisited’, Poetics 12 (1983) 311-56 at 321; Fikes, Carlos Castaneda, 70-102. The 
artist and anthropologist Hope MacLean argues that ‘shamanic art’ is a debated concept. 
He distinguishes ‘art on shamanic subjects’ from ‘visionary art’ and ‘shamanic ritual art’, 
and interprets these as ‘a mode of discourse about shamanic knowledge’, see H. MacLean, 
‘Huichol Yarn Paintings, Shamanic Art and the Global Marketplace’, Studies in Religion 32 
(2003) 311-35. 

55  M. Harner, The Jívaro: People of the Sacred Waterfalls (New York, 1972) and idem (ed.), 
Hallucinogens and Shamanism (Oxford, 1973).

56  M. Harner, The Way of the Shaman. A Guide to Power and Healing (San Francisco, 1980) 8.
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Hallucinogens and Shamanism was controversial and provocative. With the 
book, Harner intended to rectify the inadequate attention that ‘native hallucino-
gens’ had received in anthropology. An exceptional quality of the book, Harner 
argued, was that all authors had ingested ‘native psychotropic materials’. The effect 
of these ‘subjective experiences’ was that they had come to an empirical under-
standing of the meaning of the drugs to the peoples they studied.57 Harner empha-
sised the importance of these experiences, for instance when he argued that the 
realities of shamanism could not be expressed by words. Shamanism could only 
be approached with the aid of natemä, which was, according to him, ‘the chemical 
door to the otherwise invisible door of the Jivaro shaman.’58 Harner found a vari-
ety of corresponding themes among the experiences of South-American shamans 
when under the influence of ahayuasca, and noted the correspondence between 
the American concept of the ‘trip’ and the ‘shamanic journey’. This confirmed his 
idea of the ‘non-cultural origin’ of shamanism. In other words, it was universal.59 

The rambling and lengthy contribution of the ‘ethnopoet’ Henry Munn about 
the ‘Mushrooms of Language’ is significant. Munn was not an anthropologist but 
Harner still considered him an experiential expert on hallucinogenic plants as 
Munn had gone native during a Wasson-inspired psychedelic quest in Mexico. 
He had even married Maria Sabina’s niece. Munn concluded his article as follows: 

The shaman, chanting in a melodic communication with the origins of crea-
tion, the sources of the voice, and the fountains of the word, related to reality 
from the heart of his existential ecstasy by the active mediation of language: 
the articulation of meaning and experience. To call such transcendental ex-
periences of light, vision and speech hallucinatory is to deny that they are 
revelatory of reality. In the ancient codices, the colored books, the figures sit, 
hieroglyphs of words, holding the mushrooms of language in pairs in their 
hands: signs of signification.60

The Chilean psychologist Claudio Naranjo, another close friend of Carlos Cas-
taneda, also contributed. He had already acquired recognition as an authority on 
psychedelic psychology with his 1973 The Healing Journey in which he had ar-

57  M.J. Harner, ‘Preface’, in idem (ed.), Hallucinogens and Shamanism (Oxford, 1973) vii-viii; 
Letcher, Shroom, 212-3.

58  M.J. Harner, ‘The Sound of Rushing Water’, in idem, Hallucinogens and Shamanism, 15-27 
at 26.

59  M.J. Harner, ‘Hallucinogens and Shamanism: The Question of a Trans-Cultural Experi-
ence’, and ‘Common Themes in South American Indian Yagé Experiences’, in idem, Hal-
lucinogens and Shamanism, 151-4 at 152, 155-75 at 155.

60  H. Munn, ‘The Mushrooms of Language’, in Harner, Hallucinogens and Shamanism, 86-122 
at 122. See also Munn’s ‘The Uniqueness of Maria Sabina’, in J. Rothenberg (ed.), Maria 
Sabina. Selections (Berkeley, 2003) 140-63.
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gued that ‘“psychotherapy” (rightly understood) and “mysticism” or “esotericism” 
(rightly understood) are but different stages in a single process of consciousness 
expansion, integration, self-realization’.61 In Harner’s volume Naranjo interpreted 
the reactions to ayahuasca or yagé ‘among non-natives that are not informed of 
the natives’ accounts of theirs’. The result was ‘an embracing whole’ of images and 
experiences ‘of the sort that is generally misnamed hallucinatory’. The ‘mythico-
religious’ element pervaded the ‘yagé experiences’. Naranjo wrote:

The complex of images discussed first as portraying the polarity of being and 
becoming, freedom and necessity, spirit and matter, only set up the stage for 
the human drama. This involves the battle of opposites and eventually their 
reconciliation or fusion, after giving way to death and destruction, be this by 
fire, tigers, drowning, or devouring snakes. The beauty of fluid fire, the grace-
ful tiger, or the subtle and wise reptile these seem most expressive for the 
synthetic experience of accepting life as a whole, or, better, accepting existence 
as a whole, life and death included; evil included too, though from a given 
spiritual perspective it is not experienced as evil any more. Needless to say, the 
process is essentially religious, and it could even be suspected that every myth 
presents us one particular aspect of the same experience.62

Myerhoff, Furst, Harner and others from UCLA thus structured a kind of ‘scientif-
ic revolution’ by incorporating psychedelic and other countercultural knowledge 
in their essentialist and primitivist conceptualisation of shamanism. As a ‘circle of 
legitimacy’ they produced a ‘universe of belief ’ in which the shaman came to rep-
resent the most authentic charismatic figure who, outside social or cultural struc-
tures, had acquired perennial knowledge as he experienced life and the world in 
all their wholeness.63 Subsequently, as we will see in the next section, some of these 
scholars would relocate and transform their experiential knowledge and academic 
capital towards the field of esotericism, where they positioned shamanism among 
a range of other ideas and practices that were concerned with transpersonal and 
other esoteric knowledge.

Four shamanisms

Harner may count as the foremost designer of a field of shamanism as he changed 
shamanism from a scholarly subject to be approached intellectually and/or expe-

61  C. Naranjo, The Healing Journey: New Approaches to Consciousness (New York, 1973) 16-
17.

62  C. Naranjo, ‘Psychological Aspects of the Yagé Experience in an Experimental Setting’, in 
Harner, Hallucinogens and Shamanism, 176-90 at 177, 189-90.

63  Bourdieu, ‘The Specificity of the Scientific Field’, 39.
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rienced during fieldwork into an assortment of techniques to be taught, learned 
and experienced during workshops and courses. Esalen was a central location in 
this process. In the early days of Esalen shamanism was primarily related to psych-
edelics. Exemplary was the 1964 Esalen seminar on ‘Shamanism: Supernaturalism 
and Hallucinogenic Drugs’, where both Michael Harner and Joseph Henderson 
lectured. Harner was assisted by Castaneda and Naranjo. Although Castaneda did 
not thrive at Esalen, Naranjo became one of Esalen’s most prominent Gestalt ther-
apists. He was so impressed by Fritz Perls (see Chapter Six) that he concluded that 
he ‘was a genius, a shaman from another culture’. Gradually, Naranjo acquired an 
authoritative position in the field of esotericism. To the horror of Perls, however, 
Naranjo created a psychedelic version of Gestalt therapy by incorporating hal-
lucinogenic drugs.64 Silverman’s 1967 seminar about ‘Shamanism, Psychedelics, 
and the Schizophrenias’ is a case in point as well. At a 1968 seminar Harner and 
Naranjo were still on the psychedelic track when they lectured about ‘Shamanism, 
Ritual and Psychotic Ways to the Unconsciousness’.65 Gradually, however, as the 
psychedelic component in the field of esotericism diminished, shamanism also 
lost its psychedelic gist. In line with the 1970s mainstreaming of esotericism, sha-
manism became one of a range of other esoteric practices. Harner’s retrospective 
on his shamanic career is worth citing at length as it summarises the transforma-
tion of his approach to shamanism:

Initially I assumed that consciousness-changing plants of one sort or another 
were probably essential in the “trance” or “ecstasy” associated with shamanic 
journeying and practice. But after doing much cross-cultural research, I reluc-
tantly concluded by the late 1960’s that shamans in most indigenous cultures 
altered their state of consciousness without the use of biochemical substanc-
es. My research also led me to conclude that percussion sound was far more 
widely used than plant “medicines” to achieve what I later called the Shamanic 
State of Consciousness. (...)

Following his initial shamanic training in the Upper Amazon in 1961 and 
1964, Professor Michael Harner developed his personal practice of shaman-
ism and shamanic healing in the United States. He also began to teach about 
the practical importance of the ancient shamanic knowledge and wisdom of 
the tribal peoples of the world. As he wrote and lectured on shamanism, stu-
dents and others began to ask him to introduce them to the shamanic meth-

64  Anderson, The Upstart Spring, 224-5; Kripal, Esalen, 105, 174-5. Later on, Naranjo did well 
as the promoter of the Enneagram, a supposedly mystical Islamic categorization of person-
ality types that was probably created by Gurdjieff. During the 1990s, Naranjo and others 
successfully implemented their version of this esoteric technique into the business world 
as a way to gain insight into the functioning of individuals and or in organizations, see also 
www.claudionaranjo.net/.

65  See www.bigsurtapes.com.
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ods. In response to these requests, he started giving training workshops in the 
early 1970’s to small groups of people. Interest in this training rapidly grew, 
and in 1979 he founded the Center for Shamanic Studies in Norwalk, Con-
necticut, to facilitate the training.66

Core-shamanism: Michael Harner

Harner stamped his shamanic authority on the field of esotericism once and for 
all with his 1980 The Way of the Shaman. A Guide to Power and Healing. This 
landmark study was the first do-it-yourself manual for the practice of shamanism. 
As ‘the ancient methods of shamanism are already time-tested; in fact, they have 
been tested immeasurably longer than psychoanalysis and other psychotherapeu-
tic techniques’, the purpose of the book was ‘to help contemporary Westerners, 
for the first time, to benefit from this knowledge in their quest to supplement the 
approaches of modern technological medicine’. It was time to help transmit this 
knowledge ‘to those who have been cut off from it for centuries’. During fieldwork 
among different North American and South American tribes, Harner claimed, he 
had been successfully ‘taught firsthand’ the ‘practical aspects of this ancient hu-
man legacy’. From these experiences, Harner had distilled and adapted a variety of 
exercises that he considered the core of shamanism, hence the name by which his 
practices became known: core-shamanism.67

Core-shamanic techniques offer doorways to an authentic yet academically ver-
ified powerful world of spirits. Through Harner’s shamanic courses, participants 
could start down an infinite road towards self-improvement and self-realisation. 
Basic elements of the shamanic road towards perennial knowledge as described 
by Harner are drumming and visualizing techniques. They facilitate the ‘shamanic 
journey’ into the ‘shamanic Lowerworld’, and can cause a ‘shamanic state of con-
sciousness’, which is the ‘cognitive condition in which one perceives the “nonordi-
nary reality” of Carlos Castaneda’.68 The Way of the Shaman introduces techniques 
that focus on the ‘mythical paradise of animal-human unity’ and the so-called 
‘power animals’, which are guardian spirits accessible in ‘non-ordinary reality to 
the shaman and vision-seeker’. Via shaking rattles and specific body movements 
in techniques such as ‘calling the beasts’, ‘the starting dance’ and ‘dancing your ani-
mal’, it becomes possible to ‘participate in the power’ of the animal world.69 

In Harner’s shamanic universe, power animals, also known as guardian spirits, 
help to increase the ‘physical energy and ability to resist contagious disease’, and 

66  M. Harner, ‘The History and Work of the Foundation for Shamanic Studies’, Shamanism 18 
(2005) at www.shamanism.org/articles/article18.html.

67  Harner, The Way of the Shaman, xii, 19. For a sympathetic description of Harner’s practices, 
see Znamenski, Beauty of the Primitive, 242-7.

68  Harner, The Way of the Shaman, 20-56.
69  Idem, 57-68.
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‘mental alertness and self-confidence’. They can help people to become ‘power-
full’, which ‘is like having a force field in and around you’. This is crucial as this 
can make people ‘resistant to power intrusions, the shamanic equivalent of infec-
tions’. According to Harner’s shamanic point of view, ‘illnesses usually are power 
intrusions’, hence the focus on journeys and other techniques ‘to restore power’. 
A group journey is also doable as a technique to ‘retrieve someone’s power ani-
mal’. So-called ‘synchronicities’ form ‘one of the interesting features of a successful 
guardian spirit journey’. This concept, taken from Jung, denoted the ‘remarkable 
coincidences’ that occur during journeys. The frequent ‘occurrence of positive 
synchronicities’ or, in other words, ‘good luck’, signifies that ‘the shaman is work-
ing correctly and benefiting from power’.70

Core-shamanism also entails the interpretation of dreams, a technique by which 
power can be restored at a distance. A ‘bone game’ is based on the idea that objects 
‘that attract you for no clear conscious reason’ can be ‘power objects’. Shamans 
‘ascribe a singular importance’ to quartz crystals as these are ‘the strongest power 
object of all’. As final points, Harner describes techniques to extract ‘harmful ex-
trusions’ with the aid of ‘plant helpers’.71 In addition to his supposedly ‘traditional’ 
shamanic methods, Harner created ‘shamanic counselling’, which differs from 
common western counselling methods as it is ‘experiential’ rather than ‘verbal’. 
Certified shamanic counsellors help people to learn how to make their shamanic 
journeys into ‘shamanic reality to obtain guidance and wisdom to deal with per-
sonal concerns’.72 

Harner positioned his core-shamanism next to other esoteric and transpersonal 
practices by presenting core-shamanism as the ‘universal or near-universal prin-
ciples and practices of shamanism not bound to any specific cultural group or 
perspective’ and as a successful ‘strategy for personal learning and acting on that 
learning’.73 One of the features through which Harner distinguished his own non-
formative shamanic practices from other practices in the field of esotericism was 
his distinct shamanic lingo. As a professor in anthropology he had the linguistic 
competence or, in Bourdieu’s terminology, the ‘mastery of liturgy’, to mobilise his 
authority in the field through words. His words were effective because the indi-
viduals whom he addressed recognised him as authorised to do so. Slowly but 
surely, his concept of ‘shamanic states of consciousness’ was recognised as a sepa-
rate esoteric category.74 

70  Idem, 69-90.
71  Idem, 113-34.
72  M. Harner, ‘Shamanic Counseling’, in G. Doore (ed.), Shaman’s Path: Healing, Personal 

Growth and Empowerment (Boston, 1988) 179-87, cited in J.B. Townsend, ‘Core Shaman 
and Neopagan Leaders of the Mystical Movement in Contemporary Society’, Dialogue and 
Alliance 13 (1999) 100-22 at 105.

73  Harner, The Way of the Shaman; Von Stuckrad, Schamanismus end Esoterik, 157-74.
74  P. Bourdieu, ‘The Economics of Linguistic Exchanges’, Social Science Information 16 (1977) 
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It is noteworthy that Harner structured his shamanic practices in accordance 
with his academic dispositions. His students can gain certificates which allow 
them to manage introductory and advanced workshops in shamanism. And so his 
entrepreneurial gatekeeping corresponde d to the credentialing of America, where 
educational requirements increasingly became the major basis of separating work 
into distinct positions and career lines.75 Harner remained loyal to Esalen, where 
he led five invitational conferences on shamanism from 1984 until 1988, but he 
primarily engaged himself with his own shamanic enterprise, teaching experien-
tial courses throughout the United States, ranging from beginner to advanced. 
When he resigned his chair in anthropology in 1987, his Center for Shamanic 
Studies was integrated into his Foundation for Shamanic Studies (FSS), an organi-
zation dedicated to ‘the worldwide preservation, study, and teaching of shamanic 
knowledge for the welfare of the Planet’.76 

Harner’s successful position-taking in the booming field of esotericism was vital 
for the genesis of a subfield of esotericism that was devoted to shamanism, that 
is, a field of shamanism. He secured an acclaimed authoritative position for him-
self as his combination of academic and esoteric knowledge provided him with 
unsurpassed authority in the field. One of the reasons for the expansion of core-
shamanism is that Harner’s certified students started to manage workshops and 
established foundation-recognised drumming circles, a kind of shamanic self-help 
groups. His habitual anti-authoritarian stance gave students of core-shamanism 
the liberty to diverge from the methods that Harner had developed and to estab-
lish their own distinct form of shamanism. In this way new shamanic ideas and 
practices were positioned next to and at variance with core-shamanism. Gradu-
ally, a variety of esoteric teachers from outside core-shamanism also began to pre-
sent themselves as shamanic experts. They all represented, in their own way, a 
supposedly authentic and perennial shamanic knowledge and they all proposed 
self-realisation through empowering techniques. Before I turn to the socio-polit-
ical setting in which a field of shamanism was established, I will first look at some 
of the other shamanic experts who took major steps in this process.77 

645-68 and ‘Authorized Language. The Social Conditions for the Effectiveness of Ritual 
Discourse’, in idem, Language and Symbolic Power, 107-116.

75  R. Collins, The Credential Society: An Historical Sociology of Education and Stratification 
(New York, 1979); D.K. Brown, ‘The Social Sources of Educational Credentialism: Status 
Cultures, Labor Markets, and Organizations’, Sociology of Education 74 (2001) 19-34; J.B. 
Townsend, ‘Core Shamanism and Neo-Shamanism’, in M.N. Walter and E.J. Neumann 
Fridman (eds.), Shamanism. An Encyclopedia of World Beliefs, Practices, and Culture (Santa 
Barbara, 2004) 49-5.

76  Harner, ‘The History and Work of the Foundation for Shamanic Studies’.
77  Townsend, ‘Core Shamanism and Neo-Shamanism’, 49-57.
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Transpersonal shamanism: Stephan Larsen

While Joseph Campbell loomed over the field of shamanism as a major schol-
arly intellect, his students contributed significantly to the structuring of a field 
of shamanism. Campbell’s student and biographer Stephen Larsen, for instance, 
stimulated its genesis by publishing The Shaman’s Doorway in 1976.78 Larsen was a 
Swedenborgian transpersonal psychologist who evoked the lessons of his teacher 
when he described the shaman as ‘man’s basic creative response to the presence 
of the mythic dimension’. The shaman’s ‘primary allegiance is to the supernatural 
dimension, not to the society’ and thus he relates to the ‘psychological aspect that 
lends depth and richness to the human existence, whatever its setting, which I 
shall call guidance’. Critically reflecting on Christianity and Judaism (‘the myths 
that have guided and shaped our destinies for the past thousand years’ and that 
‘emerged from the doings of a particular group of Semitic nomads wandering 
around the Mediterranean Near East’), Larsen considered the time ripe to return 
to ‘the visionary quest’ of shamanism. Shamans were ‘the prototype of the spir-
itual, the psychological, the adventurer’. They were the opposite of priests on ac-
count of their ‘internal voyage, the plunge within’. Their ‘path’ was relevant for ‘the 
modern world’ as Larsen believed that, ‘at the present time our priestly, orienting 
relationship to myth is on the wane and the shamanic, guiding aspect once again 
urgent. We are unhappy with our orthodoxies and ask for experience’.79

Larsen acknowledged the importance of psychedelics, as they had shown the 
presence of ‘the realm of myth’ in the here and now, but he did not advise the 
use of drugs. Instead, he recommended working with ‘mythic patterns’ to ‘initiate 
a change in consciousness’. As ‘sociological and psychological problems express 
each other, by analogy’, the required societal change had to come from individuals 
working on themselves. Indeed, Larsen presented shamanism as the resolution of 
‘our current predicaments, both outer and inner. The ecological crisis, for example, 
seems an extension of how we treat our bodies in this technological society’. Lars-
en thus unfolded a shamanic ecological plan that was, in Bourdieu’s terms, ‘antipo-
litical political’ as it rejected ‘the primacy of economics and politics’. Instead, his 
psychologism guided him towards an emphasis on individual accountability.80 

As founder and director of the Center for Symbolic Studies, which he estab-
lished in the Hudson Valley near New York ‘to carry on the work of Joseph Camp-
bell’, Larsen nowadays combines ‘shamanism’ with ‘personal mythology’ and the 
‘creative imagination’. Furthermore, as practising psychotherapist and director of 

78  S. Larsen, The Shaman’s Doorway: Opening Imagination to Power and Myth (Rochester, 
19982) vii-ix. According to Larsen’s well-nigh hagiographic biography of his teacher, 
Campbell had ‘showed forth’ the principle of shamanism in his own life, S. Larsen and R. 
Larsen, A Fire in the Mind (Rochester, 1991).

79  Larsen, The Shaman’s Doorway, 9-13.
80  Idem, 7, 14-5.
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the Stone Mountain Counselling Center, he provides the same region with coun-
selling, Biofeedback and Neurofeedback. Larsen has thus made progress as an ‘ex-
perience maker’ on a distinctly esoteric and therapeutic branch of the ‘experiential 
industries’, to use the terminology of Alvin Toffler. Guided by the dispositions that 
had also guided his intellectual hero, Larsen positioned himself as a scholarly in-
terpreter of shamanism in the field of esotericism in a distinct niche that covers 
shamanism, mythology and transpersonalism.81

Buddhist shamanism: Joan Halifax

The foreword to the 1988 edition of Larsen’s book was provided by the medical 
anthropologist Joan Halifax, another scholar who was vital for the genesis of the 
American field of shamanism. Praising Larsen’s work extensively, she wrote: ‘The 
shamanic influence can connect us not only with the past, but also show us how 
to enter the future in a sane and compassionate manner. It is well over a decade 
since The Shaman’s Doorway was written, but like shamanism itself, the content of 
this volume is timeless’.82 Of course, by presuming this timeless quality, she also 
reflected on her own work. That is to say, she also took steps down the shaman 
path, so to speak, for instance by coordinating a month-long seminar on ‘Shaman-
ism and the Mystic Quest’ at Esalen in 1977. The list of contributors to the seminar 
offers a view into the network in which Halifax participated. It was crucial for 
the genesis of the field as it contained, inter alia, Henry Munn, Barbara Myerhoff 
and Joseph Campbell.83 Undeniably, Halifax was at home in the Esalen network 
and her shamanology clearly echoed Esalen’s ‘tonality of mood’, as Bourdieu called 

81  A. Toffler, The Future Shock (New York, 1971) 217; Larsen, The Shaman’s Doorway, vii-
ix, see http://stonemountaincenter.com. Nowadays, the transpersonal psychologists Roger 
Walsh and Michael Winkelman dominate transpersonal shamanology. In his The World of 
Shamanism: New Views of an Ancient Tradition (Woodbury, 2007) Walsh, ‘M.D., Ph.D.’, as 
the cover of his book reveals, argues that ‘The world of shamanism is awakening. After long 
being demonized by clergy, diagnozed by psychiatrists, and dismissed by academics, inter-
est in shamanism is thriving’. According to Walsh, the explosion of western interest is the 
result of ‘the opening of the academic mind’ and the ‘availability of shamanic techniques’ 
(3-6). For Walsh’s impressive list of publications about psychology, psychedelics and sha-
manism, see www.drrogerwalsh.com/articles/. Michael Winkelman, on the other hand, 
focuses on the biological basis of shamanism, and the relationship of shamanic universals 
to brain processes, ‘Shamanism and Biological Origins of Religiosity’, Shaman 14 (2006) 
89-113. Significantly, he dedicated his Shamanism: Biopsychosocial Paradigm of Conscious-
ness and Healing (Santa Barbara, 20102) to ‘shamans past and future, and all who wish to 
better understand our evolved spiritual nature’ (v). See also S. Krippner, ‘The psychology of 
shamanism’, in Walter and Neumann Fridman, Shamanism, 204-11.

82  J. Halifax, ‘Foreword’, in Larsen, The Shaman’s Doorway, v-vi.
83  See www.esalen.org/air/esaleninitiatives3.shtml [01-09-2008].
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it.84 She worked as Campbell’s research assistant on his Historical Atlas of World 
Mythology, and for a while she was married to Esalen resident and transpersonal 
psychiatrist Stanislav Grof, with whom she published The Human Encounter With 
Death in 1977, a description of a programme of psychedelic therapy for people dy-
ing of cancer. Maria Sabina had inspired them as well as the ‘shamanic initiation’ 
as described by Eliade.85 

During fieldwork among the Huichol, Halifax had studied with Matsúwa who 
was, she argued, a ‘renowned shaman among the Huichols’. He helped her dur-
ing her ‘experience of mental suffering’ that lasted from 1972 to 1978: ‘with him, 
through him, and with the help of peyote, my humor was unearthed. I had also 
seen through eyes older than mine, and knew I had to find a way to stabilize and 
integrate what I had seen on the visionary cactus’.86 Subsequently, she published 
her highly influential 1979 anthropological classic Shamanic Voices. A Survey of 
Visionary Narratives. The admiring comments of Gordon Wasson, Barbara Myer-
hoff, Jerome Rothenberg and Claudio Naranjo adorn the back cover of the book, 
exemplifying the field in which Halifax had produced her Shamanic Voices. It was 
a volume of ‘shamanic narratives’ from African, American, Australian, Siberian 
and other classic and contemporary shamans. The book intended to illustrate that 
the ‘perfection of the timeless past, the paradise of a mythological era, is an exis-
tential potential in the present. And the shaman, through sacred action, commu-
nicates this potential to all’.87 

The introductory chapter dealt with many prominent themes of the kind of sha-
manology that was favoured in the Esalen milieu, such as ‘the crisis journey’, ‘the 
quest for vision’, ‘the sacred tree’, ‘the spirit flight’, ‘the androgyne shaman’, ‘shaman 
song’ and a theme that she primarily derived from Myerhoff, ‘shamanic balance’. 
Following Rothenberg and Eliade, Halifax depicted shamans remarkably unre-
strainedly as

healers, seers, and visionaries who have mastered death, (…) poets and sing-
ers, (…) spiritual leaders but also judges and politicians, the repositories of 
the knowledge of the culture’s history, both sacred and secular, (…) psycho- 

84  Bourdieu, ‘Intellectual Field and Creative Project’, 113.
85  S. Grof and J. Halifax, The Human Encounter With Death (New York, 1977) 13-5, 194-5; 

Larsen and Larsen, Joseph Campbell, 497-8. 
86  J. Halifax, ‘Matsúwa. Mesoamerica/Huichol’ in idem, Shamanic Voices. A Survey of Vision-

ary Narratives (New York, 1979) 249-52 and ‘A Buddhist Life in America: Simplicity in the 
Complex’ (1998) at www.upaya.org/roshi/dox/Buddhist_life.pdf. See also J.I. Ford, ‘Joan 
Halifax and Upaya Zen Center’, in idem, Zen Master Who? A Guide to the People and Stories 
of Zen (Somerville, 2006) 172-3.

87  Halifax, Shamanic Voices, 34.
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logists, entertainers, and food finders. Above all, however, shamans are the 
technicians of the sacred and masters of ecstasy.88

Surprisingly, although she became involved in shamanism, she eventually became 
a Soto Zen priest in 1997. Years before, in 1979, she had established the Ojay 
Foundation in California, ‘an educational community deeply influenced by Bud-
dhism and the wilderness’ and, shortly afterwards, the Upaya Zen Center in Santa 
Fe, New Mexico. In the meantime, she introduced shamanism to wider audiences. 
The author of the 1988 Shamanism for Everyone and the 2002 The Complete Idiot’s 
Guide to Shamanism, for instance, learned about shamanism through a travel bro-
chure that featured a group trip to Ecuador, led by Halifax, ‘to meet with shamans 
and other traditional healers’ in the early 1980s. Halifax’s richly illustrated 1982 
Shaman. The Wounded Healer also reached large audiences. In an uncomplicated 
style, Halifax suggested that for the shaman ‘all that exists in the revealed world 
has a living force within it. This life energy force, like the Polynesian mana of the 
Sioux wakanda, is conceived as a divine force that permeates all’.89

In due course, Halifax acquired a position in the field of shamanism as a teacher 
with scholarly and experiential knowledge of the ‘spiritual paths’ and ‘mystical 
experiences’ of shamanism and Buddhism. These paths complement each other as 
shamanism ‘tends to develop the instinctual side of one’s being – the lower chakras 
in Tibetan Buddhist terms’ and cultivates the ‘life energy force’, while ‘the teach-
ings of Buddhism related to the “practice of virtue”’.90 She combines Buddhist and 
shamanic themes, for instance by exploring the ‘five directions on a mandala or 
medicine wheel of deep ecology’ and asserting that, ‘the encounter between sha-
manism and Buddhism has something to offer us. Both traditions are based in 
the experience of direct practice realization, of direct knowing, of communion, of 
understanding through experience, of seeing through the eyes of compassion’.91 As 
von Stuckrad observed, Halifax was very influential on the ‘schamanischen Dis-
kurses’, also because her books address more intellectual audiences than the books 
that Harner and Castaneda published.92 

88  Idem, 3-4; Larsen, Joseph Campbell, 495-8; D.D. Buie, ‘Space as Mind/Mandala Places: Joan 
Halifax, Tsultrim Allione and Yvonne Rand’, in E. Banks Findly (ed.), Women’s Buddhism, 
Buddhism’s Women. Tradition, Revision, Renewal (Boston, 2000) 373-89. See also www.
upaya.org/roshi/.

89  J. Halifax, Shaman. The Wounded Healer (London, 1982) 9; G. Graham Scott, The Complete 
Idiot’s Guide to Shamanism (Indianapolis, 2002) xvii. Gini Graham Scott has also published 
titles such as the 1993 Secrets of the Shaman and the 1989 Shaman Warrior.

90  J. Halifax, ‘Shamanism, Mind, and No-Self ’, in S. Nicholsen (ed.), Shamanism (Wheaten, 
1987) 213-22 at 220-1. 

91  J. Halifax, ‘The Third Body: Buddhism, Shamanism, and Deep Ecology’, in A.H. Badiner 
(ed.), Dharma Gaia: a Harvest of Essays in Buddhism and Ecology (Berkeley, 1990) 20-38.

92  Von Stuckrad, Schamanismus und Esoterik, 157.
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Medicine power: Lynn Andrews

In contrast, one of the most infamous celebrities on the field of shamanism is Lynn 
Andrews. When she set off her career with her bestselling 1981 Medicine Woman 
she did not yet offer shamanic knowledge. Instead, she offered ‘medicine power’. 
Andrews would adopt the label ‘shamanism’ later, only to have it boomerang back 
on her when critics nicknamed her the ‘Beverly Hills Shaman’.93 At the time that 
Andrews adopted the term ‘shaman’ a range of Native American Indian and other 
experts on medicine power had also started to label their ideas and practices as 
‘shamanism’. In fact, many of the teachers nowadays known as ‘white shamans’ 
began their careers as a ‘medicine man’ or ‘medicine woman’.94 

Lynn Andrews’s supposedly autobiographical Medicine Woman is a noteworthy 
book as it includes many themes that Castaneda had used before. According to 
Andrews, her spiritual quest was initiated by her encounter with Hyemeyohsts 
Storm at a party, where she was aware ‘of suddenly stepping into a magic circle 
with Storm’. The way in which Andrews strategically positioned her own practices 
by referring to the distinguished Storm is exemplary for the field of shamanism. 
This strategy involves, in the terminology of Bourdieu, a symbolic exchange of 
capital that, in this case, enhanced both the position of Storm and of Andrews.95 

Eventually, Andrews’s life changed completely when the American Indian ‘med-
icine woman’ Agnes Whistling Elk recognised Andrews as the ‘chosen’ one and 
took her on as an apprentice. Sure enough, after a range of mystifying ordeals 
Andrews acquired medicine power and was initiated into secret Native Ameri-
can knowledge.96 Due to its success, the book changed her life in other ways too. 
Nowadays she presents herself as ‘Shaman, Teacher and International Bestselling 

93  L. Andrews, Medicine Woman (New York, 1981) 14-5, 38-9; Jenkins, Dream Catchers, 179. 
Znamenski, however, uses the term ‘shaman’ to refer to the Native American teachers who 
featured in Andrews’s Medicine Woman, see Beauty of the Primitive, 220. One of the first to 
combine ‘medicine power’ with shamanism for a non-academic audience was the Swiss-
Canadian poet and lecturer Evelyn Sybil Mary Eaton (1902-1983), whose The Shaman and 
the Medicine Wheel (Wheaton, 1982) was published by the Theosophical Publishing House. 
It was a first-person account of Native American healing rituals that, as she explained on 
the first page, ‘may be called an attempt to travel the Shamanic Journey into a realm of 
experience we usually believe belongs to specialists, Medicine Men, and Women, Lamas, 
Saints, Enlightened Ones. We are not to leave it respectfully to them. It is the journey all of 
us will take when the time is right, and the time may be right for many who do not realize 
it, now.’

94  W. Rose, ‘The Great Pretenders: Further Reflections on White Shamanism’, in M.A. Jaimes 
(ed.), The State of Native America: Genocide, Colonisation and Resistance (Boston, 1992) 
403-21.

95  Andrews, Medicine Woman, 14-5.
96  Idem, 38-9.
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Author!’ who has ‘written 19 books about my adventures, personal transformation 
and spiritual growth with (...) the 44 women of the Sisterhood of the Shields of 
whom I am, today, a member.’ As an initiated member she has acquired enough es-
oteric capital to organise online and other courses, retreats and gatherings through 
which her clients can ‘achieve the highest levels of consciousness and spiritual 
skills’. Her institute is located in Oceanside, California, but her site on the world 
wide web is also important, as visitors to her website can ‘Give the Gift of Spirit’ by 
visiting her ‘Online Store’. Andrews has become an agent through whom people 
may discover ‘Inner Wealth’. They may find ‘the missing links to retrieval of self-
worth’ and open ‘the flow of well-being and personal abundance!’97 While critics 
from outside the field of shamanism harshly condemn her practices as ‘Commod-
ity Fetishism’ and ‘Pop Culture Feminism’, millions of admirers find Andrews’s 
medicine power a shamanic source of self-mastery, self-discovery and empower-
ment.98 

The rise of shamanic practices

The question now is how to interpret the explosive rise of shamanic practices dur-
ing the 1980s? For an answer we will return to Beckford, who emphasises the ways 
in which healing practices can empower people. Indeed, each in their own way, 
but all in accord with the logic of the field of esotericism, Harner, Larsen, Halifax 
and Andrews emphasise the empowering opportunities of their shamanic prac-
tices. Beckford’s stress on the importance of macro-sociological processes is also 
significant as it leads us to assess the conditions of life in which shamanic practices 
came to flourish. Matthew Wood’s analysis of contemporary healing practices can 
help us here, as he relates the occurrence of healing practices in which posses-
sion is a core element in the rise of ‘neoliberal globalization’. According to him, 
neoliberalisation has people ‘disempowered over their working lives’ at the same 
time as they are forced to make choices in their lives. People are called on to exert 
self-authority while at the same time being denied access to authority, but ‘means 
of possession’, which shamanic practices are, present a religious form that enables 
people ‘to exert authority over higher powers that exist beyond them within social 
contexts that access and limit such authority’.99 Because my interpretation of the 

97  See http://lynnandrews.com.
98  L.E. Donaldson, ‘On Medicine Women and White Shame-ans: New Age Native Ameri-

canism and Commodity Fetishism as Pop Culture Feminism’, Signs: Journal of Women in 
Culture and Society 24 (1999) 677-96.

99  M. Wood, ‘Holistic Health Therapies in Comparative Analysis’, in M. Bowman (ed.), Reli-
gion and Healing (Enfield Lock, 2000) 81-94, ‘Capital Possession: a Comparative Approach 
to ‘New Age’ and Control of the Means of Possession’, Culture and Religion 4 (2003) 159-
82, and Possession, Power and the New Age. Ambiguities of Authority in Neoliberal Societies 
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economy of shamanic goods is, for a large part, inspired by Wood’s analysis, I shall 
pay neoliberalisation some extra attention here.

Neoliberalisation

In general terms, neoliberalism can be described as a Utopian position that pri-
oritizes market-based and market-oriented responses to regulatory problems. It 
strives to intensify commodification in all realms of social life and it often mobi-
lises speculative financial instruments to open up new arenas for capitalist profit-
making. Neoliberalism postulates that homo economicus fares best in private and 
free (that is, unregulated) global markets and that an economy is a self-regulating, 
self-perfecting system which works through its own internal dynamics. It should 
be noted, however, that ‘neoliberalism’ is a contested concept and that various neo-
liberalisms and neoliberalisation projects can and should be distinguished. In spite 
of the global and universal claims of neoliberal prophets and the essentialist inter-
pretations of critics, among whom Bourdieu, different processes of neoliberalisa-
tion have taken place and are taking place in different pre-existing ‘landscapes’.100

For the instigation of neoliberalism in America, the Nobel Prize-winning Amer-
ican economist Milton Friedman (1912-2006) was crucial. He was one of the main 
gurus of neoliberal utopianism when he lectured to wide American audiences in 
his renowned 1980 PBS TV series Free To Choose. Friedman was a central intellec-
tual force behind Reagan’s aggressive free-market policies during the first phase of 
neoliberalism. In this ‘roll-back’ phase, neoliberal policies focused on the destruc-
tion, deregulation and discreditation of welfarist and social-collective institutions. 
The second or ‘roll-out’ phase of neoliberalism took place during the 1990s, when 
the Clinton and Blair administrations purposefully constructed and consolidated 
neoliberal state forms and modes of governance.101 This ‘Washington Consensus’ 

(Aldershot, 2007).
100 J. Peck and A. Tickell, ‘Neoliberalizing Space’, Antipode 34 (2002) 380-404; N. Brenner, J. 

Peck and N. Theodore, ‘Variegated Neoliberalization: Geographies, Modalities, Pathways’, 
Global Networks 10 (2010) 1-41. For a critical view of Bourdieu’s virtually essentialist in-
terpretation of neoliberalism as ‘imposition’ and ‘invasion’, see J.F. Lane, Bourdieu’s Politics. 
Problems and Possibilities (London, 2006) 11-35.

101 P.J. Boettke, ‘Milton and Rose Friedman’s “Free to Choose” and its impact in the global 
movement toward free market policy: 1979-2003’, Proceedings, Federal Reserve Bank of 
Dallas (October 2003) 137-52. Friedman, who also advised the British Prime Minister 
Margaret Thatcher and the Chilean general Augusto Pinochet (1915-2006), had already 
captured his neoliberal disposition in his 1962 Capitalism and Freedom: ‘because profit 
making is the essence of democracy, any government that pursues antimarket policies is 
being antidemocratic, no matter how much informed popular support they might enjoy. 
Therefore, it is best to restrict governments to the job of protecting private property and 
enforcing contracts and to delimit political debate to minor issues’, cited in H.A. Giroux, 
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included shifts from national economic management to the facilitation of global 
economic integration, from a policy orientation to full employment to a new focus 
on full employability, and from passive and redistributive welfare states to active 
and punitive workfare regimes. Ultimately, the predisposition of social and spatial 
redistribution was succeeded by the acceptance and even encouragement of mar-
ket distribution and inequality.102 

Neoliberal politicians triggered a global transformation that entailed, in the ter-
minology of the German social theorist Ulrich Beck, a ‘second modernity’. Beck 
has characterised this situation as ‘a recognition of the imperative to decide’ and 
the ‘social recognition of plurality and ambiguity’. Typical for ‘first modernity’ 
were notions of controllability, certainty and security. However, these collapsed 
into ‘second modernity’, leading to what Beck has labelled ‘risk society’. This radi-
cally uncertain modern world is an ‘inescapable structural condition of advanced 
industrialization’. Critical for this development is the process of individualisation 
which is, Beck argued, not a private experience but institutional and structural. 
The process of individualisation may bring individual freedom as it liberates peo-
ple from traditional roles and constraints, but it is the ‘precarious freedom’ of indi-
vidual responsibility for individual success or failure. Structural shortcomings are 
perceived as personal shortcomings and career paths have become increasingly 
open-ended.103 

The British scholar of religion Paul Heelas, who will also feature in the next sec-
tions, interpreted these changes as detraditionalisation, which involved, he argued, 
a shift of authority from ‘without’ to ‘within’, thereby, somewhat naively, taking the 
discourse of individualism as a description of an individualised social reality.104 As 
a matter of fact, both Beck and Heelas have been criticised for overemphasising 
the agency side of the classic sociological dynamic, and downplaying structure. 
Their thesis of individualisation seems to resonate with the political rhetoric that 
considers individualisation as inevitable, and even desirable, from the point of 

Public Spaces, Private Lives: Beyond the Culture of Cynicism (Lanham, 2001) 56.
102 A. Tickell and J. Peck, ‘Making Global Rules: Globalization or Neoliberalization?’, in J. Peck 
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(London, 2003) 163-81 at 177-8.

103 U. Beck and E. Beck-Gernscheim, Individualization (London, 2002); U. Beck and C. Lau, 
‘Second Modernity as a Research Agenda’, British Journal of Sociology 56 (2005) 525-57 at 
527, 531, 535, 551; U. Beck, Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity (London, 1992), ‘Living 
in the World Risk Society’, Economy and Society 35 (2006) 329-45 at 333.

104 P. Heelas, ‘Introduction: Detraditionalization and its Rivals’, in P. Heelas and S. Lasch (eds.), 
Detraditionalization: critical reflections on authority and identity (Malden and Oxford, 
1996) 1-20 at 2; M. Wood, ‘The Sociology of Spirituality. Reflections on a Problematic 
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view of individuals, that is, consumers.105 
Here it is time to bring the two French gauche de gauche associates Bourdieu 

and Wacquant back in, as they highlighted the veiled ideological use of individu-
alisation while, at the same time, disapproving of the development of capitalism. 
They were distrustful of what they call ‘thinly-masked social philosophy’ and ‘neo-
liberal newspeak’ with which processes of globalisation and individualisation are 
analysed as neutral and logical necessities. According to Bourdieu and Wacquant, 
the ‘new world vulgate’ or ‘intellectual doxa with planetary pretensions’ produces 
the ‘illusion of a pure genesis’ while it should actually be seen as the product of 
political decisions in ‘transnational relationships of power’ that favour the owners 
of capital.106 

Axel Honneth’s ‘paradox of individualization’ is also worth mentioning here, as 
he points to neoliberal structures that have turned self-realisation into an institu-
tional demand. It is ‘transformed into a productive force in the capitalist econo-
my’. Individualisation provides an ideology for the deregulating of the economy in 
which individuals have to be willing to make their own choices and, ultimately, to 
take care for themselves. For the sake of their process of ‘self-discovery’, individu-
als have to keep their goals and options regarding their own decisions open at all 
times and arrange their biographies in accord with the model of self-realisation.107 
Other scholars have even characterised the ‘modern sense of self ’ as structured 
by a ‘therapeutic habitus’ that is guided by the idea of ‘infinite human resource-
fulness’. In other words, neoliberal structures impel individuals to work upon 
themselves to release their fully realised identity. Managers appeal to the workers’ 
‘commitment’, their ‘excellence’ and their ‘accountability’, and they present thera-
peutic formulae through which workers are supposed to empower themselves. The 
discourse of ‘wellness’, ‘well-being’ and ‘happiness at work’ are all part of this new 
‘therapeutic habitus’.108 

105 J. Brannen and A. Nilsen, ‘Individualization, choice and structure: a discussion of current 
trends in sociological analysis’, Sociological Review 53 (2005) 412-28 at 422.
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14 (2002) 63-77. According to Bourdieu and Wacquant, Blair and Giddens (the ‘expert’ 
and the ‘communication consultant to the prince’) form a ‘bicephalus Trojan horse’ that il-
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Vulgate’, Radical Philosophy 108 (2001) 1-6 at 6.
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ness”: a Commentary on the “Therapeutic Habitus”, “Derecognition of Finitude” and the 
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Esotericism

Neoliberalisation fuelled the economy of esoteric goods as the field of esotericism 
offered a range of ideas and practices to work on ‘self-discovery’, ‘self-development’ 
and ‘self-realisation’. Paul Heelas interpreted this ‘cultural obsession’ as the ‘Cali-
fornian self-religions’ in 1982. He focused on the ‘socialising of the subjective’, and 
his basic argument was that ‘self-religions’ had developed techniques which locate 
or construe the subjective in such a fashion as to help make this realm predictable, 
secure, liveable and social. According to Heelas, the self-religions combined and 
highlighted major cultural themes: the psychological, the religious, the meaning-
ful and the perfectibility of man.109

With his focus on individual experience, Heelas is one of the main representa-
tives of ‘the sociology of spirituality’, a school of thought that I have already men-
tioned in Chapter 6. From the 1980s onwards, Heelas and other prominent schol-
ars of religion have increasingly focused on private, cultural matters in the lives of 
individuals, whether or not they relate to institutional dimensions of social life. 
According to Wood, these scholars have transmuted the discourses under study 
into sociological descriptions of reality, for instance the idea of the autonomy of 
the individual.110 It is noteworthy that the use of the term ‘spirituality’ as a socio-
logical category instead of the term ‘religion’ mirrors the way Joseph Campbell re-
placed the term ‘religion’ by the term ‘myth’ (see Chapter 5). The emphasis on self-
authority also seems to reflect Campbell’s appreciation ofheroic self-authority.111

Instead of focusing on individual experiences, the American sociologist Danny 
Jorgenson directed his attention towards the publicly observable context of the 
‘esoteric community’. He focused on the ‘occult practitioners’ who participated in 
practitioner-client relations, social networks and small cult-like groups. Jorgen-
son has made some observations that require extra attention here. For instance, 
he observed that most of the organisations in the psychic segment were officially 
non-profit ‘religious’ organisations. Yet, this only reflected the legal relationships 
in ‘exoteric society’, as even the ‘highly spiritual’ or ‘religious’ groups were engaged 
in commercial activities. According to Jorgenson, their non-profit religious status 
was an adjustment to the ‘exoteric society’. Psychics also became ‘ministers’ for this 
same reason.112

Modern Sense of Self ’, Journal for Cultural Research 11 (2007) 245-64.
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The circumstances in which esoteric practices were constructed as ‘religious’ il-
lustrates an important point made by James Beckford: in this case, the politics of 
defining an organisation as ‘religious’ are closely related to tax concessions and the 
privileged position of organisations that meet the official criteria of what counts 
as religion. The strategic labelling of an organisation as religious is important as it 
is part of the construction of religion. According to Beckford, for religious move-
ments (‘even for highly enthusiastic and spiritual movements’) the key to success 
is effective organisation. Disputes over the definition of religion are not solved by 
looking for a regulative definition, as Beckford argued. Instead, scholars should 
study the ways in which definitions of religion develop in relation to other social 
and cultural changes.113 

Jorgensen interpreted esoteric commercialism as a response to the popularity of 
the occult and the demand for resources to support organisations and individuals. 
In this regard, he argued, esoteric groups were not all that different from their exo-
teric counterparts. As esoteric entrepreneurs had to deal with problems of legiti-
macy, they often presented themselves as ‘professionals’, working with knowledge 
that was perceived as both scientific and religious. Above all, it was perceived as 
powerful. Ultimately, Jorgensen argued that ‘occultisms’ were not a serious chal-
lenge to science or religion. They participated in society at large and were not the 
harbingers of some new cultural paradigm. Members of the esoteric community 
believed they had joined the vanguard of a revolution in American society and 
were engaged in practices that seemed strange to outsiders. However, the differ-
ences between occultists and society at large had been exaggerated, Jorgensen ar-
gued. He expected occultists to be a persistent feature of American society for a 
long time to come, as they provided a social basis for identity, thought and action, 
and a way of addressing the problems of everyday life in modern society.114

Indeed, in the prosperous yet strained context of neoliberalisation the ‘self-
improvement industry’ became a booming business. According to the sociologist 
and cultural critic Micky McGee, it became one of the main signs of ‘our culture’s 
fantasy of a disengaged, masterful, rational and controlling self that creates the 

of humanity and the supernatural in which salvation, liberation and enlightenment are 
emphasised; (2) an ‘esoteric’ segment emphasising scholarly study, physical wellbeing and 
healing; and (3) a ‘psychic’ segment involving an essentially ‘secular focus’ on exploring the 
human mind in particular, hidden or concealed knowledge is viewed as a path to personal 
power and success.
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possibilities for endless and futile self-improvement’. Literature of self-develop-
ment counsels self-fulfilment and self-improvement as an antidote to the econom-
ic climate of increasing competition between individuals for fewer and less stable 
employment opportunities. Yet the ‘self-improvement industry’ also contributes to 
the structures that it claims to resist.115 

The logic of the field of esotericism can be discerned by looking at it as an 
economy of esoteric goods that is structured by struggles that are regulated by the 
prevalence for nonformative authorities. This feature is, as I have argued before, 
closely related to the specific anti-authoritarian, client-centred approach that was 
constructed during the 1960s and 1970s wave of humanistic psychology. In other 
words, Rogers’s clinical framework is a central feature of the field. Obviously, this 
does not mean that there are no authorities. It means that there are ambiguities 
of authority.116 The field of esotericism became a so-called spiritual supermarket 
or, in Beckford’s term, a ‘free space’ that allows people to experiment with new 
meanings and new forms. Clearly, its consumerism has elective affinities with the 
neoliberal free market structures.117 

Guided by their quest for authentic, perennial and experiential knowledge, eso-
teric authorities structured the field of esotericism by taking action as nonforma-
tive authorities. Under the impact of neoliberalisation the field boomed, as more 
and more individuals became involved in quests for perennial knowledge to gain 
control and mastery over their lives. Shamanic practices are produced in the field 
of esotericism and they are structured by the same logic. Yet, as we will see in the 
next sections, shamanism has characteristics that set it apart from other esoteric 
practices. Before I turn to my analysis of the field of shamanism, however, I shall 
examine some critical scholarly interpretations of the new shamanisms.

The economy of shamanic goods

In an insightful 1982 analysis of contemporary western shamanisms, the Ameri-
can scholar of religion (or ritual theorist) Ronald Grimes explored new western 
shamanism, or parashamanism, as he called it. He identified its ‘social locus’ in 
the ‘interstices among university, church/synagogue, theatre, and therapy groups’. 
Parashamans were looking for healing, reflection, performance and mystery on 
the borders of institutions ‘which regard these activities as their purvue’. Instead 
of calling parashamanism religious, Grimes called it ‘lived religious studies’, also 
because parashamans were not taught by shamans but by books about shaman-

115 M. McGee, Self-Help, Inc. Makeover Culture in American Life (Oxford, 2005) 173, 191, see 
also www.selfhelpinc.com.

116 Idem.
117 J.A. Beckford, Social Theory & Religion (Cambridge, 2003) 172-9.
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ism. Furthermore, parashamans were ‘inveterate travellers, permanent tourist-
pilgrims, (and) culture consumers who bring stolen culture and health. They are 
omnivorous cross-culturalists performatively and, I suspect, culturalists psycho-
theologically, reared as they were on Jung and Eliade’.118 Grimes distinguished sha-
manism from its ‘post-modern manifestation, parashamanism’. In its tribal form, 
shamanism was rooted in hunting culture, while parashamanism was rooted in 
a completely different context. Here, shamanism depended on a symbolic hunt, 
namely, the hunt for a job, a mate and the self. In contrast to shamans, parasha-
mans were highly individualistic and focused on a parashamanic flight that in-
volved an ascent above social structures.119

Other scholars would also analyse contemporary shamanisms by comparing 
them to a ‘traditional’ form of shamanism. The American anthropologist Michael 
Forbs Brown, for instance, argued that ‘New Age enthusiasts’ were right to ad-
mire the shamanistic tradition. Yet ‘New Age America’ brushed aside the dark, 
violent side of shamans that Brown himself had witnessed during fieldwork in the 
Amazon. According to him, the Americans who practiced shamanism embraced 
it without any appreciation of its context.120

Likewise, the American anthropologist Paul C. Johnson compared shaman-
ism as practised among the Shuar of Ecuador to the ‘neo-shamanic’ practices of 
Harner’s Foundation for Shamanic Studies in 1995. Ultimately, he distinguished 
‘neo-shamans’ from ‘shamans’ by their reliance on a context of radical moder-
nity, which entails: (1) the rationalisation of society which relies on (2) universal, 
standardised conceptions of time and space and (3) the confrontation with a plu-
rality of religions, which leads to (4) a focus on individual agency, choice, needs 
and a preference in the religious marketplace and (5) an obsession with the ‘self ’, 
subjectivity and reflexivity; (6) the discourse of mobility – individuals are free and 
capable of converting to any religious system in any place and at any time be-
cause (7) space is phantasmagoric and dislocated from place – there are no sacred 
places but rather only sacred states of mind and sacred relationships with abstract 
deities. Johnson found that ironically, Harner’s institute exactly replays the script 
of radical modernity, even as it battles against the ‘disembeddedness of radical 
modernity’, by relying on local, rooted, ‘natural’, ‘native’, indigenous societies as 
its source of authority and power. According to him, neo-shamans did so by per-
ceiving shamanism as a universally applicable technique (ideology of mobility), 
by their individualisation (with the risk of solipsism) and psychologisation (or the 
claim to a universal mechanism of ‘mind’).121 
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Academic expertise

It can be fruitful to compare contemporary western shamanisms to one or more 
traditional forms of shamanism, as Grimes, Brown and Johnson were able to pin-
point some of the characteristics of contemporary western shamanisms. As such, 
their interpretations are valuable. Yet another issue is also important here. Namely, 
their approach to para- or neoshamanism can also be considered as part of the 
struggle by the academic authorities to define shamanism. As we have seen, con-
temporary shamanism was a product of the intersection of academia and esoteri-
cism. Harner was a professor in anthropology and Halifax and Larsen were also 
academic scholars. Their shamanologies were produced as scholarly texts, and 
their knowledge of shamanism was derived from their academic expertise. Not-
withstanding their popularity outside academia and inside the field of esotericism, 
the scholars who turned shamanism into a contemporary western practice took 
steps in the academic field. Core-shamanism was positioned within the academic 
community and core-shamanism’s academic knowledge claims were legitimate as 
they were produced by a respected academic scholar. It is highly significant for 
the field of shamanism that it was structured by scholars who turned academic 
knowledge about shamanism into shamanic knowledge. As a matter of fact, the 
American field of shamanism still includes an academic scholarly wing.

Take, for instance, the journal that epitomises the American field of shaman-
ism, Shaman’s Drum: A Journal of Experiential Shamanism and Spiritual Healing. 
The founding of Shaman’s Drum by the Cross-Cultural Shamanism Network in 
1985 was a sure sign of the ‘autonomization’ of a field of shamanism. The journal 
publishes original field research, cross-cultural comparative studies and personal 
experience articles on ‘traditional forms of shamanism – ranging from Siberian 
ecstatic séances and Tibetan trance oracles to Amazonian ayahuasca rituals and 
Native American healing ceremonies’. The Shaman’s Drum’s Mission Statement 
lets its readers know that ‘shamanism has never been the exclusive province of 
any single culture – Siberian or Native American. It is truly a universal human 
phenomenon, or complex of phenomena, that ultimately transcends culture or 
tradition. For that reason, Shaman’s Drum also endeavors to explore contempo-
rary applications and nontraditional methodologies’.122

A closer look at one of the authorities in the American field of shamanism, Lew-
is E. Mehl, demonstrates the fuzzy boundaries of the field. In a 1988 volume of 
articles about shamanism Mehl is introduced via an impressive curriculum vitae: 
Mehl ‘is a Cherokee Indian and expert on Native American Healing techniques. 
In addition to his current post as Clinical Assistant Professor at Stanford Univer-
sity School of Medicine, where he teaches behavioural medicine, Dr. Mehl also 
practices shamanic holistic medicine at the Center for Recovery from Illness in 

122 See http://shamansdrum.org.
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San Francisco.’ Mehl works with Coyote Medicine, a form of healing that includes 
‘traditional medicine’ as well as ‘meditation, Reiki and energy healing, yoga, crani-
osacral therapy, [and] homeopathic consultation’. While building up his esoteric 
healing practice, Mehl also built up a remarkable list of hospital and academic 
appointments, honours and awards, and he has published papers in different peer-
reviewed scientific journals. The aforementioned volume, for instance, issued 
Mehl perspectives on ‘Modern Shamanism: Integration of Biomedicine with Tra-
ditional World Views’.123 

Mehl may count as the embodiment of the American field of shamanism. He 
combines esoteric and academic scholarly knowledge to authorise his distinct 
combination of supposedly traditional and advanced therapeutic ideas and prac-
tices. Furthermore, not only does he manage his shamanism in the form of lec-
tures, workshops and weekend incentives, he also publishes books and sells au-
dio tapes.124 Mehl’s presence at several International Conferences on the Study of 
Shamanism and Alternative Modes of Healing is not remarkable, therefore. On 
the contrary, the woman who founded these annual conferences on shamanism 
in 1984, the German-born Berkeley scholar of Asian religion Ruth-Inge Heinze 
(1919-2007), also combined a position in the academic field with a career in the 
field of esotericism. She was a Reiki Master, an acupuncturist and she held a Chi-
nese herbal license from the Taoist Academy in San Francisco. Significantly, in 
her 1991 Shamans of the 20th Century, Heinze perceived her conferences as a con-
tinuation of a tradition that started with the 1962 symposium on shamanism at 
the Donner Institute and the conferences that were organised by Mihaly Hoppál. 
As a matter of fact, Heinze set up her annual conferences after participants of a 
1983 symposium on shamanism in conjunction with the Congress of Anthropo-
logical and Ethnological Sciences in Vancouver ‘expressed interest in continuing 
the discussions the following year in California. Therefore, the First International 
Conference on the Study of Shamanism was convened in San Rafael, California’.125

One of the most prominent regular contributors to the conferences is the aca-
demic parapsychologist and transpersonal psychologist Stanley Krippner, who is 
an important author of parapsychological and transpersonal interpretations of 
shamanism. He contributed to the proceedings of Heinze’s conferences, to the 
aforementioned Shaman’s Path and to journals such as American Psychologist, 
Journal of Consciousness Studies, International Journal of Transpersonal Studies and 
Shaman’s Path.126 In a 1988 self-help book he co-authored with another American 
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psychologist, PhD, as the book cover emphasises, Krippner focused on Personal 
Mythology and presented a ritual that ‘introduces you to your “Inner Shaman”, 
a wise companion from the invisible world who will assist you as you make this 
journey into your mythic depth’. The book clearly demonstrates that Krippner’s 
idea of shamanism was more inspired by Carl Jung and Joseph Campbell than by 
Mircea Eliade.127

In his foreword to Heinze’s Shamans of the 20th Century, Krippner maintains 
that ‘shamanic traditions have not been taken seriously by Western, industrialized 
nations despite the fact that many shamans, over the centuries, have developed 
sophisticated models of human behaviour and experience’. From his paradoxi-
cal academic yet anti-establishment stance, he argued that ‘the ignorance about 
shamanic traditions, coupled with the general prejudice against tribal people, has 
resulted in shamanism being ignored or scorned by most members of the Western 
medical, scientific, and academic establishments. They do not recall that shamans 
were the world’s first physicians, first diagnosticians, first psychotherapists, first 
religious functionaries, first magicians, first performing artists, and first story-tell-
ers. In the academic milieu where shamanism is ignored or, at least, viewed con-
descendingly, Ruth-Inge Heinze stands out as an exception’.128 Yet, as we have seen, 
Heinze was not an exception. With Krippner and many other academic scholars 
she took part in the structuring of the American field of shamanism. From their 
academic position, and with the help of their scholarly capital, they authorised the 
shamanic ideas and practices that structure the field of shamanism.129 
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Shamanic entrepreneurs

Shaman’s Drum also exemplifies the logic of the American field of shamanism in 
another way. To be exact, one of the vital features of the journal is that advertisers 
help to sustain it. The advertisements from schools, organisations, professionals 
and small businesses that offer services related to shamanism function as a ‘Yellow 
Pages’ of the field of shamanism. Clearly, the field is a marketplace for shamanic 
goods, structured by a preference for perennial and experiential knowledge and 
nonformative authorities. The online ‘Shaman’s Drum Display Ads’ offers a clear 
glance at the spectrum of shamanisms that the field of shamanism incorporates. 
A variety of shamanic practitioners are trying to attract and convince potential 
clients, straightforwardly authorising their expertise of supposed perennial sha-
manic knowledge by flavouring it with a distinct mixture of scholarly and/or tra-
ditional capital. While they emphasise the forms of capital and knowledge through 
which they distinguish themselves from other shamanisms, they reveal the logic 
of the field. A few examples will suffice to illustrate this logic and the strategic po-
sitioning of shamanisms.130 

The content of Harner’s ‘convenient weekend workshops’, for instance, ‘is based 
on decades of Michael Harner’s research, practical experience, and experimenta-
tion, resulting in exceptional and authentic shamanic training – the gold standard 
for contemporary shamanism’.131 Other practitioners conspicuously draw atten-
tion to other forms of capital, for instance by highlighting the distinct traditional 
source of their shamanic expertise. A curious case in point is the Miami-based 
Church of Seven African Powers, a Santeria church that ‘offers initiations into Af-
rican shamanism’.132 Ancestral Voice – Center for Indigenous Lifeways, by contrast, 
emphasises the ‘Cherokee Ancestry’ of Philip Scott, who is the founder/director 
of this ‘center of healing and learning’ that is located in Novato, California. Scott, 
however, also claims to have learned from Medicine/Holy People, tribal spiritual 
leaders and shamans from various traditions.133 

Likewise, the Dance of the Deer Foundation presents itself as a Center for Sha-
manic Studies. It was established in Soquel, California in 1979 by the ‘Huichol 
Indian Shaman and Healer’ Brant Secunda, to ‘carry on the vision of his grand-
father and teacher, don José Matsuwa, the renowned Huichol shaman. Don Jo-
sé’s vision was to leave Brant in his place to carry on the sacred traditions and to 
teach Huichol shamanism’. For this purpose, Secunda organises ‘Healing Seminars 
& Retreats at Places of Power’.134 As the ultimate form of archaic and perennial 
knowledge, shamanism can thus be found all over the world, and in a wide variety 

130 See http://shamansdrum.org/Pages/DisplayAds.html.
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of forms. To authorise their distinct form of shamanic expertise, shamanic experts 
may claim scholarly knowledge, experiential knowledge and/or a combination of 
traditional forms of knowledge.

Nancy ‘Dancing Light’ Sherwood, for instance, to be found in Nova Scotia, 
Canada, authorises her shamanism by presenting herself as ‘a contemporary 
grandmother shaman, an intuitive dancer and healer’. Her training has included 
‘traditional teachings and contemporary expression from both living and Spirit 
teachers. While her genetic inheritance is mostly Celtic, she has learned from sha-
manic traditions as diverse as the Bon, Miq’maq, ancient Celtic and North Ameri-
can Blackfoot. Other teachings have come from meditation practice, and teach-
ings and transmissions from ancient and living mystics. As a result, her shamanic 
work translates across cultures and she is comfortable working with a number of 
healing systems and modalities.’135 

As may be clear by now, education is a focal point within the economy of sha-
manic goods. The scholarly logic that structures the field may account for this 
feature. A remarkable example is the tuition by correspondence, as offered by the 
Sacred Circles Institute. Through ‘12 home study modules’ and ‘optional weekend 
incentives’, students can undertake a ‘year long shamanic journey around the an-
cient wheel’.136 To sum up, shamanic knowledge, in all its diversity, is a product of 
the economy of shamanic goods. Early players such as Harner, Larsen and Hali-
fax structured the field, with their primitivism, psychologism and globalism, their 
scholarly and therapeutic habitus, their focus on esoteric and perennial knowledge 
and their nonformative commitment to empower clients and students, but nowa-
days other players continue to structure the field by taking strategic steps in the 
field according to its logic.

Shamanic artefacts

The adverts in the Shaman’s Drum also demonstrate that the field of shamanism 
has generated a global flow of shamanic artefacts. A few examples will do to illus-
trate the variety of shamanic objects that are put up for sale on the global bazaar 
of shamanism. For instance, under the name Arte Visionario, an art dealer sells 
Huichol yarn paintings. Shamans Market is a store that trades ‘Shamanic Supplies 
for Living in the Sacred’: ‘Amazon herbs’, ‘Incense’, ‘Wands’, ‘Super Foods’, Sacred 
Waters’, textiles, books, DVDs, CDs and ‘much more’. Shaman Gear claims that 
the swords, drums, bells and other shamanic items it sells are ‘made and blessed 
by indigenous Himalayan shamans and/or handmade by craftsman according to 
centuries-old traditions and practice’. The Basement Shaman is specialised in ‘vi-

135 See http://shamansdrum.org/Images/Ads/ShamanicConference.jpg and www.travellers-
joy.ca.

136 See http://shamansdrum.org/Images/Ads/SacredCircles.jpg.
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sionary plants’, ‘shamanic preparations’, ‘sacred smokes’ and ‘herbal erotica’, while 
Spirit Dancer Sage offers ‘ceremonial tools’ such as ‘ceremonial pipes’ that are 
‘prayerfully handcrafted’ and ‘made with respect and purpose’.137 

Self-evidently, the field of shamanism also produces books. Harner, Larsen, 
Halifax and Andrews are only a few of the many experts whose self-help and other 
shamanologies have been successfully put on the market. Shaman’s Drum is a key 
producer of shamanology. However, other esoteric journals also pay attention to 
shamanism. For instance, a 1985 issue of The American Theosophist was dedicat-
ed to ‘Ancient Wisdom in Shamanic Cultures’ and The Theosophical Publishing 
House published the 1987 volume Shamanism, with contributions by, inter alia, 
Joan Halifax, Michael Harner, Mihály Hoppál, Stanley Krippner and Mircea Elia-
de.138 When Gary Doore, who also contributed to this volume and was managing 
director of The American Theosophist, became associate editor of Yoga Journal, he 
compiled and edited a volume of texts named Shaman’s Path. Healing, Personal 
Growth and Empowerment in 1988.139 The volume contains texts from the ‘vision-
ary, healer, writer, singer and ceremonial leader’ Brooke Medicine Eagle and other 
shamanic practitioners as well as texts from scholars such as Harner, Halifax, Grof, 
Krippner, Mehl and Hultkrantz. This is significant as it points, again, to the fact 
that the field of shamanism and the academic field of shamanology overlap. 

Global flows of shamanism

From the start, the economy of shamanic goods was a transnational phenomenon, 
and it produced a global flow of shamanism. American academic scholars played 
a role in this process by defining shamanism as universal, by managing touristic 
enterprises, and also by contributing to international conferences and academic 
journals. Again, Michael Harner’s role stands out. At a conference on Shamanism 
and Healing in Austria, in 1982, he met Paul Uccusic. This Austrian parapsycholo-
gist became his student and established core-shamanism in Austria, Germany and 
other European countries. Uccusic’s 1991 Der Schamane in Uns: Schamanismus als 
neue Selbserfahrung, Hilfe und Heiling and the English version (The Shaman within 
us: Shamanism as new Self-Knowledge, Help and Healing) became international 
bestsellers. At the time of publication, the German field of shamanism had already 
produced an array of different shamanisms. The ‘magical passes’ of Carlos Cas-
taneda’s Tensegrity and the ‘Rituelle Körperhaltungen & Ekstatische Trance®’ cre-
ated by the German-Hungarian anthropologist Felicitas Goodman (1914-2005) 

137 See http://shamansdrum.org/Images/Ads/ArteVisionario.jpg, http://shamansdrum.org/
Images/Ads/ShamansMarket.jpg, http://shamansdrum.org/Images/Ads/ShamanGear.jpg, 
http://shamansdrum.org/Images/Ads/BasementShaman.jpg  and http://shamansdrum.
org/Images/Ads/SpiritDancer.jpg.

138 Nicholsen, Shamanism, xv. Eliade contributed chapter 8 from his 1964 Shamanism.
139 Doore, Shaman’s Path.
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took notable positions in the German field.140

In many other European fields of esotericism, the arrival of core-shamanism 
was also the breakthrough for shamanism in the field of esotericism. In Sweden, 
for instance, shamanic practices were set up by members of Ygdrassil, a group of 
individuals interested in their own ancient ‘Nordic tradition’. They only started to 
practise shamanism via drumming circles and journeys to the ‘alternative real-
ity’ after Michael Harner appeared on the scene in 1983.141 In Denmark, a former 
representative of Harner, the anthropologist and ‘shamanic counsellor’ Jonathan 
Horwitz, established The Scandinavian Center for Shamanic Studies in alliance 
with another apprentice of core-shamanism, Annette Høst, in 1986. Their story 
is noteworthy as they cut off their association with core-shamanism in 1993, to 
focus on their own variant of shamanism. In her remarkable ‘Thoughts on “neo 
shamanism”, core shamanism”, “urban shamanism” and other labels’, to be found 
on their website, Høst addresses the issue of the ‘essence’ and authenticity of sha-
manism. As a ‘more innocent and less experienced’ practitioner of shamanism ‘in 
the new age scene’, she wrote, she used to call her practices ‘core shamanism, as I 
had learned from Michael Harner’. When she went to the Netherlands to teach a 
course, however, she discovered that there they used the term ‘Harner shamanism’ 
to label what she did.142

She realised that core-shamanism was Harner’s ‘own personal distillation and 
interpretation of some of the millennia-old shamanic methods’ that Harner had 
written in his Way of the Shaman. The term ‘core’, Høst concluded, was ‘a prod-

140 E. Gudenberger and R. Schweidlenka, ‘Alpbacher Schamanentreffen: Avantgarde mit Ver-
wirrung’, in idem, Mutter Erde Magie Und Politik. Zwischen Faschismus und Gesellschaft 
(Vienna, 1986) 272-3; G. Mayer, Schamanismus in Deutschland. Konzepte – Praktiken – Er-
fahrungen (Würzburg, 2003) and ‘Neo-Shamanism in Germany’, in Walter and Neumann 
Fridman, Shamanism, 496-500. For Felicitas Goodman, see the website of the Felicitas D. 
Goodman Institute that is located in Santa Fe, New Mexico, at www.cuyamungueinstitute.
com. Her German website can be found at www.felicitas-goodman-institut.de. Goodman 
has contributed to different international Conferences on the Study of Shamanism and 
Alternative Modes of Healing, see www.shamanismconference.org/proceedings.php. She 
associated shamanism with glossolalia in her ‘Shamanic Trance Postures’, in Doore, Sha-
man’s Path, 53-62. The German historian of religion Hartmut Zinser argued that the new 
shamanism was far removed from Siberian shamanism. Echoing the rhetoric of shaman-
ists, he argued that it had to be interpreted as a protest against a ‘vernunftlose, entpersonal-
isierte sinnenleerte Wirklichkeit’, see H. Zinser, ‘Schamanismus im “New Age”’, Zeitschrift 
für Religions- und Geistesgeschichte 39 (1987) 319-27 at 327.

141 Lindquist, Shamanic Performances, 22-52 at 33. A. Smith, ‘Spiritual Appropriation as Sexu-
al Violence’ Wicazo Sa Review 20 (2005) 97-111. For Hagan’s article see www.sonomacoun-
tyfreepress.com/features/spirg-hagan.html. 

142 A. Høst, ‘Modern Shamanic Practice. Thoughts on Core Shamanism, Neo Shamanism, 
Urban Shamanism, and Modern Western Shamanism’, www.shamanism.dk, which is the 
website of The Scandinavian Center for Shamanic Studies.
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uct of wishful thinking rather than a description of content’. The term neo-sha-
manism, however, was not an alternative as it seemed to contrast her practices 
with ‘real’ shamanism. Yet she still wanted to call it shamanism or, when related 
to other traditions, ‘Modern Western Shamanism’. She concluded with her hope 
that, ‘We will be able to own both our difference from and our likeness with the 
other branches on the shamanic world tree. And then we might be able to practice 
with deeper authenticity’.143 Indeed, the shamanic world tree is structured by local 
struggles for authenticity. 

The global flows of shamanism were distinctly shaped by Harner’s inclination 
‘to foster shamanism worldwide’ and his dedication ‘to the preservation, study, 
and teaching of shamanic knowledge for the welfare of the Planet and its inhab-
itants’. In a remarkable twist of fate Harner’s global aspirations attracted the at-
tention of Siberian, Native American, Inuit, Saami, Nepalese and other shamans 
who wanted to regain and perpetuate their shamanism. They asked the FSS to 
help them salvage ‘shamanic knowledge’.144 Harner’s globalism thus inspired the 
increase of global flows of shamanism, structuring a global economy of shamanic 
goods. The global circulation of Californian core-shamanism does not imply ho-
mogenisation or Americanisation, however, as the genealogy of fields of shaman-
ism is, in the words of Arjun Appadurai, a process of ‘ongoing domestication into 
local practice’.145

Different practitioners offer their distinct version of shamanism on different 
local yet interconnected fields, often blending core-shamanic practices with lo-
cal folkloristic and mythical chronicles, with psychotherapeutic practices or with 
other esoteric or/and supposed ancient practices. Ultimately, the global economy 
of shamanic goods engendered an international touristic enterprise, guided by the 
‘quest for the authentic shaman’. An assortment of shamanic institutes offer tour-
istic trips to seek out knowledge of indigenous shamans abroad, so that shamanic 
students can acquire shamanic capital all over the world. In Peru, for instance, 
where, according to an ad in Shaman’s Drum, ‘sincere and mature’ travellers can 
experience ‘Powerful deep healing, Ayahuasca and Huachuma ceremonies with 
Andean Shamans in the Sacred Valley of Peru’.146 Due to their success, shamanic 
tourism opportunities have expanded and American shamanic tourists can nowa-
days even travel to Siberia, where they form part of an arena in which a variety 
of local shamans struggle to position their distinct form of shamanism vis-à-vis 
other shamanisms. 

143 Høst, ‘Modern Shamanic Practice’.
144 Townsend, ‘Core Shamanism and Neo-Shamanism’, 49-57.
145 A. Appadurai, Modernity at Large. Cultural Dimensions of Globalization (Minneapolis, 

1996) 17.
146 See http://shamansdrum.org/Images/Ads/ShamanicJourneysPeru.jpg and http://shaman-

sworld.org. 
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The most curious and paradoxical turn in the globalising and glocalising geneal-
ogy of shamanism is the current landscape of shamanism in the supposedly native 
lands of ‘shamanism’, Russia and Siberia. In urban fields of esotericism, healers 
mainly started to identify themselves as shamans after the Transpersonal Institute 
in Moscow published The Way of the Shaman in the 1990s. The appearance and 
successful promotion of core-shamanism put ‘shamanism’ on the curriculum vitae 
of many healers. At the same time, a ‘shamanic’ revival occurred in post-Soviet 
Siberia, where quests for ethnic and national identities resulted in the ‘reclaiming’ 
of shamanic traditions. As a result, Siberian healers have launched shamanic clin-
ics and schools and here they were sought out by Harnerians and other shamanic 
seekers on their quest for ‘authentic shamans’. The authentic Siberian ‘shamanic’ 
entrepreneurs, in their turn, have acted upon the attention of shamanic seekers 
by incorporating transpersonalism into their teachings. Some of the Siberian sha-
mans have taken steps in the transnational shamanic fields by managing courses in 
Siberian shamanism for western European addressees, who attach importance to 
Siberian shamanism as they consider it primal and authentic. The anthropologist 
and prominent shamanologist Marjorie Mandelstam Balzer participated in a con-
ference in the Sakha Republic (Yakutia) called ‘Shamanism as Religion: Genesis, 
Reconstruction, Tradition’ and found that it represented an arena in which the 
issue of shamanism-nationalism was more than just subject matter. Local folk-
lorists had organised the conference as part of their yearning for a ethnic and 
spiritual revival. In her very skilful portrayal of the various coinciding quests for 
the authentic shaman in Siberia, Galina Lindquist demonstrated perfectly that the 
pinnacles of the genealogy of global shamanism have become entangled with their 
supposedly indigenous local roots. In this process shamans and scholars have be-
come involved in struggles about the boundaries between supposed ‘neoshaman-
ism’ and ‘authentic shamanism’.147

147 M.M. Balzer, ‘Shamanism and the Politics of Culture: An Anthropological View on the 
1992 International Conference on Shamanism, Yakutsk, the Sakha Republic’, Shaman 1 
(1993) 71-96 and ‘Changing Images of the Shaman: Folklore and Politics in the Sakha Re-
public (Yakutia)’, Shaman 4 (1996) 5-16 ; G. Linquist, The Quest for the Authentic Shaman. 
Multiple meanings of shamanism on a Siberian Journey (Uppsala, 2006), ‘Spirits and Souls 
of Business. New Russians, Magic and the Esthetics of Kitsch’, Journal of Material Culture 
7 (2002) 329-43 and ‘Healers, Leaders and Entrepreneurs: Shamanic Revival in Southern 
Siberia’, Culture and Religion 6 (2005) 263-85. See also C. Humphrey, ‘Shamans in the City’, 
Anthropology Today 15 (1999) 3-10; A. Ferlat, ‘Russian Shamanism Today’, in Walter and 
Friedman, Shamanism, 513-6; E. Chamber, Native Tours. The Anthropology of Travel and 
Tourism (Long Grove, 20102) 80-5.
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Conclusion

The institutionalisation of psychedelic and other countercultural dispositions 
within the field of academic anthropology, from the 1960s onwards, shaped the 
genealogy of shamanism in the direction of a genesis of a field of shamanism, that 
is, an economy of shamanic goods. The autonomisation of a field of shamanism 
occurred after academic scholars had incorporated a quest for experiential sha-
manic knowledge in their pursuit for knowledge about shamanism and started to 
initiate shamanic activities in the field of esotericism. 

The genesis of a field of shamanism occurred within the booming field of esoter-
ic ideas and practices that, from the 1980s onwards, was closely related to up-and-
coming processes of neoliberalisation. As a component in the economy of esoteric 
goods, the field of shamanism is structured by consumerism, individualism and, 
above all, by nonformative authorities, who legitimise their authority on the basis 
of distinct combinations of scholarly knowledge, experience and/or tradition. The 
consumerist logic that structures the economy of shamanic goods also engendered 
global flows of shamanism. This globalism is related to the primitivism and peren-
nialism that guides actions in the field and the shamanological presupposition that 
varieties of the same shamanic truth can be found the world over.

The boundaries of the field of shamanism are indistinct. The field was estab-
lished in California, and thus it may be identified as an American field of sha-
manism. Yet shortly after its establishment the field became a transnational arena 
that included touristic enterprises in which American holidaymakers could visit 
‘authentic’ South-American shamans, an international trade of artistic shaman-
ic products and, moreover, international academic symposia about shamanism 
where academic shamanic experts presented their shamanologies. The field has 
blurred the borders between the genres, as some academic shamanologies legiti-
mise the idea that shamanism is, in essence, an archaic, universal, non-cultural, 
ahistorical and perennial phenomenon that can be taught and experienced in 
workshops and courses. In other words, some academic shamanologies author-
ise the shamanic practices of their authors. The field of shamanism thus overlaps 
the academic field, as academic scholars practise as shamanic therapists and vice 
versa. The academic construction of the field of shamanism may account for the 
educational logic and structures of shamanic practices, and the importance of 
scholarly knowledge within the field.148

Contemporary shamanic practices were initiated by scholars who were guided 
by countercultural dispositions, but the meaning of the shamanic quest trans-
formed within neoliberal structures. The elitism waned, as shamanism became 
available to all, and the promise of a tribal life that contrasted with the machinery 

148 About blurred genres, see C. Geertz, ‘Blurred Genres: the Refiguration of Social Thought’, 
in idem, Local Knowledge. Further Essays in Interpretive Anthropology (New York, 1983).
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of modern societal structures also faded. Instead, shamanic practices became a 
range of therapeutic undertakings through which individuals could get a person-
al grip on their daily lives. Shamanic practices offer potential empowerment in 
the form of perennial shamanic knowledge that helps to acquire self-control and 
self-development. They offer the guidance of personal power animals. Shaman-
ism provides the power to realize the ‘inner shaman’. Instead of changing society, 
shamanism is aimed at changing individuals so they can achieve something within 
society, that is, the neoliberal capitalist structures that demand permanent educa-
tion, self-accountability and individual responsibility. Ultimately, however, instead 
of an initiation into the ‘mystical space-time’ of shamans, these practices contrib-
ute to structure the structures that they claim to resist.





8 
A Case Study:  

Shamanisms in the Netherlands

The Netherlands witnessed the first public non-scholarly Dutch reflections on sha-
manism in 1973. In that year a Dutch elite readership was introduced to the liter-
ary interpretation of shamanism as published by the poet and novelist H.C. ten 
Berge. Reflecting on the increasing bureaucratisation and consumerism of that 
decade, he used Inuit poetry to compose his volume of poems De Witte Sjamaan 
(The White Shaman). In Ten Berge’s poetical world, a shaman makes a purifying 
journey through landscapes of snow that sharply contrast with the world of ‘grass 
people’ who live in a consumer society. As an avant-garde writer, Ten Berge posi-
tioned himself in the literary field by claiming the distinctive ability to understand 
the essence of ‘primitive poetry’. Yet the idea of shaman-poets made no headway 
in the Dutch literary field.1

Within ten years of the publication of De Witte Sjamaan, however, shamanism 
had become a vital theme in the Dutch field of esotericism. Without referring to 

1  H.C. ten Berge, De Witte Sjamaan (Amsterdam, 1973); W. de Moor, ‘Anonymous Restless 
Forms: The Dutch Writer H.C. ten Berge’, Books Abroad 47 (1973) 266-72; F. Bulhof, ‘H.C. 
ten Berge’s De Witte Sjamaan: De inhoud van een aanwezige vorm’, De Nieuwe Taalgids 68 
(1975) 486-98; A. Zuiderend, ‘H.C. ten Berge, een eter van andermans poëzie’, Bzzlletin 288 
(2004) 45-61. Significantly, Ten Berge’s literary journal Raster published poems by Ameri-
can colleagues such as Jerome Rothenberg and Gary Snyder. Raster reviewed Snyder’s 
translation of Basho’s ‘poetic wandering’ and his ‘Kwakiutl-Buddhist-Anarchist synthesis’ 
very positively, in 1971, see G. Snyder, ‘Control Burn’, ‘The Way West, Underground’ and 
‘Smokey the Bear Sutra’, Raster 5 (1971) 11-7; K. White, ‘Poetry and the Tribe I’ and ‘Poetry 
and the Tribe II’, Raster 5 (1971) 18-36, 415-33; J. Rothenberg, ‘The Steward’s Testimony’, 
Raster 5 (1971) 429-33. It is noteworthy that a youthful audience was introduced to sha-
manism through two comic books published by the Belgian cartoonist Willy Vandersteen 
(1913-1990) in 1973. In Bessy. De Blanke Sjamaan (Antwerp, 1973) (Bessy. The White Sha-
man) a heroic white boy liberates a Native American Indian tribe from their treacherous 
shaman by exposing him as a fraud. He cannot release them from their archaic beliefs, 
however, as at the end of the story the naïve tribesmen believe the boy to be a shaman. In 
the same year, Vandersteen included a shaman in an episode of his hugely successful comic 
Suske en Wiske. In De Malle Mergpijp (Antwerp, 1973) (The Silly Marrowbone). Jerom, the 
protagonist known for his unearthly physical powers, finds out that his mother is a shaman. 
She gave him his strength by blowing through a magical marrowbone.
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Ten Berge, esoteric journals began to pay attention to shamanism and growth cen-
tres put shamanism on their agendas. Significantly, the earliest shamanic teachers 
who toured the Dutch field of esotericism came from abroad. The first teacher who 
taught shamanic workshops and courses in the Netherlands, for instance, was the 
Hungarian shaman-artist Joska Soos (1921-2008), who will feature prominently 
later in this chapter. Only at the end of the 1980s did the first Dutch shamanic 
experts appear, thereby instigating a process of autonomisation within the field of 
esotericism. This soon resulted in a proper Dutch field of shamanism. 

This chapter deals with the genesis, the structure and the logic of the field of sha-
manism in the Netherlands. It differs from the other chapters as it is a case study 
and, moreover, it is based on fieldwork. Participation in shamanic practices in the 
Netherlands has enabled me to paint a more detailed and intimate picture of the 
strategic manoeuvrings of shamanic authorities and to differentiate the various 
Dutch shamanisms more clearly. Yet my focus remains the same, as I concentrate 
on the producers of knowledge of shamanism and shamanic knowledge and ex-
plore the ways in which they construct and authorise their notions of ‘shaman’ and 
‘shamanism’ within the field in which they take action. 

As I will interpret the establishment and logic of the field of shamanism in the 
wider social context of both the field of esotericism and Dutch society, I will start 
this chapter with an examination of the expansion of the Dutch field of esoteri-
cism during the second half of the twentieth century. I will relate this development 
to the concurrent changes in Dutch society. Subsequently, I look at the rise of 
shamanism in the field of esotericism as it resulted in the genesis of a specific, au-
tonomous field of shamanism. Finally, I will depict four players who have gained 
prominent positions in the field of shamanism in the Netherlands. To grasp the 
logic of the Dutch field of shamanism, I shall review Jan Prins Searching Deer, 
the School for Shamanism, Shu’em Shamanism and the Institute of Siberian Sha-
manism. They all featured in the first section of Chapter 1, and, as I already noted 
there, they all take action in the same field and according to the logic of this field. 
At the same time they validate, authorise and authenticate their distinct forms of 
shamanism in rather different ways. Their comparison will provide a view of the 
intricacy of the field of shamanism in the Netherlands. 

The rise of esoteric practices

The Dutch field of esotericism has changed its shape and features considerably 
during the decades following the Second World War. As can be expected, these 
changes are closely related to major developments in Dutch society. In their note-
worthy and very readable sociological and historical study of New Age in the Neth-
erlands, the Dutch sociologists Stef Aupers and Anneke van Otterloo distinguish 
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two periods in the rise of esoteric practices in the Netherlands. During the first 
phase, which lasted from 1950 until 1980, esoteric practices were a marginal phe-
nomenon, closely related to what is known as counterculture. That is to say, during 
the 1950s, the 1960s and the 1970s esoteric practices were combined with protests 
against materialism, commercialism and capitalism. From 1980 onwards, how-
ever, esotericism lost its countercultural twist and went mainstream. In the next 
section I will roughly follow Aupers’s and Van Otterloo’s classification of phases.2

Counterculture, 1950s-1960s

From the late 1950s onwards, a group of Dutch avant-garde artists and intellectu-
als entered the public arena with playful anti-authoritarian provocations or ‘hap-
penings’ with which they wanted to destroy the blinkered cage of conservative and 
‘technocratic’ routines.3 The supposed countercultural resistance of these taste-
makers also entailed a quest for ‘spiritual’ liberation. A marginal part of the avant-
garde used psychedelic drug-induced journeys to explore their ‘inner realm’. In this 
scene, the psychedelic author Simon Vinkenoog (1928-2009) occupied a promi-
nent position. Through his friendship and identification with American beat poets 
he became their indigenised Dutch version. Many other supposed countercultural 
tendencies in the Netherlands were also glocalised versions of American trends, 
such as the romanticisation of Native American Indians. The term ‘shamanism’, 
however, did not enter the rebellious vocabulary.4

During the 1960s the countercultural flow increased, but it was moderate and 
tranquil in comparison with its American counterpart. Nonetheless, a significant 
cultural revolution took place as a broader range of so-called baby-boomers, born 
after the Second World War, took up the struggle against the supposedly suffocat-

2  S. Aupers and A. van Otterloo, New Age. Een godsdiensthistorische en sociologische benader-
ing (Kampen, 2000) 53-95. According to Aupers and Otterloo, the breakthrough of New 
Age was primarily brought about by processes of psychologising and commercialisation. 

3  R.H. De Liagre Böhl, ‘Consensus en Polarisatie. Spanningen in de Verzorgingsstaat, 1945-
1990’, in R. Aerts et al. (eds.), Land van Kleine Gebaren. Een politieke geschiedenis van Ned-
erland 1780-1990 (Nijmegen, 1999) 263-342 at 284-8; F. Wielenga, Die Niederlande. Politik 
und Kultur im 20. Jahrhundert (Münster, 2008) 305-16.

4  S. Snelders, ‘Het gebruik van psychedelische middelen in Nederland in de jaren zestig. 
Een hoofdstuk uit de sociale geschiedenis van drugsgebruik’, Tijdschrift voor Sociale Ge-
schiedenis 21 (1995) 37-60; J. van der Bent, ‘“O fellow travelers I write you a poem in Am-
sterdam”: Allen Ginsberg, Simon Vinkenoog, and the Dutch Beat Connection’, College Lit-
erature 27 (2000) 199-213; Aupers and Van Otterloo, New Age, 55-63. Vinkenoog never 
referred to himself as a shaman and rarely used the term ‘shaman’, but the website of the 
Koninklijke Bibliotheek (National Library of the Netherlands) describes Vinkenoog as a 
‘Moderne Sjamaan’ (Modern Shaman), see www.kb.nl/dichters/vinkenoog/vinkenoog-01.
html. 
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ing tightness of Dutch conservatism. Their break with former conservative morals 
as well as sexual and spiritual dispositions was closely linked to rising wages and 
the growth of intellectual resources. The liberationist enthusiasm of the ‘cultural 
revolution’ of the 1960s went hand in hand with the weakening of traditional pow-
er relationships: priests and politicians lost great parts of the grassroots support 
and authority they had taken for granted.5

While some young people focused on political changes, others explored esoteri-
cism as a way to change self and society. The establishment of the Dutch esoteric 
journal Bres (Breach) in 1968 was illustrative of this trend. Bres, which was edited 
by Simon Vinkenoog, approached esotericism in a scholarly manner and aimed its 
esoteric knowledge at a small group of esoteric connoisseurs. Exemplary for the 
countercultural esotericism of the 1960s was the establishment of Utopian com-
munities in the northern province of Drenthe and in the southern province of 
Noord-Brabant. Located in rural areas, away from urban life, they were aimed at 
small scale living and ecological consciousness. In contrast, the growth centre De 
Kosmos was established in Amsterdam in 1970. It was the product of the profiling 
of two youth centres in 1969: Paradiso became the centre for political activists, 
while Fantasio became a growth centre and was renamed De Kosmos. This event, 
however, brings us into the 1970s as it represents the separation of political activ-
ism and esoteric struggles, which was exemplary for what became known as the 
me-decade.6

The me-decade, 1970s

During the 1970s, the Dutch field of esotericism profited from a combination of 
social, political and economic developments that led to the pervasive urge for self-
fulfilment that characterised the me-decade. Imperative for this development was 
the New Left baby-boom elite. They threw off the traditional Marxist stance of 
the social-democratic party at the beginning of the 1970s. Instead, they strove 

5  De Liagre Böhl, ‘Consensus en Polarisatie’, 289-306; Wielenga, Die Niederlande, 305-16. In 
Nieuw Babylon in aanbouw. Nederland in de Jaren Zestig (Amsterdam, 1995) the American 
historian J.C. Kennedy argued that the ruling elites were the main force behind the cultural 
transformation of the Netherlands during the 1960s. In contrast, the Dutch historian Hans 
Righart (1954-2001) interpreted the changes in the Netherlands as a generational con-
flict in De eindeloze jaren zestig. Geschiedenis van een generatieconflict (Amsterdam, 1995), 
whereas the eminent Dutch historian J.C.H. Blom argued that while the one-sidedness of 
the books is part of their strength, it is also a weakness, as the societal changes of the 1960s 
were too complex to interpret in ‘themed’ books, ‘“De Jaren Vijftig” en “De jaren Zestig”?’, 
Bijdragen en Mededelingen betreffende de Geschiedenis der Nederlanden 112 (1997) 517-28.

6  J. Jansen van Galen, Het Ik-Tijdperk (Amsterdam, 1979); Aupers and Van Otterloo, New 
Age, 61; S. Aupers, In de ban van moderniteit. De sacralisering van het zelf en computertech-
nologie (Amsterdam, 2004) 37.
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for transparent participation democracy aimed at the spread of income, knowl-
edge and power. Their anti law-abiding image, their ideal of a permissive society 
and their emphasis on the self-development of individuals gained them political 
success. They even provided the Prime Minister from 1973 until 1977. With the 
help of confessional parties, they set out to abolish inequality and discrimination 
through the advancement of a social welfare system that, they supposed, would 
offer a setting in which citizens could advance.7

The welfare state undermined old social configurations as many Dutch citi-
zens became increasingly independent of the social arrangements in their com-
munities. The ways they managed their personal and social affairs also changed 
because of the transformation of work and working relations. Dutch people de-
pended less and less on farming and industry for employment and more and more 
people worked in service industries. As a result, employees were presented with 
other lists of demands. Social and communicative capabilities replaced endurance 
and strength. This new ‘intellectual make-up’ of the nation was institutionalised 
through a schooling system that increasingly focused on the possibilities of indi-
vidual pupils. At the same time that the Netherlands changed into a permissive 
society, entrusting its citizens with the space to create their personal lifestyles, it 
became a credential society that encouraged citizens to strive for educational and 
other improvements.8

The widespread emancipatory urge for self-fulfilment habitually expressed itself 
in psychological and individualist terms. For instance, the Dutch women’s rights 
movement declared that ‘the personal is political’.9 Likewise, the social health sys-
tem gradually turned patients into clients who could be helped by offering them 
opportunities to help themselves. In the new cultural climate everybody who was 
shy, timid, anxious or lacking in confidence could overcome this ‘disorder’ through 
a range of new emotionally-laden therapies. More and more people wanted to find 
out what the supposed true self was that they had to develop.10 

In this configuration the field of esotericism bloomed as esoteric therapeutic 
practices easily linked up with the new therapeutic ethos. The field was a highly 
fertile seedbed for the development of a variety of ways to work at self-develop-
ment and self-realisation. In many of these practices, the body was a focal point. 

7  De Liagre Böhl, ‘Consensus en Polarisatie’, 306-18.
8  I have taken the term ‘intellectual make-up’ from P. Bourdieu, ‘Systems of Education and 

Systems of Thought’, International Social Science Journal 19 (1967) 338-58 at 352; G. van 
den Brink, ‘Hoger, harder, sneller… en de prijs die men daarvoor betaalt’, in P.T. de Beer 
and C.J.M. Schuyt (eds.), Bijdragen aan Waarden en Normen (Amsterdam, 2004) 15-38.

9  I. Costera Meijer, Het Persoonlijke wordt Politiek. Feministische bewustwording in Neder-
land 1965-1980 (Amsterdam, 1996).

10  G. Blok, Baas in eigen brein. ‘Antipsychiatrie’ in Nederland, 1965-1985 (Amsterdam, 2004); 
T. Peters and S. Snelders, ‘Antidepressiva van 1950 tot heden. Een halve eeuw op chemische 
wolken’, Maandblad Geestelijke volksgezondheid 60 (2005) 207-22.
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This was related to the new conceptions of bodies that came with the emancipator 
inclination. For instance, the upcoming permissiveness incorporated the so-called 
sexual revolution. The pill invigorated this trend. The strict dispositions that peo-
ple had absorbed in their youth were not easy to overcome, however. It was easier 
to grow a beard than to absorb the new morals. Again, therapies offered the solu-
tion as they presented opportunities to embody the new fashionable free disposi-
tions. Feminists groups also found support for their new self-confident personal-
political femininity through therapeutic sessions that focused on body and mind.11

Illustrative of the expansion of the field of esotericism was the establishment of 
Ankh Hermes in 1975, a publisher specialised in esoteric literature. Furthermore, 
the renowned Dutch academic parapsychologist Henri van Praag (1916-1988) es-
tablished Prana: tijdschrift voor spiritualiteit en randgebieden der wetenschappen 
(Prana: journal for spirituality and the margins of sciences) in 1975. Similar to Bres, 
Prana had a scholarly approach to esotericism. In contrast, the editors of Onkruid 
(Weed), a journal that was established in 1978, had an apparently less scholarly 
approach. Significantly, it reached out for larger audiences.12 

Neoliberalisation: from 1980 onwards

More than ever, the economy of esoteric goods expanded during the 1980s and 
1990s. Exemplary for this process was the establishment of the monthly publica-
tion Koörddanser (Tightrope Dancer) in 1984. Unlike Bres, Prana and Onkruid,  
substantive articles were of secondary importance. Koörddanser’s primary target 
was its survey of esoteric practices through a national and an international agenda 
and the advertisements from the economy of esoteric goods. Disposed to struggle 
for authentic, perennial and archaic truths, a variety of players introduced new 
exotic practices.13 As we will see later in this chapter, shamanism was one of them.

The contemporary social, political and economic changes in the Netherlands 
had an enormous impact on the rise of esotericism. To begin with, the ideal of 
a malleable society had crumbled at the end of the 1970s. The progressive ‘poli-
tics of the imagination’ proved not to lead to the anticipated political reform, also 
because an economic recession stunted economic growth.14 With their suppos-

11  J. Jansen van Galen, ‘De therapiegolf ’, Haagse Post 66/51-52(1979) 50-5; Aupers and Van 
Otterloo, New Age, 61-7. cf. S. Aupers, In de ban van moderniteit. De sacralisering van het 
zelf en computertechnologie (Amsterdam, 2004) 37. 

12  Aupers and Van Otterloo, New Age, 71. Henri van Praag was ‘extraordinary professor’ of 
Parapsychology at the University of Utrecht from 1978 until 1986. 

13  Breedveld and Van den Broek, De Veeleisende Samenleving, 26-30; S. Aupers, ‘“We are all 
gods”, New Age in the Netherlands 1960-2000’, in E. Sengers (ed.), The Dutch and their 
gods. Secularisation and transformation of religion in the Netherlands since 1950 (Hilver-
sum, 2005) 181-201.

14  De Liagre Böhl, ‘Consensus en Polarisatie’, 306-18; Wielenga, Die Niederlande, 316-23.
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edly anti-ideological no-nonsense stance, the conservative parties profited. From 
1978 onwards, conservative liberals and Christian Democrats started to pursue 
deregulation, privatisation and retrenchment policies.15 During subsequent dec-
ades, Dutch politicians implemented a neoliberalisation process. The ideal of a 
withdrawing government was even embraced by the social-democratic party, and 
with a social-democrat as Prime Minister, from 1994 until 2002, neoliberalisation 
governed the Netherlands as never before.16 

Neoliberal policies transformed the Dutch atmosphere profoundly. Notwith-
standing its calculable economic success, neoliberalisation threw citizens back 
upon their own resources (see also Chapter 7). Many people found themselves 
caught up in a process that deregulated more than just the economy. The pressure 
on citizens intensified and the Netherlands became a so-called ‘multiple-choice 
society’ and a ‘demanding society’.17 As in the foregoing decade, individualism was 
the guiding principle for most citizens. Yet in the new politico-economic struc-
tures the meaning of individualism changed. Once an ideological pillar of the 
permissive welfare state, individualism transformed into an urge for self-respon-
sibility. People were still supposed to make choices according to their personal 
preferences, but the focus had shifted from equal opportunities to accountability. 
While the supposedly ‘natural’ status of individuals was perceived as the result of 
personal and free choices, the flexible labour market situation encouraged em-
ployees to arrange their lives to maximise their advantage on the labour market or, 
in other words, to be employable.18

Neoliberalism urged individuals to work on themselves, and with the new opti-
mistic devotion to self-improvement expectations rose. The increasing pressure on 
independent and personal decision-making, however, also resulted in frustration 
about failure, disappointment and disillusionment. Many women, for instance, 
struggled to make up the arrears on the labour market, while at the same time 
they still felt the force of traditional gender dispositions that passed them a dis-

15  S. Karsten, ‘Neoliberal Education Reform in The Netherlands’, Comparative Education 35 
(1999) 303-17; De Liagre Böhl, ‘Consensus en Polarisatie’, 315-24; H. te Velde, ‘Van Drees 
tot Fortuyn. Politiek leiderschap in Nederland vanaf 1945’, Spiegel Historiael 10 (2002) 470-
4.

16  De Liagre Böhl, ‘Consensus en Polarisatie’, 318-38; D. Jahn and M. Henn, ‘The “New” Rhet-
oric of New Labour in Comparative Perspective: A Three-Country Discourse Analysis’, 
West European Politics 23 (2000) 26-46; Wielenga, Die Niederlande, 349-60.

17  K. Breedveld and A. van den Broek, De Veeleisende Samenleving. De sociaal-culturele con-
text van psychische vermoeidheid (The Hague, 20042).

18  R. Collins, The Credential Society: An Historical Sociology of Education and Stratifica-
tion (New York, 1979); L. Delsen, Exit poldermodel? Sociaal-economische ontwikkelingen 
in Nederland (Assen, 2000) 44-52; G. de Vries, Nederland Verandert. Maatschappelijke 
ontwikkelingen en problemen in het begin van de eenentwintigste eeuw (Amsterdam, 20005) 
28-44; Breedveld and Van den Broek, De Veeleisende Samenleving, 24.
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proportionate share of the domestic responsibilities.19 The findings of the Dutch 
sociologists of religion Dick Houtman and Stef Aupers are in accordance with 
this analysis, as they argued that so-called post-traditional women might embrace 
spirituality more often than post-traditional men because they are being haunted 
more severely by problems of meaning and identity.20 

Within this neoliberal political and socioeconomic context, the field of esoteri-
cism transformed from a marginal movement into a part of mainstream society 
that became known as the New Age Movement. There was an enormous increase 
in esoteric products and publications, as esotericism reached wider audiences 
through mainstream television programmes, and more and more shops were es-
tablished that specialised in esoteric wares. As could be expected, the number of 
‘New Age’ centres also increased significantly. In 1990 there were approximately 
two hundred, but five years later there were more than three hundred.21 

The elective affinities between the logic of the field of esotericism and the logic 
of neoliberal capitalism were highly significant for the rise of therapeutic ideas 
and practices that sprang from the economy of esoteric goods, as I have already 
argued in Chapter 7. Significantly, not only the neoliberal quest for self-actualisa-
tion, self-determination and self-responsibility originated from the United States, 
many contributions to the booming field of esotericism in the Netherlands came 
from the United States as well, sometimes in the form of internationally operating 
teachers with Native American Indian names. In due course, they would become 
known as shamans.

The rise of shamanism

One of the first times that the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ drew attention in 
the field of esotericism was when Prana introduced the Hungarian-Belgian paint-
er-shaman Joska Soos in 1977. Soos would play a major part in the genesis of a 
field of shamanism in the Netherlands. I will come back to Soos later in this chap-
ter. For now it is sufficient to note that Prana introduced him as a present-day sha-
man from an old Hungarian line of shamans. Soos presented shamanism as ‘the 

19  Van den Brink, ‘Hoger, harder, sneller’, 15-38; A. Honneth, ‘Organized Self-Realization. 
Some Paradoxes of Individualization’, European Journal of Social Theory 7 (2004) 463-78; 
B. Costea, N. Crump and K. Amiridis, ‘Managerialism and “Infinite Human Resourceful-
ness”: a Commentary on the “Therapeutic Habitus”, “Derecognition of Finitude” and the 
Modern Sense of Self ’, Journal for Cultural Research 11 (2007) 245-64.

20  D. Houtman and S. Aupers, ‘The Spiritual Revolution and the New Age Gender Puzzle: The 
Sacralisation of the Self in Late Modernity (1980-2000)’, in G. Vincett, S. Sharma and K. 
Aune (eds.), Women and Religion in the West: Challenging Secularization (Aldershot, 2008) 
99-118.

21  Aupers and Van Otterloo, New Age, 70-80.
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world’s oldest form of magic’ that allowed people ‘to take a look at the world be-
yond its manifestations’.22 A year later, the aforementioned parapsychologist Henri 
van Praag pointed out in Prana that recent decades had witnessed an increase in 
interest in shamanism. According to him, Eliade had filled a hiatus in knowledge 
with his 1951 Le Chamanisme. Prana would significantly contribute to the Dutch 
genealogy of shamanism but the term ‘shamanism’ did not enter its regular prose 
during the 1970s. It is telling that Lame Deer, Rolling Thunder and Carlos Cas-
taneda were depicted as mystics and medicine men, not as shamans.23 

However, during the 1980s the term ‘shamanism’ gradually became a popular 
subject in the field of esotericism. It is noteworthy that a 1980 editorial in Prana 
used the scientific authority of ‘scholars of religion’ to call attention to the impor-
tance of shamanism as, according to Prana, these scholars increasingly concluded 
that ‘shamanism (which is the opposite of mystical silence) is the common foun-
dation of cosmic and revelatory religions’. In a later issue in the same year, the 
editors even detected a ‘shamanic renaissance’. They saw it manifested through the 
revival of Indian wisdom and the increasing interest in Tibet, the Inuit, the Vedas, 
Gypsy music, tarot, tantra, ecstasy and Japanese religions. Remarkably, Prana at-
tributed the growing popularity of shamanism to the work of the British historian 
of the paranormal and alternative medicine Brian Inglis (1916-1993) whose 1977 
Natural and Supernatural had expanded the meaning of term ‘shaman’ so that it 
included Biblical figures such as Jesus and Moses.24 

Shamanism gained momentum in the field of esotericism in 1983, when Sja-
manisme, het genezende evenwicht (Shamanism, the healing balance) appeared. 
Written by the Buddhist, therapist and publisher Robert Hartzema, it was the first 
Dutch esoteric book that explicitly focused on shamanism. In the same year, Bres 
also published his interpretation of shamanism as ‘the most ancient form of medi-
cine’. Hartzema argued that ‘nature people’ or ‘primitive people’ experience their 
intimate bond with nature through rites and ceremonies in which they become the 
focus of natural and cosmic forces. Shamans are specialists who, after a long and 
hard apprenticeship, are able to use these energies to repair and ward off distur-
bances in the balance of force fields.25

22  J. Soos, ‘De inwijding van een sjamaan’, Prana 10 (1977) 18-21.
23  H. van Praag, ‘De erfenis der sjamanen’, Prana 14 (1978/79) 58-61. Bres only discussed 

shamanism in a 1978 issue that called attention to a recently surfaced collection of old 
picture postcards from Siberia and Central Asia that featured shamans. The editors intro-
duced these ‘shaman-souvenirs from Russia’ by claiming that shamanism, ‘originally was a 
regular religious phenomenon in Siberia’. They described the shaman as ‘healer’, ‘magician’, 
‘medicine man’ and ‘master of ecstasy’ and referred the reader to Eliade’s Shamanism, see 
Bres 73 (1987) 121-8.

24  B. Inglis, Natural and Supernatural: A History of the Paranormal from Earliest Times to 1914 
(London, 1977); Prana 20 (1980) 3; Prana 22 (1980/1981) 3-4.

25  R. Hartzema, Sjamanisme, het genezende evenwicht. Een universele benadering van ziekte en 
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Hartzema referred to Rolling Thunder, Carlos Castaneda, Mircea Eliade and 
Franz Boas to interpret shamans as technicians of the sacred who possess power 
and knowledge to operate energies and forces through techniques and tools. In 
contrast to the ‘mechanical’ model of scientific medicine, the holistic shamanic 
approach features energy centres, sometimes called chakras, and is aimed at the 
restoration of balance and the raising of blockades. Notwithstanding the variety 
of shamans all over the world, their practices consist of basic patterns and form a 
universal approach.26

The year 1983 also witnessed another momentous episode in the Dutch geneal-
ogy of shamanism. Growth centre De Kosmos organised a series of lectures, work-
shops and documentaries dedicated to shamanism. Joska Soos came to Amster-
dam to manage workshops as well as the Native American Indian Archie Lame 
Deer who, on his Dutch tour, led a so-called sweatlodge ceremony at Elfenbank 
(1975-1995), a growth centre near Nijmegen that, as we will see, would become 
pivotal in the genesis of the Dutch field of shamanism.27

Prana’s autumn issue of 1984 was also dedicated to shamanism. Once more, 
Van Praag praised the virtues of Inglis’s book, but he added that Eliade, Halifax 
and Campbell also deserved special mention. In a ‘worth reading’ list of books 
on shamanism, Hartzema’s book was reviewed as well as those by Halifax, Larsen, 
Drury, Harner and Eliade.28 Van Praag also let his parapsychological light shine 
upon shamanism, concluding an exposé on Maria Sabina, Brooke Medicine Eagle 
and a Tibetan priest named ‘toelkoe’ by stating that the current psychic was the 
new version of the shaman.29 Another contributor described her paranormal ex-
periences by the side of Maria Sabina, while the Dutch self-proclaimed ‘professor’ 
Jan R. Hakemulder wrote a text on shamanism largely based on Eliade’s work.30

Prana’s 1984 shamanism issue included translated contributions by American 
experts. Joan Halifax contributed as well as the Cuban-American medical anthro-
pologist and transpersonal psychologist Alberto Villoldo, who traced the sha-
manic roots of medicine.31 The differences between the American and the Dutch 

genezing (Amsterdam, 19972 [1983]); Sjamanisme and ‘Sjamanisme. Het genezende even-
wicht. Oeroude en moderne visie naast elkaar’, Bres 103 (1983) 109-18.

26  Hartzema, Sjamanisme and ‘Sjamanisme’. 
27  Bres 99 (1983) 151. 
28  H. van Praag, ‘Ten geleide’, Prana 37 (1984) 3-4.
29  H. van Praag, ‘De sjamaan en zijn wereld’, Prana 37 (1984) 11-24.
30  S. Lechner-Knecht, ‘Ik at van het “vlees der goden”’, Prana 37 (1984) 69-81; J.R. Hake-

mulder, ‘Sjamanisme’, Prana 37 (1984) 28-43. In 1981, Hakemulder established the Inter-
cultural Open University from which he provided correspondence courses. In practice, it 
was a ‘diploma mill’, R. Nanninga, ‘De universiteit van Opeinde’, Skepter 20/1 (2007) 12-5. 
For the impressive website of the Intercultural Open University, see www.ioufoundation.
org.

31  J. Halifax, ‘Niet bewijzen, maar beschrijven’, Prana 37 (1984) 25-7; H. Swiftdeer, ‘Indiaanse 
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contributors to Prana’s shamanism issue are noteworthy. The American experts 
based their expertise on distinct combinations of scholarly, traditional and expe-
riential knowledge of shamanism. In contrast, the Dutch authors had acquired 
their knowledge through books, mostly foreign, and, consequently, offered a more 
detached interpretation of shamanism. Only later would Dutch experts follow the 
lead of foreign shamanic experts by claiming shamanic knowledge for themselves. 
Still, even though the perspectives on shamanism that reached the readership of 
Prana differed significantly, they all put shamanism on the map of esotericism as 
a global, universal and primordial therapeutic phenomenon that could be taught 
by experts. 

While Dutch experts on shamanism who took steps in the field of esotericism 
approached shamanism in a scholarly way, Dutch scholars with academic posi-
tions were not involved in the genesis of a Dutch field of shamanism. When Dutch 
academic anthropologists focused on shamanism, they focused on ‘traditional’ 
shamanism. For instance, in 1982 two promising anthropologists from Groningen 
published two articles about shamanism in a Dutch weekly that was widely read 
in educated milieus. They described the shaman as ‘the handyman of the gods’, 
stressed the variety of scholarly interpretations of shamanism and paid attention 
to shamanism in the Islamic parts of the Soviet Union, but they did not take notice 
of the occurrence of contemporary western shamanisms.32 An article about sha-
manism in a 1984 issue of Tijdschrift voor Ziekenverpleging (Journal for Nursing) is 
also noteworthy. The author merely wondered whether shamans were conjurors or 
healers. He paid no heed to contemporary western shamanism at all.33 

Sjamaan spreekt over “Eind-tijden”’, Prana 37 (1984) 5-9; G.J. van Lamoen, ‘Een ontmoet-
ing met Swiftdeer’, Prana 37 (1984) 43-54; A. Villoldo, ‘Genezen’, Prana 37 (1984) 82-97. 
Villoldo played a remarkable part in the genealogy of shamanism. He was a clinical pro-
fessor at San Francisco State University, a regular visitor to Esalen and founded the Four 
Winds Society in 1984. This institute still ‘trains professional practitioners in energy medi-
cine with advanced training programs in clinical skills and shamanic medicine teachings’. 
It also sells ‘sacred objects’, it manages ‘expeditions’ and it sells the different books Villoldo 
wrote about ‘shamanic healing’ Ultimately, Villoldo would rise to become a member of the 
advisory board of the Society for Shamanic Practitioners and, when he visited the Nether-
lands in 2004, he would be welcomed as a shaman himself. At the occasion, the attendants 
could ‘pray for the earth’ in the ‘ancient tradition’ of the ‘three notable Inca leaders’ that 
accompanied him, see J. Kamp, ‘Alberto Villoldo, sjamaan in een moderne wereld’, Ode 
Magazine 69 (2004) at http://nl.odemagazine.com/doc/0069/alberto-villoldo-sjamaan-in-
een-moderne-wereld/. See also www.thefourwinds.com/ and www.shamansociety.org/ad-
visory.html. 

32  Y. Kuiper and G.J. Zwier, ‘De sjamaan: klusjesman van de goden’ and ‘Het volksgeloof der 
kameraden. Vladimir Basilov over sjamanisme in de Sovjetunie’, Intermediair 18/11 (1982) 
31-3, 35, 39-41. 

33  A.P. Borsboom, ‘Sjamaan: goochelaar of genezer?’, Tijdschrift voor Ziekenverpleging 37 
(1984) 781-5.
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The Dutch structural anthropologist Jarich Oosten must also be mentioned 
here, as he used the term ‘shaman’ in his Arctic research. He participated in the in-
ternational field of shamanology, for instance by publishing an article in Hoppál’s 
1984 volume Shamanism in Eurasia and by participating in the second confer-
ence of the International Society of Shamanistic Research in Budapest in 1993. In 
contrast to many shamanologists, however, Oosten was wary of universal models 
and categories and argued that anthropologists should focus on processes instead 
of on essences. He stressed the importance of extensive fieldwork and, inspired by 
Wittgenstein, told his students to be always aware of one’s own language games.34 

A pioneer (1): Joska Soos

The first esoteric teacher who achieved recognition as a shaman in the Dutch field 
of esotericism was Joska Soos. From the early 1980s onwards, he travelled around 
as an itinerant shaman visiting Dutch growth centres to offer his shamanic work-
shops. He profited from the publications of Hartzema, who also spread Soos’s fame 
via articles in Onkruid and Bres in 1984 and 1985. Hartzema also acted as a ghost-
writer for Soos’s 1985 publication Ik genees niet, ik herstel de harmonie (I do not 
cure; I restore harmony) and he staged Soos in his 1987 collection of portrays of 
paranormal and spiritual healers. According to Soos’s life story as published by 
Hartzema, Soos was born with a caul. For this reason, the village shaman took 
him under his wing and initiated him by using dreams, chakras, magical signs, 
communication with animals, mind expansion, cosmic journeys, the vibration of 
sounds and other techniques to ‘shamanise’.35 

Above all, Soos authorised his shamanic expertise by referring to the traditional 
Hungarian roots of his shamanism and his profound shamanic experiences. That 
is to say, he had deepened his ‘spirituality’ when he, as a coal miner in Belgium 
from 1949 onwards, sometimes deliberately remained in the shafts to experience 
the darkness and silence in the mines. He quit mining when his artistic career as 

34  J.G. Oosten, ‘The Diary of Therkel Mathiassen (1922-1923)’, in M. Hoppál (ed.), Shaman-
ism in Eurasia II (Göttingen, 1984) 377-90. For Jarich Oosten, see J. Jansen et al (eds.), 
Traditions on the Move. Essays in Honour of Jarich Oosten (Amsterdam, 2009). 

35  R. Hartzema, ‘Ik genees niets, ik herstel de harmonie’, Onkruid 41 (1984) 79-86, ‘Joska 
Soos. Het Schilderen van de Klank’, Bres 114 (1985) 33-40 and ‘Ik genees niet, ik herstel 
de harmonie’, in idem, Grenzeloos Genezen. Gesprekken en ervaringen met paranormale en 
andere geestelijke genezers (Amsterdam, 1987) 103-14; J. Soos, Ik genees niet, ik herstel de 
harmonie (Amsterdam, 1985). As we have seen in the first chapter, Carlo Ginzburg also 
pointed to the magical powers attached to being born with the caul, or, in other words, 
wrapped in the amniotic membrane, The Night Battles: Witchcraft & Agrarian Cults in the 
Sixteenth & Seventeenth Centuries (Baltimore, 1983) 15, 61. It is peculiar that Hartzema 
used both ‘Ik genees niet’ (‘I do not cure’) and ‘Ik genees niets’ (‘I do not cure anything’) as 
titles for his publications about Soos, whose own publication was called Ik genees niet.
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a painter got going. While his wife guaranteed a basic income, he exhibited his 
paintings in Belgian galleries. Then his wife left him in 1975 and he collapsed. To 
defuse the crisis, he shouted and drummed for weeks, just like the village shaman 
had taught him. It was his first ‘shamanisation’. He healed himself with it. This 
breakthrough brought back his shamanic background and from then on he per-
ceived the light creatures and sound creatures that he had already depicted in his 
paintings. Whilst in London, in 1981, he became involved with a group of Tibetan 
Buddhists who told him that he had been a Tibetan Llama, a Chinese mandarin 
and a Taoist in former lives. The scales and drums that they used in their practices 
remained important to Soos who, as a wounded healer, started to ‘shamanise’ oth-
ers.36

Soos constructed an expert way of speaking rationally about his shamanism, 
with a strikingly learned and technical idiom, almost mimicking scientific knowl-
edge. He claimed that his shamanism was built upon seven sources of shamanic 
knowledge: being born with the caul (1), his shamanic ancestors (2), the teachings 
of the village shaman (3), his thirst for knowledge (4), being creative as an artist 
(5), the vibration of sound (6), and the emergence of light creatures (7).37 By us-
ing drums and scales he worked with a complex system of spheres, chakras and 
perceptions. According to him, seven spheres of consciousness had developed in 
an evolutionary line: the personal level of consciousness (1), the human level of 
consciousness, which dated back to the point where humans evolved from animals 
(2), the amphibian level of consciousness, which dated even further back in time 
(3), the consciousness as water creatures (4), the crystal consciousness, which he 
described as ‘the androgynous condition in which people experience as it is’ (5), 
the light consciousness, ‘when the crystal starts moving’ (6), and sound conscious-
ness as ‘in the beginning there was sound’ (7). He related these seven spheres to 
seven chakras and to ‘four degrees of perception’: the quadrilateral that stems from 
the body (1), the triangular that stems from emotions (2), the circular that stems 
from intellectual and creative perception (3), and the spherical that stems from 
the spiritual (4).38 

Soos organised workshops for beginners and for advanced students, enabling 
his students to increase and deepen their shamanic knowledge in educational 
structures that fitted the logic of the credential society in which he constructed 
his shamanism. His practices also suited the therapeutic habitus that had gained 
dominance in the Netherlands from the 1970s onwards as his students could 
heal themselves by finding balance and harmony in themselves. Ultimately, Soos 
clothed his supposedly authentic and traditional Hungarian shamanism in inno-

36  Hartzema, ‘Ik genees niets, ik herstel de harmonie’, ‘Joska Soos. Het Schilderen van de 
Klank’, and ‘Ik genees niet, ik herstel de harmonie’; J. Soos, Ik genees niet, ik herstel de har-
monie (Amsterdam, 1985).

37  Soos, Ik genees niet, ik herstel de harmonie, 85-93.
38  Idem, 95-125.
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vative, up-to-date and fashionable esoteric garments. By referring to Taoism and 
chakras and using technical jargon he presented his supposedly traditional Hun-
garian shamanic knowledge as a form of scholarly yet perennial esoteric knowl-
edge. 

A pioneer (2): Ronald Chavers

At about the same time as Soos, the American scholar Ronald Chavers entered 
the field of esotericism as a shamanic teacher. Chavers had acquired a doctorate in 
philosophy in Germany and claimed to have been initiated into ‘shamanic knowl-
edge’, for instance when he lectured on Carlos Castaneda at the University of Utre-
cht in 1979. On this occasion he told the audience that even before the age of three 
he had been ‘taught to see’ by his great-grandmother, who had ‘shamanic abilities’. 
His great-grandmother, who was of Cherokee origin, had guided him into the 
realms of non-ordinary experience through prophesy. Chavers claimed that he 
had been involved in shamanistic activities throughout his life and, moreover, that 
he had studied theology, mythology, religion, psychology, philosophy, sociology 
and anthropology.39 

Chavers’s struggles to acquire recognition both in the academic field and in the 
field of esotericism are noteworthy as they point to a fundamental difference be-
tween the genesis of the fields of shamanism in the Netherlands and the USA. 
To be precise, while the American field of shamanism was established in close 
association with the academic field, the genesis of a Dutch field of shamanism oc-
curred without the participation of established academic scholars. Chavers was an 
academic scholar, but he never acquired an authoritative position in the academic 
field. His steps to establish his so-called ‘transversional psychology’ in the aca-
demic field failed, as well as his attempts to get his knowledge about shamanism 
recognised there. He invited academic scholars such as Jarich Oosten to cooperate 
with him, but Oosten and other Dutch academic scholars declined Chavers’s offer 
to cooperate as they principally mistrusted his knowledge claims.40 

Still, Chavers entered the international field of shamanology. His name features 
on the list of founding members of the International Society for Shamanistic Re-
search as published in Shaman and his article about shamanism as ‘total theatre’ 
appeared in Hoppal’s 1989 volume Shamanism. Past and Present, which included 
contributions by Ruth-Inge Heinze, Felicitas Goodman, Stanley Krippner and 
Jarich Oosten. At the aforementioned 1993 conference of the ISSR in Budapest he 
even performed a dance in which he depicted a number of animal transformations 

39  R. Chavers, ‘Introduction’ and ‘Fragmenten van gesprekken met Ronald Chavers’, in T. van 
de Brink et al. (eds.), De Werken van Castaneda (Utrecht, 1979) 17-48.

40  Personal communication with Jarich Oosten, who told me that he had refused to cooperate 
with Chavers during the 1980s. See also P.P. Pedersen, ‘Review of A Dialectical Approach 
to Psychotherapy by Ronald E. Chavers’, Contemporary Psychology 31 (1986) 1000.
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of the shaman.41 Chavers’s scholarly habitus is obvious, as his website also illus-
trates. It offers a view on his remarkable curriculum vitae, and the list of his many 
works is impressive. It is significant, however, that most of his scholarly output is 
unpublished.42

In the field of esotericism Chavers used the same mix of capital to authorise 
his expertise, but here he was somewhat more successful. He established his own 
growth centre, Dies Community for development-history, an institute where he 
taught his students the shamanic virtues of his ‘transversive-transformative’ meth-
od. As ‘Black Horse Chavers (Ronald)’ he advertised his ‘shamanic way’ as a form 
of ‘individual and total theatre’, for instance through a small ad in a 1983 issue of 
Bres. He also used this journal to announce his cultural journey to Indonesia. As 
a travel guide, he accompanied fellow travellers to ‘Indian tribes’ in the USA and 
to Japan, where they shared in the ‘field of tension’ between shamanism, Shinto-
ism and Buddhism.43 He also worked as a tour guide in the Netherlands, where he 
took his students on excursions to Dutch megalithic monuments in 1988, teaching 
them that these were remnants of the ancient ‘matriarchal Great Mother Culture’ 
that had included shamans. Western culture, he argued, had systematically sup-
pressed shamanism by wrongly pushing it away as ‘unscientific’. According to him, 
shamans aim at dissolving unconscious conflicts by using the opportunities for 
positive transformations and the value of dream symbols. Chavers also left his 
mark in the field of shamanism via his students, who, by referring to ‘Professor 
Chavers’ as their teacher, still transmit the scientific authority of Chavers as well as 
the logic of his shamanism.44 

41  M. Hoppál, ‘News and Notes’, Shaman 1 (1993) 67-8; J.A. Dooley, ‘News and Notes’ Sha-
man 2 (1994) 181-7. See M. Hoppál and O. von Sadovszky (eds.), Shamanism. Past and 
Present (Budapest, 1989).

42  See, for Chavers’s remarkable views on the ‘Triadic Revolution’ (‘The “triadic” relations 
between Immanuel Kant, Leonardo da Vinci and my self Ronald Chavers’): http://ronald-
chavers.com/.

43  Bres 93 (1982) 130; Bres 97 (1982) 135.
44  E. Jakobs, ‘Ronald Chavers en de Grote Moeder Kultuur’, Onkruid 60 (1988) 59-65. Il-

lustrative of his ineffective positioning as a shaman-scholar in the academic field is that he 
ultimately acquired his ‘professorship’ from Hakemulder’s diploma mill, the Intercultural 
Open University. For Chavers’s students, see www.vierhetleven.nl/visionquest/dirck.html; 
www.ademtherapie.nl/thera.htm. Nowadays, Chavers manages courses in the ‘Akeru-Ka-
method’, which is a body technique based on martial arts, see F. Pruim, ‘Genieten van 
stress’, Opzij (10 September 2010) at www.opzij.nl/WAD-Mediabank-pagina/Genieten-
van-stress.htm.
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The genesis of a field of shamanism

During the second half of the 1980s the first Dutch shamanic teachers entered the 
field of esotericism. Most shamanic teachers who took action in the Netherlands 
during the 1980s, however, came from outside the Netherlands, calling on Dutch 
growth centres on their trans-border tours, as a look at Koörddanser reveals. In 
general, American visiting teachers had names with a Native American Indian 
flavour. The European instructors who travelled around the Netherlands had rela-
tively different backgrounds. The aforementioned Swedish teacher Jonathan Hor-
witz (Chapter 7) toured, as well as the German Heilpraktiker and shaman Marie-
Lu Lörler, whose book I will present in the next section. The Austrian shaman 
Margit Bohdalek (‘Raven Woman’) came to instruct Dutch clients in ‘astrology 
and shamanism’ and ‘the medicine wheel’. According to Bohdalek she had stud-
ied under different ‘American Indians and African shamans’ and under Arnold 
Graf Keyserling (1922-2005).45 Keyserling, who also visited the Netherlands as a 
shamanic teacher, deserves further consideration here as he was the son of Her-
mann Keyserling (Chapter 5) and president of the European Humanistic Psychol-
ogy Association. He was inspired by his father, Carl Jung and Gurdjieff and was, 
according to the website of the current School for Wisdom at least, one of the first 
to introduce the Human Potential Movement and Native American shamans to 
Europe in the 1970s and 1980s.46 

Most books on shamanism published in the Netherlands during the 1980s were 
translations of international bestsellers. Lörler’s 1986 Die Hüter des alten Wissens 
was successfully translated for the Dutch market by Bres in 1987 and published 
as Praktische natuurmagie: Handboek voor de Moderne Sjamaan (Practical Nature 
Magic Manual for the Modern Shaman). Bres promoted the book by publishing 
Lörler’s account of her becoming a shaman and when she toured Dutch growth 
centres in 1989 Bres also paid ample attention to her. Other publications about 
shamanism that did well on the Dutch economy of esoteric goods were transla-
tions of publications inspired by core-shamanism. Significantly, a Dutch version of 
Harner’s Way of the Shaman was published only in 2001. By that time, Dutch sha-
manists had already established a subfield of shamanism in the field of esotericism. 
Even though many shamanic exercises in the field were based on the techniques 
that were initiated by Harner, his core-shamanism did not acquire a prominent 
position in the field of shamanism in the Netherlands.47

45  Margit Bohdalek nowadays manages her shamanic practice from Poland, see www.margit-
bohdalek.pl. See also J. Semah, Margit Bohdalek (Amsterdam, 1984).

46  See www.schoolofwisdom.com/keyserl.html. See also E. Gudenberger and R. Schweidlen-
ka, ‘Alpbacher Schamanentreffen: Avantgarde mit Verwirrung’, in idem, Mutter Erde Magie 
Und Politik. Zwischen Faschismus und Gesellschaft (Vienna, 1986) 272-3.

47  W. Rutherford, Sjamanisme, de basis van magie (The Hague, 1986); M. Lörler, Praktische 
Natuurmagie. Handboek voor de moderne sjamaan (Amsterdam, 1987) and ‘Praktische 
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Evidently, the genesis of a field of shamanism in the Netherlands owes much 
to the influence of shamanic teachers from abroad. Myriam Ceriez’s 1994 Sja-
manen. Gesprekken, belevenissen, rituelen (Shamanism. Conversations, experi-
ences, rituals) illustrates the point. Ceriez, a Belgian woman who has settled in 
Amsterdam, portrayed ten different teachers who had been decisive for her edu-
cation in shamanism. While she gave special credit to Elfenbank and Roelien de 
Lange, Ceriez primarily portrayed non-Dutch shamanic teachers. In addition to 
the aforementioned Annette Høst and Joska Soos, she also portrayed, inter alia, 
the British psychotherapist and leader of the Order of Bards Ovates and Druids 
Philip Carr-Gomm, a North American ‘green witch’, a North American ‘medicine 
women’, a North American ‘voodoo priestess’ and a Peruvian shaman. As we will 
see, transnationalism would remain a crucial feature of the field of shamanism in 
the Netherlands.48

The only Dutch teacher in Ceriez’s gallery of portraits is Daan van Kampenhout 
who was, without a doubt, one of the first Dutch instructors to take the shamanic 
horse by the reins. Decisive for his career and for Dutch shamanism in general was 
an event that took place in 1987. Under the direction of Van Kampenhout, who 
still was an art student then, a ‘project group’ prepared an experiment in shaman-
ism. Only a small group of people was involved, but the experiment reached wider 
audiences in the field of esotericism via Van Kampenhout’s published account in 
Bres. Van Kampenhout had created his own shamanic costumes for his final ex-
amination at the art academy and now he wanted to use these outfits to find out 
if it was possible to get the feeling of shamanism. He also wanted to try to get in 
touch with animal spirits. According to his website, the frequent appearance of an-
imals in his dreams had also inspired him to test shamanic techniques. The group 
camped in a forest, made music and danced around a birch tree that was made 
into a totem. Dressed up in Van Kampenhout’s Siberian-like shamanic costumes, 
the group performed rituals and gathered objects to represent the elements, pow-
ers and creatures that formed the space in which they camped and worked. They 
changed the ‘level of energy vibration’ by using voices and drums and, ultimately, 
they successfully connected with the spirits living in the area.49

Two years later, growth centre Elfenbank decisively positioned shamanism in 
the Dutch field of esotericism by organising a ‘shamanism weekend’ with ‘profes-
sional coaching’ in 1989. The demand exceeded the supply and thus Elfenbank ini-

Natuurmagie. Een vrouw vertelt hoe zij sjamane werd’, Bres 127 (1987/88) 81-9; B. Pan-
hans, ‘Bericht van Moeder Aarde’, Bres 135 (1989) 47-51; N. Drury, Sjamanisme (Baarn, 
1989); M. Harner, De Weg van de Sjamaan (Haarlem, 2001).

48  M. Ceriez, Sjamanen. Gesprekken, belevenissen, rituelen (Deventer, 1994). Ceriez works as 
a copywriter, a coach in communication and in what she calls ‘practical spirituality’, see 
http://myriamceriez.nl.

49  D. van Kampenhout, ‘Zeven Sjamanen en het Pijldans-Project’, Bres 125 (1987) 25-36. Per-
sonal communication with participants, 26-09-2008. 
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tiated a ‘shamanic school year’ that started in 1990. The focal point was ‘Shamanic 
earth consciousness’. The course did not train people to become a Castaneda, 
Elfenbank warned in the advert in Koörddanser. Elfenbank invited a range of Na-
tive American Indian teachers to contribute to the educational programme. Joska 
Soos, Annete Höst, Daan van Kampenhout and other European shamanic teach-
ers also contributed. This initiative turned Elfenbank into the central location for 
the genesis of the field of shamanism. Elfenbank became a breeding ground for 
Dutch initiates in shamanism.

A closer look at the founder and manager of Elfenbank and its shamanic cur-
riculum, the Dutch artist and creative therapist Roelien de Lange, sheds light on 
what Bourdieu called the ‘amnesia of genesis’. De Lange adopted the term ‘sha-
manism’ to refer to her personal spiritual path at about the same time that she ini-
tiated the ‘shamanic weekends’. In her own account, however, she had experienced 
shamanism from 1972 onwards, during her visits to Native American tribes. Yet 
at that time she was still absorbed in dream therapy and she did not use the term 
‘shamanism’. When Onkruid dedicated an article to her in 1988, she presented the 
Native American Indians who lectured at Elfenbank as ‘medicine men’ and she 
did not use the term ‘shaman’. Notwithstanding her long-lasting interest in Na-
tive American Indians, there are strong reasons to suggest that she introduced the 
concept of ‘shamanism’ only after it had become part of the lingua franca of the 
field of esotericism.50

It is time to return to Daan van Kampenhout, as he established his own Dutch 
Institute for Shamanism and Ritual in Amsterdam in 1992. From this institute he 
started to manage his own educational programmes, although he also coordinated 
Elfenbank’s very last ‘shamanic year training’ in 1993. Elfenbank was dissolved in 
1995. Yet Roelien de Lange continued her ‘shamanic trainings’ and established the 
School for Shamanism in 1995. The shamanic activities in the field of esotericism 
during these years were decisive for the logic and structure of the field of shaman-
ism. As esoteric experts increasingly adopted the term ‘shamanism’ and students 
of the first shamanic teachers slowly but surely set up their own shamanic prac-
tices, a Dutch field of shamanism came into being during the 1990s.51

The increase in Dutch practitioners of shamanism can be observed by looking 
at their positioning at the Eigentijdsfestival, the annual happening that I already 
referred to in the first chapter. This event started in 1993 as the Reiki Camping 
Festival, but it continued from 1994 onwards under the name Eigentijdsfestival. 
From the outset shamanism was one of the most prominent attractions on the 

50  D. Broeckhoven, ‘Pas dan werken dromen genezend’, Onkruid 60 (1988) 42-51; P. Bourdieu, 
‘The Imaginary Anthropology of Subjectivism’, in idem, The Logic of Practice (Cambridge, 
1990) 42-51 at 50.

51  M. Ceriez, ‘Daan van Kampenhout (Nederland)’, ‘Ivana Caprioli (Italië/Nederland)’ in 
idem, Sjamanen, 101-12, 115-31 and idem, Sjamanisme in de praktijk (Deventer, 1997). 
See also www.daanvankampenhout.com and http://roeliendelange.nl.
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camping ground. The first to offer a type of shamanism at the festival was Roelien 
de Lange, who used the term ‘shamanism’ for the medicine wheel ceremony that 
she managed during the 1994 edition. At later editions of the festival her School 
for Shamanism literally occupied a central position in the field as she was allowed 
to build an eye-catching tipi camp around the central pond in the main field of the 
festival ground. The festival’s website and folders would even use a picture of this 
line of tents as the main representative image of the festival.52

Gradually, other shamanic teachers put up their tents at the festival. Daan van 
Kampenhout’s Institute, for instance, joined it in 1996 as well as a shamanic expert 
called Geronimo, whose shamanism is a combination of martial arts and tree wor-
ship. Geronimo distinguishes his shamanic practices from the other practices by 
pointing to his teacher, who is an English ‘druid’ or ‘tree shaman’. Other shamanic 
teachers had gathered their shamanic knowledge from a range of sources. Myriam 
Ceriez, for instance, made her first ‘trance journey’ under the guidance of Annette 
Høst and, as I have noted before, was profoundly influenced by Van Kampenhout 
under whom she studied shamanism at the Elfenbank. Ultimately, however, her 
shamanism is a mixture of druidism and shamanism, due to the guidance she re-
ceived from the aforementioned British druid Philip Carr-Gomm. Yet when I par-
ticipated in one of Ceriez’s shamanic workshops at the 2005 edition of the Eigen-
tijdsfestival, she offered an emotionally laden workshop which was her shamanic 
variant of the controversial family constellations therapy. At that time, Daan van 
Kampenhout had already acquired an international reputation with the shamanic 
family constellations variant that he coined Systemic Ritual®.53 

The dawn of shamanism was proclaimed by Jan Prins, also known as Searching 
Deer, in the 1996 festival newspaper. In that year, his Magic Circle joined the Ei-
gentijdsfestival. From 1999 onwards, a range of other shamanic healers joined the 
Eigentijdsfestival as part of the so-called Healing Field, where dozens of different 
healers demonstrate their practices. Some of these healers claim their practices are 
‘based on shamanic traditions’, while others straightforwardly present their prac-
tices as ‘shamanic’. During fieldwork on the festival, in 2006, I was treated by the 
Dutch healer Thérèse van der Veer, who took care of her clients in a small tent. She 
told me she did not call herself a shaman, but that she used shamanic techniques in 
combination with, for instance, Reiki. She also told me that she had acquired her 
shamanic knowledge from Alberto Villoldo and from a range of South American 

52  I am grateful to the administrative centre of the Eigentijdsfestival that allowed me to study 
their festival newspapers there.

53  M. Ceriez, ‘Philip Carr-Gomm (Groot-Brittannië)’ in her Sjamanen, 133-45. For Geroni-
mo, see www.bostochten.nl. See www.daanvankampenhout.com/en/systemic-ritual.htm. 
For critical views on the creator of family constellations, see K. Weber, ‘Rechte Ordnungen. 
Bert Hellinger - ein kryptofaschistischer Therapeut’, Der Rechte Band, 83 (July/Aug 2003) 
19; R Nanninga, ‘Ordnung muss sein. De familieopstellingen van Bert Hellinger’, Skepter 
17/4 (2004) at www.skepsis.nl/berthellinger.html.
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‘traditional Inca shamans’. When she treated me she primarily made use of her 
collection of stones and crystals.54 

On its route to success, the term ‘shamanism’ came to denote an increasing variety 
of ideas and practices. New arrivals in the field offered new variants of shamanism 
that were often inspired by their pre-shamanic interests. The established institutes 
also built up an increasingly multicoloured shamanic pallet, adding new rituals 
and new workshops. Roelien de Lange, for instance, added a remarkable new di-
mension to shamanism when, at the 2003 edition of the festival, she lectured on 
‘Dolphins; Shamans of the Sea’. Searching Deer submitted new workshops eve-
ry year, creatively constructing shamanism in his ‘concerto for the devas’ and in 
workshops with titles such as ‘be like a shaman Buddha!’ and ‘Carlos Castaneda’s 
exercises’. Remarkably, when the Dutch branch of Tensegrity demonstrated Cas-
taneda’s ‘Magical Passes’ at the 2004 festival it did not use the term shamanism. 
Shamanic Dance, Siberian shamanism, Native American shamanism and a range 
of other shamanic workshops from different instructors joined the festival. Nev-
ertheless, the varieties of shamanism that joined the Eigentijdsfestival were only 
a fraction of the range of shamanisms that were created in the field as shamanism 
came to complement practices such as Reiki, druidism, dream work, reincarnation 
and family constellations therapy. The concept ‘shamanism’ clearly has an elastic 
quality.

Alongside an increasing number and variety of workshops and courses in sha-
manism, other shamanic products entered the market. Nowadays, drums, rat-
tles, talking sticks, jewellery, power objects, power shields, dream catchers, herbs, 
amulets, incense and candles are sold under the label ‘shamanism’. The field has 
engendered shamanic festivals, correspondence education in shamanism and dif-
ferent shamanic manuals. Again, Daan van Kampenhout stands out as a key fig-
ure. He has published several articles on shamanism in Bres and a range of books 
on shamanism. His 1995 Handboek Sjamanisme (Shamanism Manual) is a do-it-
yourself instruction manual that is considered a classic in the Dutch field of sha-
manism. After he published his 1999 In de Geest van het Sjamanisme (In the Spirit 
of Shamanism), he primarily published about his mix of shamanism with family 
constellations therapy, for instance in his 2001 Beelden van de Ziel (Images of the 
Soul). Ultimately, he acquired an international reputation as a shamanic expert, 
practising throughout Europe. His books have been published in English, Ger-
man, French, Spanish, Italian and Polish, further enhancing his reputation as an 
expert.55 

54  See www.verderlicht.nl. As we have seen in Chapter 7, Harner identified quartz crystals as 
‘the strongest power object of all’, The Way of the Shaman. A Guide to Power and Healing 
(San Francisco, 1980) 113-34.

55  D. Van Kampenhout, Handboek Sjamanisme (Amsterdam, 1995) and In de Geest van het 
Sjamanisme (Amsterdam, 1999). Both books were published by Bres. See also D. Van 
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Along the lines of Van Kampenhout, other Dutch shamanic experts also started 
to publish about shamanism. For instance, the alma mater of the field of shaman-
ism, Roelien de Lange, published an account of her ‘shamanic journey’ in her 2000 
Vuurgodin. Een sjamanistische reis (Fire Goddess, a shamanic journey), and in 2002 
she published Sjamaans Spiegel Orakel (Shamanic Mirror Oracle), a self-help book 
that came with a set of Tarot-like cards with images of her paintings. The then 
chairman of the School for Shamanism Jos Kester published his 2003 Sjamanisme 
(Shamanism), an introductory book in a series of books that is supposed to offer 
‘reliable, professional information on the world’s religions, religious groupings and 
movements’.56 

By and large, in the field of shamanism the concept ‘shamanism’ has come to 
designate a series of universal archaic therapeutic techniques that can be used to 
experience perennial wisdom. This concept delineates the field of shamanism but 
it is a flexible concept. Correspondingly, the boundaries of the field of shamanism 
remain porous and can be negotiated. A conversation I had at the 2006 Eigentijds-
festival is illustrative. A woman told me enthusiastically about the sweat lodges 
she had visited. When I asked her about her experiences with shamanism, I was 
surprised to find out that she had not associated sweat lodges with shamanism. 
For many others in the field, on the other hand, sweatlodges are crucial shamanic 
practices that help to connect with nature spirits and to gain self-knowledge. It 
is also difficult to pin down the healers that once used the tag ‘shamanic’ in the 
Healing Field of the Eigentijdsfestival but dropped it later on, to exchange it for la-
bels such as ‘natural medicine therapist’, ‘tarot reader’, ‘energy medicine’ or ‘crystal 
healing’. It makes it nearly impossible to map the field of shamanism comprehen-
sively and all-inclusively. 

One former ‘shamanic healer’ told me that shamanism was still her way of life 
as she focused on the wholeness of nature. She still practiced shamanism, for in-
stance, while working in her garden, but she had retreated from the milieu of ‘al-
ternative healing’, which had disappointed her as it had become too commercial. 
According to her, too many people had lost their ideals and had started to use 
their talent merely for egoistic purposes. Too many conflicting egos were invest-
ing a reduced amount of energy merely to get more money and to gain prestige.57 
Indeed, one of the paradoxes of the Dutch field of shamanism is that, while it is an 
economy of shamanic goods that is structured as a struggle about the truth, truth-

Kampenhout, Heilende Rituale (Darmstadt, 1996), Images of the Soul (Heidelberg, 2001), 
La Sanacion viene desde afuera (Buenos Aires, 2004); Rytualy szamanskie a ustawienia 
rodzinne (Katowice, 2007), Obrazy Duse (Prague, 2007), see www.daanvankampenhout.
com.

56  R. de Lange, Vuurgodin. Een sjamanistische reis (Haarlem, 2001) and Sjamaans Spiegel 
Orakel (Hilversum, 2002), see www.roeliendelange.nl; J. Kester, Sjamanisme (Kampen, 
2003), see www.spiritcompany.org.

57  Personal communications on 29-09-2008, see www.proceswerk.nl/. 
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fulness and authenticity of shamanic goods, many actors in the field of shamanism 
profess a dislike of consumerism and commercialism. Repudiating self-interest 
and accentuating authenticity are part of the struggles of shamanic experts for 
their legitimacy, and thus for the symbolic power to get their form of shamanism 
recognised as genuine shamanism in the field of shamanism.

It is also noteworthy that during my fieldwork I noticed that most participants 
in shamanic practices are women. In her ethnographic MA thesis about ‘neo-
shamanism’ in the Netherlands, the anthropology student from Amsterdam Han-
neke Minkjan even found that seventy percent of shamanists are highly educated, 
middle-aged women. Yet her interpretation differs from mine. According to her, 
‘neo-shamanic teachers and their students find in neo-shamanism the spiritual 
values, life-fulfilment and answers to questions to their problems in life, which 
they lack in our modern, secularised, rational, materialistic disenchanted world’.58 

Contemporary western shamanic practices may offer potential empowerment 
and may help to acquire a feeling of self-control and self-development. Yet the 
guidance of personal power animals and the purchase of shamanic power are 
aimed at changing individual lives, often even with the intention of achieving 
something within society, that is, neoliberal capitalist structures. Permanent edu-
cation, self-accountability and individual responsibility are part of the basic logic 
of both shamanism and neoliberalism. While shamanic self-fulfilment and self-
improvement are presented as antidotes to the competitive atmosphere of neo-
liberalism, they are part of the ‘self-improvement industry’ that, as I have argued 
before, contributes to the structures that it claims to resist.59 

Four shamanic practices

As we have seen, the economy of shamanic goods expanded as more and more 
Dutch shamanic experts began to take steps in the Dutch field of shamanism. Dur-
ing my fieldwork I came across a number of these shamanisms, on the internet 
and in real life. I participated in different kinds of shamanic practices, at the Ei-
gentijdsfestival and elsewhere. I will not recount all my experiences; a few will 
suffice here. For instance, I participated in shamanic trance dance sessions and in 
a sweat-lodge ceremony that were organised by an organisation called Land van 
Bart near Groningen, both in November 2004. On these occasions, I was moved 
by the easygoing and comfortable atmosphere and the warm welcome I received.60 

58  H. Minkjan, Geleid door de Spirits. Neo-sjamanistische leraren en hun leerlingen. Een etno-
grafie (unpublished MA thesis, Amsterdam, 2005). See also idem, ‘Neo-Shamanic Divi-
nation Rituals in Modern Dutch Society’, Social Compass 55 (2008) 54-65. In line with 
Lindquist, Minkjan made use of the method of ‘experiencing participation’.

59  M. McGee, Self-Help, Inc. Makeover Culture in American Life (Oxford, 2005) 173, 191.
60  For Land van Bart, see http://home.deds.nl/~wiegers.
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In 2005, I visited the Shamanistic Teachings, an annual three-day festival that is 
organised by a New Age centre called Mirre, Institute of Energy Work, in Valthe, 
which is near Groningen, my home town. I observed shamans from all over the 
world talking about their own kind of shamanism and shamanism in general. It 
was intriguing to see and hear this gathering of Cuban, Indonesian, Jewish, Maori, 
Mexican, Native Indian American, Siberian and other shamans talking about an-
cestors, sacred journeys, divine purposes and traditional knowledge in the middle 
of Dutch farmlands and woodlands.61

In the same year, I went to Amsterdam to take part in the open day of the sha-
manic institute Ceremony. During one of the workshops, I was asked to represent 
the power animal of a woman. I found it a bit awkward, I must confess, and, ini-
tially, I did not know what to do. Yet there I was standing in front of a woman who 
expected me to embody her power animal. I improvised, imitating the movements 
of a large bird because that seemed to be the easiest way to deal with the instruc-
tions. I thought my impression did not make much sense, but to my amazement 
the woman was deeply touched by my performance. Ceremony seems to have dis-
solved, but the woman in charge, Linda Wormhoudt, has published several books 
on shamanism since then.62 When the Siberian shaman Ahamkara organised an 
evening to introduce his course on shamanic healing in December 2006, I went 
there with a journalist and a photographer. It was an amusing evening and we were 
having fun, supplying energy to other participants by tapping and rubbing their 
bodies and vice versa, in a ritual that would help to rejuvenate our spirits.63 

Even though I did not go native and come back à la Lindquist, as I have ex-
plained in the first chapter, my fieldwork among the different shamanisms has 
helped me to obtain a more intimate sense of the ideas and practices of Dutch 
shamanisms. To shed light on the logic of the field of shamanism, however, and 
to get a closer look at the struggles that constitute the field, I will limit myself to a 
depiction of the four shamanisms that I encountered most often in the field. I shall 
portray them chronologically, starting with Searching Deer, as he was involved 
in shamanism before the other shamanisms under consideration had even been 
established. I pay Searching Deer some extra attention, as his practices allow me to 
focus on charisma and on globalism, and because his shamanistic museum is too 
noteworthy to leave out. I conclude this chapter with a Dutch version of Siberian 
shamanism which, peculiarly enough, is one of the most recent versions of sha-

61  www.shamanisticteachings.org.
62  L. Wormhoudt, Goden en Sjamanen in Noord-West Europa (Geesteren, 2008), Ademtocht 

(Geesteren, 2009) and Seidr, het Noordse pad (Geesteren, 2010). Wormhoudt had been in-
volved in wicca (modern witchcraft) before she studied shamanism under Myriam Ceriez 
and Daan van Kampenhout. To acquire more knowledge about plant and tree guides, she 
also took a correspondence course in druidism, see Minkjan, Geleid door Spirits, 21-3.

63  For an account of this meeting, see C. Boomsma, ‘Op zoek naar je krachtdier’, UK 16 (2007) 
7.
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manism that I have encountered in the Netherlands. Searching Deer, the School 
for Shamanism, the Asha Institute and the Institute for Siberian Shamanism have 
all gained prominent positions in the field of shamanism in the Netherlands. In 
the next section I will focus on their strategic positioning in the field to exemplify 
the logic and structures of the Dutch field of shamanism. 

Searching Deer Jan Prins

Jan Prins’s rise to fame as one of the most prominent current Dutch shamanic 
authorities started when he encountered Joska Soos, at some point at the end of 
the 1980s. Soos adopted Prins as his apprentice and, after he had initiated him as 
a shaman, renamed him Searching Deer. Soos praised Prins as a shaman of the 
Aquarian Age and as a pupil in the ‘science of sound’. It is not accidental that Soos’s 
work with Tibetan scales attracted Prins as in daily life he is a musician and music 
teacher. Music is also highly relevant for his shamanism. At the Eigentijdsfestival 
and via his website he sells ‘shamanistic music compact discs’ and, more impor-
tantly, as a ‘master of sound’ or ‘sound shaman’, Searching Deer claims that he can 
hear the ‘Inner Sound’ or the ‘key note of the universe’.64

Jan Prins told me that he had practised Gestalt therapy, had participated in 
the Dutch Gurdjieff movement and had led meditation groups for years before 
he became Searching Deer. Blavatsky also inspired his shamanic practices.65 Dur-
ing workshops he puts on Gurdjieff ’s music and he claims to receive messages 
from Master M El Moria, one of the legendary hidden masters of the Great White 
Brotherhood that sent messages to Blavatsky more than a century before. He even 
based his 1998 De Sjamanistische Leringen van de Meester M. Een handleiding voor 
de westerse mens (The Shamanistic Teachings of the Master M. A manual for west-
ern man) on these channelled messages.66 With these claims, Searching Deer has 
strategically positioned himself in the field as an initiated shaman in possession of 
different forms of secret shamanic knowledge. His position-taking is successful as 
he is one of the few individuals in the Netherlands who is recognised as a shaman 
powerful enough to initiate others as shamans.

Roelien de Lange, for instance, notwithstanding her authoritative position in the 
field of shamanism, only became a shaman in 2008, and only after Searching Deer 
initiated her. During the ceremony, he poured ‘milk of the Mother Goddess’ into 
a stag bowl from Glastonbury and he made her drink it in front of a local mega-

64  J. Soos, ‘Foreword’, in Searching Deer Jan Prins, De Sjamanistische Leringen van de Meester 
M. Een handleiding voor de westerse mens (Groningen, 1998) 5-9. See also www.searching-
deer.nl.

65  Interview with Searching Deer Jan Prins, 7 July 2007. See also Minkjan’s interview with 
him, Geleid door de Spirits, 53-6.

66  Searching Deer Jan Prins, De Sjamanistische Leringen van de Meester M. His teacher Joska 
Soos and the manager of the Eigentijdsfestival wrote forewords. 
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lithic gallery grave. He put her to the test by menacing her with ‘evil spirits’, but 
she came through and was reborn as a shaman. The ceremony clearly involved a 
reciprocal flow of capital: while she became a shaman he improved his position as 
a Dutch shaman as he demonstrated his power of consecration, that is, the power 
to consecrate objects and persons.67 The location of the ceremony is significant. In 
his efforts to create an authentic European form of shamanism, Prins attracted the 
public interest years ago, at the beginning of his shamanic career, when he organ-
ized a ceremony to re-consecrate a megalithic monument. He wanted to revive the 
local tradition of shamanism. For him, the gallery grave was an almost forgotten 
source of power. Another form of power was involved in the ceremony as well. 
Especially because of the public attention the ritual received, it enhanced his status 
as a Dutch shaman.68

On his website, Searching Deer asserts that the shaman is the healer, the coun-
sellor, the priest, the musician, the poet, the artist and the storyteller who medi-
ates between the invisible world of the gods, the world of the spirits and human 
society. His own form of shamanism can make people hear their ‘Inner Sound’. As 
this is also the keynote of the universe, his practices may bring about a direct and 
conscious bond with the divine, or the ‘Source’, as he also calls it. He feels that it is 
his task, as a shaman, to reconnect people to these resources. Notwithstanding the 
European aspirations of his shamanism, Searching Deer emphasises that he has 
received an international education in shamanism. Joska Soos initiated him but he 
was also trained by an African ‘marabou’ and a Balinese ‘doekoen’. Furthermore, 
he was educated at Findhorn, at Glastonbury, at various esoteric schools and by 
teachers from all over the world. Searching Deer told me that he frequently travels 
around the world to get in touch with local shamans. He associated with a Ba-
linese shaman, for example, after he read about him in Shaman’s Drum.69 Search-
ing Deer’s practices, therefore, offer an informative view of the global flows of 
shamanism. 

His globalism is an important aspect of his shamanic practices. The way Search-
ing Deer values the global and uses it as a reference point is closely related to his 
perennialism. For instance, on his journeys, he often asks locals if there are any 
shamans in the area. Sometimes he does not have to search for shamans, he told 
me, for they often find him. He functions like a magnet, attracting them. Searching 
Deer emphasises that he is one of the many spiritual teachers on earth and that he 
feels connected to the others. He told me that when in trance, travelling through 
the spirit world, he still regularly meets the shaman he met in Peru.70 These cosmo-

67  P. Bourdieu, ‘The Production of Belief: Contribution to an Economy of Symbolic Goods’, 
Media, Culture and Society 2 (1980) 261-93; www.searchingdeer.nl/cms/news/9/1.html.

68  See R.J. Wallis and J. Blain, ‘Sites, Sacredness, and Stories: Interactions of Archaeology and 
Contemporary Paganism’, Folklore 114 (2003) 307-21.

69  Interview, 7 July 2007.
70  Idem.
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politan actions and experiences give direction and authority to his local practices. 
Moreover, with his journeys and his inquisitive travelling, Searching Deer’s sha-
manism are both a cause and a consequence of globalisation. 

Travelling is Searching Deer’s route to different kinds of power. More than the 
average tourist, he consumes other cultures. The shamans he meets teach him new 
techniques and they teach him how to find new sources of power. Shamans world-
wide are powerful resources for Searching Deer and he uses elements of all the 
different teachings creatively to fashion his own European form of shamanism. 
Searching Deer knows that there are differences between the various individuals 
he calls shamans but he perceives unity in the range of shamanisms. For him, the 
diversity of shamanisms around the globe essentially refers to the same underlying 
perennial truth. Travelling thus replenishes his cultural capital and it increases his 
already distinctive position in the field of shamanism. Others in this field recog-
nize his international experiences as valuable spiritual gear and he is aware of this. 
By emphasising his global shamanic knowledge his website legitimises his specific 
authority as a shaman and his distinctive position in the field.

One of Searching Deer’s stories struck me in particular. He told me that he had 
lived for a while among the Hmong tribe in Birma. A native woman conveyed to 
him that she had the urge to become a shaman. The local shaman, however, was 
very old and could not initiate her anymore. Thus Searching Deer initiated her so 
that she could continue the long-standing and deep-routed shamanic tradition 
of her ancestors. This means that Searching Deer, in his own view, has evolved 
into the centre of a global flow of shamanic energy that can revive local traditions 
around the globe. 

During his workshops, Searching Deer creates and demonstrates his distinct 
shamanic authority. For instance, for a session at the 2005 Eigentijdsfestival he had 
ingested hallucinogenic mushrooms so that he could communicate with the spirits 
for us. Participants could ask him questions. One of them asked after a deceased 
family member. One of his other workshops started with a lecture on ‘the healing 
tree’. While he lectured, we sat on chairs. But when he wanted us to recite and sing 
with him, he asked us to stand up. We also had to stand up for an exercise in which 
we could experience the tree of life in ourselves by waving our arms in the air like 
the branches of a tree. When he asked us who had ever experienced the energy of 
trees, almost everyone in the tent raised their hands. Trees, he explained, radiate a 
very light energy. At one point he told us to close our eyes and imagine ourselves 
walking through a forest towards a large tree in a field of grass. When he asked us 
afterwards what the guided fantasy had brought about, several people talked about 
the different animals they had met in the forest. Searching Deer explained the vi-
sions to them. For example, the person who had met a squirrel was told that as 
squirrels climb up and down trees, the spirit of the squirrel connects the different 
spiritual worlds. When participants got hold of some knowledge, Searching Deer 
was the authority to explain its mysterious meanings.
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Searching Deer’s shamanism is materialised in his museum of shamanism. The 
museum is located on the ground floor of his large, monumental house in the 
centre of Groningen. People can only visit the museum on the first Saturday of the 
month, and only after they have made an appointment with him. The entrance fee 
is EUR 5. If no one calls, the museum does not open. We scheduled a visit early 
on a Saturday afternoon. After Searching Deer had let me and some of my friends 
in he offered us tea, and before he showed us around he explained the basics of 
shamanism. From the start it was clear that without the coaching of Searching 
Deer, the ‘ethnographic surrealism’ of his museum was a mishmash without clear 
references to what shamanism might be.71 

We did not master the code to decipher the collection; only Searching Deer is 
competent enough to explain the extraordinary reality his museum manifested. 
Only he knows what he has put on view and what it stands for. For example, as a 
true connoisseur, he recognises shamanic elements in Henri Rousseau’s 1910 Le 
Rêve and, consequently, he put a reproduction of this famous postimpressionistic 
portrayal of a naked woman in the jungle on a wall of his museum. It is typical of 
the way he appropriates cultural forms to produce shamanic knowledge on his 
conducted tour. During our visit, he was more than our museum guide. He was 
our mentor, creating shamanic meanings for us.

Collecting is a set of distinctive practices that not only produces knowledge 
about objects, but configures particular ways of knowing and perceiving.72 That is 
to say, in combination with his guidance, Searching Deer’s collection offers a clear 
view of his globalism, his perennialism and his construction of shamanism. For 
instance, one of the altars in his museum has a large Buddha as an altarpiece, while 
another one has a picture of a Native American Indian with an eagle. A picture of 
Master M. El Morya is also in use as an altarpiece, as well as a Christian figure of 
the Virgin Mary. One of the altars is dedicated to his ancestors. On this altar he has 
arranged a picture of his late wife, a picture of his grandfather and some human 
bones and a human skull. He told us that the human remains were taken from a 
local excavation site near a church. In the different filing cabinets, he has arranged 
the artefacts geographically. Searching Deer attaches shamanic meanings to old 
and new images of Egyptian, Greek, Roman, African and Hindu gods. He put 
new multi-coloured kitschy plastic souvenirs alongside old and new wooden and 
bronze sculptures. Painted images of animals and stuffed animals also acquired 
shamanic significance in the museum.

There are objects from all over the world but the focal point of the museum is 
Searching Deer himself. On the walls are copies of newspaper stories about his 

71  J. Clifford, ‘On Ethnographic Surrealism’, Comparative Studies in Society and History 23 
(1981) 539-64.

72  S. MacDonald, ‘Collecting Practices’, in idem (ed.), A Companion to Museum Studies (Mal-
den and Oxford, 2011) 81-97 at 94. 
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shamanic practices and in the middle of the largest room is a painted portrait of 
Searching Deer in his shamanic outfit. His shamanic drums and other instruments 
surround the painting. For visitors there can be no misunderstanding: Searching 
Deer is the authoritative source of shamanic knowledge. For Searching Deer, his 
museum is a portal of power, in different ways. It is his sacred shrine, filled with 
spiritual trophies. He told us that he uses many of the objects in the ceremonies 
for his Circle of Shamanic Learning. They are an important source of power. His 
museum also demonstrates his authoritative knowledge of shamanism. Like his 
journeys, the museum legitimises his position as a Dutch shaman.

Significantly, Searching Deer plainly takes an anti-commercial position in the 
field in opposition to what he calls ‘workshop-shamans’: ‘I do not sell weekend 
courses in shamanic techniques for 350 Dutch guilders. I hardly go to fairs to gain 
clients for my company. This is my mission: I want to bring a new, comprehen-
sive shamanic doctrine that fits these times’.73 Yet, even though he disavows ‘the 
economy’ of shamanism, he undeniably proved himself subject to the trends in the 
field of shamanism when he, during the period of my research, started to provide 
a shamanic training programme. According to his website, he would attune it to 
individual students and conclude it with a test. Successful students would receive 
a certificate from his ‘academy of shamanism’.74

As a teacher running an academy, Searching Deer can deal strategically with 
the ambiguities of authority in the field. That is to say, running an academy allows 
Searching Deer to bind clients to him for longer periods of time, and to be as form-
ative as legitimately possible in a context in which nonformative authorities are 
the norm. In the next sections I will introduce a Dutch shamanic institute that has 
become a successful player in the field as a result of its educational programme. 
One note must be made, however.

Even though Searching Deer is the undisputed charismatic leader of his Circle 
of Shamanic learning, it should not be inferred from this that he constructs his 
shamanism on the basis of his self-authority as a shaman. Rather, his manoeu-
vrings in the field should be interpreted as the result of strategic improvisation, 
that is, neither imposed nor chosen but based on a distinct habitus and drawing 
on the resources available in the field. In other words, Searching Deer takes a posi-
tion within the objective structure of relational positions that constitute a field.75 
Interpreted in this manner, his practices are contextualised in relation to the dis-
positions and available resources within the field of shamanism. 

73  Searching Deer Jan Prins, De Sjamanistische Leringen van de Meester M., 11.
74  www.searchingdeer.nl
75  M. Wood and C. Bunn ‘Strategy in a Religious Network: A Bourdieuan Critique of the 

Sociology of Spirituality’, Sociology 43 (2010) 286-303.
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The School for Shamanism

In contrast to Searching Deer and his Circle of Shamanic Learning, the School 
for Shamanism is structured as a fluctuating collective of shamanic practitioners 
who all have their own expertise and specialisms. This network structure is a fun-
damental quality of the School. It was established when Roelien de Lange left the 
management of the School for Shamanism to her students during the 1990s, and 
they started to manage the School, taking it in turns to be president. The current 
chairman of the board of the School for Shamanism is Tineke ten Cate, who is also 
known as ‘She who looks into the dark’. She received this name when Searching 
Deer initiated her as a shaman in Glastonbury in 2007. According to the well-
designed and bilingual website of the School, she ‘tries to throw a bridge between 
the western psychology and old wisdom of native people’. In her private shaman-
istic psychological practice she guides and coaches people with techniques such as 
soul retrieval, shamanistic counselling, trance journeys and ancestral family con-
stellations. Once a month she also co-supervises a drum circle. On request, she 
performs ceremonies at important events in daily life.76 

The variety of authorities who structure the school can be found on the website, 
as the teachers are introduced there. In contrast to Searching Deer, who is located 
in Groningen, the School for Shamanism is not located at one particular spot. 
The bi-annual open day is not organised in a building of the school, but in rented 
space, and the locations differ. The website seems to be the central location of the 
School. It is, therefore, noteworthy that the web pages change annually, with the 
changing of teachers. One teacher is introduced as a former student who has been 
especially inspired by the sweat-lodge ceremony and ‘(ancestral) family constel-
lations’, and another teacher/former student conveys that: ‘Nature is my greatest 
source of inspiration, as well in art as in rituals’. Another teacher found recognition 
of her shaman path at the Elfenbank in the 1990s and nowadays works as a sha-
manistic counsellor and supervisor, moving ‘between the powers of the mystician 
and the magician’. Like other teachers at the School, she also manages her own 
shamanic practice outside the School.77

It is customary for teachers of the School to have their own shamanic enterprise. 
Although some teachers have left the School to dedicate more time and energy to 
their own practices, they still function as guest teachers. Indeed, the agenda, the 
link page and the list of guest teachers on the School’s website show that the School 
is the heart of a network of shamanic alliances. For instance, the mother superior 
of Dutch shamanisms, Roelien de Lange, who nowadays provides workshops from 
her own institute, is one of the prominent guest teachers, as well as the former 
chairman. The diversity of shamanic opinions and courses is one of the major 

76  www.schoolvoorsjamanisme.nl/engels/teachers.html [29-12-2010].
77  www.schoolvoorsjamanisme.nl/engels/teachers.html [13-11-2008].
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strengths of the School. In this arrangement teachers and students can create their 
own specific form of shamanism and can get it recognised through the symbolic 
capital that they acquire through the School. 

Most teachers at the School practise shamanism without claiming the label ‘sha-
man’ for themselves. Nonetheless, a former chairman of the School confided to 
me that the School had made advances and had acquired recognition as a real sha-
manic institute. For instance, he had learned how to talk to shamans on their own 
level.78 The presidency of the School is not reserved for shamans. Instead, it is an 
administrative position that functions through a rational logic that permeates the 
organisation of the School. The administrative logic of the School was established 
after Roelien de Lange left and her students established the reasonable regulations 
that guide the presidency of the School. The management of the School is demo-
cratic and egalitarian on various levels. That is to say, these qualities are also shown 
during the shamanic workshops that the School offers. During the workshops that 
I took part in, participants were told to envision their own spirit world and to 
explore it on their own. During the collective evaluation conversations of trance 
journeys, for instance, teachers do not start the kind of shamanic exegesis that 
Searching Deer offers. Instead, they create a non-directive setting in which partici-
pants are supposed to discover the connotations, meanings and/or significance of 
their experiences for themselves. Teachers impart advice, for instance about how 
participants might discover the significance of specific animal spirits in fairy tales 
and biology books, but, ultimately, even the question of whether the spirit world is 
real or a part of our unconscious mind is for the apprentices to decide.

At the open day in 2006, which was held in a growth centre in Westdorp, a small 
village in the northern province of Drenthe, the chairwoman of the School clearly 
demonstrated this liberal openness. After she told us that every human being is 
born with a personal power animal, she added that not all teachers share her opin-
ion on this matter. The then secretary of the board confirmed this when he told me 
he that he was an atheist. According to him shamanic techniques are useful tools 
to examine the unconscious layers of the self as spirits were merely aspects of the 
unconscious. For him, shamanism was a continuation of the dream work he had 
practised before he started to practise shamanism. As a biologist, he values sha-
manism as an intimate and respectful contact with birds, plants and other forms 
of life. As a musician, he enjoys the drumming. For these reasons, and because he 
enjoyed helping people, he manages local so-called ‘drum circle’ sessions every 
two weeks in collaboration with the chairwoman of the School.79 

Notwithstanding their differences of opinion about shamanism, the drum circle 
that I attended in the city of Groningen in November 2006 went very smoothly. 
Both teachers drummed to facilitate the trance journey of the six people who par-

78  Personal communication, Open day of the School voor Sjamanisme, 9 April 2006.
79  Interview, 24 November 2006.
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ticipated (including a journalist who wrote an article about my PhD research). 
Tineke ten Cate added the distinctive shamanic elements that only she embodied 
by launching the ceremony with Native American Indian-like shamanic songs and 
matching movements. After she greeted and invited the spirits of the underworld, 
the upper world and the four quarters of the world, she asked the participants to 
put a personal item on the altar that she had set up for the evening. When she had 
added her own contribution, a gnome, she told us that at that time she was fasci-
nated by gnomes and elves.80 

Another drum circle I attended, at the 2006 open day of the School in West-
dorp, was a completely different exercise. Instead of experiencing drumming on 
mats on the floor, we were encouraged to take one of the many percussion instru-
ments and drum and rattle collectively, weaving rhythmic patterns. We were told 
to make contact with the earth through our feet and our tail bones first. After 
we touched the cosmos and spoke out our names and our intentions we started 
drumming. Some participants clearly lacked any sense of rhythm and were unable 
to keep time. Although this made the workshop amusing, it did not disturb its 
earnest character. The instructor never commented on the drumming capabilities 
of the participants. Instead, she interpreted the off-stroke beats as the clip-clop 
of turbulent animal spirits we had summoned. With this, she demonstrated her 
specific ability to experience the attendance of spirits and, moreover, that we had 
indeed summoned the spirits with our combined drumming. By misrecognising 
our incoherent human effort as such, she made clear that it was impossible for us 
to fail. Furthermore, she demonstrated that shamanic knowledge and authority 
were transferable through training, preferably via the educational programme of 
the School.

A year before, the same instructor had demonstrated the same non-directive 
qualities of the School during a medicine wheel ceremony that she managed at the 
2005 open day in Valthe, where I would later also attend the Shamanistic Teach-
ings. We gathered on a field of grass amidst farmlands and woodlands and were 
supposed to structure a circle from stones that lay waiting for us in a pile. Col-
lectively we construed an outer expression of our inner worlds as every creative 
choice we made was supposed to be a spiritual one. Choosing stones meant feeling 
which stone to pick. We also had to sense intuitively where to position ourselves in 
the enchanted circle of stones, where to move, where to put other stones and what 
intentions to articulate. Through the medicine wheel we were supposed to tap into 
our sensory experiences to gain insight into our life situation. Every option in this 
enchanted circle was full of personal significance and loaded with meanings. To 
appreciate these, we had to depend on our own intuition; a potentially power-
ful sense that could be trained, of course, through the School’s educational pro-
gramme.

80  See also C. Boomsma, ‘Op zoek naar je krachtdier’, UK 16 (11 January 2007) 7.
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The website of the School describes its courses as ‘an additional vocational train-
ing for anybody wanting to develop on a personal level at the School’. The pro-
gramme, which is organised in accordance with the cyclical pattern of the medi-
cine wheel, ‘gives an opportunity to integrate what you have experienced during 
the training in your daily life, your recent or future work.’ In other words, the 
School proposes a pragmatic and practical approach to shamanism. It has gained 
the School enough capital to develop into one of the major Dutch shamanic insti-
tutes. It has become the starting place of a range of other Dutch shamanic prac-
tices and, through its distinct configuration, the School has become an important 
source of capital for its students. 

The students of the School may use shamanic techniques for introspection, and 
they habitually argue that they feel more powerful as a result of these teachings, 
but they also emphasise that they value the connectedness amongst students and 
teachers, and that they have found new friends, a new family even, as they ex-
plained to a scholar who wrote a sympathetic 2002 article about shamanism in the 
Netherlands. The author, however, stressed the self-authority of shamanists and 
their rejection of dogmas. According to her, they try to find an existence based on 
their own experiences and search for their own power. At the same time, shaman-
ists connect their own power with other people in the cosmos.81 

Without a doubt, the network quality of the School is crucial. Students acquire 
shamanic knowledge and authority, but the School also allows them to become 
part of an extensive social network in which symbolic capital is exchanged. Sha-
manists may experience contemporary shamanism as based on self-authority and 
a rejection of dogmas. In my interpretation, however, the individualism, the ra-
tional logic and structuring of the School as well as the pragmatic and practical 
focus on integrating shamanism in daily life and work, has close affinities to the 
structures and logic of neoliberalism.

The Asha Institute

According to the website of the Asha Institute, which is located in Amsterdam, 
shamanism is the world’s oldest form of science and, at the same time, ‘the oldest 
and most original path of spiritual growth of humanity. It is the source of most 
world religions’. During fieldwork at the Eigentijdsfestival, I repeatedly heard the 
leader of the Institute, Stefan Wils, emphasise that his Shu’em shamanism does not 
involve all the trimmings that characterise the many woolly New Age practices 
that presented themselves elsewhere on the camping ground. In contrast, Wils ex-

81  S. van der Post, ‘Sjamanisme als levenshouding’, in S. Poldervaart (ed.), Leven volgens je ide-
alen. De andere politieken van huidige sociale bewegingen in Nederland (Amsterdam, 2002) 
402-35 at 429-30. It must be noted that the respondents told the author that while they had 
made new friends they had also lost friends because of their involvement in shamanism. 
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plained the workings of his Shu’em shamanism in a psychological jargon that gives 
the impression of being scientific. His practices are effective and based on an an-
cient tradition.82 Significantly, the Asha Institute offers its shamanic workshops at 
the Eigentijdsfestival in a tent that is constructed at the edge of the festival ground. 
This contrast with the position of the School for Shamanism is exemplary for its 
position in the field of shamanism.

The websites of the Asha Institute offer an abundance of the specific expert lingo 
of Shu’em shamanism. One of the websites explains that ‘Shu’em shamans’ perceive 
‘human life’ as

ongoing parallel perception of different fields of perception. (…) Within a 
continuum of fields they distinguish four general fields: the material field of 
perception; which is perceivable by body and its sense perception. The mental 
field of perception; which is perceivable by mind and its perception through 
thinking. The causal field of perception; which is perceivable by soul and its 
perception of feeling. The vital field of perception, that is perceivable by spirit 
and its motivation. Body, mind, soul and spirit could be regarded as beams 
of a torchlight in their respective field of perception; with it you light up seg-
ments of these infinite fields. This also implies that within each field of percep-
tion we are only conscious of small parts of it.83

During the workshops that I attended at the Eigentijdsfestival, Wils was the person 
in charge. While he managed all workshops, his students assisted him. They sat 
down in a ring and invited the participants inside the circle; women on one side, 
men on the other. From the start it was clear that Wils was the major authority 
in the tent, with a wealth of experiential and intellectual knowledge of shaman-
ism. In his introductory speech, for instance, he lectureed on the workings of his 
shamanism as an educator addressing his pupils, explaining that he and his assis-
tants would chant, meditate and play the drums to facilitate an energetic setting 
in which we, the participants, could leave our ‘standard rational mindset’ behind 
to be able to explore our inner, ‘deeper dimensions of perception’ in a ‘mood of 
compassion and ease’. In a distinctly nonchalant tone, he made his expertise very 
much felt, demonstrating his access to shamanic power and knowledge that are 
hidden to the layman. Wils explained that he and his assistants function like a 
strong electromagnet, strong enough to pull us along into other dimensions. We 
were merely expected to be inactive, relax and lie down on mats on the floor to 
submit ourselves to the streams of energy that floated through the tent.

Wils demonstrated that he is more than just an intellectual leader, however. He 
made it evident that the required energetic setting can only be created by his em-

82  See www.shuemamsterdam.nl and www.shuem.eu.
83  Idem.
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bodied knowledge of shamanic forces. He performed his corporeal knowledge by 
making strong breathing noises. Everyone in the circle could hear him inhale and 
release gulps of air. In his opening speech he explained the sounds: they result 
from his regulating the streams of energy that float around during the workshop. 
Implicitly, he demonstrated, yet again, that he surpasses all others because only his 
body knows how to function like a valve. His body is a crucial shamanic control 
device. One of his students once told me, during a brief meeting at the Eigentijds-
festival, that, according to him, Stefan Wils is a true shaman and that he, therefore, 
is very unlike the other shamanic practitioners in the field. Pointing at the line-up 
of tents of the School for Shamanism, he addressed their practices as a kind of 
shamanic kindergarten. On another occasion, a student of Shu’em shamanism told 
me that she thought that the practices of the School of Shamanism involved too 
many bells and whistles.84 

Wils claims to have stripped the exoticism from shamanism: ‘no tipi, no bear 
hides, etc.’ During a workshop at the Eigentijdsfestival he demonstrated his no-
nonsense disposition when he told us that he regarded shamanic journeying as an 
amusing practice. He pointed to the ‘more than twenty other tents at the festival’ 
where we could take such trips and argued that Shu’em shamanism was different. 
Wils also differs from other shamanic practices in that he explicitly incited par-
ticipants not to focus on their experiences during the workshop. We should not 
assess them afterwards, as it would only shift our awareness down to a lower level. 
By talking about it we would take the chattering in our mind seriously, while his 
shamanism aimed at withdrawing attention from it. People were slaves of their 
thoughts and opinions and could be released by mastering their attention, he ar-
gued. Attention, however, could be turned away from the self towards the larger 
oneness that, in some religious cases, was known as God. In fact, his teachings 
often reminded me of the Zen-like teachings of don Juan and, in view of this, it 
did not surprise me that an interview with him on the website was titled ‘the way 
of the inner warrior’.85

The strikingly nonchalant pitch with which Wils explains his shamanism and 
separates it from other shamanic practices is crucial for his presentation. Through 
his tone, he demonstrates his mastery of the game that, he assures his audience, is 
focused on a dispassionate and unconcerned cerebral stance. On different occa-
sions, Wils used the metaphor of a spinning wheel to teach us the Zen-like lesson 
that we could find inner peace and silence in the spindle of the wheel. Most people 
identify with and cling on to the continuously turning wheel and its many spokes, 
and therapies merely shift our awareness from one spoke to the other. Shu’em 
shamanism worked differently as it could enable us to experience and become 

84  Personal communication at the Eigentijdsfestival 2005; personal communication subse-
quent to a workshop on shamanistic meditation in Groningen, November 2004.

85  See www.shuemamsterdam.nl/interview.htm.
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one with our wordless core. It could effectively produce a state of attentiveness in 
which we would not be diverted by the comings and goings of irrelevant thoughts 
and opinions. 

One of the distinctive qualities of Shu’em shamanism is that it is presented as a 
form of Sufism, which backs up Shu’em’s claim to authenticity with a genealogical 
argument: Shu’em shamanism has been passed on from master to master. When 
Stefan Wils met the master who would initiate him he was practising hypnother-
apy, had participated in the Gurdjieff movement and been involved in different 
other esoteric practices.86 His turn to Shu’em shamanism occurred after he met the 
Dutchman Frederic Wagemakers, who is nowadays known as abHabib Abbah and 
was formerly also known as Abbah Frederic. According to his website, he worked 
for the United Nations as a non-western sociologist in the Middle East, where he 
came to know several local healers. Back in the Netherlands he became involved 
in the Nimatallahi Sufi Order of the Persian psychiatrist and Sufi master Javad 
Nurbakhsh (1926-2008). His career and his ‘spiritual development’ conflicted, 
however, and he suffered a crisis that resulted in a vision. It conveyed that he had 
to sacrifice his life for the spiritual wellbeing of others. As a wounded healer, he 
concluded that he had to work out his own path instead of the path of his master.87

After his break with his Sufi master, Wagemakers created his own ‘path of beau-
ty’ that he named Shu’em shamanism. He established the Shu’em Foundation in 
the early 1990s, which became the heart of a remarkable combination of institutes 
that he and his followers established in the Netherlands. The basic logic behind 
all the Shu’em shamanic practices is a system of thought he called Siweb, a ‘way 
of perceiving life as a continuous subjective experience’. According to an article 
written by his assistant, abEmir Sergo, Siweb is a ‘model that anatomises subjec-
tive perception’ into a ‘body dimension, a ‘mind dimension’ and a ‘soul dimen-
sion’. It allows people to find ‘inner harmony’ and to find ‘solutions for personal 
and relational problems’. This system forms the basic logic of all Shu’em shamanic 
practices.88

Even as a ‘shaman’, Wagemakers held on to the master-disciple structure that 
he had picked up in the Sufi order. He became the midpoint of a cloister-like or-
ganisation located in Belgium and later also in Spain. In the Netherlands, he estab-

86  Minkjan, Geleid door de spirits, 45-6.
87  See www.abhabibabbah.eu. According to a very critical ‘shu’em-watcher’ with a personal 

aversion to Wagemakers, Harner’s Way of the Shaman was also a source of inspiration. The 
‘shu’em-watcher’ put her critical comments on her weblog after a friend became involved 
in the group, see http://blogger.xs4all.nl/alkawiko. See also L. Lewisohn, ‘An Introduction 
to the History of Modern Persian Sufism, Part I: The Ni῾matullāhī Order: Persecution, Re-
vival and Schism’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 61 (1998) 437-464 
and ‘Persian Sufism in the Contemporary West: Reflections on the Ni῾matullāhī Diaspora’, 
in J. Malik and J.R. Hinnels (eds.), Sufism in the West (Abingdon, 2006) 49-70.

88  See: www.managernet.nl/Upload/Artikelen/SIWEB.PDF.
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lished the Raven Institute, which is a Centre for Shamanic Studies from which one 
of his disciples managed shamanic healing from 1992 onwards. Other disciples set 
up a ‘school for holistic development’ specialised in ‘holistic work with children 
and adolescents’ and the Siweb Experience Matrix (SEM) for management and 
organisation. Other offshoots from the Shu’em shamanic tree include the Shu’em 
Press, the Foundation Way of Beauty, Natural Coaching, Ya Hayy, the Circle of 
Oneness and, of course, the Asha Institute.89

Notwithstanding his contemptuous sneering at what he describes as New Age 
practices, Stefan Wils presents his practices every year at the Eigentijdsfestival. I 
also met him at the annual Onkruid fair in 2007 where Wils presented his shaman-
ism alongside a range of other shamanisms, as the fair was devoted to shamanism. 
He told me that he attended this fair and the Eigentijdsfestival every year because 
he had to stay in the picture.90 At the Onkruid fair Wils did not manage a work-
shop. He only lectured on the workings of Shu’em shamanism, its powerful tech-
niques to change and move energy, attention and consciousness. He also talked 
about the various courses, healings and workshops his institute offers. They all de-
part from the same principles, he argued, and they all provide means to train and 
practice concentration. The workshops in ‘Shamanic Horsemanship’, for instance, 
are enlightening as horses provide feedback directly and confront you with the 
way you focus your attention. Again, he stressed that it was a powerful technique 
to ‘stop the world’, to bring the miserable stream of thoughts to an end and to focus 
on the here and now.

An interesting result of the discordant positioning of Shu’em shamanism in the 
field is that some people in the field distrust Shu’em shamanism. At an online fo-
rum on shamanism that is managed by Shamanic Institute Ceremony I found a 
discussion on Shu’em shamanism that had taken place in 2007. The critics recog-
nised the power of Shu’em shamanism, as one commenter observed that during a 
Shu’em session they had ‘tried to mess with her mind’, and that she had been right 
to ‘raise all her defences’ to protect herself against it. Adversaries dismissed Shu’em 
as ‘a sect’ that used shamanism to attract new members. Shu’em was too much fo-
cused on masters and gurus and thus it could not be considered true shamanism.91 

These struggles illustrate a crucial point that James Beckford made when he re-
ferred to the politics of defining religion. Paraphrasing him, I would argue that 
disputes about the definition of shamanism within the field of shamanism relate to 
struggles for power. In this case, positioning one form of shamanism in opposition 

89  See www.raveninstitute.nl/, www.siweb.nl, www.zoninstituut.nl, www.sjamanisme.org, 
www.asha-institute.org, www.shuemamsterdam.nl and www.shuem.com.

90  One of the most recent efforts to stay in the picture and promote the activities of Shu’em 
shamanism occurred in December 2010, when a Facebook page was dedicated to Shuem 
Shamanic Healing, see www.facebook.com/shuemhealing.

91  See http://ceremony.wolfsnake.net/viewtopic.php?t=541 [03-11-2009] and http://sjaman-
isme.multiforum.nl/viewtopic.php?t=287&mforum=sjamanisme [29-12-2010].
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to other forms of shamanisms is part of the struggle about the power of shaman-
ism. Ultimately, by legitimising and authorising their own forms of shamanism, 
shamanic authorities make their own shamanism more powerful.92 

The Institute of Siberian Shamanism

The leader of the Institute of Siberian Shamanism is Petra Giesbergen, who is also 
known as Altaiskaya Byelka. She received this name from the Siberian shamanic 
teacher who initiated her as a shaman in Siberia. According to the life story that 
she publishes on her website, she immediately recognised him when she met him 
for the first time. He was the man who had appeared in her dreams from the age 
of seven onwards, offering valuable spiritual lessons. In real life, he also recognised 
her and he took her to Siberia where he introduced her to his teacher. This sha-
man used harsh ordeals to initiate her into shamanic knowledge. She persisted, 
her old self died and she was reborn as a shaman. Afterwards, she set up her own 
Institute in Etten-Leur, a small town in Noord-Brabant, from where she began to 
offer her Siberian shamanic services in the Netherlands. She invited shamans from 
Siberia to perform their ceremonies and above all, she established a reputation 
as a shamanic leader herself, offering many courses, workshops and educational 
programmes.93

Her life story, or personal narrative, can be interpreted as an act of self-repre-
sentation, as it is assembled in accordance with the demands of the field in which 
she takes action. Her narrative is an action that takes place in a social arena that 
involves social roles, relationships and power. Indeed, a ‘life history’ is, in the 
words of Bourdieu, ‘at least partially motivated by a concern to give meaning, to 
rationalize, to show the inherent logic, both for the past and for the future, to make 
consistent and constant, through the creation of intelligible relationships, like that 
of the cause (immediate and final) and effect between successive states, which are 
thus turned into steps of a necessary development’. By trying to understand a life as 
a unique and self-sufficient series of events associated with the ‘subject’, however, 
the sociologist can be tricked by the ‘biographical illusion’, Bourdieu argues, as 
the biographical events should be interpreted as just so many ‘investments’ and 
‘moves’ in a space of possibilities. In this process the successive states of the field 
through which a trajectory has progressed are of importance, as well as the move-
ments from one position to another.94

92  J. Beckford, ‘The Politics of Defining Religion in Secular Society: From a Taken-for-granted 
Institution to a Contested Resource’, in J.G. Platvoet and A.L. Molendijk (eds.), The Prag-
matics of Defining Religion: Contexts, Concepts and Contests (Leiden, 1999) 23-40 at 23.

93  See http://siberischsjamanisme.nl/interview.htm.
94  P. Bourdieu, ‘The biographical illusion’, in P. du Gay, J. Evans and P. Redman (eds.), Identity: 

a reader (London, 2000) 297-303 at 298, 302.
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It is, therefore, noteworthy that before Giesbergen became Byelka, she had al-
ready built up a career in the field of esotericism. She graduated as a reincarna-
tion and regression therapist in 1990 and received an education in dream work, in 
Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) and in aura healing and aura reading. After 
she found her vocation in shamanism, however, she constructed a form of Siberian 
shamanism in accordance with her former passions. Shamanic death, for instance, 
is one of her focal points. As usual, she was cloaked in a Siberian shamanic fabric 
when she presented a Siberian shamanic workshop at the 2007 Onkruid fair. It 
concerned reincarnation and regression. That is to say, during the workshop par-
ticipants could deal with traumatic events by going back and forth in time. These 
time warps entailed visits to the four worlds of Siberian shamanism and the guard-
ian spirits that rule these worlds. Before we started, she introduced the Siberian 
shamanic world and worldview with the aid of her shamanic drum on which these 
worlds and their guardian spirits were painted. 

The journey started after we performed an ‘energy dance’ during which we had 
to stamp on the floor to feel the energy flowing through our bodies. Subsequently, 
we were instructed to travel to the past, to the world of Erlik, the guardian spirit 
of the underworld who is associated with former times. Turning anticlockwise 
would take us there. When we arrived, we had to ask him to take over the load that 
bothered us so that we could leave it behind. Subsequently, we could travel back by 
turning clockwise. This move could also bring us into the future, where we could 
ask Ulgien, the guardian spirit of the upper world, for favours. Byelka emphasised 
that we had to be careful about the way we expressed our wishes; if we were not 
specific enough, the consequences could be surprising. She stressed that we had to 
ask Ulgien with the intensity of children begging for biscuits. To authenticate her 
claims, she told us some mysterious supposedly factual stories about how Ulgien 
had fulfilled the wishes of her students. Byelka’s knowledge about the four differ-
ent worlds of the Siberian spirits is crucial. She is in possession of the atlas and 
she knows the ritual movements that can guide participants to the specific spirit 
worlds. She knows how to get there and she left us in no doubt that participants 
depend on her knowledge as ignorance makes people vulnerable to the tricky 
world of the spirits.95

Byelka’s personal stories are a significant ingredient of her self-presentation. 
They help her to create an intimate sphere that unites the people gathered in her 
workshops. At the same time, the stories help her to construct the reality of her 
Siberian shamanism and her distinct position as an expert. For instance, in an 

95  In contrast to what Michael F. Brown, ‘Dark Side of the Shaman’, Natural History 11 (No-
vember 1989) 8-10 found, I have noticed that Siberian shamans do not always disregard 
the dark, violent side of shamanism. Byelka, for instance, emphasised the harsh conditions 
during which she had been initiated and the ruthless methods of her teacher. Moreover, 
Minkjan met a shamanic teacher who argued that shamanism involves intense suffering 
and being tortured, Geleid door Spirits, 19.
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interview that is published on her website she relates a story about a man whose 
intestines hurt continuously until he discovered that he had been killed on a bat-
tlefield in a former life. Doctors had never been able to help him but by dealing 
with the forgotten emotions of losing his life he could release himself from this 
painful heritage. Byelka habitually confirms the power of her Siberian shamanism 
by telling miraculous success stories.96

A striking case in point was an anecdote she told during a shamanic death work-
shop at the 2005 Eigentijdsfestival. In the course of this spine-tingling session five 
animals spirits ‘ate’ five segments of our bodies in five stages. We lay on mats on 
the floor for more than two hours while Byelka sang, drummed and invoked the 
spirits. In different sections of the process, her assistant touched us gently, thereby 
functioning as an intermediary between us and the spirits. His strokes represented 
the bites of the animal spirits that were eating us. After we had turned into empty 
skeletons the same spirits came round to fill us up with pristine body parts. As the 
spirits restored our stripped parts, we were reborn. Afterwards, one of the par-
ticipants asked whether the spirits were imaginary or real, as we all knew that we 
had felt the hands of her assistant. Byelka, however, told us that her assistant was 
a very accomplished mediator and that she had actually seen the spirits moving 
through the tent. In fact, she told us, she was once surprised to see dogs enter the 
tent, eating her clients. When she told her reborn clients about the dogs and their 
appearance, some people had recognised their own deceased dogs.

The Institute of Siberian Shamanism offers the kind of shamanism that is con-
sidered the most archaic form of shamanism, namely Siberian shamanism. It is, 
therefore, remarkable that Giesbergen does not explicitly distinguish her Siberian 
shamanism from other shamanisms. On her website she explains that her shaman-
ism is of Siberian origin, and she refers to the apparent Siberian underworld and 
its spirits, but her description of shamanism does not significantly differ from the 
descriptions that can be found on the websites of other shamanisms. That is to say, 
she defines shamanism as ‘ancient knowledge’ and shamans as ‘powerful healers’.97 

Yet during her practices Giesbergen unequivocally embodies her Siberian form 
of shamanism by dressing in long robes with exotic Siberian details. Her Sibe-
rian name demonstrates that even Siberian shamans have acknowledged her as a 
shaman. During her workshops she plays Siberian music and she chants Siberian 
songs. On one occasion, some of her regular assistants backed her with their ver-
sion of Siberian throat singing. She also regularly invites her Siberian shamans to 

96  For the significance of storytelling see M.B. Scott and S.M. Lyman, ‘Accounts’, American 
Sociological Review 33 (1968) 46-62; T.L. Orbuch, ‘People’s Accounts Count. The Sociol-
ogy of Accounts’, American Review of Sociology 23 (1997) 455-78; F. Polletta, ‘Contending 
Stories: Narrative in Social Movements’, Qualitative Sociology 21 (1998) 419-46; M. Bam-
berg, ‘Considering Counter-Narratives’, in M. Bamberg and M. Andrews (eds.), Consider-
ing Counter-narratives: Narrating, Resisting, Making Sense (Amsterdam, 2004) 351-71.

97  www.siberischsjamanisme.nl
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offer their services to Dutch audiences. One of the guest teachers she invited, the 
‘Hereditary Tuvan Shaman’ Nikolay Oorzhak, is a ‘Master of Khoomei Throat Sing-
ing’. He concentrates on throat singing, shamanism and self-healing as they are, he 
asserts on his website, ‘effective in harmonization of mind and body (Spirit and 
Soul). It assists one’s personal grows, self-healing and self-knowledge, improves 
the energy movement in the body and approach the spiritual enlightenment.’98 
Unmistakably, some of the travelling Siberian shamans have adopted a transper-
sonal therapeutic lingo to explain the workings of their practices to European au-
diences.

Siberian shamanism is a powerful sign of authenticity in the shamanic struggle 
for recognition. Yet it takes a distinct accumulation of capital to make Siberian 
shamanism credible and convincing. Petra Giesbergen initially acquired shamanic 
education from Daan van Kampenhout, whom she assisted for six years. Later, she 
was also involved with the Altai Ashram Foundation, a Dutch foundation that was 
established by a Russian woman who had taken up residence in the Netherlands. 
For a while this Foundation successfully positioned itself in the field of esoteri-
cism, as can be deduced from the fact that one of Siberian shamans allied to it was 
granted the privilege to manage the closing ritual of the 1999 Eigentijdsfestival. 
Giesbergen went on a ‘transformation journey’ to Siberia that the Altai Ashram 
Foundation organised with its Russian associates, the Russian Esoteric Academy. 
The Russian woman who had established the Foundation functioned as an inter-
preter. Shortly afterwards she left the institution as she had become suspicious of 
the ulterior motives of her Russian colleagues. She is also judgmental about the 
naive ways Dutch individuals manage shamanic powers. According to her, they do 
not recognize the dangerous powers involved.99 

Years later, in 2006, Petra Giesbergen also dissociated herself from the Russian 
Esoteric Academy. She even sent an e-mail to the recipients of her digital news-
letter to underline that she had stopped cooperating with this group of shamans. 
According to the newsletter, the Russian Esoteric Academy had sent damaging 
e-mails about Byelka’s institute. Byelka even enclosed links to websites that scepti-
cally denigrated the ‘ashrams’ of the Russian group as a ‘totalitarian sect’ that was 
based on ‘a strange mixture of concepts of magic, karma, tantra, yoga, shaman-
ism, Christianity, Buddhism as well as knowledge extracted from many esoteric 
books’.100 The event only slightly influenced Byelka’s self-presentation. In earlier 

98  See www.khoomeiji.narod.ru/eng.html. 
99  Althoughhe did not use the label anymore, shamanism still inspired her work at a wellness 

clinic, personal communication on 04-11-2008.
100 See www.freedomofmind.com/resourcecenter/groups/r/rea/. It is noteworthy that Han-

neke Minkjan remarked that in contrast to other shamans she had encountered during 
her study of shamanism in the Netherlands, the Siberian shamans of the Esoteric Academy 
wanted to be paid for being interviewed by her, Geleid door de Spirits, 15. It was difficult 
to find reliable information about the Esoteric Academy on the internet. It seems that the 
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autobiographical accounts she explicitly mentioned her former teacher, the Sibe-
rian ‘scientist-turned shaman’ Biven Mamonta. At that time, she hailed him as ‘a 
very powerful shaman’ and she invited him to her institute in the Netherlands. 
Yet as this former parapsychologist was a disciple of the ‘totalitarian’ leader of 
the Academy, she excluded his name in later accounts. Displaying her feel for the 
game, she still sang the praises of her severe but now anonymous Siberian teach-
ers.101

Byelka’s Institute is anything but totalitarian. Her Siberian shamanic workshops 
and courses are clearly non-formative and she manages them from an esoteric 
centre in which other instructors offer workshops and courses in, for instance, 
astrology, channelling and aura healing. Byleka founded this all-encompassing 
centre herself. According to the website, she asked ‘Higher Powers’, ‘guides’ and 
‘spirit helpers’ to help her find a special place. She found a house located ‘on a 
power spot’ in the vicinity of ‘wonderful energetic locations’. From her institute, 
Byelka offers workshops such as Siberian healing, Shamanic Death, Guidance on 
your Path of Life, Soul Retrieval and Power Extraction. It is noteworthy that in 
many of her workshops people throw their inhibitions to the gentle winds and cry, 
move, dance and shout like in the alternative psychotherapies that became popular 
during the 1970s.102 

Incontestably, parallel with her former Russian partners, Byelka has creatively 
mixed a range of esoteric concepts to create a version of supposedly authentic Si-
berian shamanism. Paradoxically, the most archaic form of shamanism adequately 
matches the neoliberal imposition towards self-realisation. Byelka’s holistic focus 
on self-development, healing and do-it-yourself bodywork also seems to be more 
akin to Californian Esalen demeanours than to supposedly ancient Siberian ways 
as described by Adam Brand in 1698.103

institute operates under various names and as a network of ‘ashrams’, or small communities 
living in the same house or apartment, with branches in more than twenty major Russian 
cities. 

101 Nataaiya, ‘Scientist Turned Shaman. Interview with a Siberian Shaman’, at www.awareness-
mag.com/sepoct5/so5_interview_siberian_shaman.html. This interview also refers to ‘Pe-
tra Hisberhen’, who praises Mamonta extensively. In an old biographical account, Byelka 
still praised him, see: www.esoterischcentrum.com/index.php?pagID=5&actID=34. www.
awarenessmag.com/sepoct5/so5_interview_siberian_shaman.html; http://home.scarlet.
be/denuil/sjamaan/levendsjamanisme/levendsjamanisme9.htm [03-12-2008].

102 J. Howard, ‘Inhibitions thrown to the Gentle Winds’, Life 65/2 (1968) 48-65.
103 See www.esoterischcentrum.com. One of the teachers is Dorina Giesbergen. Although her 

programme of study included Reiki and shamanism she has devoted her esoteric career 
to the channelling of messages from the ‘Archangel Michael’ and Jesus, see www.freewebs.
com/lebleuet.
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Conclusion

A field of shamanism in the Netherlands came into being during the 1990s in a 
process of autonomisation that took place within the field of esotericism. Similar 
to the American field of shamanism, the Dutch field of shamanism is structured 
by a wide variety of nonformative shamanic authorities who struggle to get their 
shamanic goods recognised as authentic. Guided by consumerism, individualism, 
perennialism and primitivism, they put their shamanic expertise on the national 
or international market as archaic sources of individual power. From the start, the 
field of shamanism in the Netherlands was part of a transnational field of shaman-
ism.

The Dutch process of neoliberalisation was a key factor in the genealogy of sha-
manism in the Netherlands. The shamanic opportunities for individual empower-
ment dovetailed well with the demand for individual self-accountability. Similarly 
to Beckford’s New Religious and Healing Movements, shamanisms are sources of 
power and healing. Moreover, the psychologism and the depoliticised power that 
structure the economy of shamanic goods are part and parcel of what Beckford 
calls macro-sociological processes, that is, the neoliberal logic and structures that 
permeate Dutch society. As we have seen, this may also account for the significant 
majority of female shamanists. 

In contrast to the American field of shamanism, the Dutch field of shamanism 
was established outside the academic field. The result is that the field of shamanism 
in the Netherlands does not overlap with the Dutch academic field. Nevertheless, 
a scholarly logic does structure the Dutch field of shamanism. And no wonder, for 
the American field of shamanism was highly influential for the genesis of a field of 
shamanism in the Netherlands (1), the concept ‘shamanism’ was introduced to the 
Dutch field of esotericism through scholarly publications in esoteric journals (2), 
and the first experts who brought experiential knowledge of shamanism into the 
field (Ronald Chavers and Joska Soos) legitimised their practices through schol-
arly rationalisations of their shamanism (3). 

Yet there is an important difference between the field of shamanism in America 
and the field of shamanism in the Netherlands. My genealogies demonstrate that 
the specific characteristics of a field of shamanism are outcomes of the strategic 
manoeuvring of shamanic experts within a distinct context. The strategic steps 
of the early shamanic experts in America differed considerably from their Dutch 
counterparts, as we have seen. In the Netherlands, as in America, later shamanic 
experts took action in accordance with the established shamanic logic and struc-
tures, strategically manoeuvring within the space of shamanic possibilities. In oth-
er words, contemporary shamanisms are social constructions that acquire their 
form and meaning within distinct social contexts. That is to say, the strategic ac-
tions of Dutch shamanic experts are guided by dispositions that reflect the specific 
genesis and logic of the Dutch field of shamanism.
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The adaptable quality of shamanism seems to be one of its strengths, as the mal-
leability of shamanism offers an abundance of opportunities to players in the field 
to construct new forms of shamanism. Shamanism is, indeed, a relatively ‘free-
floating phenomenon’, to use Beckford’s concept again. Guided by distinct ren-
derings of primitivism, perennialism and psychologism, nonformative authori-
ties continuously structure the field of shamanism by positioning their distinct 
forms of shamanism within it. The internet is an important part of this field, as 
most shamanisms offer websites with loads of information about their ideas and 
practices. In the terms of Bourdieu, the field of shamanism a field of possibilities, 
which means that the authorities draw upon the resources available in the field 
to improvise within its given logic and structures, thereby further structuring the 
field of shamanism.104

Instead of acknowledging their own shamanisms as products of this field of pos-
sibilities that, as I argue, is part and parcel of contemporary circumstances, Dutch 
shamanic experts emphasise the timeless and essential qualities of their shaman-
isms. This combination of charisma ideology and amnesia of genesis, as Bourdieu 
called it, is an inextricable part of the logic of contemporary shamanism. To be ex-
act, while I interpret the ‘universe of belief ’ of Dutch shamanisms as a social con-
struction, the actors in the field misrepresent their shamanisms as unconstructed, 
that is, pure, ancient, natural and authentic as well as being part of a perennial 
wisdom that has always existed. Dutch shamanic authorities have closed their eyes 
to the fact that they ahve created their shamanisms from the shifting sands of what 
was constructed before them, to adapt Gloria Flaherty’s words.105

Our closer look at four Dutch shamanisms has illustrated the politics of defin-
ing shamanism in the Netherlands. There is an enormous variety of ways in which 
shamanic authorities continuously create and legitimise their forms of shaman-
ism. The diversity of shamanisms, however, should not be interpreted as the result 
of the individual choices of autonomous shamanic experts on the basis of their 
own authority. Instead, in line with Bourdieu, the players in the field of shamanism 
are part of a social game with a distinct logic. Shamanic experts who have a feel for 
the game improvise but still conform to the regularities that structure the field. Ul-
timately, Dutch shamanic experts strategically legitimise and authorise their ideas 
and practices in accordance with the logic of the field in which they continuously 
reconstruct their shamanism.

104 Wood and Bunn ‘Strategy in a Religious Network’, 286-303.
105 Bourdieu, ‘The Imaginary Anthropology of Subjectivism’, 50; G. Flaherty, Shamanism and 

the Eighteenth Century (Princeton, 1992) 208.





9 
Struggles for power,  

charisma and authority: a balance

In August 2007 I received a digital newsletter from the Institute of Siberian Sha-
manism, which is located in the southern part of the Netherlands. The newsletter 
included an invitation to participate in a special ceremony that would take place 
on 24 August from 7.30 p.m. until 10 p.m. It would cost EUR 15 to participate. 
Working at three locations in the Netherlands at the same time, shamans would 
create an energetic triangle that would heighten the level of energy in the Nether-
lands and the world. Shamans and participants would send love to all living things 
through the ceremony, thereby bringing harmony all over the world and prevent-
ing disasters. Similar triangles would be created in other European countries, all 
in accordance with the right ‘astrologic aspects’. The newsletter added that the sha-
mans would also manage a shamanic weekend a couple of days after the ceremony. 
One of the ceremonies would take place at Byelka’s centre, in the south of the 
Netherlands, but I decided to participate in the northern corner of the ceremony 
and I went to Mirre, once again, to experience shamanism.

In Mirre’s largest practice room, approximately forty-five people had gathered 
around a Russian-speaking woman of about forty years old. The woman who acted 
as her interpreter told us that she was a Siberian shamanca. We could have guessed 
that as she was dressed in an eye-catching Siberian style. Her sparkling long robes, 
her long well-groomed hair and her neatly polished nails clearly distinguished her 
from the Dutch participants. Her chic appearance also contrasted sharply with the 
lax and loose appearance of the Dutch men and women in the room. The shaman-
ca and her interpreter began the gathering by describing the awkward ecological 
situation of the earth and telling us that scientists knew about global warming 
and about the melting of the poles. This situation led to catastrophes such as hur-
ricanes and tsunamis.

Referring to the devastating 2004 tsunami, the shamanca argued that animals 
had seen it coming. Tourists remained at the coast, ignorant of the disastrous waves 
that were coming, but elephants and other animals had left the coastal area as they 
had sensed that trouble was coming. The shamanca told us that she was sure that 
more tragedies would follow, also in the Netherlands. She knew, for instance, that 
Dutch ants moved inland, away from the coast. According to her, people could be 
aware of nature’s courses of action but they needed to practise this sensitivity. And 
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that was exactly what we were going to do during the ceremony. She told us that 
at the end of the evening we would have the ability to warn others of the dangers 
that lay ahead. To arrive at this goal we had to invest in the ceremony. We would 
receive as much as we gave.

She instructed us to move our bodies. Gradually, we had to move more pas-
sionately. Then she taught us that we could throw away our past by moving as if 
we were hurling it from us. In the next phase of the ceremony we had to embrace 
the future, hugging it, as it were. We were also asked to hug each other now, shar-
ing our love and energy with the others. Notwithstanding the significant purpose 
of the meeting, the ambience was playful and light-hearted. Except for one man 
who refused to participate and sat down on a chair in a corner, most participants 
laughed and had fun. Some participants tried to persuade the man to get involved, 
and their stance was always humorous and welcoming. No-one rejected his sceptic 
attitude. At one point, the shamanca asked us to lie down on mats on the floor and 
she would then guide us on a trance journey. While we were supposed to leave 
our physical bodies behind and travel with our ethereal bodies, she directed us 
towards the legendary secret society of Shambalah. There we would find a crystal 
in which we could discern the whole earth. The crystal would be located in a large 
room on a table that was surrounded by a group of exemplary wise human beings. 
We could ask them questions and favours for ourselves and for our friends, for 
family members and for other loved ones. The shamanca told us that this circle of 
sages included Jesus, Mohamed, Gurdjieff and Carlos Castaneda.

This ceremony brings me back to the questions that guided my analysis of the ge-
nealogies of shamanism. In other words, it is a case through which I can recapitu-
late some of the most significant aspects of my reconstruction of the genealogies 
of shamanism. First, it is important to note that by reconstructing these I entered 
the ring of shamanology. Struggling my way through it, I became part of this field, 
albeit perhaps as a fringe contender.1 My book is part of the genealogies of sha-
manism, and it may, obviously, be tackled by other scholars.

Therefore I would like to start my final analysis by elaborating on the kind of 
scientific reflexivity that Bourdieu has labelled ‘participant objectivation’.2 Subse-
quently, I will concentrate on four interrelated themes that are crucial for the in-
terpretation of contemporary shamanisms, namely individualism, consumerism, 
authenticity and empowerment. I will conclude this second part with a reflection 
on shamanisms in society. In the third part I will shift the attention away from 

1  The term ‘fringe contender’ comes from boxing and refers to a low-rated contender on the 
cusp of the world rankings.

2  P. Bourdieu, ‘Participant Objectivation’, Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute 9 
(2003) 281-94. See also idem, Sketch for a Self-Analysis (Cambridge, 2007), which is not 
an autobiography but an application of Bourdieu’s theories to his own life and intellectual 
trajectory.
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contemporary shamanisms to the genealogies of shamanism. The continuities and 
discontinuities and the classification of shamanism will be the main points here. 
These issues, however, are also important for an understanding of contemporary 
shamanisms, as they help to answer questions such as Does the shamanca practise 
a form of Siberian shamanism that has been passed down through the centuries? 
Is she part of an anti-modern cultural stream that started to flow centuries ago? I 
conclude my final chapter by returning to Hutton, Von Stuckrad and Znamenski. 
By comparing their historiographies with my genealogies, I reflect on the power 
and weaknesses of shamanology. 

Participant objectivation

Participating in the shamanca’s ceremony amused me, but I never lost my reflexive 
stance. I did not ‘go native’ and come back, and I did not feel empowered at the 
end of the evening. Certainly, my dispositions guided the functioning and findings 
of my participant observation and, as I have explained in the first chapter, they 
guided me towards the genealogical mapping of shamanism. To cut a long story 
short, my distinctly critical and reflexive perspectives on the construction and au-
thorisation of knowledge are shaped by the chronology of different circumstances 
that have also affected my life and my positioning in the academic field.

Initially, my habitus was structured by my upbringing in a non-academic and 
non-church-going family. In particular, my father’s aversion to churches, his left-
wing politics and, somewhat later, his esoteric search for perennial truths has had 
an impact on me. The economic crisis of the late 1970s and early 1980s has shaped 
me, as has my period of unemployment during the 1980s. In short, these events 
have strengthened my individualism and my rather unfocused anti-establishment 
mentality, as I opposed the authorities that I deemed responsible for the initiation 
and implementation of the cuts and deregulations that structured society during 
the 1980s. Yetat the same time as I was not investing in the field of politics, my in-
terest in mysticism was intensifying. I searched for truths in the writings of authors 
such as Aldous Huxley, Henry Miller, Alan Watts, Hermann Hesse, Krishnamurti 
and Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh. It was a solitary quest, as I did not participate in any 
esoteric practices and I hardly ever spoke about my esoteric concerns with friends. 

My bookish curiosity accounts for my turn to academic religious studies in 
1990. Enthusiastically and full of expectations about what I was going to learn in 
this centre of knowledge, I plunged into the academic field. Yet my enthusiasm 
waned somewhat, as I disapproved of the Christian and religionist bias of some of 
the scholars who taught me. Moreover, I did not have a good feel for the game that 
is played in academia and lacked the cultural and symbolic capital that was needed 
to study religious texts, an academic practice that is highly valued at the Gronin-
gen Faculty of Theology and Religious Studies. As soon as I was free to select my 
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own branches of learning, I gravitated towards the scholars who suited my habitus 
best and, in line with their dispositions, my interests in esotericism waned while 
my taste for social science waxed.

Under their guidance, I went to Gozo, Malta, as a Master’s student in 1993, to 
study the votive offerings hanging in the Ta’Pinu basilica and, sure enough, to 
face ‘the sine qua non of modern anthropology, the ritual initiation experience in 
the discipline’, as one anthropologist has called it.3 Ta’ Pinu is a local pilgrimage 
church that was built at the beginning of the twentieth century to replace a small 
chapel where, according to the local inhabitants and the church authorities, Mary 
had appeared in 1883. It is the only church on Gozo in which votive offerings are 
on display within the church. When I travelled to Malta I had as yet no clear ideas 
about the research questions that would guide my fieldwork.

During fieldwork, however, I became aware of my scholarly dispositions and 
this made doing fieldwork a tremendously valuable experience. That is to say, I 
found out that I was especially interested in the approval and encouragement of 
the votive offerings and other devotional practices at Ta’Pinu by church authori-
ties and, consequently, I realised that I was inclined to focus on social power and 
authority. At the same time, however, I explored the meanings of this ‘sacred cen-
tre’ for the local population. In other words, I interpreted the Ta’ Pinu as a site of 
struggles and as a source of power.4

A couple of years after I graduated, I started to earn my living as an editor and 
indexer, but the job did not suit my intellectual ambitions. Therefore, I took steps 
in the direction of journalism, for instance by publishing sceptical articles about 
reiki, druidism and shamanism for Skepter (see Chapter 1).5 At the same time, 
however, I was given the opportunity to teach a number of courses in sociology 
and anthropology at the Groningen faculty where I had graduated in religious 
studies. I found a position in the ivory tower of academia very appealing, for sev-
eral reasons. The salary was good, for instance, and I also had pleasure in the rela-

3  R.A. Berger, ‘From Text to (Field)work and Back Again: Theorizing a Post(modern)-
Ethnography’, Anthropological Quarterly 66 (1993) 174-86 at 174. I was never attracted to 
Berger’s idea of a ‘post(modern)-ethnography, a counter-discursive practice that embraces 
creative aspects of figuration and play while abandoning the need to maintain a descriptive 
force’, however (174).

4  See J.W. Boekhoven, Devotie, Macht en Identiteit. Een cultureel-antropologisch onderzoek 
naar de ex-voto’s van de Ta’Pinu (unpublished MA thesis, Groningen, 1994), ‘Over de schat-
kist van een lokaal pelgrimsoord. De votiefgeschenken van de Ta’Pinu-basiliek op Gozo’, 
in J. Pieper et al. (eds.), Pelgrimage in Beweging: Een christelijk ritueel in nieuwe contexten 
(Baarn, 1999) 119-35, ‘De Madonna Ta’Pinu van Gozo, Malta’, Prana 116 (1999) 4-7.

5  J.W. Boekhoven, ‘Dromen over druïden. Een spoor van verzonnen tradities’, Skepter 16/4 
(2003) 16-9, ‘Een piramide van meesters. De constructie van reikitradities’, Skepter 14/4 
(2001) 20-3, ‘Contact op de koop toe. Nederlandse sjamanen en hun praktijken’, Skepter 
15/1 (2002) 24-7.
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tive freedom of academic life and the social standing that comes with an academic 
position. However, I did not have the necessary qualifications to acquire a per-
manent position. When a vacancy for a PhD student arose, it seemed to be the 
solution.

So I started as a PhD student, working on a thesis about shamanism, and aban-
doned my sceptical journalistic aspirations as they could upset my fieldwork 
amongst shamanic groups. During my PhD period, my need for a regular job in-
creased, especially because of the birth of my children, and I was confronted with 
a scarcity of academic opportunities. My marriage and my children had reduced 
my flexibility to manoeuvre in the international academic field. At the same time, 
however, the distinct struggles that structured academia discouraged me. I had 
become aware that academic positions were sometimes held by scholars whose 
academic authority was primarily based on symbolic capital. Their authoritative 
position did not seem to relate to significant or rigorous scholarly knowledge or 
practices. I was not the only PhD student who disliked the idea that some scholars 
were considered as academic authorities because of their social position within 
academia. The situation fed my anti-establishment dispositions. This time, the es-
tablishment included religious, political and scholarly authorities. 

In my application for a position as a PhD student I had already brought up 
James Beckford, as I wanted to interpret shamanism in the Netherlands as a social 
construction, in line with the methodology that had already guided my Master’s 
thesis. As I shifted my research in the direction of the genealogies of shaman-
ism, however, I was happy to incorporate Bourdieu’s theory of practice, as it al-
lowed me to deal with the production and authorisation of academic knowledge 
critically, and to interpret the production of academic knowledge as a social game. 
Obviously, as I have made clear in the preceding chapters, the notions of Beckford 
and Bourdieu also guided my participant observation during the shamanca’s cer-
emony. Instead of focusing on my experiences, I observed the Siberian shamanca 
practising, constructing and legitimising her Siberian shamanism, and an enthu-
siastic group of Dutch shamanists enjoying her performance.

The field of shamanism

For the shamanists involved, by contrast, the ceremony seemed to entail a benefi-
cial return to archaic and perennial forms of shamanic wisdom, as they partici-
pated in a ceremony that was presented as a source of shamanic power that is a 
universal, perennial and personal healing power. The ceremony could help them 
to reconnect with the forces of nature that are hidden to most Westerners as they 
are alienated from these forces. The altruistic aspect of the practice was clear; hu-
manity at large was supposed to benefit from it. We were going to heal the world 
by working at the personal growth of our selves. We were working on a shamanic 
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variant of self-discovery, self-development and self-realisation, and thus we were 
engaged in what has been labelled ‘self-religion’. At the same time, however, the 
shamanca was recognised as an authority who could help us find the wisdom in 
ourselves. This brings us to individualism, which is an intricate theme that is vital 
for an understanding of the logic of the field of shamanism.

Individualism

In his classic Die protestantische Ethik und der Geist des Kapitalismus, originally 
published in 1904-5, Max Weber already noted: ‘Der Ausdruck “Individualismus” 
umfaβt das Denkbar Heterogenste’.6 His words remain true, as the sociologist Ste-
ven Lukes also noted in 1971. He observed that the term individualism was used 
in a great many ways, in many different contexts and with an exceptional lack of 
precision.7 Indeed, in some cases individualism is perceived as a dangerous idea, 
as social or economic anarchy and as a lack of the requisite norms and institutions. 
On the other hand, it may also represent a Utopian ideology and, as we have seen, 
a narcissistic prevalence of self-interested attitudes among individuals. Individu-
alism is thus a tricky concept that can have different ideological meanings as it is 
constructed in a variety of circumstances.8

The complexity of the concept is illustrated in an insightful article by the an-
thropologist Sherry Beth Ortner. In the context of shamanism and Buddhism 
among the Sherpas of Nepal, Ortner found that Buddhist monks discredited their 
rivals by labelling them individualistic, implying that shamans were strictly self-
interested. However, as Ortner convincingly argued, individualism is not an ‘on-

6  M. Weber, Die protestantische Ethik und der Geist des Kapitalismus (Munich, 20062) 208. 
Talcott Parsons translated this phrase as follows: ‘The expression of individualism includes 
the most heterogeneous things imaginable’, see M. Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spir-
it of Capitalism (London, 197412)  222.

7  S. Lukes, ‘The Meanings of “Individualism”’, Journal of the History of Ideas 32 (1971) 45-66 
at 45. For the progress of individualism in the Western world, see L. Dumont, ‘A Modi-
fied View of Our Origins: The Christian Beginnings of Modern Individualism’, Religion 
12 (1982) 1-27; R. Bellah, K. Burridge and R. Robertson, ‘Responses to Louis Dumont’s 
“A Modified View of Our Origins: The Christian Beginnings of Modern Individualism”’, 
Religion 12 (1982) 83-91; A. Buss, ‘The Evolution of Western Individualism’, Religion 30 
(2000) 1-15; D. Hervieu-Léger, ‘Religious Individualism, Modern Individualism, and Self-
Fulfilment: A Few Reflections On the Origins of Contemporary Religious Individualism’, 
in E. Barker (ed.), The Centrality of Religion in Social Life. Essays in Honour of James A. 
Beckford (Aldershot, 2010) 29-39.

8  For instance, strangely enough, Havelock Ellis, who featured in Chapter 2, argued that 
‘There can be no Socialism without Individualism; there can be no Individualism without 
Socialism’, see idem, ‘Individualism and Socialism’, Contemporary Review 101 (1912) 519-
28 at 524. See also T.C. Heller and C. Brooke-Rose (eds.), Reconstructing Individualism: 
Autonomy, Individuality, and the Self in Western Thought (Stanford, 1986).
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tological object’ but an ideological formation that is normally embedded in ‘the 
narrative of modernization’. ‘Relationalism’, which is the opposite concept, is not 
only used ideologically as a label against threatening individualism, but also to 
suggest that practices are demanding and cloying. Ortner argued that the simple 
opposition shamanism/monasticism was based on imagined essential qualities of 
the two types of practitioners while, in her view, ‘the qualities are not essences of 
the categories, but charges that are up for grabs and that can be levelled by any sec-
tor against any other’. While relationalism and individualism exist, they are ‘large 
scale forces around which every group divides and unites in an unending political 
process. The ideological move comes from pretending (whether in Sherpa life or 
academic journals) that certain alignments are essential to certain groups’. Ulti-
mately, Ortner argued that individualism is ‘situated in a discursive field’.9

Indeed, to understand the complexity of individualism in Dutch shamanisms, 
we must situate it in the Dutch field of shamanism. To begin with, Paul Heelas’s 
interpretation of contemporary esoteric practices as ‘self-religion’ and his empha-
sis on individualism is noteworthy. As a matter of fact, the ceremony in Valthe 
was, like other shamanic practices, focused on self-discovery, self-development 
and self-realisation, and it is therefore tempting to label the practice ‘self-religion’. 
Heelas argues that New Age religion is self-religion because individuals perform 
actions on the basis of their own authority. and even if this occurs by drawing from 
available authorities and traditions, self-authority is the basis of social practices. 
According to him, the development of self-religion was underpinned by processes 
of subjectivisation and detraditionalisation, which means that people increasingly 
take action on the basis of their own authority. Yet even if the ‘spiritual revolution’ 
involves the establishment of discourses of self-authority, is self-authority the basis 
of contemporary esoteric practices?10

As we have seen in the first chapter, James Beckford argues that the term ‘self-
religion’ may be ‘appropriate for the many new and alternative forms of spiritual-
ity and religion which encourage practitioners to draw inspiration and guidance 
from within their own minds and bodies rather than from external texts, tradi-
tions or human authorities’. However, he denounces the suggestion that so-called 
New Age believers use inner sources of authority instead of outer sources as too 
dichotomous. According to him, the distinction between inner and outer sources 
of authority is not always clear.11 Matthew Wood’s suggestion that scholars have 

9  S.B. Ortner, ‘The Case of the Disappearing Shamans, or No Individualism, No Relational-
ism’, Ethos 23 (1995) 355-90 at 370 and 387. See also J.W. Duyvendak, ‘De individualisering 
van de samenleving en de toekomst van de sociologie’, Sociologische Gids 51 (2004) 495-
506.

10  P. Heelas, The New Age Movement (Oxford, 1996); P. Heelas and L. Woodhead, The Spiritual 
Revolution (Oxford, 2005).

11  E. Hedges and J. Beckford, ‘Holism, Healing and the New Age’, in S. Sutcliffe and M. Bow-
man (eds.), Beyond New Age. Exploring Alternative Spirituality (Edinburgh, 2000) 169-87.
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mistakenly used insiders’ discourses about self-authority as assertions that people 
act in terms of their own authority is important enough for my argument to repeat 
here. The insider’s discourse has been accepted as an explanation in itself. Scholars, 
however, should investigate ‘the socializing effects of moralities, obligations and 
injunctions’ in this field. According to Wood, the actions in the field of esotericism 
(he uses the term ‘religious setting’) should not be interpreted as choices made on 
the basis of self-authority. Instead, they are better explained as strategic improvisa-
tions. Strategies are neither imposed nor chosen as they are improvised responses, 
based on the habitus and drawing on the recourses that are available in the field.12 

In their plea for a ‘radical sociologisation’ of New Age research, Aupers and 
Houtman argued that scholars should focus on the ways that the doctrine ideal 
of self-spirituality is socially constructed, transmitted and reinforced. Sociologists 
should not reproduce the sociologically naive New Age rhetoric about the pri-
macy of personal authenticity, they should critically deconstruct it. According to 
them, New Age is not just individualistic, it is socially and publicly significant. It 
may be characterised by a sacralisation of the self and a demonisation of social 
institutions, but these doctrines provide the spiritual milieu with an ideological 
coherence. Instead of the commonly held idea that ‘bricolage’ and/or ‘eclecticism’ 
are fundamental for the spiritual supermarket, Aupers and Houtman emphasise 
the virtual omnipresence of perennialism, that is, the idea that ‘the diversity of 
religious traditions essentially refers to the same underlying spiritual truth’.13 Un-
deniably, perennialism was also an aspect of the teachings of the shamanca. Not-
withstanding her Siberianness, by referring to the ‘circle of sages’ she taught us an 
original variant of shamanic perennialism.

It is time to return to Beckford again. His term ‘free space’ can be used to un-
derstand the field in which individuals feel themselves free to experiment with 
shamanism, and the concept should be used cautiously.14 To be precise, the liberty 
of individuals to experiment with shamanism is restricted by the logic of the game 
that is called shamanism. In other words, the freedom of shamanism is relative 
as it is regulated by the distinct struggles that characterise the economy of sha-
manic goods. Discourses of self-authority may suggest that there are no authori-
ties outside the individual selves, but ultimately it means that there are ambigu-
ities of authority, as Matthew Wood argues. Indeed, a basic feature of the field 
is the prevalence for nonformative authorities. This aspect is, as I have argued 
before, closely related to the anti-authoritarian, client-centred approach that was 
constructed during the 1960s and 1970s wave of humanistic psychology. Rogers’s 

12  M. Wood, ‘The Nonformative Elements of Religious Life: Questioning the “Sociology of 
Spirituality” Paradigm’, Social Compass 56 (2009) 327-48 and ‘Strategy in a Religious Net-
work: A Bourdieuan Critique of the Sociology of Spirituality’, Sociology 43 (2010) 286-303.

13  S. Aupers and D. Houtman, ‘Beyond the Spiritual Supermarket: The Social and Public Sig-
nificance of New Age Spirituality’, Journal of Contemporary Religion 21 (2006) 201-22.

14  Hedges and Beckford, ‘Holism, Healing and the New Age’, 169-87.
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clinical framework also seemed to have structured the ceremony, as the shamanca 
was not surrounded by disciples or devotees, but by clients and students who may 
decide to obtain their shamanic goods elsewhere. Is it, therefore, right to argue 
that they are consumers, consuming shamanic goods? 

Consumerism

As nonformative authorities struggle to promote their supposedly non-commer-
cial shamanic practices, the field of shamanism can be described as a marketplace 
or as an economy of shamanic goods, to rephrase Bourdieu. As I have argued 
before, the field of shamanism has elective affinities with neoliberal free market 
structures. But does it help to interpret the authorities in the field as marketers, 
disposed to put their shamanic goods up for sale? This is an important question, 
as the connection between esotericism, capitalism and consumerism is a hotly 
debated issue.15

Again, Paul Heelas’s opinions offer a good starting point to tackle the issue of 
consumerism. He argues forcefully against the interpretation of ‘holistic spirituali-
ty’ as merely an extension of capitalism in which people consume spirituality with-
out giving anything back. Intended to ‘argue the case for “spiritual” significance 
of reality’, Heelas argues that ‘the growth of New Age spiritualities of life is by no 
means entirely “eaten up” by the bodies-cum-psychologies of consumers’. Instead, 
participants in ‘holistic spirituality’ have moved ‘beyond the allures of consumer 
culture’. According to Heelas, ‘holistic, face-to-face activities (in particular) can fa-
cilitate a ‘current’ of meaningful experiences’ and ‘participation can serve to make 
a difference to the ways people live out their lives’.16 

It is telling, however, that Heelas interprets ‘consumptive capitalism’ as aimed 
at ‘superficial consumption’ or at ‘utilitarian individualism and hedonistic grati-
fication’. He distinguishes ‘good taste’ from ‘bad taste’, to use the terminology of 
Bourdieu, who argued that taste is a social construction as all taste is acquired. 

15  According to Jeremy Carrette and Richard King, esoteric practices have become part of the 
strategies through which ‘business culture’ serves the interest of ‘corporate capitalism’. They 
bemoan ‘the silent takeover of religion’ and even lament that spirituality has been ‘hijacked’ 
by corporations, J. Carrette and R. King, Selling Spirituality. The Silent Takeover of Religion 
(London and New York, 2005). Even though I agree with some of their arguments, I did 
not meet any ‘corporate shamans’ in the field of shamanism, and I have not detected a silent 
takeover of shamanism, see R.C. Whitely, The Corporate Shaman: A Business Fable (New 
York, 2002). See also M. Ramstedt, ‘New Age and Business’, in D. Kemp and J.R. Lewis 
(eds.), Handbook of New Age (Leiden, 2007) 186-205.

16  P. Heelas, Spiritualities of Life. New Age Romanticism and Consumptive Capitalism (Malden, 
2008) 8-9. It is noteworthy that in 1992, Paul Heelas critically reflected on the so-called 
‘enterprise culture’ in a volume he co-edited with Paul Morris, The Values of the Enterprise 
Culture: the Moral Debate (London, 1992).
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Heelas, in contrast, stigmatizes the consumption choices of out-group members 
as morally inferior. The idea that ‘consumerism’ reflects an inferior set of values 
must be treated with the utmost suspicion. Heelas’s disavowal of the economy, as 
Bourdieu would have called it, seems to reflect the insiders’ discourse. That is to 
say, although shamanic and esoteric authorities may present themselves as disin-
terested, they do manage their esoteric or shamanic goods as marketable items. 
This does not mean that the consumption of shamanic goods is aimed at utilitarian 
gratification. Instead, consumerism often involves an emphasis on the profoundly 
idealist and spiritual fulfilment of products. As we have seen, images of the exotic, 
the natural, the surreal and the unconscious are deployed to market shamanic 
goods. The mechanisms and manufacture tend to be hidden, and products are 
presented as either immaculate conceptions or as linked to a mythological history. 
Actually, consumerism is about feeling, imaginative desiring and longing, rather 
than reason.17 

Indeed, the consumption of shamanism can be perceived as a moment in almost 
every shamanic practice. As the sociologist Alan Warde argued, ‘consumption is 
a process whereby agents engage in appropriation and appreciation, whether for 
utilitarian, expressive or contemplative purposes, of goods, services, performanc-
es, information or ambience, whether purchased or not, over which the agent has 
some degree of discretion’.18 The process is structured by shamanic authorities, 
who, as tastemakers, impose consumer needs. In order to be able to sell the sym-
bolic products they have to offer, they produce a need for them in potential con-
sumers by symbolic actions. They tend to impose norms and needs, particularly in 
the areas of lifestyle and material or cultural consumption.19 Even as they sharply 
distinguish their practices from commerce, all shamanic practitioners are market-
ing shamanic goods. As a matter of fact, every shamanism is a brand.

The economy of shamanic goods is thus structured by a range of nonformative 
shamanic authorities, who market their variety of shamanic practices in accord-
ance with the logic of the field of shamanism. Their success in the field, however, 
depends on their feel for a game whose very functioning is defined by a ‘disavowal 
of the economy’, as Bourdieu called the collective disavowal of commercial profit 
and interests. Producers of shamanic goods who ‘go commercial’ condemn them-
selves because they deprive themselves of the opportunities open to those who 

17  P. Bourdieu, ‘The Production of Belief: Contribution to an Economy of Symbolic Goods’, 
Media, Culture and Society 2 (1980) 261-93 at 261; D. Slater, Consumer Culture and Moder-
nity (Cambridge, 1997) 95-7; J. Heath, ‘The Structure of Hip Consumerism’, Philosophy and 
Social Criticism 27 (2001) 1-17; J. O’Shaughnessy and N.J. O’Shaughnessy, ‘Marketing, the 
consumer society and hedonism’, European Journal of Marketing 36 (2002) 524-47; Heelas, 
Spiritualities of Life, 8-9.

18  A. Warde, ‘Consumption and Theories of Practice’, Journal of Consumer Culture 5 (2005) 
131-53 at 137.

19  P. Bourdieu, Distinction. A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (London, 1984) 345.
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recognise the specific demands of this universe. Ultimately, therefore, shaman-
ists are variants of hip consumers who turn anti-consumerism into a reason for 
more consumption. Shamanic authorities, therefore, habitually plead for what the 
musicologist Tim Taylor calls ‘authenticity of positionality’, which denotes the au-
thenticity acquired by performers who refuse to ‘sell out’ to commercial interests.20 

Authenticity

The quest for authenticity is prominent amongst shamanists and other so-called 
New Agers. Paradoxically, this aspiration for authenticity matches the prevalent 
cultural norms.21 That is to say, the search for a sense of authenticity is the most 
salient and pervasive consequence of the threats modernity makes to our ordinary 
reality and sense of significance, as the anthropologist Charles Lindholm argued. 
The challenges of modernity, however, offer avenues for the creation of different 
kinds of authentic realities.22 Authenticity is a socially constructed phenomenon 
that shifts across time and space. It can be defined as the ‘real’, the ‘genuine’, the 
‘sincere’, the ‘essential’, the ‘natural’, the ‘rooted’ and so on, but these terms must be 
contextualised.23

20  T.D. Taylor, Global Pop: World Music, World Markets (New York and London, 1997) 22-
3. See also S. Binkley, ‘Liquid Consumption. Anti-consumerism and the fetishized de-fe-
tishization of commodities’, Cultural Studies 22 (2008) 599-23. Sam Binkley argues that 
anti-consumerist practices and sensibilities shape personal identities by appealing to a 
decommodified sociability. According to him, this sociability is more often the rhetorical 
production of anti-consumerist discourses, and hence not capable of reinforcing the iden-
tity projects they aim to consolidate.

21  S. Aupers, D. Houtman and I. van der Tak, ‘‘Gewoon worden wie je bent’. Over authenticit-
eit en anti-institutionalisme’, Sociologische Gids 50 (2003) 203-23.

22  C. Lindholm, ‘Authenticity, Anthropology, and the Sacred’, Anthropological Quarterly 75 
(2002) 331-8 at 338. See also idem, Culture and Authenticity (Oxford, 2008).

23  P. Vannini and J.P. Williams, ‘Authenticity in Culture, Self, and Society’, in idem (eds.), Au-
thenticity in Culture, Self, and Society (Farnham, 2009) 1-20; S. Aupers, D. Houtman and J. 
Roeland, ‘Authenticiteit. De culturele obsessie met echt en onecht’, Sociologie 6 (2010). The 
German sociologist and philosopher Theodor Adorno (1903-1969) must be mentioned 
here, as he considered the jargon of authenticity to be a social disease. In his attack on 
Heidegger and other existentialists he argued that this jargon, with its implicit claim to be 
grounded in an authentic experience beyond the reach of the market and instrumental rea-
son, seems to promise an alternative to the ‘degraded’ experience of capitalist modernity. 
According to Adorno, however, the proponents of the jargon lay claim to an immediate 
experience of authenticity without challenging the social and institutional forms – mass 
production, bureaucratic rationality, the culture industry and, least acknowledged of all, 
‘unfree labor’ – of which it is the inevitable by-product. Consequently, Adorno argued, this 
promise of a true existence becomes a lie, see T. Adorno, The Jargon of Authenticity (Lon-
don, 1973). 
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Needless to say, actions in the field of shamanism are also guided by a concern 
for authenticity. As a matter of fact, the authentic is a central defining feature in 
the field, conferring value on objects and creators. Authenticity is a symbolic asset, 
and, to return to the theme of the preceding sections, it is an important aspect of 
the consumerist structures of the economy of shamanic goods. In Bourdieu’s ter-
minology, the social value of authenticity is only placed on shamanic practitioners 
in their relationship to the market, that is, in and by the objective relationship of 
competition opposing them to all other products by which their distinctive value 
is determined. To become an authority in the field, and in order to be believed, 
respected and distinguished, shamanic practitioners need to authenticate their 
practices. Authentication is thus a form of power. It can be a product of strategic 
political processes and has to be crafted and staged in accordance with the logic 
of the field.24

The authenticity of the shamanca who guided us through the ceremony, for 
instance, was based on her Siberianness, which she explicitly associated with 
an intimate bond with nature. During her presentation she created ‘authentic-
ity of primality’, as Taylor calls it. That is, the idea of consuming something with 
a ‘discernible connection to the timeless, the ancient, the primal, the pure, the 
chthonic’.25 Galina Lindquist also noted that the quest for authenticity was at the 
core of the construction of a shamanic identity and community. References to an 
original pure tradition that existed in a prior time are often explicit authentication 
strategies in the field of shamanism.26 

By emphasising the archaic Siberian origin of her shamanism, the shamanca 
thus fulfilled an important criterion of shamanic authenticity. Her workshop fo-
cused on a ‘primitive sensibility’, its fundamental characteristic being the absence 
of a firm and rational distinction between the inner world of feeling and the exter-
nal order of existence. This primitivism presupposes that ‘primitive man’ felt his 
relationship with the modern world to be continuous, rather than transcendent 
or alien.27 The origins and the sources of shamanic practices may differ but, ul-
timately, shamanic practices are all presented as versions of a perennial wisdom. 
Primitivism also interconnects with the holism as described by James Beckford.28 

24  D. MacCannell, ‘Staged Authenticity: Arrangements of Social Space in Tourist Settings’, 
American Journal of Sociology 79 (1973) 589-603; J. Johnson, ‘Liberalism and the Poli-
tics of Cultural Authenticity’, Politics, Philosophy and Economics 1 (2002) 213-36; A. Fine, 
‘Crafting Authenticity: The Validation of Identity in Self-Taught Art’, Theory and Society 32 
(2003) 153-80.

25  Taylor, Global Pop, 26.
26  G. Lindquist, Shamanic Performances on the Urban Scene. Neo-Shamanism in Contempo-

rary Sweden (Stockholm, 1997) 48-9.
27  I have taken the term ‘primitive sensibility’ from M. Bell, Primitivism (London, 1972) 7-31.
28  J.A. Beckford, ‘Holistic Imagery and Ethics in New Religious and Healing Movements’, 

Social Compass 31 (1984) 259-72.
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That is to say, to experience the wholeness of nature, individuals can avail them-
selves of archaic shamanic practices as they are offered by, for instance, a Siberian 
shamanca.

As we have seen in Chapters 7 and 8, other shamanic authorities refer to other 
(combinations of) ancient traditions. Indeed, the authenticity of many shamanic 
authorities is based on the recognition of their primitive qualities. Shamanic prac-
titioners can enhance the value of their shamanic goods and improve their posi-
tion on the field by authenticating their knowledge as archaic. While discourses 
of authenticity are ambiguous, images of the ‘real’ are always contrasted to images 
of the ‘false’. Furthermore, authenticity is always contrasted with modern social 
structures.29 

Thus, while authenticity is a social construct, it is perceived as a quality that 
is not created but discovered in one’s true core, which exists autonomously, out-
side social arrangements. Authenticity is thus, in the terms of Bourdieu, a form of 
symbolic capital. It is the outcome of symbolic struggles in which the workings of 
the social world are misrecognised as natural. Bourdieu used the term ‘charisma 
ideology’ to refer to the situation in which belief is produced by directing the at-
tention to the apparent producer of belief or, in short, to the ‘author’, suppressing 
the question of what authorizes the author.30 Bourdieu formulated it as follows: 
‘This mis-recognition, unaware that it produces what it recognizes, does not want 
to know that what makes the most intrinsic charm of its subject, its charisma, is 
merely the product of the countless crediting operations through which agents at-
tribute to the object the powers to which they submit’.31 

In the field of shamanism, the charisma ideology is tied to a combination of 
primitivism, perennialism and individualism. For instance, because of her Siberi-
anness, the shamanca possesses archaic knowledge that has a Siberian form, but in 
the field it is recognised as a variety of perennial knowledge, which means that it is 
charismatic as it is a form of knowledge that is recognised as natural. Through her 
Siberianness the shamanca acquires symbolic power. In the words of Bourdieu: 
‘The quasi-magical potency of the signature is nothing other than the power, be-
stowed on certain individuals, to mobilize the symbolic energy produced by the 
functioning of the whole field, i.e. the faith in the game and its stakes that is pro-
duced by the game itself.’32

The American sociologist of religion Meredith McGuire also interprets religious 
legitimation as an interactional process, and charismatic authority as a successful 
‘result of the negotiations between a would-be leader and followers. (...) The au-

29  Vannini and Williams, ‘Authenticity in Culture, Self, and Society’ and Aupers,  Houtman 
and Roeland, ‘Authenticiteit. De culturele obsessie met echt en onecht’.

30  P. Bourdieu, ‘The Production of Belief: Contribution to an Economy of Symbolic Goods’, 
Media, Culture and Society 2 (1980) 261-93 at 263.

31  P. Bourdieu, The Logic of Practice (Cambridge, 1990) 141.
32  Bourdieu, ‘The Production of Belief ’, 267.
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thority of the charismatic leader is not based only upon what the leader does; how-
ever, it also depends upon validation by followers.’33 Her interpretation, however, 
differs from Bourdieu’s in that she emphasised that ritual healing practices are 
also a source of power for the participants. That is to say, in accord with Beckford’s 
interpretation of ‘perceived sources of power’, the shamanca and her practices are 
perceived as sources of power. To be precise, via her role as a teacher, the shamanca 
transmits power and creates the feeling of empowerment.

Empowerment

As a matter of fact, McGuire takes the mobilizing resources of power to be one of 
the key factors in contemporary ritual healing practices. Enhancing the individu-
al’s sense of personal empowerment (from external or internal sources) is a crucial 
aspect of ritual healing. According to her, contemporary healing movements even 
represent a counter-statement against the Western medical system that promotes, 
directly and indirectly, the disempowerment of the sick.34 Her distinction between 
disease and illness is noteworthy. Scientific medical systems are focused almost 
exclusively upon curing diseases, that is, the biophysical conditions as interpreted 
through a medical system’s paradigm. The medical specialists ignore the individ-
ual’s social and psychological response to his or her perceived biophysical condi-
tion (illness) as irrelevant. Healing illness is more important in alternative healing 
systems, and this involves, above all, empowerment.35

In her 1988 Ritual Healing in Suburban America, McGuire related the wide-
spread interest within modern Western societies in ‘nonmedical forms of healing’ 
to a new mode of individualism, which includes the ‘ideal of holism’. Individuals 
participating in the healing rituals challenge the image that holds selves to be ut-
terly separate from each other. Instead, they perceive everything as interconnected. 
Furthermore, while participants are collectively engaged in rituals, they seek out 
privately experienced self-transformation and self-validation. Self-responsibility 
is also an important feature, as healing rituals promote an active adaptation on the 
part of the believers. In some cases it may create a sense of guilt and undeserved 
blame, and the practices may also deflect attention from the sociopolitical and 
environmental sources of responsibility of the individuals who become sick. Yet, 
in general, health is defined as a gradual progressive development, and individual 
episodes of illness are not seen as ‘failure’. Instead they are interpreted as signs of 
progress.36 

33  M.B. McGuire, ‘Discovering Religious Power’, Sociological Analysis 44 (1983) 1-10 at 7.
34  M.B. McGuire, ‘Ritual, Symbolism and Healing’, Social Compass 34 (1987) 365-79 at 366.
35  M.B. McGuire, ‘Words of Power: Personal Empowerment and Healing’, Culture, Medicine 

and Psychiatry 7 (1983) 221-40 at 221.
36  M.B. McGuire, Ritual Healing in Suburban America (New Brunswick and London, 1988) 

245-50.
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Ultimately, McGuire interprets the occurrence of ritual healing practices as an 
aspect of the process in which modern societies ‘are discovering, in different ways, 
the limits of rationalisation’. As they promote a holistic perspective, a strong sense 
of connectedness with one’s body and with other people, alternative healing prac-
tices may have far-reaching consequences for the sociocultural and sociopolitical 
spheres in modern society, according to McGuire, who wrote: ‘Institutions of the 
public sphere may have to change to accommodate these individualisms’.37 

McGuire’s empathetic interpretation, however, disregards a crucial aspect of em-
powerment. Namely, that the discourse of empowerment is omnipresent in con-
temporary Western societies, and not only in contemporary ritual healing prac-
tices. Moreover, empowerment is a contested concept that needs to be examined 
critically. For some it may be a challenge to modern social structures. In contrast, 
others identify it as a myth, and as a key term in the discourse that, in the past few 
decades, has increasingly encouraged women to believe that taking care of their 
psychological selves is making them more powerful. This discourse locates the 
problems of women within a medical and psychological context rather than in 
the sociopolitical domain. In that sense, empowerment can even be perceived as a 
function of the colonisation of the women’s psyches.38

To understand the disempowering work of empowerment we have to take 
the neoliberal governance of which it is part into account. When empowerment 
emerged as a keyword it effectively replaced the now much-maligned term wel-
fare. As a matter of fact, the focus on empowerment is an important aspect of 
the neoliberal transformations that took place around the world from the 1980s 
onwards. As states attempted to downsize their welfare bureaucracies and rein-
vent themselves as streamlined and efficient institutions, individual empowerment 
came to be celebrated as an incentive of the self-regulated free market. Along with 
economic liberalisation, austerity programmes and privatisation, empowerment is 
now an accepted part of development orthodoxy.39

According to the sociologist Nikolas Rose, a shift has taken place that involves 
a thorough reordering of the ways in which political rule is exercised. Governing 
through society has changed into to governing through individuals’ capacities for 
self-realization. This amounts to a ‘new habitat of subjectification’, one character-
ized by ‘the belief that individuals can shape an autonomous identity for them-
selves through choices in taste, music, goods, styles and habits’. In the new logic of 
‘responsibility’, greater freedom is ascribed to individuals as consumers in markets 
for goods and services. Individual consumers are made responsible for their own 

37  McGuire, Ritual Healing in Suburban America, 257.
38  D. Becker, The Myth of Empowerment. Women and the Therapeutic Culture (New York, 

2005).
39  F. Miraftab, ‘Making Neo-liberal Governance: The Disempowering Work of Empower-

ment’, International Planning Studies 9 (2004) 239-59; A. Sharma, Logics of empowerment: 
development, gender, and governance in neoliberal India (Minneapolis, 2008) xvi.
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good (in terms of health, diet, education or security) and for various collective 
goods as well (such as environmental conservation, global poverty and climate 
change). Individualism and consumerism are thus intricately linked to empower-
ment, as they have become central to ‘the dispersed process of responsibilization’.40 
The neoliberal ‘mode of domination’, as Bourdieu would have called it, has substi-
tuted seduction for repression and, thus, ‘the velvet glove for the iron fist’.41 

Empowerment has thus become a strategic notion during the process in which 
people are ‘disempowered over their working lives’ at the same time as they are 
forced to make choices in their private lives, as Matthew Wood argues. As we have 
seen, he relates the occurrence of healing practices in which possession is a core 
element to the rise of ‘neoliberal globalization’. As people are required to exert self-
authority while being denied access to authority, ‘means of possession’, which sha-
manic practices are, present a religious form that enables people ‘to exert authority 
over higher powers that exist beyond them within social contexts that access and 
limit such authority’.42 From this perspective, the rhetoric of empowerment that 
pervades shamanic practices should not be accepted as an explanation in itself. 
Instead, by using the vernacular of empowerment, shamanists play the game of 
shamanism according to the logic of the neoliberal structures in which the sha-
manic got going.

Shamanisms in society

In line with Lindquist, I have found that the field of shamanism is largely informed 
by the values and concerns of the embracing society. Lindquist emphasised that 
contemporary shamanisms are rooted in premises that are already shared and cul-
turally accepted. Without using the term ‘empowerment’, Lindquist also described 
how the ‘ludic space’ of shamanic practices mitigates the harsh character of this 
life. 43 Yet is she correct when she claims that the ‘disembedded and deculturalized 
nature of neo-shamanic practices, conceived by the practitioners as the universal-
ity of shamanism, is to a large extent responsible for their success in the West’? 
Are contemporary shamanists in the Netherlands engaged in playful attempts to 
‘re-enchant’ the world? Should contemporary shamanic practices be regarded as 
a set of notions and techniques borrowed from non-Western tribal peoples and 

40  N. Rose, Powers of Freedom (Cambridge, 1999) 166, 178; C. Barnett et al., ‘The Elusive 
Subjects of Neo-liberalism’, Cultural Studies, 22 (2008) 624-53 at 626.

41  Bourdieu, Distinction, 154.
42  M. Wood, ‘Holistic Health Therapies in Comparative Analysis’, in M. Bowman (ed), Reli-

gion and Healing (Enfield Lock, 2000) 81-94, ‘Capital Possession: a Comparative Approach 
to ‘New Age’ and Control of the Means of Possession’, Culture and Religion 4 (2003) 159-
82, and Possession, Power and the New Age. Ambiguities of Authority in Neoliberal Societies 
(Aldershot, 2007).

43  Lindquist, Shamanic Performances, 52, 285, 298.
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adapted to the life of contemporary urban dwellers?44

To a certain extent, Lindquist is right. In the wider economy of esoteric goods 
shamanism stands out as a collection of archaic techniques that can be found all 
over the world. When practised in the Western world, these techniques may be 
classified as ‘disembedded’ and ‘deculturalized’ as they were supposedly rooted 
in so-called primitive cultures. The supposedly universal and perennial qualities 
of shamanism constitute its authenticity, which is vital for its success. Shamanic 
practices may also be interpreted as playful attempts to ‘re-enchant’ the world, as 
shamanists take action to get in touch with deeper layers of experience that tran-
scend the structures of the modern world. Yet from my reflexive anthropological 
perspectives, these features of contemporary shamanism belong to the discourse 
of shamanists that should not be accepted as an explanation in themselves. 

Instead, contemporary shamanisms should be contextualised. That is to say, the 
field of shamanism is structured by nonformative shamanic authorities who pro-
duce shamanic goods to put up for sale on a market. The position of the authorities 
in the field depends on their ability to craft and stage a form of authenticity that is 
recognised in the field. As a result, shamanic commodities are packaged as non-
commercial and anti-consumerist. They are presented as archaic wares that offer 
empowerment in the form of perennial knowledge. As shamanic practices offer 
depoliticised empowerment, the responsibility for the welfare of the self and the 
world is placed upon individual consumers of shamanism.

The occurrence of contemporary shamanisms can be interpreted as part of the 
‘deregulation of religion’, as James Beckford called the process in which religion 
‘has come adrift from its former points of anchorage’. According to him, it is one 
of the ‘hidden ironies of secularisation’ that religion may be used by people having 
little or no connection with formal religious institutions. Instead of calling it the 
‘deinstitutionalisation’ of religion, he argued it would be better to label it the ‘re-
institutionalisation’ of religion as he detected struggles to impose new boundaries 
around religion. Indeed, as he also noted, the boundaries between religion and 
not-religion are contentious.45 This is an important issue as it is not immediately 
evident that the field of shamanism should be considered as part of the field of re-
ligion. Shamanisms provide healing, and thus they might just as well be positioned 
in an arena with other medical and therapeutic practices. Moreover, for some peo-
ple, shamanic practices function as an amusing pastime or leisure pursuit; instead 
of participating in a sweat lodge they could as easily have opted for a city trip.

44  Idem, 123.
45  J.A. Beckford, ‘The Politics of Defining Religion in Secular Society: From a Taken-for-

granted Institution to a Contested Resource’, in J.G. Platvoet and A.L. Molendijk (eds.), The 
Pragmatics of Defining Religion: Contexts, Concepts and Contests (Leiden, 1999) 23-40 at 26.
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Interpreting the establishment of a field of shamanism as a process of autono-
misation that involves a shifting of boundaries and a restructuring of the social 
arenas demonstrates that the boundaries between the religious and the secular 
are ‘by no means clear, fixed or impermeable’, as Beckford argued. Indeed, it is not 
only religion that has come adrift, and it is not only religion that has been reinsti-
tutionalised. Other social phenomena have also changed, and in the process new 
social configurations have emerged, that is, new fields.46 

Here we can return to the shamanca again, as it may be concluded that the field 
of shamanism cannot be understood by interpreting the shamanca as a bearer of 
an archaic shamanistic tradition. She does not carry the shamanic nucleus into the 
twenty-first century, as participants in the field would have it. Instead, the shaman-
ca’s practices should be related to the field of which they are a part. It is necessary 
to recognise the genesis of the field of shamanism as a ‘process of autonomization’. 
The field was institutionalised through struggles about shamanism within specific 
sociohistorical developments. Yet ‘genesis implies amnesia of genesis’. That is to 
say, participants in the field misrecognise the workings of the social world by per-
ceiving shamanism as perennial.47 While a proper understanding of contemporary 
shamanisms can only be reached by relating it to the field of shamanism, and thus 
by perceiving it as a range of social practices within a specific context, it is still 
fruitful to consider the genealogies of shamanism. 

Genealogies of shamanism 

The transnational and national fields of shamanism are the outcomes of an intri-
cate range of genealogies of shamanism that form a thorny forest of conceptualisa-
tions. During their long journeys the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ have moved 
from one cultural domain into others, gaining new meanings along the way as the 
terms were continuously reinterpreted and censored according to the imperatives 
of the distinct fields in which the interpreters operated. Some meanings of sha-
manism persisted, others almost faded away. The shamanca, for instance, touched 
on the significant meaning of nature, but she did not allude to poetry or gender 
alteration. It is, therefore, crucial to focus on the complex continuities and discon-
tinuities that are involved in the genealogies of shamanism.

46  J. Beckford, ‘Secularism’, in idem, Social Theory & Religion (Cambridge, 2003) 30-72 at 
33. For a partial genealogy of the concept ‘secular’, see T. Asad, Formations of the Secu-
lar: Christianity, Islam, Modernity (Stanford, 2003). See also J.N. Bremmer, ‘Secularisation: 
Notes Toward a Genealogy’, in H. de Vries (ed.), Religion: Beyond a Concept (Fordham, 
2008) 432-7.

47  P. Bourdieu, ‘The Market of Symbolic Goods’, Poetics 14 (1985) 13-44.
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Continuities and discontinuities

Even though I interpret the current transnational field of shamanism as a product 
of neoliberalisation, I do not identify contemporary shamanism as an ‘invention 
of tradition’. Instead, contemporary shamanisms demonstrate the ‘inventiveness 
of tradition’, to use a term borrowed from the American anthropologist Marshall 
Sahlins, who used it in his spirited attack on what he saw as unfortunate tenden-
cies in the invention of tradition debate. According to him, cultures have always 
been invented, albeit in terms governed by the culture of those who invent them. 
Sahlins is critical of the ‘invention’ argument because it undermines the cultural 
continuity thesis by questioning the authenticity of the cultural identity that is 
supposed to have persisted through change.48

It is noteworthy that Sahlins’s critical remarks on the ‘invention of tradition’ 
were ingredients in his attack on what he described as the ‘powerists’. According 
to him, they explain any given cultural phenomenon as existing/persisting as a 
result of the work it does to stabilize the power structure of the society in which 
it appears. Like other functionalist arguments, Sahlins argued, ‘powerist’ analyses 
cannot explain the cultural content of the phenomena they analyse, since there 
is no reason why other contents could not have performed the stabilizing work 
with which they are credited equally well. A shift to explaining content would ul-
timately lead to the collapse of the main social theoretical assumptions about the 
universality and transparency of the nature of self-interest that are at the heart of 
the powerist approach.49 Bourdieu’s theory of practices however, notwithstanding 
its ‘powerism’, to use Sahlins’s term, allowed me to shed light on the continuities 
without disregarding the discontinuities in the genealogies of shamanism.

Historians of religion, social and cultural anthropologists, psychologists, folk-
lorists, artists and others use the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ for a wide variety 
of vastly different phenomena. As societies and their predicaments changed, so 
too did the occult, artistic, scholarly, religious, nationalistic, therapeutic, and other 

48  M. Sahlins, ‘Two or Three Things that I Know about Culture’, Journal of the Royal Anthro-
pological Institute 5 (1999) 399-421; V. Li, ‘Marshall Sahlins and the Apotheosis of Culture’, 
New Centennial Review 1 (2001) 201-87 at 244.

49  J. Robbins, ‘Humiliation and Transformation: Marshall Sahlins and the Study of Cultural 
Change in Melanesia’, in The Making of Global and Local Modernities in Melanesia. Humili-
ation, Transformation and the Nature of Cultural Change (Farnham, 2005) 3-21 at 8-9; T. 
Otto, ‘Rethinking Tradition: Invention, Cultural Continuity and Agency’, in J. Wassmann 
and K. Stockhaus (eds.), Experiencing New Worlds (New York, 2007) 36-57. Sahlins ex-
pressed it as follows in 1993: ‘Unfortunately a scholarly air of inauthenticity hangs over this 
modern culture movement. The academic label “invention” already suggests contrivance, 
and the anthropological literature too often conveys the sense of a more or less counterfeit 
past, drummed up for political effects, which probably owes more to imperialist forces than 
to indigenous sources’. M. Sahlins, Waiting for Foucault, Still (Chicago, 20024) 3.
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charms of shamanism. Needless to say, the meanings of the terms ‘shaman’ and 
‘shamanism’ varied with the circumstances under which the diverse authorities 
authorised their state-of-the-art interpretation and/or construction of scholarly 
or supposedly archaic and perennial knowledge. To paraphrase Talal Asad, there 
cannot be a universal definition of shamanism, not only because the constituents 
of the phenomena that have been labelled shamanism are historically specific, but 
also because the definitions are historical products of discursive processes. Power-
ism is important in the struggles in which shamanism is constructed, attributed 
or challenged, as the exercise of power in the different areas of society, or fields, 
contributed to changing conceptions of shamanism.50

My depiction of the genealogies of shamanism started with European travellers 
in Siberia and finished with a Siberian shamanca touring the Netherlands. Need-
less to say, the shamanism of the shamanca is far removed from the practices of the 
shamans whom Westerners witnessed in the seventeenth century. Her shamanism 
is also far removed from Eliade’s ‘techniques of ecstasy’, and from the psychedelic 
shamanism that was staged in Esalen during the 1960s. Nonetheless, the continui-
ties in the genealogies of shamanism are obvious, as some of the connotations of 
the term ‘shamanism’ continued to shape the conceptualisation of shamanism. As 
mystics, healers or technicians of the sacred, shamans were identified as bearers 
of archaic (or primitive) knowledge, and in possession of instruments to connect 
with spirit worlds, the collective unconscious or separate realities.

Not all conceptualisations of shamanism flourished. In James Beckford’s termi-
nology, the ‘power which convinces’ guided the growth and direction of the ge-
nealogies of shamanism. All authorities of shamanism and shamanic authorities 
struggled to gain a hearing for their testimonies, declarations and directions, but 
not all were equally influential.51 Moreover, some interpretations of shamanism 
have lost their power and legitimacy. The association of shamanism with Islam, for 
instance, was established by Dutch orientalists but seems to be virtually forgotten 
now. Shamanism and psychedelics is another case in point. While it was a central 
feature of shamanism during the 1960s, only a minority of shamanists deal with 
drugs in the current Dutch field of shamanism.52 A more notable example is the 
‘Uranian temperament’ of shamans, as Edward Carpenter expressed it. Carpen-
ter is still considered the most notable historical protagonist of what is known as 
queer spirituality, where the gay shaman has become part of legitimate discourse. 
In this subfield one can even ‘Become a Gay Shaman’ by following courses. As 

50  T. Asad, ‘The Construction of Religion as an Anthropological Category’, in idem, Genealo-
gies of Religion: Discipline and Reasons of Power in Christianity and Islam (Baltimore, 1993) 
27-54 at 29; Beckford, Social Theory & Religion, 172-9.

51  J.A. Beckford, ‘The Restoration of “Power” to the Sociology of Religion’, Sociological Analy-
sis 44 (1983) 11-31 at 21.

52  See, for instance, www.samoerai.eu/ayahuasca and www.aharata.nl/sjamanisme/ayahuas-
ca-sjamanisme. 
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we have seen, Bogoras already described shamans forgetting their ‘former mascu-
line knowledge’ in 1901 (Chapter 3). The sex transformation or gender-bending 
of shamans was an important concern for some shamanologists. The gay shaman, 
however, only captivates a small minority of shamanists.53 

It is important to note that other concepts that have been associated with sha-
manism have also changed in time and place. The idea of authenticity, for instance, 
has travelled a long way in conjunction with shamanism and taken different shapes 
in different historical contexts. That is to say, the authentic life-style choices of 
contemporary shamanic consumers differ radically from the authenticity that Jo-
hann Gottfried Herder associated with shamanism, as we have seen in Chapter 2. 
The same can be said about primitivism. While Herder’s primitivism was focused 
on the Volk as an organic whole, the primitivism of contemporary shamanisms is, 
in general, associated with universal and perennial wisdom.

The individualism of contemporary shamanism should also be distinguished 
from the individualism of other shamanologies. To be exact, whereas shamanism 
is nowadays available on a free market, for anyone searching for their deep and 
true selves, and in non-formative arrangements, the individualism that guided 
most earlier conceptualisations of the shaman focused on the shaman as a privi-
leged individual who, due to his distinct command over the spirit world, was in 
a position to guide other people. Eliade’s shaman, for instance, made the mystic 
journey to the cosmic tree on behalf of others. The various conceptualisations of 
the shaman-poet also emphasised the distinct standing of the shaman-poet in re-
lation to others in his community. During contemporary workshops in shaman-
ism the shaman or shamanic expert still offers guidance, but clients and students 
go on shamanic journeys themselves. As we have seen in Chapter 7, they might 
even encounter their ‘inner shaman’, as Stanley Krippner claimed.

This transformation is closely related to the conceptualisation of shamanic pow-
er, which is, sure enough, also a construction that has changed during the gene-
alogies of shamanism. In general, the power of shamanism was supposed to reside 
in shamans, as they were the virtuous technicians of the sacred. Their power was 

53  Carpenter and the ‘Become a Gay Shaman’ course are mentioned in R. McClearly, A Special 
Illumination: Authority, Inspiration and Heresy in Gay Spirituality (London, 2004) 179-81. 
Carpenter is presented as the historical protagonist in S.R. Munt, ‘Queer Spiritual Places’, 
in K. Browne et al. (eds.), Queer Spiritual Spaces: Sexuality and Sacred Places (Farnham, 
2010) 1-33 at 14. The NYC Gay Men’s Shamanic Circle, for instance, is a group of male 
shamanic practitioners, based in New York City who, according to their website, ‘gather 
to create sacred space for men who identify as queer, gay, or men who love men. We per-
form shamanic journey work for the purpose of healing on many levels: including our-
selves, our communities, and Mother Earth’, see www.nycgayshamans.net. The Gay Men’s 
Medicine Circle is based in West Hollywood, California. They usually meet in private to 
perform shamanic activities. They also hold public activities at regular intervals, see http://
gaymensmedicinecircle.org.
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a source of power for other, less inspired individuals. From the 1960s onwards, 
however, shamanism was converted into a source of power for all. That is to say, 
shamanic power was increasingly located in every single individual. Shamans were 
still perceived as the ultimate experts, the shamanic virtuosi, but it was up to indi-
viduals to explore their inner sources of shamanic power. Indeed, shamanic power 
travelled a long road before it became an option for self-responsible consumers.

The concept ‘shamanism’ is thus a construction and, in the words of James Beck-
ford, a free floating phenomenon. The word ‘shaman’ has come to mean many 
things to many people, as Gloria Flaherty put it.54 Yet it should be clear that the 
distinct conceptualisations of ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ are, in the terminology of 
Bourdieu, products of classification struggles, and parts of classification systems. 
They are social products and fought over in a permanent struggle.55 

The classificatory conundrum regarding the concepts ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’ 
has inspired many scholars to argue against their use. In his 2004 theoretical ex-
ploration of the archaeology of religion, the British archaeologist Timothy Insoll 
wrote: ‘The shaman might be the interpretatively fashionable religious label of the 
moment, but it too would seem to be, in the majority of its applications, a grave 
miscategorisation, a reduction of something infinitively more complex to a label 
which is, even in its relatively recent creation, little understood in itself ’.56 Klein et 
al. even argued that the very vagueness of the notion of the shaman makes it so 
attractive to so many scholars, lay people, advertisers, tour guides, museum cura-
tors and nation-states: ‘By allowing us to avoid certain other words and categories 
that would force us to confront the historical, social, and cultural specifics of the 
peoples in question, the words “shaman” and “shamanism” make scholars’ lives 
easier.’57 But what kind of label is ‘shamanism’?

Classification

The problems arising from the use of general terms such as ‘shaman’ and ‘shaman-
ism’ have been lucidly analysed by the Dutch anthropologist Anton Blok. In his 
1976 methodological guideline for anthropology, Blok argued that Wittgenstein’s 
theory of family resemblances could clarify the opposition between nominalism 
and essentialism. Blok argued against the ‘nomothetic’ or essentialist approach, 
in which terms are defined so that they have a clear and uniform meaning, and 
against the nominalist approach, in which definitions are not true or false, but 
scholarly tools or categories, based on conventions. In Blok’s approach, ‘shaman-
ism’ is not a category in which all members are identical in all characteristics 

54  G. Flaherty, Shamanism and the Eighteenth Century (Princeton, 1992) 245.
55  P. Bourdieu, Distinction. A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (London, 1984) 479.
56  T. Insoll, Archaeology, Ritual, Religion (London, 2004) 143.
57  C.F. Klein et al, ‘The Role of Shamanism in Mesoamerican Art. A Reassessment’, Current 

Anthropology 43 (2002) 383-419 at 392.
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(‘monothetic types’). Instead, it is a category in which all members are similar but 
not identical (called ‘polythetic types’ by the British social anthropologist Rodney 
Needham (1923-2006). In Blok’s approach shamanisms can be compared in clas-
sificatory terms that refer to serial likenesses.58

Alas, only a small minority of scholars of shamanism have moved towards a 
classification of shamanisms that is akin to a polythetic classification of shamans 
or shamanisms. The admirable social-anthropological studies of Nadel, Firth and 
Lewis are cases in point. Yet in the dominant lineage of shamanology, the term ‘sha-
man’ is not used for a social type that can be distinguished from other social types. 
Instead, the most influential lineages of shamanism are composed of less meticu-
lous shamanologies. The terms are used loosely, for a wide variety of characters, in 
a wide variety of contexts. Moreover, the definitions are constructed in a wide va-
riety of fields. As the concepts moved from one cultural domain into others, schol-
ars time and again overlooked the differences between the phenomena that were 
labelled shamanism. The widespread misappropriation of Shirokogoroff ’s work is 
a case in point. Scholars also habitually overlooked the context in which the terms 
were brought into play. In Bourdieu’s terminology, the terms did not bring with 
them the field of production of which they were products, while the recipients of 
the terms who were themselves in a different field of production, reinterpreted the 
texts in accordance with the structure of the field of reception.59

Shamanism is not only a contested concept, but a problematic concept as well, 
as Nicholas Thomas and Caroline Humphreys also noted when they wrote: ‘Like 
caste, taboo, and mana, shamanism is more of an exotic essence, a romanticised 
inversion of Western rationalism, than a scholarly category that can stand up to 
any sustained interrogation’.60 Even though the ‘commonsense idea that “univer-
sals” are identical things that must be discoverable all over the world is an illu-
sion produced by the “reifying” modes of “Western” thought, as a “universal”’, the 
concept guided other shamanologies, that is, in the words of the Danish scholar 

58  R. Needham, ‘Polythetic Classification: Convergence and Consequences’, Man NS 10 
(1975) 349-69. A. Blok, Wittgenstein en Elias: een methodische richtlijn voor de antropologie 
(Amsterdam, 1976). Needham, who progresses from Wittgenstein’s ‘family resemblances’ 
to the taxonomical idea of ‘polythetic classification’, argues that ‘comparative studies car-
ried out in the stock classificatory terms of anthropology are subverted by the realisation 
that they refer not to common features but to polythetic classes of social facts’. Yet, ‘effec-
tive comparison may nevertheless be practical by reliance of purely formal terminology of 
analytical concepts’. See also F.J. Porter Poole, ‘Metaphors and Maps: Towards Comparison 
in the Anthropology of Religion’, Journal of the American Academy of Religion, 54 (1986) 
411-57.

59  P. Bourdieu, ‘The Social Conditions of the International Circulation of Ideas’, in R. Shuster-
man (ed.), Bourdieu, a Critical Reader (Oxford, 1999) 220-8.

60  N. Thomas and C. Humphreys, ‘Introduction’, in idem (eds.), Shamanism, history, and the 
State (Michigan, 1996) 1-12 at 2.
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of religion Jeppe Sinding Jensen: ‘Human social and cultural constructs are the 
products of intentional actors with certain concerns, but once the products are 
“released” into the world they more or less lead their own lives and feed back upon 
what produced them’.61 Indeed, the tricky pedigree of the term shamanism has not 
discouraged scholars from suggesting an essence of shamanism, Eliade being a 
decisive case in point.

Eliade’s and other shamanologies produced categories of thought, to bring in 
Bourdieu again. Ultimately, the history of shamanology, that is, the genealogies 
of shamanism, form the unconsciousness of contemporary shamanisms. The un-
conscious of the field of shamanism is made up of the masked and forgotten social 
conditions of production. The concepts ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’, separated from 
their social conditions of production, changed its meaning. The conceptualisa-
tions exerted an effect, however, as the building blocks of shamanologies became 
part of the social construction of shamanism, so to speak.62 The Canadian philoso-
pher Ian Hacking should be mentioned here, as he argued that naming alone can 
only ‘do its creative work’ if it occurs within institutions. When naming is author-
ised it can have a ‘looping effect’. To be exact, classifications can change the ways 
in which individuals experience themselves. They can even lead people to evolve 
their feelings and behaviour in part because they are so classified. According to 
Hacking, such ‘classifications (of people and their behaviour) are interactive.63 In 
other words, a powerful shamanology can give life to a distinct etiquette of con-
sciousness.64

That is to say, only after Eliade had conceptualised shamanism as universal 
techniques of ecstasy could other scholars argue that they could acquire shamanic 
knowledge by involving themselves in shamanic techniques. Yet there are major 
methodological limitations in studies of shamanic experiences, that is, experi-
ences interpreted as shamanic by those who have these experiences. For instance, 
notwithstanding my participation in shamanic practices, I cannot claim that I 
shared a common experience or meaning with other participants. I only shared a 
common participation. This is not due to my lack of shamanic talent, however. The 
point is that although scholars can participate in shamanic practices and can study 
shamanic experiences, they cannot study the ‘experiencing’ itself. The only source 
of information are the representations of the experiences, that is, the tales and ac-
counts by which experiences are made meaningful. The shamanic experiences of 

61  J.S. Jensen, ‘Universals, General terms and the Comparative Study of Religion’, Numen 48 
(2001) 238-66 at 245, 247.

62  Bourdieu, Sociology in Question (London, 1993) 51
63  I. Hacking, ‘Inaugural lecture: Chair of Philosophy and History of Scientific Concepts at 

the Collège de France, 16 January 2001’, Economy and Society 31 (2002) 1-14 at 8, 10, 11. 
See also idem, ‘Making Up People’, in Heller and Brooke-Rose (eds.), Reconstructing Indi-
vidualism, 222-36.

64  V. Crapanzano, ‘The Etiquette of Consciousness’, Social Research 68 (2001) 627-49.
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scholars of shamanism do not represent the experiences of other participants. Yet 
the authorities on shamanism function as taste-makers and they guide the ways in 
which shamanists give meaning to their shamanic experiences.65

Conclusion

The genealogies of shamanism consist of an intricate assortment of conceptuali-
sations of shamanism that travelled in and between times and places. The his-
tory of the continuously changing concept ‘shamanism’ has shaped contemporary 
conceptualisations of shamanism as well as contemporary shamanic practices. 
Building on a choice of particular shamanologies, but oblivious to their historical 
production, contemporary shamanic experts use their shamanisms as antidotes 
to modern structures. My genealogies suggest that these supposedly timeless sha-
manisms are, on the one hand, products of the history of the conceptualisation of 
shamanism. On the other hand, some of their main features are as ancient as the 
structures in which they were established. Conceptualisations of shamanisms have 
always been socially constructed and authorised within distinct social contexts. 
Contemporary Western shamanisms are no exception. They are parts of the long 
genealogies of shamanism and, at the same time, part and parcel of contemporary 
Western society.

Unfortunately, I cannot but conclude that the continuities and discontinuities of 
the genealogies of shamanism form an arrangement that is too complex to reca-
pitulate easily. That is to say, my reconstruction of the genealogies of shamanism 
demonstrates that the field of shamanism cannot be understood by interpreting 
shamanisms as bearers of one or more archaic shamanistic traditions. Neither can 
contemporary shamanisms simply be interpreted as the outcome of increasing 
anti-modern sentiments. With this conclusion, it is time to return to the three 
historiographers of shamanism whom I discussed in the first chapter. How does 
my analysis add to the studies by Hutton, Von Stuckrad and Znamenski? In other 
words, in what way do my genealogies of shamanism improve on their historical 
studies? 

First of all, my genealogies clearly support Ronald Hutton’s view that ‘Siberian 
shamanism’ has been a problematic term ever since records of it began. In accord-
ance with his historiography, my genealogies also present the label ‘shaman’ as 
flawed. On the basis of my analysis, however, I would suggest that the term ‘sha-
manism’ is even more problematic than Hutton has acknowledged in his book.66 
This is a result of the wider scope of my genealogical project, which was not lim-
ited to Western interpretations of Siberian shamans. With the increase in phenom-

65  D. Yamane, ‘Narrative and Religious Experience’, Sociology of Religion 61 (2000) 171-89.
66  R. Hutton, Shamans: Siberian Spirituality and the Western Imagination (London, 2001) 149.
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ena labelled as ‘shamanism’, the difficulties of the term also only increased. It is also 
because of my focus on the socio-political contexts in which knowledge about sha-
mans was and is constructed. That is to say, my genealogies of shamanism give no 
reason to agree with Hutton’s suggestion that ‘the traits which underpin Siberian 
shamanism occur naturally in individuals throughout humanity, although they 
are given different cultural expressions at particular times and places’. Western 
scholars did not have to go to ‘to the far end of Eurasia to find a term for some-
thing apparently inherent in humanity’, as he would have it. On the contrary, my 
genealogies point to the social construction of these supposedly inherent human 
qualities.67 

Bourdieu helped me to interpret the conceptualisation of shamanism as a social 
practice and as part of power struggles that should be located within one or more 
relatively distinct fields. Instead of assuming a certain essence that is inaccurately 
labelled ‘shamanism’, as Hutton proposed, my genealogies suggest that the label 
‘shamanism’ has been used strategically in many different contexts to allude to 
different kinds of ‘pure’ or ‘authentic’ essences of different phenomena. It escaped 
Hutton’s attention that the most influential essentialist definitions of shamanism 
were products of strategic actions of cultural aristocracies, who, through this es-
sentialism, could legitimise their own authoritative positions as the result of their 
essential and inherent virtue. Nor did he observe that genealogies of shamanism 
owe their formation to the power and abilities of authorities to pinpoint the essen-
tial characteristics of shamanism.68

This brings us to Von Stuckrad, who has claimed the concept of ‘nature’ as the 
‘central leitmotiv’ of contemporary Western shamanism and linked the ‘intrinsic 
continuities’ of nineteenth-century philosophical thought to contemporary deep 
ecology and shamanic discourse in Europe and North America. As I have already 
noted in Chapter 1, Von Stuckrad introduced some important aspects of the gene-
alogy of shamanism, and his historiography traced some of the main philosophi-
cal streams that shaped contemporary shamanisms. My genealogies confirm his 
idea that the idealisation of ‘shamanistic potentials’ already occurred during the 
eighteenth century and that, therefore, the idealisation of shamanism was not a 
New Age occurrence. The discourse of contemporary Western shamanisms may 
be deeply rooted in European and North American history of thought, and the 
nature discourse of some of these shamanisms may have come into being during 
the nineteenth century.69

Yet Von Stuckrad’s construction of lineages is, above all, a history of philosophi-

67  Hutton, Shamans, 149.
68  Indeed, ‘Aristocracies are essentialist’, as Pierre Bourdieu remarked in Distinction, 24.
69  K. von Stuckrad, ‘Reenchanting Nature: Modern Western Shamanism and Nineteenth-

Century Thought’, Journal of the American Academy of Religion 70 (2002) 771-99 at 777-8, 
Schamanismus und Esoterik. Kultur- und wissenschaftsgeschichtliche Betrachtungen (Lou-
vain, 2003).
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cal narratives that seemingly occur outside social structures. The social arenas and 
the social position of the narrators remain much too underexposed. Because of 
this underexposure of the wider sociopolitical contexts in which shamanic dis-
courses developed from the 1960s onwards, Von Stuckrad’s study of shamanism 
barely addresses larger societal issues and he does not analyse the significance of 
contemporary shamanism in terms of the structuring or functioning of society. 
For Von Stuckrad, the core of shamanism seems to be philosophical. In contrast, 
my genealogies zoom in on contemporary shamanism as a variety of social prac-
tices that took and still take shape within wider socioeconomic circumstances. 
My genealogical approach to shamanism therefore not only highlights the under-
standing of shamanology and contemporary shamanism as social practices, but 
also focuses on the understanding of the macro-sociological processes in which 
they occur.

Finally, how do my genealogies of shamanism compare with Znamenski’s Beau-
ty of the Primitive? As I have argued before, his historiography is excellent but, 
like Von Stuckrad’s, it does not sufficiently explore the sociopolitical contexts in 
which shamanism was interpreted. This may account for his assumption that the 
growing appreciation of shamanism in the West is part of increasing anti-modern 
sentiments. His argument is debatable for several reasons. First of all, it was not 
shamanism per se that was appreciated in the Western world, but specific concep-
tualisations of shamanism. Secondly, even though contemporary shamanic prac-
titioners may interpret their own practices as ‘anti-modern’ or ‘countercultural’, a 
scholar should, as we have seen, critically interpret these interpretations and not 
accept them at face value. Finally, the shamanisms that came to be established as 
a contemporary Western practice from the early 1980s onwards, are not identical 
to the 1960s interpretations of shamanism. Interpretations and conceptualisations 
of shamanism, like other aspects of life, along with the substantial sociopoliti-
cal transformations, changed considerably from the 1960s to the 1980s. Indeed, 
anti-modern conceptualisations of shamanism should be related to the multiple 
modernities in which they emerge.70

Znamenski’s main argument seems to be in accordance with contemporary sha-
manic discourses in which supposedly archaic wisdom is welcomed, but it is not 
in accordance with the findings of my genealogies, as they present a much more 
complex picture of the intricacies of the modern and anti-modern traits of con-
temporary shamanisms. Too great an emphasis on the anti-modern sentiments 
of contemporary shamanisms obscures the fact that the structures and logic of 
contemporary shamanic practices have distinctly modern qualities. Of course, 
contemporary shamanisms can be characterised by their romantic primitivism, 
but also by their globalism, their consumerism, their educational structures, their 
up-to-date websites and digital newsletters and their elective affinities with the 

70  S. N. Eisenstadt, ‘Multiple Modernities’, Daedalus 129 (2000) 1-29.
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neoliberal discourse of individualism, empowerment and self-accountability.71

Although Znamenski’s use of the term ‘metaphor’ is significant, as I have noted 
in the first chapter, it would have served his historiography better if he had given 
it more thought. Metaphors are pervasive in everyday life as people habitually un-
derstand and experience one kind of thing in terms of another, as George Lakoff 
and Mark Johnson argued in their famous work on metaphors.72 A metaphor is 
not just a poetical way of speaking that can be ignored or paraphrased away if we 
so wish, as it is deeply embedded in our language, culture and the way we think. It 
strongly affects how we experience and interact with the world and other people. 
Znamenski does not clearly acknowledge that the shaman metaphor, like most 
other metaphors, is based on culturally rooted conceptual metaphors and that in 
the history of its use, the shaman metaphor became part of a variety of different 
metaphorical mappings. Moreover, he does not specify the character of his meta-
phor and the many uses of the shaman metaphor as a structural mapping between 
a known and a target domain, and this explication is necessary ‘if precision of 
comparison is to follow comparative insight’.73

It is, therefore, significant that he did not bring up Nadel’s social anthropological 
perspectives on shamanism in his otherwise rather wide-ranging historiography 
and that he misrepresented Ioan Lewis’s perspectives as an ‘Eliadian vision’.74 So-
cial anthropological perspectives could have helped him to perceive contempo-
rary shamanism as a form of social action that took shape in times of social and 
cultural change. Instead of focusing on shamanism as a ‘living spiritual technique’, 
he should have turned his attention, for instance, to the distinct forms of leader-
ship in contemporary shamanism. 

In my genealogies, in contrast, social anthropological interpretations receive 
attention precisely because they stand out for their brilliance. As I have argued 
before, social anthropologists took steps to turn the concept ‘shamanism’ into a 
fruitful sociological category that could make comparison possible. Furthermore, 
my interpretation of contemporary shamanisms in the context of the rise of neo-
liberalisation is principally inspired by Matthew Wood’s sociological analysis of 
spirit possession, which is akin to classic social anthropological perspectives. To 
sum up, practices in which possession is a key element, as shamanic practices are, 

71  A. Znamenski, The Beauty of the Primitive. Shamanism and the Western Imagination (Ox-
ford, 2007).

72  G. Lakoff and M. Johnson, Metaphors We Live By (Chicago and London, 1980) and ‘Con-
ceptual Metaphor in Everyday Language’, Journal of Philosophy 77 (1980) 453-86 at 454-5.

73  F.J. Porter Poole, ‘Metaphors and Maps: Towards Comparison in the Anthropology of Re-
ligion’, Journal of the American Academy of Religion, 54 (1986) 411-57 at 422, 433. Porter 
Pool argues that ‘the structure of family resemblances, polythetic categories, metaphoric 
constructions, and analogic mappings may shed important light on the formal nature of 
comparison’ (441).

74  Znamenski, The Beauty of the Primitive, 188
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enable people to exert authority over higher powers that exist beyond them within 
social contexts that access and limit such authority.75 

My genealogical reflexive project contributes to the historiography of shaman-
ism by interpreting shamanology and contemporary shamanic practices as social 
practices within distinct social contexts. Perceiving them as such offers new per-
spectives on the complex history of the terms ‘shaman’ and ‘shamanism’. Instead 
of merely identifying the meaning and significance of the terms, my genealogies 
take account of the distinct struggles in which the terms acquired their meaning 
and significance. It has proved to be crucial for a proper interpretation of the his-
tory of the terms. Ultimately, the power, charisma and authority of shamanologies 
and contemporary shamanisms are the outcomes of struggles that shaped and will 
continue to shape the genealogies of that fascinating subject: shamanism.

75  M. Wood, ‘Holistic Health Therapies in Comparative Analysis’, in M. Bowman (ed.), Reli-
gion and Healing (Enfield Lock, 2000) 81-94, ‘Capital Possession: a Comparative Approach 
to ‘New Age’ and Control of the Means of Possession’, Culture and Religion 4 (2003) 159-
82, and Possession, Power and the New Age. Ambiguities of Authority in Neoliberal Societies 
(Aldershot, 2007).
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Nederlandse samenvatting

In het hedendaagse Nederland bieden allerhande individuen en instituten eigen 
vormen van sjamanistische kennis en praktijken aan. Hoewel ze hun praktijken 
als oeroud presenteren lijken die ver verwijderd van de sjamanistische praktijken 
waarover klassieke antropologen en godsdienstwetenschappers schreven. In dit 
onderzoek wordt het historische verband gelegd door de ontwikkeling te beschrij-
ven van het gebruik van de term ‘sjamanisme’. Het onderzoek draait dus om de 
verschillende manieren waarop mensen in de loop van de geschiedenis de term 
‘sjamanisme’ van betekenis voorzagen. 

In hoofdstuk één wordt de onderzoeksmethode uiteengezet. Bij de interpretatie 
van kennis over sjamanisme maak ik gebruik van de concepten van de Franse 
antropoloog en socioloog Pierre Bourdieu (1930-2002). Zijn ‘theory of practice’ 
draait om drie begrippen: veld, habitus en kapitaal. Ieder veld is een arena waarin 
mensen posities innemen ten opzichte van elkaar en waarin mensen wedijveren 
om die posities, om autoriteit en om alles wat van waarde wordt geacht in dat veld. 
De handelingen van participanten in een veld worden gereguleerd door specifieke 
disposities die het gedrag, denken en handelen van mensen in dat veld sturen. De 
term ‘habitus’ verwijst naar die disposities. Kennis over sjamanisme is in dit per-
spectief altijd het product van iemand die een positie in een veld inneemt en die 
gedreven wordt door specifieke disposities.

Ieder veld functioneert als een economie waarin vormen van kapitaal worden 
verzameld en uitgewisseld. Het gaat daarbij niet alleen om geld, maar ook om cul-
tureel kapitaal (kennis, vaardigheden en andere culturele verworvenheden), soci-
aal kapitaal (het netwerk van vrienden en kennissen) en symbolisch kapitaal (eer, 
prestige en distinctie). Een veld verandert voortdurend doordat mensen strate-
gisch handelen om doelen te bereiken, waarbij mensen ook worden gestuurd door 
hun habitus en niet alleen door doelbewuste, rationele overwegingen. Activiteiten 
in een veld worden niet bepaald door expliciete regels of wetten, maar er ligt wel 
een zekere logica aan de basis van het handelen, al is er ruimte voor improvisatie. 

In dit onderzoek is ook het sociaal-constructivistische perspectief van de Britse 
(godsdienst)socioloog James Beckford belangrijk. Hij benadrukt dat religie geen 
vaste, tijdloze eigenschappen bezit, en dat wat daaronder wordt verstaan het resul-
taat is van een strijd over de definitie van religie. Een centraal thema in Beckford’s 
werk is macht. Religie is zelf een bron van macht. Het kan ‘empowerment’ bieden, 
met name ook in hedendaagse religieuze bewegingen die zich richten op ‘healing’. 
De macht van een ‘healer’ is gebaseerd op de erkenning van die macht door de cli-
ent. Als een symbolische ‘healing’ als krachtig wordt ervaren, dan is dat een bron 
van macht voor de ‘healer’ en voor de cliënt. 
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Beckford wijst ook op de invloed van macro-sociologische processen op veran-
derende religieuze ideeën en praktijken. Ethiek en levenshouding in nieuwe religi-
euze bewegingen zijn bijvoorbeeld nauw verbonden met hedendaagse leefomstan-
digheden. Tegelijkertijd bieden nieuwe religieuze bewegingen een ‘vrije ruimte’ 
waarin mensen kunnen experimenteren met religieuze betekenissen. 

Met behulp van Bourdieu’s termen worden in dit onderzoek definities en inter-
pretaties van sjamanisme gerelateerd aan de sociale velden waarop ze geprodu-
ceerd zijn. Daarbij zijn de disposities van de hoofdpersonen en de logica van het 
veld waarin ze opereren van belang. De geschiedenis van de term ‘sjamanisme’ 
wordt aldus geïnterpreteerd als een verzameling en opeenvolging van strategische 
handelingen van wetenschappers, kunstenaars en anderen die de term gebruik-
ten. Aan de hand van Beckford’s sociologie wordt de geschiedenis van de term 
‘sjamanisme’ geïnterpreteerd als een voortdurende strijd over de definitie van sja-
manisme. Zijn idee van ‘empowerment’ is vooral van betekenis bij de interpretatie 
van hedendaags westers sjamanisme.

In hoofdstuk twee staan achttiende- en negentiende-eeuwse interpretaties van 
sjamanisme centraal. Het laat zien dat vanaf het moment dat westerlingen aan 
het einde van de zeventiende eeuw de term voor het eerst hoorden in Siberië, 
het in verschillende contexten (velden) al snel heel uiteenlopende betekenissen 
kreeg. Theologen zagen sjamanen als duivelskunstenaars, verlichtingsdenkers be-
schouwden hen als geestesziek of achterlijk. Vanaf de achttiende eeuw werd vooral 
het romantische beeld van de sjamaan als de artistiek begaafde mysticus populair. 
Negentiende-eeuwse Finse folkloristen gebruikten op hun beurt de term ‘sjama-
nisme’ in een cultuurnationalistische zoektocht naar de oervaders van hun volks-
cultuur.

Negentiende-eeuwse Britse en Nederlandse koloniale bestuurders creëerden 
daarentegen een beeld van sjamanen dat contrasteerde met het beeld van be-
schaafde Europeanen. Terwijl Nederlandse onderzoekers in Indonesië sjamanisme 
verbonden met de islam, verbonden Britten het met het Tibetaanse boeddhisme. 
Ondertussen bedachten Britse antropologen vanuit hun studeerkamers dat sjama-
nisme een beginfase was in de evolutie van de mensheid. Sommige Amerikaanse 
antropologen daarentegen waren zeer positief over het sjamanisme dat zij aantrof-
fen bij Noord-Amerikaanse indianen. Hun romantisch geïnspireerde interpreta-
tie was een reactie op de verstedelijking en industrialisatie van Verenigde Staten, 
maar ook een poging om een Amerikaans verleden te construeren dat kon wedij-
veren met het Grieks-Romeinse fundament van de Europese beschaving. Een an-
der positief beeld werd geconstrueerd door theosofen en anderen in het veld van 
esoterie. Zij beschreven sjamanen als occulte meesters in het bezit van archaïsche 
wijsheid.

In hoofdstuk drie worden de vroeg twintigste-eeuwse Amerikaanse interpreta-
ties van sjamanisme behandeld. Voor het veld van Amerikaanse antropologie was 
Franz Boas (1858-1942) van groot belang. Boas ontwikkelde zowel het historisch 
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particularisme als het cultureel relativisme, waarin culturen werden geïnterpre-
teerd in hun cultuurhistorische context in plaats van ondergebracht in speculatie-
ve evolutionaire schema’s. In de praktijk was zijn antropologie vaak een zoektocht 
naar authentieke culturele vormen. Boas stelde dat sjamanisme een oeroude vorm 
van religie was die vanuit Azië in Noord-Amerika was terechtgekomen. In dat 
proces waren de vorm, functie en betekenis van sjamanisme veranderd. Hij trof 
verschillende soorten sjamanen aan bij de diverse Noord-Amerikaanse indiaanse 
volken waaronder hij veldwerk deed en gebruikte daarom de term ‘sjamanisme’ 
voor allerlei soorten praktijken.

In de eerste helft van de twintigste eeuw kreeg sjamanisme in de uiteenlopende 
Amerikaanse antropologische scholen andere betekenissen, maar over het al-
gemeen werden sjamanen gezien als begaafde individuen en als voorlopers van 
artsen, priesters, kunstenaars en wetenschappers. Sjamanen werden vitaal geacht 
voor de cohesie van een cultuur. Het idee van de ‘wounded healer’ werd populair. 
Volgens dat idee waren sjamanen wel geestesziek geweest, maar hadden ze zichzelf 
genezen. Een groep antropologen die de zogenoemde etnobotanie ontwikkelde 
concentreerde zich vooral op het sjamanistische gebruik van hallucinogene mid-
delen zoals peyote. Hun invloed zou groeien vanaf de jaren zestig.

De term ‘sjamanisme’ werd ook in Amerikaanse kringen van avant-garde kun-
stenaars opgepikt, mede doordat antropologen participeerden in hun veld. Hier 
werd de sjamaan het toonbeeld van de puurheid, zuiverheid en authenticiteit die 
antropologen en kunstenaars zochten en nastreefden in samenleving en kunst. 
Sommige kunstenaars begonnen zich te identificeren met sjamanen, anderen gin-
gen zich zelfs als sjamaan presenteren. De antropoloog en kunstenaar Jaime de 
Angulo (1887-1950) verwierf met dit strategische gebruik van het concept een 
enorm aanzien in het veld van avant-garde kunst. Geïnspireerd door de ideeën 
van de Zwitserse psychiater Carl Gustav Jung (1875-1961) contrasteerde hij de au-
thentieke en pure religieuze ervaringen van sjamanen met de corrupte onzuivere 
religieuze praktijken van priesters.

In hoofdstuk vier staan twintigste-eeuwse Europese interpretaties van sjamanis-
me centraal. De Russische antropoloog Sergey Mikhalovich Shirokogoroff (1887-
1939) speelt daarin een hoofdrol vanwege zijn enorme reputatie als autoriteit op 
het gebied van sjamanisme. Latere onderzoekers maakten veelvuldig gebruik van 
zijn interpretaties, maar ze duidden die over het algemeen verkeerd. Shirokogoroff 
interpreteerde sjamanisme in zijn klassieke werk uit 1935 als een onderdeel van 
wat hij het ‘psychomentale complex’ van de Toengoezen (de oude benaming van de 
Evenken) noemde. Volgens hem was de sjamaan de psychosociale variant van het 
veiligheidsventiel. Dat wil zeggen dat de sjamaan spanningen in zijn gemeenschap 
reguleerde door in trance te gaan en contact te leggen met geesten. Shirokogoroff 
vond dat de term ‘sjamaan’ alleen gebruikt mocht worden voor wat hij de ‘master of 
spirits’ van de Toengoezen noemde. In zijn ogen was sjamanisme het resultaat van 
een specifieke lokale historische ontwikkeling. Hij benadrukte dat sjamanisme niet 
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oeroud en niet universeel was. Toch is zijn interpretatie met regelmaat gebruikt om 
sjamanisme te definiëren als een oeroud en universeel fenomeen.

Britse sociaal-antropologen werden beïnvloed door Shirokogoroff, maar vooral 
ook door Franse sociologen. Nadruk kwam te liggen op sjamanisme als een soci-
ale activiteit en op  sjamanen in hun sociaal-politieke rol. In de jaren veertig deed 
Siegfried Nadel (1903-1956) empirisch onderzoek naar sjamanisme bij de Nuba 
in Soedan. Hoewel zijn onderzoek naar sjamanisme als een vorm van sociale actie 
zich uitstekend leent voor vergelijking, werd het veronachtzaamd door de meeste 
andere onderzoekers van sjamanisme.

Europese theologen en godsdienstwetenschappers associeerden sjamanisme 
vooral met mystiek. Voor sommigen was de sjamaan een abnormale persoon met 
pseudo-mystieke eigenschappen, terwijl anderen, onder wie de Nederlandse gods-
dienstfenomenoloog Gerardus van der Leeuw (1890-1950), sjamanen beschreven 
als primitieve, maar charismatische mystici. Europese folkloristen uit Finland 
(Uno Harva, 1882-1949), Hongarije (Géza Róheim, 1891-1953 en Vilmos Diós-
zegi, 1923-1972) en Noorwegen (Ǻke Ohlmarks, 1911-1984) produceerden pu-
blicaties over sjamanisme die grote invloed hadden op de ontwikkeling van het 
wetenschappelijk onderzoek naar sjamanisme. Hun interpretaties van het sjama-
nistisch verleden van hun volk moeten begrepen worden als een wetenschappe-
lijke legitimatie van de nationalistische zoektocht naar de identiteit van dat eigen 
volk. De Britse folkloristische literatuurhistoricus Nora Chadwick (1891-1972) 
zag sjamanen als priesters van natuurreligies, maar vooral ook als dichters met 
mystieke en spirituele gaven. 

Ondanks de problematische omstandigheid dat de term ‘sjamanisme’ gebruikt 
werd voor een veelheid van uiterst heterogene fenomenen ontstond er in Europa 
in de jaren zestig een veld waarin de wetenschappelijk bestudering van sjama-
nisme centraal stond. Op een internationaal symposium over sjamanisme in Fin-
land in 1962 spraken wetenschappers onder andere over Hongaars, Zweeds, Ne-
palees en Noord-Amerikaans sjamanisme, alsmede over sjamanisme in het Oude 
Testament. In de daaruit resulterende bundel artikelen uit 1968 benadrukte de 
redacteur dat sjamanisme een onuitputtelijk onderwerp was: classici konden sja-
manisme ontdekken in hellenistische en Etruskische religie, anderen vonden het 
in de oergeschiedenis van China, Japan, Afghanistan, Indonesië en Centraal- en 
Zuid-Amerika. Nadat er verschillende internationale wetenschappelijke congres-
sen over sjamanisme waren georganiseerd waarin wetenschappers historische, 
etnografische, psychologische en andere vertogen hielden over een keur aan feno-
menen die onder de parapluterm ‘sjamanisme’ waren ondergebracht, richtten de 
Hongaarse folklorist Mihály Hoppál en de Zweedse godsdienstwetenschapper Ǻke 
Hultkrantz (1920-2006) de International Society for Shamanistic Research (ISSR) 
op. Het veld kreeg in 1991 een eigen wetenschappelijk tijdschrift, Shaman.

In hoofdstuk vijf staat een flexibel internationaal netwerk van wetenschappers 
centraal dat ik de Bollingen connectie noem, naar de toren die Carl Jung oprichtte 
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naast zijn huis in Zwitserland. Vanaf 1933 organiseerde Jung de zogenoemde Era-
nos-bijeenkomsten te Moscia-Ascona aan het Lago Maggiore (vlak bij de Monte 
Verità), waar onder zijn leiding wetenschappers van verschillende disciplines zich 
richtten op de essentie van religie. Jung en zijn gasten waren geïnspireerd door het 
idee dat de moderne mens was vervreemd van de essentiële, geheime en mystieke 
kant van religie. Ze beschouwden zichzelf als een culturele elite die de spirituele 
capaciteiten van de mensheid zou kunnen revitaliseren. Aan de ene kant contras-
teerden ze hun esoterische aanpak met de empirische en historisch-analytische 
wetenschap, aan de andere kant contrasteerden ze hun intellectuele aanpak met 
die van theosofen en andere esoterische groepen.

De belangrijkste en meest invloedrijke specialist op het gebied van sjamanisme 
in dit veld was de Roemeense godsdiensthistoricus Mircea Eliade (1907-1986). 
Vanaf ongeveer 1950 beschreef hij sjamanisme als een universeel en tijdloos mys-
tiek verschijnsel waarin de sjamaan via zogenoemde extatische technieken contact 
legde met de oorspronkelijke, dierlijke, authentieke, spontane, tijdloze oorsprong 
van de mensheid. Daarmee doorbrak de sjamaan datgene wat Eliade ‘de terreur 
van de geschiedenis’ noemde.

Tot aan zijn dood was Eliade een trouw bezoeker van de Eranos-bijeenkom-
sten. Zijn beschouwingen over sjamanisme waren dan ook nauw verwant aan het 
mengsel van esoterie en wetenschap van Jung en anderen in het Bollingen net-
werk. Eliade’s visie op sjamanisme moet ook begrepen worden vanuit zijn jeugd 
in Roemenië, waar hij als schrijver en ideoloog deel had uitgemaakt van de fas-
cistische IJzeren Garde, die hij opvatteals een ‘mystieke sekte’ waarvan de ‘heilige 
politiek’ de harmonie van het Roemeense volk zou kunnen herstellen. Eliade was 
dus een traditionalist met een voorliefde voor wat hij zag als archaïsche religieuze 
praktijken. 

In 1951 publiceerde Eliade de eerste, Franse versie van zijn boek over sjamanis-
me. Hij had daarvoor subsidie gekregen van de Bollingen Foundation, een Ame-
rikaanse stichting die zich primair inzette voor het publiceren Jungs teksten en 
het propageren van diens gedachtegoed in de Verenigde Staten. De Engelse versie, 
Shamanism: Archaic Techniques of Ecstacy, kwam in 1964 uit als een Bollingen 
publicatie. Een aantal jaren daarvoor, in 1956, was Eliade aangesteld als hoogle-
raar in Chicago. Vanuit die academische positie ontwikkelde hij zich tot ’s werelds 
gezaghebbendste godsdiensthistoricus, die een esoterisch-wetenschappelijke me-
thode propageerde waarmee godsdiensthistorici zouden kunnen doordringen tot 
de essentie van religie. De kennis daarvan zou volgens hem zelfs de basis kunnen 
en moeten zijn van een nieuwe mensheid.

Terwijl Eliade’s interpretatie van sjamanisme gezaghebbend werd in de acade-
mische wereld, werd de interpretatie van de Amerikaanse Bollingen fellow en my-
tholoog Joseph Campbell (1904-1987) vooral invloedrijk in Amerikaanse esoteri-
sche kringen, waar hij vanaf het einde van de jaren vijftig naam propageerde dat 
wetenschappers zich moesten concentreren op de tijdloze metafysische inzichten 
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in mythen. In zijn mythologie was de sjamaan de individualistische mystieke held. 
Campbells individualistische mythologie sloot nauw aan bij de idealen van de na-
oorlogse zogenoemde counterculture, waarin sjamanen fungeerden als het oermo-
del van het bevrijde individu. 

In hoofdstuk zes staan de naoorlogse interpretaties centraal die het product zijn 
van een aantal velden waarin de tegencultuur was geïnstitutionaliseerd, namelijk 
de psychologie, de esoterie, de psychedelica en de literatuur. De tegencultuur zelf 
beschouwde zich als een soort mystieke revolutie waarin men streed voor spiri-
tuele vrijheid en tegen de ‘ketens van de technocratische maatschappij’. Het in-
dividualisme van de tegencultuur en de drang naar authenticiteit en individuele 
vrijheid moeten gezien worden als een sociaal product dat gerelateerd is aan de 
naoorlogse economische voorspoed. Door de overdaad aan mogelijkheden en in-
dividuele keuzes verloren vanzelfsprekendheden hun kracht. Bij het kiezen van 
het juiste alternatief werd de eigen ervaring het ultieme criterium. Terwijl traditi-
onele autoriteiten hun gezag verloren, was de tegencultuur ook de bakermat van 
nieuwe autoriteiten. 

Gedurende de jaren vijftig nam in het veld van Amerikaanse psychologie de 
humanistische psychologie de dominante positie van de psychoanalytici over. Hu-
manistische psychologen concentreerden zich op menselijke potenties in plaats 
van op stoornissen en zagen sjamanen als creatieve, gezonde en begaafde perso-
nen. In humanistische praktijken genazen therapeuten geen patiënten, maar bege-
leidden ze cliënten die geacht werden zichzelf te ontwikkelen. Het beeld van sja-
manen paste daarbij: in plaats van neurotische of psychotische personen werden 
het ‘wounded healers’ die zichzelf uit een psychische crisis hadden gewerkt. 

De breed gedragen drang tot het verwezenlijken van de eigen individuele poten-
ties institutionaliseerde zich in zogenoemde groeicentra. De belangrijkste daar-
van was het in Californië in 1961 opgerichte Esalen Institute, waar een veelheid 
aan nieuwe therapeutische praktijken werd ontwikkeld en aangeboden. Joseph 
Campbell sprak regelmatig in Esalen, waar bijvoorbeeld ook de transpersoonlijke 
psychologie werd ontwikkeld, een esoterische psychologie die vooral gericht op 
de ‘spirituele dimensies’ van de psyche. Gestuurd door hun anti-autoritaire dis-
posities benadrukten de nieuwe autoriteiten het belang van eigen ervaringen van 
cliënten en de vrijheid om te kiezen voor die therapie die hen het best beviel. Om 
een positie in het veld te verwerven moesten die autoriteiten hun eigen expertise 
verantwoorden en hun praktijken aanprijzen als werkzaam en authentiek.

Een deel van de esoterisch-therapeutische experts beriep zich op de eigen Ame-
rikaanse Indiaanse achtergrond. De ideeën en praktijken van de medicijnmannen 
en -vrouwen sloten naadloos aan bij de zoektocht naar authentieke ervaringen van 
de zogenoemde hippies, ook omdat ze hun kennis presenteerden als oeroude en 
authentiek Indiaanse variant van een universele spirituele boodschap. Daarmee 
verwierven Indiaanse leraren een hooggewaardeerde vorm van kapitaal en dus 
een speciale positie in het veld dat later, vanaf de jaren tachtig, bekend zou worden 
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als New Age. Tegenwoordig worden ze wel sjamaan genoemd, en vallen de door 
hen gepropageerde praktijken in de categorie sjamanisme, maar in de jaren zestig 
en zeventig was het niet gebruikelijk om deze categorie leraren aan te duiden als 
sjamanen. 

Cruciaal voor de genealogie van sjamanisme was de ontwikkeling van het veld 
van psychedelica. Dit veld ontstond toen, in overeenstemming met de logica van 
de tegencultuur, hallucinogene drugs werden gezien als een middelen om psychi-
sche ketens te verbreken en de deuren van perceptie te openen zodat de eeuwige 
en onveranderlijke religieuze kern van het bestaan ervaren kon worden. Als rituele 
en deskundige gebruikers van psychedelische middelen werden sjamanen geïn-
terpreteerd als de oervorm van de psychonauten. Jim Morrison (1943-1971), de 
dichter en zanger van de legendarische Doors, identificeerde zichzelf bijvoorbeeld 
met sjamanen. Hij zag zichzelf als een ongewoon individu die zichzelf in trance 
bracht met dans en drugs om een psychische reis te ondernemen voor zijn stam, 
net als sjamanen deden. 

Het idee van een sjamanistische performance van de geïnspireerde dichter-sja-
maan werd vooral populair in het literaire veld, waar dichters van de beat genera-
tion de sjamaan in zichzelf ontdekten. Het proces was onderdeel van de strategie 
waarmee zij zich afzetten tegen het literaire veld en waarmee zij tijdloze en uni-
versele kennis claimden. Doordat een aantal van hen uiteindelijk toch prominente 
posities in dat veld kregen, konden ze het idee van de dichter-sjamaan krachtig 
autoriseren.

Het onderwerp van hoofdstuk zeven is de institutionalisering van de psychede-
lische en esoterische tegencultuur in het wetenschappelijke veld van antropologie 
in Californië in de jaren zestig en de daaropvolgende totstandkoming van een veld 
van sjamanisme in de jaren tachtig. De antropoloog Carlos Castaneda (1925-1998) 
speelde een bijzondere rol in die geschiedenis. Als student aan de Universiteit van 
Los Angeles (UCLA) publiceerde hij vanaf 1968 een reeks boeken over zijn erva-
ringen met de Indiaanse tovenaar-krijger Don Juan. Hij promoveerde op een van 
zijn van zijn bestsellers, maar later werd duidelijk dat Castaneda zijn informatie 
niet had gebaseerd op veldwerk, maar op zijn verbeeldingskracht. Dat hij mensen 
wist te overtuigen was te danken aan zijn strategisch gebruik van de modieuze 
esoterische, filosofische, psychedelische en andere (on)geleerdheid uit zijn tijd.

Castaneda gebruikte het woord ‘sjamaan’ niet in zijn boeken, maar toch hadden 
die grote invloed op het beeld van sjamanisme in de antropologie en daarbuiten. 
Dat kwam ook doordat hij deel uitmaakte van een veld waarin sjamanisme het 
centrale onderwerp was. De interpretaties van zijn collega-antropologen waren 
producten van hetzelfde antropologische veld, en zij lieten zich bovendien door 
hem inspireren. In zijn eerst boek beschreef Castaneda hoe Don Juan hem accep-
teerde als leerling. Onder invloed van de drugs die Don Juan hem gaf reisde Cas-
taneda door een geheimzinnige andere werkelijkheid waarin hij kon vliegen en 
met dieren sprak. Twee boeken later beweerde Castaneda dat die reizen ook mo-
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gelijk waren zonder drugs. Naar eigen zeggen werd Castaneda via zijn mysterieuze 
avonturen uiteindelijk zelf ook tovenaar-krijger. Castaneda verliet uiteindelijk de 
academische wereld om leider te worden van een religieuze beweging. 

Castaneda’s collega’s daarentegen publiceerden esoterische en psychedelische 
interpretaties vanuit het academische antropologische veld. In haar klassieke etno-
grafie over de peyote hunt uit 1974 interpreteerde Barbara Myerhoff (1935-1985) 
de pelgrimstocht van de Huichol indianen als een sjamanistische reis naar het ver-
loren paradijs; Eliade was een van haar inspiratiebronnen. Op vergelijkbare wijze 
interpreteerde Myerhoff ’s en Castaneda’s collega Peter Furst sjamanisme als de 
oer-religie die liet zien dat het creatieve onbewuste deel van de menselijke psyche 
universeel was. Furst werd later vooral bekend door zijn werk over sjamanistische 
Huicholkunst, maar maakte eerst naam als redacteur van een bundel wetenschap-
pelijke artikelen uit 1972 over psychedelica en sjamanisme. De bundel over hal-
lucinogene drugs en sjamanisme die de hoogleraar antropologie Michael Harner 
een jaar later redigeerde karakteriseerde de invloed van psychedelische disposities 
in de academische antropologie nog sterker: de eigen psychedelische ervaringen 
van de auteurs werden gepresenteerd als bron van kennis over sjamanisme. 

Harner begon workshops in sjamanisme te verzorgen, eerst voor zijn studenten 
van UCLA, later ook in Esalen. Geleidelijk raakte het psychedelische karakter van 
sjamanisme op de achtergrond. In plaats daarvan presenteerde Harner iets dat hij 
core-shamanism noemde, dat bestond uit een reeks technieken die hij naar eigen 
zeggen had gedestilleerd uit de vormen van sjamanisme waarmee hij ervaring had 
opgedaan tijdens veldwerk in Zuid-Amerika. Hij schreef het eerste sjamanistische 
zelfhulpboek, The Way of the Shaman (1981), richtte zijn eigen centrum voor sja-
manismestudies op en organiseerde sjamanistische opleidingsprogramma’s. Via 
zogenaamd archaïsche technieken konden zijn studenten het contact herstellen 
met natuurkrachten. Terwijl hij zich begaf op het veld van esoterische praktijken 
bleven zijn academische disposities zijn acties sturen. 

Harner was cruciaal voor de populariteit van sjamanisme als hedendaagse wes-
terse therapeutische praktijk, maar hij was niet de enige. Andere grondleggers van 
het veld van sjamanisme boden andere vormen van sjamanisme aan. De transper-
soonlijke psycholoog Stephan Larsen, een leerling en vriend van Joseph Campbell, 
publiceerde in 1976 The Shaman’s Doorway, een boek waarin hij een psychothe-
rapeutische leer presenteerde die hij baseerde op transpersoonlijke psychologie, 
Campbell’s mythologie en sjamanisme. De medisch antropologe en zenpriester 
Joan Halifax daarentegen combineerde sjamanisme met boeddhisme. Voordat 
zij haar eigen boeddhistische stichting oprichtte publiceerde ze populaire boeken 
over sjamanisme en organiseerde ze reizen naar Zuid-Amerika waarin mensen 
sjamanen en andere healers konden ontmoeten.

Geïnspireerd door Harner, Larsen, Halifax en anderen ontstond er in de Ver-
enigde Staten een economie van sjamanistische workshops, cursussen, therapieën 
en andere producten. Niet iedereen die zich begaf op het veld van sjamanisme 
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appelleerde aan academische geleerdheid, maar het was wel een trend die het veld 
structureerde. Dat is in het huidige veld van sjamanisme te zien. Er zijn certifica-
ten te halen bij sjamanistische opleidingsinstituten, in het tijdschrift Shaman staan 
populair-wetenschappelijke artikelen en entrepreneurs in sjamanisme gebruiken 
academisch kapitaal bij het positioneren van hun kennis en producten op het veld. 
Harner verliet uiteindelijk de academische wereld, maar gebruikte wel zijn weten-
schappelijke achtergrond om zijn core-shamanism op de markt te zetten. Andere 
autoriteiten op het gebied van sjamanistische kennis zijn echter zowel actief in 
het academische veld als in het esoterische veld. Met andere woorden: de velden 
overlappen elkaar. 

Een andere vorm van kapitaal die in het veld gewaardeerd wordt is ervaring. Het 
is ook gebruikelijk dat sjamanistische leraren hun Indiaanse of andere inheemse 
afkomst benadrukken. Daarmee accentueren ze ook het archaïsche tijdloze karak-
ter van sjamanisme. Maar het is geen toeval dat sjamanisme vooral aan populari-
teit won aan het begin van de jaren tachtig, toen ook het neoliberaal kapitalisme 
dominant werd. Hedendaagse vormen van sjamanisme presenteren zich als een 
tegencultuur, maar een historisch-sociologische interpretatie duidt hun praktijken 
als consumptiemiddelen op een vrije globale markt, geheel in overeenstemming 
met het neoliberalisme. Terwijl neoliberalisering mensen afhankelijk maakt van 
machten waarop ze nauwelijks invloed hebben en hen verantwoordelijk stelt voor 
wat hen overkomt, biedt sjamanisme mogelijkheden om empowerment te vinden 
bij zogenaamd tijdloze krachten. Als individualistische oplossing voor sociale pro-
blemen is sjamanisme onderdeel van de maatschappelijke structuren waar het zich 
tegen afzet. 

Hoofdstuk acht bestaat uit een case study van hedendaags sjamanisme in Neder-
land, waar, hedendaagse sjamanistische praktijken producten zijn van de specifie-
ke ontwikkeling van het veld van esoterische praktijken. In overeenstemming met 
het proces van neoliberalisering ontwikkelde dat veld zich vanaf de jaren tachtig 
van een marginaal fenomeen tot een mainstream verschijnsel. In harmonie met 
het liberale kapitalisme kunnen mensen op deze consumptiemarkt terecht om hun 
eigen groei en ontwikkeling in de hand te nemen. 

Het concept ‘sjamanisme’ kreeg langzamerhand een belangrijker betekenis in dit 
veld. De eerste sjamanistische leraren die zich op het Nederlandse veld van eso-
terie begaven waren Duitse, Zweedse, Amerikaanse en andere niet-Nederlandse 
experts die Nederland aandeden op hun internationale tournees. De eersten die 
naam maakten in het Nederlandse veld van esoterie waren de Hongaar Joska Soos 
(1921-2008) en de Amerikaan Ronald Chavers. Soos was een Hongaar die in Bel-
gië woonde en die vanaf ongeveer 1980 rondtoerde langs Nederlandse New Age-
centra. Hij presenteerde zich in interviews, in boeken en tijdens workshops als 
een echte Hongaarse sjamaan. Ronald Chavers benadrukte dat hij sjamanistische 
kennis had opgedaan tijdens de opvoeding die zijn Noord-Amerikaanse Indiaanse 
grootmoeder hem had gegeven, maar presenteerde zich bovenal als wetenschapper. 
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Halverwege de jaren tachtig begonnen Nederlanders als sjamanistische leraar, 
van wie de kunstenaar Daan van Kampenhout een van de eersten was. Het start-
schot van het Nederlandse veld van sjamanisme werd echter gegeven door de kun-
stenares en droomtherapeute Roelien de Lange, die in 1989 een sjamanismeweek-
end organiseerde in haar spirituele centrum de Elfenbank, bij Nijmegen. Door het 
succes ervan organiseerde ze vervolgens een sjamanistisch schooljaar. Nationale 
en internationale sjamanistische leraren droegen eraan bij, onder wie Soos en Van 
Kampenhout, die in 1992 zijn eigen sjamanistisch instituut oprichtte. Nadat El-
fenbank werd opgeheven richtte De Lange de School voor Sjamanisme op in 1995.

Het Nederlandse veld van sjamanisme ontwikkelde zich uit dat van de Neder-
landse esoterie. De ontwikkeling ervan is duidelijk te zien op het programma van 
het Eigentijdsfestival, dat vanaf 1993 jaarlijks wordt georganiseerd en waar bezoe-
kers een lang weekend kunnen kennismaken met een enorm assortiment aan eso-
terische praktijken, waaronder sjamanisme. Vanaf het begin presenteerde Roelien 
de Lange haar sjamanistische praktijken. De School voor Sjamanisme kreeg een 
prominente vaste plek op het festivalterrein. Verschillende andere sjamanenprak-
tijken begonnen hun workshops, therapieën en opleidingen te presenteren op het 
festival, ieder met een eigen variant van sjamanisme en geautoriseerd met een spe-
cifiek boeket van kapitaalsoorten. 

Een blik op vier Nederlandse sjamanenpraktijken laat zien dat die wel van elkaar 
verschillen maar dat ze ook gelijksoortige vormen van kapitaal gebruiken om zich 
te positioneren op het veld. Searching Deer Jan Prins is een van de prominentste 
sjamanen in het veld. Hij is ingewijd door Joska Soos en wijdt tegenwoordig an-
deren in het veld in als sjamaan. Zijn Circle of Shamanic Learning draait om hem. 
Tijdens workshops profileert hij zich nadrukkelijk als autoriteit met een enorme 
internationale ervaring. Het duidelijkst is dat te zien tijdens een rondleiding door 
zijn sjamanenmuseum. Voor anderen is de samenhang van het tentoongestelde 
materiaal onduidelijk; alleen hij kan uitleggen wat de sjamanistische betekenis is 
van de vele figuren en afbeeldingen uit de hele wereld. 

De School voor Sjamanisme daarentegen is een democratisch georganiseerd op-
leidingsinstituut met een wisselend bestuur. De docenten zijn niet per se zelf sja-
maan, en tijdens workshops stimuleren ze studenten vooral zelf na te denken over 
de betekenis van hun ervaringen. De docenten hebben bijna allemaal ook hun 
eigen sjamanistische praktijk en vormen een belangrijk netwerk waarin kapitaal 
wordt uitgewisseld. 

Het Asha Institute zet zijn eigen shu’em sjamanisme nadrukkelijk af tegen de 
andere sjamanenpraktijken, die volgens hen vooral bestaan uit New Age-toeters 
en bellen. Shu’em sjamanisme is gebaseerd op soefisme, en presenteert de eigen 
praktijken in een complex technisch jargon waarin perceptieniveaus centraal 
staan. Anderen in het veld wantrouwen shu’em sjamanisme omdat de structuur 
van meesters en leerlingen volgens hen niet past bij sjamanisme. In tegenstelling 
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tot andere sjamanismepraktijken maken de handelingen van de shu’em experts de 
sjamanistische ervaringen van de deelnemers mogelijk. 

De praktijken van het Instituut voor Siberisch Sjamanisme ontlenen hun kracht 
aan hun oorspronkelijke Siberische oorsprong. Petra Giesbergen die de workshops 
verzorgt werd ingewijd als sjamaan in Siberië, waar ze de naam Altaiskaya Byelka 
kreeg. Tijdens workshops zet ze mensen aan het werk om Siberische sjamanisti-
sche werelden te verkennen. Zij is de autoriteit want zij weet waar in de wereld 
van Siberische goden en geesten welk soort empowerment gevonden kan worden.

Hoofdstuk negen bestaat uit een aantal concluderende beschouwingen. De eer-
ste gaat over de invloed van mijn eigen habitus en mijn positie in het veld waarin ik 
mijn onderzoek verrichtte op mijn analyse. In de tweede behandel ik vier gecom-
pliceerde onderwerpen die centraal staan in mijn onderzoek en die cruciaal zijn 
voor het begrijpen van hedendaags westers sjamanisme, namelijk individualisme, 
consumentisme, authenticiteit en empowerment. In de derde beschouwing staan 
de (dis)continuïteit van de ontwikkeling van het concept ‘sjamanisme’ centraal en 
de (on)mogelijkheid om sjamanismen te classificeren. De uiteindelijke conclusie is 
dat de kracht, het charisma en de autoriteit van zowel conceptualisaties van sjama-
nisme als van hedendaags westers sjamanisme het gevolg zijn van de strijd die de 
ontwikkeling van het begrip sjamanisme vormt en zal blijven vormen.
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